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nOECEES'
FOR THE

OUT DOOR LIFE

GOLD PANS, POCKET SMELTERS, PROS-
PECTORS' SUPPLIES, TOURING OUT-
FITS, KHAKI CLOTHING, LACED BOOTS.
GUNS, AMMUNITION, FISHING TACKLE,
BICYCLES, TENTS, CAMPING GOODS.

Inc.

The Wm. H. Hocgec Co.
138-142 So. Main Street

Our Catalog-ues tell

Phones Ex. 87 Los Angeles, Cal.

ARTESIA The Place of All Others
For Profitable Poultry Raising

Midway between Los Angeles and Santa Ana, on the new Pacific Electric line, a town is

being built up at Artesia that will be the important point between Los Angeles and

Santa Ana. Plenty of water here, fertile soil, good transportation facilities direct to

markets. The country around Artesia is very productive, with every essential to suc-

cessful poultry raising. In addition to lots in Artesia Townsite, we have small acreage

holdings in its immediate vicinity which will make ideal poultry ranches. These are

held at very reasonable prices, $400 an acre. Write us, at once, for full informa-

tion, as this property is selling rapidly and will soon be off the market.

FOR SALE- BRICK BLOCK—Located in Santa Ana, a two-story block on
the main business street. Price $10,000, and property now earns 5Ji
per cent, on this amount, with values rapidly advancing-. A g-ood buy.

ORANGE COUNTY REALTY CO., Exclusive Agents
SANTA ANA, CAL. BRANCH OFFICE. ARTESIA. CAL.

AN EAR OF

LAGUNA
GROWN
CORN

CORN ? YES !

and all other necessaries of life, and all deciduous
fruit in addition, abundantly grown on the

LACUNA DE TACHE GRANT
in Fresno and Kings Counties, the geographical

center of California.

Prices $30 to $60 per Acre with ample water

One-quarter cash, balance in 8 annual installments. For full

printed information and local paper 2 months FREE, Address

Nares and Saunders, Managers
GRANT BLOCK, LATON, CALIFORNIA
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" No Gift Book ever came out of a box that was prettier than

BRET HARTE'S

HER LETTER
Illustrated with forty-four full-page pictures, in color

and tint, and many decorations in gold,

by ARTHUR I. KELLER

A really exquisite volume that, for once, no publisher's promise
or critic's praise can exaggerate."— JS'ew York Globe.

"The book is a beautiful example of typography, and jMr.

Keller's skillfully executed pictures are full of true Bret Ilarte

humor."— New York Times. (Large 8vo, boxed, $2.00.)

KATE DOUGLAS WIGGIN'S

ROSE 0* THE RIVER
" A sweet and natural love story with a rugged background. Logging and jam-breaking

on the Saco give an outdoor freshness and action to the narrative, while Rose's grandsire,

Old Kennebec, affords spontaneous fun." — The Outlook, New York. By the author of "Re-
becca of Sunnybrook Farm." Illustrated in color by George Wright. (l2mo,%l.2&.)

Howard Pyle's illustrated Christmas Edition of Holmes's

ONE-HOSS SHAY
No more deliciously humorous poems have ever ap-

peared than the famous, classics, "The One-IIosa

Shay,"
" How the Old Horse won the Bet," and "The

Broomstick Train," which are included in this little

holiday volume so beautifully illustrated by Howard
Pyle, in colors, as to appear hand-painted.

{1271W, $1.50.)

The Humorous Book of the Year

E. BOYD SMITH'S

STORY OF NOAffS ARK
FOR GROWN-UPS

The log of the Ark's cruise, in pictorial form, in which 26

beautifully colored pictures piquantly describe :
—

Noah and his Floating Zoo
;
The Ark Builders on a Strike;

The Procession of the Animals
; Why the Mammoth became

extinct
;
The Giraffe with his "

sea-legs on
;

"
Monkey Shines and Bear Hur^s ;

The Diffi-

culties of Housekeeping : etc. The brief descfriptions which accompany the pictures add to

their charm and whimsicality. (Large oblong, $2.00, net. Postpaid, $2.19.)

Illustrated Holiday Bulletin sent, free, on request.

HOUGHTON, MffTLIN AND COMPANY, Boston and New YorEi



Make Tour rlonc/ Work
— for you !^^==

Many of the world's greatest fortunes have
been made by people who invested their sav-

ings in flourishing young businessenterprises,
let their money grow with the business. You

don't often hear of such opportunities; they
are kept for a few lucky friends of the firm,
but this advertisement was written to tell you
that you now can

Buy an Interest in a Dig Pa/ing Business

Of course you have heard of SMITHS'
CASH STORE. It is the biggest Mail
Order House on the Pacific Coast, and is

likely to be the largest west of Chicago. Now
just five (5) years ago you could buy stock in

Smiths' Cash Store for $3.00 a share. That
stock today is worth $10.00 a share. You
don't often hear of such Dig jumps in so short

a time. And California will develop more
within the next five years than it has within
the last ten. Think what this means to a big
advertising Mail Order Houseas isSMITHS'
CASH STORE'. Think how much the stock
that IS now offered you for $10.00 a share will
be worth then.

Your Mone/ will Earn You 30 Per Cent

That is what investments in stock in Smiths'
Cash Store are paying in earnings and dis-

counts on purchases. You are not reading a
fabulous prophecy of what may happen if—

This is a story of what is happening right
now. A guarantee that the earnings shall
not be less than six per cent, a year goes with
each share of stock.

Whx We Want You for a Partner

Increased capital, you know, means increased
business. The more partners we have the

greater the volume of the business. If you
own only 5 shares of stock you are entitled to

owners' prices on everything in the store.

And there is absolutely nothing that you re-

quire for eating, use or wear that you can't

buy in Smiths' Cash Store. We make you a
partner in the strictest sense. You have ma-
terial interest in every article that goes in or
out of the SIX-STORY BUILDING that
we occupy.

The Price of Stock will Le Ad

very shortly. This may be your last chance
to buy stock in this big Cash Store at $10.00 a
share. When you consider that your stock
will pay for itself .from the money you save
on household necessities alone, you must real-

ize the profit of this investment. Hundreds
of new customers are buying here every
month. The reputation of this big money
saving Cash Store is reaching every part of

vanced

the West. Take advantage of this opportu-
nity to share its prosperity and become a
partner now. If you know what a big thing
this is and if you want to get into it, just
make draft, check or monev order payable to
SMITHS' CASH STORE', Inc., or Harper
A. Smith, Pres't. If you would liketoknow
more of the Cash Store, call and see us or mail
this coupon today— it in no way obligates you.

r ^SMITHS' CASH STORE
25 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

Gentlemen:— I am interested in your Co-operative profit sharing plan,
and will be pleased to have you send me your "Prospectus" and priced

Catalogue.

Name

, Town State

SMITHS' CASH STORE
CO-OPERATIVE

25 MARKET STREET
Sa.li Francisco, Cala. EstablisKed 1880



We want our readers to know that while we try
at all times to fill combination orders, we put up
only a certain quantity of certain numbers each
day. If our CembiNation No. 58 pleases you
order it today, you may not get it to-morrow.
This combination has brought us many friends.
Let us put you on the list. Start with this

cobmination.

1.50

3.50

$9.00 Btiys It
50 lbs. best Granulated Sugar—S.C. S. $1 • BO
1 Ham, Rex, perfect, 12-lb. - - - 1.50
18 lbs. fancy new Head Rice - - 1.00
5-1 b. tin our Superb Moca and Java

Coffee, roast, worth $2.00—S. C. S. -

5 lbs. any flavor Tea, T.'ic. quality; say
which you have fjeen using and we
will more than duplicate it in S.C.S.
English Breakfast, Green, Uncolored
Spider Leg, Oolong, Mikado, Mixed
or Japan

5 lbs. Baking Powder, Pure Eastern.
We are sole Pacific Coast distribu-
tors. It is more perfect than any
other we have sold or used. - - 1.50

Total for all, unchanged - $9 . 00
Smith's Cash Store—25 years business deal-

ings guarantees every item.

SMITHS' CASH STORE, Inc.

25 Market St.. SAN FRANCISCO
Monthly Catalogue mailed Free on Request

We want everybody who buys groceries to

know that they can buy of us cheaper than any-
where else. We buy for Cash—We sell for Cash.

Cash does the trick. To show you what $S.OO
will buy read our celebrated

Combination No. 52.

Every item guaranteed or your cash back.

50 lbs. best Granulated Sugar, fine,
S.C.S.

50 lbs. our S. C. S. Roller Patent Flour
(we guarantee it the best)

15-lb. box Macaroni, or any other paste

5-lb tin our Superb 50c. Mocha and
Java Roast Coffee, most delicious,

5 lbs. Tea, best imported, your choice
of our 75c. grades of S. C. S. English
Breakfast, Green, Uncolored, Mixed
or Ceylon, Oolong, Japan

5-lb. tin Pure Eastern Baking Powder;
its quality the best mcwiey will buy

$1.00

i.eo
.so

1.50

8.50

1.50

Total for all, unchanged - $8.90

SMITHS' CASH STORE, Inc.

25 Market St., SAN FRANCISCO
132 Page Catalogue mailed Free on Request

Our Monthly Priced Catalogue is full of great
big bargains in every department. It is issued

every month and mailed free. If you will read
it carefully every month you will find it a big
Savings Bank. Send a postal and we will mail
it to you. For a few days only on the return
of this advertisement we will send you our

Combination No. 53 for $7.75
50 lbs. Best Granulated Sugar—S. C. S.

fine white dry .....
1 dozen tins Assorted Table Fruit -

1 full quart or two extra large bottles

Flavoring Extract, any flavor .

10 lbs. finest Dried Prunes, Peaches or
Raisins ......

10-lb. sack Graham or Rye Flour .

5 lbs. best S.C.S. Mocha and Java, roast
or ground Coffee, worth 40c. or over

4-lb. box Asserted Crackers and Cakes,
latest and best, American Biscuit Co.,
fresh baked ......

1 large bottle best Concentrated Bluing,
S. C. S.

1 large bottle best Concentrated Ammo-
nia, S. C. S.

$1.00
1.50

1.50

1.00
.25

1.50

.50

.35

The group, unchanged, for - $7 . 75
We deliver by team C. O. D.—if you live near

by or to Depot in S. F. if by freight.

SMITHS' CASH STORE, Ino.
25 Market St., SAN FRANCISCO

Hardware Catalogue mailed Free on Request,

This offer is to compel introduction into every
family of our quality groceries.

ONE ORDER TO ONE FAMILY
Many people ask how can we sell goods in

combination so cheaply. The story is plain.
Every day we put up a certain numWer of each
combination. We have no trouble or worry,
every item is put up without waste of time,

_
we

can ship hundreds of combinations in less time
than we can wait on a few people. Besides we
deal for cash only. Buy for Cash—SeTl for Cash.

See -wHat $8.50 iMrill Bux
Every item gusranteed to please or returna-

ble for instant cash refund and no objections
made.
51 lbs. best Granulated Cane Sugar, fine

white and dry, S. C. S.
18 lbs. new fancy Head Table Rice,
very best, -...-•

lO-lb.
pail pure Leaf Lard, Rex or Swift

5 lbs. fancy English Breakfast, Spider
Leg, Uncolored, Green Japan, Mixed
•r Ceylon Tea (75c grades, say which
you prefer) ......

5-lb. tin Moca and Java Coffee, roast or
ground, 40c grade, none better at any
price 1.5#

5-lb. tin Baking Powder, Eastern Pure 1 . 50
Total for all, unchanged

$1.00

1.00
1.00

S.50

$S.50
Every item as rejiresented or your cash returned

SMITHS' CASH STORE, Inc.
25 Market St., SAN FRANCISCO

72 Page Catalogue mailed free on Request.



EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

PASADENA-I30-I54 S. EUCLID AYE.

EliaiSH CLASSICAL S(ll00l for Oirls
leTH Year begins Oct., 190B

Boarding- and day pupils. New bnilding-s. Gymna-
sium. Special care of health. Entire charge taken of
pupils during- school year and summer vacation. Cer-
tificate admits to Eastern colleges. European teachers
in art, music and modern languages.

HomeUe'^ /!««>» B. ORTON. PRINCIPAL.

Occidental College
losanoelescal

The College. Four Courses—Cla'^sical, Scientific,
Literary, and Literary-Musical. Two new brick
buildings, costing $80,000 -modern and convenient.
Academy. Prepares for Occidental, or any other

college or university. The Occidental School of Mus-
ic—Theory, Vocal and Instrumental.
2nd semester begins February 5th, 1906.

Address Acting President REV. WM S. YOUNG, D. D.

University of tlie Pacific, San Jose, California
In the beautiful Santa Clara Valley

Four Colletre Courses leading to degrees of a. B., Ph. B., Sc.

B., Lit B. Co-Eciucational

Academy prepares for best Colleges. Best equipped Conservatory
of Music on the Coast, leading to degree in Vocal and Instrumental

COLLEGE or NOTRE DAME
Fifty-fourth year, founded 1851, incorporated 1858; accredited by

State University 1900. Courses: collegiate, prepantory, commercial.

Intermediateandprimary classes for younger children. NOTRK DAME
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, founded 1899, awards diplomas. Apply
for terms to Sister Superior, San Jose, California.

THE WASHBURN SCHOOL (Accredited)
San Jose, California

Gives Boys and Girls a thorough preparation for the leading Colleges
and Universities. Primary and intermediate departments ;

small
classes; teachers all university graduates; hygienic sanitation. Send
for circular.

Los Angeles

CaliforniaSAINT VINCENT'S (OLIEOE
Boarding and Day College

and Hi^h School

Military Drill and Calisthenics a Feature.

For catalogue write the President.

The ACADEMY OF THE IMMACULATE
HEART — a boarding and day school for

young ladies, conducted by the Sisters of the Im-

maculate Heart.

For prospectus address

Mother Superior. Pico Heights, Los Angeles

jir»jiOQ|*v |-|A| I A school for boys among the Sierra pines.AlUnOolZ. 1 1 f*l-l- Remarkable climate. Prepares for best

Colleges and Universities. Out-door Sports: Riding, Hunting, Boat-

ing, Fishing, Snow-shoeing, Camping. Boys may enter at any time.
For catalogue, address the Headmaster,

WILLIAM W. PRICE. M. A., Alta, Placer County, California

ESPEY'S FRAGRANT CREAM
Will relieve and cure chapped hands, lips, rash,
sunburn, chafed or rough skin from any cause.
Prevents tendency to wrinkles or ageing of the
skin. Keeps the face and hands soft, smooth,
firm and white. It has no equal. Ask for it

and take no substitute.

Package of Espey's Sachet Powders
Sent FREE on receipt 2c. to Pay Postage

P. B. KEYS. Agent. Ill So. Center Ave., CHICAeO

Representatives to take orders for staple and
novelty Dress Goods, White Goods, Silks, etc.

Qualities guaranteed. Unlimited variety. Mill
prices. Liberal remuneration Apply at once

for a^jency. Write for particulars, giving responsible references, to

A. M. Moselv, Mill Agent, 373-375 Broadway, ^ew York City

WANTED

The Music of the West

Song-s and piano compositions by American composers, based on the melodies of

Zuni, Pawnee, Navajo and Omaha Indians, and of Cowboy songs. Wherever you live,

send for any or all of this music

ON APPROVAL—POSTPAID BOTH WATS
It costs you nothing to examine it. You will find it novel, and probably some of it seem-

ingly unmusical, at least at first. On the other hand, you may find it stimulating to a

musical taste needing a rest from a pre-digested musical diet.

We publish, among other works :

From Mesa and Plain. Indian, Cowboy and Negro sketches for piano, by A rthur iTarwell . . . $1.00
A.merican Indian Melodies, ten Omaha melodies for piano, by Arthur Farwell l.OO
Lyrics of tHe Red Man. a collection of Indian sketches for piano, by Harvey W. Loomis,

Books I and II Each l.OO
TKe GHost Dance of tHe Zunis; for piano and gong. Carlos Troyer l.OO
Traditional Son^s of iKe Zvinis. Book I, Zunian Lullaby, Lover's Wooing, Sunrise Call,

Coming of Montezuma; Book II, Festive Sun Dance, Great Rain Dance, Mediutn
voice. By Carlos Troyer Each l.OO

FolKsongs of tHe ^West and So\»tH, Indian, Cowboy and Negro. Medium voice. By Ar-
thur Parwell l.OO

Ne-wtoi» Center,'
MassacKxisetts.A.ddre ssTKe Wa-Wan Press;
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Desifirnated Depositary of the United States

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LOS ANGELES

Special Ladies' Department
Capital Stock $1,250,000.00
Surplus and Undivided Profits 2,85^,437.76
Deposits 13,628,038.74

J. M. Elliott, President Stoddard Jess, Vice-President
W. C. Patterson, Vice-President

G. E. Bittinsrer, Vice-President

John S. Cravens, Vice-President
W. T. S. Hammond, Cashier

A. C. Way, Asst. Cashier E. S. Pauly, Asst. Cashier
E. W. Coe, Asst. Casbier A. B. Jones, Asst. Cashier
All departments of a modern banking business conducted

THE

National Bank of California

at LOS ANGELES
North East Corner 2nd and Spring Streets

John M. C. Marble, Pres.

John E. Marble, Vice-Pres.

J. E. Fishburn, Cashier
F. J. Belcher, Jr., Asst. Cashier

Hon. O. T. Johnson W. D. Woolwine
Judgre S. C. Hnbbell R. I. Rosrers

Directors

Solicits Business and Correspondence

The (ierman Sdvin^s

and loan Society
526 (ALlfORNIA ST., SAN fRANdSCO

Guaranteed Capital and Surplus $2,526,763.61

Capital actually paid up in cash 1.000,000.00

Deposits, Dec, 30, 1905 39.112.812 82

F. Tillmann. Jr., President
Daniel Meyer, First Vice-President

Fmil Rohte, Second Vice-President
A. H. R. Schmidt, Cashier

Wm, Herrmann, Asst. Cashier

Georg-e Tourny, Secretary
A. H. Muller, Asst. Secretary

W. S. Goodfellow, General Attorney.

Directors

F. Tillman, Jr., Daniel Meyer, Emil
Kohte, Ign. Steinhart, I. N. Walter, N.
Ohlandt, J. W. Van Berg^en, E. T. Kruse,
W. S. Goodfellow.

MITUAL SAVINGS BANK
OF SAN FRANCISCO

710 Market St., opposite Third, San Francisco
Guarantee Capital $1,000,000
Paid Up Capital 300,000
Surplus 320.000
Deposit's Jan. 1, 1906 10,213.801
James D. Phelan. Pres. S. G. Murphy, Vice-Pres.
John A. Hooper, Vice-Pres. Georsre A. Story, Cashier

C. B. Hobson, Assistant Cashier

DIRBCTORS
James D. Phelan S. G. Murphy John A. Hooper
James Moffitt Frank J Sullivan Rudolph Spreckles
Robt. McElroy James M. McDonald Chas. Holbrook
Interest paid on deposits. Loans on approved secur-

ities. Deposits may be sent on postal order. Wells,
Farg-o & Co., or exchang-e on city banks. Interest paid
last term 3K per cent.

^Theosophy and
Christianity"

A joint debate, 15 cents

Send to The Theosophical Publishing
Company, Point Loma, Cal.

'*The New Century Path"
$4 00 per annum, 10 cents per number. An
Unseciarian Weekly Illustrated Paper,
edited by Katherine Ting]ey.

Send to the New Century Corpora-
tion, Point Loma, Cal.

for

Health

Happiness
an

Home
>nd a

Come to

Southern California

Write for information and illustrated printed

matter, enclosinir a 5c stamp, to the

CHamber of Commerce

Los Angeles Cal.

Hummel Bros. & Co. furnish best help. 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



DIVIDEND NOTICES.
San Francisco, Cal.

DIVIDEND NOTICE— CALIFORNIA
SAFE DEPOSIT AND TRUST COM-
PANY, corner California and Montg^omery
Sts. For the six months ending Dee. 31,

1905, dividends have been declared on de-

posits in the Savings Department of this

Company as follows : On term deposits at

the rate of 3 610 per cent per annum, and
on ordinary deposits at the rateof 3/i per cent per an-

num, free of taxes, and payable on and after Tues
day, Jan. 2, 1906. J.DALZELL BROWN, Manag-er.

DIVIDEND NOTICE—SAN FRANCISCO
SAVINGS UNION, 532 California St.,

corner Webb. For the half year ending
with the 31st of Dec, 1905, a dividend has
been declared at the rate per annum of

three and six-tenths (3.60) per cent on term

deposits, and three and one-third (3^3)

per cent on ordinary deposits, free of

taxes, payable on and after Tuesday,
Jan. 2, 1906.

LOVELE WHITE, Cashier.

DIVIDEND NOTICE—MUTUAL SAVINGS
BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, No. 710

Market St.— For the half year ending Dec.

31, 1905. a dividend has been declared at

the rate of three and one-half (3>^) per

cent on all deposits, compounded semi-

annually and free of taxes, payable on and

after Tuesday, Jan. 2, 1906.

GEO. A. STORY, Cashier.

DIVIDEND NOTICE— THE GERMAN
SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY, 526

California St. P'^or the half year ending
Dec. 31, 1905, a dividend has been declared

at the rate of three and six-tenths (3.60)

per cent per annum on all deposits, free

of taxes, payable on and after Tuesday,

Jan. 2, 1906.

GEORGE TOURNY, Secretary.

THE CONTINENTAL BUILDING AND
LOAN ASSOCIATION, 301 California St.,

San Francisco, Cal., has declared a divi-

dend for the six months ending- Dec. 31,

1905, of five per cent per annum on ordin-

ary deposits, six per cent on term deposits,
and six per cent on class F stock; inter-

est on deposits payable on and after
Jan- 6, 1906; interest on ordinary deposits not
called for will be added to tbe principal and there
after bear interest at the same rate.

DR. WASHINGTON DODGE, President.

WM. CORBIN, Sec.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.— SAVINGS AND
LOAN SOCIETY, 101 Montgomery^ St.,

corner Sutter, has declared a dividend for

the term ending Dec. 31, 1905, at the rate

of three and one-half (3>^ ) per cent per
annum on all deposits, free of taxes, pay-
able on and after Jan. 2, 1906. Dividends
not called for are added to and "bear the
same rates of interest as principal.

EDWIN BONNELL, Cashier.

YOUR BANK

We Desire To Bi Your Bank

You are cordially invited to

make this your banl<. Every

facility of modern banking is

at your service. Our Trust

and Bond Departments offer

added conveniences. You will

be made to feel at home and

your business will receive

prompt, accurate and cheer-

ful attention.

Merchants Trust Company
CAPITAL $350,000

209 South Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.

EASTERN ENROLLMENT OFFICE, Oept. K, 209 Parkwood

Blvd., Schenectady, N. Y.



(Established 1879)

"Cures While You Sleep."

Whooping = Cough, Croup,

Bronchitis, Coughs.

Diphtheria, Catarrh
Confidence can be placed in a remedy which for a
quarter of a ceatury has earned unqnh.lified praise.
Restful nig-hts are assured at once.

Cresolene is a Boon to

Asthmatics.

ALL DRUGGISTS.
Send'Postalyor Descriptive

Booklet

Cresolene Antisep-
tic Throat Tablets tor
the irritated throat, at

your drugrgist or from
us. 10c. in stamps.
The Vapo-Cresolene Co.

180 Fulton St., N.Y.

Leeming-Miles BIdg.

Montreal. Canada

Ideal for Bathing; the Face, Neck and Hands
It cleanses the skin of soil and oily waste. impVoves the circulation,
builds up the musiles an. I smooths out the wrinkles. Ideal fur
softening the l.eard before shaving Price mailed, 25 cents.
Accept no others. Beware of imitations.

Bailey's Rubber Complexion Brush ... $ .50

Bailey's Cornpl xion ; oap . . . . . .JO

Pailey's Bath and Shampoo Brush . . . .75

Bailey's Rubber Bath and Flesh Brush . . J .50

Bailey's Rubber Toilet Brush (.Ufg*' • . .50

BaiUv's Rubber Toilet Brush (small) . . .25

Bailey's Rubber L.love Cleaner . . .10

Cleans the teeth perfectly and polishes the enamel without Injury.
Never irritates the gums. Can be used with any tooth wash or

powder. Ideal for children's use. No bristles to come out. No. 1,

25c; No. 2, 35c. Mailed on receipt of price.

At dealers <. : receipt ofprice. Agents ; tied.

C. J Bailey & Co., 22 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

EUREKALOL
ITCH-ECZEMA CURED

Not something: that will cure everything, but a specific prescribed for over thin y years

by Dr. Burgess, one of London's most celebrated skin specialists.

The Eurekalol Eczema Cure is the famous remedy g-aaranteed to quickly relieve and

permanently cure any disease of the skin or scalp. It is purely antiseptic and germicidal. We
have thousands of testimonials to prove the true virtue of its positive cure.

Don't waste your time and money on "cure-alls." They absolutely do no good.

Write to us at once for our famous Eurekalol Eczema Cure. It will tell the story that is

more convincing than pages of argument. Price postpaid. 50 cents and $1.00.

Don't suffer from those torturesome Piles. One application of the famous Eurekalol Pile

Cure will give immediate relief. Price postpaid, 50 cents

THE EUREKALOL REMEDY CO., 1197 BERGEN STREET, BROOKLYN, N.Y.

COMMERCIAL
519 MISSION
STREIET

ART
Francisco

COMPANY
PHONE MAIN

3558

Artistic Designs

Illustrations and

Engravings for

all purposes

Original and Effective

Ideas - - - for

Printing and
C. Mannel
A. r. Broad Advertising



MENNEN'SBORATED TALCUM
TOILET ,^^5. POWDER

When the Snow Flies
and biting, frosty air rougliens the skin, use Mennen's— it l;eeps

the sl;in just right. A positive relief for chapped bands,
cbaflnc^r
box — l>esu

by mail, 35
GERHARD

EAMES TRICVCLE COMPANY

Ju
[^

Office and Factory, 2018 Market St., San Francisco

TYPEWRITERS
NEW
USED
RENTAL
REPAIRS

supplies

Metcalf & Wilson '^"^^

122 J 22A N. Broadway, Los Angeles

Mothers!

Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

MRS, WmSlOW'S S00THIN6 SYRUP

has been used for over SIXTY YEARS by
MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-
DREN while TEETHING, with PERFECT
SUCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFT-
ENS the GUMS, ALLAYS all PAIN, CURES
WIND COLIC, and is the best remedy for

DIARRHCEA. Sold by all Drug-gists in every
part of the world. Be sure and ask for

" Mrs.
Winslow's Soothing- Syrup," and take no other
kind. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

PinKnam's
Santa Barbara

Mineral Water
A natural Medical Mineral Water

direct from the spring on the mesa.
Cures Constipation, Rheumatism and
Urinary troubles.
Bottled at the springs and g-uaran-

teed to be in its natural state.

Shipped to any part of the world.
Write for pamphlet.

Pinkham Mineral Spring Co.

Santa Barbara, Cal.

YOUR
^'^
MIRROR
WILL SHOW
your complexion fresh, clear, smooth
and healthful, ready for the winter's

gayeties, if you use the
"
Queen of Toilet Powders"

Face Powder
Accept no other. Substitutes may be dangerous.

Flesh, White, Pink, Cream. 50c. a box of drug-
gists, or bv mail. Send I Or. for Fnmole.

I.FVY k CO., l),.|il. 4. li!.i Kingstuu SI., Kontoa.

m I^^^hw—n^
I

^



About the Word " Worccstcrsliirc/'

Over seventy years ago, lea & Perrins first put on the

market a table sauce known as

Lea & Perrins'
Worcestershire Sauce

It has since gained a world-

wide reputation ; therefore,

many manufacturers have
used the name Worcestershire,

and some even called their

crude imitations the
"
genuine." But the Original and Genu-

ine is lea & Perrins' Worcestershire Sauce. Take No Imi-

tation ! Do Not Be Deceived.

John Duncan's Sons, Agents, New York.

RIDDEL^S

OLIVE OIL
FIRST PRESSING

Jit

Gaaranteed Absolutely Pttre

Pressed and Bottled by

J. O. RIDDEL, REDLANDS, CAL.

4ieiP J^B^

FERRY'S
Make sure a yield of quantity and
quality. When your father planted
Ferry's, they were the best on the mar-
ket, but they have been improving ever
since. We are experts in flower and
vegetable seeds.
1906 Seed Annual, beautifully illustrated,
free to all applicants.

D. M. FERRY & CO., Detroit, Mich.

KIDNEY 8, LIVER

BITTERS
CURES DYSPEPSIA.

C. F. 7t. L^ST
WINE MERCHANT .

The purity of all groods gruaranteed. No cheap
adulterations or imitations carried in

stock. The safest place to

bay your

Wines and Liquors
TRY IT

129 AND 131 NORTH MAIN 8X.

1.0S RNGEUEDS, CRL.



Our own brand of Olive Oil and our Medal- Winning
Wines are California's choicest products.

In order to Intro- g"^ f • /^ • |

ter^."*" Ulive Uil
and OUR "X J* A- ^ ^

FAMOUS Vintages
In their absolute purity, direct from our store,
we quote the following inside prices :

2 cases, each containing- 1 dozen quart bottles (S to

the grallon) of our Best Assorted Wines., Cham-
pafifue excepted, including' 1 bottle of Old Califor-
nia Brandy, 24 bottles all told, for

Only $11.00
or a splendid assortment of Table Wines

at $8.50
for 2 cases, assortment to be made by us, or b\

yourself—as you choose.

Olive Oil
Quart bottles $11 per case of 1 do/;.

Piut bottles 12
" "

2
"

Palf Pint bottles 13
" " 4 "

FREIGHT prepaid by us to vour nearest railroad station, pro-
vided your aggregate order of Wines and Olive Oil amounts to 100

pounds or over For your guidance in this matter, we give the

weight of 2 cases of wine—100 lbs. ; case of olive oil, about 30 lbs.

Edward (mm Wine (o.

p. O. Box 290 Los Angeles, Cat.

DRINK

NAIER & ZOBEll
BREWERY

LAGERBEERS
The best and purest brewed on the Coast

For sale in bottles and licg-s.

Telephones : Sunset—Main 91

home 91

Quick Convalescence :

A striking quality of Liebigf Company'.s Extract is

that it gives strength quickly. It is the most con-

centrated form of beef known ; every particle is of

food value and every particle is absolutely pure.

Brilliant in solution ; delicious in flavor ; ready
in a minute. The Liebig Company do all the

••making," all you have to do is the mixing.

16 breakfast cups in a 2 oz. jar.

LI£BIG COMPANY^
E^xtract or Beef
It MUST have

THIS signaturefc<^^^
inblue.orit's

not genuine.

Nothina so good for Kids as

Ehmann Olive Oil

Pureres all bodily impurities, buildinc
new flesh an! tissue th" while. Made by
the Ehmann Exclusive Method from the
finest ripe olives— natural medicinal proper-
ties of the Olive fully developed. So ab-

solutely pure that the most delicate system
readily absorbs it. Give it to your children
and "

rear a Lion's Brood." In bottles and
cans. Write for prices and full particulars.

lUDWIG & MATTHEWS
Agents

133-35 S. Main St., Los Angeles

EHMANN OLIVE CO., Mnf'rs. Oroville, Cal

Hummsl Bros. & Co. furnish best help. 116-118 E. Second



LEADAM^
SHOE TREE.

Without Leadam Trees—shoes
"toe up"-awkward wrinkles form
and wet leathers dry out hard and
unsightly. They're helpful to per-
spiring- feet, too.

Leadam's Shoe Trees keep your
footwear full, shapely and smooth
under all conditions.

With the adjustable leverage the tree

locks itself into position in the shoe. Hinge
lasts are cumhersome and bad imitations

ADJUSTABLE lEVE^^^
REGUIATING SIZE ^^
AND FORCE ... ^

199PMPA1RIMENS OR-WOMENIS

FOR SALE BY

C.M.StaubCo.,215
S.Bdwy , Uos Angeles.

Weatherby Kayser
Shoe Co. ,215 S.Bdwy.
LosAngeles; 59 E.Col-
orado St , Pasadena.

Rosenthal Bros.,
line ). 107 Kearney
St , San Francisco.

Rfl BULBSWw 25 Cents.
Will grow in tiie

lidiise or out of
ildors. Hyacinths,
Tulips, Gladiolus,
Croous, Fuclisiiis,
Oxalis, 'J'ul>eroses,

Begonia, Jonquils,
DalfO'lils, Chinese
Lily, Dewey Lily,
(iloxinia, Lilies of
the Valley—all postpaid, 25c. in stamps

or coin. Asa preniiuni with these Bulbs we will send
FRKK a big collection of (lower seeds—over2(X) kinds.

HILLSIDE NURSERY, SOMERVILLE, MASS.

ENTINE POSTCARDS.locts. 8U
Finest ValentineB in Lace, Gold and Colors 50 cts. 25 Comic
or 15 Lace Valentines 10 cents. One cross Comics 50 cents.

We pay postage. C. B. SHERWOOD CO.. Montowese, Conn.

r

YOU ARE LOSING

MONEY
Every time you fill up

THAT OLD COAI, STOVE.
The universal verdict is that

85 CENT
GAS

is the cheapest, cleanest, and
most satisfactory fuel obtainable.

If you once try it, you will

never do without it.

Gas appliances for sale by
all dealers.

Los Angeles Gas and Electric

Company

Nathan's Ventilating Corset Ankle Supports (patented)

for weak, sprained or wrenched
ankles. Invisible and can be worn
with low shoes. Gives proper sup-
port for golfing and all athletics, and
or children learning to walk.

Recommended by physicians. Sent
postpaid on receipt of price. Men's

1.00, ladies' 90c, misses' 80c, children's 50c per pair.
State size of shoe and ankle measares.

Dept. 0. W. 1126 Washington St., Oakland, Cal.

KIDDER'S PASTILLES, -^'e"- Asthma.

STOWELL & CO., Mfrs.

Sold by all Druggists,
or by mail. 35 cents.

Charlestown, Mass.

WE MAKE 'EM SOL WORKS 'EM

OUR BtSIMESS
To furnish Hot Water by Sunshine

with our

Improved Climax

Solar Water

Heater
Why burn fuel? Sunshine is free.

No Explosion. No Dang-er.

No Expense.

DON'T LET YOUR ARCHITECT
FORGET THE SOLAR HEATER

SOLAR HEATER CO.
A. D. Davis, M^r.

330 New Hi^h St.,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Home Phone 2396 Write for an Agency

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coatinff ; it rc-

nMrv«s then. ANTVO CO., 437 N. Main St., Los Anffeles



BUTCHER'S'
Boston Polish

is the best finish made for FLOORS,
interior Woodwork and Furnture

Not brittle; will neither scratch'nor
deface, like shellac or varnish. Is

not soft and sticky, like beeswax. Per-

fectly transparent, preserving- the

natural color and beauty of the wood. Without doubt
the most economical and satisfactory Polish known
for Hardwood Floors.
For snle by Dealers in Paints, Hardware and House Furnishings

Send fi r our FREE BOOKLET, telling . f the many
advantages of liUTCHHR'S BOSTON POLISH

THE BUTCHER POLISH CO.. 356 Atlantic Avenue,

Boston. Mass.

rtl ID Mrt 1 DFVIVFt? '^^ ^ superior finish forUUK MO. O 1^1-, I y 1^1^ kitchen and piazza floors.

LIVING = MUSIC = BOX
is the registered name of my genuine

GCISLER-AIMDREASBE RG-ROLLER Canaries
direct imported from our o n hatcl eries in Germany. Their song is en-

tirely difl'erent from ihe ordinary canary, and far .superior to any-

thing you have ever heard It is simply . ,. .

marvelous how a little bird like this can ni .^K^W '

bring forth such a volume of sweet, rich,

melodious tunes.

GUARANTEED DAY AND % m
NIOHT SINGERS ^

other varieties from $2 up
Sent with safety anywhere in the U. S. or

Canada, alive arrival at e.tpress oliiceguar«
anteed.
Beware of imitators. Cage andbird'sin V

side ^ving must be stamped with my Regis
tered Trade Mark '"Living Music Box,"
or no' genuine. Fort Scott, ICas.,.5 |

/
|
05 i

Your G. Andreasberg Roller is ihefin-
est singer I ever heard. It will surely
drive away anyone's troubles. I can re-

cotn-mend them to anyone wishing a ^ood
singer. MRS. G L. G.tRRISON.

Large Illustrated Catalogue, booklet and testimonials are free.

GEISLER'S BIRD STORE. Dept. 45, OMAHA, NEB.
(Estab. 1888) Largest Mail order Bird House in the world.

Begin t^e NewYear
Bright

And when the year is old your new silver will

be as bright as ever and your old silver as

brilliant as the new.

gLECTRo
fir SilverPolish ^
SlLICOH
Nothing: to scratch the silverware. No hard

rubbing to tire. A' perfect polish producing

perfect results. At Grocers and Druggists.
Trial quantity for the asking.
Box postpaid 15 cts. (stamps).

"Silicon," 30 C'.ff Street, New York.

\ Electro-Silicon Silver Soap for washing and
' iiolishing Gold and Silver hns eqnnl merits.

Redtngton & Co., San Francisco, Wholesale Agents for Pacific Coast

A Olenwood Range
Makes cooking EASY. BAKES
to perfection. ECONOMIZES
fuel.

Over 3500 in use in Los Angeles

and vicinity

The following are afew out ofhundreds of
testimonials in our possession :

In our opinion the Glenwood Rang-e has more merit than anything- else on the market. It is the best
cooker that we have ever had in our house during thirty years' experience in housekeeping. It is eco-
nomical in the use of fuel and is satisfactory in every respect. Newell Mathews, 2103 Union Ave.

We are pleased with the Glenwood Range, and do not hesitate to recommend it to any one wanting a
coal or wood stove. It bakes fine and is economical. Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Green, 1504 W. 8th. St.

We find the Glenwood Range satisfactor3nn every respect. /. A. Lothian, 530 South Hill St.

The Glenwood Range we purchased of you is a good cooker and baker and very economical in the use
of fuel, and works perfectly satisfactory in all respects. Niies Pease, 719 South Hill St.

Having us>d a Glenwood Range for years, and always found it satisfactory in every particular, I

cheerfully recommend it to any one wanting a good, reliable stove. Geo. W, Stockwell, 406 W. 28th St.

JANES W. HtLLNAN, A^ent, 161 N. Spring Street, Los Angeles



The

Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company

Issues plain business contracts; policies which tell their whole story upon
their face; leave nothing to imagination; borrow nothing

from hope. They require definite conditions

and make definite promises.

PACIFIC COAST HEAD
Wells-Fargo Building _ - .

OFFICE
San Francisco

BRANCH OFFICES
LOS ANGELES (SOUTH), CAL .. .Rooms 302-304 Pacific Electric Bldsr Harry L. Corson, Supt
LONG BEACH, CAL Rooms 6-7 Masonic Temple Bldgr John Gavigan, Asst. Snpt.

LOS ANGELES (NORTH), CAL. . .414-418 Wilcox BIdgr., cor. Spring and 2d Sts.... Thomas Burke, Supt.

PASADENA, CAL Room 1, Richardson Bldgr Chas. A. Deegran, Asst. Supt-

RIVERSIDE, CAL Evans Block, cor. Main and 8th sts Harry J. Miller, Supt

POMONA, CAL Brady Block, 2d St. and Gerry av Clarence P. Kirn, Asst. Supt!

REDLANDS, CAL Fisher Block Charles E. Lane, Asst. Supt.

SAN BERNARDINO. CAL Rooms 1-2-3 Garner Block Jos. Krausman, Asst. Supt-

SANTA ANA, CAL Room 10 Hervey Finley Block T. H. Thurlow, Asst. Supt.

SAN DIEGO, CAL Room 14 Sefton Bldgr., C st John K. Smith, Asst. Supt. in Charge
SANTA BARBARA, CAL 2d Floor Aiken Block, 905 State st Joseph A. Burns. Supt.

SSOCIATlOf

ESTABLISHED l88<»

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL
PAID-IN CAPITAL
PROFIT AND RESERVE FUND
MONTHLY INCOME

S17.000.000,
3.500.000
450,000
200.000

The Largest Co-operative Bank in the United States.

Pays 6 per cent, on Term Deposits, and

5 per cent, on Ordinary Deposits.

HOME OFFICE: 301 California St., San Francisco, California

DR. WASHINGTON DODGE, Pres WM. COR BIN, Scc'v and Gen'l M?r.

I. C. PERRY, Field M&nager, Jwvestment Dept., 254 So. Broadway, Los AngeJes, Cal.

Hummel Bros. & Co., "Help Center," 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.





GROVE OF GIANT CACTUS NEAR THK DESEKT LABORATORY [See Pagfe 35]
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THE, SALTON SEA MENACE
By EDWIN DURYEA JR., C. E.

BOUT 135 miles southeast of Los Angeles, just

north of Indio, the Southern Pacific Railroad

passes below sea level into an immense desert

depression commonly known as Salton Sink.

The lowest point reached by the railroad is at

Salton, 265 feet below sea level, and the lowest

point of the Sink is fifteen feet lower, several .

miles to the southwest. The railroad continues below sea level

for about 70 miles, rising above it near Iris.

At the lowest point of the sink, where usually only a few

inches of water are found, a large salt industry has gathered and

manufactured salt for many years past. The only improvements
below sea-level are this salt industry, the main line and the

Imperial branch of the Southern Pacific Railroad, the small

towns of Indio, Coachella, Thermal, Mecca and Salton, with

their surrounding ranches, and the great Imperial Valley region.

The Imperial Valley, however, now outweighs in importance all

the other improvements in the Sink. From a bare desert, it has

grown in the past four years until it now comprises about 1 10,-

000 acres of crop-bearing irrigated lands, supporting a popula-

tion of about 10,000 people. There are also many thousands

of acres of land yet reclaimable. It is connected with the main

line of the Southern Pacific Railroad by a branch forty miles

long, and another Southern Pacific line from the valley direct to

Yuma, is projected and ready for construction.



OUT WEST

SAND BASS ALONG SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRACK WEST OF SALTON, JDLY 16, 1905

The flourishing towns of Brawley, Imperial, Holtville, Heber,
Calexico and Mexicali (in Mexico) are included in the valley and

its great industrial importance is evident from its immense

freight-shipments. The principal products are hay, alfalfa, grain,

cattle, sheep, hogs, poultry, eggs, vegetables and melons, and it

is said the shipments from the valley are exceeded in amount by

only one other community in Southern California—Los An-

geles. Any menace to the general prosperity of this thriving

community is of great public importance and of much graver

import than if private enterprises only—even such great ones
• as the Southern Pacific Railroad—are threatened.

The flourishing Imperial Valley owes its very existence and its

continuation of life and prosperity to irrigation from the Imperial
Canal—but curiously enough this same canal, beyond the con-

trol of the Canal Company for nearly a year past, has become
a menace to the prosperity of the valley. It has already forced

the railroad company to build many miles of new track on

SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRACK NEAR SALTON, OCT. 19, 1905
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higher ground to replace its main line through the lowest portion

of the Sink, and the Salt Works are now under twenty feet of

water and their mills and buildings are all washed away. The
canal still continues to pour its waters into the Sink and the

water is still rising, as it has been for a year past. The "Salton

Sea" now covers about 400 square miles, averaging about forty

miles long by ten miles broad, and is steadily increasing its area.

These conditions have already caused damages to the railroad

and to the salt works aggregating several hundred thousands of

dollars—and the damages to the railroad will be many times

greater unless the canal is again brought under control. The

possible damage to the Imperial Valley community is still

greater.

The situation is therefore very serious and also very spectacu-

lar and has not unnaturally been the subject of much newspaper

comment, often very inaccurate. The writer has been urged by
Out West to present the facts in the case to its readers.

My knowledge of the situation was gained as an engineering

representative of some of the interests injured by waters wasted

THE SALT WORKS, NOV. 21, 1905
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through the canal. My first visit to the canal to observe condi-

tions there was in February last and several others have been

made since for the same purpose. I also made a trip through

Imperial Valley and over the south rim of the Sink to Volcano

Lake, about thirty miles into Mexico, to study the conditions

there.

The canal project on which the existence of the Imperial Val-

ley depends can best be understood by reference to the accom-

panying relief map, photographed from a raised model made by
the Government. The canal draws its waters from the west bank
of the Colorado River, about ten miles below Yuma, Arizona, and

close to the international boundary-line between California and

Mexico. It flows westerly through Mexican territory for about

MEXICAN DWELLERS ALONG THE CANAL

sixty miles, much of the way following winding natural chan-

nels which have been made use of with very little excavation,

and delivers its water to several main distributing canals near

Calexico, California, on the international boundary and near the

southern limits of the irrigated lands of the valley.

This irrigation system is a great public benefit and renders

possible the existence of a very large and thriving community
where there would otherwise be only a bare desert. So long
as the amount of water entering the canal from the Colorado

River is under control and is restricted to what can be made use

of for irrigation, nothing but great public benefit can result

from the system. For over a year yast, however, quantities sev-

eral times the amount used for irrigation
—all the water, in fact,

that the canal has been able to receive from the river, as there are
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no head-works to control or regulate its entrance—has been pass-

ing down the canal ;
and the most of it, the excess above the small

portion used for irrigation, has been wasted from the canal and

has finally reached the lowest part of the Sink, there forming the

Salton Sea and causing the flooding of the salt works and rail-

road. The canal itself has been injured by the unchecked floods

passing down it—and this damage and that to the railroad are

steadily increasing. The damage done as yet, however, is small

compared to what may result to the railroad and the Imperial

Valley community if the floods passing into the canal are not

soon brought into control.

The source of the present trouble lies in a failure to provide

any controlling-works or head-works at the head of the canals

UNUSED HEAD-GATE BETWEEN INTAKE NO. 1 AND 2, MAY i9, 1VU5

so as to limit the waters leaving the Colorado River to the

amount which can be used for irrigation, and to keep the floods

out of the canal. The necessity of such controlling-works at

the heads of canals is universally recognized by engineers. They
are necessary to an unusual degree in the case of the Imperial

canal, as the light silt of the Colorado River delta, through which

the canal runs for its whole length, is very easily afifected by the

action of water and is liable to dangerous scour and erosion from

floods. Their necessity seems originally to have been recognized

here, as wooden headworks, said to have cost $13,000, are still to

be seen between Intakes No. i and No. 2, just on the California

side of the boundary. They are said to be five feet too high for

use during low water, however, and have never been used. In

the three openings dredged subsequently no controlling-works

were constructed.
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INTAKE No.l.

NTAKE no.2.

INTAKE no.3.

I

SKETCH OF INTAKES

The relations of the three openings to each other are shown by
the sketch of Intakes. The international boundary-line between

California and Lower California shown on the sketch is about

ten miles below Yuma. The intakes No. i and No. 2 are only
about one-quarter mile apart, one on each side of the boundary,
while intake No. 3 is about three miles further down the river.

Intake No. i silted up last summer and was afterward closed by
a small embankment. Just above intake No. i, within about a

thousand feet of it, is a narrow nose of conglomerate jutting out

into the silt. There is no solid ground along the river, except at

great depths, between this rocky point and the Gulf of California.

This is the only location which should have been considered for

controlling-works and they should have been built here pre-

cedent to allowing the water to enter the canal. They are at

last about to be built—a contract having just been awarded for

permanent headgates here, of concrete and steel, and at a prob-

able cost of about $40,000. It is hoped these head-gates will be
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completed by next April. It is rumored now, however, that their

location may be changed to a point a short distance down the

canal, where a firm foundation is said to have been uncovered

by the late flood.

It is about ten years since the inception of this irrigation

project, but the construction was begun only about five years

ago, when the abandoned headworks were built. At this time

Intakes No. i and No. 2 and the canal were dredged. Great

chances were taken in omitting headworks from these intakes;

however, they passed through three low flood-seasons without

damage to the canal. Ih the summer of 1904, at low water, these

two intakes and some two or three miles of canal next to them
silted up badly, cutting down the flow for irrigation uses to a

BARTH DAM ACROSS INTAKE NO. 1, MAY 29, 1905

dangerously small amount and menacing the crops of the Im-

perial Valley. This could have been remedied, and a sufficient

flow restored to the canal, by dredging out the intakes and the

silted up portion of the canal adjoining. Another means, how-

ever, was practicable
—that of dredging a new intake (Intake No.

3), and a short cross-cut to the canal below the silted portion.

The latter method was chosen—perhaps because it would cost

less than the former, or more likely because it would sooner

afford relief to the threatened water famine in the valley and

because failure of the crops could be averted only by immediate

relief. As at the other intakes, no controlling-works were even

attempted.
No added danger seemed to be incurred by this third intake,

as the other two had already passed through three flood-seasons

safely. The ground at the first two was slightly better than at
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the third, but the difference is slight and nothing better than

unstable silt is found at any of the three sites. Though this was

seemingly not then recognized, without controlling-works they

were all alike a menace to the safety of the canal and to all in-

terests along and below it. At Intake No. 2, still without con-

trolling-works, this menace yet continues—though this fact

seems to have been forgotten in the interest excited by the widen-

ing and deepening of Intake No. 3 until that carries down it the

entire flow of the river.

Intake No. 3 of the canal was dredged in October, 1904, and

soon after this waters were first noticed to be rising at Salton,

This was first observed by P. L. Sherman, Jr., Ph. D., chemist for

the Salt Company, who was at Salton making studies for im-

BXFLORING SALTON SEA FOR SOUHCB OF WATKR. JAN. 13, 1905

provements in the salt plant. It was he also who discovered the

source of the water, searching by boat and wading till the muddy
waters from New River were encountered. He then traced the

water to Calexico and finally to the source of the trouble, the
canal intakes below Yuma.
From that time to the present the waters of Salton Sea have

continued to rise, the average rate being over one-half inch per
day. The flood of November 29th last increased the rate to two
inches per day, but this rate will be temporary only. The total

rise is already over twenty feet.

The water which can be used for irrigation on the present re-

claimed lands of the Imperial Valley varies according to the
season from nothing in rainy weather to perhaps 1000 cubic feet

per second at times of maximum use. When all the land is re-
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MAIN CANAL EAST OF CAI EXICO, DEC. 16, 1904

claimed that is practicable, probably not over 2000 cubic feet

per second can be used. On my first visit to the canal, February
14, 1905, with the river-gauge at Yuma reading 122.2 feet above

sea, my measurements showed nearly 2500 cubic feet per second

passing down the canal. The weather was wet and rainy and
none of this flow was then necessary for irrigation. The total

flow of the Colorado River at the time, was about 30,000 cubic

feet per second.

On my next visit, June 5th, about 8000 cubic feet per second

were passing down the canal and about 60,000 cubic feet per
second down the river to the gulf, the river-gauge at Yuma
reading 128.3 ^^^t. On my J.uly visit, the 18th, the approximate

quantities were 18,000 cubic feet per second passing down the

canal and only 7000 continuing down the river to the gulf. The
Yuma gage was then 121.8 feet. On my visit of October 17th,

with the Yuma gage 118.8 feet, no water was passing down the

river and the whole flow, perhaps 7000 cubic feet per second, was

NEW RIVER BELOW ROCKWOOD, JAN. 16, 1904
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LOOKING ACROSS INTAKE NO. 3, MAY 29, 1905

io,ooo cubic feet per second for twenty-four hours will equal

San Francisco's supply for half a year.

Immediately following my first visit to the canal, in February,

the Canal Company was urged to build head-gates at the intakes.

They would not acknowledge the necessity of this, however, and

wished to put their controlling-works several miles down the

canal and shunt the water off to the south to the Padrones River.

I am told they did make an attempt to control the flood in March

by a pile and timber construction near "i" (see sketch of in-

takes), and that the structure washed out just before it was

closed. Five other attempts have been made since, the sixth

failing in the flood of November 29th.

All these attempts to dam the river were by constructions of

piles and brush, in which one or more rows of piles were driven

and then filled in or banked up with brush. The only change in

LOOKING SOUTH ACROSS INTAKK NO. 3, JDI.Y 18, 1903.

ATTEMPT ARE VISIBLE

THE REMAINS OF SECOND
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VIEW FROM ISLAND IN RIVER, LOOKING NORTH

method was during the last trial, the one which has just failed, in

which the brush was applied in the form of mats. This last trial,

also, is the only one in which the work was prosecuted with vigor
and with sufficient materials and men to drive the work.

The second attempt at controlling the flow into the canal was

at "2" on sketch of Intake No. 3, in June. The next, in July, was
at point "3" on the same sketch and this was followed by one,

not carried very far, at point marked "4."' The fifth eflfort was
at ""5." The sixth, the only one prosecuted with energy and

the one which failed during the great flooH of November 29th,

was at point marked "6." This flood covered the work entirely

before it was completed, the rise having been about thirteen feet

in a day. The head of the island was washed away by it, making
the difficulties of renewing work at this point very great.

Newspaper reports say that the menace to the Imperial Val-

ley is to be met by another trial, this being the construction of

the permanent concrete and steel head-gates which were to have

been located near Intake No. i, at a changed location two or

three miles down the canal where a hard spur is said to have

been uncovered by the late flood. It is proposed to pass a large

proportion of the waters out of the canal through a channel be-

ing dredged to the Padrones River, thus perhaps keeping them

out of the Imperial Valley and the Salton Sink, until such time

as the completion of the head-gates above this point of diversion
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ARD THIRD ATTEMPT, JULY 18, 1905

will allow the gates to be closed and all the water to be forced

down the original bed of the river to the gulf.

The responsibility for the present disastrous condition of af-

fairs is too plain to need discussion. It lies entirely with the

Canal Company, in its failure to provide controlling-works of

any kind at the intakes of the canal. From common report, the

caanl project was not well financed and work was started before

sufficient funds had been secured for proper development. It

is probable that for this reason the company made their funds

cover too much of the work and took the risk of omitting head-

works. If sufficient funds could not be secured for head-works

as well as for other parts of the canal, the canal should not have

been begun. The fact that it passed safely through three seasons

of ordinary high water without head-gates is no justification

whatever for their omission. Past experience has many times

taught that structures to control the forces of nature must be

designed to meet the worst probable conditions and not the

best, or even the average. This principle is well recognized

among engineers and can never be disregarded without great

risk, and seldom without disaster. No company has the right

to take such risks as were taken in the construction of the Im-

perial Canal, where the results which may follow will be disas-

trous not only to itself, but also to other interests and to the

public at large.
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VIEW DOWN WEST CHANNEL OF COLORADO

My first visit to the intakes, last February, was made for the

purpose of judging whether it were still practicable to construct

controlling-works in them for a reasonable cost. At that time,

while some high floods had passed down them, they had not yet

begun to enlarge and I reported that a small sum—much less

than $10,000
—expended in the right place and in the right way

would bring the flow in the canal under control. I still believe

this could have been done—and that a few thousand dollars

rightly expended then would have prevented the half million

dollars of damages which have already resulted. The Canal

Company, however, wished to restrict their efforts to points

some distance down the canal and it was not until June, when
the Southern Pacific Railroad Company secured control of the

Canal Company, that the first effort was made at the intakes.

Since June all efforts to control the flow have been made in

fact—though not in form—by the Southern Pacific Railroad

Company. Their property has already suffered greater damage
than any other and they have had the strongest incentive to stren-

uous effort. Their efforts seem to have been misdirected, how-

ever, as they have allowed four months of low water to pass and

another flood-season to arrive without having achieved any re-

sults whatever toward keeping floods out of the canal. What-
ever their success in future efforts, it is now probably too late

to stop the rise of water in the Salton Sea in time to save the
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ER, SHOWING SITE OF SIXTH ATTEMPT TO CONTROL FLOOD, OCT. l7, 1905

abandonment of their present tracks and the building of a com-

plete new line of railroad along the base of the foothills.

The damage to the Southern Pacific tracks through the Salton

Sink was not unforeseen. After my first visit to the intakes I

informed their chief engineer, Mr. Wm. Hood, of the bad con-

ditions I had found there and that, if not abated, they might

easily lead to the whole Colorado River leaving its bed and

turning down the canal. My warning was not regarded seriously,

INTAKE NO. 2, LOOKING TOWARD RIVliK, OCT. 17, 1905
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VIEW OF SIXTH ATTKMPT, LOOK

While great damage has already been done by floods through

the canal, the principal interest of the public relates to the future,

and to the nature and extent of the additional losses which may
result from the continuance of these floods. The railroad com-

pany and the salt company have already suffered about all the

damage that can be done to their properties. The remaining in-

terests which may be injured are the several small towns along

the main line of the railroad within the Sink, the Imperial Valley,

the canal itself, and the Mexican interests along the Colorado

River between the intakes of the canal ^and the Gulf of Cali-

fornia.

The first danger which suggests itself is a continued rise of

the Salton Sea until some of the lands already reclaimed are

flooded. Such a rise, however, could occur only very slowly, as

the large water-surface which would be formed before the water

can rise sufficiently to reach the reclaimed lands should furnish

enough evaporation, to offset to some degree the rise of water

from the floods. While computations on this subject can be

only the roughest approximations, as no exact data are available,

still they indicate in a rough way the relation between the prob-

able flow of the canal and the loss by evaporation, and show—
though only very inaccurately

—when the two may become equal.

The minimum flow of water in the Colorado is, I believe, as low

as 3000 cubic feet per second and the maximum over 100,000
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cubic feet. It is probable that the average flow during the year

is about 15,000 cubic feet per second, which is equivalent to

1,296,000,000 cubic feet per twenty-four hours, or to a depth per

day of about five and one-half inches over 100 square miles. The

evaporation in the past, when no lake existed, was probably
about eight feet or ninety-six inches per year. This is at an

average rate of about one-quarter inch per day. It is therefore

evident that at the assumed rates the average evaporation on

2200 square miles of water-surface will about equal the entire

average of the canal. However, as the water-surface increases

the evaporation will be decreased from an increase in the humid-

ity of the air and may perhaps go as low as sixty inches, which

would then require the evaporation from a water-surface of 3500

square miles to equal the flow of the canal. Should the average
flow of the river be only 10,000 cubic feet per second, the areas

of water-surface necessary to oflfset this flow by evaporation
would be only two-thirds as great.

From the Relief Map, the entire area of the Sink below sea

level is about 1700 square miles and the area below Brawley

(presumably about th^ lowest reclaimed lands) perhaps 700

square miles. It is therefore evident that, allowing for all inac-

curacies, the computations show that unless the canal is brought
under control the evaporation can hardly offset the rise of the

water-surface before many of the reclaimed lands are flooded by
the rise.
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The waters can find no exit from the Sink to the gulf until

they reach an elevation of twenty or thirty feet above sea level,

when they would flow over the south rim of the Sink into Vol-

cano Lake, and thence into the gulf. The old beach line shows

the water to have once reached this height in the past.

The probable lengths of time before the rising water would

reach the reclaimed land and sea-level are of great interest,

though any results from the scanty data possessed must be still

more inaccurate than the areas just computed. They will serve

to give a more concrete idea of the time which must elapse, how-

ever, than can be had otherwise. The present water-surface is

supposed to be about 400 square miles. The area at which the

evaporation would equal the rise will be assumed as 3500 square

miles and the average rate of flow from the canal into the Sink

15,000 cubic feet per second. The average of the present and

DKTAILS OF SIXTH ATTEMPT, XOV. 20, 1905

final water-surface would then be 1950 squar^ miles and the av-

erage evaporation, should the rate remain unchanged during the

rise, would be about 20-35th of the 15,000 cubic feet per second,

or about 8600 cubic feet. The average net rise would then be

that due to an average rate of 6400 cubic feet per second, which in

twenty-four hours equals about 2.3 inches over 100 square miles,

or nearly one-eighth of an inch over 1950 square miles. With

all these assumptions, then, the average rate of rise would be

about one inch in eight days, one foot in three months, or about

four feet per year. The present rate of rise is about half an inch

per day or fifteen feet per year. As the area of the Sink at sea-

level is only 1700 square miles, the waters would overflow its

south rim and find an outlet to the gulf long before attaining the

3500 square miles of surface necessary to make the probable

evaporation equal the probable flow of the river. The water sur-

face of Salton Sea is at the present time about 260 feet below
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sea-level. The lowest reclaimed lands are probably more than

a hundred feet higher and could not be reached by the rise of the

sea for some years to come. If the average rise for some years to

come should be so great even as ten feet per year, it would be

ten years before these lands are reached by the rising waters.

It therefore appears that while all the Imperial Valley will be

inundated if the canal is not brought under control, this could

happen only after such a long period that it is practically certain

the canal will be successfully controlled before even the lowest

reclaimed lands are reached by the rising sea.

As to the Mexican interests along the river below the canal,

they consist, I believe, only of one or two mines dependent on

the river for water and supplies, and of the right to navigate the
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far below the level of the surrounding country to allow of their

practicable use for irrigation Some damage has already oc-

curred from the overflow of lands by floods through the canal,

but the serious and general danger is that the waters may sink.

It is therefore of vital importance to the settlers in the Im-

perial Valley that the flow in the canal be brought under com-

plete control as soon as possible, so that floods may be excluded

from the canal and forced down the river to the gulf. The lancT

through which the canal flows is the lightest of silts and has a

grade or fall toward the Sink much steeper than along the river

toward the gulf. Even ^ single added flood-season of unchecked

flow down the canal may change what is yet only a menace to

an accomplished fact—and leave the Imperial Valley with a

DETAILS OF SIXTH ATTEMPT, NOV. 20, 1905

canal flowing through it so far below the surface that its water

is unavailable for irrigation. This may happen—or it may not

—but the event should not be left to chance.

The only certain and effective means—now as ever before—by
which floods can be kept out of the canal and the flow into it

fully controlled are head-works near the river in all intakes not

completely closed by embankments. While past efforts to close

the intakes have been unsuccessful, there seems no good reason

why- a proper combination of location, plan, method and execu-

tion cannot be made which will bring the waters of the canal

under early control. This can be done—and the settlers of the

Imperial Valley have a right to demand that it be done without

further delay.
San Francisco
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THE DESURT DOTANICAX. LABORATORY
or THE, CARNEGIE INSTITUTION

or WASHINGTON
CANNON, RESIDENT INVESTIGATOR

BOUT a decade and a half ago two well known
botanists went on exploring expeditions to the

then comparatively little known Southwest to

study the plants and the plant-life of the des-

erts. The interesting" plants which they ob-

served and the novel inform >tion which they

acquired gave them a conception of the sci-

entific possibilities wliich lay practically un-

touched in our very midst. Very possibly

these experiences
—and subsecjuent experi-

ences also, for both have traveled extensively in our deserts—
gave the hope as well that the time would come when botanical

explorers and students coming to the desert would find a labora-

tory to work in, with books and rpparatus at hand by means

of which they might more comfortably and more successfully

develop the new prospects. At any rate it happened, when the

Carnegie Institution of Washington was founded in 1902, that

a grant was given these gentlemen, Mr. Frederick V. Coville, of

Washington, and Dr. D. T. MacDougal, of New York, for the

purpose of establishing a botanical laboratory in the desert.

Messrs. Coville and MacDougal were requested to go to the

arid lands of the West and make examinations of localities suit-

able for such a laboratory and to select such as appeared to them

DESERT BOTANICAL LABORATOKY, LOOKING NORTH. CATALINA MOUNTAINS, 15 MILES
DISTANT, IN THK BACKGROUND
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most desirable. After considerable search in Arizona, Califor-

nia, New Mexico and Sonora, they decided to locate the labora-

tory near Tucson, Arizona.

The reasons for establishing the Desert Laboratory at Tucson

are fully set. forth in their report, entitled "The Desert Botanical

Laboratory," which was published by the Carnegie Institution

as Publication No. 6. These were partly that the city of Tucson

is of sufficient size to constitute a base of supplies ; partly because

the University of Arizona, with its library, herbarium and the

territorial Experiment Station, is located in the city ;
and partly

because the desert around Tucson is the home of many species of

typical desert plants.

A CORNKR OF THR LABORATORY, LOOKING SOUTHWKST

The grounds which were selected as the laboratory tract are

about two miles west of the city and comprise 860 acres of wild

mesa and mountain land. This tract, together with the road to

the building, the telephone, electric light and the water, was

given by the Chamber of Commerce of Tucson, which has always
shown a lively interest in the workings of the laboratory.

The laboratory building is picturesquely situated on a shoulder

of Laboratory Mountain which projects on the northern face and

about half way to the summit. The mountain is about 500 feet

higher than the city and has an altitude of 2850 feet. The lab-

oratory is constructed of black volcanic rock gathered in its vi-
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cinity and is an I.-shaped strucLure with the long side facing the

north. It is visible from the Southern Pacific R. R. west of

Tucson as a low black building about two miles south of the

tracks.

Laboratory Mountain is of considerable interest to the ethnol-

ogist as being a trinchera, or fortified place of refuge from pred-

atory savages. It was the home of the Papagos, who were

peaceable village Indians. The remains of many houses which

may still be seen on the flat top of the mountains, and pieces of

pottery, perhaps ollas foi: carrying water and utensils for cook-

ing, as well as grinding holes in the rocks, all evidence the

domesticity of the tribal life. These remains of prehistoric occu-

THE SOUTH SIDE OF THK LAHOKATOKV

The plants shown are a bmall sriaut cactus to the rigrht of the chimney, a palo verde to the
left of the cactus, and below, in the foreground, an ocotillo ^nd a tree cactus.

This photograph was taken at a time of drougrht; contrast the barren
appealing ground with pictures below which show the charac-

ter of the ground at the time of the summer rains.

pation are now a portion of the grounds of the Desert Laboratory
and will be kept unchanged and uninjured as long as the labora-

tory retains possession.

From the laboratory, or better from the summit of the mount-

ain, charming and comprehensive views of the surrounding coun-

try can be had. Immediately to the west are the low Tucson

Mountains, of which Laboratory Mountains is the most eastern.

To the north, east and south the mesa stretches from ten to

fifty miles to where it rolls up into various mountain ranges that

rear their summits from 8000 to 11,000 feet above the sea.

Since the autumn of 1903, when the doors of the laboratory

were opened, work upon various biological problqems has been

continuously carried on. Among the investigators who have



LABORATORY, LOOKING EAST, SHOWING VOLCANIC ROCK USED FOR BUILDING. THE RINCON
MOUNTAINS, 20 MILES DISTANT, APPEAR DIMLY IN BACKGROUND
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taken advantage of the opportunities offered by the laboratory
are Dr. B. E. Livingston, of the University of Chicago ; Prof.

F. E. Lloyd, of Columbia University, and Dr. and Mrs. V. M.

Spalding, of the University of Michigan. In addition to these

the Resident Investigator has been engaged on various lines of

work. Although remote from scientific centers and away from

the usual or most frequented routes of travel, many scientists

have shown their interest in the laboratory by visiting it. It is

hardly necessary to give a list of even the most prominent among
these, but of them the, laboratory is proud to have entertained

Prof. Hugo deVries, of Holland, who won the admiration of

LOOKING WBST FROM LABORATORY MOUNTAIN. THK TUCSON MOUNTAINS
IN THE DISTANCE

The picture was taken in early summer and shows the tfround^o be weU covered with
annuals and an ocotillo, in the foreg-round, in leaf'and flower. The leaves of the
ocotillo are caused to appear as a result of rains, but the flowers, which are at

the tips of the branches, are formed in early summer and spring only. They
seem thus to be formed quite independent of the influence of the rains,

American botanists quite as much by the sweet simplicity of his

character as by his profound learning.

In many regards the Desert Botanical Laboratory is a unique

institution. It is the only botanical laboratory in the world

which exists for the sole purpose of investigating the plant life

and the conditions of plant life of the desert. Moreover, the

laboratory is eminently modern in the spirit which pervades its

work. All studies are carried on as far as possible upon plants

growing out doors and under strictly natural conditions. -Briefly,

the studies reach out in two directions: they endeavor to record

as fully as possible the environmental factors which surround

and whicli influence every day the plants of the desert, and they

endeavor to note and to measure as fully and as accurately as
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possible the reactions of the plants to these stimuli. With im-

proved methods of recording both classes of phenomena, and

with the addition of other facilities now under contemplation, a

flood of light should be thrown on many of the problems af-

fecting plant life in the desert.

The diversity of the topography in the vicinity of the Desert

Laboratory brings with it variety of vegetation.

On Laboratory Mountain, and on the neighboring mesa, are

tvpical desert pl'nts, sncl"! for instance, r^s tbe creosote bush

{CoviUca fridciifata) ,
the palo verde (Parkiiisoiiia iiiicrophylla

DETAIL OF THE PERENNIAL VEGETATION IMMED'ATELY BRLOW THE I.ABOKAT()h^

The giant cactus with its fluted columns here grows to the size of trees.
Between these cacti are seen spreading ocotiUos. and the stUl

lower forms, Fraiiseria sp., divide with them the ground.

and p. torreyana), the mesquite (Prosopis velutina) and a largo

number of characteristic forms, among which may be included the

world-famous giant cactus {Cereus giganteus). Rut in the high
mountains one finds oaks, birches, maples, pines and spruces and

a multitude of other plants typical of the more northern and

more humid portions of our country. In addition to these types,

desertic and humid, there. is another on the desert proper which

can be classed with neither of these and which is coincident with

the rains. That is, after the rains, especially those of midsummer,
the barren places in the desert are covered thickly with transi-

tory annuals which appear in so great abundance that the gay
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SOMETHING OF THE WEALTH OF THE SUMMER LOW VEGETATION IS

INDICATED BY THIS PICTURB

It shows also the apparatus by which the amount of water evaporated from the
surface of the desert plants may be determined without femovingr the plant
from its habitat or injuringr it in any way. This method of estimatinij ^
the transpiration of plants was devised at the Laboratory and is V 3 ]

chiefly applicable to desert regrions.

tinted giant flower beds which they form in Nature's garden

may be seen and distinguished without the use of field glasses at

a distance of twenty-five miles. Under such circumstances the

desert runs riot with color and, indeed, blossoms as the rose.

On the desert, therefore, two general classes of plants are to

be distinguished ; namely, that class which appears only under

favoring conditions and which vanishes when they no longer ob-

tain, and that class which persists through unfriendly conditions

as well as friendly ones. We are thus brought face to face with

certain of the problems which confront the biologist. What
are the conditions of plant life in the desert and in what par-

ticulars are they different from those in the humid regions?
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THE GIANT CACTUS IN FLOWEK (mAY 25) AND IN FEUIT (jULY2)

The fruit of the giant cactus, which is shown in greater detail below, has a sweetish and very palatable
pulp which is eagerly sought after by Mexicans, Indians and birds as well.

How do the endemic plants react to these conditions? Where

did the plants of the desert proper come from? How, in what

manner, and when, did they become "adapted" to the desert?

It is to work toward the solutions of such problems as these

that the Carnegie Institution established a laboratory in the

desert.

One of the most pressing needs in the study of desert plants

is an accurate record of the conditions under which they grow,
because the plants are either directly moulded by them, or so

regulate their activities and are so constructed that they can

endure them successfully.

Without entering into a discussion of the meteorological or

other factors which constitute the environment of the plants of

the desert, it can be said that they are characterized by their

variability and their intensity. The light on the desert is a daz-

FRtJIT OF THK GIANT CACTUS
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zling glare, from which there seems to be no escape; the varia-

tions of the temperature of the air and of the soil are alike great,
both for the year and for each day; and the rains, upon which

directly or indirectly many atmospheric conditions depend, are

irregular in occurrence and torrential. Of these and other fac-

tors not enumerated, the rainfall, as will be shown below, exerts

the most marked influence on the behavior of desert plants.
Another factor, quite different from any of the foregoing, must

always be considered in the studies of the plants of the desert.

We are told that in former geologic ages the deserts now in

the West did not exist as such and that the climate of those re-

mote times was not arid but humid. The flora also was unlike

the present day desert flora and was characteristic of humid

CROSS SECTION OF STEM OF GIANT CACTUS

The water storasre tissue lies between the inner
ring- and the channelled margin. The thick
cuticle is represented by the lieavy line
which bounds the figure.

—After E. S. Spalding.

BREATHING PORE OF A TYPICAL DESERT PKRENNIAL

The section was made at right angles to the
'

leaf; much enlarged. Note the heavy
outer epidermal wall, the cuticle, and
observe how deeply the valve of
the pore is placed.

—After Tschirch.

regions. But the desert plants are the lineal descendants of

those ancient plants
—whether they lived in the region now

desert or in regions more or less remote, does not matter—and

certain peculiarities in the activities and in the structure of des-

ert plants indicate that the influence of the ancient stock still

lingers.

As the formation of deserts is due to the circumstance that the

rainfall is small, or, to be more exact, is less than the annual

evaporation, so one would expect to find that the most striking

responses of the desert plants to any environmental factor would

be those touching the variation in the amount of water avail-

able for their use. That in fact there is an intimate relation be-

tween the two is shown in many ways. For instance, in re-

gions where the entire yearly rainfall occurs in a single season.
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THE INDUviTION OFLBAP FORMATION IN OCOTILLO BY INCREASING THE AMOUNT OF AVAILABLE WATER

The picture to the left shows the condition of the plant March 26; the picture to the rierht

was made April 4, six days after the plant was watered.

and the balance of the year is dry, many of the perennials are

provided with means of storing up enough water at this one

time to last them during the succeeding long period of drought.

The accompanying illustrations show types of such plants, the

night-blooming cereus (Cereus Greggii), and the giant cactus

(Cereus giganteus). The giant cactus is especially well adapted

to live successfully under such climatological conditions. It

has a fleshy stem which is sometimes fifty feet high and which

often bears numerous fleshy branches. Roots penetrate the soil

in such fashion that both the superficial water and the water

more deeply placed can be reached by them. The giant cactus

contains over 90 per cent, water by weight, or a cactus weigh-

ing 1000 pounds would contain nearly 125 gallons of water.

The giant cactus also has a very perfect mechanism by which

it accommodates itself to varying amounts of stored water. Un-
like the trees most familiar to us which possess a thickened

bark that is continuously formed and continuously shed and

which in this wise adapts itself to the increased diameter of the

trunk, the giant cactus has a skin, or cuticle, relatively heavy,
which exists during the entire life of the plant and provides for

its growth by a process of stretching or intercalary growth. It
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will appear at once that the absorption of water in large amounts
and its evaporation must materially alter the bulk of the cactus

in a manner quite independent of a permanent increase in size,

as in growth; and that, unless the skin or cuticle is elastic or

can otherwise accommodate itself to the annual fluctuation in

size, the result of the plant's absorbing water would be to rupt-
ure the cuticle by the swelling or to lacerate the tissues of the

plant when the water content reaches a low amount. The plant
has solved the problem very neatly by providing a fluted or

ribbed condition of its exterior over which the cuticle is

stretched. When water is taken into the tissues of the plant,
these longitudinal furrows become shallow, and when water is

given ofif, the furrows become deeper—the action of the cuticle

being quite like that of an accordeon. The arrangement of the

water-storage tissue and its relation to the epidermis will be

night-I{loo:ming ckkeus (Ci:re/is Greasii) to show thb large root which is paktly
EXPOSED. THIS IS THE WATER-STORING ORGAN OF THB PLANT

better appreciated perhaps by reference to the accompanying
sketch.

It is quite as important in the economy of desert plants that

they absorb water quickly when the opportunity comes, that

that they conserve it well. That they do both may be well il-

lustrated by examining some features of the reaction of the

single species, the ocotillo or candle bush (Fouquieria splendens),
to a variation of its water supply. The subjoined illustration of

a small ocotillo before, and one week after, it was given water

shows how quick it was to absorb it and to put out new foliage

as a consequence. That the absorption of water greatly in-

creases other vital activities also is shown by the amounts of

watery vapor transpired by another ocotillo of about the same

age and size as the one shown in th^ cut. Before a certain

heavy rain in May the ocotillo in question was practically de-
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foliated and it gave off only 13.7 milligrams of water in one
hour. Two days after the rain young leaves were observed,
which by the afternoon of the third day were nearly of mature
size. The following figures give the total amount of water trans-

pired by the plant in one hour on the second, third and the fifth

days respectively after the rain: 345, 956.2 and 1876.6 milli-

grams. Directly after this storm of May a long period of

drought ensued, during which the leaves of the ocotillo fell

away, and the rate of transpiration was again reduced to the

small amount observed previously.

By what structural or other means the plant can thus absorb

ONE OF THE PUZZLING PROBLEMS TOUCHING THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE
DESERT PLANTS IS SHOWN IN THIS PICTURE

The eriant cactus prefers not to grow on the northern slopes of the mountain, even when the
mountain is a low one as in the present instance, but is found abundantly on the

other sides. The right slope of the mountain, which is to the north, is thus
seen to be practically devoid of these cacti.

water quickly, store it carefully and use it conservatively I can-
not stop to describe. It must suffice to point out two peculiar-
ities of structure out of a great number common to all desert

plants, by which they guard their treasure well. These are

shown in the accompanying illustration. It will be noticed that

the outer wall of the epidermis, the cuticle, is very thick and
that the breathing pore which reaches through it is deeply
sunken. By these mealis the two factors essential in the outer

covering of plants exposed to arid conditions are acquired. These
are, in brief, that the cuticle be water-proof when it is desirable

to avoid excessive transpiration ;
and that the breathing pores,

without which the plants would suffocate, be so placed that they
permit the interchange of gases between the atmosphere outside
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the plant and the air-chambers in its body, while at the same
time they prevent a ruinous waste of water.

It is by such studies as those sketched in the preceding para-

graphs, in addition to others quite as essential but which are

not presented, that we hope to acquire ultimately a sufficient

mass of data by which certain problems which press for solu-

tion may be satisfactorily worked out. Attention may be called

to two of these which have already been hinted above. They
refer to the significance of the ephemeral summer flora, and to

that of certain responses of the perennials of the desert.

When the rains of summer come, annuals of great variety

spring up everywhere. They run their course before the season

of adversity cuts them- down. They thus live at a time when
water is abundant and other physical factors are favorable to

their germination and development, and only then. Consequent-

ly as would be expected they have a structure similar to plants
of really humid regions. They are in this regard, therefore, as

different as can be imagined from the perennials that grow by
their sides. Whence came they? Why have they a structure,

and why activities, so opposed to those of the "typical" desert

forms? For answers to these questions we must without doubt

evoke the aid of the geologist as well as the botanist. Mean-
time many things relating to the biology of these plants point
to but one conclusion; namely, that their ancestors were accus-

tomed to a humid climate. This harmonizes with the geological

history as given above, that in former times the portions of the

Southwest now desert were not arid but humid, so that it may
well be that the ancestors of the desert annuals have never been

subjected to other than humid conditions. These conditions

probably formerly obtained all of the year; they now recur

only when they are brought about by the relatively infrequent
rains. Thus the appearance of these plants on the desert as well

as the peculiarities of their structure and the activities which

characterize them may perhaps be accounted for.

The reactions of the perennials to the rains, or to an optimum
water supply, point to the probability that their remote ances-'

tors also lived under humid conditions. The perennials take on

renewed growth, forming new leaves and new shoots in a very

vigorous fashion, as a result of the summer rains. In some in-

stances the new parts are clearly ephemeral and not calculated

to withstand arid conditions ;
in others they exist but a short

time after the dry weather sets in. Certain of these new parts

might very likely be considered reversionary in character and

as indications of a time long past when such evanescent organs
were adequate to endure all conditions of those times.

The perennial parts of the perennial plants have without doubt

widely departed in structure and in habits from the geologic
forms. By what steps these departures have been brought about,

by what modifications of existing habits or structures or by
what additions of new structures or habits the adaptations were

accomplished, constitute, in short, the puzzle which the scientists

working at the Desert Laboratory would like very much to

solve.

Tucson, Arizona
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IN PURSUIT or A GRAVEYARD -,

Being the Trail oj an Archaeological Wedding Journey

By THERESA RUSSELL

-"But each, for the joy of the working,

and each, in his separate star

Shall draw the Thing as he sees It,

for the God of Things, as They Are.

IN MEMORIAM
To the One who Went On

Somezvhere, dear heart, thy buoyant spirit is still a-questing.

And if there be, beyond the Veil, any shadozvs, thou art smiling tip at them

bii,theiy. If the^e be any obstacles, thou art making thy way through them

patiently. If there be companions, thou art to them an inspiration for thy

tenderness, thy merriment, thy dauntless resolution. And if there be remem-
brance—thy thought turns often, as does mine ahvays. to that illumined

path we trod together in the summertime of joy.

Then quaff zvith me this silver Cup of Memory, in the tremulous hope that

it may be an earnest of the golden Cup of Fulfilment.

CHAPTER I

OVER THE HILLS
"The path by which we twain did go

Which led by tracts that pleased us well."

IVE in Gallup?" inquired the porter.

"Oh, no. Our home is in the East."

"Lawd ! Must have a grudge agin yerselves,

then, stoppin' here !"

But he consented to put us off at the forlorn

little station, in the darkness of three A. M'.,

and volunteered solicitous instructions to the

heavy-eyed deputy from the only hotel in town to "give us the

very best they had."

'The "very best" held no hint of enervating luxury, nor yet

did its simplicity spell discomfort. The chief distinction was

a front - exposure. The first thing exposed was a landscape of

freight cars, with the squat, white Harvey eating-house ot plas-

tered adobe enlivening the foreground, a stretch of Santa Fe

track defining the middle distance, and a row of mountains

standing aloof in remote perspective.

En route to breakfast—for our highly differentiated accom-

modations supplied bed only, under the caption of "Eodging,"
and required the "transient" to browse for board—we discovered

the remainder of the metropolis. It was seen to be no radical,
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this town, but a strict conformist to the accepted plan of frontier

architecture. The Plan flanks its one Main Street with the

paraphernalia of transportation on one side and a line of saloons,

punctuated by an "Emporium" or two, on the other. Celestial

restaurants will be tucked in here and there, and the postoffice

shoved around the corner. For we must drink first and most, if

you please, consider grub next, acquire raiment on what re-

mains, and relinquish foreign correspondence to the tenderfoot.

A view from the hilltop revealed our city in relation and pro-

portion, a small plebeian intruder into a vast patrician domain,
tolerated of necessity, but with inflexible reserve and hauteur.

Let vulgar engines scream, if they must, machine-devils snort

'the accepted type"

and throb and whirr, pistols crack and raucous voices shout.

Let the deafening sum of the man-made tumult hurl itself into

the Infinite Silence. It is as impotent as the ancient slingshot
of the child Crusader against the Holy Walls. The projectile

recoils feebly, and the Immense Thing remains.

'T am a little afraid of that wheel of yours" said the Anthro-

pologist. 'Tt is too wobbly to put confidence in for so long a trip.

Perhaps you'd better wait in town for the wagon, and let me go
on."

A glance forward at the trail winding on forever over the

ridges and up the gradual but inexorable slope caused my inten-

tions to waver. A glance backward toward the one populated

spot in sight took cowering hesitation by the neck and shook

it into erect determination.
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"I'll ride as long as the wheel will stand up. Then I can

walk."

We pedaled on vigorously, eyes shining back into the pure

light of the morning sun, pulses bounding with the wine in the

air. Coasting down the first grade, my left pedal, righteously

endeavoring to live up to its reputation, fell off, and my heart to

the ground with it. But the Man of Science put them both in

repair, and the procession made an assault on the next hill.

At the summit, after having pushed our wheels a good part of

SPRAINED ITS ANKLK IN THB SAME PLACE'

the six-mile ascent, we were rewarded by a breath-taking pan-

orama, and a dislocated joint. The former was open to the upblic,

but the latter was held in monopoly, not by my own impaired
but persevering little steed, but by the trusted pet of the Man
Himself—his own reliable, safe-and-sane chainless.

We decided to sit down and eat awhile.

What a joyful compranion is a canteen, and what an incom-

parable flavor its presence imparts to ham sandwiches and

ginger cakes ! From it, indeed, one may imbibe a fresh endow-
ment of resource and enthusiasm, may even transfer a portion
thereof to a disabled wheel and thereby persuade it to continue
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in service, if only to carry passenger on down grades and levels

smooth.

Most of the levels ahead were not smooth, but the descent

came first, and gayly away started Jack and Jill. Only it was

Jill this time who fell down and scraped her crown and rolled

over and just managed to pull her spinning merry-go-round out

of the way before Jack came, not tumbling after, but gliding

imperturbably by, leaving her ruefully to shake her head at

the Manes of Virgil and mutter as she dug the sand out of her

ROCKS, BOULDERS AND CLIFFS

features, "Descensus Averni non semper facile est—it depends
on the method of locomotion !"

Thence down by less violent stages to the sand-floored valley,

and we found ourselves on a plain that came near being without

any boundaries at all, and yet could not quite escape them, those

ever-circling, never-approaching hills. In its spacious midst

were the hugest of rocks, boulders and cliffs, just put down any-
where

; the playground of Titans, where human pigmies had

no business to go.

And yet, there they were. For at last, ten hours and thirty

miles from morning, we saw some houses and hailed the sight as

kin in a far country. The haven we had gained was an em-
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"a land of ancient ruins''

bryonic mission school for the Indians. Three Catholic monks,
it seemed, had spent many years here in lonely labors, and were

now become the nucleus of a rapidly developing enterprise,

founded by the Church.

So now the placid surface of their cloistered life was being
churned into a gentle froth of excitement. Stone-masons,

freighters, cooks and carpenters were pouring a rushing stream

of activity into their whilom peace-locked, tranquil bay. We
had come to a land of ancient ruins, but the first incomplete
walls and empty belfries we encountered spoke not mournfully
of the past, but hopefully of the future. And to a scenery-sated

Jill, there was also a cheerful note for the present.

"mournfully of thf past"
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"from creosote and sagebrush"

"Come right in," said the landlady. "You don't mean to say

you've come all the way from Gallup today. Mercy on us !

Ain't you awful tired? Here," whisking a pile of fashion plates

and st>me sewing out of a chair, "sit down."

without stopping to think about it, the sense of being surrounded

Jill sat down, without stopping to argue about it, and enjoyed,

by something nearer her own size. The restfully minute room
—it was a ten-by-twelve tent, with floor, frame and wainscoting

"to mesquite, cedar and scrub oak'
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of pine
—was as small as its dooryard was great, as crowded as

that was bare. Nearly half of its space was occupied by the

bed, a double-decked, curtained arrangement, like a Pullman

section, officiating as a reduced synthesis of four sleeping apart-

ments for the landlady and her three daughters.

"No, we don't live here," they explained; "we've just taken this

boarding contract while the school is being built. No, we don't

get lonesome. Too busy, feeding such a hungry crowd. Then
we go over to Fort Defiance every once in a while to a party or

i'KOMoTED TO PINES

picnic. Ever been there? No? Better stay and drive over with

us next Sunday. Mighty nice people at the Fort."

It was our privilege, later in the summer, to verify this kindly

saying, but now we were obliged to hold it in indefinite antici-

pation.

After supper. Father John, of the Brotherhood, solved the

problem of a place for the wayfarers to sleep. One of the old

buildings, just then used as a storeroom for the accumulating
invoice of new furniture, was unlocked

;
a vacant nook found

in the midst of ceiling-high stacks of desks and washstands, cots

and Navajo blankets were brought in, and the bicyclers slept

like a top—at least I should suppose a top slept by ceasing from
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a rotary motion and cultivating an attitude of repose, shouldn't

you?
Then in the morn, what doth our cassocked friend, Captain

of Emergency? He trotteth out a wheel of his own and pro-

claimeth himself delighted to have it used in place of the one

now laid up for repairs. So with this welcome fresh relay, the

Pursuers once more fare forth.

In length and landscape the day's journey was a duplicate of

yesterday's. It proved a duplicate also in accidents. For again

at the end of a six-mile climb, the borrowed "bike," with weak

conservatism, followed the established precedent and sprained

its ankle in the same place. In her sleeve of sleeves must Jill

A DROP OF liL-AlA:^lX\

confess to a wee smile at the not uncompensated trick, for the

crippled steed could yet nearly equal her own in speed, and she

was spared from playing tortoise and trundling along twenty
minutes behind.

Yesterday we ascended from creosote and sagebrush to mes-

quite, cedar and scrub-oak. Today we are promoted to pines.

Pines ! The aromatic breath of them, the noble park-like

sweep of them, the alluring vistas through their sun-flecked

aisles, the soft, yielding, lovable brown beneath, the hard, im-

maculate, Pharisaical blue above. And the sharp silhouette of

pointed green tops against the brilliant azure, so insistent, so

assertive, so uncompromising. Yet in those very tops trembles

an appeal from the too illuminating glare, a requiem to perished
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illusions, a sigh for the merciful sweetness of shadows, a plea
for the vague winsomeness of dreams, a Memnonic refrain.

Out of the Halls of Enchantment we rode reluctantly, and
over the ups and downs of foothills to another valley. Once
more we encounter a drop of humanity in the great gulping
ocean of wilderness—a freighting outfit, bound for the trading

post that was also our destination. The black eyes of the Mex-
ican bulged with incredulous amazement at the unwonted spec-
tacle of a petticoat-ridden bicycle in those forbidden regions.
"Where you goin'?" he demanded.
"All same place as you," we reply.

"Oh, no, you never make it. Too mucho arena !" with an em-

phatic, disapproving shake of sombreroed head.

As we rode out of the hills the outlook widened and the hori-

zon was far away when darkness fell. But near at hand was
the little light in the window, that winked indulgently at a

naughty world, and twinkled a merry welcome to its home in the

desert. t- i ^- i ^

(^
lo be contmued.)

"'WHKKE YOU goin'?' HE DEMANDED"
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THE ROCniNG CHAIR IN SOUTH PASS
By SHARLOT M. HALL

HE wagon waited under the maple trees by the

door, its stout cover of unbleached "factory"

bulging over the high curved hickory bows. It

was a ''plains wagon," a later follower of the

old Conestoga, loaded from seat to end-gate
with household goods—"chists" of clothing
and boxes of food, rolls of feather-beds and

patchwork quilts, dishes and cooking utensils ;

and even little bags and bundles of herbs tied

neatly and swung to the bows out of reach of bobbing heads.

The eight strong oxen stood facing the west, waiting patiently
till the crack of the long whip and the "Gee ! Haw ! Get up
there !" should give the signal to bend great, hairy necks against
the yokes and start the wheels turning westward. The driver

tramped up and down beside his beasts, coiling and uncoiling the

whip impatiently in his hands.

"Ready? Come on! We'll be the tail wagon in the train,"

he shouted.

Three children ran down the path from the barn, laughing
and pushing each other in their haste. "We was telling White-

foot good-bye ; we'll wait at the strawberry corner," they called

as they trotted past.

A youngish woman with red-rimmed eyes came out on the

porch. Behind her a woman with white hair smoothed softly

under a black sunbonnet pushed a big, low rocking chair through
the door into the path. If there were tears in her eyes, they did

not dim the look of determination.

The younger woman came close to her husbarnd. "Mother's

so set on that chair, William," she whispered. "It'll 'most kill

her if you don't take it. We can find room some way."
The old woman dragged the chair down the path, and its rock-

ers, catching in the clump of tansy at the end, sent up the pun-

gent, homely odor of the crushed herb. "William," she said,

before he could speak, "I won'c leave that chair. If you're bound
to drag me and Matty and the child,ren into the wilderness

whether or no, you've got to take that chair, too !" Your father

made it with his own hands and cut my name on the back,

'Felicity Grame'—we'd been married just a month." And she

ran her fingers tenderly over the carven wood where the letters

were worn smooth and dim by the pressure of many heads.

Here h-^rs had rested while she crooned the babies to sleep or

soothed them through nights of sickness; here his had waited
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after the day's work till she "dished up" their evening meal.

Here they had counseled together when the present was hard

and the future dark. And here she had found him one dusk, with

his cheek pressed against the worn letters and his hands idle in

his lap
—done forever with work and planning.

Perhaps it was this in her face that made the tall driver drop
his coiled whip and stow the old chair carefully away in the far

end of the wagon. "Why, mother," he laughed as he climbed

down and lifted her gently over the wheel into the seat, "you'll

be rocking your great-grandchildren to sleep in that chair under

the rose trees in California. I'm going to clean up a stake in

the mines and then we'll hunt the prettiest spot in the Sacra-

mento and go to farming. And it's not all wilderness that we
cross. I tell you every foot of the plains will be God's country
some day."
From the "strawberry corner" in the angle of the worm fence

where the sweet, wild berries grew, they took a last look back

at the old home under the maple trees. By night they had hailed

other wagons drawn by slow-plodding oxen, with now and then

a milch cow leading behind, and childish faces peeping out under

the covers for a furtive glimpse of the new-comers.

Tomorrow and tomorrow added more wagons, all heading
for Council Grove, where the wilderness began in earnest and

the hap-hazard company of emigrants would fall into an orderly

caravan, with captain and guards and mounted scouts like a

marching army.

William, by right of having traveled the long trail before, was
chosen captain and selected his scouts from the men who knew
the plains best. Every man in the caravan had to take his turn

at standing guard and all night long the muffled tramp of those

told-off for duty circled the camp like an unspoken "All's well."

The next morning the wagons broke camp, not lazily one by
one as before. At the captain's shout of "Catch up ! Catch up !"

the oxen were yoked and swung to their places and the wagons
strung out into two long lines, the leaders driving abreast some

twenty yards apart. Ahead rode the scouts, with keen eyes alert

for signs of Indian trails and watchful for grass and water for

the coming night's camp.
An hour before sunset the lead wagons halted fifty feet apart

and those behind drew up to form a compact circle, the wagon-

tongues turned out toward 'the prairie and the inner front wheel

of each wagon lashed with log chains to the inner hind wheel of

the wagon ahead. Within this strong enclosure, the bedding and

food were unloaded and supper cooked over fires of dry wood and

buffalo chips.
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The children played together among the wagons and rolls

of bedding; the women exchanged neighborly courtesies, and

the men told-off for guard took their places, while those left be-

hind pushed up the dying fires and talked of the gold of Cali-

fornia, of oxen stampeded at night, and of swift Indian raids

that had left some unlucky caravan a smoldering circle of ashes

with warped wagon tires strewn in and out like the coils of a

sinister snake.

By one fire an old woman rocked in a rude, low chair and

watched the stars that from their far height looked down on

the house under the maple trees.

The days ran on, each as like its fellow as the red wheel-ox

was like his yoke-mate. The children played at Indian raids be-

hind the stockaded wagons ;
the women forgot to shudder at

the camp-fire tales and gathered more and more where the gentle

creak of an old rocking chair on the short grass made a soft echo

to their homely gossip of hopes ahead and loved ones left be-

hind.

They were far out where Pike's Peak hangs like a blue cloud

in the distance when the foremost scout rode back and the cara-

van halted while the captain went on alone. When he came

back they swung to the south, never again camping where the

cold ashes marked the fires of an earlier party.

Only the captain and the scouts knew that they had turned

aside because the trail ahead was marked as by milestones with

new-made graves, singly and in groups, and that a greater fear

than stolen oxen and midnight raids hung like a dark shadow

over the caravan. They alone knew what it meant when one of

the drivers, with his team half unyoked at a night camp, dropped
on the grass and lay still, his gray face overspread with terror.

They broke camp late the next day and a half-grown boy

tramped beside the oxen, while the women lingered to lay a

handful of wild pea-blossoms on a hasty mound whose raw-

earth stared out of the buffalo grass.

Thereafter their trail was marked by those raw heaps of earth

and they moved on with feverish haste. The children, gather-

ing in frightened groups under the wagons when the camp-fires

were lighted, whispered : "Cholera—they call it cholera. It

will stop when we reach the desert."

The old chair no longer rocked by the fire and the swinging
bundles of herbs were gone from the wagon bows. From wagon
to wagon Grandmother Grame went with hot, strong-smelling

teas and quick, sharp words of courage worth all the bitter

tonics.

Some would have stopped or turned back. "For what?" she
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asked. "To die in camp, sick with fear and waiting? To count

the graves back like a sick buffalo with a pack of gray wolves

snarling at his heels? No! Keep on; the desert is ahead, and

the desert wind is our best hope. While we travel, we have

less time to think."

So they traveled on, more than one woman walking beside

the oxen and swinging the long whip while her heart ached over

some hurried heap of earth behind, till from the rough hills of

South Pass they looked down on the desert with a great hope.

They made camp on a sand-dune blown into rippling waves

and water lines by the wind—the wind they had prayed for—and

before the fires were lighted, the captain fell with his face gray
and drawn on the gray sand between the stockaded wagons.

Like a knife the fear struck home
; at midnight they counted

the well on one hand. Men were cowed into silence, or whis-

pered of that awful year when, from the swamps of the Wabash
to the prairies of Illinois, every house counted its dead before

the living.

Then Grandmother Grame dared the hard last resort in dire

extremity that had saved life or hastened death in many a strick-

ened camp along the old Trail. With set lips and unshaking
hands she measured the calomel twice to each one and followed

it with hot vinegar and water.

Noon, and night, and noon again
—and mow mounds in the

wind-marked sand. All were out of danger but one—the small-

est of the three who had raced down the barn path with White-

foot's good-bye caress on their fingers.

"Oh,- Bram-ma !" he fretted, "I'm so tired, an' this old wagon's
so hard. It bumps an' bumps. Put me to bed, Bram-ma. in my
own trundle bed with Felissy."

"Gramma's got you, darlin'," she whispered, "right here in her

old rockin' chair. Shut your eyes and we'll play
'

rockity-rock'

like we used to under the maple trees."

The chair stood in the shade of the wagon. Back and forth,

back and forth, slow and swaying it moved, through dusk and

twilight and midnight, and the shrill little cry, "Put me to bed;

put me in my own bed, Bram-ma," hushed itself out on her

shoulder at daybreak.
"It's coming, Matty! The wind's coming!" she said, pointing

through the Pass, as they took him out of her arms.

Far out across the drifted dunes a low cloud was moving,
now dim and gray, now red and strange as the sun rose higher.

Such wraith and ghost of all the storms of other lands as they
had never seen ! The very earth rose up to meet it

;
thin jets of

sand and whirling dust-devils ran out ahead like scouts and
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skirmishers. It flung its gathered might through the Pass and

shook the great wagons till they rocked. The cattle, penned
in the stockade, bellowed with fear as the sand and pebbles beat

over them. Left to themselves they would have raced in mad

stampede before it till they fell and were buried in its relentless

drift.

Throughout the night it snarled and tore across the hills like

a hundred-fanged wolf. Long drifts of sand lay heaped half-way

up the wagon wheels, and the bunches of pale greasewood were

buried to their tips. B.ut the morning that dawned might have

been June under the maple trees, so soft was the air, so full of

faint fragrance, as if a breath from far gardens of rosemary and

tansy and "old man" had blown through it—and she who had

loved the sweet old herbs slept with the child, unheeding.

The double grave was fenced with rough poles out from the

mesquite thicket in the canon below. It was heaped and piled

with stones, that the heedless sand might not blot out its

memory. The oxen were yoked, the wagons swung into line

Only the chair stood alone and empty by the dead campfire.

Then the captain staggered out from his place at the head of

the caravan, and, lifting it, set it down inside the fence at the foot

of the grave. He motioned with his hand, and the wagons moved

on, out through the Pass, where the road lay dim between the

sand dunes.

Looking back they saw the old chair caught by the desert

wind, rocking, still rocking.

Dewey, Arizona.

DT THE SUPERSTITION MOUNTAIN
By NELLIE SUYDAM

\ ®) E cursed the sun, that day we rode

jf^ From Desert Wells to gray Pinal —
The sun, the cactus, the mesquite.

The long, long road, the mountain wall.

Now o'er the terrace rose-leaves drift.

The dim, sweet garden lies below.

And on the hill-clasped valley's slopes.

The peach and plum and almond below.

And yet we see—a naked plain

That fades to distances of gray,

Tall cactus pillars, sparse mesquite.

Rough mountains and a lonely way.

Glendora, Cal.
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President Emeritus, J. S. Slauson.

Vice-Presidents: Gen. Harrison Gray Otis, Editor Los Angeles Times; Geo. F. Bovaid.
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*HoNORAKY Life Members : Hon. Theodore Roosevelt, Washington ; Chas. Eliot

Norton, LL. D., Cambridge, Mass.
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Fenyes, Miss Mira Hershey, Major E. W. Jones, Homer Laughlin, Los Ange
Normal School, E. P. Ripley, St. Vincent's College, Santa Clara College,
O. S. A. Sprague, J. Downey Harvey, John A. McCall, Mrs. Eleanor MJames
Earl, Wm. Keith, Mrs. Henry Wilson Hart, W. P. Wesselhoeft.n, Edwin T. Slauso
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'3NATHAN SAYRE SLAUSON, president of the South-

west Society in its first and second years, and at the

second annual meeting elected president emeritus, died

December 27, 1905. No one has thought to dispute the title

given him as the foremost citizen of Los Angeles ;
and his

funeral was an unprecedented tribute from the community which

had so long known and loved him. For the first time, perhaps,

in the history of Los Angeles, public business was suspended
in memory of a private citizen, and his body lay in state in

the City Hall.

The following resolutions, unanimously, passed by the execu-

tive committee of the Southwest Society, speak for themselves :

With all the city and state he served so long and so well, (not as a paid

official, but as a true citizen and large lover of his kind), the Southwest So-

ciety of the Archaeological Institute of America mourns the death of Jonathan
Sayre Slauson, its first president and president emeritus. Any community is

happy which has one such man
; any community is rich which has had one

such—for usefulness like his does not end with the passing of the physical

presence. His memory remains an inspiration and a standard.

To the family bereft of such a head, this Society extends its heartfelt sym-
pathy. To have had a man like this in the intimate relations of home is riches

which "neither moth nor rust can corrupt," nor even time steal from them.
The Southwest Society will carry forever in the head of its roster the hon-

ored name of its president emeritus ; and in its enduring work for this com-

munity, will always keep his memory in loving remembrance.

The Southwest Society has gone ahead with its large plans

Bt thoir consent, and aabscribed by the Southwest Society.
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slowly and safely. The foundation for such a superstructure
must be laid broad and deep; and one reason for the unparalleled
success of the society is that—knowing what it wanted, and

how to get it—it has had patience as well as zeal. One of the

necessary preliminaries has been the creation of a large member-

ship. This has already been achieved—such a membership
as is entirely without comparison in the history of the Institute,

and probably without equal among scientific societies anywhere
in the world, time and dues considered. This membership will

continue to grow ;
but the affiliation already of very nearly 400

of the foremost citizens is assurance of the large success of the

ultimate plan.

Nor is the success of the scientific work more assured than

the Art Gallery which will be an equal partner in the great plan.

This movement of the women to represent the esthetic side of

this community in conjunction with the historical and scientific, •

is in the right hands and on the right lines. There will be no

trouble about securing ample funds to establish an enduring

monument in this department. The financial ice was first broken

by Mrs. Henry Wilson Hart, a life member of the Southwest

Society, who contributed $1000 as a beginning of a fund for the

art building. Later, Madame Ida Hancock has contributed

$10,000, with a promise of as, much more if needed, for the found-

ation of an art hall. The matter will become epidemic as soon

as the plans are fully formulated ; and not only the rich will

unite, but thousands of women, in proportion to their means, will

do their share toward this modern Parthenon.

The work of the Society progresses unwaveringly. In a few

days, tentative plans for the museum building will be in hand ;

and the investigation of sites is in progress. Mr. Henry E.

Huntington has ofifered the Society its choice offour magnificent

hills free for a museum location ;
and there are other proffers of

excellent sites.

Official authority has been received from Washington for the

prosecution of scientific exploration aaid excavation by this

Society on the Indian and Forest Reservations of the Southwest
—the first time that such papers ever issued from the govern-
ment for a scientific body not under government control. A
reconnoissance was made in Arizona last month by Dr. Palmer,
Curator of the Society; but the severe winter of that high alti-

tude had already set in, and work was impossible. With the

opening of spring, active and expert work will begin in this

incomparably rich field of research. Meantime, the collections

already made are being catalogued and arranged.
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At an executive session of the executive committee December

15, the Secretary having been excluded, the following resolutions

were adopted :

In view of the zealous and heroic unselfishness of the devoted and invalu-

able services rendered in multiplied ways to the Southwest Society, A. I. A.,

by our Secretary, Mr. Chas. F. Lummis, resolved that he be, and hereby is,

declared to be a Life Member of the said Southwest Society ; the sum of one
hundred dollars having been freely subscribed and paid into the treasury for

this purpose. And it is further resolved that not only shall the minutes of

this Executive Session of the fifteenth day of December, 1905, be placed on
the records of this Society, but that a copy of the same, suitably engrossed,
shall be presented to our said Secretary as a slight memorial token of our

grateful and affectionate appreciation of the man, and of his work in behalf
of this Society.
The signatures are : J. O. Koepfli, Prest.

; Henry W. O'Melveny, Vice-
Prest.

;
Dr. Norman Bridge, Vice-Prest.

;
W. C. Patterson, Treas.; E. W.

Jones, (chairman) ; Dr. J. H. Martindale, Theo. B. Comstock, J'. A. Foshay,
Mary E. Foy, Mrs. W. H. Housh, Joseph Scott, Dr. F. M. Palmer, Wm. H.
Burnham, C. J. K. Jones, Wayland H. Smith, Executive Committee.

The Third Illustrated Bulletin of the Society, containing the

roster up to January i, 1906, is expected to be published this

month. It will be sent to all members, and also throughout the

other affiliated Societies of the Institute.

Since the December number the following new members have been added :

Life:

Ella P. Hubbard, Azusa, Cal.
;
Chas. F. Lummis, Los Angeles.

Annual :
—

E. P. Clark, Prest. and Mgr. L. A.
Pacific R. R., Los Angeles.

Mrs. J. Torrey Connor, San Fran-
cisco.

E. F. Marshall, Prest. Chino Land
and Water Co.
Frank A. Salmons, County Clerk,
San Diego.

Mrs. Mary Wood Swift, Prest. Na-
tional Council of Women, 824 Va-
lencia St., San Francisco.

Robert Bruce Gibb, 4922 S. Main St.,

Los Angeles.
Prof. R. H. Tripp, 343 W. Ocean

Ave., Long Beach.
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GOSPEL
ANYWHERE.

Some of the best preachers are not in the pulpit
—and

perhaps the mDst useful. Just now we need more re-

minder of the homely old truths and principles which
are the foundations of life than we do hair-splitting theologies.
And the need is evidently realized; for a good many that are

not of the cloth are giving us sound sermons adapted to the

times. There is no other who has so large a congregation as

that all-round person who Does Things in and from the White
House

;
and his preachments of horse-sense and every-day de-

cency put no one to sleep.
A little sermon of the same homely sort, preached to the

freshmen of Stanford University not long ago, by Dr. Branner,
the vice-president, is so full of meat that we need, and so applica-
ble to every other class of people above and below college under-

graduates, that a sample of it is worth reproduction, even in a

place which seldom reprints. It is good gospel for any one :

"See to it that your mind runs your body. During the Spanish-American
war I stumbled upon an out-of-the-way newspaper containing a letter written

home by a country boy who had enlisted in the navy, and who was under fire

for the first time in the battle of Santiago. He naively stated that he found

great difficulty in making his feet go where his head meant to have them go.
Now many of you will have this sarhe kind of a difficulty here in college.

This is not a place where you can hide from temptation. The same old sins

will beset you here, and the chances are that many new temptations will find

you. If you come to college disposed to let your wayward feet go where and
when they please, they will soon lead you off the campus to stay. For this

reason, and for other reasons, I beg you to have your minds made up that

your heads shall direct your feet and your body and your Jives."
"Do not spend much time looking for the way of least resistance. There

is no concealing the fact that there is a lot of hard work, even of drudgery,
in the life of every student who forms the habit of staying in the uni-

versity. If any of you come here with the idea that the university is

somehow going to enable you to dodge the hard work of life, you are

making a big mistake. The university is not here to educate you above

your work, or below your work, or around your work, but it is here to

educate you squarely into the midst of it, whatever and wherever it may
be. As early as possible then reconcile yourselves to work and to drudg-
ery, for that is the common lot of all successful men and women. Your
work must seem dull to you at times, even the most interesting of it

;
and

unless you accustom yourselves to standing up to it and doing it whether
it be agreeable or not, you cannot expect to get through with your college
work successfully, and you certainly will not get through with the other
work of life successfully."

"Young ladies and young gentlemen, the lives that many of you are

leading, are, in my opinion, altogether too strenuoiis. I am putting it very
mildly. Such devotion to pleasure-seeking is not in keeping with the

spirit or purposes of university education in this country, and it is not

good for you either as organizations or as individuals."

"Perhaos some of you think that so long as you are spending your own
money, these matters are no affair of ours. With that view I cannot agree.
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I believe in regard to your manner of living that whatever offends the self-

respect of men and women of slender means is unwholesome, undemo-
cratic and lacking in that generosity that belongs naturally to youth. Aside
from the demoralizing effects of extravagant living among students, habits

of extravagance carried from college into after-life are almost sure to lead

to defeat. Modern business is carried on with a view to economy of

management, and many of our largest and most remunerative enterprises
ar€ made so only through the practice of the strictest economy.
"Young women and young men, extravagance is vulgar ;

it is bad form,
bad policy, bad manners and bad morals.' It is demoralizing to you per-

sonally, unjust to your parents, offensive to your fellow students, and it

hardens against you and against young people generally the hearts of men
and women who would otherwise be benefactors of mankind."
"Of course I know quite well that you are not altogether responsible for all

these things ; you are simply following the fashion. Customs spring up here

and there and spread over the country like high collars or baggy trousers.

When these matters are as harmless as the cut of your clothes we shall not
concern ourselves about them, but when they threaten to compromise or in

any way endanger the future of the young people entrusted to us, it behooves
us to look at them more seriously."

"Don't believe all the rumors that float about
; and when you want infor-

mation go to headquarters for it."

"Cultivate a willingness to do without that which you cannot pay for."

"Never go to a place that requires you to explain why you were there."

The anonymous letter writer takes his—sty
—in hand what god

to remark that "if the Lion had only been over in New hath put

Mexico and Arizona, he would know more about the

sentiment of the territories as to joint statehood."
The Lion has known the two territories rather intimately for

more than 20 years. He knows their people of all sorts, and
their history. He knows a few excellent individuals who are

willing- to get statehood at anv cost. But this does not in the

least aflfect the truth of the statement that the people of reason
are practically a unit against this proposed prostitution of history,
of justice, and of common sense. In New Mexico the feeling is

not quite so unanimous, because one certain town there would

reap selfish advantage; but the best and most prominent people
of New Mexico are also unalterably against the stupid outrage
which is proposed to be enacted by Congress at the behest of

the senatorial soohomore from Indiana.

On one side are historv, justice, business common-sense and
the overwhelming will of the two American communities con-

cerned
;
on the other side there has never been a truthful argu-

ment advanced openly. The real argument (which is kept in

hiding) is that Eastern politicians are afraid to give the West
more influence in the senate.

It cannot be denied that the West has sent some poor sticks

to Washington. But it can afford comparison with the East.

It has had no Depews, Tilmans or Beveridges. It would be a

dangerous precedent to set, if an American commonwealth were
to be deprived of representation because its congressmen or

senators failed of perfection. The Old Bay State, and the

Empire State, and the Hoop-Pole State, and various others,
would have cause to lament any such standard. It is the privi-

lege of the States of this Union to send corrupt senators or fool

congressmen, if that is their fine American pleasure ;
but as a

matter of fact, the West is quite as likely to secure fit represent-
ation in Congress as any part of the East is. _ _ _

Chas. F. L/UMMI8.
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TO CONSERVE THE MISSIONS
AND OTHER HISTORIC
LANDMARKS OF SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA

^•rtHE Club has drilled through the nine-foot stone walls

^^ of the sacristy at San Juan Capistrano, and put in the

iron rod and turnbuckle to hold .these massive masonries
from further falling apart on account of the damage wrought by
the great earthquake of 1812. Further repairs have also been
undertaken there.

The good work of saving the historical place-names of Cali-

fornia goes on. The Post Office Department has decided that

the bob-tailed "San Juan" in San Benito county, shall be re-

stored to its historical designation of San Juan Bautista. This
makes about twenty similar returnings to the old name, granted
by the Post Office Department on the petition of Californians

who care. A State like this is so much better than all other

States, that everybody who knows about it wishes to come ; and
it is naturally peopled mostly by the new. Many of them have
not been here long enough to know what was what, or care

seriously beyond their own increase of comfort. But most of

them are people of uncommon intelligence ; and most of them
are glad to join with those who came earlier, in the attempt, not

only to get what they can out of God's Country, but to give
what they can to it.

The worst historic barbarism now left in the State is that of

calling San Buenaventura by the bob-tailed name of Ventura.
No doubt the citizens of this beautiful little city will wake up
to join the general procession. Their nearest important neigh-
bor, Santa Barbara, has greatly outgrown them f and one reason

is that Santa Barbara has had the cold business sense to cherish

the old names. They are a distinct asset. They are worth

money. The Santa Barbara people for some reason have under-

stood this fact. Anybody who should propose to call that ideally
beautiful spot by the name of "Barbara." would be in danger of

more or less polite mobbing. The chances are that the Ameri-
cans twenty miles down the coast will use as much business

shrewdness, and that San Buenaventura will insist that its post
office and railway station shall take back the name the town
has always officially borne, and that was changed on the sched-

ules only because of a few stupid clerks somewhere.
Contributions to the Work.

Previously acknowledged, $824700.
New contributions—Ella P. Hubbard, Azusa, Cal., $5 ; C. Hart Merriam.

Washington, D. C, $2; Gen. Chas. Foreman (for repair of wall of Campo
Santo at Pala) $50; Mrs. Edwin Greble, Pasadena, $25 (life membership) ;

Henry Augustus Wilhelm, Pasadena, $25 (life membership) ; Allan Salz

Klauber, Los Angeles, $25 (life membership) ; Chapter Esch, Daughters of
the American Revolution, $20.

$1 each—Knight W. Wheeler, Montclair, N. J.
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c3EQyoYA League^^mmtt^ ^^-, (INCORPORATED )

TO MAKE BCTTER. INDIANA
TOJlBSTTSW*^ S35^

Se-quo-ya,
"
the American Cadmus "

[born 1771,
died 1842), was the only Indian that ever invented

a written language. The League takes its title from
this great Cherokee, for whom, also, science has nam.ed

(^'Sequoias") the hugest trees in the world, the giant
Redwoods of California.

NATIONAL BXECUTIVH COMMITTEB.
David Starr Jordan, President Stanford University
Geo. Bird Grinnell, Ed. "Forest and Stream," N. Y.
Chas. Cassat Davis, Los Angeles
C. Hart Merriam, Chief Biological Survey, Washington
D. M. Riordan, Los Angeles
Richard Egan, Caplstrano, Cal.
Chas. F. Lummis, Chairman

LOS ANGBLHS COUNCIL.
Prest., Rt. Rev. J. H. Johnson

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEB
Wayland H. Smith (Sec. of the Council)
Miss Cora Foy
Miss Mary B. Warren
Miss Katherine Kurtz, Secretary
Chas. F. Lummis, Chairman

Advisory board.
Mrs. Phebe A. Hearst, University of California.

Archbishop Ireland, St. Paul, Minn.
U. S. Senator Thos. R. Bard, California.
Edward E. Ayer, Newberry Library, Chicago.
Miss Estelle Reel, Supt. all Indian Schools, Washington.
w. - - - — •

Dr. T. Mitchell Prudden, Col. Phys. and Surg'ns, N. Y.
• Dr. Geo. J. Engelmann, Boston.
Miss Alice C. Fletcher, Washington.
F. W. Hodge, Smithsonian Institution, Washington
Hamlin Garland, author, Chicago.
Mrs. F. N. Doubleday, New York.
Dr. Washington Matthews, Washington.
Hon. A. K. Smiley, (Mohonk), Redlands, Cal

George Kennan, Washington.

Putnam, Peabody Museum, Harvard College.
Stewart Culin, Brooklyn Inst.
Geo. A. Dorsey, Field Columbian Museum, Chicago.
Treasurer, W. C. Patterson, Pres. Los Angeles Nat'l Bk.

Life Members.
Amelia B. Hollenback, Josephine W. Drexel, Thos. Scattergood. Miss Mira Hershey, Mrs. D. A. Senter, Herbert E.

Huntington, Miss Antoinette E. Gazzam, J. M. C. Marble, Joseph Fels, Mrs. Mary Fels, Homer Laughlir ""=
A. R. Gazzam.

, Mrs.

(q// S a result of the opening activity of the Woman's Parlia-

jf Jj ment on behalf of the Indians, thoughtful people in

Pasadena sent a generous consignment of clothing,

Christmas presents, etc., to Pachanga; a fine Christmas box to

Pala
;
a box of clothing, etc., to Escondido to be distributed by

the missionary; another to Banning; another to the Indians

near Phoenix, Arizona
;
and two boxes of clothing, groceries

and toys to the Campo Reservations. Some money has also

been forwarded to Campo and other points.

The marketing of their baskets for the benefit of the destitute

Mission Indians continues and grows. The supply scarcely

equals the demand. Orders come from Arizona, Northern Cali-

fornia, New York, and even from Maine. It is gratifying to

note the steady improvement of the workmanship in these bas-

kets. The League insists on the old shapes, dyes and patterns

in the baskets ; and the weavers seem glad to comply.

Contributions to the Work :

Previously acknowledged. $1529.00
Robt. J. Burdette. Pasadena, Cal, $4.

$2 each, membership.
Ella P. Hubbard, Azusa, Cal.

Eugene Germain, Los Angeles.

Indi.^n Relief Fund :

Previously acknowledged, $1352.
Ella P. Hubbard, Azusa, Cal., $3; Antoinette E. Gazzam, Cornwall-on-

Hudson, N. Y., $25; Majorie Dana, 53 W. 53rd St., N. Y., $10; Presbyterian
Missionary Society, Pasadena, $5 ; Union Missionary Society, Pasadena, $3.50.
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THAT
WHICH IS

WL WRITTEN
y^^^'^S^l^S^^^^^^ "Even one who has tampered with the buzz-

->, saw when it moveth itself aright might still

^^^ '"
count upon his remaining fingers the books of

the last five years which can reasonably be compared with W. E. Smythe's

Conquest of Arid America as a popular yet expert study of any economic

problem in the United States. Few books are so 'well put'
—the style is

vital and vivid, and yet sound. Still fewer have anything like the sane,

broad insight and structural mastery. There are men who write more

learnedly about the toy-questions of academic minds
;
men who can be

wise with a pen, but could not find their way across Brooklyn Bridge if

there were no policemen to guide them. It is a striking commentary on our

times that so much of our intellectuality is frittered away on trifles, and

so little of it bent to the things that really count.

"But Mr. Smythe, with his uncommon gift of diagrammatic speech, has

the broad and outdcvor vision. He is no closet fiddler on some one nervous

string of theoretical theory. Somehow he has stubbed his toe upon what

is probably the largest and longest material problem left unsolved in America;
and when he goes to the blackboard he makes the solution so clear that the

dullest can see through it. All the book is not on the same plane; but it is

all true, and in large part masterly. For its style and for its grasp—an

incomparably rarer faculty—its author will come to be classed not merely
as an indomitable worker in a great plan of material progress, but as a man
who has written one of the few really best books on the West; a book every

American should read, and every American can learn from."

So it was written in these pages a little more than five years ago when
Mr. Smythe's superb economic study and forecast first appeared ; and so it

may stand today without any retraction for the revised edition just published.

Not only without retraction, but with such a splendid justification in the

event as rarely comes so swiftly to the economic prophet. For some, at least,

of the solutions which Mr. Smythe set upon the blackboard in 1899—and

those not the most obvious or probable ones—can be found in 1905 transferred

to the face of the imperishable earth, and the Q. E. D.'s of his syllogisms

have been tested and proved by the sterner logic of the actual happening.

The Nation has committed itself beyond withdrawal to that path toward

which The Conquest of Arid America pointed the unmistakable way—and

perhaps the most interesting of the added chapters in the new edition are

those which detail the steps already taken along that path. Meantime,

be it said by way of parenthesis, Mr. Smythe, being ordained an incorrigible

dreamer, has not been content to stand at the cross-roads and watch the

procession move along the road down which his prophetic finger had been

pointing, nor even to fall in and keep step with its ranks. He has raced

on again with the foremost skirmishers, seeking new points at which to

erect guideposts. In his Constructive Democracy, of which I had something
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to say last October, he is still the forerunner, beckoning and calling and

pointing to broader and higher outlets for, and applications of, the national

energy.

This by way of appreciation. For a description of The Conquest of Arid

America, I cannot improve on that given in its Foreword. Mr. Smythe says :

I have endeavored to show the relation between the earhest settlers

in America and the new army which is now moving toward our

Western lands; the peculiar environment of th'e arid region and the

influence which it will exert on its civilization; the lessons to be

learned from the more notable of the early pioneer settlements in

Colorado, Utah and California; the natural advantages and present

development of the great States and Territories between the Missouri

River and the Pacific Ocean; the beginning, progress and triumph
of the national irrigation movement; the work of the remarkable

corps of young men organized in the United States Reclamation

Service; and finally the spirit of what is being done by the partner-

ship of God and mankind in finishing one important corner of the

world.

I cannot say too emphatically that no intelligent American can afford

to be ignorant of this book, or to miss the inspiration of its splendid, sane,

practical optimism. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50 net.

New Creations in Plant Life, by W. S. Harwood, deals fully, "in tune

reliably and readably with the life and work of Luther Burbank, with the

so far as they have been developed. Few living men can match

Mr. Burbank in world-repute. And very properly so, for few men have ever

lived who have single-handed so much helped God—I speak in utter rever-

ence—about His plans for improving and beautifying this material world.

At his chosen work, he is without a peer, living or dead. And lest any

might take this assertion for mere incautious over-statement, here are the

words of a man trained to exact observation and precise statement—David

Starr Jordan :

In his field of the application of our knowledge of heredity, selec-

tion and crossing to the development of plants, he stands unique in

the world. No one else, whatever his appliances, has done as much
as Burbank, or disclosed as much of the laws governing these phe-
nomena. His work is already an inspiration to botanists as well

as horticulturists, opening a new line of research in heredity, as

well as a new field for economic advance.

Interesting as is the record of Mr. Burbank's achievements, the man

himself is more interesting. To the far-seeing vision of the poet, he adds

the method of the scientist, the deftness of the craftsman, the technique of

the artist and the untiring patience of the devotee. Fuse these qualities with

the rare flame of genius—and you have Burbank the Worker. Then add

a certain fine simplicity and directness, an unselfish concentration upon the

work for the work's sake recking little of personal gain, a sweetness of

thought and life which neither adversity nor unbounded praise have had

power to taint—and you have Burbank the Man. The Macmillan Co., New
York. $1.75 net.

Orr Kenyon believes that the position of "the great Methodist Church

and other churches" on the divorce question is not in accord with Scripture,

nor with the weight of opinion and authority of the Fathers, and has

written a novel. What God Hath (Not) Joined, to enforce and explain that

position. In the closing chapter a Methodist minister who has secured a

divorce from the wife who had borne him three children on the ground
of desertion—she having refused to change her home when he thought it

was necessary for him to move—marries a woman who had obtained a divorce,
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alleging desertion and non-support, and who had subsequently promised to

marry another Methodist minister. Two bishops and several other reverend

gentlemen are quoted by the publishers in praise of the book. I believe

its tendency positively mischievous—not on account of the author's views

about divorce, but because the book is trashy, and. on the whole, sensual

in its point of view. The Dodge Publishing Co New York. $1.50.

The discussions in Dr. Washington Gladden's The New Idolatry center

upon "the problems raised by the rapid accumulation of wealth in this

country, and by the manner in which its use and distribution affect the

characters of men, and the institutions of religion, education and govern-

ment." Dr. Gladden is firmly persuaded that "the whole trouble with the

world today is the lack of vfaith in God. The church itself has been so

overawed by the pomp and power of Mammon that its faith in God has

become dim and wavering." But he is equally confident that there is no

law of life but Christ's law, and that this law shall surely prevail. It is a

powerful and pregnant volume. Many devoted and sincere men are unable

to see eye to eye with Dr. Gladden in the matter of "Tainted Money," but

with most of his argument and conclusions every right-minded person will

agree. McClure, Phillips & Co., New York. $1.25 net.

Even the most conscientious reviewer will be pardoned for failing to read

through^-or even to skim—a volume of more than 2000 pages, "containing

the most recent and authentic information respecting the countries, cities,

towns, resorts, islands, mountains, seas, lakes, etc., in every portion of the

globe." But Lippincott's Gazetteer has been, in various editions, the standard

for half a century—and needs no reviewing. It now appears in something
more than a new edition, being in new type throughout, and brought as.

nearly as possible right down to date. It is edited by Angelo and Louis

Heilprin. J. B. Lippincott Co., New York. $10 net.

The Boys' Life of Christ, by William Byron Forbush, is an "endeavor to

show the manly, heroic, chivalrous, intensely real and vigorously active qual-

ities of Jesus in a way to appeal to boys." I much prefer the stately JLnglish

of the King James Version to any attempt at modernizing and amplifying

the narrative which puts such a phrase as "Says he to him" into the mouth

of the Master. Yet the author is entirely sincere and reverent, and is better

qualified to judge of the necessity for, and usefulness of, such a book than

am I. The illustrations are from paintings. Funk & Wagnalls Co., New
York. $1.25 net.

Of the Peter Newell Mother Goose, the publishers say: "A little girl

visits Gooseland and encounters the well-known Mother Goose Characters,

who say the old rhymes in the old familiar form under adventuresome cir-

cumstances which, will delight children." The Wizards of Ryetoivn they
describe as, "A fairy story with a touch of drollery and some clever nonsense

verses." These descriptions are accurate and sufficient, if one adds that

each volume is appropriately illustrated. Henry Holt & Co., New York.

$1.50 each.

In Only a Grain of Sand, Charles Maus Taylor allows a grain of sand to

tell its experiences on the seashore, in the glass-furnace, and elsewhere. It

is attractively decorated, and a good gift-book for a fanciful child. John C.

Winston Co., Philadelphia.

The Dairy of a Bride is offered asi "the real diary of a real woman, written

in a real way." If that be true, it is assuredly the record of a very happy
bridal year. It is a daintily printed little volume. Thomas V. Crowell & Co.,

New York. $1 net.

Charles Amadon Moody.



Reep Yo\ir Eyes on

Palo Alto

The J. J. /Worris Real Estate Company
Invite your attention to the following facts

about the Town of Palo Alto:

Palo Alto has 5,000 population. Two Banks. Four Public School Buildings.
Seven Churches. A College of Photography. Three Newspapers. Free Mail

Delivery. A good Fire Department. Perfect Sewerage. Artesian Water System
owned by the Municipality. Electric Lighting Plant owned by the Municipality.
Assessed valuation Two and a Quarter Millions of Dollars. The seat of the Iceland

Stanford Junior University, the most richly endowed institution of learning in the

world. 35 Miles of Concrete Walk, 15 Mails Dispatched and 15 Mails Received daily.

The Best all round Climate in the World.

For full information about investments in Palo Alto or Santa Clara County, write

for the free copy of the Real Estate News, our monthly publication.

The J. J. Morris Real Estate Co.
J. S. LAKIN, President. J. J. MORRIS, Manager. MARSHALL BLACK, Secretary

120 University Ave., Palo Alto, California
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cation. The publishers reserve the rieht to decline any advertising not considered desirable.

Size of columns 2^x8 inches—two columns to the pag-e. Last advertising- form closesl on the 15th of month
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OUT WEST MAGAZINE COMPANY, Los Angblks, Cal.

By Way of Explanation

This January number of OuT West will reach

its readers only at about the date when Feb-

ruary mag-azines are to be expected. It is

noticeably smaller than usual and there are

obvious defects in its appearance. For all of

these, the printers' strike is responsible.

Out West Magazine Co. employs no print-

ers; its work being done under contract by

Out West Co. —an entirely different corpora-

tion. We could not, therefore, have conceded

the demands of the strikers even had we felt

so inclined. Out West Co. has run a "Union

shop" in the past, but its President and Man-

ager has now decided to fight to a finish the

question of running his own business in his

own way. We believe that the friends of

the magazine will bear patiently with what-

ever delays or imperfections may result to

Out West during the fight.

KAMDNA Toilet ^oA p FOR ^ ALE
EVERYWHERE



"THE QUALITY STORE"

M. and B. Clothes
PALL SUITS AND OVERCOATS
FOR MEN AND BOYS

There is a certain dignified personality about the M. & B.

garments that distinguishes them from the general run. A
graceful hang that only the most expert tailoring can pro-

duce. A neatness of finish not noticeable in garments that

tailors charge much more money for. Come in and see.

$12.00 to $43.00
Also a complete line of Headwear for Men and Boys. New and natty things
in Furnishings. .:. .:. .:. .:. .:. .:. .:. .:•

Mullen & Bluett Clothing Co.
riRST AND SPRING STREETS LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

1906



RECAPITULATORY

Breakfast Muffins.

Two cups Allen's B. B. B. Flour, 1 table-

spoonful New Orleans molasses, 1>^ cups sour

milk and 1 egg-. Beat all together and bake
in well greased gem pans 20 minutes.

Prune Pudding.

Scald 2 dozen California prunes. Pour off

water, stone and cut the prunes into small

pieces. Stir the chopped prunes into 2 cups
Allen's B. B. B. Flour and add Yz cup New
Orleans molasses, 1 cup sweet milk, 1 egg, 1

teaspoonful cloves and ^ nutmeg grated.
Steam 2 hours. Serve with cream sauce.

Raisins or chopped figs may be used instead

of prunes.

Qriddie Cakes.

Two cups Allen's B. B. B. Flour, 1 &^^,
1 tablespoonful New Orleans molasses, 2 cups
sour milk and cold water to make a thin batter.

Beat well together and bake on a hot griddle.

Boston Brown Bread.

Two cups Allen's B. B. B. Flour, yi cup
New Orleans molasses and \% cups cold water;
mix thoroughly. Put this quantity into two

1-pound baking powder cans; have cans well

greased and fill about half full; put on covers;
set upright in kettle of boiling water and boil

two hours. Do not let water get in cans. To
slice smoothly, dip knife in cold water.

2
Medals awarded by

the Lewis and Clark

Exposition for—

Light, sweet, appe-

tizing Griddle Cakes,

Muffins and Boston

Brown Bread made

from Allen's B. B. B.

Flour.

Trade

,v^

Mark

The Package will make—

7 loaves the size of a 1-pound baking powder can, or

60 breakfast muffins of ordinary size, or

12 dozen griddle cakes, or

7 fruit puddings the size of the bread loaf.

We also pack 10-pound sacks for the convenience of

larg-e users. If your grocer does not keep it, try an-

other. Be sure that you get these goods. If you cannot

find it in your market, write to us and we will supply

you direct.

^fif^^Ci^ ^- ^ ^- FLOUR CO.

Pacific Coast Factory, SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA.



TAPESTRY PAINTINGS
2000 Tapestry Paintings to choose from. 38 Artists employed, including Gold

Medalists from the Paris Salon.

Special Designs Furnished for Special Rooms. Artistic Home Decoration

VT/E CAN SHOW YOU effects never before thougrlit of and at moderate prices, too. Write for color
'''' Schemes, Desig-ns, Estimates. 4®"Artists Sent to All Parts of the World to execute every

sort of decoration. We are educatine' the country in Color Harmony. We supply everything that coes to
make up the Interior of a Home—Stained Glass, Relief Carpets, Furniture, Parquetry, Tiles, Window
Shades, Art Hanging's, Draperies, Posters.

importance which

RUSSIAN TAPESTRY
For Wall Plangings in colors to match all

kinds of woodwork, carpets, draperies, furni-
ture coverings, etc. Is the best, newest tind
most durable of. its kind. It is made 52 and
76 inches wide, so that a wall may be cov-
ered without a single seam showing—a great
advantage over burlap—and the cost is very
little more.
ART CRETONS
The sidewalls of boudoirs or bed chambers
covered with Gobelin Art Cretons possess at
once the artistic advantage of grace in de-
sign, with the softness and richness of the
most expensive Imported Damasks at a
trifling cost above that of wall paper.
WALL PAPER
Our stock of wall paper has been carefully
selected from the full line of every wall pa-
per manufacturer both in America, Canada
and Europe. Each paper has been selected
for some special purpose and has qualities
in it which our expert color salesman will be
glad to explain. There are among them
many beautiful designs ranging in price from
10 cents Ca roll of 8 full yds.) up.
DRAPERIES
Every one knows the
draperies impart to a
house; they make or
mar. It is admitted
that not everyone is

competent to select
the proper colorings
to intone with the
sidewall decorations
and furniture cover-
ings. Each of our
salesmen is an expert
in this; and our pat-
rons may be sure that
thes'^ will not get the
customary mechanical
inattention of incom-
petent sale- men; but
will be served by men
who have had wide experience, and who en-
ter witn enthusiasm into their work—men
who have made color harmony their chief
study We make no extra charpe for this
valuable service, l.iere's surely some satis-
faction in knowing that one can get "the
proper thing" from us. We have established
our own mills for the manufacture of dra-
peries specially made in design and colorings
to match wall papers, and other side wall
coverings. The propriety of our prices will
astonish you.
ILLUSTRATED COMPENDIUM OF THE
DOUTHITT TAPESTRY PAINTING
STUDIES.
There are more than Five Hundred of these
illustrations, and the publication of this
Compendium represents an outlay of Ten
Thousand Dollars and usually sells for $1.00
a copy. To the readers of "Out West," an
arrangement has been made to send a copy
on receipt of only 20 cents.

FREE
If you will send us the floor plans of your
house we will send you free a color scheme,
illustrated by samples themselves. Tell us
what you want on the walls of the principal
rooms—tint, paint, paper or stuff. If pos-
sible send us the plans, rough pencil outline
will do. Tell us if you want curtains, car-
pets, furniture—in fact, itemize to us every-
thing you desire. Send 25 cents to pay
postage.

DOUTHITT'S MANUAL OF
ART DECORATIONS.
The art book of the century, 200 royal quar-
to pages filled with full-page colored Illus-
trations of modern home interiors and stud-
ies. Price, $2.00. If you want to keep up
in decoration send $2 for this book, worth $50.

SCHOOL
In our Tapestry Painting School (which we
have arranged to keep open the year around
for the benefit of out-of-town students and
others) we give six 3-hour lessons for only
$5.00. We sell complete Printed Instructions
by mail for $1.00. New Compendium of 550
studies, 50 cents. This compendium is sent
free with Printed Instructions. We rent
tapestry paintings. Pull size drawings,

paints, brushes, etc.,

supplied. Nowhere,
Paris not excepted,
are such advantages
offered pupils.

TAPESTRY
MATERIALS
We manufacture Tap-
estry Material for
painting upon, super-
ior to foreign goods
and half the price.
Book of samples, 10
cents. Send $1.50 for
trial order for two
yards of 50-inch wide
No. 6 goods, worth $3.

FURNITURE.
On this page we illustrate specimens of our
Comfort Vibrating Furniture. This Furni-
ture is

Indestructible—Artistic—
Sanitary—Restful

It is manufactured in different designs for
the parlor, library, chamber, smoking-room,
cosy-corner; also hospitals, sanitariums,
clubs, hotels, verandas, lawns, summer re-
sorts and numberless other purposes.
Our line of Children's Beds and Cradles is

now ready for the market. A booklet de-
scriptive of all our Comfort Vibrating Furni-
ture with prices will promptly be sent upon
request.
Special attention is given to Correspond-

ence, and our Color Experts will answer all
questions pertaining to Furnishing and Dec-
orating the Home.

COMFOftT PURNITlAte

A full line of Posters by Riviere,
Mucha, Livemont, Cassiers, Go-
lay and all the eminent French,
German and English Poster .^,^
Artists ::::::::: 273 FIFTH AVE. (Near 30th St.) NEW YORK

JOHN r. DOUTHITT
"THe DovitHitt Building"
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AMMINITIOIM
Repeating Rifles and Shotguns

AWARDED

The Only Grand Prize
The Highest Obtainable Honor given for Arms and Ammunition

by the Superior Jury of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition

At ST. LOUIS

This verdict of superiority of Winchester Guns and Ammunition over all

other makes is no surprise to intelligent and up-to-date sportsmen the world

over. It will be regarded everywhere as the logical result of many years of

careful and successful effort to keep the quality of Winchester Rifles, Shotguns
and Ammunition on the same high plane that has made them famous the

world over for Accuracy, Finish, Strength and Reliability, and this recognition

of superiority is one which cannot be duplicated.

Winchester Repeating Arms Co.
PACIFIC COAST AGENCY, SAN FRANCISCO A. IMULLER, A$ent
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5TRMPEP:
MADE AND

SUABANTEEO BV

'OnYourChristmai
Silver? m

i)id tlie silverware which you gave or received as Christmas presents
i»ear either of tliese trademarks? if the spoons, knives, forks, etc., had

the
"
1847 ROGERS BROS." brand, or the Tea Sets, Candelabra, Trays, etc.,

the MERiDEN B. COMPANY murli, as here shown, you have the assurance that they
are of the best—"

Silver Plate that Wears,"

These marks stand for the highest quality in silver plate. Additional pieces

to match any design in tliese goods can always he supplied by local dealers at any
time. Write for our New Catalogue ««N 39" showing all new and leading patterns.

Spoons, Kmives.

r0RK5,ETC.6«0ULP

beStampep:

1847
ROGERS
BROS*'

MERiDEN BRITANNIA COMPANY, Meriden, Conn.
(International Silver Co., Successor. j

NEW YORK HAMILTON, CAM.

r ^LEADING HOTELS Or THE COAST
Below will be found, for the information of tourists who visit California, a list of the best hotels, both

tourist and commercial, in the leading Resorts and Cities of the State. A postal card of inquiry will

bring literature and information as to rates, by return mail.

A NGELUS, Los Angeles
^* The leading Hotel of the city, in fact one of

the most elegant hotels in the United States. Amer-
ican and European plan. Loomis Bros., Props.

A PARTMENTS, Los Angeles
**

fully furnished, new, 3 rooms, gas, range,
hot water, bath, telephone, $14.00 monthly. F.

Wiesendanger, Laughlin Building, Los Angeles.

pXARENDON, Los Angeles,
^^ European plan, tourist and commercial hotel

Central location, one block from Broadway.
Special rates by the week .

OTEL CASA LOMA,^«1!a"''
An ideal winter home in the most beautiful

spot in California.
E. S. Rose, Manager.

HOTEL GREEN,Pasadena, Cal

California's grandest hotel. The mecca
of America's select society. Accomodations for 800

guests. J. H. HoLM FS. Manager.

UOTEL HOLLYWOOD, 2,°,'^^-

* *
Cal. Only hotel in the beautiful Cahuenga

foothills. Unique for home comforts combined
with every modern convenience of a first class hotel

OTELREDONDOT^DONDo:
18 miles from Los Angeles, at Redondo-by-

the-sea.
" The Queen of the Pacific." Open all

the year; even climate.

H

H

l-jOTEL VANCE, Eureka
American plan. Noted for excellent

furnishings and superior table service. J. S.
Dougherty, Manager.

OOTEL VENDOME, San Jose

A charming summer and winter resort.

Headquarters for tourists visiting Lick Observa-
tory. Joseph T. Brooks. Manager.

UOTEL WESTMINSTER,
^ * LOS ANGELES. Largest and best. Euro-
pean plan. $1 per da> and upwards. Service the
best. Cor. Main and 4th Sts. F. O. Johnson, Prop.

(A PINTORESCA, ?t!^5?f,t
^~' class hotel at moderate rates. Delightful
situation on high ground. Surrounded by Palms
and Oranges. Golf links, tennis court, etc.

PASO
ROBLES HOT SPRINGS

Hotel, Paso Robles, Cal. New bath house,
most complete in theU. S. Hydropathic treatment
for all ills. Open year round. W. A. Junker, Mgr.

CTTfRANCIS, San Francisco
^^ America's model hotel. European plan.
Built of stone and steel. Facing a beautiful tropical
garden in heart of city. James Woods, Manager.

yHE LEXINGTON, ^^^gl^s
European. Cafe service. Center of the city.

165 rooms, 95 with bath. Rates $1.00 and up. Fine
sample rooms.



HOTEL ST. FRANCIS
SAN FRANCISCO

As it will appear upon completion of the North Wing,
now being- erected

AMERICA'S MODEL HOTEL
EUROPEAN PLAN

A modern, crnate structure of stone and steel, magnificently
equipped and sumptuously furnished

, facing a beautiful tropical
garden-park in the heart of the city, adjacent to the shopping
district, in the immediate neighborhood of the principal clubs,
and one block from the amusement center—an unsurpassed and
ideal location. Write for handsome illustrated booklet free)
about Cosmopolitan San Francisco and the Hotel St. Francis
to JAMES WOODS, Manager.



If you are thinking; of boyingf an automobile,
there are a hundred reasons why you should get a
Cadillac. Don't decide upon a machine until you
have thoroughly investigated the remarkably
fine and complete line offered for 1906 From
it you can select a car to suit any requirements,
whether a smart runabout at $750, a 40 horse-

power touring car at $3,750 or one of the

several intermediate types.

We want you—everybody
—to compare,

point for point, the many advantageous features

of the Cadillac. Then you will appreciate why
it is the most easily operated, most economically
maintained, most dependable of motor cars. In

beauty of design and finish it is unsurpassed.

We can offer no greater argument of Cadillac

superiority than the fact that in four years the

Cadillac Motor Car Company has grown from
a small beginn.ng to the largest automobile

manufacturing establishment in the world.

Don't fail to see the Cadillac at the New
York and Chicago Automobile Shows.

Illustrated booklet Y ar.d address of nearest deaier sent upon request.

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO., Detroit, Miclu
Member Mso. Licensed Auto. Mfn.

These
two Ho-
tels are
un quest-
on a b 1 y
the best
and mos
moderate
price of any
Hoielsonthe
Pacific Coast

Hotel

Langham
Cor. Mason
AND Ellis Sts.

Windsor
COR. MARKET
AND FIFTH STS.

First-Class in every respect

SAN FRANCISCO, GAL.

Alfred T. Kendall

FREE BUS

Have you visited the

"Angel's Flight?"
If not why not? It is the
most unique, interesting- and
picturesque incline railway
in the world. It is in the
heart of the city—Hill and
Third Streets, Los Anereles,
Cal. J. W. EDDY, Ugr:.

ipolito Screen MM (o.
(incorporated >

Removable Window Screens, Hig-h Grade Screen

Doors, Patent Reversable Windows

Office and Factory: 634-638 Maple Ave.

Phones ^o^^Vliw "-OS ANGELES

Mira Mar Hotel o*=*^^nsidi:
(Viewof the Sea) R. Taggart. Prop.

One of the lest tourist hotels at the best ocean point in Southern
California. Rates are very reasonable. Correspondence solicited

from parties contemplating a trip to Southern California. Good

hunting- and Qshing durinij winter months.

127 miXTH^f^'MlN^



Please Mention that You Saw It In OUT WEST.

tlidney Diseases

Our Specialty

The Powell

Sanatorium
Methods the result of thirty years spent
in the special study and treatment of

Kidney Diseases

Not a Theory, but a Demonstrated Success
Conducted on liberal and ethical lines, conforming to right medical usage and afford-

ing the advantage of forty-six years active professional experience, the greater portion
of which was devoted to kidney diseases and attendant maladies, gastric, ataxic and
cardiac. Call or write for booklet and references.

Office Hours: 9.30 a. m. to 4.30 p. m. Phones: Main 2769 Home 4074

416 W. 6th St., 0pp. Central Park, Los Angeles, Cal.

Cancer Cured
By Mrs. S. J. Bridge's Remedy

Administered by a licensed

physician at

The Chester, 454 So. Spring St.

LOS ANGELES

No
Use

Talhing
The Schaefer System of Healingr is the great-

est invention for suffering- humanity, in all

cases of STOMACH, KIDNEY, LIVER,
BLADDER. NERVE, SKIN and BLOOD
diseases.also RHEUMATISM, BRONCHITIS,
CATARRH, JAUNDICE, DROPSY, poor

CIRCULATION, poor COMPLEXION, etc.,

etc. The SCHAEFER HEALING APPA-
RATUS is the "SAVING ANGEL" in the

hour of sickness. If you are sick, it will cure

yon, if old, it will put more "LIFE" into your
veins. No home is safe without SCHAEFER'S
HEALING APPARATUS; this is the opinion

of thousands who have been cured of the most

stubborn diseases. For further information,

testimonials, etc., address for S. California and

Arizona, Rev. A. H. Gunnett, 1215 Mora Villa

Ave., Santa Barbara, Cal., or address direct to

the inventor,

DR. G. H. A. SCHAEFER
2002 PeacK St:, Erie, Pa.

Hummel Bros. & Co.. "Help Center," 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



Consumption
Book

This valuable medical book tells in plain, simple

language how Consumption can be cured in your
own home. If you know of anyone suffering from

Consumption, Catarrh, Bronchitis, Asthma or any
throat or lung trouble, or are yourself afflicted,

this book will- help you to a cure. Even if you
are in the advanced stage of the disease and feel

there is no hope, this book will show you how
others have cured themselves after all remedies

they had tried failed, and they believed their

case was hopeless.

Write at once to the Yonkerman Consumption
Cure Co.. 519 Water Street, Kalamazoo, Mich.,

they will g:iadly send you the book by return mail free

and also a generous supply of the New Treatment, absolutely
free, for they want every sufferer to have this wonderful cure

before it is too late. Write today. It may mean the saving of your life.

T^mg llfflVPRPPffTP!!!^
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The Basis of any Office System
be a Simple, Efficient Method

of Filing Correspondence

The original Shannon System (made solely by us) provides
—

not merely instant location of any paper
—^but also positive Safety

and Unlimited Capacity. Our catalogue No.gOllL takes up this subject

in detail. May we send it to you?

YAWMAN & ERBE MFG. CO.

Los A njreles Agency :

THE OUT WEST CO.

San Francisco Office, 635 Mission St.

Main Factories and Ex. Offices,
Rochester, N. Y

**YandE»';

Rapid Roller

Letter Copier

provides the only safe,
sure way of copying cor-

respondence. Shows every
correction or alteration.

Strong
—

speedy
—

easily

operated. Write to-day
for catalogue ^o. 33-ML



TKere's a Ne^w Je^vel in tKe Cro^wn

of SoutKern California

TKe Beaxitiful New To^wn of

HAWTHORNE
Between Los Angeles and the sea, on the way to Rcdondo,

The most pleasing subdivision ever platted around Los

Angeles, Broad streets. An extensive plaza planted to or-

namental shrubs, A stately circular roadway skirting the

plaza. Cement curbs and walks. Water piped to lots. Orna-

mental gateways spanning the entrances. A model city in

every way and destined to take precedence at once over

every other suburb of Los Angeles. Over 400 lots sold on

the opening day, Sunday, January 7th, indicating the favor

with which the public welcomed the new town. Many new

buildings already under way, A special offer of a lot free

to the first ten purchasers erecting houses costing not less

than $750 each,

LOTS S75 UP

A good opportunity for parties looking for safe and

profitable investment to participate in the steady advance of

Los Angeles and surrounding country,

CALL OR WRITE FOR MAP AND CIRCULAR

Golden State Realty Co.
rounders of W^atts and Builders of SoutKern California to-wns

Largest Realty Company in tHe State

Paid-up capital and surplus over one-Kalf million dollars

^21 So\jtK Spring Street BotK PHones ExcKange 3C>



PASADENA HIGH SCHOOL

THE EYES OF THE
WORLD ARE ON PASADENA

'"'^ The city of flowers, schools, churches, tourist and family hotels, splendid streets, beautiful parks
and happy homes.

Pasadena, California, situated 1000 feet above and 25 miles distant from the Pacific Ocean, is the
ideal home city of America. Although Pasadena is only a little over twenty-five years old, it is a well
built city of TWENTY-TWO THOUSAND people.

Pasadena has no saloons, and from the nature of her charter, never can have. The schools
and churches of Pasadena are the equals of cities havingr much larg-er populations.

A city library containing- 25,000 volumes, housed in an artistic and substantial stone building,
free to all residents of the city, is one of the attractions of Pasadena.

D, W. COOLIOGE, Secretary of the Pasadena Board of Trade

RELIABLE REAL ESTATE DEALERS OF PASADENA

cALTADENA
The "Highlands" of Pasadena, elevation 1200 to 1800.

The most desirable, accessible section in Southern
California. Free from fogs. Fine mountain water in

abundance. A perfect health resort. Ranches, lots,
and houses for sale. McNALLY A SON
Pasadena Office, 26 So. Raymond Ave.
Altadena Office, Cor. Mariposa St. and Marengo Ave

REALESTATE
.#> INSURANCE LOAN5

INVESTMENTS

16 5KaymondAve.. Pasadena Cal.

WRITE US
For free descriptive booklet about Pasadena " the city

beautiful." We are doing a large real estate business, and invite

correspondence. References : Any bank in Pasadena.

Sykcs-

30 s. Curtis
l^aymond Ave. C* f\
Pasadena. Cal. V/vl»

R. s. Mcdowell <& co.
REAU ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Ranches bought, sold and exchanged for city property
Insurance written in old reliable companies

Houses Rented Rents Collected ,

lOO EAST COLORADO STREET
PASADENA

Established 1887 Incorporated 190»

ISAAC SPRINGER & COMPANY
INVESTMENTS

REAL ESTATE. INSURANCE, MORTQAQES
AND HIQH-ORADB BONDS

Los ANGELES
320 Trust Building

Pasadena
20 S. Raymond Ave.

RAMONA TOILET 30A P FOR 3ALE
EVERYWHERE



RELIABLE REAL ESTATE DEALERS OF CALIFORNIA
Whft will furnish Reliable Information regarding California Real Estate. Climate. Etc.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

oin 0\ir

Ne"w Colony

We can locate 40 families on good Cali-
fornia Valley Land, each ^^€^ per
family 160 acres for %^ Jut acre

Colonization Department
Golden State IVealty Co.
4-21 S. Spring St.. Los >Vngeles. Cal.

R. A. ROWAN & CO.
BUSINESS PROPERTY

200 Hellman BIdg., Los Angeles, Cal.

WE SELL THE EARTH
BASSETT & SMITH

We deal in all kinds of Real Estate, Orchard and
Residence Property. Write for descriptive pamphlet.

Room 208, 202>^ S. BROADWAY
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

OCEAN PARK. CALIFORNIA

ealtyIS

Ranch Property
Beach Property

Bxchans:es
* Loans Rentals

and Insurance

Sunset Phone 2591

No. 144 Pier Ave. OCEAN PARK.

The Security Realty Co.
156 Pier Ave., Ocean Park, Cal.

ACREAGE, LOTS, HOUSES AND LOTS
FOR SALE

Specialty of Renting- Houses Furnished and Un-
furnished for any term of months.

SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA

Louis Spader
Notary Public

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
All correspondence cheerfully answered

724 State St. SANTA BARBARA, CAL.

R. H. FULWIDER
heal estate fire insurance houses

to rent ranch property a specialty

637 State Street
SANTA BARBARA, CAL.

RBfl:i^ ESTATE
in Supremely Beautiful Santa Barbara

Offers opportunity for substantial and profitable in-

vestment. Information cheerfully furnished.
Furnished Houses for Rent. Write

H. G. CHASE,
Member California state Realty Federation 728 STATE ST,

RbaL/ Estate
Arthur Alexander

If you want information about an investment or a
home in the prettiest and best city in Southern
California, write me.v

717 State St. Santa Barbara, California

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

ANSWER THIS AD
It may secure you a country home in California. I

have some very g-ood farms very cheap. Let me tell

you about them by mail. Tell me what you want, I'll

find it for you.

JAY T. NASH, Mgr. Country Dept.
R. S. BROWNE &, CO.

fair BIdg., Montgomery St. San Francisco, California

S. W. COLLINS & CO., Inc.
Successor to California Land Company

City and Country Real Estate -Insurance

Propertj' Managed. Appraisements with Detailed
Reports

TELEPHONE, MAIN 5339
804-5-6 Mutual Bank BIdg. San Francisco, California

SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA

Beautiful

Santa Cruz

NOW
Is the time to secure a home
in this favored spot.

Send for free sample copy of Santa Cruz Times



HOTEL 'dBc^TuW--—

HOTEL DECATUR

Ocean ParK
Offers

OCEAN PARK BATH HOUSE, COSTING $200,000

The finest stretch of sand beach in the West.

The most ideal place for summer or winter homes.

The most equitable climate on the Pacific Coast.

THE BEST CHANCES FOR PROFITABLE
INVESTMENTS IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

The finest Hotel in Southern Calitornia, (Hotel

Decatur).

^^^"^^/^^Z*^^^ ^^^*^^^*^^^'^^^*^^^^f '

Venice
Fortunes for
Investors

aa "Windward Ave
"Venice, Cal.

Perfect all the year climate
and a perfect beach

BEVERLY-STROUD
BeacK Realty

Ocean ParK
^^^\ Instruction and Amuse-^^^'^ ment for everybody

162 Pier Ave.
Ooean Park, Cal.

OCEAN PARM BANK
Establibhed 1902

Cor. Pier Avenue and Trolieyway
T. H Dudley, President Carl F. Schader, Vice-Pres

P. J Dudley, Cashier
Directors: Wm. Mead, Carl F. Schader, W. A Penny.

OCEAN PARK, CALIFORNIA

Sunset 2€>4'1 Home 4-020

HOTEL DECATUR
T. O. EVANS, Proprietor

, On'the Beach, Ocean Park, California

Overlooking the Old Pacific ; : ;

Rates : European, $1 day and up . $2 50 and up

"We find the Barsraiiis
"

Southern (aliforniii Realty (o
Incorporated under the Laws of California Capital Stock $75,000.00

138 Pier Ave, Ocean Park, Cal.
Branch
Venice Office

Playa Del Rey Office

Hollister Ave. and Ocean Front
- No. 10 Windward Ave

Opposite Depot

There is Good Reason for our Listings of Beach Prop-
erties BeiiifiT the Largest in Southern California

GUARANTY REALTY COMPANY
MRS GEO. SIBLEY, President

140 Pier Avenue
Guaranty Realty Bldg-.

Ocean Parle, California

"Venice of America

Ocean ParK
BatK House

Not only the largest and finest, but the only Bath
House on the Pacific Coast that is steam heated
throughout during the winter months.

OPEN THE. YEAR ROUND.
Hot Salt Plunge and Tub Baths—Surf Bathing.

OCEAN PARK. CALIFORNIA



Monrovia
California

"Gem of the roothills"

City of pure air. Most charm-

ing of all Southern California

cities. Situated on the south-

ern slopes of the Sierra Madre

range, surrounded by orange groves. Its population of 3,000 is made up of progressive

people from the E^astern and Southern States. The climate is unsurpassed in the Eng-
lish-speaking world. Pure mountain water under pressure, owned by the municipality

Thirty miles of good streets, shaded by five thousand pepper trees. Public library of

4,000 volumes. High schools, churches, lodges, public park, national and state banks,
gas, electric lights, telephones, two newspapers and no saloon. Connected with Los
Angeles by the Santa Fe, Southern Pacific and Pacific Electric Railroads.

For Turther Particulars Address any of the following:

Frank J. Cornes, Groceries, Crockery, Etc.
Board of Trade
First National Bank of Monrovia.
The American National Bank
C. E. Slosson, Real Estate and Insurance.
Edison Electric Co.
Farman & Rives, Real Estate and Insurance
Monrovia Telephone Co.
Monrovia Realty Co.

W. H. Evans, Real Estate and Notary.
The L. W. Blinn Lumber Co.
The Boyd Lumber Co.
C. F. Moore, Real Estate and Building

Loans.
J. A. Baxter, Livery and Feed.
Monrovia Steam Laundry Co.
Allen H. Nye, Hardware and Plumbing.
J. H. McClymonds, Jr., Civil Engineer.



A CHOICE or ROUTES
^UN^ET OGDEJSr vSHA^TA

Passengers SKoxild TaKe A.dvantage
of tHe

Tourist Car Service
Rates One-Half tKose in Standard Cars

and ^o

East Without CKan^e
Personally Conducted Excursions Daily

. Uos Angeles Office, 201 S. Spring St.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC

BsamaBammn



HOTEI. OXNARD, ONE OF CaI^IFORNIA'S POPULAR HOTBI,S

f^yy^^Y^^-l tKe Beautiful
^^^^ ^fc^^^fc ^fc^h^*«^ ^•^^The home of the yVmerican Beet Svi^ar Co.

Founded in 1898.

Has now 3000 population. Located in Ventura county, 66 miles from Los Angreles, in the best farming^

district iu tfie state of California. Every business known to first class California towns is represented here

No property boujrht and sold for speculative purposes, and property is today worth par value. Water
works, electric light, two telephone and telegraph companies, two banks, best "of schools, good churches

For further information address Secretary Board of Trade, or any of the following well

known firms:

American Beet Sugar Co.
Oxnard Light & Water Co.
Bank of Oxnard.
Colonia Improvement Co.
Lehman & Waterman.

People's Lumber Co.
James F. Fulkerson.
Oxnard Hotel.
Myers & Coplanalp, Contractors and Builders.
Hobson Bros., Stock Dealers and Butchers.

NAVAJO BLANRETS
AND INDIAN CURIOS At wHoie,aie

I have more than 250 weavers in my employ, including the most skillful now
living, and have taken the greatest pains to preserve the old colors, patterns
and weaves. Every blanket sold by me carries my personal guarantee of its

quality. In dealing with me, you will get the very finest blankets at wholesale
prices.

I also handle the products of the Hopi (Moqui) Indians buying them under
contract with the trading posts at Keam's Canon and Oraibi and selling them
at wholesale.

I have constantly a very fine selection of Navajo silverware and jewelry,
Navajo

"
rubies " cut and uncut, peridots and native turquoise. Also the choicest

modern Moqui pottery, and a rare collection of prehistoric pottery.

J. L. HUBBELL,
Indian Trader

Writ* for my Catalogue
and Price List Ganado, Apache Co., Arizona



Municipal Bath House, being erected at a cost of $25,000 by the City of PasoRobles to popularize the famous
mineral waters of t?hat place. The only one of its kind in the United States

Paso Robles Famous for its mineral wa-
ters ajid their mir-
aculous cures

Notable

RemarKable
for its srenial cli-

mate, rivaling- any
place in the world

for its cheap lands and its productive power

D#>«ti r> tf^rl*"^^ ^^^ most important trade center between San Francisco and Los Ansreles.
C; 9 I 1 XI t; U Paso Robles is the trade center of the northern end of San Luis Obispo County,

and is backed up by a most prosperous and healthy farming community. The town aite is acknowledjred to
be the most beautiful of any place on the Pacific coast. To settlers and to residents it offers the best there is

to be had in California. For further particulars address

SECRETARY BOARD OF TRADE:
or any of the followinsr reliable firms:

M. R. Van Wormer, Real Estate.
Paso Robles Bath House Co.
Geo. J. Bell, General Merchandise.
Sperry Flour Co.
Bank of Paso Robles.

Paso Robles Light & Water Co.
A. Pflster, Banker.
R. C. Heaton, Furniture.
W. C. Bennett, Druggist.
Lundbeck & Hanson, Blacksmith.

Pre-Columbian

Relics

Genuine Prehistoric
Pottery, Ornaments and
Implements. DIRECT
FROM THE RUIIMS in

Arizona and New Mexico
Collectors supplied. Se-
lect what you wish from
my collection, examina-
tion by photog-raph or as
desired. Prices reason-
able.
Write for descriptions

of specimens found in ex-

plorations of the ruins;
personally conducted ex-
cavations. Address,

REAMER LING,
ST. JOHNS, ARIZONA

Member Southwest So-
ciety, Archaelogical In-
stitute of America, etc.



ROSE TRBE IN THE GARDEN OF A SANTA CRUZ HOME

SANTA QRUZ
eALIF©RNia

The Ideal Home Site of the Coast

ROSES, CALLAS, GERANIUMS AND HELIOTROPE THRIVE THE YEAR
ROUND IN THE OPEN AIR.

THE THERMOMETER AVERAGES 50° IN WINTER AND RAREEY
REACHES 90° IN SUMMER.

ENJOY FISHING THE STREAMS AND BAY; DRIVE AROUND THE CEIPFS
AND TO THE BIG TREES; VISIT THE SPLENDID BEACH OF FINE
WHITE SAND; SWIM IN THE SURF—TAKE A DIP IN THE PLUNGE.

MAKE YOUR HOME AMIDST NATURAL ATTRACTIONS.

For further information address

Robinson & Co.. Real Estate. Field & Cole. Curio Store. Col. A. G. Abbott, Livery. F. H. Parker, Real Estate.

Union Traction Co. Samuel Leask, Dry Goods. E. Jeffreys & Sons, Furniture. Martin & Gardner, Abstracts and

Attorneys. iilSeidlinger Transfer Co.; Baggage and Express.^ Williamson & Garrett, Grocers. H. B. Towne, Real

Estate. Dutcher & Walker, Real Estate. Santa Cruz Beach Cottage and Tent City. Pacific Realty Co.. Real Estate,

Peoples Bank. Daniel's Santa Cruz Transfer Co. City Bank. J. 0. Home, 88 Front St. The Bank of Santa Cruz

County. Whitney Bros., Hr'dware.



For all information write any of the

fol owing' :

Riverside Land Co., Real Estate.

The Glenwood Hotel Co.

First National Bank
Riverside Savings Banl< & Trust Co.

Russ Lumber & Mill Co.

E. J. Oatman, Orange Grower.

J. B. Oatman, Orange Grower.

Robert Lee Bettner, Real Estate.

W. W. Wilson, Real Estate.

Riverside Trust Co.

W. T. Thompson, Real Estate.

Jarvis & Dinsmore, Real Estate.

California Iron Works.

Newport Lumber Co.

Riverside
California

"THE CITY

BEALTIflL"

MISSION ARCHITECTURE—A TYPICAL RIVERSIDE HOME

HAJ^DSOME HOMES AND BEAUTIFUL PUBLIC BUILDINGS

DUSTLESS STREETS AND SHADED SUBURBAN DRIVES

MANY SOCIAL CLUBS FOR POLO, GOLF AND TENNIS

LARGEST OUTDOOR COLLECTION OF CACTI IN THE WORLD
TWENTY THOUSAND ACRES OF ORANGE AND LEMON

GROVES

ELEVEN MILES OF UP-TO-DATE ELECTRIC CAR LINES

Low Priced Lands for Fruit Growing and Dairy Farming, Small

Fruits and Poultry Raising



SALT LAKE CITY

Is the center of aa Empire 1,000 miles in diameter. Is the larg-est smelting' center in the world. Its
smelters will soon be treating 600,000 tons per month, which is more every month in tons than all the
mines in Colorado produce every month.

There are five mines in Utah that have now blocked out and in sig-ht Ei$ht Hundred and Forty
Millions Of Dollars, viz:

The Catcus $ 80,000,000
The Silver Kiugr 25,000,000
The Centennial Eureka , . . .'. 60,000,000
The Utah Copper Co ; 625,000,000
The Honorine 50,000,000

Total •

$ 840,000,000
"and then some."

All of it
—all of the money from the ore—comes to Salt I^ake, and besides millions more from the

farms and rang'es of the Inter-mountain Country.
The new Clark Road from Salt Lake to Los Ang'eles shrinks the continent 500 miles, and puts the two

cities 24 hours apart. The WESTERN PACIFIC, Gould's Coast Line, is about to be built. It will

parallel the Southern Pacific and open to Salt Lake some more of the "NEW NEVADA." The Moffat
Line is building' from Denver, and in connection with the Clark Road will cut the time between Denver
and Los Ang'eles to 38 hours.

These and other reasons, man and God g'iven, mark Salt Lake as one of the great coming- interior
cities of the West.

It is easily reached. You can be happy and g-et rich there.
The climate is the best in ihe world. You will be welcome. Don't wait. Go now. The nowist beats

the early worm.

Write any of the following' for further information :

Wilson-Sherman Co., Real Estate, Hubbard Investment Co., Clayton & Co., Real Estate, Homer & Robertson,

Real Estate, J. L. Perkes. Real Estate, Young & Young, Real Estate, Tuttle Bros., Real Estate, Salt Lake City

Real Estate Association, Ranch Real Estate and Investment Co., A. Richter. Real Estate, Meeks & Lynch, Rea'

Estate, W. J. Halloran. Real Estate. Westerfleld & Crismon. Real Estate. Walker Bros., Banker^. Cullen Hotel.

McCormlck's Bank, Brown, Terry & Woodruff Co., Real Estate

Buyers of Real Estate in

Salt Lake City, Utah
Should consult the real

live aeency of

CLAYTON & CO.
153 South Main Street



LONG BEACH
California's Greatest BeacK Presort

HOTEL TO BE BRKCTED AT LOXC BEACH AT AN EXPENDITURE OF $350,000

Population 13,000

Thirty five minutes ride from Ivos Angeles brings you to Long Beach, 21 miles

due south. A model city, with a most excellent school system, water, light and power
plants ;

six banks, with assets of more than $3,000,000.00. Streets oiled and a great

many paved. The jfinest climate, due to its direct south exposure. It is reached by
the Southern Pacific and Salt Lake Railway Systems and the Pacific Electric Rail-

way, the finest electric system in America, if not in the world.

The Bathing Beach is 14 miles in length of hard white sand, with a width of

300 to 600 feet.

A feature of interest to all visitors is the Long Beach Bath House, an institution

unequalled in America, containing Warm Salt Plunges, and all forms of baths. This

institution maintains during the summer months, a complete Life Saving Service,

offering visitors absolute safety whilst surf bathing.

Address any of the following firms for copy of the new booklet on Long Beach,
Just out :

Townsend- Dayman Investment Co.

Real Estate

F. W. Stearns, Real Estate

Mayhew & Putnam, Real Estate
Geo. H. Blount, Real Estate
Frank P. PIngree, Real Estate
Shaw & Gundry, Real Estate
E. C. Covert & Co., Real Estate
Walker Real Estate Co.

Seaside Water Co.

The National Bank of Long Beach.

Long Beach Bath House Co.

J. W. Wood.
L. A. Perce

Young & Parmley
J. M. Holden
C. J. E. Taylor
Alamltos Land Co., Real Estate
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Pointed Press Paragraphs

Los Angeles Times—"The growth and develop-
ment of Huntington Beach during the past two

years have been simply phenomenal, property in-

creasing in value from 50 to 500 per cent."

Los Angeles Herald—"A brilliant light in the

galaxy of Southern California resorts. A tract of

land purchased not many years ago for $150 was
sold recently as a subdivision for $50,000."

Los Angeles Express— "
Huntington Beach has

made rapid progress. Where but a few months

ago pelicans and seagulls dozed undisturbed, nearly

1000 persons now have their homes."

For further information write any of the following-:

Huntington Beach Realty Co., Hearn & Clippinger,

Real Estate, Geo. E. Phelps, N. Gibbs & Co., Grocers,

H. &. H. House Furnishing Co., Ed. Manning, Plumber,

B. D. Southard, Livery.

W>wQ«acaw«
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FIRST OFFERING INCREASE CERTAIN

Towner Terrace

Santa Monica
A lot in this beautiful tract, in the very heart of Santa Monica,

will be your greatest opportunity for profit.

Ten minutes from Pier Ave., North Beach, Venice and Del Rey,
the show places of the Pacific.

$400 to $1000
50-60x150 to 20 ft. alley

TERMS
Only $50 to $100 down, $10 to $20 monthly.

5 per cent on unpaid balance.

12 per cent discount for cash in 30 days.

No mortgages. No notes.

Improvements guaranteed free to purchasers.

Free Deed if You Die

Should purchaser die at any time before payments have been completed, we will trive

to his heirs a deed to the lot without further cost,
—PROVIDED Purchaser was under sixty

(60) years of agre and in good health at the time of purchase, that payments have never been

more than thirty (jo) days in arrears, and that one (1) year has elapsed since the date of

purchase. However, should Purchaser die within one (1) year from date of purchase and

h is payments not have been at any time more than { so) days in arrears, we will return all money

paid by such purchaser, with interest at the rate of six per cent, per annum.

WRITE US FOR FULL PARTICULARS

Southern California Reai Estate

Investment Co.

604 PACIFIC ELECTRIC BLILDING LOS ANGELES, CAL.



ORANGE
Geographical Center of

Orange County, California,

Thirly-one mile's southeast of Los
Angeles, at the junction of the Santa Fe
Kite-Shaped Track and the Surf-L,ine,
in the middle of a larg-e fertile plain sub-
divided into small tracts devoted to

horticultural interests and g-eneral
farming-. The city of Orangre is esti-

mated to contain 2000 inhabitants within
Its corporate limits, and is surrounded
by a densely populated section including-
the villages of Olive, Villa Park,
McPherson and El Modena. Nearly
everything grown anywhere is grown
here in great profusion, and theorchards
and packing houses furnish employ-ORANGB UNION HIGH SCHOOL ojeut for a large number of people.

The city is headquarters for the cheapest and best irrigating system in the State, and owns its own domestic
water works. Almost every kind of mercantile interest is represented here with one or more establishments
and there are some manufactures; but Orange is pre-eminently a city of churches, schools and happy homes.
Situated about fourteen miles from the coast and two hundred feet above the sea level, the city escapes the
intense summer heat and the killing winter frosts of the interior and the chilly fog- of the low lands. Come and
see for yourself.

For further information writf any of tlie following well known firms:

Wm. H. Burnham.
Hallman & Field, General Merchandise.

S. M. Craddick, Real Estate.

Edwards & Meehan, Butchers.
Alnsworth Lumber Co.

The Bank of Orange.

K. E. Watson, Druggist.
Ira Chandler, Furniture.

Adolph Dittmer, Druggist.

Thompson Nurseries.

J. A. Huhn Co., Real Estate.

C. B. Bradshaw, Architect.

Ehleen & Grote, General Merchandise.
D. C. PIxley, Hardware.

W. B. Park, Shoe Store.

HIGHLAND
CALIFORNIA

Is FAMOUS
FOR H F R ORANGES

rl
M IT^nr OD A "KJ €~\ "F^ ^ in the world, grown on sunny foot-

M.l^M^>J A \^M\.J Vi^ V^A^vJ hill slopes and sheltered by the

great Sierra Range, making them
earliest in the markets. Noted for high color, delicious flavor and keeping quality.=== Leaders in all markets. Most profitable orchards in the state. No damaging

frosts or winds. Growing progressive town, high class citizenship, public library,
electric cars, electric light, telephone systems,
splendid schools, fine churches, good stores, solid

bank, lumber mill, box factory, etc. Purest drinking water and abundant irrigating
water. Freedom of the country with conveniences of the city. No better place to bring
your family and build an ideal home among ideal people in ideal surroundings.

NO SALOONS

John Cleghorn, Fruit Packer.
Herbert W. Johnstone, Banker.
First Bank of Highland.
Drs. Burke & Burke.
Alexis E. Fry.
The Highland Domestic Water Co.
W. DuB. Brookings.
J. T. Yarnell, Fruit Grower.

Highland Cash Store.
H. Linville, Citrus Nurserymari.
Frank H. Cole, Druggist.
C. A. Sherrod, Fruit Grower.
M. H. Evans, Fruit Grower.
J. M. Phy, Fruit Grower.
(". L. Frazer. Fruit Grower.
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Eureka, California
Has regular and quick water communication with San Francisco, with freight rates

ranging from $1.00 to $4.00 per ton, the cost of living and prices of merchandise, clothing^
manufactures, and general supplies are governed by those of the latter place, and vary
but little therefrom.

Humboldt County Has :

Great extent, affording choice of location. Cheap lands in abundance. Its own
lumber, fuel, food, wool, leather. Equable temperature, insuring bodily comfort. Health,

fullness, especially absence of fevers and malaria. Diversity of products, giving variety
in occupations. Abundant rainfall, guaranteeing crops and water. Great natural

resources in divers branches. Cheap lumber, making improvements inexpensive. Cheap
fuel, costing little more than the labor of taking it. Good schools within reach of every
home. Good county government, honestly administered. Cheap freight rates by sea to

all Pacific ports. The largest and best body of redwood on earth An honest, peaceful,

law-abiding population.

Humboldt Has Not:

Chinese, to compete with American labor. Irrigation, with its expense and litiga.
tion. Spanish grants, to cloud titles and bar settlement. Railroad land grants, to inter-

fere with progress. Codling moths to destroy the apples. Colorado beetles to destroy
the potatoes. Summer thunderstorms to interfere with harvests. Long winters when
stock must be fed. Severe frosts to destroy vegitation. Crop failures from any cause
whatever. Cyclones, blizzards, tramps or strikes.

For further information address any of the following well known firms

H. L. Ricks.
G. R. Georgeson, Real Estate.
Belcher & Crane Co.. Abstracts.
Humboldt County Bank.
Daly Bros., Dry Goods.
Delaney & Young, Wholesale Liquors.

A. A. Newcomb, Real Estate.
I. M. Long, Real Estate.
Cooper & Rager, Real Estate.
S. I. Allard, Real Estate.
Thos. H. Perry, Real Estate.
Eur»ka Lighting Co.
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Merced, California

COUNTY COURT HOUSE AT MERCED

Located in tHe Center of tKe State and tKe Great

San Joaquin Valley-
is a growing city of 3000 inhabitants.

Has electric light, gas and water systems.
Has more miles of cement sidewalks than any city of like size in the state.

Has modern Public, school and church buildings.
Is surrounded by rich, level lands under great irrigation system—furnishing abundance

of water during the season.

Is a great fruit and alfalfa section.

Is starting point of the Yosemite Valley railroad, now in course of construction.

Climate typical of the State.

Homeseekers welcomed.

Address CHAMBER OF COMMERCE or any of the followinsr well-known firms:

R. Bancroft, Hardware.
Oliver & Warden, Dry Goods.
Garabaldi Bros., General Merchandise.
T. O. Anderson, Real Estate.
The Commercial Bank.
C. E. Kocher, Hardware.
Crocker- Huffman Land and Water Co.

Merced Lumber Co.
Heitman & Heitman, Dentists.
Hudiburg Bros., Druggists.
S. K. Brantley, Bakery.
G. E. Nordgren, Furniture.
S. C. Cornell, Real Estate and Insurance.
E. L. Moor, Real Estate.
Hayns Bros., Butchers.

Bckins Van & Storage Co.
243 South Broadwav, Los Angeles
1015 Broadway, Oakland
9 Montgomery 5t., San Francisco
Room 500, 95 Washington St., Chicasa

SHIPPERS OF HOUSEHOLD GOODS AT

REDUCED RATES



SINMYVALE Santa Clara County
CALIFORNIA^=

Is situated on the main coast line, 40 miles south of San Francisco, and

midway between Palo Alto and San Jose. It has an elevation of 93 feet,

which insures freedom from fog and frost. It is located on the famous

Murphy Ranch; has a population of 1000 and is growing faster than any

town on the coast line. It has fine stores, churches, school, homes, a bank,

and is the home of the Goldy Machine Co., whose immense plant will soon

be in operation and employing hundreds of hands. It is also the home of

the Jubilee Incubator Co., whose factory is now in operation.

We have residence lots, business lots, one-half acre, acre and five-acre

lots for sale. Write us for catalogues and full particulars, as a place for

a home or investment.

SUNNYVALE LAND COMPANY
SUNNYVALE CALIFORNIA

ARTESIAN WELL.

SAN JACINTO
RIVERSIDE CO., CAL.

HASWATER
In inexhaustible supply and 5,000

acres of

CKeap Lands
1000 acres of which are for sale

LooK It Up Before Buying

Address CHAMBER OF COMMERCE:
or any of the following':

R. J. Carmichael & Co., Stationers.

S. J. Mead, Enterprise Cash Grocer.

Roy ivialone, Real Estate.
State Bank of San Jacinto.

Tripp & Hopkins, Butciiers.

A. W. Wright, Banker.
J. F. Hards, Generai IVIerchdndise.

C. E. Bunker, Rancher.
M. A. Aguirrie, Rancher.

'

F. B. Record, City Engineer.
A. DomenigonI, Rancher.
Francisco Pico, Stockman.

C.. L. ' Emerson,, pashier State Bank.
Martin Meier, Lumber Dealer.



HANrORD
CAPITAL or Ki\G$ COINTY, CAUrORNI4

THE rARMER S PARADiSf, WITH

A GOOD, tVEN CLIMATE.

A KINGS COUNTY SCENE

The chief city of Kings county is Hanford, a population of 4500.
Hanford is reached by the main line of the Santa Fe Railroad system, and by the

west side through line to San Francisco of the Southern Pacific system. Its rail-
road facilities are therefore excellent.

Hanford is fully equipped in an educational, religious and social way, having
school advantages from the kindergarten to the high school course, and the various
religious denominations, with well-built churches, represented; contains upwards of
twenty-five fraternal and beneficiary organizations, several public halls, elegant opera
house, fine hotels, two daily and weekly newspapers, four banks, a free public li-

brary, a well-organized fire department, with excellent Holly water system; a sewer
system built and owned by the city, some of the finest and best equipped mercantile
establishments, electric light and power plant, a large and latest improved gas manu-
facturing plant which makes fuel and illuminating gas from crude petroleum; a mod-
ern ice plant that supplies the local demand and ships much to other cities and
towns, a condensed milk manufacturing company, cheese factory, packing houses and
canning establishment employing many hundreds of people; a large winery, flour mill,
lumber mMl. machine shop and all the necessary adjuncts to a lively and progressive
interior city.

IflMPC PnilMTV UAC The Best Irrigation facilities

IVIRUO UUUIl I I nHO In the State of California.

and raises a very diversified line of produce and
fruits, namely : Alfalfa, Wheat, Com, Potatoes,

Barley, Apricots, Plums, Peaches, Nectarines,

Grapes, Prunes Raisins, and all cattle. Kings
County is like its name implies—King of all coun-
ties in California.

For further information address any of the following- well known firms, who will

gladly go into details.

Chas. King Land Bureau. L. S. Chittenden & Co., Real Estate.

E. E. Bush, Land Bureau.
, Freeman Richardson, Laundry.

Farmers & Merchants' National Bank. S. C. Kimball, Dry Goods.

Barney & Kelly, Groceries. Artesia Hotel.

The Old Bank. The Hanford National Bank.
Tom S. Esrey, Wholesale and Retail Liquor. Cousins & Howland, Druggists.
Central Lumber Co. Joe D. Biddle, Real Estate.

First National Bank. W. C. Gallaher, Butcher.

McCourt & Newport, Clothing. H. G. Lacy Co., Electric Light Works.



VENTURA, CALIFORNIA
(San Buena "Ventxira Mission)

BKACH AND SURF AT VENTURA

A healthy coast town, supported by a very larg-e productive farminsr and fruit grrowingr valley. It

has a smooth, compact sand beach with no sudden drops into deep places, with a low rang-e of mountains
at its back. Lone drives over well made roads. It has excellent drainasre and sewerage, electric ligrhts,
natural jjas, an abundance of good water. Ideal climatic conditions, never hot, never cold. The most
sheltered spot on the coast, where the business man finds rest, comfort, pleasure and recreation. There
is a strong- Board of Trade and Merchants Association.

First National Bank of Ventura.
Ventura Water, Light & Power Co.
J. K. Armsby & Co., Commission IVIerchants.
People's Lumber Co.
A. L. Chaffee, Dry Goods & Clothing.
John H. Reppy, Real Estate & Insurance.
Mrs. T. B. Shepherd, Florist,

L. Cerf & Co., Wholesale Liquor Dealers.
F. T. Stiles, Retail Liquor Dealer.
Hobson Bros., Stock Dealers & Butchers.
Duval & De Troy, Hardware & Plumbing.
Jones & Son, Druggists.
Wm. H. Cannon & Co., Real Estate & In-

surance.

THE 6EM CITY

OF THE FOOTHILLS LOS GATOS
SANTA CRUZ MOUNTAINS

SANTA CLARA COUNTY

CAUFORNIA

LIBRARY BUII DING

A most progressive community, havingr srood schools, churches and business houses. An unequaled
summer and winter resort for health and pleasure. Good hotels and boarding houses. Foothill fruit

excels any other in quality.

Further information may be had by addressing- any of the the following- well known firms:

Johns & McNIurtry, Real Estate. Crosby & Leask, Dry Goods.
Bank of Los Gatos. O. Lewis & Son, Hardware. ^ „ ,. ,^
Hotel Lyndon. A. C. Covert, Real Estate, east end of bridge.

E. E. Place, Furniture & Undertaking.



Sunny Stanislaus
County

MODESTO
THe Beautiful—XHe County Seat

The Gateway County of the Great San Joaquin Valley, California, where
the land owns inalienably the greatest irrigation system—water and
canals alike—in America, owned by the people. The mecca of home-
seekers. The home of alfalfa, king of forage plants. Our dairying
interests lead the State. No better soil and climate. Great fruit and
grape growing center. MODESTO the leading city of Stanislaus County
and the center of the irrigation district, is a modern city, with municipal
water works, electric light and power, a large and well-ordered hotel, four
banks, two daily and weekly newspapers, many stores of all kinds, and
other qualities and attributes of a city. It has about 3,500 population.
The streets are wide, and the business part of the city is built of brick,

many of the buildings being ornate as well as substantial.

Address for literature and further information

STANISLAUS BOARD OF TRADE:
Modesto, California

or any of the following' well known firms:

First National Bank. P. Latz, Dry Goods.

J. W. Bell, Real Estate.
' Doukin & Bacon, Plumblnf.

The G. P. Schafer Co., Genl. Merch. Elmdale Land Co.

Maze & Wren, Real Estate. Farmers & Merchants' Bank.
Stanislaus Land & Abstract Co. Modesto Gas Co.

Stanislaus Lumber Co. Turner Hardware Co.

W. B. Wood & Son, Hardware. E. T. Brown, Retail Liquors.
The Modesto Bank .



VIOODLAND
CAPITAL
OF

Yolo County, California

WOODLAND is only 86 miles from San Francisco and
22 miles from Sacramento, the State Capital. WOOD-
LAND has: twelve churches, three two-story grram-
mar school buildingrs, one commodious high school,

V one Holy Rosary Ac idemy, one well-equipped business
collegre, the best talent obtainable for the schools, one Carneg-ie library buildiner, and fine free library, four
social and literary clubs, twenty fraternal and benefit lodg-es, one 200-barrel flour mill, one fruit cannery,
two butter creameries, one fruit and packing- establishment, one winery, one olive oil and pickling- plant, two
larg-e lumber yards, four solid banks, four hotels, one larg-e city hall, one well-equipped fire department, four
large grain and hay warehouses, a well-conducted telephone system, an average rainfall of 17 inches, and
many commodious business houses representing all lines of trade.

For Further particulars address any of the following :

BIDWELL & REITn, Real Estate BANK OF WOODLAND
WOODLAND GAS & ELEC. CO. GRIGGS & BUSn. Dry Goods

WOODLAND GRAIN & MILLING CO. BANK OF YOLO

WEST VALLEY LUMBER CO. YOLO COUNTY SAVINGS BANK

Santa Clara, California
TKe Best Xo^vn in tHe Best Coxinty in tKe United States

Best for Climate, Soil, Water and Health.
Best for a Home, for Educational advantages, for Society, for Churches.

Bvery Agricultural and Horticultural product grown in the Temperate Zone, is

grown here to perfection.
Fruit growing, the growing of Hay and Grain, Dairying, and the raising of Poultry

pay better here than in any other country.
Santa Clara employs more labor than any Town of three times its size in the State.

Here the middle classes have better homes and live better than in^any place in

the WORLD.

SANTA CLARA
Is a Town of Municipal Ownership. We own our GAS,

our WATER, and our ELECTRIC plants.
Robert A. Fatjo, Real Estate

Killam Furniture Co., Inc.

Santa Clara Realty Co.

Enterprise Laundry Co.

Sallows & Rhodes, Grocers
Santa Clara Cyclery
N. M. dark. Confectionery.

Crosby & Leask, Dry Goods.

Santa Clara Comnnerclal League.
Santa Clara Undertaking Co.

Vargas Bros., Grocers.

R. H. Cheney, Merchant
M. Vargas, Merchant
M. Mello, Shoes.

Morrison Bros., Contractors and Builders.

Roll Bros, Real Estate

Ramona Toilet «SoAP EVERYWHERE



THE
CITY O P SAN DIEGO CALIFORNIA

Information may be had l?y writingr any of these well-known firms ;

Turner & Barr, Real Estate.
Folaom Bros. Co., Real Estate.
Colnmbian Realty Co., Real Estate.
Geo. W. Marston, Department Store.

Bartlett Estate Co., Real Estate.
Rnss Lumber A Mill Co., Lumber.
Chadbonme Furniture Co., Furniture.
Becker & "Vogt, Dry Goods.

Dodse Bros., Real Estate.
San DIeg;o Land Co., Real Estate.
San Diego Realty & Trust Co., Real Bi

tate.

San Diego Electric Street Railnray Co.

Frye, Garrett & Smith, Printers.

Sargent's Grill, Grill and Restaurant.



STANFORD MEMORIAL CHURCH

THE BOARD OF TRADE

Palo Alto
California

The Town of Leiand

Stanford

Junior University
Thirty-three miles south of San Francisco

in the famom Santa Clara Valley. Has the
rtio^t equ:ible climate of any place in America.
Population within a radius of two miles, 12,000.
The town is fully improved with paved streets,
cement sidewalus, sewers, public library, ex-
cellent public schools, preparatory schools and
churches, and municipal water and iGrhtingr
l>lants The tertile lands adjacent yield rich
crops of fruits, berries and veg'etables. Prices
of both town lots and farm lands are reason-
able. Palo Alto is the ideal place' for people
who have acquired a competency and wish to
live at ease, and for those who wish to eive
their children a hig-her education. The
educational features have brought here a class
of citizens of superior intelligence and refine-

ment, the moral tone of the town is excellent,
and there are NO SALOONS.
Descriptive literature and any desired infor-

mation regarding the town and valley furnish-
ed free on application.

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA

REDONDO BY THE SEA
Queen of tKe Pacific—HigHteen miles from Los Angeles

REDONDO HOTEL

COOL IN SUMMER—W3tRM IN WINTER
You can bathe in the surf where there is absolute-

ly no undertow. Take a swim or a Hot Salt Tub
Bath in one of the largest and best appointed
Natatoriums on the Southern Coast. Fish from
your choice of three wharves, in a locality that is

noted for its fishing, or troll from pleasure launches.

Visit the immense Carnation Fields for which
Redondo is famous. Collect Moonstones, Opals,
Aqua-marines and other valuable and beautiful
stones from Pebble Beach. Dine at one of the
finest and best appointed Hotels on the coast, or
enjoy a delicious fish dinner on the beach.

c. w.

For further information address

REDONDO IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
REDONDO HOTEL, John S. Woollacott, IVIgr.

GRnSSEL, Leading Grocer O. C. HINMMN, Real Estate

ANYVO THEATRICAL COID CREAM prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coating ; it re-

moves them. ANYVO CO., 427 N. Main St., Los Angeles



COLTON
The Hub City of Southern California. The Center of

the Orange Belt

One of Colton's leading industries is the raising- of citrus fruits. The above is a
view of one of the orange groves which helps to produce the 15,000 carloads of oranges
shipped out of Colton yearly,

Colton is fortunately situated, being high enough to avoid all fogs and frost. The
climate is like the June days of the middle States.

What is more to be desired than a home among the orange groves of Colton.
Colton is a rapidly growing city with a population of 3,500. It is 56 miles east of

L<os Angeles. Three transcontinental railroads traverse the city, and on account of
its railroad facilities, it is rapidly becoming a manufacturing center.

Colton has two grammar schools and a high school, seven churches, and offers

every inducement to home seekers as well as to manufacturing industries.
Colton has a great future, why not investigate ?

For further information address

COLTON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
or any of the following names:

Colton Grain and Milling Co.
William Anderson
The First National Bank of Colton
Earl F. Van Luven
Colton Fruit Exchange
Wilcox- Rose Mercantile Co.
O. L. Emery, Hardware
M. A. Hebberd Co.
California Portland Cement Co.
Colton Marble Company
H. E. Fouch & Co., Real Estate
J. B. Hanna, Real Estate and Insurance
M. O. Hert, Real Estate

H. G. Vogel, City Meat Market
California Citrus Ufilon
Colton People's Store
C. B. Hamilton & Co., Grocers
G. B. Caster, Contractor and Builder
P. H. Reed, Lumber and Mill Work
Dr. J. A. Champion
M. A. Fox
H. G. French & Co., General Merchandise
W. H. Ham
N. J. Davenport & Co., Electrical Supplies
Colton Pharmacy
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STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA, LOOKING TOWARD THE HARBOR

Stockton, California
The metropolis of, and gfateway to the great San Joaquin Valley, is

rapidly becoming: the leading- industrial center of the Pacific Coast.

Send us four cents in postage and we will mail you a beautifully

illustrated 80 page magazine telling all about fruit growing, dairy-

ing and farming in Central California.

Address, Boakd of Tkade, Stockton, California, or any of

the following well-known firms:

Eaton & Buckley, Real Estate.

R. E. Wilhoit & Sons, Real Estate.

H. E. Williamson, Real Estate.

Boggs, Meyer & Spurr, Real Estate and

Insurance.

Rhoads & Dudley, Real Estate.

Gardner Lumber Co., Lumber.

S. V. Ryland, Farm and Mining Lands.

Grunsky, Dietrich & Leistner, Real Es-

tate.

J. M. McCarty, Real Estate.

George E. Crane, Real Estate.

The San Joaquin Valley Land Co., Real

Estate.

Frankenheimer Bros., Grain.

»
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Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

IRRIGATED
.. FARMS ..

OF FIVE ACRES
AND UPWARDS

in the Counties of

Fresno and Merced

California

MILLER A LUX
LOS BANOS, MERCED COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

THE OLDEST CUSTOM HOUSE IN CALIFORNIA

Monterey
California— First

Capital of California.

Strictly in a Class by Itself

Home of the Famous

DEL MONTE HOTEL

PlilflfltlrflllV
*'^^ most even temperature. A

'
picturesque city by the sea, where

home life is made delijrhtful by every reason of

B'ood climate, ffood citizenship, fine sea bathing-, fish-

ing, etc. Write any of the followingfor further informa-
tion.

Geo. B. Underwood First Nat'l Banii of Monterey

Franic Heilam Franic L. Ordway
. L. ingeis H. K. O'Bryan

HOW TO GO EAST

FOR THE LEAST MONEY

WRITE ME A POSTAL AND I WILL EXPLAIN

EITHER BY LETTER OR IN PERSON

G. F. HERR, DIST. PASS. AGT. U. P. R. R, CO., 250 S. SPRING ST.

LOS ANGELES, GAL.

S. F. BOOTH, GENERAL AGENT, SAN FRANCISCO, GAL.



A Wonderful

Mountain Trip

The ascent of Mount Lowe by trolly affords the

visitor to Los Angeles one of the most marvelous

and beautiful mountain railway journeys in the

world. And it is only one of the features of a

railway system covering 400 miles and reaching

all the points of interest in the garden spot of

America.

The Pacific Eiectric Raiiway

Depot at corner 6th and Main Los Angeles

The Scenic Line of tHe ^STorld

The Denver and Rio Grande
IVailroad

Travel in comfort, at same time witness Grandest Scenery in the World. Open
observation cars (seats free) giving an unobstructed view of the Royal Gorge and other
scenic attractions.

XKrou^K Standard and Tourist Sleepin|( Cars
For information address

T. D. Connelly, General Agent T. F. Fitzgerald, Dist. Pass. Agent
230 South Spring- St. Los Angreles

H
MClflC

The Delightful Scenic Roate to

Santa cMonica
And Hollywood

Fine, Comfortable Observation Cars-
Free from Smoke

Cars leave Fourth street and Broadway, Los Angeles, for Santa Monica via Sixteenth
street, every 15 minutes from 6.35 a.m. to 9.35 p.m., then each hour till 11.35 ; or via Bellevue
Ave., for Colegrrove and Sherman, every hour from 6.15 a.m. to 11.15 p.m. Cars leave Ocean
Park, Santa Monica, for Los Angeles, at 5.45, 6.10, and 6.35 a.m. and every half hour from
6.55 a.m. till 8 25 p.m., and at 9.25, 10.25, and 11.05 p.m.

Cars leave Los Anjreles for Santa Monica via Hollywood and Sherman via Bellevue
Ave., every hour from 6.45 a.m. to 6.45 p.m., and to Hollywood and Sherman only every
hour thereafter to 11.45 p.m.

•^B"For complete time-table and particulars call at oflSce of company.
Sing-le Round Trip, 50c. 10-Trip Tickets, $2.00.

316-322 WEST FOURTH STREET, LOS ANGELES
TROLLEY PARTIES BY DAY OR NIQHT A SPECIALTY

^•-1 ».:_ cr\a



THE

New Train
Solid Throug-h Daily Between

Los Ang^eles and Chicago

--!?'-.

Pullman and Tourist
Sleeping Cars, Dining
Cars, Library, Buffet and
Observation Cars, Electric-

ally Lighted and Steam-
heated. Via

The New Scenic Trip of

America.

Information gladly given

by any representative of

the

SALT LAKE ROUTE
E. W. aiLLETT, Qen'I Pass. Agent T. C. PECK, Asst. Qen'l Pass. Agent

LOS ANGELES. CAL.
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Two hours and fifteen minutes at Riverside for drives on

far-famed Victoria and Magnolia Avenues. Two hours and

twenty minutes at Redlands for drives to Smiley Heights and

over the McKinley Drive, where a view of the surrounding

country is had not excelled in Southern California.

Returning via Covina reaches Los Angeles early in the

evening. $3.00 Round Trip until April 30th, 1906.

Do not fail to take this the most beautiful trip in Southern

California. Full information with Illustrated Booklet at 261
S.^

Spring St., Los Angeles.

THOS. A. GRAHAM, Asst. Gen. Fr't & Pass. Agt.
N. R. Martin, Dist. Pass. Agt.

^

Special Train every morning from losAngeles
(connecting from pasadena)for



ti

L#

^

The only train to Chicago and

the East which is EXCLUSIVELY

for First-Class travel

RUNS DAILY



Grand Canyon in Arizona

SANTA FE



"TOTEM
POLE
ROUTE"

June 7-21

July 5-aO

Aug. 2

23 FA5T EXPRE55 .JTEAMER^ PLYINO
ALONG 5000 MILE5 PACIFIC COA^T

WRITE FOR BEAUnFULLY ILLVSTRATED DE5'CRIPTIVE NATTER
C.D.Dun.am. Gen P^* Agt. ^^„ ^^^„^^ ^^, lO MARKET ST.
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THE RAYMOND
PASADENA

The grounds comprise seventy-five acres of beautiful lawns and flower gardenst and

a very fine golf course. The hotel has 275 rooms and (125 bathrooms.) It overlooks

the whole San Gabriel Valley, with a magnificent view^ of the Sierra Madre Mount-
ains. It is reached by both lines of the Pasadena electric cars, the Santa Fe. Southern

Pacific and Salt Lake routes. :::::::::::
WALTER RAYMOND,

Proprietor

M. C WENTWORTH,
Manager

Hotel Green Ca»fo'-"i^'s^Gre«test
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

THe California Home of America's select society.
Ideal "WinttS-r resort. 330 sleeping rooms, accommo-
dations for 800 people. Clvib House, la-wn tennis
court and golf linKs. Out door sports of all Kinds
every day during season, from Novennber 23rd to

May lOtH. For furtKer information -write



A MATTEROFHEALTH

^mn^
Absolutely Pure

HAS NO SUBSTITUTE

Holds America's Highest Prize

Walter Baker & Co.'s

Breakfast Cocoa

If you want Preserved

Fruits of the highest type,

order Bishop's.

The only Preserves, Jellies

and Jams in the world with a

purity guarantee of $1,000.

Sweet Pickled Figs, Straw-

berry Preserves, l^aspberry

Jam and twenty-five other

fruits.

BISHOP & COMPANY
Los Angeles, Cal.

Finest in the

World

46
HIGHEST

A\VARDS IN
EUROPE
AND

AMERICA

Sold in >^-lb. and X'^^- Cans

FXTLI. WEIGHT

WALTER BAKER & CO. Limited

Established 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.

THE RELIABLE STORE

PEERLESS BRAND
CALIFORNIA WINES
Were awarded Gold Medal at Portland Fair,

making- the 8tli grold medal for these wines

since 1898.

We ship.freightpre-

paid to any railroad

station in the United

States, two cases fine

o 1 d Peerless X X
Wines, assorted with
one bottle 1888 Cali-

fornia Brandy, for

$11.00

We ship, freight pre-
paid, to any railroad
station in the United
States, two cases fin-

est old Peerless Brand
XXX assorted Wines,
with two bottles 1888
California Brandy
and one bottle Cali-
fornia Champagrnefor

$15.00

Southern (alilornid Wine (o.

218 West Fourth Street

Home Ex. 16

Los Angeles, Cal.

Main 332

J. —^ _^ . . • -m .^^ .^-A havf> hpicn PRtablished over SO YEARS. By our system ol
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LEADAM
SHOE TRE]

Without lyeadatn Trees—shoes
"toe up"-awkward wrinkles form
and wet leathers dry out hard and
unsightly. They're helpful to per-
spiring feet, too.

Leadam's Shoe Trees keep your
footwear full, shapely and smooth
under all conditions.

With the adjustable leverage the tree
locks itself into position in the shoe. Hinge
lasts are cumbersome and bad imitations

FOR SALB BY
C. M.StaubCo..215

S.Bdwy, Los Angeles

Weatherby - Kayser
Shoe Co. ,215 S.Bdwy.
LosAngeles; 59 E.Col-
orado St , Pasadena.

Rosenthal Bros .,

tine 1, 107 Kearney
St , San Francisco.

Possibilities for
Profitable Poultry Raising at ARTBSIA

Artesia—the hdlf way point between Los Angeles and Santa

Ana— offers the prospective raiser of poultry an ideal loca-

tion; a rich, well watered, fertile soil, with close proximity
to city markets.

Lots for sale in the townsite, and a few I and 1 1/2 acre

properties at very reasonable prices — $400.00 an acre.

Values are rapidly advancing at Artesia. Get in now and
make a handsome profit. Write at once for all information.

ORANGE COUNTY REALTY CO., Exclusive Agents
SAIMTA ANA, CAL. BRANCH OFFICE. ARTESIA, CAL.

AN EAR OF

LAGUNA
GROWN
CORN

CORN ? YES !

and all other necessaries of life, and all deciduous
fruit in addition, abundantly grown on the

LACUNA DE TACHE GRANT
in Fresno and Kings Counties, the geographical

center of California.

Prices $30 to $60 per Acre with ample water

One-quarter cash, balance in 8 annual installments. For full

printed information and local paper 2 months FREE, Address

Nares and Saunders, Managers
GRANT BLOCK, LATON, CALIFORNIA
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SO EASY, SO COMFORTABLE, SO DIFFERENT, AND SO SATISFACTORY

"THE GILLETTE" gives a Smooth Shave without dis-

comfort, without roughening- the skin, without irritation, without cre-

ating rash, without cuts, and without loss of time.
" THE GILLETTE "

is the way to escape from
barber shop waiting-, wasting- and torture.

12 BLADES, 24 Sharp EDGES EVERY BLADE WILL GIVE
from 20 to 40 CLOSE, SMOOTH, COMFORTABLE Shaves.& e

PATENTED' U.S.A. NOV. I5.*04
In velvet-lined

Cases

Triple silver plated set with 12 blades
Quadruple gold plated set with moncgrram
Special combination set with brush and soap

holders

TEN EXTRA BLADES. SO CENTS NO BLADES EXCHANGED
Science has reached the acme of skill in the fusion, tempering, hardening^ and

sharpening of these blades. The process is one of the wonders of the 20th century.
The steel is of a quality as fine as a Damascus sword.

The most simple and durable shaving device in the world. No Hinges, No Clasps,
No Sprlngs,and nothing to learn or adjust. Simply lather and sbave in 4 minutes' time

Our new combination set with razor,soap and brush holders in same box is now ready
Sold by Leading Drug, Cutlery and Hardware Dealers

Ask to see them, and for our booklet, or write us for our special trial offer

Gillette Sales Co.,
TIMES BUILDING
NEW YORK CITY

i



No Gift Book ever came out of a box that was prettier than

BRET HARTE'S

HER LETTER
Illustrated with forty-four full-page pictures, in color

and tint, and many decorations in gold,

by ARTHUR I.KELLER

A really exquisite volume that, for once, no publisher's promise
or critiic's praise can exaggerate."— JS'ew York Globe.

"The book is a beautiful example of typography, and Mr.
Keller's skillfully executed pictures are full of true Bret Harte
humor."— New York Times. {Large 8vo, boxed, $2.00.)

KATE DOUGLAS WIGGIN'S

ROSE 0' THE RIVER
"A sweet and natural love story with a rugged background. Logging and jam-breaking

on the Saco give an outdoor freshness and action to the narrative, while Rose's grandsire.
Old Kennebec, affords spontaneous fun." — T/ie Outlook, Neic York. By the author of ' " Re-

becca of Sunnybrook Farm." Illustrated in color by George Wright. {i2mo,%l.25.)

Howard Pyle's illustrated Christmas Edition of Holmes's

ONE-HOSS SHAY
Xo more deliciously humorous poems have ever ap-

peared than the famous. cla.ssics, "The One-Hoss

8hay,"
" How the Old Horse won the Bet," and

" The

Broomstick Train," which are included in this little

holiday volume so beautifully illustrated by Howard
Pyle, in colors, as to appear hand-painted.

{12mo, 11.50.)

The Humorous Book of the Year

E. BOYD SMITH'S

STORY OF NOAH'S ARK
FOR GROWN-UPS

The log of the Ark's cruise, in pictorial form, in which 26

beautifully colored pictures piquantly describe :
—

Xoah and his Floating Zoo ; The Ark Builders on a Strike ;

The Procession of the Animals
; Why the Mammoth became

extinct; The Giraffe with his "sea-legs on;" Monkey Shines and Bear Hugs ;
The Diffi-

culties of Housekeeping ; etc. The brief descriptions which accompany the pictures add to

their Cliarm and whimsicality. {Largf oblmg, $2.00, net. Postpaid, $2.19.)

Illustrated Holiday Bulletin sent, free, on request.

HOUGHTON, MDTLIN AND COMPANY, Boston and New York



"THE QUALITY STORE"

NEW ARRIVALS
IN BOYS CLOTHING

First showing of spring: styles in nobby Top Coats

in the new grays, tan, red and plaids, and the

prettiest assortment of clothes for the little fellows

you ever saw, and as usual we are first to show

the new styles in fine fabrics and the kind that

will wear. Always characteristic of the M. & B.

store and backed by their label of honest values.

riNE SHOWING or UP-TO-DATE HEADWEAR EOR BOYS
SEE THE NEW AND NATTY BOYS' FURNISHINGS

Mullen & Bluett Clothing Co.
SPRING AND riRST LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

WE DO^
Supply the newest things in drap-
eries and furniture

WE PONT
Have to shout our wares and quote
fictitious prices in order to keep
busy

AND YET
We are willingr to take on some more of the
same kind of trade that we have been hav-
iucT and ask intending: purchasers to in-

spect our stock and compare prices

Broad"way

DRAPERY & FURNITOR!
Ooxnpany

447 S. Broadway, Los Angeles

NOT IN THE TRUS*^

Agency "UNOX'* Hats

Complete showing of Ladies Tailored Hats of

"nNOX"
make in designs and models of .only one of a

kind. Exclusively at the establishment of

K. J. ullaLlly Haberdasher

2nd and Broadway Los Angeles



EDUCATION AL INSTITUTIONS

PASADENA-I30-I54 S. EUCLID AYE.

ENOLISIKLASSKAL School (or Oirls
lOTH Year Begins Oct., 190B

Boardinsr and day pupils. New buildinfirs. Gymna-
sium. Special care of health. Entire chargre taken of
pupils duriner school year and summer vacation. Cer-
tificate admits to Eastern collegres. European teachers
in art, music and modern lanGruafires.
Sunset 1671 „ „ ^ „
Home 696 Anna b. Orton, Principal.

Occidental College
iosanoeiescal

Thb College. Four Courses—Classical, Scientific,
Literary, and Literary-Musical. Two new brick
buildiaars, costinir $80,000—modern and convenient.

Academy. Prepares for Occidental, or any other
colleffe or university. The Occidental School of Mus-
ic—Theory, Vocal and Instrumental.
2ad semester beg-ins February 5th, 1906.

Address Acting President REV. WM. S. YOUNG, D. D.

Los Angeles

CaliforniaSAINT VIIKENT'S (OllEdE
Boarding and Day College

and Nigh School

Military Drill and Calisthenics a Feature.

For catalofirue write the President.

The ACADEMY OF THE IMMACULATE
HEART — a boarding and day school for

young ladies, conducted by the Sisters of the Im-

maculate Heart.

For prospectus address

Mother Superior, Pico Heights, Los Angeles

/tr»/KQQ|'7 HAI I A school for boys among the Sierra pines.MUMOOIl. Il**l-I-Remarliable climate. Prepares for best

Colleges and Universities. Out door Sports: Riding, Hunting, Boat-

ing, Fishing, Snow shoeing. Camping. Boys may enter at anytime.
For catalogue, address the Headmaster,

WILLIAM W. PRICE, M. A., Alta, Placer County, California

A PRACTICAL POULTRY PLANT FOR SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
BY E. PRYCE MITCHELL

Five Acres of Land in Southern California is enough, if rightly used
This book tells in full detail how one man is making $1500 A YEAR from commercial poultry and eggs,

using- only four acres and reserving the other for home, orchard, etc.
It is BO complete, and fully illustrated that anyone can follow its instructions. We will send it, postpaid,

on receipt of%i.2S.
OUT WEST MAGAZINE COMPANY. LOS ANGELES

The Music of the WeSt

Songs and piano compositions by American composers, based on the melodies of

Zuni, Pawnee, Navajo and Omaha Indians, and of Cowboy songs. Wherever you live,
send for any or all of this music

ON APPROVAL-POSTPAID BOTH ^STAYS
It costs you nothing to examine it. You will find it novel, and probably some of it seem-

ingly unmusical, at least at first. On the other hand, you may find it stimulating to a
musical taste needing a rest from a pre-digested musical diet.

We publish, among other works :J

From Mesa and Plain, Indian, Cowboy and Negrro sketches for piano, by Arthur Farwell ... $1.00
.A.xn«rican Indian Melodies, ten Omaha melodies for piano, by Arthur Farwell l.OO
Lyrics of the K.ed Man, a collection of Indian sketches for piano, by Harvey W. Loomis,

'-— - Books I and II Each l.OO
THe GHost Dance of tKe Zunisi for piano and gronjr, Carlos Troyer l.OO
Traditional Sonf(s of tHe Zunis. Book I, Zunian Lullaby, Lover's Wooingr, Sunrise Call,

Coming of Montezuma; Book II, Festive Sun Dance, Great Rain Dance, Medium
-oice. By Carlos Troyer Each l.OO

FolKson^s of tKe "West and SoutH, Indian, Cowboy and Neg-ro. Medium voice. By Ar-
thur Farwell l.OO

Address.TPKe Wa-\S^an Press,
^•'^^**"

^STasYacKMsetts



STATE OF SINALOA
OlM

WEST COAST or MEXICO

Coast line Four Hundred (400) miles.

Large areas of agricultural, fruit and timber
lands.

Annual rainfall thirty (30) inches.

Short railroad lines in operation and trunk lines

orojected with constructions begun, make
this a peculiarly desirable time to invest.

Desirable tracts of from 100 to 100,000 acres
for sale.

For full information about SINALOA, and its

resources, address

SIIMALOA LAND COMPANY
Suite 220-221)^, Conservative Life Building

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Exclusive Concessionaires for Survey of Public Lands
in State of Sinaloa, Mexico

Directors, and Stockholders :

Frkdrrick H. Rindge Estate,
George I Ccchran, A. J. Wallace,
J. C. Dkake. R. p. Probasco,
Geo. p. Thresher, Warren Gillelen,

Dan'l Frkeman.

Beautifol Flowers FREE
9Kn tojiaytlieeostof paokiimamliiostane. Yon
^ Jui ",''' '.''.•t^ive

this (iraiiil Collection of Heaii-
-r_:«™tiliil J-hmers, and our New Seed List, tlie
only libfial oiler ever made, and a Coupon Clieck
tli;|t

\vill Kive you one o( the finest Kann Papers
piil>hshed. hy sending for tliis grand offer:

25 Packages Seed 1 pkt. Morning Glory.
1 pl<l. Mixed Calliopsis.
1 i)kt. .Mixed Calendula.
1 pkt. Mixed Nigelia.
1 i)kt. Mixed riilox.
1 i>kt. Sunllower.
1 pkt. Sweet Hoeket.
1 pkt. Carnation Pink.
1 pkt. Mixed Fouro'Clk.
1 pkt. Mixed Marigold.
1 pkt. Mixed Petunia.
1 pkt. Mixed Zinnia.
1 i>kt. Mixed Verbenia. .

S.^i ISulUs, a Beautiful Colleetion, sent with this
order, including Hvacintlis, Tulips, Crocus, Tuhc-
loses, (.lidiolus, Caladiuin, Oxalis. if yon will send
at once 25 cents in silver or stamps. Address
E. C. HOLM ES.Somerville.Mass.

ll>';t. SninvluU Asl ..

1 p'<t,.Applel!los.IJalsam
1 pkt. Jlixed Portulaca.
1 pkt. M xed Sweet Pea.
1 pkt. Sweet Mignonette
1 pkt. Sweet Alyssum.
1 pkt. Sweet William.
1 pkt. .Mixed Poppy.
1 iikt. Mixed Candytuft.
1 pkt. Mi\ed I arkspur.
1 likt. Mixed Pansy.
1 pkt. Mixed Nasturtium

"kI^?

UAI CMTIIUCC^I^'o'Tl^e^&leiltlnMandYAI.-WHLCn I mCOENTIME POST CARDS.IS eta. Six
est Valentines in Lace, Oold and Colors 6U cts. 35 Comlo
15 Lace Valentines 10 cents. One nn<w Comics U1 cents.

ACHAIN of testimonials from dentists in

practice attests the unequalled excel-
lence of Dentacura Tooth Paste. It

cleans the teeth, destroys bacteria, prevents
decay. It is applied to the brush without the
waste attending the use of powder. That you
may know by experience its value we will
send you free a sample tube of Dentacura and
our booklet, "Taking Care of the Teeth."
Write at once. Offer expires March 1st,
'o6. Dentacura may be had at most toilet

counters. Price 25c. If your dealer does not
have it we will send it on receipt of price.
DENTACURA CO,, 107

Ailing St., Newark, N. J.



Desiffuated Depositary of the United States

riRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LOS ANGELES

Special Ladies' Department
Capital Stock $1,250,000.00
Surplus and Undivided Profits 2,859,437.76

Deposits 13,628,038.74

J. M. Elliott, President Stoddard Jess, Vice-President

W. C. Patterson, Vice-President

G. E. Bittinfi-er, Vice-President

John S. Cravens, Vice-President

W. T. S. Hammond, Cashier

A. C. Way, Asst. Cashier E. S. Pauly, Asst. Cashier

E. W. Coe, Asst. Cashier A. B. Jones, Asst. Cashier

AH departments of a modern banking' business conducted

THE

National Bank of California

at LOS ANGELES
North East Corner 2nd and Spring Streets

John M. C. Marble, Pres.

John E. Marble, Vice-Pres.

J. E. Fishburn, Cashier

F. J. Belcher, Jr., Asst. Cashier

Hon. O. T. Johnson W. D. Woolwine

Judgre S. C. Hubbell R. I. Rogrers

Directors

Solicits Business and Correspondence

The (ermdn Sdvin^s

dnd Loan Society
5?6 (ALIfORNIA ST., SAN fRANCISCO

Guaranteed Capital and Surplus $ 2,526,763.61

Capital actually paid up in cash 1,000,000.00

Deposits, Dec, 30, 1905 39,112,812.82

F. Tillmann. Jr., President

Daniel Meyer, First Vice-President

Emil Rohte, Second Vice-President

A. H, R. Schmidt, Cashier

Wm. Herrmann, Asst. Cashier

George Tourny, Secretary
A. H. Muller, Asst. Secretary

W. S. Goodfellow, General Attorney.

Directors

F. Tillman, Jr., Daniel Meyer, Emil

Rohte, Ign. Steinhart, I. N. Walter, N.

Ohlandt, J. W. Van Bergen, E. T. Kruse,

W. S. Goodfellow.

MUTIAL SAVINGS BANK
OF SAN FRANCISCO

710 Market St., opposite Third, San Francisco

Guarantee Capital $1,000,000
Paid Up Capital 300,000
Surplus 320,000
Deposits Jan. 1,1906 10,213,801
James D. Phelan, Pres. S. G. Murphy, Vice-Pres.
John A. Hooper, Vice-Pres. Georg-e A. Story, Cashier

C. B. Hobson, Assistant Cashier

DIRECTORS
James D. Phelan S. G. Murphy John A. Hooper
James Moffitt Frank J. Sullivan Rudolph Spreckles
Robt. McElroy James M. McDonald Chas. Holbrook
Interest paid on deposits. Loans on approved secur-

ities. Deposits may be sent on postal order. Wells,
Farg-o & Co., or exchange on city banks. Interest paid
last term 3/i per cent.

The Perfect Map of the West.
A new edition roller map, 60 by 40 inches

in size, showing the United States from
the Great Lakes to the Pacific Coast. All
railroads are shown in different colors
and characters. All geographical points
west of the Missouri River and practically
all east thereof are included. The most
complete reference map of the West ever

published.
It ought to have a prominent place in

every office and business house. Copies
sent free for 25 cents (stamps will do) to

pay transportation, etc. Address P. S.

Eustis, Passenger Traffic Manager, 209
Adams St., Chicago, 111.

SAN FRANCISCO
Deposits, March 3rd, 1902,

$387,728.70. Deposits, Nov.

9th, 1905, $5,466,122.59.

IF constant growth is proof

of good service; if undivided

profits and surplus indicate

prosperity; if conservative

but progressive manage-
ment means stability, then

you should send your Pacific

Coast business

TO THE

AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK
MERCHANTS EXCHANGE BUILDING

Hummel Bros. & Co. furnish best help. 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



$1500 a Year

FOR LIFE

F you wish to save

for old agre or

provide for

healthy middle

agre, you cannot

find a more
conservative or

a more reason-

able investment

than we have
to offer—more profitable

than life insurance—safe
as city real estate, yet not

so costly— better than a

savinirs bank, for the re-

turn is greater.

We have full and com-

plete literature showing-

conclusive facts, log-ical

figures and definite refer-

ence of good character,

proving beyond any
doubt that our proposition

is bona fide, certain and
Profitable. Our booklets give "reasons" and

anyone who can spare from $5 to $25 a month
can provide for old age and protect themselves

against the ravages of time, the chances of

poverty and the misfortune of ill health by se-

curing a competent income that will cover all

necessary living requirements.
It is worth your time to ask for our booklets

—do this today in justice to your future. It is

not only the man who saves, but he who saves

profitably. The demand for rubber can never

be fully supplied— a rubber plantation is more

hopeful than a gold mine—our booklets tell

you the facts that have taken years to prove—
write for them today.

This company is divided into only 6,000

shares, each one representing an undivided in-

terest equivalent to an acre in our Rubber Or-

chard aad Plantation. Our booklets will

prove to you that five shares in this investment,

paid for at the rate of $25 per month, will bring

yon an average return of 25 per cent on your
monej- during the period of seven years and an
annual income of $l,500for life. This investment

insurer absolutely the safety of your future. The
man or woman who owns five shares in a rubber

plantation in tropical Mexico need have no
fear of old age, no doubts about illness, no care

nor anxiety for after years—you are safe—ab-

solutely and certainly—our booklets will prove
these statements—wiite for them today.

CONSERVATIVE RUBBER PRODUCTION CO.

930 P: rrott Building, San Francisco, Gal.

DR. O. V. SESSIONS, General Agent
502 Bryson Block, Los Angeles, Cal.

YOUR BANK

We Desire To i^. Your Bank

You are cordially invited to

make this your bank. Every

facility of modern banking is

at your service. Our Trust

and Bond Departments offer

added conveniences. You will

be made to feel at home and

your business will receive

prompt, accurate and cheer-

ful attention.

Merchants Trust Company
CAPITAL $350,000

209 South Broadway, Los Angeles, Cai.

Foi

Health

Happiness
and a

Home
Come to

Southern California

Write for information and illustrated printed

matter, enclosing a 5c stamp, to the

CHamber of Commerce

Los Angeles Cal.



RECAPITULATORY

Breakfast Muffins.

Two cups Allen's B. B. B. P'lour, 1 table-

spoonful New Orleans molasses, Ij^ cups sour

milk and 1 egg-. Beat all together and bake
in well greased gem pans 20 minutes.

Prune Pudding.

Scald 2 dozen California prunes. Pour off

water, stone and cut the prutles into small

pieces. Stir the chopped prunes into 2 cups
Allen's B. B. B. Flour and add Yz cup New
Orleans molasses, 1 cup sweet milk, 1 &^^, 1

teaspoonful cloves and Yz nutmeg grated.
Steam 2 hours. Serve with cream sauce.

Raisins or chopped figs may be used instead

of prunes.

Griddle Cakes.

Two cups Allen's B. B. B. Flour, 1 &^^,
1 tablespoonful New Orleans molasses, 2 cups
sour milk and cold water to make a thin batter.

Beat well together and bake on a hot griddle.

Boston Brown Bread.

Two cups Allen's B. B, B. Flour, >^ cup
New Orleans molasses and \Y cups cold water;
mix thoroughly. Put this quantity into two

1-pound baking powder cans; have cans well

greased and fill about half full; put on covers;
set upright in kettle of boiling water and boil

two hours. Do not let water get in cans. To
slice smoothly, dip knife in coldl water.

2
Medals awarded by

the Lewis and Clark

Exposition for—

Light, sweet, appe-

tizing Griddle Cakes,

Muffins and Boston

Brown Bread made

from Allen's^. B^ B.

Flour.

Trade



THE ONLY SAFE CURE FOR

STOMACH TROUBLES

DR. BILLROW'S
STOMACH CURE

CURES POSITIVELY

$1.00 PER BOX

POSTPAID

CURU COMPANY
Dep't C, 711 West Sixth St. Los Angeles, Cal.

Mothers!

Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP

has been used for over SIXTY YEARS by
MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-
DREN while TEETHING, with PERFECT
SUCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFT-
ENS the GUMS, ALLAYS all PAIN, CURES
WIND COLIC, and is the best remedy for
DIARRHCEA. Sold by all Drugrcists in every
part of the world. Be sure and ask for

"
Mrs.

Winslow's Soothing- Syrup," and take no other
kind. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

THE ESMBRALDE: tourmaline mine at mesa GRANDE,
SAN DIEGO COUNTY, CALIFdRNIA

SAY !

Did You H.no"w
that you could buy native
California Gems satisfacto-

rily by mail, just the same
as if you were here in our

lapidary.
Just address Mail Order

Department, stating what
kind of stone you want,
color and size, and we will

send you same by express
C. O. D. privilege of ex-
amination.

If not satisfactory return
at our expense.

All kinds of precious
stones cut to order.
Send cutting by mail.

Write for catalogue and

price list.

We are the largest gem
mining and cutting com-
pany west of the Rockies.

SAN DIEGO GEM CO.
1531 D St., San Diego. Cal.

References > Leading BanKs Doc "Wilson, Mgr.



(Established 1879)

"Cures While Yeu Sleep."

Whooping = Cough, Croup,

Bronchitis, Coughs.
Diphtheria, Catarrh

Confidence can be placed in a remedy which' for a
quarter of a century has earned unqualified praise.
Restful nifirhts are assured at once.

Cresolene is a Boon to

Asthmatics.

ALL DRUGGISTS.
Send Postal/or Descriptive

Booklet

Cresolene Antisep-
tic Throat Tablets for
the irritated throat, at
your druegrist or from
us. 10c. in stamps.
The Vapo-Cresolene Co.

180 Fulton St.,N.Y.

Leeming-Miles BIdg.

Montreal. Canada

BAiL-tYS
petit-e:

COM PL-EX ION
-BRUSH

4Mj

Ideal for Bathing the Face, Neck and Hands
It cleanses the skin of soil and oily waste, improves the circulation
builds up the muscles and smooths out the wrinkles. Ideal for
softening the beard before shaving Price mailed. 25 cents.
Accept no others. Beware of imitations.

Bailey's Rubber Complexion Brush .



fMENNEN'S
B O RAT ED TALCUM

TOILET ,<^*. POWDER

i

When the Sno\v Flies
and biting-, frosty air rougliens the skin, use Mennen's— it keeps
the skill just ri;,lit. A jiositive relief for olliipped bsllllls,
chaflnR and iill skin troilhlos. Menneu's f,iceoii ei ery
box — bj 5iire that you get the genuine. For s.ile everywhere or

by mail, 35c« Sample free, 7'ry Affntten's Violet Talcum^

GERHARD MENNEN CO., Newark. N. J,

Rn BULBSVU 25 tenis.
Will grow in tlic

'house or out (jI

doors. Hyacintlis.
Tulips, (Jladiolus,
Crocus, Fuchsias,
Oxalis, Tuberoses,
Begonia, Jonquils,
Daffodils, Chinese
Lily, Dewey l.ily,
(Jloxiiiia, Lilies of ^__^^
the Valley-all postpaid, 25c. in stamps

or coin. .\sa preuiiiiin with these jSulbs we will send
FKKK a big collection of flower seeds—over 200 kinds.
HILLSIDE NURSERY, SOMERVILLE, MASS.

ESPEY'S FRABRANT CREAM
Will relieve and cure chapped hands, lips, rash,^3
sunburn, chafed or rougrh skin from any cause.
PrcTcnts tendency to wrinkles or affeinjr of the
skin. Keeps the face and hands soft, smooth,
firm and white. It has no equal. Ask for it

and take no substitute.

Package of Espey's Sachet Powders
Sent FREE on receipt 2c. to Pay Postaere

P. B. KEYS. Ag»nt. Ill So. Center Av«., ' HICA60

WANTED 50,000 Agents.

50 B^^ SEEDS, 50c.
How to Make Money Easy. mGH'GRADpf
SEEDS at 5e. eacli to your neighbors, and make
$2.00 for your trouble, "for only a few hours' work.
This is a grand chance to make money for a small
investtnent. Some of our agents have cleared
$200.00 in ca.sh. Send 50c. and we will send the
seeds at once, delivered to you, postage paid.
Order early. Address
SOMERVILLE NURSERY, SOMERVILLE, MASS.

M35PLEINE
Makes Syrup

Like Maple

No cooking—just add

water and sugar. A

2 oz. bottle (35 cts.)

is sufficient to make

2 gallons of the most

delicious syrup with

the true maple flavor.

MAPLEINE
is purely vegetable,

wholesome, clean and

delicious.

Send 2 cent stamp

for sample and

5j cook book. Write

Dep't W, the

Crescent Mfg. Co.

Seattle, U. S. A.

Pimdiain's
Santa Barbara

Mineral Water
A natural Medical Mineral Water

direct from the spring- on the mesa.
Cures Constipation, Rheumatism and
Urinary troubles.
Bottled at the spring's and firuaran-

teed to be in its natural state.
Shipped to any part of the world.
Write for pamphlet.

Pinkham Mineral Spring Co.

Santa Barbara, Cal.

SEE FOR YOURSELF
how clear, clean, and healthy youfj^

complexion will appear
— and

how powerless the winter winds

will be to cause chaps, rough-

ness, or other facial blemishes— if you will use that most

healthful of all beautifiers—

^^^ Face Powder
Re/use substitutes. They may be dangerous. Flesh,
White, Pink, or Cream. 50c. a box of druggists or by
mail. Send toe. for sample.

Ben. Levy & Co., Dept. 4 125 Kingston Street, Boston



' ' These two I use daily. >

ARNICA 4
Tooth Soap

^
Is antiseptic;

preserves
while it

beautifies.

No spilling or

wasting; convenient
and economical.

25 Cents
At all Druggists

STRONG'S

Arnica Jelly
(Carbolated)

Keeps the skiu v

free from rough
ness and pimples. Nothing better

for sunburn or chapping; also for

cuts, bruises, burns and all erup-
tions. Keeps the slnu soft, smooth
and delicate. The collapsable metal
tube is convenient and unbreakable.

Take it luith you wherever you go.
Ifyour dri:2:r:i~t kazii't it—Send to us.

Sent postpaid on receipt of 25 cents.

C. H. STRONG &. CO.
CHICAGO

in TONS

10°

RIDDEL^S

OLIVE OIL
FIRST PRESSING

Guaranteed Absolutely Pure

Pressed and Bottled by

J. O. RIDDEL, REDLANDS, CAL.

Represent the survival of the fittest. We have
become the largest seed house iu the world be-

cause our seeds are better than others. Do you
wish to grow the most beautiful flowers

and the fiuest vegetables? Plant the best

seeds—Ferry's. 190G Seed Aiiunal
free to all applicants.

D. M. FERRY 4, CO.,
Detroit, Mich.

SWEET PEAS

2'>^^? FREE
Send yo\ir name and

a(l(lre'^'^. We will send
one L;irKe Package, 36

colors of l>eau- ,^^ «
tilul sli.ulfs if I ^^Ci
jou will send
to i)av the cost

packing and
postaf;e. Send now and
get V ith the Sweet Peas

47 kinds
Deep Kich
Colors of
Wa s h i n g-
t o n Pansy
Seed

FREE
This entire
collec t i o n
for 10c. Or-
der quick.

RIVERSIDE NURSERY, SOMERVILIE, MASS.

tljpolito kreeo iinil Sdsli (o.

(INCORPORATBD^

Removable Window Screens, Hiffh Grade Screen

Doors, Patent Reversable Windows
Office and Factory: 634-638 Maple Ave.

P^-- ^olVl^o LOS ANGELES

BITTERS
CURES DYSPEPSIA.

C. F. a. UaST
WINE MERCHANT

The purity of all groods guaranteed. No cheap

adulterations or imitations carried in

stock. The safest place to

buy your

Wines and Liquors
TRY IT

129 JtND 131 NORTH MltlN SX.

I^OS KNGELES, CML.



Our (nun brand of Olive Oil and our Medal- Winning
Wines are California''s choicest products.

In order to intro- g"^ f • g"^ • g

ts.T.r'* Olive Oil
and OUR "K T * a_

FAMOUS Vintakes
In their absolute purity, direct from our store,
we quote the followingr inside prices :

2 cases, each containidgr 1 dozen quart bottles (S to
the ffallon) of our Best Assorted Wines, Cham-
pagrne excepted, including- 1 bottle of Old Califor-
nia Brandy, 24 bottles all told, for

Only $11.00
or a splendid assortment of Table Wines

at $8.50
for 2 cases, assortment to be made by us, or by
yourself—as yon choose.

Olive Oil
Quart bottles $11 per case of 1 doz.
Pint bottles 12

" "
2

"

Palf Pint bottles 13
" "

4 "

FREIGHT prepiid by us to vour nearest railroad station, pro-
vided your aggregate order of Wines and Olive Oil amounts to 100
pounds or over For your guidance in this matter, we give the
weight of 2 cases of wine—100 lbs. ; case of olive oil, about 30 lbs.

Edwdrd oermain Wine (o.

p. O. Box 290 Los Angeles, Cat.

Within
this jar
there is more of the

real substance of Beef—and a higher qual-

ity of Beef—than in

any other Meat Ex-
tract jar of equal size.

It MUST have THIS signature

in blue, or it's not genuine.

LIEBIGC0HPANY5
Extract ofBeef

DRINK

NAKR kmm
BREWERY

LAGER-BEERS
The best and purest brewed on the Coast

For sale in bottles and kegrs.

Telephones: Sunset—IVIaIn 91

Home 91

Nothino so good for Kids as

Ehmann Olive Oil

Purg-es all bodily impurities, buildine
new flesh and tissue the while. Made by
the Ehmann Exclusive Method from the
finest ripe olives—natural medicinal proper-
ties of the Olive fnlly developed. So ab-
solutely pure that the most delicate system
readily ab.sorbs it. Give it to your children
and " rear a Lion's Brood." In bottles and
cans. Write for prices and full particulars.

LUDWIG & MATTHEWS
Agents

133-35 S. Main St., Los Angeles

EHMANN OLIVE CO., Mnfrs. Orovllle, Cal

Hummel Bros. A Co. fiirnlch beat holp. 118-118 E. Second



SOZODONT
TOOTH POWDER

free from grit and acid.

Prevents accumulation

of tartar. Will not in-

jure the enamel of the

teeth. Ask your dentist.

r ^

Carbon Briquets
The best S01,,ID fuel ou the market for

IVanges
Grates and Heaters

Furnaces

A PERFECT SUBSTITUTE
FOR COAL, WOOD OR COKE

Price, delivered:

$5.50 pep ton

$3.00 per half ton

$1.75 per quarter ton

Prompt Deliveries.

Los Angeles Gas and Electric Company
Allso and Center Streets

Telephones: \
Sunset Main 811

( Home 7133

V.

GOLDEN YELLOW
CALLA LILY, 5 Bnlbs.

SEEDS
Asters, Balsam, Carina,
Calliopsis, Nasturtium,
Morning (jloiy. Pansy,
Larkspur, Jobs Tears,
Poppy, Golden Glow,
Snapdragons, Cosmos.
Pink, Zinnia, Verlienia,

Monkey Plant. Sweet
Ifocket, Primrose, lee
Plant, Petunia, Castor
(HI Beans, Portulaca,
Candytuft, Sweet Peas.

5 CHAMPION
BULBS.

The Summer Hyacinth,
(iolden Mly, Humming
Bird, Gladiolus, Giant
Tuberose, Baby Breath
Oxalis. all this beauti-
ful ooUeetion of seeds
and bulbs only 10c. in
silver or 5 2-c. stamps to

pay the cost for packing and postajre. Order quiet
and be sure of this giand offer— only lO cenls.

CHARLESTOWN NURSERY,
- CHARLESTOWN, MASS.

Nathan's Ventilating Corset Ankle Supports (patented)

for weak, sprained or wrenched
ankles. Invisible and can be worn
with low shoes. Gives proper sup-
port for golfing and all athletics, and
or children learning to walk.

Recommended by physicians. Sent
'postpaid on receipt of price. Men's

$1.00, ladies' 90c, misses' 80c, children's 50c per pair.
State size of shoe and ankle measures.

Dept. 0. W. 1126 Washington St., Oakland, Cal.

KIDDER'S PASTILLES,
-"^^ef"- Asthma.

STOWELL k CO., Mfrs.

Sold by all Druggists,
or by mail, 35 cents.

CUarlestown, Mass.

WE MAKE 'EM SOL WORKS 'EM

OUR BUSINESS
To furnish Hot Water by Sunshine

with our

Improved Climax

Solar Water

Heater
Why burn fuel? Sunshine is free.

No Explosion. No Danirer.

No Expense.

DON'T LET YOUR ARCHITECT
FORGET THE SOLAR HEATER

SOLAR HEATER CO.
A. D. Davis, Men

330 New Nigh St,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Home Phone 2396 Write for an Agbncy



BUTCHER'5
Boston Polish

is the best finish made for FLOORS,
interior Woodwork and Furniture

Not brittle; will neither scratch nor
deface, like shellac or varnish. Is
not soft and sticky.like beeswax. Per-
fectly transparent, preserving- the

natural color and beauty of the wood. Without deubt
the most economical and satisfactory Polish known
for Hardwood Floors.
Far salt by Dealers in Paints, Hardwat e and House Furnlshinfs

Send for our FREE BOOKLET, telling of tlie many
advmtages of BUTCHER'S BOSTON POLISH

THE BUTCHER POLISH CO., 356 Atlantic Avenue,
Boston, JVIass.

is a superior finish fo"'

kitchen and piazza floors
OUR No. 3 REVIVER

2Ck^'"10
tHigh-Grade Flower Seeds.

^ /\ Packages \ /\c. I

I

\

\

\
n\\ also ^
It* flue X

KIND.S.
Bat. Button, lo Poppy

, 10- Weeks Stock,
' '"

, Ksehseholtzia,'

Sweet Alyssuiu.
'

Sweet Willam,

KINPS. KINDS.
18 Portnla<'a, 20

6 Candytuft, 10 Marigold, 13
6 Asicr, 16 Pansy, 10

Zeiiiiia, 12 Sweet Peas.
8 Balsam, 12 Pinks, 10

Larkspur, 6 Petunia,
ilaslurtiiim. 10 Calliopsis,

Sweet Mignonette.
All of (he above sent to

any addres.s, post-paid, for
lOc. silver oi six two-cent
stamps. As a premium and
to introduce our seeds into
every household, we will also
send a collection o~
iK'aiitifiil Itiilbs h\
with Catalogue.

Somerville Nursery, T
SOMERVILLE, MASS. Z»»»

of our record which extends toall parts of the civ-
ilized world—the approval of more than a million

housekeepers as indicated by the constant use of

g:L.ECTRo
Zi SilverPolish ^
Silicon

Merit—exceptional merit—has won this record.

May we not prove it to you? Simply send your
address on a postal. At grocers and druggists.

Box postpaid 1 5 cts. (stamps).

Electro-Silicon Silver Soap for washing and pol-
ishing Gold and Silver has equal merits. 15 cents.

"Silicon," 30 Cliff Sti-eet, New York.

cn jt—^'
Qedington & Co., San Francisco, Wholesale Agents for Pacific Coast

A Glenwood Range
Makes cooking EASY. BAKES
to perfection. ECONOMIZES
fuel.

Over 3500 in use in Los Angeles

and vicinity

The following are afew out ofhundreds of
testimonials in our possession :

In our opinion the Glenwood Ransre has more merit than anything- else on the marjtet. It is the best
cooker that we have ever had in our house during thirty years' experience in housekeeping-. It is eco-
nomical in the use of fuel and is satisfactory in every respect. Newell Mathews, 2103 Union Ave.

We are pleased with the Glenwood Rang-e, and do not hesitate to recommend it to any one wanting a
coal or wood stove. It bakes fine and is economical. Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Green, 1504 W. 8th. St.

We find the Glenwood Range satisfactory in every respect. /. A. Lothian, 530 South Hill St.

The Glenwood Range we purchased of you is a good cooker and baker and very economical in the use
of fuel, and works perfectly satisfactory in all respects. Niies Pease, 719 South Hill St.

Having used a Glenwood Range for years, and always found it satisfactory in every particular, I

cheerfully recommend it to any one wanting a good, reliable stove. Geo. W. Stock-well, 406 W. 28th St.

JANES W. HELLNAN, A^ent, 161 N. Spring Street, Los Angeles



The

Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company

Issues plain business contracts; policies which tell their whole story upon
their face; leave nothing to imagination; borrow nothing

from hope. They require definite conditions

and make definite promises.

PACIFIC COAST HEAD
Wei.ls-Pargo Building - - -

OFFICE
San pRANcisco

BRANCH OFFICES
LOS ANGELES (SOUTH), CAL... Rooms 302-304 Pacific Electric Bldgr Harry L. Corson, Supt.
LONG BEACH, CAL Rooms 6-7 Masonic Temple Bldgr John Gavigan, Asst. Supt.

LOS ANGELES (NORTH), CAL. . .414-418 Wilcox Bldsr., cor. Spring and 2d Sts. .. .Thomas Burke, Supt.

PASADENA, CAL Room 1, Richardson Bldgr .Chas. A. Deegran, Asst. Supt.

RIVERSIDE, CAL Evans Block, cor. Main and 8th sts Harry J. Miller, Supt.

POMONA, CAL Brady Block, 2d st. and Gerry av Clarence P. Kirn, Asst. Supt.

REDLANDS, CAL Fisher Block Charles E. Lane, Asst. Supt.

SAN BERNARDINO. CAL Rooms 1-2-3 Garner Block Jos. Krausman, Asst. Supt.

SANTA ANA, CAL Room 10 Hervey Finley Block T. H. Thurlow, Asst. Supt.

SAN DIEGO, CAL Room 14 Sefton Bldg-., C st John K. Smith, Asst. Supt. in Charge
SANTA BARBARA, CAL 2d Floor Aiken Block, 905 State st Joseph A. Burns, Supt.

SSOCIATlOf

ESTABLISHED 1889

SUBSCR/BED CAPITAL
PAID-IN CAPITAL
PROFIT AND RESERVE
MONTHLY INCOME

FUND

S17.000,000
3,500,000
450,000
200,000

The Largest Cooperative Bank in the United States.

Pays 6 per cent, on Term Deposits, and

5 per cent* on Ordinary Deposits*

HOME OFFICE : 30J California St., San Francisco, California

DR. WASHINGTON DODGE, Pres. WM. CORBET, Sec'y and Gen'I Mgt.

I. C PERRY, Field Munitger, Investment Dept., 254 So. Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.

Humrrel Bros. & Co., "Help Centep," 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



*05rfibppiHG) NO HOW»^

Gillette l^i^y
SO EASY, SO COMFORTABLE, SO DIFFERENT, AND SO SATISFACTORY

"THE GILLETTE" gives a Smooth Shave without dis-

comfort, without rougfhening the skin, without irritation, without cre-

ating rash, without cuts, and without loss of time.
" THE GILLETTE " is the way to escape from

barber shop waiting, wasting' and torture.

12 BLADES, 24 Sharp EDGES. EVERY BLADE WILL GIVE
from 20 to 40 CLOSE, SMOOTH, COMFORTABLE Shaves.

<?.

PATENTED U.S.A. NOV. I5.*04.
Ill velvet-lined

Cases

Triple silver plated set with 12 blades
Quadruple gold plated set with monogram
Special combination set with brush and soap

holders

TEN EXTRA BLADES. SO CENTS NO BLADES EXCHANGED
Science has reached the acme of skill in the fusion, tempering, hardening and

sharpening of these blades. The process is one of the wonders of the 20th century.
The steel is of a quality as fine as a Damascus sword.

The most simple and durable shaving- device in the world. No Hinges, No Clasps,
No Sprlngs,and uothinsr to learn or adjust. Simply lather and shave in 4 minutes' time
Our new combination set with razor.soapsyid brush holders in same box is now ready

feld by Leading Drug, Cutlery and Hardware Dealers
Ask to see them, and for our booklet, or write us for our special trial offer

I

Gillette Sales Co.,
TIMES BUILDING
NEW YORK CITY



" No Gift Book ever came out of a box that was prettier than

, BREy;.^^RTE'S'

HER LETTER
Illustrated with forty-four full-page pictures, in color

and tint, and many decorations in gold,

by ARTHUR 1. KELLER

A reajly exquisite volume that, for ouce, no publisher's promise
or critic's praise can exaggerate."— J^ew Ym'k Globe.

" The book is a beautiful example of typography, and Mr.
Keller's skillfully executed pictures are full of true Bret Harte
humor."— New York Times. {Large 8vo, boxed, $2.00.)

KATE DOUGLAS WIGGIN'S

ROSE 0' THE RIVER
" A sweet and natural love story with a rugged background. Logging and jam-breaking

on the Saco give an outdoor freshness and action to the narrative, while Rose's grandsire,

Q\d Keimebec, aifords spontaneous fan." — The Outlook, New York. By the author of "Re-

becca of Sunnybrook Farm." Illustrated iu color by George Wright. {l2mo,^l.25.)

Howard Pyle's illustrated Christmas Edition of Holmes's

ONE-HOSS SHAY
Xo more deliciously humorous poems have ever ap-

peared than the famous, classics, "The One-Hoss

Shay," "How the Old Horse won the Bet," and
" The

Broomstick Train," which are included in this little

holiday volume so beautifully illustrated by Howard
Pyle, in colors, as to appear hand-painted.

{12nw, $1-50.)

The Humorous Book of the Year

E. BOYD SMITH'S

STORY OF NOAffS ARK
FOR GROWN-UPS

The log of the Ark's cruise, in pictorial form, in which 26

beautifully colored pictures piquantly describe :
—

Xoah and his Floating Zoo
;
The Ark Builders on a Strike ;

The Procession of the Animals
; Why the Mammoth became

extinct
;
The Giraffe with his

"
sea-legs on

;

"
Monkey Shines and Bear Hugs ;

The Diffi-

culties of Housekeeping ; etc. The brief descriptions which accompany the pictures add to

their charm and whimsicality. (Large oblmg, $2.00, net. Postpaid, $2.19.)

Illustrated Holiday Bulletin sent, free, on request.

HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN AND COMPANY, Boston and New York



"THE QUALITY STORE5

NEW ARRIVALS
IN BOYS CLOTHING

First showing of spring styles in nobby Top Coats

in the new grays, tan, red and plaids, and the

prettiest assortment of clothes for the little fellows

you ever saw, and as usual we are first to show

the new styles in fine fabrics and the kind that

will wear. Always characteristic of the M. & B.

store and backed by their label of honest values.

riNE SHOWING OF UP-TO-DATE IIEADWEAR FOR BOYS
SEE THE NEW AND NATTY BOYS' FURN/SHiNGS

Mullen & Bluett Clothing Co.
SPRING AND rlRST LOS AIMGELES, CALIFORNIA

WE DO
Supply the newest things in drap-
eries and furniture

WE DON'T
Have to shout our wares and quote
fictitious prices in order to keep
busy

AND YET
We are willitigr to take on some more of the
same kind of trade that we have been hav-
ing- and ask intending- purchasers to in-

spect our stock and compare prices

Broad-way

DRAPERY & fURNITURt

Cotnpansr

44? S. Broadway, Los Angeles

NOT IN THE TRUS'^

Agency "RNOX" Hats

Complete sho-wing- of Ladies Tailored Hats of

"RNOX"
make in desig-ns and models of only one of a

kind. Exclusively at the establishment of

Ka Ja Dll oi/l I
^ Haberdasher

2nd and Broadway Los Angeles



'DUGATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

PASADENA-I30-I54 S. EUCLID AYE.

ENdLISHCLASSKAL School for dirls
lOTH Year bbqims Oct., 1906

Boardittff and day pupils. New bnildinars. Gymua-
inm. Special care of health. Entire charsre taken of
pnpils dnring' school year and summer vacation. Cer-
tificate admits to Eastern colleges. European teachers
in art, music and modern lanruasres.

Home 6%
^ ANNA B. ORTOH, PRINCIPAL

Occidental College
tosANociEscAi.

Thk Colleob. Fouf Courses—Classical, Scientific,
Literary, and Literary-Musical. Two new brick
bnildinars, costinir $80,000—modern and convenient.

Academy. Prepares for Occidental, oi any other
colleire or university. The Occidental School of Mus-
ic-Theory, Vocal and Instrumental. k^

2ttd semester begins February 5th, 1906.' *P!li

Address"Actina President REV. WM. S. YOUNG, D. D.

Les Anielet

CaliforniaSAINT VIN(ENT'S (OllEdf
Boarding and Day College

and High Schooi

Military Drill and Calisthenics a Featmre.

For catalosrue write the President.

The ACADEMY OF THE IMMACULATE
HEART — a boarding and day school for

young ladies, conducted by the Sisters of the Im-

maculate Heart.

For prospectus address

Mother Superior, Pico Heights, Los Angeles

. Remarkable climate. Prepares for best

Colleges and Universities. Outdoor Sports: Riding, Hunting, Boat-

ing, Fishing, Snow shoeing. Camping. Boys may enter at any time.
For catalogue, address the Headmaster,

WILLIAM W. PRICE, M. A., Alta, Placer County, California

A PRACTICAL POULTRY PLANT FOR SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
BY B. PRYCE MITCHELL

Five Acres of Land in Southern California is enouih, if rightly used
This book tells in full detail how one man is making $1500 A YEAR from commercial poultry and tggi,

nsincr only four acres and reserving- the other for home, orchard, etc.
It is ao complete, and fully illustrated that anyone can follow its iustrnctions. We will send it, postpatd,

on receipt of%i.3S.
OUT WEST MAGAZINE COMPANY, LOS ANQELES

The Music of the W^est

«^ gaT"
^ ^ «a^

Song's and piano compositions by American composers, based on the melodies of

Zuni, Pawnee, Navajo and Omaha Indians, and of Cowboy songs. "Wherever you live,
send for any or all of this music

ON APPROVAL—POSTPAID BOTH l^AYS
It costs you nothing to examine it. You will find it novel, and probably some of it seem-

ingly unmusical, at least at first. On the other hand, you may find it stimulating to a
musical taste needing a rest from a pre-digested musical diet.

We publish, among other works :

From Mesa and Plain, Indian, Cowboy and Negro .sketches for piano, by Arthur Harwell ... Sl.OO
.Amvrican Indian Melodies, ten Omaha melodies for piano, by Arthur Farwell l.OO
l^yrics of tHe ^ed Man, a collection of Indian sketches for piano, by Harvey W. Loomis,

Books land IIi Each l.OO
THe GHost Dance of tKe Zvinisi for piano and gone, Carlo« Trojrer l.OO
Traditional Sone(s of tHe Zunis. Book I, Zunian Lullaby, Lover's Wooing, Sunrise Call,

Coming of Montezuma; Book II, Festive Sun Dance, Great Rain Dance, Medium
-oice. By Carlos Troyer Each l.OO

FolKson^s of tHe "West and SoutH, Indian, Cowboy and Negro. Medium voice. By Ar-
Thur Farwell l.OO

Aaa„...The Wa-Wan Press,
''""*'"

^M.'.VicK^,,,.,



STATE OF SINALOA
ON

WEST COAST OF MEXICO

Coast line Four Hundred (400) miles.

Large areas of agricultural, fruit and timber
lands.

Annual rainfall tliirty (30) inches.

Short railroad lines in operation and trunk lines

projected with constructions begun, make
this a peculiarly desirable time to invest.

Desirable tracts of from 100 to 100,000 acres
for sale.

For full information about SINALOA, and its

resources, address

SINALOA LAND COMPANY
Suite 220-221>^, Conservative Life Building

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Exclusive Concessionaires for Survey of Public Lands

in State of Sinaloa, Mexico

Directors, atid Stockholders:

Frederick H.Rindge Estate.
George I Ccchran, A. J. Wallack,
J. C. Drake, R- P. Probasco,
Geo. p. Thresher, Warren Gillelen,

Dan'l Freeman.

i60h

Beautiful Flowers FREE
RA *** T>ay tlie cost of packins and i)Osta>re. You

Xrin, will ivieive this (irana Colleotion of Beau-
^^_tinil Klowers, and our i«ew Seed List, tlie

only liberal oiler ever made, and a Coupon Clieck
that will five you one of the finest Farm Papers
published, by sending for tliis grand offer:

25 Packages Seed
lp'.;t. Snowball Aster.
1 pkt.Appleltlos.ISalsain
1 pkt. Mixed Portulaea.
1 pkt. Mixed Sweet Pea.
1 pkt. Sweet Mignonette
1 pkt. Sweet Alyssum.
Ipkt. Sweet William.
1 pkt. Mixed Poi>py.
1 pkt. Mixed Candytuft.
1 pkt. Mixed I arkspur.
1 pkt. Mixed Pansy.
1 pkt. Mixed Nasturtium

1 pkt. Morning Glory.
1 i)lit. Mixed C'alliopsis.
1 pkt. Mixed Calendula.
1 pkt. Mixed Nigelia.
1 pkt. Mixed Phlox.
1 pkt. Sunflower.
1 pkt. .''weet Kocket.
1 pkt. Carnation Pink.
1 pkt. Mixed Fouro'Clk.
1 pkt. Mixed Marigold.
1 pkt. Mixed Petunia.
1 plit. Mixed Zinnia.
1 [ikt. Mixed Verbenia.

S.l Itiilhs, a Beautiful Collection, sent with t^iis

order, including Hvacintbs, 'I'nlips, Oroi'us, Tulie-
roses, (Jladiolus. Caladiuni, Oxalis, if you will send
at onoe 25 <-ents in silver or stamps. Address

E.G. HOLMES,Somervllle,Mass. |

ENTlNEPOSTCABD8,15ct». Six ,

Finest Valentines in Lace, Gold and Colors 60 cts. 25 Oomio I

or 15 Lace Valentines 10 cents. One eross Comics 50 cei

We par postage. U. B. SHERWOOD CO., Montowese, Conn.

ACHAIN of testimonials from dentists in

practice attests the unequalled excel-

lence of Dentacura Tooth Paste. It

cleans the teeth, destroys bacteria, prevents
decay. It is applied to the brush without the

waste attending the use of powder. That you
may know by experience its value we will

send you free a sample tube of Dentacura and
our booklet, "Taking Care of the Teeth."
Write at once. Offer expires March .1st,

'o6. Dentacura may be had at most toilet

counters. Price 25c. If your dealer does not
have it we will send it on receipt of price.

DENTACURA CO., 107 Ailing St., Newark, N. J.



Designated Depositary of the United States

riRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LOS ANGELES



$1500 a Year

FOR LIFE

IF you wish to save

for old agre or

forprovide

healthy middle

asre, you cannot

find a more
conservative or

a more reason-

able investment

than we have
to' offer—more profitable

than life insurance—safe

as city real estate, yet not

so costly—better than a

saving's bank, for the re-

turn is greater.

"We have full and com-

plete literature showing
conclusive facts, logrical

fififures and definite refer-

ence of g-ood character,

provinsf beyond any
doubt that our proposition

is bona fide, certain and

Profitable. Our booklets give "reasons" and

anyone who can spare from $5 to $25 a month
can provide for old age and protect themselves

ag-ainst the ravages of time, the chances of

poverty and the misfortune of ill health by se-

curing a competent income tliat will cover all

necessary living requirements.

It is worth your time to ask for our booklets
—do this today in justice to your future. It is

not only the man who saves, but he who saves

profitably. The demand for rubber can never

be fully supplied— a rubber plantation is more

hopeful than a gold mine—our booklets tell

you the facts that have taken years to prove—
write for them today.

This company is divided into only 6,000

shares, each one representing an undivided in-

terest equivalent to an acre in our Rubber Or-

chard aad Plantation. Our booklets will

prove to you that five shares in this investment,

paid for at the rate of $25 per month, will bring

you an average return of 25 per cent on your

money during the period of seven years and an
annual income of $1,500 for life. This investment

insurer absolutely the safety of your future. The
man or woman who owns five shares in a rubber

plantation in tropical Mexico need have no

fear of old age, no doubts about illness, no care

nor anxiety for after years—you are safe—ab-

solutely and certainly—our booklets will prove
these statements—wiite for them today* -^^

CONSERVATIVE RUBBER PRODUCTION CO.

930 Parrott Building, San Francisco, Gal.

DR. O. V. SESSIONS, General Agent
502 Bryson Block, Los Angeles, Cal.

YOUR BANK

We Desire To Be Your Bank

You are cordially invited to

make this,your bank. Evel-y .

facility of modern banking is .

at your service. Our Trust

and Bond Departments offer

added conveniences. You will

be made to feel at home and'

your business will receive

prompt, accurate and cheer-

ful attention.

Merchants Trust Company
CAPITAL $350,000

209 South Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.

•For

Health

Happiness
and a

Home
Come to

Southern California

Write for information and illustrated printed

matter, enclosingr a 5c stamp, to the

CHamber of Commerce

Los Angeles Cal.



RECAPITULATORY

Breakfast Muffins.

Two cups Allen's B. B. B. Flour, 1 table-

spoonful New Orleans molasses, 1)4 cups sour

milk and 1 egg-. Beat all together and bake
in well greased gem pans 20 minutes.

Prune Puddingy.

Scald 2 dozen California prunes. Pour off

water, stone and cut the prunes into small

pieces. Stir the chopped prunes into 2 cups
Allen's B. B. B. Flour and add }^ cup New
Orleans molasses, 1 cup sweet milk, 1 egg, 1

teaspoonful cloves and yi nutmeg grated.
Steam 2 hours. Serve with cream sauce.

Raisins or chopped figs may be used instead

of prunes.

Qriddle Cakes.

Two cups Allen's B. B. B. Flour, 1 egg,
1 tablespoonful New Orleans molasses, 2 cups
sour milk and cold water to make a thin batter.

Beat well together and bake on a hot griddle.

Boston Brown Bread.

Two cups Allen's B. B. B. Flour, % cup
New Orleans molasses and 1^ cups cold water;
mix thoroughly. Put this quantity into two

1-pound baking powder cans; have cans well

greased and fill about half full; put on covers;
set upright in kettle of boiling water and boil

two hours. Do not let water get in cans. To
slice smoothly, dip knife in coldl water.

2
Medals awarded by

the Lewis and Clark

Exposition for—

Light, sweet, appe-

tizing Griddle Cakes,

Muffins and Boston

Brown Bread made

from Allen's B. B. B.

Flour.

Trade The Package will make—

7 loaves the size of a 1-pound baking powder can, or

60 breakfast muffins of ordinary size, or

12 dozen griddle cakes, or

7 fruit puddings the size of the bread loaf.

We also pack 10-pound sacks for the convenience of

larg-e users. If your grocer does not keep it, try an-

other. Be sure that you get these goods. If you cannot

find it in your market, write to us and we will supply

/ you direct.

^/x^Cli^ ^* ^ ^- PLOUR CO.

Pacific Coast Factory, SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA.



THE ONLY SAFE CURE FOR

STOMACH TROUBLES

DR. BILLROW'8
STOMACH CURE

CURES POSITIVELY

$1.00 PER BOX

POSTPAID

CURU COMPANY
Dep't 0,711 West Sixth St. Los Angeles, Cai.

Mothers !

Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP

has been used for over SIXTY YEARS by
MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-
DREN while TEETHING, with PERFECT
SUCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFT-
ENS the GUMS, ALLAYS all PAIN, CURES
WIND COLIC, and is the best remedy for
DIARRHCEA. Sold by all Druffgists in every
part of the world. Be sure and ask for

"
Mrs.

Winslow's Soothing- Syrup," and take no other
kind. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

THE ESMKRALDB TOURMALINE MINE AT MESA GRANDE,
SAN DIEGO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

SAY!
Did You Rno-w
that you could buy native
California Gems satisfacto-

rily by mail, just the same
as if you were here in our

lapidary.
Just address Mail Order

Department, stating- what
kind of stone you want,
color and size, and we will
send you same by express
C. O. D, privilege of ex-
amination.

If not satisfactory return
at our expense.
All kinds of precious

stones cut to order.
Send cutting- by mail.

Write for catalogue and
price list.

We are the largest gem
mining and cutting com-
pany west of the Rockies.

SAN DIEGO GEM CO.
1531 D St., San Diego, Cal.

References t Leading BanKs Doc "Wilson, Mgr.



(Established 1879)

"Cures While You Sleep."

Whooping = Cough, Croup,

Bronchitis, Coughs,
Diphtheria, Catarrh

Confidence can be placed in a remedy which for a
quarter of a century has earned unqualified praise."
Restful nig-lits are assured at once.

Cresolene is a Boon to

Asthmatics.

ALL DRUGGISTS.
SendPostalfor Descriptive

Booklet

Cresolene Antisep-
tic Throat Tablets for
the irritated throat, at
your drueg-istor from
us. 10c. in stamps.
The Vapo-Cresolene Co.

180 Fulton St.,N.Y.

Leeming-Miles BIdg.

Montreal, Canada

EAMES TRICYCLE COMPANY

Office and Factory, 2018 Market St., San Francisco

Bail-eys
PETIT-E.

COMPLEXION
- -BRUSH

Ideal for Bathing the Face, Neck and ({ands

It cleanses the skin of soil and oily waste, improves the circulation,
builds up the muscles and smooths out the wrinkles. Ideal for
softening the beard l>efore shaving Price mailed. 25 cents.
Accept no others. Beware of imitations.

Bailey's Rubber Complexion Brush

Bailey's Compl xion i>oap .

Bailey's Bath and Shampoo Brush

Bailey's Rubber Bath and Flesh Brush

Bailey's Rubber Toilet Brush (large)

Bailey's Rubber Toilet Brush (small)

Bailey's Rubber Glove Cleaner

$ .50

.JO

.75

1.50

.50

.25

.10

PAT. AFPLI ED FOR
BAILEY'S RUBBER
TOOTH BRUSH.

wm
wmM^

Cleans the teeth perfectly and poiishe^. tiic enamel without injury.
Never irritates the gums. Can be used with any tooth wash or

powder. Ideal for children's use. No bristles to come out. No. 1,

25c; No. 2, 35c. Mailed on receipt of price.

At dealers or sent on receipt ofprice. Agents
- Kted.

C. J Bailey & Co., 22 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

TYPEWRITERS
NEW
USED
RENTAL
REPAIRS

supplies

Metcalf & Wilson"
122 122A N. Broadway, Los Angeles

M
A
I

N

5

4

2

8'

nc.)

COMMERCIAL
519 MISSION
STREET

ART
Kranctsco

COMPANY
PHONE MAIN

3658

Artistic Designs

Illustrations and

Engravings for

all purposes

Original and Effective

Ideas - - - for

Printing and
C Mannel
A. F". Broad Advertising



MENNEN'S
BORATED TALCUM

TOILET <?a^. POWDER

When the Snovi' Flies
and biting;, frosty air rougliens the skin, use Mennen's— it keeps
the skill just ti-ht. A |>ositive relief fur chapped hsillds,
Chafln^ """l nil skin troubles. Mei.neu's f.ite uu every
box— !):; sure tliat you g-et tlie genuine. For s.ile e\'erywhere or

by mail, S5C. Sample free. T>y Metiiieii s Vio/et Talcum.

GERHARD MENNEN CO.. Newark, N. J,

Rf) BULBS

Will grow in the
house or out of
doors. Hyaointlis,
Tulips, Gladiolus,
Crocus, Fuclisias,
Oxalis, Tuberoses,
Begonia, Jonquils,
Daffodils, Chinese
Lily, Dewey l.ily,
(iloxinia, Lilies of
the Valley—all postpaid, 25c. in stamp,

or coin. Asapreininui withthese Bulbs we will send
FRKK ,1 big colle(-tion of tlowerseeds—over 200 kinds.
HILLSIDE NURSERY, SOMERVILLE, MASS.

ESPEY'S FRAGRINT CREAM
Will relieve and cure chai)ped hands, lips, rash,'^
sunburn, chafed or rougrh skin from any cause.
Prevents tendency to wrinkles or asreing- of the
skin. Keeps the face and hands soft, smooth,
firm and white. It has no equal. Ask for it

and take no substitute.

Package of Espey's Sachet Powders
Sent FREE on receipt 2c. to Pay Postage

P. B. KEYS, Ag»nt. Ill S»o. Center Av«>., '^HICA60

WANTED 50,000 Agents.

SEEDS, 50c.
cn PACKAGES
OU FLOWER
How to Make Money Easy. mGH"GKADE^
SEEDS at 5c. each to your neighbors, and make
$2.00 for your trouble, for only a few hours' work.
This is a grand chance to make money for a small
investment. .Some of our agents have cleared
$200.00 in cash. Send 50o. and \ve will send the
seeds at once, delivered to you, postage paid.
Order early. Address
SOMERVILLE NURSERY, SOMERVILLE, MASS.

Makes Syrup

Like Maple

No cooking—just add

water and sugar. A

2 oz. bottle (35 cts.)

is sufficient to mai<e

2 gallons of the most

delicious syrup with

the true maple flavor.

MAPLEINE
is purely vegetable,

wholesome, clean and

delicious.

-if.\ -

Send 2 cent^mp
for sample and

cook book. Write

Dep't W, the

Crescent Mfg. Co.

Seattle, U. S. A.

A PlnKHani's
Santa Barbara

Mineral Water
A natural Medical Mineral Water

direct from the spring- on the mesa.
Cures Constipation, Rheumatism and
Urinary troubles.
Bottled at the springs and guaran-

teed to be in its natural state.
Shipped to any part of the world.
Write for pamphlet.

Pinkham Mineral Spring Co.

Santa Barbara, Cal.

r

M
SEE FOR YOURSELF

how clear, clean, and healthy

complexion will appear— and
how powerless the winter wi

will be to cause chaps, rough-

ness, or other facial blemishes— if you will use that most
healthful of all beautifiers—

fccE Powder
Refuse substitutes. They may be dangerous. Flesh,
White, Pink, or Cream. 50c. a box of druggists or by
mail. Send loc. for sample.

k.
Ben. Levy 8c Co., Dept. 4 1 25 Kingston Street, Boston



' '

These two I use daily.
' '

ARNICA
Tooth Soap

Is antiseptic;
preserves
while it

beautifies.
No spilling or

wasting; convenient
and economical.

25 Cents
At all Druggists

STRONG*S

Arnica Jelly
(Carbolated)

Keeps the
free from rough-
ness and pimples. Nothing better
for sunburn or chapping; also for
cuts, bruises, burns and all erup-
tions. Keeps the skin soft, smooth
and delicate. The collapsable metal
tube is convenient and unbreakable.

Take it with you wherever you go.
Ifyour drussist hasn't it—Send to us.

Sent postpaid on receipt of 25 cents.

C. H. STRONG &. CO.
CHICAGO

RIDDEL'S

OLIVE OIL
FIRST PRESSING

Guaranteed Absoltitely Pure

Pressed and Bottled by

J. O. RIDDEL, REDLANDS, CAL.

TONS
SWEET PEAS

FREE
GIVEN
AWAY
Send your name and

address. We will send
one Large Package, 36
colors of beau- ^^,.
tiful shades if I ^^kQ,
you will send
to pay the cost

packing and
postage. Send now and
get with the Sweet Peas

47 kinds
Deep Rich
Colors of
Wa s li i n g-
t o n Pansy
Seed

10'

FREE
This entire
collect ion
for 10c. Or-
der quick.

RIVERSIDE NURSERY, SOIVIERVILLE, MASS.

ipolito Screen dnd Sdsh (o.
(incorporated)

Removable Window Screens, Hig-h Grade Screen

Doors, Patent Reversable Windows
Office and Factory: 634-638 Maple Ave.

Phones^^i^^ LOS ANGELES

KIDNEY OLIVER

Represent the survival of the fittest. We have
become the largest seed house iu the world be-
cause our seeds are better than others. Do you
wish to grow the most beautiful flowers
and the finest vegetables? Plant the best

seeds—Ferry's. 1906 Seed Aunnal
free to all applicants.

D. M. FERRY &, CO.,
Detroit, Mich.

BITTERS
CURES DYSPEPSIA.

C. F. R. LITEST
WINE MERCHANT

The purity of all groods g-uaranteed. No cheap
adulterations or imitations carried in

stock. The safest place to

buy your

Wines and Liquors
TRY IT

129 AND 131 NORTH IVmiN SX.

I^OS ANGELES, Cni^.



Our own brand of Olive Oil and our Medal- Wtnnine
Wines are California''s choicest products.

In order to Intro- g"^ % • g"^ • %

'BR^r,"*" Olive Oil
nd OUR m r • A

PAHous Vintages
In their absolute purity, direct from our store,
we quote the followinjr inside prices :

2 cases, each containingr 1 dozen quart bottles (S to
the irallou) of our Best Assorted Wines, Cham-
patrne excepted, including 1 bottle of Old Califor-
nia Brandy, 24 bottles all told, for

2s!>L^^ * -^^ '"-"'^
or a splendid assortment of Table'wines

at $8.50
for 2 cases, assortment to be made by us, or by
yourself—as yon choose.

Olive Oil
Quart bottles $11 per case of 1 doz.
Pint bottles 12

" "
2

"

Palf Pint bottles 13
" " 4 "

FREIGHT prepaid by us to vour nearest railroad station, pro-
vided your aggregate order of Wines and Olive Oil amounts to 100
pounds or over. For your guidance in this matter, we give the
vireight of 2 cases of wine—100 lbs.; case of olive oil, about 30 lbs.

Edward dermain Wine (o.

p. O. Box 290
I

Los Angeles, Cai.

DRINK

mu &mm
BREWERY

LAGERBEERS
The best and purest brewed on the Coast

For sale in bottles and keg's.

Telephones: Sunset—Main 91

Home 91

Within
this jar
there is more of the

real substance of Beef—and a higher qual-

ity of Beef—than in

any other Meat Ex-
tract jar of equal size.

It MUST have THIS signature

In blue, or It's not genuine.

LIEBIG COHPANY^
Extract of Beef

Nothing so good far Kids as

Ehmann Olive Oil

Purfires all bodily impurities, building
new flesh and tissue the while. Made by
the Ehmann Exclusive Method from the
finest ripe olives—natural medicinal proper-
ties of the Olive fully developed. So ab-

solutely pure that the most delicate system
readily absorbs it. Give it to your children
and " rear a Lion's Brood." In bottles and
cans. Write for prices and full particulars.

LUDWIG £ MATTHEWS
Agents

133-35 S. Main St., Los Angeles

EHIMANN OLIVE CO., IMnf'rs. Orsvllle, Cal

Hummel Bros. A Co. furnish best holp. 116-118 E. Second



50Z0D0NT
TOOTH POWDER

free from grit and acid.

Prevents accumulation

of tartar. Will not in-

jure the enamel of the

teeth. Ask your dentist.

The best SOLID fuel on the market for

IVanges
Grates and Heaters

Fvirnaces

A PERFECT SUBSTITUTE
FOR COAL, WOOD OR COKE

^Price, delivered:

$5.50 per ton

$3.00 per half ton

$1-75 per quarter ton

Prompt Deliveries.

Los Angeles Gas and Electric Company
AMso and Center Streets

Telephones: \
Sunset Main 811

/ Home 7133

10"-

GOLDEN YELLOW
CALLA LILY, 5 Btdbs.

Cn KINDS
OU FLOWER

SEEDS
Asters, Balsam, Canna,
Calliopsis, Nasturtium,
Morning (iloi v. Pansy,
Larkspur, Jobs Tears,
I'oppy, Golden Glow,
Snapdragons, Cosmos.
Pink. Zinnia. VerV)enia,

Monkey Plant, Sweet
Hocket, Primrose. l(re

Plant, Petunia. Castor
Oil Beans, Portnlaca,
Candytuft, Sweet Peas.

5 CHAMPION
BULBS.

The Summer Hyacinth,
Golden l-ily. Humming
Bird. Gladiolus, Giant
Tuberose, Baby Breath
Oxalis. all this l)eautl-

ful collection of seeds
and bulbs only loc. in

- .^ silver or 5 2-c. stamps to
pay the cost for packing and postage. Order quiclc
and be sure of this grand offer— only lO t-ents.

CUARLE8T0WN NURSERY,
- CHARLESTOWN, MASS.

Nathan's Ventilating Corset Ankle Supports (patented)

for weak, sprained or wrenched
ankles. Invisible and can be worn
with low shoes. Gives proper sup-
port for golfing and all athletics, and
or children learning to walk.

Recommended by physicians. Sent
postpaid on receipt of price. Men's

1.00, ladies' 90c, misses' 80c, children's 50c per pair.
State size of shoe and ankle measures.

Dept. 0. W. 1126 Washington St., Oaklanil, Cal.

KIDDER'S PASTILLES.
-^''"^'^ Asthma.

STOWELL & CO., Mfrs.

Sold by all Druggists,
or hy mail, 35 cents.

Gliarlestown, Mass.

WE MAKE 'EM SOL WORKS 'EM

OtR BUSINESS
To furnish Hot Water by Sunshine

with our

Improved Climax

Solar Water

Heater
Why burn fuel? Sunshine is free.

No Explosion. No Danjrer.

No Expense.

DON'T LET YOUR ARCHITECT
FORGET THE SOLAR HEaTER

SOLAR HEATER CO.
a. D. Davis, Mgr.

330 New High St.,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Home Phone 2396 Write for an Agency



BUTCHER'S
Boston Polish

is the best finish made for FLOORS,
interior Woodwork and Furniture

Not brittle; will neither scratch nor
deface, like shellac or varnish. Is
not soft and sticky, like beeswax. Per-
fectly transparent, preserving- the

natural color and beauty of the flrood. Without doubt
the most economical and satisfactory Polish known
for Hakdwood Floors..,^^^ .. ,,,.
Far salt by Dealers in Pninf?. tSlarkwateand House FiirnlsMnzs

Send for our FREE BOOKtET, telling of tliemacy .

advantages ofBUTCHERS BOSTON POLISH
THE BUTCHER POLISH CO.. 356 Atlantic Avenue.

Boston, Mass.
is a su[ierior finisli fo""

kitchen and piazza floors
OUR No. 3 REVIVER

^High-Grade Flower Seeds*

20 ^^^r 1
,c.

Bat. Button,
, 10-Weeks Stock,
, Eschseholtzia,
Sweet Alyssum.

'

Sweet Willam,

10 Poppy, 18 Portulaca, 20
5 Caniiytuft, lo ilarigold, 13
6 Asier, IG Pansy, 10

Zeiiiiia, 12 Sweet Peas.
8 Balsam, 12 Pinks, 10
Larkspur, 6 Petunia, ID
i^asturlium. 10 Callioi>sis, 8

Sweel Mijinoiietle.
All of (lie above sent to

any ad<lress, post-paiil, for
lOe. silver or six two-oent
stamps. As a premium and
to introduce our seeds into
every housetiold, we will also
send a collcvtioii «ifflr
Ix-autifiil l*uU>H !< Itl-:
Wiih (^ntalogue.

Somerville Nursery, X
SOMERVILLE, MASS. X»»»also ^

i:i: X

of our record which extends to all parts of the civ-
ilized world—the approval of more than a million

housekeepers as indicated by the constant use of

gLECTRo
I^ SilverPolish ^
Silicon

Merit^—exceptional merit—has won this record.

Ma^f we not prove it to you ? Simply send your
address on a postal. At g-rocers and drugg-ists.

Box postpai d 1 5 cts . (stamps).

Ele(!tro-SiIICOn Silver Soap for washing and pol-
ishing Gold ;iMd Silver hae equal merits. 15 cents.

"Silicon," 30 ClifT Street, New York.

crc
Vedington & Co., San Francisco, Wholesale Agents for Pacific Coast

A Glenwood Range
Makes cooking EASY. BAKES
to perfection. ECONOMIZES
fuel.

Over 3500 in use in Los Angeles

and vicinity

The following are afew out ofhundreds of
testimonials in our possession :

In our opinion the Glenwood Ranire has more merit than anything: else on the market. It is the best
cooker that we have ever had in our house durinjr thirty years' experience in housekeepingr. It is eco-
nomical in the use of fuel and is satisfactory in every respect. Nezvell Mathevjs, 2103 Union Ave.

We are pleased with the Glenwood Rangre, and do not hesitate to recommend it to any one wanting- a
coal or wood stove. It bakes flue and is economical. Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Green, 1504 W. 8th. St.

We find the Glenwood Rangre satisfactory in every respect. /. A. Lothian, 530 South Hill St.
The Glenwood Rang-e we purchased of you is a srood cooker and baker and very economical in the use

of fuel, and works perfectly satisfactory in all respects. Niies Pease, 719 South Hill St.

Having- used a Glenwood Rangre for years, and always found it satisfactory in every particular, I
cheerfully recommend it to any one wantingr a grood, reliable stove. Geo. W. Stockwell, 406 W. 28th St.

JAMES W. tllllMAN, A§ent, 161 N. Spring Street, los Angeles



The

Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company

Issues plain business coatracts; policies which tell their whole story upon
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ARIZONA
By SHARLOT M. HALL

\0 BEGGAR she in the mighty hall where her bay-crowned

sisters wait.

No empty-handed pleader for the right of a free-born state,

No child, with a child's insistence, demanding a gilded toy,

But a fair-browed, queenly woman, strong to create or destroy
—

Wise for the need of the sons she has bred in the school where

weaklings fail,

Where cunning is less than manhood, and deeds, not words.

avail—
With the high, unswerving purpose that measures and overcomes,

And the faith in the Farthest Vision that builded her hard-won

homes.

Link her, in her clean-proved fitness, in her right to stand alone—
Secure for whatever future in the strength that her past has

won—
Link her, in her morning beauty, with another, however fair?

And open your jealous portal and bid her enter there

With shackles on wrist and ankle, and dust on her stately head.

And her proud eyes dim with weeping? No! Bar your doors

instead

And seal them fast forever ! but let her go her way—
Uncrowned if you will, but unshackled, to wait for a larger day.

Ay! Let her go bare-handed, bound with no grudging gift.

Back to her own free spaces where her rock-ribbed mountains lift

Copyright 1906. by Out West Magazine Co. All rights rese
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Their walls like a sheltering fortress—back to her house and

blood.

And we of her blood will go our way and reckon your judgment

good.
We will wait outside your sullen door till the stars you wear grow

dim

As the pale dawn-stars that swim and fade o'er our mighty
Canon's rim.

We will lift no hand for the bays ye wear, nor covet your robes

of state—
But ah ! by the skies above us all, we will shame ye while we wait !

We will make ye the mold of an empire here in the land ye scorn,

While ye drowse and dream in your well-housed ease that States

at your nod are born.

Ye have blotted your own beginnings, and taught your sons to

forget

That ye did not spring fat-fed and old from the powers that bear

and beget.
But the while ye follow your smooth-made roads to a fireside

safe of fears,

Shall come a voice from a land still young, to sing in your age-
dulled ears

The hero song of a strife as fine as your fathers' fathers knew,
When they dared the rivers of unmapped wilds at the will of a

bark canoe—
The song of the deed in the doing, of the work still hot from the

hand
;

Of the yoke of man laid friendly-wise on the neck of a tameless
land.

While your merchandise is weighing, we will bit and bridle and
rein

The floods of the storm-rocked mountains and lead them down to

the plain ;

And the foam-ribbed, dark-hued waters, tired from that mighty
race,

Shall lie at the feet of ])alm and vine and know their appointed
place ;

And out of that subtle union, desert and mountain-flood.
Shall be homes for a nation's choosing, where no home else had

stood.

We will match the gold of your minting, with its mint-stamp
dulled and marred

By the tears and blood that have stained it and the hands that

have clutched too hard.
With the gold that no man has lied for—the gold no woman has

made
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The price of her truth and honor, plying a shameless trade—
The clean, pure, gold of the mountains, straight from the strong,

dark earth.
With no tang or taint upon it from the hour of its primal birth.

The trick of the money-changer, shifting his coins as he wills,

Ye may keep—no Christ was bartered for the wealth of our
lavish hills.

"Yet we are a little people
—too weak for the cares of state !"

Let us go our way ! When ye look again, ye shall find us, may-
hap, too great.

Cities we lack—and gutters where children snatch for bread
;

Numbers—and hordes of starvelings, toiling but never fed.

Spare pains that would make us greater in the pattern that ye
have set;

We hold to the larger measure of the men that ye forget
—

The men who, from trackless forests and prairies lone and far,

Hewed out the land where ye sit at ease and grudge us our fair-

won star.

"There yet be men, my masters," though the net that the trickster

flings
Lies wide on the land to its bitter shame, and his cunning

parleyings
Have deafened the ears of Justice, that was blind and slow of old.

Yet time, the last Great Judge, is not bought, or bribed, or sold ;

And Time and the Race shall judge us—not a league of traffick-

ing men.
Selling the trust of the people, to barter it back again ;

Palming the lives of millions as a handful of easy coin.
With a single heart to the narrow verge where craft and state-

craft join.

Dewey, Arizona

THE FIKST CAPITOI. OF ARIZONA, PKESCOl 1 Photo by T. H. Batu
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» ARIZONA
By SHARLOT M. HALL

(^f?HE most significant fact in the jinternal development of

X the United States today is the attitude of the whole

people toward the West. The great area which Webster

and his associates regarded with indifference or contempt now

engages the serious attention of our most enlightened statesmen.

It is not easy to realize that hut for a few men this great store-

house of wealth, which has already paid back its cost a hundred

times over, might have been lost to the United States forever.

There is poetic justice, as well as keen business sense, in the con-

sideration which this once-despised section is now receiving.

When the claims of Arizona to separate territorial organization

were first pressed at Washington, Senator Ben Wade said that,

from all he could learn, Arizona was just like Hell -all it lacked

was water and good society. And Senator Wade voiced the gen-

eral opinion of his day.

Now, after scant forty years, this same land, with its kindred

areas, commands the respectful attention of law makers, investors

and home seekers alike. In it are being worked out some of the

most interesting problems of science and material improvement
that have ever presented themselves to our government, and for

it the most important piece of legislation of recent years has been

enacted. The National Irrigation Act, of June 17, 1902, was a

formal and convincing recognition of the place which the West

now holds in the Hfe of the nation, and a forecast, faint but sure,

of the inevitable greatness and importance of this portion of the

Republic.
From the first Arizona has faced such a combination of unusual

and difficult circumstances as has attended the growth of few, if

any, other parts of the West. For twenty-five years her mountains,

plains and canons were prospected, and her mines located, in the

face of constant danger from the most relentless Indians with

whom the Government has had to deal.

Nearly every great mine, especially in the south, was located

at the risk of the lives of the locators, and the development work

was hampered and frequently suspended because of. Indian -depre-

dations. Men were killed by Apache raiders in what are now

the streets of some of the richest and most beautiful towns in the

Territoiy; and the ver^' mines which today produce the largest

wealth lay idle and unworked for years because of the danger

attending any attempt to develop them.

The great grazing regions of the Territory, which have been

as valuable as any in the West, were subject to the same danger
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and restriction. A man never knew when his ranches would be

raided, his stock swept away into the mountains, and his family
and employees killed or forced to retreat to some military post
for protection.

So too the men who were attracted to the rich valleys lying

along the rivers and streams, and who planted the first farms

and orchards and demonstrated the fact that agriculture could

be and would yet be one of the great industries of the new land,

did so at the risk of their own lives and the lives of those dear to

them. They had to meet not only the isolation and hardships
common to frontier life, but the greatest anxiety for personal

liEFORE THE KAILWAV OAMK J'/ioto by T. H. Bate

safety during all the years when the Apaches were at large in

Arizona.

The character of the country itself presented its full share of

obstacles to exploration and settlement. Large areas, in some

of which are now rich and prosperous mining regions, were so

poorly supplied with water that any party penetrating them had

to carry water with them or run the risk of the thirst-death.

The broken and mountamous surface of much of the country

made road-building a difficult and expensive task—prohibitive,

indeed, in its cost to frontier communities. This was illustrated,

recently, when a wagon road built into the heart of the old Apache

stronghold cost as much per mile, for its more difficult sections,

as would have built a mile of railroad elsewhere.

The rapidity with which a country develops depends much on

the ease with which all parts can be made accessible and can join

on equal terms in the give-and-take of the world. The mountains
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and canons of Arizona for a long while set a barrier against the

development of some of her richest resources.

But if her isolation, her transportation difficulties, and her

years of strenuous Indian warfare have been to some extent obsta-

cles in the path of Arizona's advancement, she has been more than

repaid by the character they have bred in her people. They-
have given her a race of "stayers;" the congenital "quitters" came
and saw and went on in search of easier lands. The men and wo-

men who had the grit to stay were of the sort that are race-makers ,

and it is perhaps the most significant fact in the whole wonderful

story of Arizona's later growth that the men who have had deepest

ORE TRAIN FROM BISBEE MINES TO DOUGLAS SMELTERS

faith in her final greatness are the men who have known her best

and longest. It is not the stranger who has made Arizona what

she is today, but the "Hassayamper"—the man who came in his

youth and lost none of his faith and enthusiasm with the graying
of his hair.

In its earlier period the development of the entire West was at

the mercy of the difficulties that so hampered Arizona—the iso-

lation, the hostile natives, and the long distances of unknown
or little known country, across which communication must be

made over trails and roads insufficient and difficult. The ques-

tion of continued growth came to be a question of transportation.

If a fair and adequate history of the railroads west of the Missouri

River should be written, one could not desire a better history
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of the growth of the West and the conquest of the Great American

Desert, which mile by mile has fallen back before transit and level

till it has no longer a place left on the map.
When Arizona became a territory of the United States, in 1863,

her quickest connection with the East and with the government
at Washington was by stage across to the cities of Texas and thence

eastward. A letter required from four to five weeks to make the

trip
—or three, if of sufficient importance to be pushed on by

special courier. Settlers wishing to reach the Territory, or busi-

ness and mining men seeking investments, had to come in "over-

land" with their own conveyances, or by stage over routes that

were expensive and tiresome. Men going out had to allow weeks,

rather than days, before they could hear from business left be-

hind. The first mining machinery came by wagon from St. Louis

and Leavenworth. The first shipments of ore were made in the

same slow and expensive way, or by the still slower route down

the Colorado River by boat to the Gulf of California and thence

by sailing vessel around the Horn to the famous smelters of Swansea,

in Wales.

Something of what the first great linking of West and East by
a transcontinental railroad meant to California was repeated

in the hopes of Arizona as she watched the two later lines approach

her borders.

In 1878, the Southern Pacific, building east through Southern

California, reached the Colorado river at Yuma, and by 1880 had

reached Tucson, still pushing eastward. In the north the At-

lantic and Pacific (now the Atchison, Topeka & Santa F^) came

by slow steps westward through New Mexico, till, in 1883, it had

reached the Colorado river at The Needles

The completion of these roads, though they merelv crossed the

Territorv and had at first no special interest in it, was of supreme

importance. Connecting and feeding lines were inevitable and

for the past twenty years the development of Arizona has gone

hand in hand with the extension of railroad interests within her

boundaries. Year by year remote and inaccessible sectioas have

been opened to the world, till the transportation question, as a

problem, has been almost eliminated and need scarcely enter at

all into consideration of the future.

In the eyes of the world, the fame of Arizona has always rested

upon her mineral wealth. Before her very name was chosen,

men were turning to her hills and mountains with the faith which

time has so richly justified; and the men who moved the will of

Congress and made her a recognized division of the United States

backed their plea by argument in which the most convincing

facts were tons and ounces
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To most people the greatness of Arizona, present and to be,

is still measured by the many million dollars a year that roll

out from the shafts and tunnels in her hills. But in truth she has

always been more, and will for the future be tremendously more,

than a great mining country
—though she now stands the second

copper-producer in the United States and numbers two of the

richest copper mines of the world as her own.

Arizona has the largest and most valuable forest in the United

States—probably the largest unbroken forest area in the world,

covering ten thousand square miles. She has the largest tract

of agricultural land west of Kansas, and, with the completion of

the Tonto reservoir, (the largest artificial lake in the world) will

have under cultivation, with ample water, as much land as is

farmed in all Southern California from the Tehachepi to San Diego.

KKUIT DRYING IN AKJ;^L

The investigations of the Government Reclamation Service

have shown that, in spite of the tradition of her impenetrable

mountains and barren deserts, nearly one half the land in Arizona

is capable of cultivation, and with water would be immensely

productive.

Various water storage projects will, in time, create rich and

valuable farming districts in regions now given over almost wholly

to grazing or mining; but the utmost now projected will leave

great areas still unreclaimed—and to be reclaimed only by some

means now unforeseen, as, in the beautiful valley below the town

of Naco on the El Paso & Southwestern Railroad, a constantly

enlarging tract is irrigated with the water that is pumped from
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a mine some m.iles distant, and the resulting farm is one of the

finest in the Territory.

The underflow water of Arizona is practically unknown and

undeveloped, and, it may be hoped, will play no small part in

the agricultural development of the future.

AGRICULTURE

The beginnings of agriculture in Arizona were small, and de-

pendent, as was stock-growing in its infancy, on the mines and

mining. The miners came first, following the lure of gold; the

military came to protect the miners from Indian depredations;

and miners and military offered a tempting market for live stock

and ranch products.

The first cattle were driven in to fill beef contracts
;
but soon the

contractor saw that he could raise beef at greater profit in the

well-grassed valleys near at hand. Men who had been farmers

before they became miners saw that grain and vegetables could

be grown along the lowlands bordering the streams, and that

one good crop would bring a man larger and surer returns than

many a mine.

The first lessons in irrigation were taken from the Pima and

Papago Indians and from the Mexican farmers of the South, and,

when enlarged and applied with Yankee ingenuity, proved how

independent a man might be of climatic conditions and still be

a successful farmer.

From valley to valley, as the Indians retreated and the mines

developed and markets increased, the farms were extended, till

today 250,000 acres are cultivated by irrigation, and this acreage

will be increased as the work of the Reclamation Service illustrates

better methods of storing and more economical systems of dis-

tributing and using the water obtainable.

The largest irrigated area in Arizona lies in the south-central

part, in the valley of the Salt River. Here about 125,000 acres

have been brought into a high state of cultivation—watered by
an intricate system of canals and ditches distributing the flow

of the Salt and the Gila rivers.

The first canal in the valley was built in 1867 by farmers own-

ing land near the present city of Phoenix. Other canals have been

constructed and the agricultural resources of the valley have

steadily developed till further expansion depends upon the sys-

tematic storage of the flood waters of adjacent mountain regions.

Of this more is said later. The marvelous productiveness of the

soil, which may be farmed year after year without exhaustion—
indeed is only the richer after years of flood irrigation

—combined

with the almost unlimited range of products has made this great

valley famous in agricultural circles. Nowhere else in the United
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States is there such a wide range in crop possibilities. Here fields

of alfalfa and of Indian corn grow side by side; barley and wheat

ripen in sight of Egyptian cotton; and the fruits of temperate
and tropic zones may be indiscriminately mingled on one farm.

Dates of superior quality and commercial value grow thriftily

alongside of as fine strawberries as reach any early market; olives,

oranges, grape-fruit, apples, and pears may touch branches within

the limits of one orchard, and sweet potatoes, pea-nuts, Irish po-

tatoes and cabbages may elbow each other comfortably in one

garden spot

The oranges of this section are of exceptional quality and reach

the market several weeks in advance of the California or Florida

product. The grape-fruit, or pomelo, as grown in Southern Ari-

zona, takes rank for size and quality above those of any other

part of the world. This is due in part to certain peculiarities of

the soil of the citrus belt, but as much, perhaps, to the careful

and persistent selection of types and varieties by the growers
who have devoted much attention to the industry. The bitter-

ness which elsewhere characterizes the giape-fruit has been so

wholly lost that a stranger might mistake it for an enormous sour

orange of finest flavor. The Arizona grape-fruit exhibit at St.

L.ouis won first prize and special mention, and the demand is so

great that little of it ever reaches open market.

Along the ditch-banks in the southern valleys a stranger will

be surprised to see olive trees growing as thriftily and as uncared

for as the mountain ash, which has been transplanted from higher

altitudes to add beauty to the lowland farmiS and cities. No
scale ever touches these olive trees, and through the summers

they seem as indifferent to the drouth as the giant cactus just

beyond the fences. In season they bear loads of fruit that drop

in purple winrows along the ditches; though now most of it is

gathered and made into oil. The Arizona olive oil won the first

gold medal at St. Louis and was pronounced by the Japanese

government experts to be the purest and finest oil on exhibition

there. The time will come when the olive orchards of the lower

valleys will be famoiis and will yield large returns.

The mountains of northern Arizona are threaded with numerous

small valleys in which all the fruits, grains, and vegetables of a

temperate climate grow to perfection, the apples being equal in

size, coloring, and quality to those of the Ozark mountains, and

the pears and peaches especially fine. The large percentage of

iron in the soil gives the fruit the most brilliant coloring, and the

gravel under-drainage insures the richest flavor.
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Here many small bodies of land have been reclaimed by ditches

and storage reservoirs of limited size built by individual farmers.

There are yet many of these small tracts of land that will be

profitable orchard.s and farms when the best and cheapest methods
of storing the flood waters are more generally understood. Many
storage reservoirs of local importance have been swept out or

damaged because of insufficient provision for the escape of sur-

plus flood-water.

At the present time the cultivated lands of Arizona are valued

at nearly six million dollars, and the improvements at a million

and a half more. The area of cultivation will not be much ex-

.\ COUNTRY RANCH

tended till the plans of the Reclamation Service are realized;

but with the present system of intensified farming the percentage
and value of products will be steadily increased.

Nothing of a public nature since the building of the first trans-

continental railroad has attracted such general attention and

interest as the work of the Government Reclamation Service with-

in the arid areas of the West. Nothing indeed has been of deeper

importance, and it is entirely reasonable to assert that the public

gain from the ultimate development of the irrigation plans and

possibilities will be scarcely less than followed the solution of the

transportation problem that beset the older West.

It seems an eminently logical idea, though it was so slow of ac-

ceptance, that the adding of large tracts of rich land to that al-
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ready available for home-making is a matter of national import-

ance; and perhaps no more harmonious expense-plan could have

been devised than that the money from the sale of public lands

should be used in making other lands habitable.

After serious consideration, two of the largest pieces of reclam-

ation work within the immediate plans of the Service have been

undertaken in Arizona, or rather in Arizona and California, for

the latter State shares largely in the so-called Yuma project on

the Colorado River. Together these great projects will require

nearly seven millions of dollars for their completion, and will re-

claim more than 300,000 acres of the richest land in the Southwest

BALING HAY IN THE SALT RIVER VALLEY Photo by Hartweit Jc Hamaker

—land where alfalfa produces seven crops of hay in a year and the

range of products is limited practically only by the caprice of the

planter.

The Tonto Basin dam is directly tributary to the Salt River

valley and is designed rather to assure abundant water in all sea-

sons for the land already under cultivation than to encourage
the settlement of any large new area ; though the pumping system
to be developed after the dam is completed will bring some fine

bodies of virgin land within reach of water.

The work at both places is well under way, though at both it

has been hampered by the severe floods of two unusually wet sea-

sons. At Tonto the service has literally created on the spot the

power and the materials for building the highest dam in the

world, to hold back the largest body of water ever enclosed in an

artificial reservoir.
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The Tonto reservoir site lies seventy miles east and north of

the city of Phoenix, in the very heart of the old Apache strong-

hold—a deep and long-winged basin in the arms of as rugged and

inaccessible a mountain chain as may be found in the Southwest.

When the engineers surveyed the site, they rode in on horseback

over a trail that had been roughly marked by Apache raiders in

their swift retreats from the country below—a trail so rough that

no one dreamed that in two years they would be driving o\er it

in Concord coaches, and hauling over it the supplies for the big

dam in mule wagons, v

The dam site proper lies just within the six-hundred- foot jaws
of a great sandstone canon, a short distance below the junction of

Tonto Creek with the Salt river. On either side of the dam, two

huge wasteways are to be cut into the living rock of the mountain-

side; and the firm, fine-grained sandstone that comes out will be

laid in Portland cement to make the dam, which will be 270 feet

high from bed rock, and 165 feet wide on the bottom, with a top

width of 16 feet. The dam will be 200 feet long at the bottom

and 653 feet long at the top, and the water it will hold back Will

reach in a narrow, but deep lake for twenty-five miles up the meet-

ing stream-beds.

The hills along the two streams come near together and the lake

will not be inore than two miles wide, but if its great body of water

were let down at once over level land it would cover 1,300,000 acres

to a depth of one foot. Sent as it is needed down through the rock-

walled canon of the Salt river, where nothing will be lost, it will

permanently guard the farms of the great valley below from

drouth, even though the rain should be delayed for a year at a

time.

The power for the construction of the dam comes from a hydraulic

power canal, nearly twenty miles long, by which a volume of water

sufficient to develop 4,400 gross horsepower is delivered just be-

low the dam site, passing just before its discharge through 550

feet of tunnel cut through living rock and lined with tubular steel

sections of tremendous strength
—the first tunnel of the sort in

the world.

The lumber for the work is cut by the government saw mill in

the Sierra Ancha mountains, twenty miles away, and an excellent

quality of cement is made in the government cement-mill only
a short distance above the dam. Superior sand for the liquid

cement-mixture used between the great sandstone slabs is made
from a ledge of limestone just beyond the cement-mill. It is as

if Nature had long ago decided on this spot, and had put all the nec-

essary materials as near together as possible.
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The reclamation work along the Colorado includes five or more

possible projects which would result in the irrigation of more than

300,000 acres of land between the end of the Grand Canon and

Mexico. The present work, however, is all in the vicinity of Yuma,
where close to 90,000 acres of choice land (partly in California

and partly in Arizona) will be watered, and protected from dam-

aging overflows in the yearly floods of the river.

High dams at this point have not been found desirable, and the

work will consist of weirs, on the plan of those used successfully
on the Nile and elsewhere, and of canals, levees, and a drainage

system to insure the land against becoming '^water-logged.

YUMA FROM THB COLOKAUO KIVEK

There are many other points in Arizona where dams and storage
reservoirs of smaller size and cost will reclaim lesser bodies of val-

uable land.

Something has been done by private enterprise along the little

Colorado and the San Pedro rivers and on the Gila river, at Flor-

ence, where one of the richest tracts of land in the Territory only
waits a more certain water supply to yield large returns.

In the San Pedro valley, a true artesian belt has been known
for the past twenty years and many farms are successfully irri-

gated from flowing wells, v.ar)dng in depth from three to five hun-

dred feet. A strong underflow has been found in the Sulphur

Spring valley, in the vicinity of the town of Douglas, the great
smelters at that place depending for their water on wells, the deep-
est of which is less than 300 feet. The land in this vicinity is rich

and level, and the markets offered by the mines at Risbee and the
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smelters at Douglas will doubtless induce farmers_to_^ sink wells

for irrigation.

The climate of nearly all of arid Arizona joins with the peculiar

richness of the soil to make swift return for the expense of irriga-

tion. The winter mionths are like mild spring elsewhere and spring

vegetables are ready for shipment to city markets long before

those of Florida or Southern California. The summers foster the

rank growth of alfalfa and other forage crops; and with sufficient

water from five to seven crops of alfalfa are cut in a year. Citrus

fruits are ready for shipment weeks in advance of other sections

and vegetable gardens are planted in September for mid-winter

trade.

The work of the Reclamation Service is greater than the mere

watering of certain acres of land. It deals directly with the

problems of water storage and distribution that have bafJed pri-

vate enterprise, and brings trained experience and expert knowl-

edge to the solving of questions which the settlers and farmers

could not in the nature of things solve except in the most limited

way. It is the great inspiration without which agriculture in the

West would have remained indefinitely of secondary importance,

but with which it takes immediate place as the keystone upon
which all other prosperity will rest, Stock-growing has never

formed the permanent basis of any large development; mines may
reasonably be expected to be exhausted at some more or less re-

mote period; and a mining population is at the best an unsettled and

unstable foundation on which to build a state. The ultimate full

greatness of the West lies in the soil, and its realization is too near

and too large for prophesy. Most of us will live to see it and to

have our later years tinged with the wonder of it.

MINING.

When Congress after much cutting and trimming decided to

pay ten million dollars for that part of Arizona lying south of the

Gila river, a goodly number of its own members and the bulk of

the people of the East rose xip and denounced it as a sinful waste

of money—a high-handed and unwarranted exchange of sound

dollars for a desert of sand and cactus over which a few conscience-

less schemers wanted right of way for a railroad, and which, rail-

road and all. would never return one per cent of the gold bestowed

like a gift on Mexico, for territory it was well rid of.

The men who retold the old traditions of the "Planchas de Plata"

got, at first, scant and impatient hearing
—and yet the imperfect

records show that in the decade following 1859 Arizona paid back

her purchase price and had something to the good. Between

that time and 1887, she had poured $65,000,000 into the strong

boxes of the world, and in that year her governor wrote of her min-
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ing resources: "The skin has not been scratched as yet. Arizona

has never been prospected below the grass roots."

Yet this era of "grass-root bonanzas" was enough to turn the

brains of the wildest dreamers. It was as if Aladdin's lamp had

been rubbed against every hilltop and the rocks turned to gold
and silver. At Antelope Peak a party of prospectors dug out

$1,800 in nuggets, in one day, with their pocket knives, and half

a million dollars passed into various hands before the strange
cache was gutted.

Lynx Creek and the Weaver districts yielded a million each in

a few years following their discovery; and in ten years the famous

VULTURE GOLD MINE
This mine produced $1,000,000 a year for 16 years

"Vulture" mine had turned out ten million dollars, in ore so rich

that the Mexican workmen smuggled out hundreds of dollars

every month in bits of quartz concealed in their clothing and shoes.

Later, when many pack trains of ore had been smuggled out, it

was customary to make the miners strip and be searched before

they left the mine. For a l6ng time the miners and other workmen
were paid, not in coin, which was scarce enough in all parts of

Arizona, but in ingots weighed out according to the wage due each

man. Small gold bars bearing the Vulture stamp were current

exchange in Arizona for years. In all, this great mine is said to

have yielded $16,000,000.
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From 1870 to 1875, while the gold fever was still at its height,

the wonderful silver bonanzas were uncovered. If they were less

than those of Nevada, they were still great enough to bewilder the

men who found themselves taking ore that ran beyond ten thous-

and dollars a ton out of deposits practically on top of the ground.
In six years the "McCracken" and "Signal" mines had yielded

a million dollars—this in a day when ore milling less than $100

a ton was sorted out and left on the dumps as waste—the cost of

handling being so great. Before 1881 Castle Dome district had

produced $2,000,000, and in 1875 the wonderful "Silver King"

OLD-TIME PLACBR MINING IN ARIZONA Photo by T. H. Batt

was discovered and yielded ten million dollars in a few years. "Tip

Top" gave up in all $11,000,000 before its day was done.

The man who discovered the "Peck" had stopped to rest on a

great bowlder and idly scratched a piece of float detached from

the hillside. He thought it lead. In three years the ledge had

yielded $1,200,000 in silver, yet, with the strange fate of many a

bonanza, had brought its discoverers little but trouble. Tombstone,

the greatest of the great silver leads, gave up in all more than $30,-

000,000, and is yet rich.

Almost before the day of silver had begun to wane, the day of

copper was at hand. And quietly, and a long while unrecognized,

came with it the beginning of Arizona's permanent greatness as

a mining region The old bonanzas had worked ill as well as good ;

the men who had seen fortunes taken literally from the grass root*
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resented the suggestion that Nature might have locked still richer

treasures deep in the earth. No one wanted to "go down" after

what had been so long and so abundantly found on top, and so

there grew a swift and dangerous tradition that Arizona was a

land of "surface leads," and that it was sheer waste of good hope
and good money to follow them into the earth.

The persistency of a few men disproved this baseless tradition

and with deep mining came the permanent development of the

mineral resources of a vast region still scarcely "prospected."

Many of the old bonanzas, abandoned for years by the men who
scorned to "sink" after they had gutted the surface riches, are

THE CONGRESS MINE. ONE OF THE GREAT GOLD-PRODUCERS

again yielding good returns at increasing depths; and the best

paying mines in the Territory are those that burrow farther into

the earth each year.

The "Congress," probably the largest continuous gold producer,
with a record of 3,600 ounces a month for a good part of its life,

is now on the 3,000 foot level and going deeper. The "Octave,"
near the wonderful old "Rich Hill" which yielded nearly half a

million in dust and nuggets before its day was over, ranges from

1,500 to 2,000 feet in depth and has produced more than $2,000,000

in its five years of active operation.
The day of the "grass-roots prospector" is done, and men now

sink hundreds of feet on the trail of indications that would have
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meant nothing in the past, but which have led to some of the V.est

paying properties in the Territory.

The development of copper-mining in Arizona has been so quiet,

so free from anything like a boom, that few realize its magnitude.
In the Governor's report for the year ending in June 1904 it was

stated that, estimating the value at the exceedingly low price of

ten cents a pound, Arizona had in the past twenty-five years

produced $158,000,000 worth of copper; and this included only
the output of the larger mines, since no accurate record is kept
of the smaller properties.

Copper distribution in Arizona has not been confined to any
one locality. Ore assaying ninety per cent pure copper has been

COPPER QUEEN HOTEL, BISBEF, Photo by Humphries

found in the Grand Canon and rich copper indications are known
to exist in that part of Arizona lying beyond the Canon to the

north. The "United Verde" at Jerome, one of the very great

mines of the world, lies well to the north, in the Black Hills some

twenty miles north-east of Prescott; and in the extreme south-east

is yet another mine WMth. a world record- -the "Copper Queen"
at Bisbee, only a few miles from the Mexican line.

Around each of these mines have grown up cities of permanent

importance, for it is a peculiarity of copper mining that it is not

usually the thing of a day or a year, as the great gold strikes may
be. A copper "camp" is a city, and the typical copper-camps
of Arizona are among her most thriving towns. Indeed the city
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which has grown up around the mines at Bisbee is probably first

in population in the Territory, numbering more than fifteen thou-

sand inhabitants.

These "copper towns" are in many ways unique. Nature

seldom locates a great mine with reference to human convenience.

There is a saying still current with prospectors that "it is no use

wasting time to break rock on a ledge that is handy to wood, water,

grass, or level ground."
The "Copper-Queen" lead lies under a great, uptilted, ragged

mountain, facing another mountain as rough and barren, with

only a narrow, rock-walled canon between. Such scant brush

and trees as may once have found footing among the rocks have

RESIDENCE OF WALTER DOUGLAS, BISBEB

long since gone into firewood, and thickets of sabre-leaved yuccas
cover the slopes, intermingled with cactus and desert grass.

The town is flung, as if by a careless hand, over the steep slopes

down to the canon bed that forms the main street—scarcely wide

enough for two wagons to pass. The roads are graded out like

narrow gashes along the hillsides and the railroad grades climb

one above the other up to the busy shaft-houses with their black

smoke-stacks and hurrying machinery. The city is a veritable

defiance to nature—even the water is piped in across the valley

from Naco ten miles away—and yet it has handsome business

blocks as if there were level land to spare and building space on

Main Street were not valued at $700 the front foot.
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Indeed the very lack of level land has given much of its picture-

like charm, for the comfortable dwellings (there are more than

five thousand men employed by the two great mines at Bisbee,

and two-thirds of them are married and most of them own their

own homes) range tier on tier up the hillsides to the very top,

and down again into every little nook and corner of the canon.

The city has schools in which nearly 1,500 children are enrolled

and in which manual training is part of the regular course.
.
It

has four churches, and the only Woman's Club in the Territory

that owns its club house- -a beautiful building high up on the

GROCEKY 1/EPAKTMENT COPPER QUEKN STORE, DOUGLAS Photo by Huinphrie.^

hillside in the residence section, a center in the social life of the

place and a leveller upward in many ways.
In the days of the "Grass-roots prospector," it was said that

"Arizona mines have no roots," but for twenty-six years the

workings at Bisbee have gone deeper and farther into the earth

till there are miles of tunn'els and shafts and the prosperous city

above is literally rooted down among the copper-bearing veins

and richly-tinted malachite caves that underlie the rugged moun-

tain. It is said that since smelting began in 1880, the "Copper

Queen" has produced a quarter of a million tons of ingot copper,

valued.^ at more than $50,000,000.
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Five of the richest and most business-filled cities of Arizona

have their roots deep in the earth with the great copper leads

that are famous the world over.

Each one has a a line of railroad built primarily for its own use—
water works, electric lights and business blocks that would be a

creditable an}^ where. The only hint of old-time mining camp
is the ore-filled cars and dumps along the mountain sides.

Clifton and Morenci are usually named in one breath because

they are only a few miles apart, but each has its separate history

and interest.

The Clifton district is the largest in Arizona, covering forty-two

square mile? that lie like a wedge between the San Francisco and

;

y >/
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and the "Longfellow" mine. The Clifton of today is a city of

5,000 inhabitants and growing rapidly, with some of the hand-

somest business buildings in the southwest.

Morenci has passed through her own strenuous times. In 1882,

when Geronim^o let loose his raideis to phmder and murder in

southern Arizona. Morenci was the first to suffer. The renegades
divided into four bands and swooped down on the miners and

teamsters at that place, and many men were killed before help
came. The Morenci of today is a beautiful and prosperous town
with smelters of peculiar^ interest from the fact that one of them
has the largest furnace for the reduction of copper ores in the

United States.

^^^^^^^^^K '"'^W^ ^

UNITED VERDE WORKS, JKROMB

Globe, the fourth of the "copper towns" of the south, has had

a romantic and varied history. Through it flowed much of the

wealth from the silver bonanzas and the silver leads of the section

are still rich. Only ten years ago a silver nugget weighing thirty-

one pounds was found in a sand-wash near Globe.

The copper mines are among the oldest in the Territory and

have produced in all 120,000,000 pounds of copper, though they
are still considered in the development stage and the smelting

plant and works are being greatly enlarged to meet the increased

output.
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Jerome, the great copper camp of the north, created and kept

growing by the "United Verde'.' mine, has a character all its own,

as it had its own peculiar difficulties to meet in development. The
men who found it should have considered this mine predes-

tined to greatness by reason of the inaccessible and unpromising
location. The camp sits high on a lough and rugged mountain

side above the Verde valley, overlooking the Red Rock country
—

a magnificent sweep of richly-colored, massive cliffs and canons

and castellated buttes only surpassed by the Grand Canon itself.

The smelter, pouring out its stream of slag night and day for years,

has built up a huge bench along the mountain side on which the

HOTEL BUILT BY UNITED VERDE CO. FOR ITS EMPLOYES, JEROME

later works stand. Below the mine and the smelter the town

has made its way along the hillside, the "Company buildings"

looming big and city-like against the sheer slope of the mountain

rising hundreds of feet above.

In every copper camp in the Territory, the companies in opera-
tion maintain a fine hotel, hospital, reading-rooms or public library ,

gymnasium, and other conveniences for their employees. In the

south these are handsome buildings of Mission design, in harmony
with the character and traditions of the country. At Jerome,

they are massive buildings of red brick, dignified and classic enough
with their white-columned fronts to be mistaken for a college, but

for the roar of the smelter beyond and the sulphur-fumed smoke
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blown down from the great smoke-stack running like the body
of some huge black serpent up to the mountain top.

Since 1887 the workings of the United Verde have been extend-

ing farther and farther into the great deposit (for there is no true

vein) ,
but it is probable that its extent is still in a measure unknown.

The output for the year ending June 1904 is given as 30,000,000

pounds of copper matte, and, in spite of the fairy tales so freely

told, that is probably an average yearly yield.

In the earliest days of mining in Arizona the little smelting at-

tempted within the Territory was done in the crude Mexican adobe

ROASTING ORB AT JBROMK

smelters. At the famous "Patagonia," or "Mowry," mine, lead

bars were made in this way and enough silver extracted from them

in Mexican vasos to meet current expenses, the bullion being cast

into bars, worth from two dollars up to three hundred, which passed

as money all along the Sonoran border. But most of these lead

bars went by ox or mule team to the Colorado river, thence by
water to San Francisco, and again by sailing vessels to England
for extraction. The marvellously rich copper ore from the "Ajo,"

famous as the first great copper mine of the Southwest, went the

same road, and by the same way the "Planet" sent a fortune to

the smelters of Swansea.

The discovery of the rich black-oxide ores, in the Clifton dis-

trict, led to the first copper-smelting in Arizona. They were so
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rich and so free that copper ingots were made in a crude adobe fur-

nace, with a blacksmith's bellows to furnish the blast. Later a

copper water-jacket was used, the jacket being roughly cast from

the copper already extracted.

The ore from this mine was hauled six hundred miles to the

railroad in wagons for shipment, and even after railroads came

nearer it was felt to be cheaper to ship ores to other points than

to build and operate smelters in Arizona. The cost of fuel and

difficulty of getting it (the Clifton ores were smelted for years

THE ENGINE ROOM OF THE COPPER OUEEN SMELTEK, BISUEl':

with charcoal burned in the Burro Mountains, the nearest coke

being six hundred miles away), and the high price for labor and

for transportation, seemed to prohibit local smelting and many
a good mine lay idle because its ores, though fairly rich, wotild

not bear the combined expense.

Within the decade following 1890, two things of almost equal

importance combined to revolutionize mining in Arizona—the

successful development of various processes by which low grade
ores could be worked to a profit, and the extension of the railroads,

reducing the cost of fuel and transportation. They were, indeed,

inextricably interwoven. The mines could be worked because

of the railroads, and the railroads found it profitable to extend

their lines into sections where there were known to be mines

awaiting development.
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Better methods of smelting and otherwise treating ores have

been constantly developed and applied with special reference

to individual needs. The Bessemerizing of copper, which has

worked such great good to the low-grade copper mines, was first

adopted at the "Copper Queen" and then at Jerome, Clifton, and

Globe.

Where once much of this ore and all the concentrates went out

of Arizona for final treatment, there are now smelters in nearly

every district, besides -the great plants at the large copper mines,

and at Douglas, near Bisbee, where a city with a population of

more than five thousand people has grown up in four years around

DUMPING SLAG AT NIGHT, DOUGLAS

the huge plants of the "Copper Queen" and "Calumet & Arizona"

companies. These two smelters have each a capacity of 2,500

tons a day and treat ores from Bisbee, Clifton, Globe, and the

Nacozari mines in Mexico.

At Humboldt, near Prescott, a 600-ton smelter, entirely for

custom ores, is being constructed, and will be the largest custom

plant in the Territory.

The result of this local treatment of ores has been to increase

the number of working mines in every district and to stimulate

constant prospecting and development of new leads.

TRANSPORTATION
If the history of the later West can be found in the history of

western railroads, this is doubly true of Arizona. Since the pass-

ing of the old bonanza days, mining, smelting, and railroading

have gone forward together. Mule-team and pack-train trans-
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portation meant that only the richest ores coutd-'^beliandled, and

fortunes were sorted out and thrown over the dumps as waste.

When the first railroad crossed Arizona the mines worked suc-

cessfully could have been counted on the fingers of a man's hands—
on one hand probably. Many of the districts now prosperous
were wholly undeveloped and known only to a few prospectors.

Some of the largest mines were mere prospect-holes, reached by
rough pack trails over the mountains. Powder, steel, tools, and

food were sold at prices that forbade the development of any but

the richest leads.

The few big mining camps were reached by wagon-roads that

IN THB TOMBSTONE MINES Photo by Humphries

cost almost as much to build as a later-day railroad; and freigh-
ters still recall with reminiscent regret the big eighteen-and twenty-
mule teams and the huge-wheeled wagons, loaded, "lead wagon"
and "trail," with six or eight tons, or more if there were "double

trailers," of merchandise or ore, for every pound of which, in the

palmiest days, they were paid from six to teri cents on delivery.
When freight fell to two cents, and to one, the glory of the freighter

(brass-belled and red-tasseled harness and mules roached and
with tails clipped in fanciful designs) departed and the triumph
of the railroad was at hand.

From the day when her purchase price was paid to Mexico,
southern Arizona looked hopefully for the promised railroad which
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was to cross her length on its way to link ocean with ocean. After

twenty-five years of waiting, the first train crossed her border

at Yuma, in 1878, the Southern Pacific pushing eastward from

California. Two years later, on March 20, 1880, the first train

rolled into Tucson, and the old pueblo and the long-deferred hope
of Arizona touched hands with the outer world.

A great crowd gathered from all the mining camps and cattle

ranges to welcome "the black horse cavalry, the great civilizer

of the world," as a local orator termed the railroad, and the last

rail was spiked with a silver spike made from the first bullion

taken out of the famous "Tough-nut" lead at Tombstone. A ban-

CYANIDE PLANT AT THE CONGRESS MINK Photo by Hamaker

quet was held, reaching from the largest hotel in Tucson, where

covers were laid for three hundred guests, to the Papago villages

outside the town, where the original Arizonians feasted on the

joyful bounty of the later comers.

The road went on eastward, connecting a year later with the At-

chison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Deming, and the dream of a quarter

of a century was realized. It was realized again in 1883, when
the Atlantic & Pacific line entering from New Mexico crossed

westward to Needles and on to California. But, with two trans-

continental lines measuring her northern and southern width,

Arizona was for some years little better off than before.

These roads were themselves still incomplete and more con-

cerned with their own construction than in developing the re-

sources of the territory crossed. The true growth of the country
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began with the building of connecting roads, linking north and

south and penetrating some of the richest mining and farming
sections.

The first branch, completed in 1882, was an ami reached out

from Benson to Guaymas, to gather in the wealth of Sonora and

the trade of the Gulf of California. The next was the Arizona &
New Mexico, a narrow-gauge road forty-one miles long, connect-

ing the rich copper mines of Clifton with the just-comipleted South-

em Pacific at Lordsburg. This road cost $1,400,000; but the

supplies for these miines had been brought from six to seven hun-

dred miles with mule-teams and the new expense seemed small

AN ARIZONA ONYX MINE Photo by E. M. yeniiings

beside the old freights. The road was put in operation in 1883,

and the Apaches, who had for years fattened by raiding the Clifton

freight teams and capturing mules and provisions, tried to hold up
some of the early trains and drag the engine off the track by las-

soing the smoke stack with their raw-hide riatas. Several In-

dians were made permanently "good" before they decided to let

the "devil-wagon" go on its way unmolested.

In a little less than fifteen years after the completion of the

two transcontinental lines there were twelve railroads operating

in Arizona, with a total mileage of nearly 1,300 miles. Excluding
the two main lines, most of these were built with direct reference

to mining development, and many of them were owned by mining

companies.
Tucson and Yuma were the only towns of any importance reached

by the main lines. The Southern Pacific left Phoenix and the

rich Salt River Valley to the north of its line, as the Atlantic ^
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Pacific left Prescott and the mines to the south. In 1887, the

Maricopa & Phoenix road connected the largest farming section

in Arizona with the outer world and gave the great copper mines

of the south a new source of supplies.

In the north, the building of the Santa ¥€, Prescott & Phoenix

road, in 1893, marked the begining of a new period of mining and

business activity. Extending 197 miles through central Arizona

from north to south, this road reaches both the mining and the

farming sections and brings the two nearer than was possible in

the old days of- freighting by mule teams. It leaves the Santa

\VORK LIKE THIS IS GOING ON AT MANY POINTS IN ARIZONA

F^ main line at Ash Fork, passing through Prescott, the mining
center of the north, and on to Phoenix by way of the great Con-

gress gold mme.
Since it was completed, other rich mines have been opened up

along the way, and farm products of the vSalt River country'' have

found steady market in the mining camps of the north. Con-

tinuing its initial policy of developing the resources of the country,

this road has extended three strong arms, two to the east and one

to the west; and in each case a marked increase of mining and other

activity in the tributary sections has followed.

If the railroads of Arizona were not so deeply identified with

the business life of the country, they would be reckoned with the

most beautiful scenic lines of the "West, penetrating, as they do,
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the mountains once reached only by pack trails, and crossing the

most wonderful parts of the ever-narrowing deserts of the South-

west.

The Southern Pacific, for a good part of its way in Arizona,

follows the old southern emigrant trail and passes many places

of historic interest— the Picacho, a huge, splintered, hattle-ax-

shaped peak of red sandstone, that was a landmark from Tucson

to the Sonoran border; Dragoon Pass and Oatman's Flat, scenes

of tragedy in the early days and Cochise's Stronghold, the rugged

ring of granite peaks in which the Apache chief of that name took

refuge in his last bloody campaign.

ON THB SANTA f6. PRESCOTT & PHCENIX

The new line of the road, as projected from Bowie to Phoenix

and Yuma, will cross one of the most beautiful cactus-covered

areas in the south, where the giant zahuaros mingle with an end-

less variety of typical desert plants. But it will reach, as well,

a great and fertile farming region and a rich and rapidly develop-

ing raining country.

Three of the Arizona railroads which base their existence on

mines would be crowded with tourists in any land where there

was less grand and beautiful scenery going to waste. The Arizona

& New Mexico, skirting the foothills of the Peloncillo Mountains

and following the course of the San Francisco river to Clifton,

is a narrow-guage road because the cliffs and canons along its

way prohibited a wider track; and it hauls the copper and ore out
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and supplies for the mining camps in, with few passengers, be-

cause, in counting up the tons of copper, no one remembers to

speak of the beauty of the country traversed.

The narrow-gauge road which, by twists and turns sa, sinuous

as the curves of a snake, climbs over the shoulders of the Black
Hills and drops down beside the huge, busy smelting plant at

Jerome is a piece of engineering w^orth going far to see; but the

wonder of the road is forgotten in the wild, magnificent sweep of

country that unfolds below as the train climbs higher and higher

along the monutain. 'The upper Verde valley, the rich-tinted

cliffs and walls of the Red Rocks, Hell's Canon, and the San Fran-

I.N THE IIKAKT OF THE BRADSHAWS. THE CROWN KING MINE

Cisco peaks, with the Mogollon mountains to the south, stretch

out in a picture scarcely to be surpassed from the brink of the

Grand Canon itself.

The Bradshaw Mountain Railway, a continuation of the Pres-

cott & Eastern, climbs by a series of ten switch-backs up to the

very crest of the Bradshaw range, and so down into the heart of

Bradshaw Basin, one of the oldest and richest and most inaccess-

able mining districts in Arizona. For thirty years this great,

rugged, granite-ribbed tangle of mountains and canons has at-

tracted and defied the prospector. In the old days it was reached

by trail, and the possibility of a railroad climbing the granite

cliffs would have been beyond the wildest dream But the mines

were there and the railroad went to meet them, climbing the moun-
tain by such a zig-zag stairway of grades blasted out of the gray

granite cliffs as is not to be seen elsewhere in the United States,

since the switch-back is no longer used on the Northern Pacific,
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Looking back from high against the pine-covered mountain top,

seven tracks may be counted below and the caiions drop down
in rocky dips and waves till the earth seems slipping away from

the advancing train.

Scarcely less beautiful is the branch of this same road which

follows the deep, narrow canon of Big Bug Creek up to the "Po-

land" mine at the very crest of the mountain divide between that

stream and Lynx Creek. In the twenty years following 1864

these two streams yielded more than a million dollars in placer

gold, and the later yield from the quartz mines of the district has

been as much. At the "Poland" a tunnel a mile and a half long

cuts through the divide and uncovers hidden ore veins at great

depth ; furnishing, beside, a roadway through which the ores of

the opposite side reach the railroad and the mills and smelters

below.

In northern Arizona, the Santa Fe Pacific crosses one of the

most beautiful mountain and forest regions in the West, climbing

up through the tall yellov/ pines to the base of the San Francisco

peaks at Flagstaff, a great, triple-peaked volcanic cone 14,000

feet high; on past the lower, cliff-walled mountain named for Fre-

mont's old scout. Bill Williams, to the wide, cedar-covered mesas

and broad, beautiful valleys between Ash Fork and Kingman,
where another rich mining section begins. This bit of road is a

special disappointment to the tourist to whom Arizona has been

for a lifetime synonymous with desert. He whirls along for hours

through the beautiful upland, suggestive of homes at every mile,

and is only comforted when he crosses the Colorado river and

plunges into the sand-wastes beyond; where, though he has left

Arizona behind, he finds his long-cherished ideal

The one avowedly scenic line of railroad in the Territory leaves

the Santa F^ Pacific at Williams and reaches the Grand Caiion

at Bright Angel Trail, where a little town is growing up for the

accomodation of travellers. It passes through a wonderful stretch

of forest and mountain, and touches the great canon at its most

beautiful and accessible point.

The past two years have seen continuous activity on the part

of nearly all the roads in the Territory; lines have been shortened,

grades lessened, tracks relaid, and many new bridges built, some

of them massive steel structtires of great cost. In the south,

where the wide and sandy river beds present exceptional difficulty

in the way of finding solid' 'footing for bridge piers, a great steel

bridge has been built across the Salt river and a similar one is to

be built at the Southern Pacific crossing of the Gila.

The swift and tremendous floods common to all Arizona streams

present special problems to builders of railroads, and for the two
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years past much labor has been expended in repairing flood damage
and wash-outs, beside that required for the extension of lines in

construction .

The Phoenix & Eastern has pushed out through the rich farm-

ing valleys along the Salt and Gila rivers and on through the Kelvin
and Silver King mining districts, still eastward with the ultimate

purpose of forming a main line with lesser grades than the northern

Santa F^ route. Westward, the Arizona & California has made
its way across one of the most beautiful deserts in Arizona—desert

only till water is supplied, and a rich and rapidly developing mining

country
—toward the Colorado river and a coast terminus in Cal-

ifornia.

Altogether Arizona has more than 1800 miles of railroad in

active operation, and other lines under consideration for such

time as the growth of the country demands.

STOCK KAISING
The first immigrants to cross Arizona found it a thickly grassed

country in which they were glad to stop and recruit their stock.

They found too in San Pedro valley a few bands of wild cattle,

the straggling remnant of the great herds which had ranged through
the San Pedro and Santa Cruz valleys in the brief era of Spanish
settlement and prosperity.

Later, as the military posts- were established, beef cattle were

driven in fron\ California and from Texas, and almost immediately

attempts were made to graze cattle near the settlements. These

first attempts all failed because of the persistent raiding of the

Apache Indians, who killed the herders and drove off the stock.

The cattle were shifted from place to pla^^e, some of the largest

herds finding temporary refuge in the country of the friendly Pa-

pagos. till the hostile Indians were slowly driven within reserva-

tion bounds.

With the coming of the two transcontinental lines of railroad,

Arizona became one of the great grazing sections of the West.

Cattle were shipped in till there was scarcely a spring or running
stream in the Territory that was not the site of a ranch or ranches,

and the increase was so rapid and so sure that great fortunes were

made in a ^ew years.

In 1891, it was estimated that there were 1,500,000 head of

cattle in the country, beside a large number of horses running wild

on the ranges. The next year and the next came the great drouth.

Water failed in streams never before known to be affected, the

grass on the over-stocked ranges was eaten and trampled off, and

in those two summers fifty per cent of the cattle in southern Ari-

zona died—and three years later the same story was repeated
in the north.
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Since that time, the stock-growing has gone forward on a different

basis; the large ranches are fewer, and cattle are kept in smaller

numbers and better cared for. Many cattle are fattened on the

alfalfa fields of the Salt river valley and elsewhere, and Arizona

beef commands first price in the markets. East and West.

In the north, cattlemen have pushed out into the well-grassed

but unwatered region lying along the Grand Canon, and, by build-

ing artificial reservoirs and constructing dams across canons to

hold the flood-water from summer rains and melting snows, have

established profitable ranches.

That part of Arizona lying north of the Grand Canon is one of

the best grazing sections of the Territory and is fairly well stocked

A COWBOY "outfit" P/ioio by T. H. Bate

with cattle and horses owned principally by Mormon settlers.

There are still many bands of semi-wild horses in northern Arizona,

but the growing of horses on the open range is no longer a profit-

able industry.

In the south, there are left a few of the old-time large ranches

where cattle are grown by the thousands; but it is no longer the

Texas and Mexican "long horns." The cattle are well graded,

and the horses thoroughbred of famous strains. On one ranch

the cow-ponies all show the rich sorrel coat of the great "Gold

Dust" strain, and on another, the beautiful Sierra Bonita ranch,

the horses are of world-famous blood.

The unusual rainfall of the past eighteen months has again
covered the country with grass, and cattle are being shipped in

to establish new ranches. Stock-growing in general has not been

so prosperous since the first great drouth and as the alfalfa belts

widen will increase in importance. In 1904, the official report
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stated that $1,500,000 worth of fat cattle and alfalfa hay had been

shipped from the Salt river valley alone, and under the new ir-

rigation systems the amount will be doubled.

The first sheep in Arizona were owned by the Navajo and Moqui
Indians, stolen, perhaps, by the former from Mexican settlers

of Sonora. Later, the Mormon colonists brought bands of sheep
into the Little Colorado valley, and, in the years of drouth on

the coast, the Basque sheep owners of California drove their herds

by the thousands into the deserts along the Colorado river.

Sheep raising has become, perhaps, the most important branch

of the live-stock industry in Arizona. In many ways the cli-

SHEEP SHEARING BY MACHINERY Photo by Humphries

mate und conditions are peculiarly favorable. Being able to go
without water for much longer periods than is possible with cattle,

the sheep are driven all over the unwatered ranges and during
the winter months are herded in large numbers in the deserts of

the south. Here winter rains frequently bring a heavy growth
of weeds and grass, and the sheep, feeding on the watery herbage,
will go for weeks without water and fatten to perfection. As

spring advances, they are driven slowly up to the mountains of

the north, where artificial reservoirs and lakes, made of recent

years, supply water.

Many of the old cattle ranges are now given over to sheep and

the industry has proven a particularly profitable one, though here,

as elsewhere in the grazing countries, there has been more or less
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friction between sheep and cattle owners. The present provisions

of the forest reserves limit the number of stock on the_mountain

ranges and in some measure adjust the trouble.

For the future, stock-raising in Arizona will be more and more
of the farm and less of the range. The range-grown stock already
come to the alfalfa pastures for fattening and farmers raise an

increasing number of cattle on their own land. Along with these

changes, dairying has come to be one of the important industries

of the farming sections. It was a standing joke of the old days
that milk, butter, and beef were never to be found on a cattle

ranch, and it happened to be one of the jokes with truth as a basis.

shoknI I'/ioto by\Hnmphrus

When the cattle on her hills numbered beyond the million Ari-

zona imported her butter and it was sold at "six bits" a pound;
now, though the history of scientific dairying would fall within

the past ten years, Arizona butter and cream sxipply the largest

markets of the Southwest from El Paso to northern Mexico. More

than 5,000 high-grade dairy cows are kept in the Salt River and

Gila valleys, and the large creameries show an output of more

than half a million pounds of butter for the past year, with nearly
as much cheese, besides the local sale of milk and the large quan-

tity of cream shipped to the mining camps and towns outside the

dairying region.

Arizona has one "live stock" industr^^' that is not likely to be

largely duplicated elsewhere, though it has proven so profitable

in the section in which it was first introduced. The largest ostrich-

farm in the United States is situated about nine miles from Phoenix

in one for the rich alfalfa belts of the valley. Here nearly 2,000
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birds are kept on a 1,200 acre farm, and the success of the initial

venture has led to the starting of three other farms in the vicinity.

Ostriches thrive to perfection in the cUmate of southern Arizona,

and the feathers grown on the iVrizona birds are rated in the Lon-

don m.arket as more beautiful and perfect than those of the Nu-

bian birds which have for centuries been considered to produce the

finest plumes known to commerce. About two-thirds of the os-

triches in the United States are on these farms, and an official

report estimates that in ^five years there will be 10,000 birds in

Arizona, with an annual feather crop valued at $350,000.

TIMBER

The treeless areas of the Southwest are so vast that it is difficult

to realize that in Arizona, the heart of the "Great American Desert,"

lies the largest unbroken forest in the United States, probably
the largest in the world. The forest of yellow pine, flung like a

kingly mantle over the rough, mountain-ribbed Mogollon plateau,

has given northern Arizona a character and development peculiarly

its own.

This great forest covers nearly 10,000 square miles, and stretches,

with more or less extended interruptions, from beyond the Grand

Canon on the north and Bill Williams mountain on the west, south-

ward to the great rim where the Colorado Plateau breaks down
to the southern plains. It lies at an altitude of from five to seven

thousand feet, with fir and spruce and beautiful groves of quaking asp

intermingled at the higher levels, and a far-reaching fringe of

cedar-covered mesas and hills dropping down to the lower plains

and valleys. These cedar forests give much of the picturesque

charm and beauty which characterizes the uplands of northern

Arizona, and though they have no lumber value, are a comfortable

wood yard from which the Southwest may draw for generations.

The first lumber made in Arizona was whip-sawed in the Santa

Rita mountains in 1856 to make doors and furniture for the old

adobe presidio of Tubac, the long-abandoned Spanish fortress in

which Charles D. Poston held his brief but royal reign as alcalde

while the "Heintzelman" mine was sending its silver bullion, seven

thousand dollars to the ton of ore, by way of Guaymas and San

Francisco to the markets of Asia.

Lumber was also whip-sawed at Prescott and later small saw

mills were brought in to furnish lumber for Fort Whipple and

the town and near-by mining camps ; but lumbering in earnest

began at Flagstaff in 1882, when Edward Ayer, of Chicago, bought
a large tract of forest land and brought in the machinery for a

well-equipped saw mill. At this time the railroad had only reached

Winslow and the mill came on from that point on ox wagons. Late
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in the year it was ready for operation and the first product was

ties for the Mexican Central Railway.
Mr. Ayer presently sold the mill and timber tract and the fuller

development of the business has been in the hands of the Arizona

Lumber & Timber Company. Twice the mill has been burned

and each time it has been rebuilt better than before. After the

last fire the mill was made as nearly fire-proof as possible and has

been constantly equipped with the best and latest machinery,
till it is now the finest mill in Arizona and probably in the South-

west. The logs which were formerly cut near the town now come

I.OGCI.NO I.AKK NKAK FLAGSTAFF

in over a railroad extending about twenty miles through the forest

to the southward, and owned and operated by the Company. The
timber is yellow pine, and where once the market was wholly local

the demand now comes from all parts of the country. In the

East the beautifully-grained wood is more and more in de-

mand for interior finishing

The annual output of this mill is about 40,000,000 feet, varying
with the season; for deep 'snows sometimes shorten the active

working time.

Adjoining the saw mill is a perfectly equipped box factory, the

largest in the Southwest, where the short boards are turned into

boxes of all sorts and sizes. Here, in a printing machine that
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almost outwits human hands, each box is printed with its own
label—orange boxes for California, musk-melon crates for Colo-

rado, celery crates for Washington, honey boxes, dried-fruit boxes,

apple boxes by the thousand—boxes for all parts of the United

States. And one of the heavy label-stamps which fit into the

printing machine reads "Cecil Rhodes' Fruit Farm, South Africa."

Over 3,000,000 boxes have been shipped in a year from this

factory and the demand grows with the increasing use of the box-

package for fruits and vegetables.

The thriving city of Flagstaff has grown up around this lum-

bering plant and is the larger of Arizona's two "lumber towns."

THE LOWELL OBSERVATORY NE.'VR FL.4^GSTAFF

It lies scattered across a beautiful little park -like valley overgrown
with pines and encircled by great forest-covered mountains, with

the noble bulk of triple-peaked San Francisco to the north. In

the summer it is the resort of many tourists, drawn by the beauty
of the mountains and forests, and by the hunting and fishing at

Oak Creek and other places near.

Professor Lemmon, the authority on cone-bearing trees of the

West, has called this region the wonderland of the cone-seeker,

and the late spring of high altitudes brings to all this mountain

plateau such lavish and varied floral beauty as bewilders botanist

and flower lover.

On a pine-covered hill beyond and above the town stands a high
white dome of keenest interest—the astronomical observatory
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from which Professor Percival Lowell has made his extended and

rarely successful studies of the planet Mars.

He chose this spot because, after many experim.ents and trials,

he found here the clearest atmosphere and most favorable loca-

tion in the United States. He is able to follow with a much smaller

lens heavenly processes which are veiled mysteries to observers

at other places, because atmospheric conditions are peculiarly
favorable for star study.

Though Flagstaff grew out of the saw-milling industry, it has

developed other resources—notably a fire-brick made of tufa stone

and posessing wonderful heat resistance, and the great quarries,

IN THE WILLIAMS LUMBER YARDS

seemingly limitless, of brown sandstone from which many of the

handsomest buildings in the west have been erected, among others

the Brown Palace Hotel, of Denver, and the Los Angeles County
Court House.

In the western edge of the great pine belt, at the base of Bill

Williams ^ mountain, the town of Williams has grown up around

the Saginaw & Manistee Lumber Company's mills as Flagstaff

grew around the plant of the Arizona Company. A railroad is

being built north and east toward San Francisco peaks, and a very

large new timber area will be opened.

Williams is the center of the sheep-growing section of northern

Arizona and great quantities of wool are shipped from there each
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year, but its chief importance is and will be in connection with

the lumber trade.

The native woods of Arizona are capable of great development
in a decorative way. The yellow pine has a distinct and beautiful

grain, not affected by stains or other finishing treatments which

makes it of recognized and growing importance as a wood for in-

terior use. The quaking asp, which grows to large size in the higher

mountains, finishes with an exquisite satin lustre and pearly tones

in its pure white wood. The mesquite and ironwood of the south

grow to good size in many sections, and take a deep polish and

dark, richly-mingled tones which in the latter nearly approaches

-NOKMAL SCHOOL AT TEMI'iS P/toio by T. H. Bate

the beauty of onyx or jasper. The mesquite is now used for wagon

making, but its value for finer uses will presently be appreciated.

EDUCATION
With her very beginning, Arizona provided for the education

of her future citizens. The first legislature, in 1864, appropriated

funds for the support of the one school within her borders, the

Catholic Mission school at Bac, and for the establishment of public

schools where needed.

Prescott was the first town to take advantage of this appro-

priation, but in 1871 when the number of school children had

grown to nearly 2000, public schools were established in all the

towns and larger settlements.

The schools of Arizona have kept pace with her growth and are
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perhaps the best index to it. In May 1905 there were nearly 30,000

children of school age in the Territory and about $500,000 was

available for school purposes. Beside a constantly growing number
of district-schools in every mining camp and neighborhood where

half a dozen children can be brought together in regular attendance,

there are now three high schools, two normal schools, a Terri-

torial Industrial School, and the University of Arizona, which,

in addition to the courses offered by the universities of other states,

offers a special and particularly valuable course in mining.
The public school buildings throughout the Territory will com-

THR INDIAN SCHOOL, PHCENIX Photo by T. If. Bate

pare favorably with those of older states and in the larger schools

manual training is part of the regular course.

In connection with the University at Tucson, and under its

management, are the School of Mines and Engineering, the Agricul-

tural College, and the Agricultural Experiment Station. These

var}^ing interests have brought the University in touch with the

whole people of the Territory to a very exceptional degree.

Some of its buildings and their equipments have been given

by persons interested in the up-building of Arizona and her people,

and the valuable and extensive collections housed in the museum
are nearly all private donations.

In the grounds may be seen an excellent collection of plants and

shrubs native to Arizona, and the plant study is ably forwarded

by the Carnegie Botanical Laboratory, a short distance away, where

special attention is directed to desert vegetation.
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Many of the teachers now in Arizona are graduates of the two
normal schools, which are located at Tempe, near Phoenix and

at Flagstaff. Both are well-equipped and growing, schools with

enviable record for high standards and efficiency.

The three high schools are located at Prescott, Phoenix, and

Mesa; and the Territorial Industrial school, designed for the re-

straint and education of child criminals, was established at Benson

in 1903. Beside the public schools of the Territor\% there are

eight private schools maintained by the Catholic church—of which

the beautiful St. Joseph's Academy, at Prescott, is the most im-

portant.

N'->RTHERN ARIZONA NORMAL SCHOOL, FLAGSTAFF Photo by E. S. Miller

The Government Indian School just outside the city of Phoenix

is a point of particular interest to visitors, especially if they chance

to come from the East. Begining with rooms in a hotel, it has

grown to be a village in itself, with thirty well -finished houses,

wind mills, electric lights, extensive and bea,utiful grounds, and

an enrollment of nearly nine hundred pupils representing about

twenty-five tribes. Other Indian schools, both Government and

private, are located on the various Indian reservations in the

Territory and have a large local attendance.

There are now about 30,000 Indians in Arizona, but there is

no longer an "Indian problem" in the old sense. The sons and

daughters of the Apaches who followed Geronimo and Cochise

on their bloody raids farm little patches of land on the reserva-

tions, or work as section hands on the railroads, or take places
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as house servants Some of the old leaders themselves live out

harmless and idle days and are pointed out as objects of curiosity,

but no longer of fear.

Altogether the Indians of Arizona have made all the progress

toward civilization that could be expected. The Pimas, Mari-

copas, and Papagos, always farmers and peaceful, require only

land and water to solve their future for themselves. The Hava-

supai, in their wild, canon-walled home, ask only to be let alone;

the Moquis in their strange, pueblo towns wring existence from

the desert as of old; and, for the future, the Indian question is one

of help and guidance rather than restraint.

THK K10KDA>f RESIDENCES, FLAGSTAFl-

TOWNS
Beside her many mining camps, some of which are cities in them-

selves and one of which has the largest population of any place

in the Territory, Arizona has three cities that are especially

typical and interesting, each having a character and originality

of its own—Prescott in the mountains of the north, Phoenix in

the great central valley, and Tucson far to the south, looking out

toward the Mexican border.

Tucson, the oldest city of Arizona, still retains with its Indian

name something of the romance of its distant past. Something,

but not much—all trace of the little mud-walled presidio over

which the American flag first floated briefly in 1846 is gone. Al-
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most as remote is the adobe town, Spanish in character, which

grew up after the nearness of United States troops brought com-

parative safety to the Apache-harried valley.

The very outline of the old wall is lost—the narrow streets down
which the gay-decked riders dashed from the cock-pulling on San

Juan's day, and in which two wagons could not pass, are widened

and lined with modern business blocks. Only here and there

in the outskirts of the city is there a typical flat-roofed adobe

to be found, draped with festoons of red peppers drying in the sun-

The most beautiful library building in Arizona, the official de-

pository for documents concerning the Territory, faces the old

PKESCOTT

military plaza on which halted in turn the Spanish troops from

Mexico, sent to garrison the little presidio and protect the mis-

sions, and the later-come soldiers of the United States.

Where these same troops of Mexico built their little lookout

of volcanic bowlders up on the shelf-like shoulder of the rugged,

brown mountain west of the town, the Carnegie Desert Laboratory
now stands, its office and work-rooms built of the very stones

that once felt the ping of Apache arrows. Although but three

years old the work of this laboratory' is of particular interest. It

was established for the study of purely desert vegetation and of

the effect of desert conditions on plant life, and its richly illus-

trated report is the best hand book of desert flora obtainable. The
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Laboratory and its work were described at some length in the last

number of Out West, by Dr. W. A. Cannon, the Resident In-

vestigator.

Across on the low mesa, a mile beyond the city toward the

beautiful Santa Catalina mountains, stands the University of

Arizona, a group of handsome buildings in brick and gray scone

that \yould do credit to an older State. Here in their desert set-

ting they seem a very monument to the progress and intelligence

of the Territory.

Back from the University steps the city lies like a panorama—
its well-built residence sections reaching out from the busy cen-

THK PLAZA. PRESCOTT Photo by T. H. Hate

tral streets and business blocks, like a fringe, into the Santa Cruz

valley
—and far down the valley on a clear day may be seen the

two great towers of the mission San Xavier del Bac, the noblest

relic of the Spanish occupation.
In the early days Tucson was the supply center for Southern

Arizona and northern Sonora; with the fuller development of

both sections, she has been no less so, and her later prosperity
is builded solidly on the prosperity of an area so large and so rich

that there is no question of the future. Tucson, long the largest

city in Arizona, has about 14,000 inhabitants, and is now second

only to Bisbee, the wonderful "copper town" farther east.

Prescott, the "Mountain city" of Arizona, in the heart of the

richest mining region of the north, has the unique distinction of

having been a capital from its beginning. From before its begin-

ning in fact, for when the first governor of Arizona m.arched with
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military escort and wagon train of supplies into the wildemes&
to formally organize the Territory he was to govern, it was left

to him to locate his capital where he chose.

Doubtless the gold of the newly-discovered placer fields had
much to do with his choice, as it had with the coming of the troops
and the establishment of the military post of Fort Whipple, under
whose shadow the new capital found grateful shelter. The capi-
tal was deliberately located in a beautiful basin on Granite Creek
at the foot of the Sierra Prieta mountains in a virgin forest destined

to furnish building material for the new city and the fort. Broad
and ample plans were made and the Prescott of today owes much
of its peculiar charm to the wise foresight or inspiration of those

state-builders in the wilderness.

YAVAPAI CLDB, CARNEGIE LIBRARY AND ELKS' BUILDING, PRESCOTT Photo by T. H. Bate

The first capital was a double house of rough-hewn logs which

served as much for a social as for a judicial center for the new com-

munity. It is said to have cost $1,200 to line the "best room"
and put in a board floor, and, as it was too small for dancing and

other gatherings, a large canvas was spread under the pine trees

in the front yard, and there, with armed soldiers on guard to keep

prowling Indians at a safe distance, many a pleasant evening was

spent.

In the earlier years the gold of the old bonanzas flowed through
Prescott and gold dust was the accepted medium of exchange.
A "pinch" of dust, such as a man would take up between thumb
and fore-finger, was the price of a drink, a cigar, a loaf of bread,

or a cup of coffee.

Prescott was from the first a "white town" settled largely by
immigrants from the East who abandoned the . California trail

for the new land of gold. They were for the most part men and

women of the best pioneer type
—home-seekers and home-build-

ers, not unsettled adventurers. With such a beginning, the prog-
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ress and prosperity of the new city was assured, even though m
later years, after much shifting, the capitol was permanently
located elsewhere.

When General Crook on his trip through the Territory before

his Apache campaign in 1871 first saw Prescott, he said that it

might have been some prosperous Eastern town set down n the

heart of the mountains. The thrift, the neatness, the well-built

homes and schools, the absence of Mexicans and Indians in the

population, and the spirit of progress everywhere were as notice-

able then as they are today.

Of all the cities of Arizona Prescott is the most "Eastern" in

its character; it never had an era of the "bad man." never a time

ST. joskph's academy, prescott

when it was customary to serve "a man for breakfast," or when
it was a safe and popular pastime to "shoot up the town." It

has been from the start the center of a prosperous, law-abiding

community bent upon personal and general improvement.
Since the great fire which, four years ago, wiped out most of

its business houses in a single night, it has grown with a rapidity
and a substantial character and beauty seldom equalled. Before

the smoke had cleared away, men who had seen great stocks of

merchandise go up in flame were doing business in tents set up
along the plaza, and before the luins were cool, the debris was

being cleared away and material for new buildings unloaded on the

ground. There was a spirit of rivalry as to who should put up
the handsomest buildings, and the city rose out of her ashes with

new and larger beauty and went on her way as the business and

mining center of the north

But beyond her mines and business resources the homes and
schools and churches of Prescott have always been her pride. A
home town from the very beginning, it is still a city of homes.
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Mining men operating near have their homes in the city, and,

though in no sense seeking prominence as a resort for invaHds,

the cHmate has drawn many to permanent residence in the city

and pine forest surrounding it. Prescott has now a population
of about 7,000 and is the largest city in northern Arizona.

Phoenix, is the younger sister in the trio of Arizona cities, and

like most younger sisters she has had less of romance and more
of sheltered prosperity in her life. She was not born of religious

zeal, like Tucson for whom the priestly missionaries of Spain stood

sponsor; nor with a nugget of gold, if not a golden spoon, in her

mouth, as was Piescott.

A BUSINESS STREET IX PHCENIX I'/io/o hy llartv:cll a'" J/amakcr

Long before Arizona was a name the brown men of a forgotten

race saw the wide, beautiful valley, knew the fertility of its soil

and led the waters of the river out in ditches and canals to the

fields in which they grew their corn and squashes. Their homes

were still there, irregular mounds of earth and scattered heaps
of stones, when the first white men came.

These men, too, saw visions of waving grain fields, of orchards

and gardens and homes; and they too led out the water from the

river, using, to spare themselves labor, part of the old canals dug
untold years before. One of them, an Englishman who had known

Oxford and the classics before he knew the desert, remembered

the old tale of the Phoenix and the new city, rising on the ashes

of cities forgotten, had its predestined name.

Like Prescott, Phoenix, grew on no hap-hazard plan. The

broad, beautiful streets and avenues were part of the first survey

and the harmonio\is growth of the city was made sure in its be-
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ginning. Systematic tree planting and care, with perhaps the

best road-building methods in the Territory, have made it a city

good to approach from any direction—a veritable Western Da-

mascus in the desert.

Phoenix is the most cosmopolitan of Arizona cities. For its

basis it has the stable prosperity of the largest and richest agri-

cultural section in the Territory; and its general atmosphere owes

much to the quiet stability of a population rooted in the soil.

There is a sense of permanency and unforced development always

lacking in the ever-shifting mining communities.

Rut much of the mining life flows through Phoenix; it is des-

METHliDIST CHURCH, I'HIKMX

tined to be more and more a railroad center
;
and for many years

its fame as a winter health-resort has brought great numbers of

people from all parts of the United States. It is a winter city,

in which the smallness of the world is forcibly illustrated; for in

the stream of tourists one may touch hands with people from all

countries.

After shifting back and forth between Prescott and Tucson

the Territorial capitol was permanently located at Phoenix where

a beautiful "state-house" has been built of Arizona tufa, the gray
volcanic stone to which niany of the finest buildings in the Ter-

ritory owe their attractiveness. When freshly quarried, this

stone is soft enough to be carved with ease into elaborate designs,

but later it hardens till it rings like iron under the hammer.
Phoenix has now a population above 10,000 and with the fur-
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ther development of the farming possibilities in the Salt River

valley her continued growth is assured.

Arizona has, beside her greater cities, three lesser towns not

builded upon her mines and yet of present and future interest

and importance. Winslow, in the east, came into existence with

the Atlantic & Pacific railway, and for a time held the red record

of a road-end town of the old days. It is still a division town
the Santa Fe, important for the good quality of water there ob-

tainable for the engines. It was and still is one of the leading
"cattle towns" of Arizona, a shipping point for the largest open
ranges left in the Territory-. With the realization of the plans

YARD" IN I'HCENIX J -nolo ^M ilari-vell

for reclamation work along the Little Colorado river, W^inslow will

be the center of a rich farming district. Already something has

been done locally; largely by the prosperous Mormon colonists

at St. John's and elsewhere. The climate and soil are well adapted
to growing alfalfa and all the grains, fruits, and vegetables of a

temperate climate, and ultimately many thousand acres will be

added to the productive area.

Kingman, in northwestern Arizona, on the line of the Santa

F^ Pacific, also began life as a railroad town and had its own era

as a shipping point for cattle, when all the great valleys and far-

reaching mesas around it were heavily stocked. The years of

drouth crippled the cattle business in the northwest, but King-
man has taken on a later importance as the center of a mining

region rich not only in gold, silver, and copper, but in several

of the less common metals. It has, among others, the only mine

in the United States producing molybdenum in shipping quantities.
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Next to Tucson, Yuma may claim place as the oldest town in

Arizona. The original deed to the town site bears the date of

1858, and the man who located it as part of a joke had still some

forecast of its future. In her earliest years, Yuma was the gate-

way by which thousands of gold-seekers entered California and

later was the port of entry for nearly all the supplies that came

to Arizona. Steamers from San Francisco came up the Gulf of

California, laden with food and merchandise and mining mach-

inery for all the inland towns. This freight was reloaded at Yuma
into river steamers that carried it on up the Colorado river to the

landings famous in old days, Ehrenburg and Aubrey and others.
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where bull-teams and pack-trains waited to take it into the moun-
tains and desert.

Much of the ore shipped out of the Territory went the same

road, and Yuma was the doorway of Arizona for a brief but bril-

liant period. Today Yuma is the center of one of the greatest

pieces of reclamation work contemplated by the government.

Already the dams are being built that will make fruitful thousands

of acres of the richest soil in the West. Eventually Yuma will

sit in the midst of a semi-tropic garden larger than half a dozen

Eastern states and productive with a lavish variety not to be

found elsewhere in the United States.

Yuma has about 2,000 inhabitants and the Territorial prison

is located there. The town is alert and progressive and its schools

are particularly creditable. Many landmarks of the early activity

are to be found along the river, and the faint, vague foundation

of a church or mission dating back to Spanish times is pointed out
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ClylMATE
Of all the misapprehensions current about Arizona there is

none more absolute or more difficult than that concerning her

climate. The prevailing idea seems to have been taken from the

much-quoted old poem which describes how
"The Devil was given permission one day
To make him a land of his own special sway;
* « * * * *** *

He heated it seven times hotter than Hell
And then declared it would do very well."

In the average opinion Arizona is hot—all of it and all the time.

There are no mitigating spots or seasons in which to cool off

(IRANITE DELLS LAKE, NEAR PRESCOTT

In truth the climate of Arizona is so varied that a man may,
by a few miles travel, choose what he likes as much as if it were

made to order. The northern half of Arizona is a great plateau,

ranging from 3500 to 7500 feet in altitude, crossed and re-crossed

by ranges of mountains reaching up to the culminating peak
of San Francisco, 14,000 feet above the sea

Throughout this region the climate is cool in summer and cold

in winter, varying with locality and altitude. Figs and apricots

may ripen in the deep, sheltered valleys, while in the mountain

parks, twenty or fifty miles away, potatoes will scarcely mature

between the frosts of spring and fall.

All of this region is subject to snows in winter, varying from

the winter-long crown on the high mountains to the light fall that

barely whitens the ground in the lower valleys and melts in an

hour.
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The seasons, as concerning vegetation and farm products, are

very like those of the middle-western states; "corn planting time"

begins about the tenth of May and frost may occur beyond that

time.

The autumn months are warmer and usually the most beautiful

part of the year. Once in many years there is a "white Thanks-

giving," more often a "w^hite Christmas," and with the New Year

winter will usually have asserted its claim. Yet a zero temper-

ature is seldom reached and never sustained for more than a day
or two, and correspondingly the sumimer heat seldom rises to a

hundred or above.

CASTLE CREEK HOT SPRINGS

One of Arizona's health and pleasure resorts

Phoio by T. H. Bate

About midway of Arizona, north and south, the mountain pla-

teau breaks down abruptly to broad valleys and broken plains,

crossed and bordered by many ranges of hills and mountains and

declining in altitude toward the south, where it is only a few hun-

dred feet above sea-level. This is the Arizona of the average

imagination; of the health-seeker who would turn winter into

summer; the Arizona of semi-tropic products and deserts covered

with strange cactus and unfamiliar plants..

Yet here, as in the north, the climate varies much with location

and altitvide, and there is a wide range of selection for the home-
seeker. While the winters are everywhere mild and delightful,
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the summers are nowhere as hot as poptUar fancy and the stories

of John Phoenix would paint them. The dryness of the atmos-

phere makes a temperature of 100 less oppressive than 90 would

be in a moister land, and general health is never better than in the

summer season.

Unlike her next door neighbor, California, where rain in summer
is an almost unheard-of thing, Arizona has a distinct summer

"rainy season," which usually begms about the first of July and

may extend to the middle of September or later. The rain is

not continuous nor unpleasant but merely a series of heavy showers

that in a few days transform the country into a great green gar-
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THE PATIO IN A HOME AT DOUGLAS

Kibbey this significant refutation. The list of illiterates, 27,302,

included all the Indians of the old type and all the Mexicans and

Chinese who could not read and write, 16,659 in all, leaving 10,648

white illiterates, of whom 7,552 were foreign-born adults.

Of the remaining 3,096 illiterates, 1,830 were of foreign parentage,
and of the 1,260 white illiterates remaining nearly all were of Mexi-

can descent. The Governor says "I do not believe that there are

fifty illiterate Americans in all Arizona." There is in fact, probably
a much larger percentage of college-trained men and women in

Arizona than would be foimd-in the average Eastern state. It

is a fact worth considering that the requirements of the Terri-

torial examining board for school teachers have always been so

high that many applicants from elsewhere have failed to secure

certificates.

Arizona is one of the largest sub-divisions of the United States,

containing 113,020 square miles, or nearly 75,000,000~acres. Of
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CITY PARK, DOUGLAS

this about one half could be made productive agricultural land

with the application of water, and 40,000,000 acres are classed as

valuable mineral-bearing land, much of it scarcely prospected.
All of the area is of greater or less value for grazing and stock rais-

ing.

The mineral wealth of the Territory can be only roughly es-

timated, for no full yearly records of the output have ever been

kept. In copper, silver, and gold, the output for 1905 reached

about $40,000,000, the copper alone being estimated at 202,298,772

pounds. The copper production of Arizona from 1880, when

copper^mining first assumed importance, to 1904 stands on the

record as 1,587,697,560 pounds. It was certainly much more,

for no record was kept of the smaller mines

slKKKT sCKNK 1,\ ll Photo bv lluinphries
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Arizona had a newspaper, the "Arizonian," some years before

she became a Territory, and the first paper established after that

event the "Arizona Miner," later the "Journal-Miner," has been

published continuously ever since. There are now 53 papers

published in the Territory, most of which compare favorably with

the local papers of other sections.

Nineteen religious denominations are represented in Arizona,

owning in all 165 well-built and prosperous churches, valued with

other church property at $1,000,000. All of the lodges and secret

societies are strongly represented and many of them own beautiful

halls, some of the handsomest buildings in the Territory being

the lodge meeting-places.

Perhaps nothing more indicates the spirit of Arizona than the

constant activity in the development of new industries. Experi-
ments conducted through several years past have demonstrated

the fact that beets of high sugar value can be grown in all the

Arizona valleys. The present year 4,000 acres have been planted
between Mesa and Glendale, in the Salt River valley, and a factory

with a capacity of 800 tons a day will be ready for operation as

soon as the crop is matured.

The development of Arizona has been general and harmonious.

It can scarcely be said that any one section has greatly out-stripped

the rest, though each has grown along the lines which its own re-

sources made natural and necessary. The people have a pride
and patriotism which is more than local and includes the ambition

to make their own land as great and worthy and progressive as

any division of the United States, East or West.

Like a climber whose earlier efforts have won him firm footing,

Arizona is ready to enter upon an era of stable and enlarging pros-

perity, and if left unhindered will work out her own problems to

ultimate greatness, and the best good of her people.
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JOINT STATEHOOD OR JUSTICH?
WT HAS seemed to the editors of Out West that no better

I use could be made of its pages for one month than to

surrender them almost entirely to a sober and deliberate

presentation of the facts concerning that lusty and vigorous next-

door neighbor of California, which has not yet been admitted to

the sisterhood of States. When the plans for this number were

formulated, some months ago, we had slight suspicion that the

attempt, which failed signally at the last session of Congress, to

wrest from Arizona her individuality and independence and force

her into an unwilling union with a neighbor, would be renewed.

Still less did we suspect that all the power of the Administration,

and every ingenuity of party machinery would be relentlessly

used to force through a measure so clearly unreasonable and un-

righteous. We did believe—and do still believe—that if the

people of the United States generally understood the precise

conditions existing in Arizona today, the extent and permanence
of her resources, the patient and law-abiding industry of her

citizens, and the high order of civilization developed within her

borders, they would not much longer permit a few partisan legis-

lators, for purely partisan reasons, to withold from their fellow-

countrymen in Arizona the well-earned right to administer their

own affairs and share in the national councils. To set forth these

facts convincingly, and to correct the amazing misconceptions

popularly current, this number of Out West was planned.

For the Arizona of Eastern fancy is a blend of sheer igno-

rance, of misunderstanding, and of the grotesque misinformation

purveyed by the common, or garden, variety of short-story-

writer. It is a land of the train-robber and the desperado
—a

land of the side-winder, the Gila monster, the scorpion and the

centipede
—a land of the cowboy and the prospector, strange of

garb, weird of speech and dangerously quick on the trigger
—a

land of the gambler and the prostitute
—a land like that

" some-

wheres east of Suez, where the best is like the worst, Where there

ain't no Ten Commandments, and a man can raise a thirst."

How remotely unlike this fervid imagination is the real Arizona

of today
—a land of thriving, prosperous, busy communities,

where people surprisingly like you and me are making their liv-

ings and raising their families after fashions surprisingly like

yours and mine—will be realized by all who read Miss Hall's

balanced, moderate and comprehensive study of the Territory to

which we give so much space this month.

I do not now propose to discuss Arizona's entitlement to

present separate Statehood. This was brilliantly and conclusively
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done by Mr. Lummis in successive numbers of Out West two years

ago, and since that time; and the preceding pages of this number,
if rightly read, should clinch that argument. Nor shall I even

enumerate the reasons which cause not only all Arizona but prac-

tically every one who knows Arizona to oppose the proposition
to unite her with New Mexico as a single State, though the rea-

sons are numerous and sufficient. The case against Joint State-

hood is proved to the hilt by just two facts—the pledge of the

people of the United States, made by Congress in their behalf,

and the all but unanimous will of the people of Arizona. Here is

the pledge, as it appears in the Act establishing the territorial

government of Arizona:

That said government shall he maintained and continued
until such time as the people residing in said Territory shall,

with the consent of Congress, form a State government, re-

publican in form, as prescribed in the constitution of the

United States, and apply for and obtain admission into the

Union as a State, on an equal footing with the original
States.

Surely no hint here that a later Congress, at the will of i

Rough Rider President, would undertake to rope and hog-tie

"said Territory," and drag it into the corral of a neighboring

Territory, there to be branded with Statehood of such device as

suited the neighbor.

As to what the will of the people of Arizona really is in this

matter, no man seriously doubts. I spent the larger part of

November in the Territory, travelling through it from one corner

to the other and talking with hundreds of men of all classes. I

did not find one man who did not declare against Joint State-

hood. If Arizona were now offered the alternative of accepting

Joint Statehood or remaining a Territory for ten years more—or

twenty—the majority against Joint Statehood would be over-

whelming. It has indeed been feebly suggested that the mining
and railroad corporations are opposed to Joint Statehood. That

happens to be true, but since it is also true that at least ninety-
five per cent of Arizonians are on the same side, it does not seem

to be a very weighty argument against that side. It may, how-

ever, be a good enough Johnson to assist such senators as, say,

Piatt and Depew and Allison and Dryden in rebuking sternly the

efforts of great corporations to dictate—in Arizona.

There is another fact feven more impressive than the attitude

of Arizona herself towards Joint Statehood—for this might con-

ceivably be the unreasoned result of local pride
—and that is the

attitude of her nearest neighbors. There are five States which

share boundary-lines with Arizona or New Mexico—California,
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Nevada, Utah, Colorado and Texas. These five have twenty-
nine representatives in the Lower House of Congress, and of the

twenty-nine every vote save one was cast against this union by
force. In this instance, at least, the Representatives truly repre-

sented the opinion of their constituents.

It would be bad enough if this attempt at a monstrous injus-

tice were the result of the deliberate judgment of Congress. The
shame of it is aggravated by the fact that the will of Congress
itself is confessedly ignored. There is not even a pretence that a

majority of the House of Representatives is in favor of the Joint
Statehood Bill as it stands, on its merits. It is cynically ac-

knowledged—nay, it is boastfully proclaimed—that the vote in

the House the other day did not represent the will of the majority
of the House, perhaps not even of the Republicans in the House,
but that it was a personal triumph for two men—the President of

the United States and the Speaker of the House. If either the

shadow of the Big Stick or the crack of the Party Lash had been

withdrawn, there is not the smallest doubt that the pleading of

Arizona for simple justice would have been effective. Blind parti-

san zeal is not particularly surprising from Speaker Cannon, but it

is out of place in any President—most of all in one who is a pro-

fessed exponent of the Square Deal.

A Pyrrhic victory this will prove for both President and

Speaker
—and I believe an utterly useless one besides. For the

Senate still has its word to say, and neither Big Stick nor Party
Lash are quite so intimidating, or so effective, there as in the

House.

I never thought to be so thankful for the Senate—for this

Senate, at least—as I now expect to be.

Charles Amadon Moody.
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IN PURSUIT or A GRAVEYARD ;

Being the Trail of an Archaeological Wedding Journey

By THERESA RUSSELL

CHAPTER II

THE TRADING POST
" And I shall thereupon
Take rest ere I be gone

Once more on my adventure strange and new."

HE floor of our room was carpeted in Brussels, so

that even in the desert we trod upon roses, with

tacks for thorns, each strip being thus fastened

to the bare, uneven boards, for a saving of needle-

and-thread labor. The low ceiling was canopied
in muslin, spiked on by the same forcible method.

Between them, near the middle of the apartment,
flourished a supporting pillar, festooned full

length in prismatic bunting.
An expansive square table was loaded to the groaning ( never mind

whose groaning) with a collection of objects. Sainted images were

satellites to the central sun—a marvellous pincushion containing no

pins, eloquent testimony of the thrifty state of the family aesthetics

with its corresponding disregard for the trifling points of utility.

Back of the toilet-stand the white-washed wall was protected by a

pinned-up newspaper, whereon you might peruse words of editorial

wisdom while you washed. These, however, were not of so engag-

ing a nature as to defer your appearance at the breakfast table.

Here you find assembled the family in toto—the first time, indeed,

that it has been in such complete toto for many moons. The four

children are just home for a vacation from their various schools :

an aunt from Albuquerque is a newly arrived guest, and the Senor

himself has recently returned from a trip East, A picturesque

assortment of nephews and cousins completes the family circle, or

rectangle, to be accurate, for you discover them arranged in rollick-

ing rows along the festive board—why, yes, I should think "festive"

a fitting term to apply to a red tablecloth decorated with newspaper

doilies in black and white, shouldn't you?
At the head of this happy arrangement sat the Senor, a man of

some fifty interesting and prosperous years, whose seasons had

brought portliness to his form, just verging comfortably towards

corpulence, and shrewd benignity to his face. From his Saxon

father came the gift commercial; from his Spanish mother, the

inimitable Latin courtesy. The one faculty had enabled him to

accumulate a fortune; the other, with its twin trait of generosity.
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had prevented him from keeping it. One had made him successful

in business
;
the other had won him the reward of many friends.

"May I have the pleasure, Madam?" is his gracious inquiry as he

fills my plate with a substantial breakfast and goes on without pause
to address in their respective languages his Spanish relatives and

Navajo servants. Equally fluent in all three tongues, his utterances

flow as smooth and swift as cream from the jug.

It wasn't a jug, however, that held our coffee trimmings that

morning. The evaporated fluid was brought on in the original

package, and as it was my first set-to with this ubiquitous denizen

of the desert, I looked askance at the little round tin with the two
little round holes punched in the top. As I now view in retro-

spective vision the multitude of these cans punctured and emptied

by my own hand, memory wades through a veritable Milky Way,
unstintedly strewn with shining tin stars. But every intimate famil-

iarity was once an untried novelty, and at the sight of this one I was
fain to whisper surreptitiously to the Man of Science, "How do you

get it out?" but that Mine Host anticipated and explained, "Just

tip it almost upside down and shake it. No, don't wiggle it that

way ! Shake it in strokes."

But this accomplishment was no sooner mine than another prob-
lem was passed up for solution. It consisted of a large platter

heaped with tortillas. I was as embarrassed as I knew how to be.

I did crave a sample—^but a whole tortilla! Again our host to the

rescue. "Why, you just hold the top one down with your knife, so,

and tear off with your fingers as big a piece as you want."

A favorite dish was the capacious tureen of chili—not capacious

enough, ho\yever, for it was soon emptied and sent kitchenward

for replenishment. The Anthropologist fell in love at first taste,

but as for me, I still prefer ice cream.

After breakfast we all went over to the store. I found the term

demanded a liberal interpretation. The "store" proper, occupying
the middle of the long stone building, was flanked on one side by a

big ware-room, and on the other by a sleeping room and a room-of-

all-work.

In this last, ranged along the walls at a respectful distance from

the center table, stood furniture of infinite variety. An .^.olian

was there, a sewing machine, a grate and chimney, guarded on either

side by shelves of unbound magazines. Opposite, a wooden bench

supported a bucket of water, and the cup that stood by it. Near

by, a wash-stand lifted up its little bowl, and lived on neighborly

terms with the wide bed in the corner. The next corner was in-

habited by the Post Office and Place of Business, where the type-

writer clicked busilv.
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In the well-filled book-case one came upon autographed copies of

the stories of a distinguished writer who had been a guest, and on

the wall hung a painting presented by another guest, a well-known

artist. This picture enjoyed the mural companionship of a Swiss

clock, a portrait of the family, grouped with painful but praise-

worthy precision, an ornately framed diploma or two, and a genuine,

priceless Correggio, heirloom brought, generations before, from the

land of religion, warfare and romance.

After a morning spent in revelling over the treasure trove of the

Navajo silversmith and blanket-weaver, until we were ashamed to

look another spoon or rug m the face without adopting it by pur-

chase, I was committed to the merry mercies of the Senorita, and

we went ofif to play. She conducted me straightway to a room full

of old trunks, opened up one after another, and displayed, to my
deUght, her own pride, and our mutual entertainment, all her pretty

possessions, inherited and acquired. The former were more inter-

esting, particularly the quaintly beautiful gowns with accessories,

which her mother had worn in a day gone by.

"Let's dress up and be kodaked," I suggested.

"Bueno !" she agreed.

After a delightful, and not too brief, session of prinking, charm-

ing Miss Butterfly was ushered into her father's presence and pre-

sented as "Senorita Rubelino," the maternal name. He threw a

quick, quizzical glance at the demurely resplendent figure, decked

out in pink-and-white silk of a much beflowered and beruffied

fashion, of a dainty lace and gleaming jet trimming, adorned with

jewels and provided, as behooved a maiden of Castile, with coquet-

tish fan and teasing mantilla.

"Humph!" was the paternal verdict. "She's not half so hand-

some as her mother was at her age."

La Sefiora herself blinked affectionately at the bright vision of

her vanished youth, but preserved her accustomed jellified silence—
all plump and shiny and quivery, prone upon being gently shaken

by enjoyment to cleave into slow, sweet fissures of smiles. Present-

ly she asked a question in her husky, difficult utterance. On hear-

ing the reply, she aspirated another remark, the evidently joyful

nature of which sent her frolicsome auditors into spasms of mirth.

One observed these anti-lugubrious attacks to be of a cheerful

frequency in the household. The kettle of fun seemed to be per-

petually simmering over a fire of good-natured raillery, ready to

boil over if stirred up by the flimsiest splinter of a joke

As soon as she was able, the Sefiorita hastened to interpret to

us, for her mother's knowledge of English was about as limited as

our own of Spanish.
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"She says, 'How much you weigh, child?' I tell her. Then she

counts up and says, 'I weigh seventeen pounds more than twice as

much as you !'

"

"Santa Maria!" the girl went on, "and must I some time be as

fat as you ?"

"Si, si, querida mia," breathed the buxom dame, with complacent
confidence.

"But never !" in vehement denial. "I shall be a slim saint, a pooi

Sister of Charity, and walk leagues every day to give away alms

and lose flesh."

Whereupon she pirouetted out of the room, whistling the tune of

a very worldly and unsanctified waltz.

Back of the Post, across the arroyo, rises a large butte. To ascend

this, what time the evening shadows are also climbing wearily up
its ragged slope and from its cactus-crowned summit, to watch for

that "certain moment" that "cuts the deed off, calls the glory from

the grey," is to exult in the blessing of eyesight as Heaven's choicest

gift to man.

"Well, what do you think of it?" asked the Man of Science.

"What the Amoeba doubtless thought of the Megatherium. How
can there be so much of anything?"

"Already? Well, you'll just carry that little problem of Immens-

ity around with you as long as you run about in the desert. You'll

never be able to leave it behind. You may shut your eyes, but you

cannot help knowing—"

"That the miles are long and your thirst is growing?"
"Amen. And your spirits are bluer than the sky—"

"When there's never the ghost of a trail hard by."

"And a trustworthy guide is ever more rare than a day in June.

The truth do you never get for the asking, and knowledge you

buy with a whole soul's tasking."

"An it please you, kind sir, I am thirsting for information right

now. Could you be persuaded to hand out a cold fact or two ?"

"Gladly, if I could first be persuaded that that is what you really

want. But it's been my observation that cold facts are so many
wet blankets to you, tolerated for medicinal purposes only. I'll

wager you an Indian bracelet that what you have in mind is that

I shall contribute some opinion or theory or postulate or hypothesis

for you to work over in that syllogistic gymnasium you keep up
there under your chapeau—now isn't it?"

"I never did like bracelets, anyhow ! They're barbaric. And be-

sides, there really is a fact connected with it. Even if the Admoni-

tion of Science be to 'touch not, taste not, handle not a theory,' I

thought perhaps it might be allowable for you just to look at one,

being properly chaperoned by a dignified Datum."
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SENORITA KUBELINO'

"Bring on your plunder, then, and we can pool our ideas, any-

way."

"Well, then, there are two regions in which to live seems to reduce

a man to his lowest terms."

"Necessity being the Greatest Common Divisor?"

"Precisely. And those, of course, are the extremities of heat and

cold, the Arctic and the Desert. Now you have an intimate, per-

sonal knowledge of both of them, while my acquaintance is second

hand. And by this hand-me-down method, at least, you get one

uniform impression."

"And that is?"

"And that is that while in the very last extremity the effect is the

same, ultimately benumbing, the antepenultimate cry, so to speak,

rings diflFerent."

"In what way?"
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"The freezing man llings a last robust curse in the teeth of the

raging Enemy that is beating, pounding, buffeting the life out of

him. But the heat-smothered, thirst-tortured victim clutches waver-

ingly at the remnants of the reason sucked remorselessly from him

by a serene, smiling Siren, and whispers for mercy. Is that true?

And why should it be so?"

"Your first question I shall be obliged to answer in the words of

the moriturus Mr. Wiggs, 'Land sakes, Nancy, how c'n I tell? I

ain't never died yet !'
—

although there were times when it was no

one's fault but my own that I did not—but there is a measure of

truth in the distinction, and perhaps you have hit upon the explana-

"that little problkm of immensity"

lion in that word 'siren.' If we must personify them, the North, of

course, typifies the mascuHne in nature, and the South the feminine."

"Sure. I see. The Snow King is rough, frantic, frankly cruel.

The Sun Queen is suave, alluring, treacherously cruel."

"Neither is cruel at all. The trouble with this whole interpreta-

tion is that we insist upon reading ourselves into these places, when

we do not belong there. If we could only take them impersonally,

without projecting our own alien needs into them and entering com-

plaints, besides, if our environment—which did not choose us, but we

it—does not happen to be able to supply what we want and failed

to bring along. If we could learn to consider dispassionately, . we

should be better able to grasp the real meaning and beauty of them

both."
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"But even so, in this dift'erence between them, does the balance

fall in favor of the North ? Is it true, as the books, unconsciously

perhaps, lead us to believe, that the Arctic clarifies the vision, hard-

ens the muscles, stimulates the nerves? And that the Desert de-

ludes the sight, exhausts the system, and makes morbid the senses?

Is it fascination only that the passionate Desert arouses, while our

glowing admiration is reserved for the virile Arctic?"

"Can't prove it by me. I am neither advocate nor judge. Be-

cause I have suffered in them both, I love them both, and love does

not analyze."

'^ f-'

ITP ITS KAGGKD SLOPE"

"Well, if the Desert is 'das ewige Weihlich,' it is with excuse

that she 'sieht uns hinan.' It is her right to be beautiful, her pre-

rogative to be mysterious, her privilege to beguile."

"Granted. And she has oases."

"Mirages, too."

"Both are feminine."

From far below came through the dusk sounds of a violin and

liquid Spanish melodies, bursting into ebullient bubbles of laughter.

"It appears," I remark, "that we are missing either some of the

fun all of the time, or all of the fun some of the time. Let's go

down and see what's up."
Stanford University.

(To be continued.)
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A MATRIMONIAL MISADVENTURE
Fitz Rupert's First Essay in Wedlock

By FRANK ROBBINS

fHAT client of mine (said the Judge one evening after

dinner) has always been a center of adventurous activity.

Adventures come to most of us—to some more than

to others—but Fitzgerald Rupert seems to have created them

naturally. I suppose it was, or is, his peculiar, hereditary ten-

dency. Given the most trivial and commonplace incident, he can

unconsciously involve himself in a series of situations which,

taken with his active method of dealing with them, can only be

considered in the light of adventures.

In the early '80s, finding himself penniless in New Orleans (as

the result of one of his characteristic acts) his old friend, the

Chief of Police, giving him a hint, he shipped before the mast

upon a small brigantine, with auxiliary steam power, bound upon
a voyage—he knew not where. Seventy-five dollars per month

is unusual pay for sailors, and to one of Fitz's wit it was evi-

dent that there would be some unusual work done to earn it.

Once clear of the South Pass and bound down the Gulf, the

number of the crew, the cut-throat, hybrid class to which the

majority belonged, the small, but strong and heavy, cases of

which the cargo consisted, the presence of a number of passen-

gers
—

little, dark men much given to the display of begilt mili-

tary uniforms and an easy assumption of authority
—all these,

to one who was not blind, nor foolish—and Fitz was neither—
placed the fact that the expedition was a revolutionary, or filibus-

tering, one plainly in evidence. It was not long before its ob-

jects and plans were known to everyone on board.

The cases of arms and ammunition were to be landed at vari-

ous points along the coast of Honduras, through the surf, or in

the estuaries of the small rivers which could be entered by the

light, draft craft. This was all safely accomplished. The brigan-

tine then lay ofT and on at night among the Bay Islands
; retiring,

by day, to inconspicuous bays, or creeks, as other vessels had

often done in the days of long ago—as, say, those of an ad-

venturous great-grandfather of Fitz's might have done, he being

engaged in a lucrative, private adventure of the war-play.

The vessel now waited for her consort, a large passenger-

steamer which was to leave New York upon a certain day with a

similar crew. The two were to attack Puerto Cortez. Simul-

taneously with this, the revolutionists were to rise—armed with

the material already distributed by the brigantine. It was one of
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those eommonplace incidents from which Fitz always evolved

adventures.

The matter went quietly enough and was just growing monot-

onous when the consort hove in sight. Volumes of black smoke
were pouring from her funnels—she was under forced draft and

evidently in a hurry. The cause of this was immediately in evi-

dence in the shape of a big, black, United States gunboat, belch-

ing forth smoke, and with a fine, white "bone in her teeth." The

brigantine literally took to the woods; and, in the course of an

hour, was snugly ensconced among the mangrove trees in a nar-

row creek with her topmasts and hamper down upon the deck.

The air was blue with caraccas and carambas and damns and

other excitement. The vessel was safe for the time being, but

it could only be a matter of a day or two when she would be fer-

reted out by a sharp-snouted steam-launch filled with blue-

jackets, a machine-gun in her bow and the gridiron of Uncle

Sam floating at her stern. It was only another "lost cause;" but

the little dark men did not seem readily reconciled. In fact,

they were frenzied and raved of "betrayal" and also of "revenge,"

and were downright nasty about it; however, out of the talk and

anger something was crystallized at last. The little, dark men
and many of the cut-throat hybrids, Fitz and five other decent

enough American lads were landed, well-armed and not reluc-

tant; while the brigantine with her officers and normal crew,

trying to look as nearly like respectable merchant mariners as

possible, put to sea.

The landing-party marched back into the country for a full

day and found themselves out of the low-lands and among pretty

rolling hills with signs of cultivation in the shape of small banana

plantations scattered here and there. The natives were not

frightened
—not even much disturbed. They were so poor that

they felt their security in having nothing to lose.

The following day the party marched during the morning; at

noon they went into camp. There was evidently something

doing; for, that afternoon, men were detailed to reconnoiter.

Fitz was one of these. They crawled through the chaparral and

came upon an opening in a hill upon which was placed a large

adobe country-house; evidently a seat of importance, for people
were bustling about—apparently domestics—and upon the ver-

andas there were several ladies engaged in reading and sewing,

entirely oblivious to the scouting party.

The little dark men chattered among themselves and it came

out that this was the country place of Don Luis Bogran, the

presidente; that it was to be attacked and destroyed that night;
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that there were probably jewels and money to be found and that

there was revenge anyway; that there was no possible danger to

the attacking party, as there were only the ladies and children

and the servants—maids and mozos. It was very easy, in fact.

When it was all over, they would all creep over the border into

Balize or Guatemala, divide the loot and separate.
The profit of this incident did not, somehow, appeal to Fitz,

who turned to the other five decent American lads—with whom
he had grown more or less chummy—and asked, "How about

those ladies, boys?"
The situation, as far as the half dozen were concerned, de-

veloped rapidly ; they deserted to the enemy, carrying their rifles,

pistols and ammunition with them.

This blood and thunder sort of thing is not pleasant (said the

judge), so I will skip as much of it as possible. The household

was frightened at the appearance of the deserters, but explana-
tions were made, the house was barricaded, and when the attack

followed—after Fitz had quite quixotically stepped out to warn
his ex-comrades to go away, getting a slight bullet wound for

his trouble—a sharp shower of lead flew back and forth. It was
hot enough for a half an hour; then, to the surprise of everybody.
Gen Bogran with a troop of his guards rode up. The war was
over and the attacking party scattered and disappeared—ob-

sorbed by the country, or going into exile, it matters not, such

things being quite in the ordinary down there.

Fitz was good looking
—he was also slightly wounded; hence

was of the finest material of which to make a hero. In conse-

quence he now found himself one. Gratitude, sympathy and ad-

miration all fell to his share. He found himself well fed, well

clothed and petted
—the guest of the political and military leader

of the little republic.

Before his slight wound had healed, he was a colonel in the

Honduranian army. That his regiment only existed upon paper
was not of the slightest consequence. His pay was large, but,

unfortunately, that, too, was not tangible. However, when one

is in his tempestuous twenties, anticipation is as good a thing to

go upon as any. He was well fed and well clothed and had as

much credit as the others; then, too, there were cock-fighting,

billiards, monte and the lotteries—and his luck and skill were as

good as the best; so he always had a few pesos to jingle in his

pockets and medios and cuaxrtillas in plenty to be lavish with

mozos, mozos and the children. Nevertheless the situation would

soon have become unbearably dull had it not been for the ladies.

Special among these was a lovely widow. She was not a native.
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What her nationality was it would have been hard to determine
—she spoke half a dozen languages without an accent and was

witty in all of them. She was called Madame Diamant. Her

age was—well, that was about as uncertain as her nationality.

She was not a child
; she was just a brilliant and beautiful wo-

man. Of course, Fitz fell in love with her—that was nothing.

They were all in love with her from the presidente down. But

singing, sighing, jealous love, such as the others made, was not

of Fitz's sort. He was essentially a creature of action—his eyes
met hers boldly and looked straight in, his words were direct, his

arms reached for her.

It is hardly polite to say that the widow met him half way;
let it suffice that he won her by direct assault.

There was not much delay. They were married while the

others were still singing and sighing. It was a grand wedding
and there were great doings.

The wedding gifts were grants of land, concessions and prom-
ises—as before, paper and manana. But Fitz himself received

one present which was real, and pleased him highly. Strangely

enough it was from the bride. It consisted of a pair of splendid

pistols. The stocks were of ivory and the metal was damaskeened

with both gold and silver—they were no toys, but great, ser-

viceable things of enormous bore, and were accompanied by a

belt of cartridges, the belt itself being an exquisite bit of leather

carving. The whole was a fitting present to a soldier from a

soldier's bride. The only other useful present, strange to say,

was also paper; it was a draft upon a responsible German com-

mercial house for a considerable hum of gold, sent anonymously.
The result of this last gift was that the happy couple determined

to go to California for their wedding trip.

By easy stages they crossed the mountains on saddle mules and

embarked upon a mail steamer for the north.

Ah! That was a honeymoon, if you like. A fine, roomy ship;

the bridal chamber; the great, still Pacific; the star-lit nights

under the mild tropic skies—but, alas ! we are no dreamers and

at our time of life (I did not like this unnecessary, personal

digression) one's sentiments are more in tune with the prattle

of children than they are stirred by sympathy with early adult

passion. It is enough for us to know that Fitz had no eyes as

yet save for his bride's bea-uty and had not thought of a dozen

questions concerning her which were inevitable when he got

down to his normal bearings.

The Golden Gate came only too soon and the great ship en-

tered the bay. Out came the quarantine launch and then the

customs' boat.
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Colonel Fitzgerald Rupert descended to the saloon and made
out his declaration concerning his baggage and that of his wife :

"None but personal effects, nothing dutiable."

The tugs came out and began nosing the ship into her berth

at the wharf. Bells jingled and jangled. Heaving lines were
thrown and hawsers followed. Mates bawled out their orders,

and finally all was made fast. The engines stopped ;
the gang-

way was brought aboard, and the passengers began to quit
the ship.

The trunks and bags of Fitz and his bride were opened for the

inspectors. Conspicuous in the former's bag lay the great pistols

and their belt of cartridges. The inspector had glanced through
the luggage, run his hand hither and thither amongst the cloth-

ing, and was about to close the covers and mark them with his

bit of chalk when another inspector entered the stockade. He
was a beefy, grizzled, experienced-looking chap.

"Hello, there !" said he. "Hold on ! We had better have an-

other look at that baggage—I know this lady," and with a fa-

miliar grin he turned to Madame. 'T did not expect to see you
out here, Marie."

Fitz's feelings may be imagined. He turned red at first and

then very pale; with his best effort at self-control he asked the

officer: "Do you know Mrs. Rupert, my wife?"

"Know her?" exclaimed the newcomer. "Rather! I don't

know you, my bucko, but I surely know the notorious Diamond

Marie, the craftiest smuggler of two continents. Why !
—" He

got no further, for Fitz's fist was in his face and down he went

upon the wharf. Fitz rushed towards his bag—doubtless for orte

of his big revolvers. These matters progress swiftly. Before

he could gain his object his wife had thrown herself upon him,

beseeching him, with cooing accent, to restrain himself. "It is

all a mistake ;
it will be explained," she said. In another minute

her hero was in irons and in the hands of two burly policemen.

As he was dragged to a carriage his wife exclaimed volubly :

"It is an outrage—it will be but for a few hours—I will see our

consul at once—I will go to the Occidental—you will find me
there." And then, despite the policemen, she threw her arms

around his neck and gave him a dozen fervid kisses.

Madame was mistaken. It was not a few hours. The majesty

of the law had been outraged. The papers were full of it; the

customs people were enraged ; there was a deuce of a time. The

Honduranian consul came ;
a lawyer came ; nice, little notes came

from Madame, written upon the hotel paper, explaining that her

zeal in his behalf prevented her coming to him, and that, of
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course, nothing of a contraband nature had been found upon the

re-examination of their luggage, and that his impetuosity alone,

in resenting the officer's insolence, had involved them in the

scrape. The notes always concluded with many endearments.

A day or two passed without any note ; then, with great em-

pressment, the Honduranian consul came to inform Fitz that

he was free. He hastened to the hotel and was shown to his

rooms. His wife was not there to receive him. Inquiry brought
the information that she had gone to the country for a few days.

There was a distinct shock in this, particularly as there was no

line of explanation. The luggage was there, save the one trunk

containing his wife's most valued personal effects. His own be-

longings were in place. The great pistols were particularly in

evidence, and lay, with the handsome belt, upon a dressing table

—a bunch of somewhat withered roses lay on top of them.

While Fitz sat wondering, a card ;was brought up. The name
thereon was rather Hebraic and strange to him

;
he said, however,

that he would receive the gentleman, who was shown up. He
was a quiet, sleek person who, when asked the object of his

visit, said he had called "thinking the Colonel might have some
diamonds to dispose of."

After his caller's hurried departure, Fitz threw himself down

upon a chair, using as much of the language he had picked up
at sea as he could recall. As he cooled off, his glance fell upon
a sealed envelope lying upon the carpet; he picked it up and saw

that it was addressed to him in the handwriting of his wife; he

tore it open and read :

My darling Fitz—my sometime husband:—
Helas ! How am I to say it?—But it is true! That brutal customs

officer did know me. I am the notorious "Diamond Marie": and,

mon cher, it is over. Think no more of me.—No, not that, but think

of me no longer as your wife. You need not divorce me—it is un-

necessary. I have been married before—yes, several times. I confess

that some of my husbands live—and they were not divorced. Con-

sider our connection a mere episode of love.—It is shameful?—Ah,

yes ! Believe me, though, it is best for us both. A thousand par-

dons^but it is best for me especially. Let me explain: We were

much in love
; but, my dear, was there not much glamour in your

case? I am an old woman—at least I am very, very much older than

you. You did not perceive it? That was the glamour. In time,

believe me, you would have done so. I admit that I look young ; but the

little artifices of the toilette Vould in time have been detected—and

then there might have come repulsion. We lived for a little time in

a sweet dream. It is well that it should end with that.

Will you say that I have trifled with you? No, no. When you
came as you did, what woman could have failed to regard you as a

hero? When you wooed me as you did, impetuous, ardent, com-

pelling, what woman could have resisted? Singing and sighing win
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maidens. Had that been your way, I could have temporized, reflected

and resisted; but your impetuosity, which would have terrified a

girl, carried me away before I had time to think.

Let me own that I was there in Honduras that I might be for-

gotten for a time. Perhaps, too, it was convenient for those who
deal in politics that I should be there. Have you wondered how the

plans of the revolution miscarried through the Washington authori-

ties having been informed?

Yielding to you and to myself as I did, I knew could only be an

incident; therefore I did not lose sight of an opportunity. Believe

that I did not think of }t at first ; it came later as an inspiration. You
were poor, and as for me, I must live in my way, too. Diamonds do

not pay very high duties in entering your beautiful country; but,

let me assure you, that the saving of all upon a very large consign-

ment of those sparkling gems is a profitable transaction, as my prin-

cipals and I well know. The chance of passing a large invoice

under the protection of a bridegroom, who was also a distinguished

officer of a sister republic, was too good to be lost. It was merce-

nary, my adored one, but it is best that you should be thoroughly
disabused concerning us.

In your luggage, carelessly but artfully disposed, we brought in a

prince's ransom in the precious gems—sufficient to delight my prin-

cipals. My wedding gift to you was loaded with them. The cart-

ridges were filled with them. Once again let me ask you to for-

give me.

We are entitled to our tare, you and I, and I have not forgotten

your share. You will find in one of the cartridges in one of your

pistols some beautiful stones which ar,e for you. Investigation will

show that the lead in each cartridge can be unscrewed. This was

my own device. The cartridges with the one exception are empty.

What will you do with these gems? Will you turn them over to

your government? Be indignant, my dear friend, but be wise.

The Jewish gentleman who dropped this letter when you kicked

him out—you see I have anticipated your line of action—also dropped
his card. He will buy your stones. He may be hurt—but he is cer-

tainly not offended—he will pay you their true value. You may rely

implicitly upon this, as he will be honest with me—he dare not be

otherwise. The money received will be your compensation—no, not

that—say rather you pay for the service you rendered to Honduras.

Honduras owes you ; my principals are indebted to Honduras. It is

a roundabout way, but it is honest, save to your honorable country.

In this last let me admonish you not to be silly.

You will never see me again. Forget all but the dream we had

together. Be free. Be happy.

One thing more and I am done. I want you to have something
of my very own—some little thing for you to keep. I have only one

object to oflfer to you—it is the only link I have of the past of my
innocent childhood—the only thing truly mine out of the time when

I was what I might be had the old world been less cruel in marking

my destiny. It was given to me by my mother when I was a little

girl
—Oh ! so long ago ! It has been my greatest treasure. You are

the only one to whom I ever thought of giving it. Will you keep it

and try to think of me as I was when it was first mine? Adieu.

Marie.
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For a moment Fitz was dazed, then he went over to the dress-

ing table and removed the cartridges from his pistols. With lit-

tle difficulty he succeeded in unscrewing the lead from several

of the cartridges. He found that the powder had been removed

and the shells were empty. In the third or fourth he found some
cotton

;
this he removed and shook from the shell five large and

brilliant gems. Not a fortune, perhaps, but of enough value to

make Want seem far distant to one of his buoyant disposition.

His fury had passed. He smiled sadly. He did not pick up the

stones, but began to look about the dresser for something else.

At last his search was rewarded
;
he found, attached by a dis-

colored ribbon to the buckle of his belt, a tiny silver medal. It

was slightly bent, but was bright and smooth, evidently from

wear. What inscription there had been upon it originally was

undecipherable
—it had probably been of a religious character.

He loosened the ribbon, looked at the poor little token, kissed it

tenderly ;
then passed the ribbon around his neck and dropped it

with its pendant, out of sight.

"What disposition did your client make of the stones?" I asked.

"Ah," said the Judge, "that is a matter of professional confi-

dence. It may in time become part of the record of testimony,

but, at present, I cannot tell you."
Los An&eles.

M
THE BEZELS

By S. I. DARLING
'EAR ye the voice of the bees,

The warning astir in the hive.

The zip of the going and coming,
The swallowy dart and dive

Of them that prepare ;

The lessening drone of the humming.
The gathering roar in the air?

Know ye the tone of the bee.

The note of its love and its hate.

Its path and the foot that may find it,

The measuring rule and date,

The way of the bee.

The law and the chain that may bind it?

Then whisper the secret to me!
Uiniond. Cal.



TO CONSERVE THE MISSIONS
AND OTHER HISTORIC
LANDMARKS OF SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA

^g^f^HE picturesque adobe wall surrounding the Campo Santo at the

^**'l Pala Mission had fallen to decay; thanks to the public spirit of
^ the "old-timers" in that lovely valley, the Club has been able to

rebuild this wall after the old fashion, but more solidly. A concrete cap
now protects the wall from erosion. The enterprise was undertaken by
Mr. Ami V. Golsh, who has long done a good citizen's duty here

;
the con-

tract was let to Mr. Francisco Moreno at $400, and the people of the

neighborhood subscribed liberally according to their means— as they have

never failed to do—for the preservation of their beautiful old Mission.

The list of subscribers is given below. The Club pays the balance from

its general fund.

Careful inspection of San Juan Capistrano shows the critical need

of further repairs, and a contract has been let for additional protective

work on what is left of the great stone church.

Contributions to the Work.

Previously acknowledged, $8,400.

a. Wharton James, New York, $8.

Account Landmarks Club Cook Book, $10.50.

Prof. H. Morse Stephens, Berkeley, Cal., $2.

Mary Agnes Lewis, L. A., $2.

$1 each—Marah E^llis Ryan, J. G, Mossin, Mrs. J. G.

geles ;
Michael Cudahy, Mrs. Michael Cudahy, Chicago

Spkciai, Subscription

to repair adobe wall of the graveyard at Pala Mission :

Ami V. Golsh, $25; John A. Giddens, $20; Cenobia G.

Golsh, $10; M. M. Sickler, $10 ; Francisco M. Moreno, i

tillo, $5; Luis Ardilla, $5; Dolores Salazar, $5; T. Acundo Ardilla, $5; Fran-

cisco Escalier, $5 ;
John Frey, $5 ; Joa6 M. Cabrillo, $5; E. Batchedar, $5 ;

Ramon Soberano, $3 ;
Ramon Silva, $3 ; Placido Samaniego, $5 ; Isabel

Veal, $5 ;
Frank A. Salmons, $5 ; Rafaela Garcia, $3 ;

Carlos Forbes, $3 ;

Albert Lancaster, $3 ; Jean Boumet, $2.50 ; Levi Giddens, $3 ; Victoria

Mayor, $2 ;
Frank A. Jascen, $2 ;

Francisco Contreras, $2 ; Jos^ Pico, $2 ;

Virginia Sal, $2.50 ;
Braulio Gonzalez, $2 ;

Manuela de Salazar, $2 ; Marce-

lina Lugo, $1.50 ; Estanislao Lugo, $1.50; Ygnacio Valenzuela, $1.50.

$1 each—Jos^ Alvaiios, Alejandro Majal, Miguel Juan, Luz Robles,

Francisco Camacho, Encarnacion Salazar, Clima de Beltran, Adelina

Castillo, Luis Wolf, Belisario Duro, Frank Calac, Francisco Ardilla.

Miscellaneous, $17.25.

Rt. Rev. T. J. Conaty, $50.

Gen. Chas. Forman (acknowledged in December number), ISO.

Mossin, Los An-

Moreno, $10; Flora

5; Francisco Cas-
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CSEOyoYA League^ m''^ ^^-,1 (incorporated)(

TO MAKE BETTER. INDIANA

Se-quo-ya, ''''the American Cadmus'''' {born 1771,
died 1842), was the only Indian that ever invented

a written language. The League takes its title from
this great Cherokee, for whom, also, science has named
{^''Sequoias'''') the hugest trees in the world, the giant
Redwoods of California.

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. LOS ANGELES COUNCIL.
David Starr Jordan, President Stanford University PreST., Rt. Rev. J. H. Jolinson
Geo Bird Grinnell, Ed "Forest and Stream," N Y. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Chas. Cassat Davis, Los Angeles Wayland H Smith (Sec. of the Council)
C Hart Merriam, Chief Biological Survey, Washington Miss Cora Foy
D. M. Riordan, Los Angeles Miss Mary B. Warren
Richard Egan, Capistrano, Cal. Miss Katherine Kurtz, Secretary
Chas. F. Lummis, Chairman Chas. F Lummis, Chairman

ADVISORY BOARD.
Mrs. Phebe A. Hearst. University of California. Dr. T. Mitchell Prudrlen, Col. Phys. and Surgns, N Y
Archbishop Ireland, St. Paul, Minn. "Dr. Geo. I. Engelmann, Boston.
U. S. Senator Thos. R. Bard. California. Miss Alice C. Fletcher, Washington.
Edward E. Ayer, Newberry Library, Chicago. F. W. Hodge, Smithsonian Institution, Washington
Miss Estelle Reel. Supt. all Indian Schools, Washington. Hamlin Garland, author, Chicago.
W.J. McGec, Bureau of Ethnology. Mrs. F. N Doulileday. New York.
F. W. Putnam, Peabody Museum, Harvard College. Dr. Washington Matthews. Washington.
Stewart Culin, Brooklyn Inst. Hon. A. K. Smiley, i Mohonk), Redlands. Cal
Geo. A. Dorsey, Field Columbian Museum, Chicago. George Kennan. Washington.
Treasurer, W. C. Patterson, Pres. Los Angeles Nat'l Bk.

LIFE MEMBERS.
Am«lla B. Hollenback, Josephine W. Drexel, Thos. Scattergood. Miss Mira Hershey, Mrs. D. A. Senter, Herbert E

Huntington. Miss Antoinette E. Gazzam, J. M C. Marble, Joseph Eels, Mrs. Mary Eels, Homer Laughlin, Mrs.
A. R. Gazzam.

M'R. C. E. KELSEY, special agent for the California Indians, is

now investigating- the condition of the Indians of Southern

California, and if he has eyes will find these conditions noth-

ing of which the government can brag. Mr. Kelsey is a lawyer. He has

long prior experience in the Indian service. For several years he has
been acting in the cause of the 14,000 Northern California Indians, who
have no title whatever to any lands whereupon they may live and die.

The people who know the facts—long notorious in California—hope for

useful results from an official inspection of local conditions by a man who
knows something about them. The visitations of "Tenderfoot" Inspec-
tors have left the Indians as badly off as they were forty years ago—and
as they have been reported officially for the last thirty years. It is to be

hoped that investigation by a Californian familiar with local conditions

and needs, may help to wipe out the standing disgrace of the fashion in

which the government has handled these matters ever since the American

conquest of California.

Contributions to the Work.
Previously acknowledged, $15.37.

$2 each, memberships—W. H. Merriman, Seattle, Wash.; Frank H.

Spearman, Hollywood, Cal.; Marie A. Ney, Katherine M. Duncan, Pasa-
dena

;
Mrs. Oliver H. Hicks, Redlands

; Prof. Wm. H. Housh, principal
L. A. High School ;

Miss Elizabeth W. Johnson, Pasadena, Cal.; C. J. K.

Jones, Paran F. Rice, Edwin T. Earl, Mrs. Lawrence Newman, W. S.

Bartlett, Eos Angeles.
Indian Relief.

Previously acknowledged, $1,398.50.
E. E. Doheney, Eos Angeles, $50.
First Spiritualist Society, San Diego, $16.
D. Freeman, Inglewood, Cal., $25.

Kaspare Cohn, Los Angeles, $20.
Edwin T. Earl, Eos Angeles, $5.
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MERCED
By T. O. ANDERSON.

fALIFORNIA
occupies a unique place in the galaxy of states. Its

geographical position, far removed from the centers of population;

its wonderful fruits and flowers, in a class by themselves; the beauty

and variety of scenery ;
the rich mineral deposits and fertile soil ; and above

all the remarkable climatic conditions which exist in this most favored state,

have caused the very name "California" to become a symbol of a beautiful

and desirable location.

Nestling in the center of the state, shut in by the high Sierras, which shut

out the cold and storms of Winter, Merced County is fortunate for situation,

and combines within its boundaries the essential qualities of climate, soil,

and water for irrigation, to make it a truly typical county of California.

Merced, the county seat, is located on the east side of the county. The

population is about 3,000. Two transcontinental railroads pass through it,

the Southern Pacific and the Santa Fe, and the Western Pacific is expected

to touch this point. Merced is also the starting place of the Yosemite Valley

railroad, and the Oakdale branch of the Southern Pacific. Thus practically

Merced has four railroads, giving it an advantage in this respect equal to

any city between San Francisco and Los Angeles.

Merced is one hlindred and fifty miles from San Francisco, which affords

a ready market for its surplus products. Is far enough away from the ocean

MERCKD ROSES

Illustrated from photographs by W. T. Hohenshell, Merced.
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to escape the sea fogs and rigorous winds, yet near enough to have the heat

of Summer tempered by sea breezes.

Merced banks and business houses are modern and progressive ; its two

banks capitalized at $100,000 each, with assets approximating $2,250,000,

supply an index to the prosperity of the city and surrounding country.

One daily and three weekly newspapers, amply provide the people with the

news of the day.

Good schools and churches contribute to the intellectual and moral life of

the town.

Merced is fortunate in having first-class electric light, gas, water, and

sewerage systems.

\ MEKCED HO.ME
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MAIN STREET, MERCED

The surrounding country is level and fertile, and much of it is under a

great irrigation system, which takes its water from the Merced river. Thus,

after adding to the beauty and grandeur of Yosemite Valley in falls and

cascades, it reaches the rich plains to serve the more utilitarian task of mak-

ing fruitful many thousands of acres of land, and making it possible for a

dense population to exist under sunny skies, in a most favored section, blessed

by freedom from Winter's cold and storms.

The completion of the railroad to the Yosemite Valley puts Merced in

close touch with the most wonderful valley, perhaps, in the world, from a

scenic standpoint ;
and as it will take only a few hours to make the trip,

adds much to the attractiveness of living here.

THE CITY PARK, MERCED
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THE MERCED HIGH SCHOOL

A MERCED PUBLIC SCHOOL
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Reep Your Eyes on

Palo Alto

The J. J. Morris Real Estate Company
Invite your attention to the following facts

about the Town of Palo Alto:

Palo Alto has 5,000 population. Two Banks. Four Public School Buildings.

Seven Churches. A College of Photography. Three Newspapers. Free Mail

Delivery. A good Fire Department. Perfect Sewerage. Artesian Water System
owned by the Municipality. Electric Lighting Plant owned by the Municipality.

Assessed valuation Two and a Quarter Millions of Dollars. The seat of the Leland

Stanford Junior University, the most richly endowed institution of learning in the

world. 35 Miles of Concrete Walk, 15 Mails Dispatched and 15 Mails Received daily.

The Best all round Climate in the World.

For full information about investments in Palo Alto or Santa Clara County, write

for the free copy of the Real Fstate News, our monthly publication.

The J. J. Morris Real Estate Co.
J. S. LAKIN, President. J. J. MORRIS, Manager. MARSHALL BLACK, Secretary

120 University Ave., Palo Alto, California
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FIFTY TOURS
Comprising Tours de Luxe
and shorter Vacation Tours

INCLUSIVE FARES

$175 TO $1200
Covering all Routes,
Membership Limited.

Wriie For Programme

; COOK'S TOURS
621 Market St., San Francisco.

123 OFFICES ABROAD
ESTABLISHED 1841

!
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AMMUNITION
Repeating Rifles and Shotguns

AWARDED

The Only Grand Prize
The Highest Obtainable Honor given for Arms and Ammunition

by the Superior Jury of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition

At ST. LOUS
This verdict of superiority of Winchester Guns and Ammunition over all

other makes is no surprise to intelligent and up-to-date sportsmen the world

over. It will be regarded everywhere as the logical result of many years of

careful and successful effort to keep the quality of Winchester Rifles, Shotguns
and Ammunition on the same high plane that has made them famous the

world over for Accuracy, Finish, Strength and Reliability, and this recognition

of superiority is one which cannot be duplicated.

Winchester Repeating Arms Co.
PACIFIC COAST AGENCY, SAN FRANCISCO A. MULLER, Agent

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLO CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coatinsr ; it re-

moves them. ANYVO CO., 427 North Main St., Los Angreles



135 BULBS

Tuberoses, Gladi-

olus, Dahlias, Ox- 1^

alis, Iris, Hya^ >

ciiiths, Freesia, •

Spotted Calla, »

Allium, Karcis- >

sus.Jonquils.Daf- >

fo<iils, Bleeding *
H'e art, Baby|»
Breath, Aratum, |>

SpriaxiaSjGoldeu t>

I
Glow, Summer *

Hyacinths. Send |^

10 one-cent stamps, ^
and get 35 chou-e h

I bulbs. If you send
ij,

now, will send one T
large pa.-k- CDCC *
age seeds FlIULi w

i WINTER HILL NURSERY, Somervilie, Mass. {

SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA FANIH HOME FOR SALE AT A

SACRIFICE. 9'A acres. S blocks from P. O. 6 room
house, electric liffhts and telephone. 300 olive and
400 apricot trees, and an assortment of peaches, fiRS,
quince, apple, prune, plum, pear, etc. Over 5,000 Iserry
plants, assorted varieties. All live stock, implements,
etc, included. Price, $3 500. Easy terms. For
particulars address D S. WILLIAM

P. O. Box 625, Station C,
Los ANGELES, CALIF.

SPOTTED CALLA LILY.

INCUBATORS and
BROODERS

Are you in need of Incubators, Brood-
ers or any other poultry supplies?

INVESTIGATE !

MUST HATCH INCUBATORS

AND BROODERS

have proved to be the most
thoroughly reliable goods of
their kind, on the market. They
are manufactured by the larg-
est poultry raisers on the Coast,
and are therefore not experi-
ments.

Write for our prices on just
hatched chicks and eggs for

hatching.
Write for our large illus-

trated catalogue X.

Must Hatch Incubator Co.

PETALUMA, CALIF.



Guaranteed
r annum

on a safe

home
Investment
that never assed

a dividend

Co operative Merchandising.ĉ
H ^M /^f^^ ^ would like every reader of .this Magazine to read

^^^^^P / ^ M our announcement covering- co-operative merchandising-

^^^^F ^^ as successfully conducted right now. It should be read

carefully and digested, if only as a matter of information.

Don't you believe that there are certain times when
one has opportunities presented and fails 1o grasp them,

perhaps for want of personal representation, when, if

ner rin n Um •^°" knew exactly the condition of affairs and outcome,
"^ you would not hesitate to take advantage of these oppor-

tunities.

I am prepared to prove by our past record that those

who have come in with us, either from an investment

point of view or as co-operative purchasers of merchan-

dise, that every one is perfectly well satisfied, and more
than satisfied, with the results to date. These results are

splendidly gratifying, are better than I expected, and
will continue in the same ratio as more customers are

secured and greater population comes into the State.

Our plans are interesting and you can enter the mer-

cantile field without obligation with just as s-ure returns

as though you managed the business yourself, share in

its profits equally with the present owners, and through
your co-operation assist in building up what is to-day the most important Mail Order
House on the Coast, known by and relied upon by fully one-third the population of

the State outside of the larger cities.

You can join me with this in any sum you can conveniently invest—from $50.00 to

$1000.00. It will be put in active use in buying and selling merchandise, for which we
have an enormous demand. It enters the treasury of the company, swells the assets

acd increases your security thereby.
The books are always open for inspection and investigation is invited. Dividends

have never been passed, but have been paid regularly to each and every shareholder

alike. The dividend for the past six months' term has just been declared of 30c per
share on the total stock issued on Dec. 30th, 1905, being at the rate of 6% per annum
on the par value of the stock.

No more gilt edge, safer, or profitable legitimate investment can be had for idle

funds. Only a limited amount of stock is for sale this year, therefore, in your interest

and ours, send in your name promptly for our printed matter, and form your decision

without delay. Ask any questions you wish and I will gladly answer them. I expect
to dispose of all the stock we have for sale this year before April 1st.

Now I Will Give You My Motive For Presenting This Offer.

Every dollar that I have in the world is invested in this business, its permanent
success is everything to me. I could take in capitalists who would gladly subscribe
for all the stock offered in a lump, but what I want is customers, co-operators, adver-
tisers, mutual helpers in recommending the store to others, realizing its benefits

through a trial order.
This business has been built up on this plan during the past 25 years, so that to-

day 19,000 actual buyers of merchandise are on our books. We want twice this many
buyers, and at least SOLO shareholders. The shareholders will do the advertising, and
it will benefit them to the extent of 5% owner's discount on all personal purchases, or
trade influenced. It is better than giving the money to the newspapers. Fron: 1000
to 5000 co-operators working for us will increase turn over of merchandise to so large
an extent as to make competition impossible.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE.



CONTINUED FROM PRECEDING PAGE.

You will soon tell your friends that you have made money through my offer,

through purchases here, and that you were treated fairly. Ask any one who is at

present with us, they all co-operate and induce their friends' friends, in fact, forming
an endless chain. Therefore, under these circumstances I believe I am pursuing a
wise course in giving you an opportunity to join me as a partner in this business

undertaking, which you will please understand is long ago firmly established, paying fair

returns, but which I desire to increase in volume, to double or treble present capacity.
You are taking no chances. I figure to eliminate all chance and risk. If you have

any money that is lying idle from $50.00 upwards, do not hesitate. If I could meet
you face to face and outline the proposition the way it looks to me, I am positive you
would not hesitate one instant, and I therefore feel under the circumstances that you
would be doing yourself justice to write in your name and address asking for further
information.

To repeat, we do not take investments under $50.00. Shares are $10.00 each. This

gets you 5 shares of fully paid, non-assessable, co-operative, profit sharing and trans-
ferable stock of this company, upon which you receive a return guaranteed to be not
less than 6% per annum, and immediately upon purchasing goods you are entitled to

receive an owner's discount of 5% off of our lowest cash rates to any one else, and j'ou
cannot secure it elsewhere. This secures the merchandise to you practically at cost. An
active co-operator can sell in his locality many goods from our catalogues, and earn a
handsome income through investing only $50.00.

Yours very truly,

President Smith's Cash Store, of San Francisco only.

Oakland, Cai,'a., Jan. 27th, 1906.
"Sirs: We are in receipt of the dividend on our stock in your store. We are

gratified to find that it is in excess of the guaranteed interest. It not only proves the

increasing success of your business, but also your honesty in distributing. We wish
that what we have in a Chicago Co-operative Union were in your hands.

Very cordially yours,
"

OAKI.AND, CaIv'a., Jan. 27th, 1906.

"Mbssrs: Yours of Jan. 24th received and contents noted. I am pleased with my
investment and am doing all that I can to sell shares. I wish I could make people see
as I do. I am getting good interest on my investment. I would not sell my shares for
double what they cost me at the present time. Perhaps I will take more in the near
future. Yours very truly,

"

San Francisco, Cal'a., Jan. 29th, 1906.

GknTi,bmen: Your letter of the 23rd. inst. received with enclosure of your firm's
check in payment of dividend covering shares held by my wife and those of my own
in your well and profitably managed co-operation, and you will please accept from
wife and self our mutual and grateful thanks for the more than satisfactory earnings
of our respective investments. You have our best wishes for a continuance of that
successful upbuilding of a business that will not only reflect credit on those that have
faith and confidence in your integrity, but honor and a lasting monument to your
name in the mercantile world.

With best wishes, I am, Yours very truly,

CUP THIS OUT AND MAIL TO-DAY.

SMITHS' CASH STORE. INC.,
Ze MARKET STREET,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL'A.

Gkntlbmen:
Please send me shares of stock in your

co-operative mercantile establishment, fully paid
and non-assessable. Herewith find remittance at

$10.00 per share, $
Make the shares out in my name.

Name
P. O
State

CUP THIS OUT AND MAIL TO-DAY.

SMITHS' CASH STORE, INC.,

26 MARKET STREET,
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL'A.

Gentlemen:
Please send me at once, your printed matter

explaining your co-operative mercantile plans.

Name
P. O

State



SCENK OF BEAN FIELD NEAR GRIDLEY.

FOR DIVERSIFIED FARMING

GRIDLEY
California's Greatest Garden

Gridley, Butte County, California, is

one of California's best towns of 2000

population. Has excellent stores, bank,

newspaper, cannery, packing house,
machine shops, grain warehouse, best

of public schools, churches. On main
line of the S. P. Railroad, 160 miles

from San Francisco.

CROP FAILURES ARE. NEVER RNCWN.
Fine irrigation system has just been completed. Resources and opportunities are

abundant. Good land can be had reasonable. Several farms have recently been
subdivided and can be had in whatever acreage wanted, at reasonable terms. If you
are coming to California, write for booklet of Gridley, Butte County, California.

Address Secretary Chamber of Commerce, or any of the well known firms:

J. H. Jones, Real Estate.
W. H. Gilstrap, Real Estate.
Wm. Brown, btock Dealer.
G. H. Bolt, Real Estate. The Rideout Bank.

W, H. Hall, General Merchandise.
D. J. Parker, General Merchandise.
Miller Bros., Retail and Wholesale Liquors.

J. C. Adams. Retail Liquors.

BIGGS
BUTTE CO.

CALIFORNIA

Sacramknto Valley Bank

The home of the orange, the

peach, the pear and the nuts.

Butte county oranges are market-
ed in the East six weeks before

Here are located the celebrated Rio Bonito orchards.the Southern California oranges
Five crops of alfalfa are grown on the river bottoms each year without irrigation

and there are 15,000 acres of upland now under irrigation by the Butte County Canal.

The new Northern California Electric Railway, with 24 miles now completed, is pur-

chasing rights of way east of Biggs, and will run through this section.

The school facilities are the best, and the hotel accomodations are unsurpassed
in the State.

Land can be purchased for from $45 to $125 per acre.

For further particulars address

Board of Trade, Biggs, California, Or

C. N. Brown, Ruggles & Harper, G. K. Smith, Sacramento Valley Bank
E. Steadman, J. M. Hastings & Co., Chatfield & Smith, T. H. Fitch

^ISr|npaloma toilet5?ap AT ALL.
DRUG STORES



This Picture Represents a Grain Field Scene Near Chico.

Where A^ TJ T £^ X^ and What Excuse Has She
Is ^ aZ £ V/ K^ for Being on the Map?

Chico is in California, the grandest state in the Union. The
^^ whole Nation is proud of California and

marvels at her diversity of products and climate. Chico is in Butte

County, the banner county of the State. What excuse has CHICO for

being- on the map ? Because she makes good on every statement.

When she told Uncle Sam she had good land, Sam came, saw and

was convinced, hence the National Introduction Garden at Chico. This

is the property of the whole United States.

When she tells the home seeker that she has land that will raise

apples, she backs up the statement with the gold medal awarded to

Butte County by the St. Louis Exposition, for best apples. When she

tells you that she can raise lemons, she backs it up with another medal

from the same source. When she tells you that she can raise olives,

she backs that up with another medal. When she tells you that she

can raise prunes, peaches, pears, almonds, wool, grain and live stock,

she will prove it with shipping receipts for thousands of car-loads. When
she tells you that she has work for willing hands, she points to her

factories, her orchards to be cultivated, her grain fields to be harvested,

and sugar beets to be gathered. Capital is pouring into Butte County,

things look good to the investor.

KEEP YOUR EYES ON THIS MAGAZINE. THERE WILL BE REASONS
IN IT EVERY MONTH IN THE YEAR. WHY CHICO IS ON THE MAP.

For further information address'the Chico Chamber of Commerce or any of the

following well known firms:

B. Cussick Bank of Butte County W. J. Costar

Sears & Buckley J. A. E. Shuster Taber & Perry
Home Real Estate Co. Brown & Williams Baker, Jones & Smith
C, C. Royce Diamond Match Co. James H. Jones & Co. Warren & Vadney



NOW IS THE TIME
4'0,000 A-cres of a Fine Old SpanisH I^and Grant,
no-vir bein^ subdivided and offered for sale to tHose
"wKo TvisH a Home amid tKe most attractive surroundings.

SCENE ON THE MOLINOS RIVER.

If you arc tired of a cold climate, if waving- palms, golden oranges and

green grass look better to you than ice and snow, if you want a climate

where you can work every day in the year, you had better take advan-

tage of the subdivision of this great Spanish Grant that is for the first

time being offered for sale. Fertility of soil, river and rail transporta-

tion, electric car line under construction, telephone, electric lights, and

abundance of water for irrigation, are some of the advantages of this

great Estate. As a productive investment or for speculation this tract

of land is unequalled, its rapid advance in value being absolutely certain.

People buying from us in the early subdivision of this vast Estate

will probably never have another opportunity so advantageous.
This is the time. Come now or write immediately for booklet and

full information.

SMITH CROWDER, Manager Los Molinos Land Company. f{ed Bluff, Californli



WHITTIER CALIFORNIA
(The Hillside City)

WHITTIEli—Why It Appeals to the Settler:

BECJUJSE—It is Rich in Matural Resources. It has NO SJtLOOMS.
It is an Important Oil Center. It is an Ideal Place for a Home.
It is in an Extensive Walnut District. It has Beautiful Surroundings.

It has the Best of Transportation Facilities. It has Splendid Educational Facilities,

This city of over 4000 inhabitants is only 14 miles from Los Angeles, with which
it has excellent electric railway service. The Southern Pacific R. R. reaches the

city and the Salt Lake and Santa Fe R. R.'s come within three miles on either side.

It has all modern conveniences, such as electric lights, gas, telephones, etc., and
has its own water system.

Whittier is adorned with fine Public Buildings, graded and paved streets, a beau-
tiful Park, and is the seat of Whittier College.

Whittier and the surrounding- country afford many opportunities for investment of small as well as

larg-e capital. In the agricultural line, Citrus Fruits, Walnuts, Truck farming, Berries, Alfalfa,

Poultry raising, etc., are profitable industries. In citrus fruits Whittier prides itself on the fact that it

ships the first car load of Oranges each year to the Eastern market. In looking for a place to live in

Southern California be sure to

INVESTIGATE ^WHITTIER

For more detailed information, write any of the following:
Locke & Rkndelman, Real Estate. Board of Trade. Whittirr Nationat. Bank.
First National Bank of Whittier. Whittier Home TklephoneCo. H. E. Humphrey, Hardware.
S. W. Barton & Co., Real Estate. The Edison Electric Co. F. K. Weeks, Grocer.
Grbenleaf Hotel. Whittier Hardware Co. Fr-'d. L. Baldwin, Pacific Cafe.
C. W. Clayton, Real Estate & Insurance. The Whittier Miilino Co. E. J. Vestal, Grocer.
Whittier College. Landrum Smith, Druggist. Geo. L. Hazzard, Insurance.

A. H. Dunlap. Levi D. Johnson, M. D. C. G. Warner. L. A. Bryan, Furniture & Pictures.
A. Jacobs & Co., Groceries. E. H. White, Furniture & Undertaking. Trhman Berry, Rancher.
Metropolitan Music Co., S. A. Brown, Prest. C. W. Harvey. E. R. Guirado.



SANTA
ROSA

California

The County Seat
of

Sonoma County

STREET SCENE IN SANTA ROSA

Santa Rosa has
5 Banks 2 Excellent Hotels 1 Flour Mill 1 Brewery
4 Fruit Canneries 1 Woolen Mill Fruit Drying Factories

2 Tanneries 2 Lumber Yards Street Cars

Municipal water works, with free water, free rural delivery and is situated in the heart

of Stock Qrowing, Grain Farming, Hop Raising, Fruit Growing, of Sonoma County.

Excellent Public and Private Schools, Churches and Lodges. Excellent

climate year round. Population 10,000. 52 miles from San Francisco; 5 trains

daily to and from city. Gas and electric light. Telephones. Plenty of good

land for sale cheap. For further information address any of the following :

The Sonoma County Abstract Bureau. Houts, Jewell & Peterson. Real Estate.

Santa Rosa Bank. Eardley & Barnett, Real Estate.

Occidental Hotel Co. W. D. Reynolds. Real Estate.

Santa Rosa National Bank, F. Berka, Lumber.
Sonoma Valley Lumber Co. Lbe Bros. & Co., Draymen.

COME TO COLUSA AND FIND

Some of California's real wealth, rich soil. Easy and cheap irrigation.

Price from $35 to $75 an acre. Citrus and deciduous fruits on same acre.

A climate of Italian softness. Itailroad and river transportation.

A great Ranch newly subdivided. Easy access to the markets.

Fine schools. Good churches. A healthful home. Beautiful surroundings.

For further information address any of the following- well known firms:

J. B. DeJarnatt & Son, Real Estate. Farmers & Merchants Bank.
John C. Mogk, Real Estate. Colusa County Bank.
Coi.usA & Lake R. R. Co. Grenfell Lumber Co.
Colusa Milling Co. Gfo. G. Brooks, Stationery.

G. W. Allgaier, Groceries & Provisions.

FROM FIVE ACRES
NEAR SANTA BARBARA

You can find out how it was done, and how to do it

yourself, by reading-

"A Pfdcticdl Poultry Plant for Southern (allfornw"

We will send it on receipt of

$1.25
Out West Magazine Co., Los Angeles

Ramona Toilet 3oA p FO R SALE
&VE.RYWHKWE



$50 to $100 Cash $10 to $20 per month

Think for Yourself!

Your brain was given you that you may decide for your-
self what is true, what is false, and what is important.
In the heart of every man there lives the hope of home
and independence. With home and plenty you can be

happy. That home surrounded by desirable social life,

schools, churches and educational amusements—in a

land of sunshine—within five minutes walk from the

ocean, must be ideal.

Such a place is

TOWNER TERRACE
IN SANTA MONICA BY THE SEA

If you wish a home within easy reach of the greatest

city in Southern California (Los Angeles), reached by
trolley and steam car in forty minutes, you cannot do
better than Toivner Terrace.

A Towner Terrace lot will produce as many vege-
tables, fruits, nuts, etc., as will two acres in the east or

middle west.

The door of opportunity is now open. Today is

the time to awaken to the realization of the remaikable
conditions of valuable properties in Santa Monica. A
condition that cannot last long. Make your selections

today
—let us make them for you. We select the very

best at the price for you. Unlimited Certificate of

Title furnished by the Title Insurance & Tiust Com-
pany, Los Angeles, when paid for.

SEND US POSTAL FOR FULL PARTICULARS—OUR FREE
DEED CLAUSE PROTECTS YOU IN CASE OF DEATH

Southern Caiitornia Real Estate

Investment Co.

604 PACinC ELECTRIC BIIIDING LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Reliable help promptly furnished. Hummel Bros. & Co., Tel. Main 509.
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PASADENA HIGH SCHOOL-

THE EYES OF THE
WORLD ARE ON RASADENA

The city of flowers, schools, churches, tourist and family hotels, splendid streets, beautiful parks
and happy homes.

Pasadena, California, situated 1000 feet above and 25 miles distant from the Pacific Ocean, is the

ideal home city of America. Althou&h Pasadena is only a little over twenty-five years old, it is a well

built city of TWENTY-TWO THOUSAND people.
Pasadena has no saloons, and from the nature of her charter, never can have. The schools

and churches of Pasadena are the equals of cities having- much larger populations.
A city library containing 25,000 volumes, housed in an artistic and substantial stone buildinff,

free to all residents of the city, is one of the attractions of Pasadena.

D, W. COOLIDGE, Secretary of the Pasadena Board of Trade

RELIABLE REAL ESTATE DEALERS OF PASADENA

c4LTAT>ENA
The "Hiirhlands" of Pasadena, elevation 1200 to 1800.

The most desirable, accessible section in Southern
California. Free from logs. Fine mountain water in
abundance. A perfect health resort. Ranches, lots,
and houses for sale. McNALLY A SON
Pasadena Office, 26 So. Raymond Ave.
Altadena Office, Cor. Mariposa St. and Mareng-o Aye.

ilSUf?ANCE U>Atsi5

16 5 Raymond Ave Pasadena G^L.

WRITE US
For free descriptive booklet about Pasadena " the city

beautiful." We are doing: a large real estate business, and invite

correspondence. References : Any bank in Pasadena.

Sykcs-
Curtis30 S

Raymond Ave

Pasadena. Cal. Co.

/?. s. Mcdowell <& co.
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Ranches bought, sold and exchanged for city property
Insurance written in old reliable companies

Houses Rented Rents Collected

too EAST COLORADO STREET
PASADENA

Established 1887 Incorporated 119t

ISAAC SPRINGER & COMPANY
INVESTMENTS

RMAL msTATm. immumANce, moktoaqes
AND HIQH-mKADB BONOS

LOS ANQMLES
320 Trust Building

PASADENA
20 S. Raymond Atc

RamonaToilet Soap FOR -SALE
EVERYWHEWE



TKere's a Ne^w Jewel in tKe Crown
of SoutKern California

TKe Beautiful Neiw' To-wn of

HAWTHORNE
Between Los Angeles and the sea, on the way to Redondo.

The most pleasing subdivision ever platted around Los

Angeles* Broad streets* An extensive plaza planted to or-

namental shrubs* A stately circular roadway skirting the

plaza* Cement curbs and walks. Water piped to lots* Orna-

mental gateways spanning the entrances. A model city in

every way and destined to take precedence at once over

every other suburb of Los Angeles. Over 400 lots sold on

the opening day, Sunday, January 7th, indicating the favor

with which the public welcomed the new town. Many new

buildings already under way. A special offer of a lot free

to the first ten purchasers erecting houses costing not less

than $750 each*

LOTS S75 UP

A good opportunity for parties looking for safe and

profitable investment to participate in the steady advance of

Los Angeles and surrounding country*

CALL OR WRITE FOR MAP AND CIRCULAR

Golden State IVealty Co.
Fovmders of "Watts and Dviilders of SoutKern California Xo-wns

Largest Realty Company in tKe State

Paid-up capital and surplus over one-Kalf million dollars

421 So\atK Spring' Street BotK Phones ExcKang'e 5C>



For all information write any of the

following".

Riverside Land Co., Real Estate.

The Glenwood Hotel Co.

First National Bank
Riverside Savings Bank & Trust Co.

Russ Lumber & Mill Co.

E. J. Oatman, Orange Grov»?er.

J. B. Oatman, Orange Grower.

Robert Lee Bettner, Real Estate.

W. W. Wilson, Real Estate.

Riverside Trust Co.

W. T. Thompson, Real Estate.

Jarvis & DInsmore, Real Estate.

California Iron Works.

Newport Lumber Co.

Riverside
California

"THE CITY

BEAlTlflL"

MISSION ARCHITECTURE—A TYPICAL RIVERSIDE HOME

HANDSOME HOMES AND BEAUTIFUI^ PUBhlC BUILDINGS

DUSTLESS STREETS AND SHADED SUBURBAN DRIVES

MANY SOCIAL, CLUBS FOR POLO, GOLF AND TENNIS

LARGEST OUTDOOR COLLECTION OF CACTI IN THE WORLD
TWENTY THOUSAND ACRES OF ORANGE AND LEMON

GROVES
ELEVEN MILES OF UP-TO-DATE ELECTRIC CAR LINES

Low Priced Lands for Fruit Growing and Dairy Farming, Small

Fruits and Poultry Raising



RELI/VBLE REAL ESTATE DEALERS OF CALIFORNIA
Who will furnish Reliable Information regarding Califo rnia Real Estate. Climate, Etc.

LOS A/S/GELES, CALIFORNIA
We can locate 40 families on good Cali-

fornia Valley Land, each <D O per
family 160 acres for %^ JLf acreJoin Our

New Colony CoMen State Realty Co.
•^ 4^21 S. Spring St.. Los Angeles. Cal.

Colonization Department

R. A. ROWAN & CO.
BUSINESS PROPERTY

200 Hcllman BIdg., Los Angeles, Cal.

WE SELL THE EARTH
BASSETT «&. SMITH

We deal in all kinds of Real Estate, Orchard and
Residence Property. Write for descriptive pamphlet.

Room 208, 202^ S. BROADWAY
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

SANTA BARBARA. CALIFORNIA

Louis Spader
Notary Public

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
All correspondence cheerfully answered

724 State St, SANTA BARBARA, CAL.

R. H. FULWIDER
real. estate fire insurance houses

to rent ranch property a specialty

637 State Street
SANTA BARBARA, CAL.

REHU ESTATE
in Supremely Beautiful Santa Barbara

Offers opportunity for substantial and profitable in-
vestment. Information cheerfully furnished.

Furnished Houses for Rent. Write

H. G. CHASE,
Member California state Realty Federation 728 STATE ST.

Real. EsTATiB
Arthur Alexander

If you want information about an investment or a
home in the prettiest and best city im Southern
California, write me.

717 State St. Santa Barbara, California

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

ANSWER THIS AD
It may secure you a country home in California. I

have some very g-ood farms very cheap. Let me tell

you about them by mail. Tell me what you want, I'll

find it for you.

JAY T. NASH, Mgr. Country Dept.
R. S. BRO«WNE & CO.

Fair BIdg., Montgomery St. San Francisco, California

S. W. COLLINS & CO.. Inc.
Successor to California Land Company

City and Country Real Estate -insurance

Property Managed. Appraisements with Detailed
Reports

TELEPHONE, MAIN 6339
804-5-6 Mutual Bank BIdg. San Francisco. California

SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA

Beautiful

Santa Cruz

NOW
Is the time to secure a home
in this favored spot.

Send for free sample copy of Santa Cruz Times

1^7 ws/xmsr-"£PM/r



LONG BEACH
California's Greatest BeacK IVesort

m t^f^^P^P^ fSl^.^:^*,

HOTBL TO KK KRKCTED AT LON(; BEACH AT AN EXPENDITURE OF $350,000

Population 13,000

Thirty five minutes ride from Los Angeles brings you to Long Beach, 21 miles

due south. A model city, with a most excellent school system, water, light and power
plants ; six banks, with assets of more than $3,000,000.00. Streets oiled and a great

many paved. The finest climate, due to its direct south exposure. It is reached by
the Southern Pacific and Salt Lake Railway Systems and the Pacific Electric Rail-

way, the finest electric system in America, if not in the world.

The Bathing Beach is 14 miles in length of hard white sand, with a width of

300 to 600 feet.

A feature of interest to all visitors is the Long Beach Bath House, an institution

unequalled in America, containing Warm Salt Plunges, and all forms of baths. This

institution maintains during the summer months, a complete Life Saving Service,

offering visitors absolute safety whilst surf bathing.

Address any of the following firms for copy of the new booklet on Long Beach,
Just out :

Townsend- Dayman Investment Co.
^

Seasld? Water Co.

Real Estate The National Bank of Long Beach.

F. W. Stearns, Real Estate Long Beach Bath House Co.

Mayhew & Putnam, Real Estate J. W. Wood.
Geo. H. Blount, Real Estate L. A. Perce
Frank P. Pingree, Real Estate Young & Parmley
Shaw & Gundry, Real Estate J. M. Holden
E. C. Covert & Co., Real Estate C. J. E. Taylor
Walker Real Estate Co. Alamitos Land Co., Real Estate



SAN (SAN HOSftY)JOSR
The Garden City of the

A.nd tKe Famous Santa Clara Valley

eHLIFORNIA
50 miles south of San Francisco. Most equable climate along the Pacific Coast.

Richest Valley in Productiveness. Growing ! Growing I ! Growing ! I !

Write for facts

For further inforniRlion write any of the followinsr names;

T. S. Montgomery & Son.
Christmas & Orvis Co.
Jos. Rucker & Co.
Jas. A. Clayton & Co., Inc.

W, M. Smith & Co.
Blakemore & Atkinson.
J. E. Fisher,
Johnson & Temple.
St. James Realty Co.
Crawford &. Challen.
W. M. Cooper.
E. J. Crandall.
Garrison, Crowe & Wilson.
W. J. Lean & Co.
Foss & Hicks Co.
Jas. W. Rea &. Co.
Harrensteln & Landess.
Eureka Investment Co.

v. s. Kaufman.
Garden City Bank &. Trust Co.
Chas. W. Coe.
T. C. Barnett.
San Jose Realty Co.
Porter, Conklln Realty Co.
First National Bank of San Jose.
Case Bros.
Doerr's New York Bakery.
G. A. Adams,
Albert Harris, Santa Clara, Cai.
Walter A. Clark Realty Co., IMountain
View, Cal.

F. A. Poland, Mountain View, Cal.
Parkinson Bros., Mountain View, Cai.
Wllilam P. Wright, Mountain View,

Cal.
San Jose Chamber of Commerce.



Earlimont eolony
Tulare County

Califopnia

A Land of Opportunity
A Land of Promise
Earliest Section
Of California's

Early Belt

mwm
That's What Counts

Quickest Returns
Extraordinary Prices

Earliest Oranges
Earliest Grapes
Earliest Figs
Earliest Olives

Gathering- the Earliest Orang-es in the State

near Portersville.

EARLIEST VEGETABLES EARLIEST
EARLIEST Deciduous Fruits Small Fruits EARLIEST

South of Portersville Earliest Part of Tulare County
Rolling Upland At Base of Sierras Foothills No Killing Frosts

No Scale No Smut No Diseases
A Beautiful Ivandscape Responds to Landscape Gardener's Art

Pure Air Unsurpassed Climate Remarkably Healthful Well Located
Abundant, Cheap Water Virgin Soil, Extremely Rich

Close to Railroad Near to Mountain Camps and Resorts

Splendid Hunting and Fishing Grounds in Easy Reach

FIRST SUBDIVISION — TO THOSE WHO WILL IMPROVE
Earlimont Colony Co. will care for property of absent owners. Land with water only
$50.00 per acre. Purchasers given benefit of land at about one third usual price in

preference to other modes of advertising first subdivision. Large tracts for sale for
subdivision. A crop of early vegetables will pay for land first season. Orange
groves begin to bear second season and increase rapidly each succeeding year till they
net from $300 to $600 or more per acre. Good grammar school already on property.
Store, postoffice, telephone etc. will soon be established. A flourishing town soon.

Electric roads in near future. Get in early and avoid the rush.

Address all communications to

WM. A. SEARS, Portersville, Tulare County, California



HIGHLAND
CALIFORNIA
Is FAMOUS
FOR H F R

ORANGES
l^^jr^ I ^^O >\ "^J^^iT*^ ^ ^^ *^^ world, grown on sunny foot-
^i-^M^"^ M. V^lVy ^i^ VJ1>^\J hill slopes and sheltered by the

great Sierra Range, making them
earliest in the markets. Noted for high color, delicious flavor and keeping quality.
IvBaders in all markets. Most profitable orchards in the state. No damaging

frosts or winds. Growing progressive town, high class citizenship, public library,
electric cars, electric light, telephone systems, i ^ ^~ ^ A~"l (rV~?S~VMc! ^1

splendid schools, fine churches, good stores, solid I
^ ^ ^ -^ Iv vJ VJ IN j

|

bank, lumber mill, box factory, etc. Purest drinking water and abundant irrigating
water. Freedom of the country with conveniences of the city. No better place to bring
your family and build an ideal home among ideal people in ideal surroundings.

WRITE Secretary CHamber of Commerce "'^"^^^"caiifomia

MONROVIA
GEM OF

THE FOOTHILLS

LOCATED AT THE

^ „tBASE OF,
THE SIERRA MADRE

RANGE

Sixteen miles northeast of Los Angeles at the terminus of the Pacific Electric
Railroad; cars run every forty-five minutes. Twenty miles of beautiful streets:
social and progressive people; charming mountain scenery; pure, cold water; home
of the perfect orange; property steadily rising and real estate investments safe

beyond question.
For further information address

Frank J. Comes, Groceries, Crockery, Etc.
Board of Trade
First National Bank of IVlonrovia.
The American National Bank
C. E. Slosson, Real Estate and Insurance.
Edison Electric Co.
Farman & Rives, Real Estate and Insurance
Monrovia Telephone Co.
Monrovia Realty Co.

W. H. Evans, Real Estate and Notary.
The L. W. Blinn Lumber Co.
The Boyd Lumber Co.
C. F. Moore, Real Estate and Building

Loans.
J. A. Baxter, Livery and Feed.
Monrovia Steam Laundry Co.
Allen H. Nye, Hardware and Plumbing.
J. H. McClymonds, Jr., Civil Engineer.

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coatiuc ; it re-

moves tfaem. ANYVO CO.. 427 N. Main St., Los Aageles



Merced, California

COUNTY COURT HOUSE AT MERGED

Located in tHe Center of tHe State and tHe Great

San Joaquin Valley-

is a growing city of 3000 inhabitants.

Has electric light, gas and water systems.
Has more miles of cement sidewalks than any city of like size in the state.

Has modern Public, school and church buildings.

Is surrounded by rich, level lands under great irrigation system—furnishing abundance

of water during the season.

Is a great fruit and alfalfa section.

Is starting point of the Yosemite Valley railroad, now in course of construction.

Climate typical of the State.

Homeseekers welcomed.

Address CHAMBER OF COMMERCE or any of the followine- well-known firms:

R. Bancroft, Hardware.
Oliver &. Warden, Dry Goods.
Qarabaldi Bros., General Merchandise.
T. O. Anderson, Real Estate.
The Commercial Bank.
C, E. Kocher, Hardware.
Crocker- Huffman Land and Water Co.

Merced Lumber Co.
Heltman & Heltman, Dentists.

Hudlburg Bros., Druggists.
S. K. Brantley, Bakery.
G. E. Nordgren, Furniture.
S. C. Cornell, Real Estate and Insurance.
E. L. Moor, Real Estate,
Hayns Bros., Butchers.

Bekins Van & Storasjc Co. H
South Broadway, Los Angeles
5 Broadway, Oakland
ontKomery St., San Francisco

Room 500, 95 Washington St., Chicair«

SHIPPERS OF HOUSEHOLD GOODS AT

REDUCED RATES
TO AND FROM ALL POINTS



PORTE RVI LLE
CENTER of tWe EARLY ORANGE Industry-

Earliest O^^D'r'CrD\/ll I C rariiest
Navel Oranges T^ \J ffx I Hr^VILBkC Valencias

THe
Porterville, a thrivingr city of about 2,000

population, is the most beautifully located
of any place in Central California.

It lies adjacent to the foothills of the Sier-
ra Nevada Mountains on a branch line of
the Southern Pacific railroad, and about
half way between Los Angeles and San
Francisco.
Surrounded by beautiful orange groves,

with the majestic Sierras above and to the
east and the broad plains of the San Joaquin
valley below and to the west, we have ideal

conditions for natural beauty and good
health. The weather is almost perfect the

year around, and a prostration or sun stroke
is never known.
A day's trip takes us back to our moun-

tains, where one may enjoy the most pleas-
ant vacations at nominal cost.

In the vicinity of Porterville we have at

least two distinct classes of soil that ^ield
magnificent returns when properly hus-
banded. One of these is the adobe and de"

composM granite that skirts the hills and
is so well adapted to orange culture.

The other is the sandy loam and sediment
soil on the river bottom that grows fine alfalfa. The immense profit derived from the hardiness and ready
response of the orange tree to good care; its perpetual rich green foliage; the exquisite fragrance of its

bloom and the aromatic flavor of its fruit, all lend an unfailing charm.
Our water is supplied by both ditch rights and pumping the underground water from wells, electric

power and crude oil being both available for power. Oar ditch rights are the best on the river, having
been thoroughly tested by fie highest courts.

As yet in its infancy, Porterville presents opportunities for investments unsurpassed. For further in-

formation address any of the following well known firms, who will gladly go into details:

Pioneer Land Co., Real Estate. Geo. D. Avery, Real Estate.
Pioneer Banking Co. H. E. Ford, Real Estate.
W. E. Premo, Real Estate, Hail & Bolton, Real Estate.
Porterville Lumber Co. Miko Mentz, General Merchandise.
First National Bank. Williams & Young Co., Cattle and Dairy-
A. J. DeLaney Co., Hardware, etc. ing.
W. A. Sears, Real Estate.

GET RICH
By buying Tulare lands, where

people are making money. The
banner Alfalfa, Sugar Beet,

Fruit, Vine, Dairy and Poultry

County of the State. We want

to tell you that in the past six

months 500 California farmers

have sold their high priced land

and purchased Tulare County
lands. Why not you profit by
this experience? We can sell

you land in tracts to suit, at

prices ranging from $20 to $75

per acre, that will produce as

much as any land in California

selling at $500 per acre. For

maps, circulars, etc., address

RICHARDSON LAND CO,
TULARE CITY, CAL.

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM

S1500 A YEAR from five acres=^==z== NEAR SANTA BARBARA
You can find out how it was done, and how to do it

yourself, by reading

"A Practical Poultry Plant for Soutliern California"

We will send it on receipt of

S1.25
Out West Magazinb Co., Los Angeles

5 MILLION ™™^
uttUu
Martha Washington

Collection

40 S 10c.

of Aster, Balsam,
Pansy, Sweet Pea,
Pink, Salvia, Phlox
Myosotis. Cosmos,
Verlieiia, Petunia,
Nasturtium, Cypress
Vine, HeUotlirope,
Mignonette, with
tlie loUowing Bnlba
FK££ : One Dewev
Lily (as ahove). 1
Begonia, 1 Freesiai, 1

Tuberose, 1 Gladiolui.

All of the above
Bent, postpaid, for
lO cents in coin or
stamps. Order early.
Avoid tlie rush.

MYSTIC VALLEY SEED CO., Medford, Mass.

prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coatins ; it re-

moves them. ANYVO CO., 427 N. Main St., Los Ang-ele*



TJ T y A TJ T^ CALIFORNIA—THE
\J Av j\ Jtv H/ HEART OF THE GREAT

SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY

PALM AVKNUE, TULAKE, CALIFORNIA

The City of Tvilare is the business center of a larg-e and prosperous farming

territory of surpassing fertility. It has a population of

2,500. It is a thriving, progressive community. Its social life is of such a character

as to make of it a very desirable home town. It has first-class schools, churches

and a free public library.

TKe Ideal Farming Section of California

CLIMATIC CONDITIONS—are superb, being neither hot nor cold.

FRUITS—of all descriptions, both deciduous and citrus grow here readily.

GRAINS AND VEGETABLES—of every variety are raised in large quantities.

DAIRYING—is an industry which occupies the attention of many. The Tulare City
creameries paid the farmers $195,000 last year for butter fats.

LIVE STOCK AND POULTRY — of all kinds thrive the year round and are

remarkably free from disease.

ALFALFA —yields from three to five crops a year, each crop yielding from a ton
and a half to three tons per acre.

WATER—is always plentiful, both from wells and irrigation systems.
PRICES OF LANDS—are low, varying from $25 to $60 per acre.

HOMESEEKERS—from the East should not fail to investigate the merits of Tulare
before settling elsewhere.

IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO OOME, WRITE FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOK. ADDRESS

M. C. ZUMWALT, Sec. Board of Trade, Tulare City, California



ARIZONA
Castle Hot Springs

Mild, yet bracing climate. NO SNOW.

Clear and dry atmosphere. An ideal

place for rest and recuperation. Beau»

tiful mountain scenery. Hotel facilities

first-class— baths, electric lights, steam

heat. Altitude 2,000 feet. The natu-

ral hot baths are curative and most

enjoyable, particularly efficacious in

rheumatic and kidney troubles.

Write me for illustrated pamphlet.

F. A. JONES,
Oeneral Passenger Agent - - Prescott, Arizona
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The New Way is

BNTRANCK TO RAINBOW CANYON, NEVADA

TwoTrains Dai ly

" Los Angeles Limited"

Daily between LOS Angeles and

Chicago. A solid Through Train

de Luxe, containing all the

latest luxuries of travel. A
library of the latest books on

every train. Individual elec-

tric reading: lamps in every

berth.

"The Overland"

Daily between Los Angeles and

Salt Lake City, with through

standard and tourist Pullmans

to Denver, Kansas City, Omaha,

Chicago and St. Louis.

"Dining Car Service"

on both the "Limited" and

the "Overland" is the best in

the West.

If you are contemplating a trip, drop a postal to our nearest representative, who will be

glad to give you every assistance possible in making your arrangements.

M. DK Brabant, Gen'l Agent, 290 Broadway, New York; G. M. SargbnT, Gen'l Agent
205 S. Clark St., Chicago; J. L,. Moore, D,. P. A., 169 S. Main St., Salt L,ake City.

E. W. Gri,i,ETT,

Gen'l Passenger Agent.

SALT LAKE ROUTE"
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

T. C. Pbck,
Asst. Gen'l Pass. Agt.



PJUNTINGTON BEACj-J
A DELIGHTFUL SIXTY-MINUTE RIDE

FROM LOS ANGELES

Huntington Beach^ because of its many
natural advantages and the enterprise^ indus-

try and capital behind it^ is destined to be-

come^ in a comparatively short time, one

of the prominent cities of Southern Califor-

nia«

Although now in its formative period,

it is not a struggling town, but it is being

pushed onward and upward by powerful,

unswerving forces* Those who are invest-

ing their dollars in this wonderful town to-

day are laying ^^fortune foundations/^ If

you want a beautiful

HOME SITE AT A REASONABLE PRICE

BUY TODAY AT

TJUNTINGTON BEACj-J
For further information write any of the following-;

Huntington Beach Realty Co., Hearn & Clippinger, Real Estate, Geo. E. Phelps, N. Gibbs & Co.,

firocers, H. &. H. House Furnishing Co.. Ed. Manning. Plumber, B. D. Southard. Livery.



HOTEL DECATUR

Ocean ParK
Offers

OCEAN PARK BATH HOUSE, COSTING $200,000

The finest stretch of sand beach in the West.

The most ideal place for summer or winter homes.

The most equitable climate on the Pacific Coast.

THE BEST CHANCES FOR PROFITABLE
INVESTMENTS IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

The finest Hotel in Southern Calitornia, (Hotel

Decatur) .

S "% 7" 1 Perfect all the year climate /^^ . . '0-^,«-lc

} Venice and a perfect beach vJceaii JTariV
i ^rr,T.rJr Bi:VEKLY-STROUD CO.

i

38 'Windward Ave.
"Venice, Cal. BeacK Realty

Instruction and Amuse-
ment for everybody

162 Pier Ave.
Ooean ParK, Cal.

OCEAN PARn BANK
Established 1902

Cor. Pier Avenue and Trolleyway
T. H Dudley, President Carl F. Schader, VicePre:

-P. J Dudley. Cashier
Directors: Wm. Mead, Carl F. Schader. W. A Penny.

OCEAN PARK, CALIFORNIA

Sunset 264'1 Home 4-020

HOTEL DECATUR
T. O. EVANS, Proprietor

On'the Beach, Ocean Park, California

Overlooking the Old Pacific : :

Rates : European, $1 day and up American, $2.50 and up

" We find the Bargrains "

Southern (alilornid Realty (o.
Incorporated under the Laws of California Capital Stock $75,000.00

138 Pier Ave, Ocean Park, Cal.
Branch
Venice Office

Playa Del Rey Office

HoUister Ave. and Ocean Front
- No. 10 Windward Ave

- Opposite Depot

There is Good Reason for our Listings of Beach Prop-

erties Being- the Largest in Southern California

GUARANTY REALTY COMPANY
MRS GEO. SIBLEY, President

140 Pier Avenue
Guaranty Realty Bldg.

Ocean Parle, California

Venice of America

Ocean ParK
BatK House

Not only the largest and finest, but the only Bath <

House on the Pacific Coast that is steam heated ^
throughout during the winter months. s

OPEN THE YEAR ROUND. <

Hot Salt Plunge and Tub Baths—Surf Bathing. ^OCEAN PARR, CALIFORNIA J



Santa

Paul

In Santa Clara

Valley of tHe SoutK

An Orangb Grove in January

We Raise ElverytKing
For proof we invite you to come
and see for yourself. Large and

small ranches for sale. Good vacant lots, residence and business property for sale. Good
opening for several lines of business. We are growing. You are invited to

COME AND GROW WITH US
For further information write any of the well-known firms found below:

C. H. McKevett, Banker. L. W. Corbett, Furniture.
J. B. Titus, Insurance. I. P. Browne, Grocer.
C. E. King, Furniture. The CasPi Dry Goods Co., Clothing, Shoes.
Peoples' Lumber Co. J. R. Cauch, Drugs and Stationery.
Santa Paula Water Co. Santa Paula Co-operative Association.

EASTERN ENROLLMENT OFFICE, Oept. K, 209 Parkwood
C^kA«A:»4«>.l.,

40 Kinds Tall

27 Kinds Dwarf

NASTURTIUM

SEEDS

We mail this _
fine collection QCeOCC with 00r riEC Kinds of

Old Fashioned

Flower SEEDS
imported from Germany :

Pluniosa, Celosia, Cam-
panula. Calandulia, By-
ronopsis, Arabis, Lily of
theVallev.Alyssum, Job's
Tears. Cineraria, Colum-
bine, Four o'clock. Hibis-

cus, Gllla, SweetWiUiani,
Anemone, Solanum, iSte-

via, Bird of Paradise,
Sedum, Silean.Blue Bells
of Scotland, Sniilax.Tiger
Pink, Browallia, Stocks,
Marparet, Cyanus, Cow-
slip, Coreopsis, Clematis,
Cypress Vine, Mourning
Cloak, Zinnia, Verbina,
Violet.

All the above sent

you if you will send 10
cents in silver or

stamps to pay the cost

of postage and pacli-

ing.

GLENDALE NURSERY,

Dept. Everett, Mass.



<, ' .' »-:i - ' '; _ !_ _ f " —^

JloruncUaJ^jonk
12 minutes from The Heart of Los Angeles
Best Electric Car Service in the U. S.

HE most desirable suburban residential

district of Los Angeles is Florencita

Park. It is an exclusive, private resi-

dence park, combining worthy features

never attempted before in a suburban
subdivision.

It is replete with architectural and floricultural

attractions. A home at Florencita means all the

comforts and delights of suburban life, 12 minutes
from Los Angeles.

Florencita has pure air, no dust, ocean breezes,

fruit and ornamental trees, shrubs, flowers, broad

drives, artistic Mission gates, and numerous other

attractions that add to the joy of living.

It occupies a strategic position, being located

between two great centers of development — Long
Beach with its big harbor project and progressive
Los Angeles. Beautiful residences are being erected.

Prices of lots to=day are moderate.

For all information pertaining to this unique
park of character, address:

JAMBS R. H. WAGNER
221-22 H. W. Hellman Building

Los Angeles, California



Hotel Oxnakd, One of California's Popular Hotels

f^vyY^yfj tHe Beautiful
The home of the American Beet Svjgar Co.

Founded in 1898.

Has now 3000 population. Located in Ventura county, 66 miles from Los Anereles, in the best farming
district in the state of California. Every business known to first class California towns is represented here
No property bought and sold for speculative purposes, and property is today worth par value. Water
works, electric light, two telephone and telegraph companies, two banks, best of schools, good churches

For further information address Secretary Board of Xrad«
known firms:

or any of the following well

American Beet Sugar Co.
Oxnard Light & Water Co.
Bank of Oxnard.
Colonia Improvement Co.
Lehman & Waterman.

People's Lumber Co.
James F. Fulkerson.
Oxnard Hotel.
Myers & Coplanalp, Contractors and Builders.
Hobson Bros., Stock Dealers and Butchers.

WHAT YOU
GET FOR
1 large package Meet



Salt Lake City

Is the center of an Empire 1,000 miles in diameter. Is the largrest smelting- center in the world. Its
smelters will soon be treating- 6oO,OuO tons per month, which is more every month in tons than all the
mines in Colorado produce every month.

There are five mines in Utah that have now blocked out and in sieht Ei^ht Hundred and Forty
Millions of Dollars, viz:

The Catcus $ 80,000.000
The Silver Kinsr 25,000 000
The C ntennial Eureka 60,0o0 000
The Utah Copper Co 625,iH)O,00O
The Hononne : SO.OUO.OOO

Total
.^

$ 840,000,000
"and then some."

All of it—all of the money from the ore—comes to Salt Lake, and besides millions more from the
farms and rangres of the Inter-mountain Country.

The new Clark Road from Salt Lake to Los Ang-eles shrinks the continent 500 miles, and puts the two
cities 24 hours apart. The WESTERN PACIFIC, Gould's Coast Line, is about to be built. It will
parallel the Southern Pacific and open to Salt Lake some nlore of the

" NEW NEVADA." The Moffat
Line is bu Idinjr from Denver, and in connection with the Clark Road will cut the time between Denver
and Los Angreles to 38 hours.

These and other reasons, man and God g-iven, mark Salt Lake as one of the great coming- interior
cities of the West.

It is easily reached. You can be happy and get rich there.
The climate is the best in ihe world. You will be welcome. Don't wait. Go now. The nowist beats

the early worm.

Write any of the following- for further information :

Wilson-Sherman Co., Real Estate, Hubbard Investment Co., Clayton & Co., Real Estate, Homer & Robertson,
Real Estate, J. L. Perkes. Real Estate. Young & Young. Real Estate. Tuttle Bros., Real Estate, Salt Lake City

Real Estate Association, Ranch Real Estate and Investment Co., A. Richter, Real Estate, Meeks & Lynch, Real

Estate, W. J. Halloran, Real Estate, Westerfield & Crismon, Real Estate, Walker Bros., Bankers, Cullen Hotel,

McCormlck's Bank, Brown, Terry & Woodruff Co., Real Estate

Buyers of Real Estate in

Salt Lake City, Utah
Should consult the real

live ag-ency of

CLAYTON & CO.
163 South Main Street

The best and.most profitable investments to be had in

Salt Lake are listed on our books. All correspondence
Cheerfully answered. Write for booklet about Great Salt

Lake City.



San Luis Obispo

MAIN BOILDING, CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC SCHOOL

TF
YOU visit California—whether for pleasure, health, or home-seeking—a few days
spent in that picturesque portion of the central coast section surrounding- San Luis

Obispo will prove a profitable investment of time
; not alone in compelling a

realization of the amazing productivity and the marvelous variety of resources dis-

played by California within a limited area, but because this region conveys to the im-

agination a vivid expression of the true California atmosphere, the out of door life and
the perennial enjoyment of conditions so conducive to happiness and contentment as
to invite a careless dependence upon nature's bounty that seems wanton in its waste of

time and material.

Fine Public Buildings. Excellent Graded and Paved Streets. Sewers, triumph
of modern science. Pure Mountain Water. Fxcellent Public Schools. Churches of
all denominations. The home of the California Polytechnic School.

For any further information address

San Luis Obispo Chamber of Commerce

Dawson Drug Co.
Union National Bank of San Luis Obispo.
Sperry Flour Co.
Andrews Banking Co.
San Luis Gas and Electric Co.
San Luis Implement Co.

Commercial Bank of San Luis Obispo.
Tobriner & Weisbrod, The Arcade.
San Luis Jewelry Co.
L. IV1. Fitzhugh, Photographer.
J. Crocker & Co.

NAVAJO BLANKETS
AND INDIAN CURIOS At wholesale

I have more than 250 weavers in my employ, including- the most skillful now
living-, and have taken the greatest pains to preserve the old colors, patterns
and weaves. Every blanket sold by me carries my personal g-uarantee of its

quality. In dealing with me, you will get the very finest blankets at wholesale prices.
I also handle the products of the Hopi (Moqui) Indians buyingr them under

contract with the trading posts at Keam's Canon and Oraibi and selling- them
at wholesale.

I have constantly a very fine selection of Navajo silverware and jewelry,
Navajo

"
rubies " cut and uncut, peridots and native turquoise. Also the choicest

modern Moqui pottery, and a rare collection of prehistoric pottery.

J. L.
Write for my Catalogue
and Price List

HUBBELLf Indian Trader

Ganado, Apache Co., Arizona



GRAND OLD OAKS NEAR THE PALISADES

PALISADES
An ideal residence subdivision 40 minutes from I^os Angeles via electric car.

It possesses all the worthy features of the famous Palisades on the Hudson,
with sunny California's delightful climatic advantages in addition.

Located on a towering bluff—beautiful ocean vista—wooded canyons adjoin-

ing — delightful mountain scenery — elaborate system of boulevards,— cement
sidewalks, curbs, water facilities, gas, sewers, electricity, etc. Fine bathing
facilities. Large lots—the smallest is 100 x 200.

The Palisades is unique—distinctive—different. The intrinsic value of this

property supplemented by the extensive improvements thereon, place it in a

class by itself.

There is no similar type of property in Southern California. Lots for sale

at consistent prices.

FOR MAPS, BOOKLETS AND ALL INFORMATION, ADDRESS,

ALTA SANTA MONICA CO., 607 Fay BIdg., Los Angeles
OR

dNO. T. GRIFFITH CO., 214 Wilcox BIdg., Los Angeles, Cal.

HEATH, LOOMIS & COLE, Ocean Park, Cal.

ROY dONES & W. T. GILLIS, 313 Oregon Avenue, Santa Monica, Cal.

AN OCEAN VISTA FROM THE PAUSADES



Highly Productive Walnut, Alfalfa, Sugar Beet and Orange

Lands, 90 minutes from Los Angeles, at $75 to $200 an Acre

Egyptian Corn at Chino

^ This great ranch is the richest water bear-

ing tract in Southern California. It is only

35 miles east of Los Angeles and adjoins the

prosperous cities of Pomona and Ontario.

^ Considering the wide variety of profit-

yielding products, transportation facilities,

markets, water, climatic and soil conditions,

churches, schools, modern rural improve-

ments and the low price of land,
—the Chino

Ranch easily leads all other ranch properties

in the Southwest.

fl A State Agricultural Experiment Station is located on th-e ranch. Here you may
learn officially the TRUTH ABOUT CHINO.

^ Chino ranchers are acquiring competences from their profits in alfalfa, oranges,

walnuts, sugar beets, deciduous fruits, onions and onion seed, Egyptian corn, etc.

^ Virgin opportunities await thoughtful, f *""' '""" '"'"'
'*^

industrious and intensely practical home-

seekers at Chino.

^ Although on the market less than 30 days,

nearly $100,000 worth of lands have been

sold. Prices will soon be advanced.

^ For maps, booklets, folders and all special

information address
„gy,i„g ^^.^^ j^^g^ ^^^^^ ^„ P^^^^^y

CHINO LAND CgX WATER CO.
Main Offices at Chino, California, or 720 Trust Building, Los Angeles, California

Special Sales Agents, D. 0. STEWART & CO., 138 South Broadway, Los Angeles



THE
CITY OF SAN DIEGO CALIFORNIA

Information may be had by writi
Turner & Barr, Real Estate.PoUom Bros. Co.. Real E.tate.
Colombian Realty Co., Real E.tate.

S^wJ ^""*»»' Department Store.Bartlett E.tate Co.. Real E.tate.

rrr^K
**** * ^'" C«' Lumber.

Chadbourne Furniture Co.. Furniture.Becker A Yogt, Dry Good*
"*"•'••

ae any of these well-known firms :

Dodge Bros,, Real E.tate.
San Diego Land Co., Real E.tate.San Diego Realty * Tru.t Co., Real

tate.

San Diego Electric Street Railway Co
Frye, Garrett A Smith, Printer..
S«-gent'. GrlU, Grill and Re.t««r««t,

B..



Hotel Green CaUfomia-^s
Greatest

PASADENA. CALIFORNIA

XHe California Home of America's select society.
Ideal "Winter resort. 330 sleeping rooms, accommo-
dations for 800 people. Club House, la-wrn tennis
court and ^olf linKs. Out door sports of all Kinds
every day during season, from November 23rd to

May lOtH. For furtKer information -write

G. C. GRE-EN, Owner J. H. HOLMES. Manager

ORANGE
Geographical Center of

Orange County, California,

Thirly-one mile- southeast of Los
Angreles, at the junction of the Santa Fe
Kite-Shaped Track and the Surf-Line,
in the middle of a larg-e fertile plain sub-
divided into small tracts devoted to

horticultural interests and general
farming-. The city of Orang-e is esti-

mated to contain 2000 inhabiiants within
its corporate limits, and is surrounded
by a densely populated section includingr
the villages of Olive, Villa Park,
McPherson and El Modena. Nearly
everything- grown anywhere is g-rown
here in great profusion, and the orchards
and packing houses furnish employ-
ment for a large number of people.

The city is headqiiarters for the cheapest and best irrigating system in the State, and owns its own domestic

water works. Almost every kind of mercantile interest is represented here with one or more establishments

and there are some manufactures; but Orange is pre-eminently a city of churches, schools and happy homes.
Situated about fourteen miles from the coast and two hundred feet above the sea level, the city escapes the

intense summer heat and the killing winter frosts of the interior and the chilly fogs of the low lands. Come and
see for yourself.

For further information write any of the following well known firms:

ORANGR UNION HIGH SCHOOL

Wm. H. Burnham.
Hallman & Field, General Merchandise.

S. M. Craddick, Real Estate.

Edwards & Meehan, Butchers.

AInsworth Lumber Co.

The Bank of Orange.

K. E. Watson, Druggist.
Ira Chandler, Furniture.

Adolph Dlttmer, Druggist.

Thompson Nurseries.

J. A. Huhn Co., Real Estate.

C. B. Bradshaw, Architect.

Ehleen & Grote, General Merchandise.

D. C. Pixley, Hardware.

W. B. Park, Shoe Store,



ROSE TREK IN THE GARDEN OF A SANTA CRUZ HOME

SANTA eRUZ
enuFORNm

The Ideal Home Site of the Coast

ROSES, CALIvAS, GERANIUMS AND HELIOTROPE THRIVE THE YEAR
ROUND IN THE OPEN AIR.

THE THERMOMETER AVERAGES
REACHES 90° IN SUMMER.

50= IN WINTER AND RAREEY

ENJOY PISHING THE STREAMS AND BAY; DRIVE AROUND THE CLIFFS
AND TO THE BIG TREES; VISIT THE SPLENDID BEACH OF FINE
WHITE SAND; SWIM IN THE SURF—TAKE A DIP IN THE PLUNGE.

MAKE YOUR HOME AMIDST NATURAL ATTRACTIONS.

For further information address

Robinson & Co.. Real Estate. Field & Cole, Curio Store. Col. A. G. Abbott, Livery, h. H. Parker, Real Estate.

Union Traction Co. Samuel Leask, Dry Goods. E. 'Jeffreys & Sons, Furniture. Martin & Gardner, Abstracts and

Attorneys. Seidlinger Transfer Co., Baaoage and Express. Williamson & Garrett, Grocers. H. B. Towne, Real

Estate. Dutcher & Walker, Real Estate. Santa Cruz Beach Cottage and Tent City. Pacific Realty Co., Real Estate,

Peoples Bank. Daniel's Santa Cruz Transfer Co. City Bank. J. 0. Home, 88 Front St. The BaBk of Santa Cruz

County. Whitney Bros., Hrrdware.



HOTEL ST. FRANCIS
SAN FRANCISCO

As it will appear upon completion of the North Wing,
now being erected

AMERICA'S MODEL HOTEL
EUROPEAN PLAN

A modern, * mate structure of stone and steel, magnificently
equipped and sumptuously furnished, facing a beautiful tropical

garden-park in the heart of the city, a 'jacent to the sh. pping
district, in the immediate neighborhood of the principal clubs,
and one block from the amusement center—an unsurpassed and
ideal location. Write for handsome illustrated booklet free)
about Cosmopolitan .-an Francisco and the Hotel St. Francis
to JAMES WOODS, Manager.

These
'two Ho-
tels are
un quest-
on a b 1 y
the best
au d mos(
moderate
price of any
Ho els on the
Pacific Coast

Hotel

Langham
Cor. Mason
AND Ellis Sts.

Hotel

Windsor
Cor. Market
AND Fifth sts.

First-Class in every respect

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Alfred T. Kendall

FREE BUS

40 BULESg 25 Cents-
Fnri'.ioront of doors pro". i"<r f'.loyinia, Bpsonia. Iris,

Sciila, Tiibernsps, Jonn:i Is. Daffodils, (ixali-^, Fref-^ia,

Tulips, Hyacintlis, C'lcas, Japan l.i'y, Snowi'rops,
Narcissus, Allium, C 'ioiiodoNa, Paconia. For 'Zr-n-.,

stamps or coin, we will send I liis mapniflfpnt (•ollpotiou

of bnlbs, and also as a premium a fine CD CC
collection of flower seeds, 2."0 Vareties, m W\^W-^
(irdor to-day,and li^sm-etoi'^t HiPin --i lime for plan* nil.

WOODLAWN NURSERY, MALDCN, KIASS;

oci:ansidi:, California

OCRANSIDE IN JANUARY
Idpal home site. Finest climate in the world. For the year 1905, warmest day 83°, coldest 40°. Safe

Surf Bathinsr. Steel Pleasure Pier. Mag-nificent Sand Beach 20 miles each way. 40 miles from San
Diearo, 80 miles from Los Angeles on the Santa Fe R. R.; a natural distributing- point, being- a junction of
three roads. City owns Water System. Write Board of Trade or following names:

J. Chauncey Hayes, Real Estate.
E. O. McGraw, Real Estate.
Thos. C. Exton, Druggist.
P. J. Brannen, Hardware.
Goetz Bros, d, Co., General MerchandlM.
Frank Freeman, Dairyman.
Irwin 4 Co., Implamenta and Hardware.

Bank of Oceanslde.
O. S. Hecox & Co., Real Estate.
Geo. P. McKay, Stationery,
Martin Bros., Butchers,
Oceanslde Lumber Co.
J. D. Morrow, Jeweler.



WONDERFUL LINDSAY

•The most wonderfully beautiful, healthful, productive

and prosperous spot in California to-day is the

LINDSAY DISTRICT.

The rate of development is little short of marvellous.

People are coming in crowds and making homes on its

fertile soil. It is worthy of note that hundreds are

coming from such favored spots as Southern California,

and are settling in this wonderful district.

You need to know about this marvellous country

if you are thinking about changing your location. You

need to know about the unexampled fertility and

productiveness of its fertile soil and genial sunshine;

about its climate, the most healthful and comfortable

to be found; about its beautiful orange groves, vine-

yards, orchards and prosperous homes; about its cheap

lands, abundant water, its fine market and shipping

facilities, and its happy and contented people, and we

want to tell you about them all.

From February 15th to March 30th we will give

free transportation to each actual purchaser of land

through us, no matter from how far east you may
come. Full information on application, regarding this

special offer, and about the Lindsay district as well.

Address CENTRAL CALIFORNIA REALTY CO.
VISALIA OR LINDSAY, CALIFORNIA

R. M. GRAHAM, Manager



REDONDO BY THE SEA
Queen of tKe Pacific—£.igHteen miles from Los A.n^eles

RBDONDO HOTEL

COOL IN SUMMER—^W^MRM IN WINTER
You can bathe in the surf where there is absolute-

ly no undertow. Take a swim or a Hot Salt Tub
Bath in one of the largrest and best appointed
Natatoriums on the Southern Coast. Fish from
your choice of three wharves, in a locality that is

noted for its fishing-, or troll from pleasure launches.

Visit the immense Carnation Fields for which
Redondo is famous. Collect Moonstones, Opals.
Aqua-marines and other valuable and beautiful
stones from Pebble Beach. Dine at one of the
finest and best appointed Hotels on the coast, or
enjoy a delicious fish dinner on the beach.

For further information address

RE^DONDO IIVIPROVEMENT COMPKNY
REDONDO HOTEL, Jotin S. Woollacott, Mgr.

C. VS^. GRnSSEL, Leading Grocer O. C. HINMnN, Real Estate

The City

of

Fullerton

3.000

InKabitants

On the Santa Fe R. R., 23 miles S. E. of Los Angreles. Ifargrest shipping- point between Los Angeles
and San Diego. The Only Place where the celebrated Valencia orange is successfully grown. Has
received the highest price ever paid for a box of oranges.

EXPORTSt—Oranges, 750 car loads; Walnuts. 100 car loads; Cabbages, 250 car loads; Miscellaneous veg-

etables. 100 car loads; Hay and Grain, 25,000 tons; Crude oil, 1,500,000 barrels. For further information write

to W. W. Kerr, President of the Fullerton Chamber of Commerce, or John R. Gardiner, Secretary, Fullerton, Cal.

Benchley Fruit Co., Packers and Shippers.
Gardiner & Ford, Real Estate.
Fullerton Chamber of Commerce.
Arthur Staley, Banker.
Stern & Goodman, General Merchants.
E. S. FMchman, Orange County Nurseries.
Wm. Freeman
C. 8. Rich

WIckershelm & Oswald, Implements and
Vehicles.

J. Chilton, D. D. S.
Fullerton Hospital Association.
Wm. Starbuck & Co., Drugs and Stationery.
Thos. A. Chains, Butcher.
Chas. C. Chapman.



COLTON
The Hub City of Southern California. The Center of

the Orange Belt

One of Colton's leading industries is the raising- of citrus fruits. The above is a
view of one of the orange groves which helps to produce the 15,000 carloads of oranges
shipped out of Colton yearly.

Colton is fortunately situated, being high enough to avoid all fogs and frost. The
climate is like the June days of the middle States.

What is more to be desired than a home among the orange groves of Colton.
Colton is a rapidly growing city with a population of 3,500. It is 56 miles east of

Los Angeles. Three transcontinental railroads traverse the city, and on account of
its railroad facilities, it is rapidly becoming a manufacturing center.

Colton has two grammar schools and a high school, seven churches, and offers

every inducement to home seekers as well as to manufacturing industries.
Colton has a great future, why not investigate ?

For further information address

COLTON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
or any of the following names:

Colton Grain and Milling Co.
William Anderson
Tile First National Bank of Colton
pari F. Van Luven
Colton Fruit ExcKiange
Wllcox-Rose Mercantile Co.
O. L. Emery, Hardware
M. A. Hebberd Co.
California Portland Cement Co.
Colton Marble Company
H. E. Fouchi & Co., Real Estate
J. B. IHanna, Real Estate and Insurance
M. O. Hert, Real Estate

H. G. Vogel, City Meat Market
California Citrus Union
Colton People's Store
C. B. Hamilton & Co., Grocers
G. B. Caster, Contractor and Builder
P. H. Reed, Lumber and Mill Work
Dr. J. A. Ciiampion
M. A. Fox
H. G. Frencli & Co., General Merchandise
W. H. Ham
N. J. Davenport & Co., Electrical Supplies
Colton Pharmacy



Municipal Bath House, being erected at a cost of $25,000 by the City of Paso Robles to popularize the famous
mineral waters of that place. The only one of its kind in the United States

Paso Robles Famous ^°'' ''^ ™'««'"ai ^^-

RemarKable

ters and thsir mir-
aculous cures

'^>^'*~'L-|1^ for its firenial cli-
^ -'la-U*^ mate, rivaling- any
place in the world

for its cheap lands and its productive power

r)^«ti«i f»rl*''^^ ^^^ most important trade center between San Francisco and Los Angeles.*^ ^7 o I X *!. s:; VA Paso Robles is the trade center of the northern end of San Luis Obispo County,
and is backed up bv a most prosperous and healthy farming- community. The town ^te is acknowledg-ed to
be the most beautiful of any place on the Pacific coast. To settlers and to residents it offers the best there is

to be had in California. For further particulars address

SECRETARY BOARD OF TRADF
or any of the following- reliable firms:

M. R. Van Wormer, Real Estate.
Paso Robles Bath House Co.
Geo. J. Bell, General Merchandise.
Sperry Flour Co.
Bank of Paso Robles.

Paso Robles Light & Water Co.
A. Pfister, Banker.
R. C. Heaton, Furniture.
W. C. Bennett, Druggist.
Lundbeck & Hanson, Blacksmith.

FOR THE INDIANS
THE SEQUOYA LEAGUE ^« ^'^^^^ ^^« Mission Indians not= only by remedying- abuses and trying
to get them better lands, but also by extending- the market for their DASRETS.

A representative collection is on sale, for the benefit of the Campo reservations, at

reasonable prices and fully authenticated. These baskets can be had of

Mrs. Chas. F. Lummis 200 Ave. 42, Los Angeles
THE MONEY GOES TO THE INDIANS

t>Cy additional BasKets, of mucK variety, recently recei-ved

Prices, $2 to $10



Eureka, California
Has regular and quick water cotntnunication with San Francisco, with freight rates

ranging from $1.00 to $4.00 per ton, the cost of living and prices of merchandise, clothing,

manufactures, and general supplies are governed by those of the latter place, and vary
but little therefrom.

Humboldt County Has :

Great extent, affording choice of location. Cheap lands in abundance. Its own
lumber, fuel, food, wool, leather. Equable temperature, insuring bodily comfort. Health-

fullness, especially absence of fevers and malaria. Diversity of products, giving variety
in occupations. Abundant rainfall, guaranteeing crops and water. Great natuial

resources in divers branches. Cheap lumber, making improvements inexpensive. Cheap
fuel, costing little more than the labor of taking it. Good schools within reach of every
home. Good county government, honestly administered. Cheap freight rates by sea to

all Pacific ports. The largest and best body of redwood on earth An honest, peaceful,

law-abiding population.

Humboldt Has Not:

Chinese, to compete with American labor. Irrigation, with its expense and litiga-

tion. Spanish grants, to cloud titles and bar settlement. Railroad land grants, to inter-

fere with progress. Codling moths to destroy the apples. Colorado beetles to destroy
the potatoes. Summer thunderstorms to interfere with harvests. Long winters when
stock must be fed. Severe frosts to destroy vegitation. Crop failures from any cause

'

whatever. Cyclones, blizzards, tramps or strikes.

For further information address any of the following well known firms :

H. L. Ricks.
G. R. Georgeson, Real Estate.
Belcher & Crane Co.. Abstracts.
Humboldt County Bank.
Daly Bros., Dry. Goods.
Delaney <& Young, Wholesale Liquors.

A, A. Newcomb, Real Estate.
I. M. Long, Real Estate.
Cooper & Rager, Real Estate.
S. I. Allard, Real Estate.
Thos. H. Perry, Real Estate.
Eureka Lighting Co.



SUMNYVALE Santa Clara County
CALIFORMIA;

Is situated on the main coast line, 40 miles south of San Francisco, and

midway between Palo Alto and San Jose. It has an elevation of 93 feet,

which insures freedom from fog and frost. It is located on the famous

Murphy Ranch; has a population of 1000 and is growing faster than any

town on the coast line. It has fine stores, churches, school, homes, a bank,

and is the home of the Goldy Machine Co., whose immense plant will soon

be in operation and employing hundreds of hands. It is also the home of

the Jubilee Incubator Co., whose factory is now in operation.

We have residence lots, business lots, one-half acre, acre and five-acre

lots for sale. Write us for catalogues and full particulars, as a place for

a home or investment.

SUNNYVALE LAND COMPANY
SUNNYVALE CALIFORNIA

DAIRY HERD NEAR SAN JACINTO

San Jacinto, Riverside County, 90 miles south of Los Angeles

Artesian water at a depth of from 90 to 200 feet. Land from $30 to $75 per acre, and a
climate that cannot be equalled in California.

Survey being made for another railroad to connect with Redlands.

Investigate while prices are low. Chamber of Commerce, San Jacinto, Cal,

R. J. Carmlchael & Co., Stationers.
8. J. Mead, Enterprise Cash Grocer.

Roy Malone, Real Estate.
State Bank of San Jacinto.

Tripp & l-lopl<lns, Butcliers.

A. W. Wright, Banl<er.
J. F. Hards, General Merchandise.

F. H. Fowler & Co., Groceries.

C. E. Bunl<er, Rancher.
M. A. Agulrrle, Rancher.
F. B. Record, City Engineer.
A. DomenlgonI, Rancher.
Francisco Pico, Stockman.
C. L. Emerson, Cashier State Bank.
Martin Meier, Lumber Dealer.



HANrORD
CAPITAL or KINGS COINTY, CAlirORNIA

THE rARMER'S PARADISf, WITH

A GOOD, EVEN CLIIVIATE.

A KINGS COUNTY SCENE

The chief city of Kings county is Hanford, a population of 4500.
Hanford is reached by the main line of the Santa Fe Railroad system, and by the

west side through line to San Francisco of the Southern Pacific system. Its rail-
road facilities are therefore excellent.

Hanford is fully equipped in an educational, religious and social way, having
school advantages from the kindergarten to the high school course, and the various
religious denominations, with well-built churches, represented; contains upwards of
twenty-five fraternal and beneficiary organizations, several public halls, elegant opera
house, fine hotels, two daily and weekly newspapers, four banks, a free public li-

brary, a well-organized fire department, with excellent Holly water system; a sewer
system built and owned by the city, some of the finest and best equipped mercantile
establishments, electric light and power plant, a large and latest improved gas manu-
facturing plant which makes fuel and illuminating gas from crude petroleum; a mod-
ern ice plant that supplies the local demand and ships much to other cities and
towns, a condensed milk manufacturing company, cheese factory, packing houses and
canning establishment employing many hundreds of people; a large winery, flour mill,
lumber mill, machine shop and all the necessary adjuncts to a lively and progressive
interior city.

KINGS COUNTY HAS
The Best Irrigation Facilities

In the State of California.

and raises a very diversified line of produce and
fruits, namely : Alfalfa, Wheat, Com, Potatoes,

Barley, Apricots, Plums, Peaches, Nectarines,

Grapes, Prunes Raisins, and all cattle. King;s
County is like its name implies

—King of all coun-
ties in California.

For further information address any of the following- well known firms, who will

g-ladly go into details.

Chas. King Land Bureau.
E. E. Bush, Land Bureau.
Farmers & Merchants' National Banl<.

Barney & Kelly, Groceries.

The Old Bank.
Tom S. Esrey, Wholesale and Retail Liquor.
Central Lumber Co.

First National Bank.
McCourt &. Newport, Clothing.

L. S. Chittenden & Co., Real Estate.

Freeman Richardson, Laundry.
S. C. Kimball, Dry Goods.
Artesia Hotel.

The Hanford National Bank.
Cousins & Howland, Druggists.
Joe D. Biddle, Real Estate.

W. C. Gallaher, Butcher.
H. G. Lacy Co., Electric Light Works.



Santa Clara, California
THe Best To-wn in tHe Best County in tHe United States

Best for Climate, Soil, Water and Health.
Best for a Home, for Educational advantages, for Society, for Churches.
Every Agricultural and Horticultural product grown in the Temperate Zone, is

grown here to perfection.
Fruit growing, the growing of Hay and Grain, Dairying, and the raising of Poultry

pay better here than in any other country.
Santa Clara employs more labor than any Town of three times its size in the State.
Here the middle classes have better homes and live better than in any place in

the WORLD.

SANTA CLARA
Is a Town of iVtunicipal Ownership. We own our GAS,

our WATER, and our ELECTRIC plants.
Robert A. Fatjo, Real Estate
Klllam Furniture Co., Inc.

Santa Clara Realty Co.

Enterprise Laundry Co.

Sallows & Rhodes, Grocers
Santa Clara Cyclery
N. M. Clark, Confectionery.

Crosby & Leask, Dry Goods.

Santa Clara Commercial League.
Santa Clara Undertaking Co.

Vargas Bros., Grocers.

R. H. Cheney, Merchant
M. Vargas, l\1erchant

M. Mello, Shoes.

Morrison Bros., Contractors and Builders.

Roll Bros, Real Estate

VENTURA, CALIFORNIA
(San Buena Ventvira Mission)

BKACH AND SURF AT VENTURA

A healthy coast town, supported by a very largre productive farming- and fruit g-rowing- valley. It

has a smooth, compact sand beach with no sudden drops into deep places, with a low range of mountains
at its back. Long drives over well made roads. It has excellent drainage and sewerage, electric lights,
natural gas, an abundance of good water. Ideal climatic conditions, never hot, never cold. The most
sheltered spot on the coast, where the business man finds rest, comfort, pleasure and recreation. There
is a strong Board of Trade and Merchants Association.

First National Bank of Ventura.
Ventura Water, Light & Power Co.
J. K. Armsby & Co., Commission iVIerchants.
People's Lumber Co.
A. L. Chaffee, Dry Goods & Clothing.
John H. Rerpy. Real Estate & Insuranc*.
Mrs. T. B. Shepherd, Florist.

L. Cerf & Co., Wholesale Liquor Dealers.
F. T. Stiles, Retail Liquor Dealer.
Hobson Bros., Stock Dealers & Butchers.
Duval & De Troy, Hardware &, Plumbing.
Jones & Son, Druggists.
Wm. H. Cannon & Co., Real Estate A In-

surance.
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STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA, LOOKING TOWARD THE HARBOR

Stockton, California
The metropolis of, and gateway to the great San Joaquin Valley, is

rapidly becoming the leading industrial center of the Pacific Coast.

Send us four cents in postage and we will mail you a beautifully

illustrated 80 page magazine telling all about fruit growing, dairy-

ing and farming in Central California.

Address, Board of Trade, Stockton, California, or any of

the following well-known firms:

Eaton & Buckley, Real Estate.

R. E. Wilholt & Sons, Real Estate.

H. E. Williamson, Real Estate.

Boggs, Meyer & Spurr, Real Estate and
Insurance.

Rhoads A Dudley, Real Estate.

Gardner Lumber Co., Lumber.

8. V. Ryland, Farm and Mining Lands.

Grunsky, Dietrich & Leistner, Real Es-

tate.

J. M. McCarty, Real Estate.

George E. Crane, Real Estate.

The San Joaquin Valley Land C»., Real

Estate.

Frankenhelmer Bros., Grain.

^^^^^^9^^99999^^99^9 «^«^«^«^«^«^«^«^«^9¥«^«^«^ 9:«^¥ ¥«:|?^



THE GEM CITY

OF THE FOOTHILLS LOS GATOS
SANTA CRUZ MOUNTAINS

SANTA CLARA COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

LIBRARY BUH.niNG

A most progressive commtiiiitj', bavin? irood schools, churches and business houses. An unequaled
summer and winter resort for health and pleasure. Good hotels and boarding- houses. Foothill fruit
excels any other in quality.

Further information may be had by addressing any of the the following- well known firms:

Johns & McMurtry, Real Estate.
Bank of Los Gatos.
Hotel Lyndon.
E. E. Place, Furniture & Undertaking.

Crosby & Leask, Dry Goods.
O. Lewis & Son, Hardware.
A. C. Covert, Real Estate, east end of bridge.

STANFORD MEMORIAL CHURCH

THE BOARD OF TRADE

Palo Alto
California

The Town of Leiand

Stanford

Junior University
Thirty-three miles south of San Francisco

in the famous Santa Clara Valley. Has the
most equable climate of any place in America.
Population within a radius of two miles, 12,000.
The town is fully improved with paved streets,
cement sidewalks, sewers, public library, ex-
cellent public schools, preparatory schools and
churches, and municipal water and iffhting
plants. The fertile lands adjacent yield rich

crops of fruits, berries and vesretables. Prices
of both town lots and farm lands are reason-
able. Palo Alto is the ideal place for people
who have acquired a competency and wish to
live at ease, and for those who wish to give
their children a hig-her education. The
educational features have brought here a class
of citizens of superior intelligence and refine-

ment, the moral tone of the town is excellent,
and there are NO SALOONS.
Descriptive literature and any desired infor-

mation regarding the town and valley furnish-
ed free on application.

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA



Sunny Stanislaus
County

-»c - - u ML'

MODESTO
THe Beautifvil—THo County Seat

The Gateway County of the Great San Joaquin Valley, California, where
the land owns inalienably the greatest irrigation system— water and
canals alike—in America, owned by the people. The mecca of home-
seekers. The home of alfalfa, king of forage plants. Our dairying
interests lead the State. No better soil and climate. Great fruit and
grape growing center. MODESTO the leading city of Stanislaus County
and the center of the irrigation district, is a modern city, with municipal
water works, electric light and power, a large and well-ordered hotel, four

banks, two daily and weekly newspapers, many stores of all kinds, and
other qualities and attributes of a city. It has about 3,500 "population.
The streets are wide, and the business part of the city is built of brick,

many of the buildings being ornate as well as substantial.

Address for literature and further information

STANISLAUS BOARD OF TRADE
Modesto, California

or any of the followingr well known firms:

First National Bank. P. Latz, Dry Goods.

J. W. Bell, Real Estate. Doukln & Bacon, Plumbinn.
The G. P. Schafer Co., Genl. Merch. Elmdale Land Co.

Maze & Wren, Real Estate. Farmers & Merchants' Bank.
Stanislaus Land & Abstrr.ct Co. Modesto Gas Co.

Stanislaus Lumber Co. Turner Hardware Co.

W. B. Wood f-. Son, Hardware. E. T. Brown, Retail Liquors.
The Modesto Bank .



Please Mention that You Saw It in OUT WEST.

THE OLDEST CUSTOM HOUSE IN CALIpdRNIA

Monterey
California— First

Capital of California.

Strictly in a Class by Itself

Home of the Famous

DEL MONTE HOTEL

Climatically
the most even temperatnre. A
picturesque city by the sea, where

home life is made delightful by every reason of

crood climate, (rood citizenship, fine sea bathing", fish-

iner, etc. Write any of the followingfor further informa-

tion.

Geo. B. Underwood First Nat'l Bank of Monterey

Frank Hellam Frank L. Ordway

C. L. ingels H. K. O'Bryan

IRRIGATED

.. FARMS ..

OF FIVE ACRES
AND UPWARDS

in the Counties of

Fresno and Merced

California

MILLER dk LUX
LOS BANOS, MERCED COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

WOODLAND
CAPITAL
OF

Yolo County, California

WOODLAND is only 86 miles from San Francisco and
22 miles from Sacramento, the State Capital. WOOD-
LAND has: twelve churches, three two-story g-ram-
mar school building's, one commodious high school,
on. Holy Rosary Ac 'demy, one well-equipped business

college, the best talent obtainable for the schools, one Carnegie library building, and fine free library, four

social and literary clubs, twenty fraternal and benefit lodges, one 200-barrel flour mill, one fruit cannery,
two butter creameries, one fruit and packing establishment, one winery, one olive oil and pickling plant, two

large lumber yards, four solid banks, four hotels, one large city hall, one well-equipped fire department, four

large grain and hay warehouses, a well-conducted telephone system, an average rainfall of 17 inches, and
many commodious business houses representing all lines of trade.

«»«!»

For Further particulars address any of the following :

BIDWEll & RE1TI1, Real Estate B4NK OF WOODLAND

WOODLAND GAS & ELEC. CO. GRIGGS & BUSI1. Dry Goods

WOODLAND GRAIN & MILLING CO.* BAMK OF YOLO

WEST VALLEY LUMBER CO. YOLO COUNTY SAVINGS BANK



The Car that Achieves
The Cadillac has always been the car that does things. Whether the
test be that of endurance or power, or one of severity of road service,
this wonderful machine has never been found wanting. It knows no
balk, no hesitancy, no delay—always ready, with energy to spare.

By this dependability of service, coupled with unusual
economy of maintenance, the Cadillac has made such phe-
nomenal advancement that its factory is now the largest

of its kind in the world.
The qualities upon which this un-

paralleled growth is based are
more pronounced than ever in

the magnificent new cars for

1906. Embodied in these
are many unique and im-

portant improvements—
improvements which
make the

Model K. 10 h. p. Runabout.

I

conspicuous for

its indtPtdual merit.

Among them is a wonderful
mechanical feed lubricator which

supplies oil to the motor in quan-
tities which vary according to the

speed of the engine, when properly
adjusted, always feeding enough,
never too much or too little. The new
rocker joint on the front spring allows
the car to pass over obstacles several
inches in height without transmitting any
material jar to the car, insuring a maximum of

riding comfort and a minimum liability to breakage.
In outline and finish these new Cadillacs are truly art creations. Of the

Victoria type, their grace and exquisite beauty, their tone of quiet richness,

appeal at once to fastidious motorists.
We want to tell you more about the Cadillac by sending you a free copy of

our interesting Booklet Y A postal request brings it, together with address of
nearest dealer. The 1906 models include:

Model M. Light Touring Car.

Model K, 10 h. p. Runabout.

Model M, Light Touring Car.

Model H, 30 h. p. Touring Car.

Model L, 40 h. p. Touring Car.

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO., Detroit, Mich.
Tiember Asso. Licensed Auto. Mfrs.

Pi Ym 8aw It in OUT WE9T.



A Wonderful

Mountain Trip

The ascent of Mount Lowe by trolly affords the

visitor to Los Angeles one of the most marvelous

and beautiful mountain railway journeys in the

world. And it is only one of the features of a

railway system covering 400 miles and reaching

all the points of interest in the garden spot of

America.

The Pacific Electric Railway

Depot at corner 6th and Main Los Angeles

TKe Scenic Line of tKe "World

The Denver and Rio Grande
IVailroad

Travel in comfort, at same time witness Grandest Scenery in the World. Open
observation cars (seats free) giving an unobstructed view of the Royal Gorge and other
scenic attractions.

TKrovigK Stanc^ard and Tourist Sleeping Cars
For information address

T. D. Connelly, General Agent T. F. fitzgerald, Dist. Pass. Agent
230 South Springr St. Los Angeles

The Delightful Scenic Route to

Santa cMonica
And Hollywood

Fine, Comfortable Observation Cars-
Free from Smol<e

Cars leave Fourth street and Broadway, Los Aug-eles, for Santa Monica via Sixteenth
street, every IS minutes from 6.35 a.m. to 9.35 p.m., then each hour till 11.35 ; or via Bellevue
Ave., for Coleg-rove and Sherman, every hour from 6.15 a.m. to 11.15 p.m. Cars leave Ocean
Park, Santa Monica, for Los Ang-eles, at 5.45, 6.10, and 6.35 a.m. and every half hour from
6.55 a.m. till 8 25 p.m., and at 9.25, 10.25, and 11.05 p.m.

Cars leave Los Ang-eles for Santa Monica via Hollywood and Sherman via Bellevue
Ave., every hour from 6.45 a.m. to 6.45 p.m., and to Hollywood and Sherman only every
hour thereafter to 11.45 p.m.

•®S=For complete time-table and particulars call at office of company.
Sing-le Round Trip, 50c. 10-Trip Tickets, $2.00.

316-322 WEST FOURTH STREET, LOS ANGELES
TROLLEY PARTIES BY DAY OR NIQHT A SPECIALTY

Help—All kinds. See Hummel Bros. A Co., 116-118 E. SMond St. Tel. Main 509.



THROUGH THE HEART
ROCKIESOF

THE

THOS. A. GRAHAM,
Asst. Gen. Freight

& Pass. Agent

N. R, MARTIN,
District Passenger Agent

26 J South Spring St.

Los Angeles

Mountains, LaKes
Rivers
Canyons
are on your route

PICTURESQUE
SCENES

are constantly before the eye

Over one Hundred miles along
tKe sHores of tKe Pacific Ocean
or tHrougK tKe San Joaquin Val-

ley, and tKence east direct to

CHicago, §(iving an opportunity to

see tHe great engineering' feat of

tKe T-wentietK Century—tKe Lucin
cut off spanning Great Salt LaKe.

THROUGH CARS
WITHOUT CHANGE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC

L

m^



THE ONLY >VAV
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Two hours and fifteen minutes at Riverside for drives on
far-famed Victoria and Magnolia Avenues. Two hours and

twenty minutes at Redlands for drives to Smiley Heights and
over the McKinley Drive, where a view of the surrounding

country is had not excelled in Southern California.

Returning via Covina reaches Los Angeles early in the

evening. $3.00 Round Trip until April 30th, 1906.

Do not fail to take this the most beautiful trip in Southern
California. Full information with Illustrated Booklet at 261 S.

Spring St., Los Angeles.

THOS. A. GRAHAM, Asst. Qen. Fr't & Pass. Agt.
N. R. Martin, Dist. Pass. Agt.

^

Special Tkaii\ every morning from losAngeles
(connecting from pasadena)for



The only train to Chicago and

the East which is EXCLUSIVELY

for First-Class travel

RUNS DAILY



Grand Canyon in Arizona

SANTA FE
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Price $2,500.

A Car of Power and Steady Service

Equipped with a four cylinder, vertical motor, 35-40
H. P., providing one full horse-power to every seventy-five

pounds of dead weight with car fully equipped.
The entire power plant and controlling mechanism

refined and simplified to the Rambler standard of

serviceability.

Elegance of design and appointments mark this the
ideal car for which you have been waiting.

It is but one of seven models for 1906.

Our catalog, giving full details, mailed upon request.

Main Office and Factory, KenosHa, V^is., U. S. A.
Braz&cHes :

E. R. Cumbe, 1618-20 Court Place, Denver, Colorado.
"W. K. Cowan, 830-34 South Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.

Rambler Automobile Agency, Tenth and Market Sts., San Francisco Cal.

Thos. B. Jeffery ®, Company



A MATTEROFHEALTH

^mH^
Absolutely Pure

HAS MO SUBSTITUTE

Holds America's Highest Prize

Walter Baker & Co.'s

Breakfast Cocoa
Finest in the

World

46
HIGHEST

AAVARDS m
EUROPB
AND

AMERICA

Sold in Yi-W,. and «^-lb. Can«

WALTER BAKER & CO. Limited

Established 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.

Uliforni*
Preserves
THE ONLY FRUITS IN THE WORLD WITH

$1,000 PURITY GUARANTEE ON EVERY JAR
BISHOP & COMPANY, LOS ANGELES

15 JAY STBtET, KEW YORK

THE RELIABLE STORE

CttLIFORNia
Sweet Wines

DELIVERED FREE TO
EASTERN POINTS

We ship, freight pre-

paid to any railroad

station in the United

Stales, two cases fine

o 1 d Peerl'-ss X X
Wines, assorted with
one bottle 1888 Cali-

fornia Brandy, for

$11.00

We ship, f reiurht pre-
paid, to any railroad
station in the United
States, two cases fin-

est old Peerless Brand
XXX assorted Wines,
with two bottles 1888
California U randy
and one bottle Cali-
fornia Champagne for

$15.00

Southern (dlifornia Wine (o.

218 West Fourth Street

Home Ex. 16

Los Angeles, Cal.

Main 332

a^. m «. T,^X/^ have been established over SO YEARS. By our system ol
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LEADAM
SHOE TRE

Without Leadam Trees—shoes
"toe up"-awkward wrinkles form
and wet leathers dry out hard and
unsightly. They're helpful to per-
spiring feet, too.

Leadam's Shoe Trees keep your
footwear full, shapely and smooth
under all conditions.

With the adjustable leverage the tree
locks itself into position in the shoe. Hinge
lasts are cumbersome and bad imitations

FOR SALE BY
C. M.StaubCo.,215

S.Bdwy, Los Angeles.

Weatherby Kayser
ShoeCo.,215 S.Bdwy.
UosAngeles; 58 E.Col-
orado St , Pasadena.

Rosenthal Bros..
(Inc ). 107 Kearney
St , San Francisco.

Orange County Property
We make a specialty of realty investments in Orange County— both

city and country property. We are on the ground. We know values.

We can find property to suit the requirements of prospective investors.

2 3 Acres ^ acres set to walnuts,
6 years old; 10 acres,

set to walnuts, 1 year old; 5 acres set

to apricots, 3 years old; 3 acres set to

alfalfa. Water stocked and fine soil —

well located. Only $6900

C Acres This property is water

stocked, and the price is

but $700—an unusually gfood buy.
We have many other ranch properties,

varying: in size. Give us an idea of what

you want and we will find it for you.

SEND FO« PAMPHLET, GIVING INFORMATION
CONCERNING ORANGE COUNTY PROPERTY.

orange: county realty co.
lOO West TovirtK Street Santa Ana, Cal.

AN EAR OF

LAGUNA
GROWN
CORN

CORN ? YES !

and all other necessaries of life, and all deciduous
fruit in addition, abundantly grown on the

LACUNA DE TACHE GRANT
in Fresno and Kings Counties, the geographical

center of California.

Prices $30 to $60 per Acre with ample water

One-quarter cash, balance in 8 annual installments. For full

printed information and local paper 2 months FREE, Address

Nares and Saunders, Managers
GRANT BLOCK, LATON, CALIFORNIA
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THE WAITING HABIT
WEAKENS THE ENTIRE
MAN. It destroys energy,
promptness, ambition and

personal power. CULTIVATE YOUR PERSONAL LIBERTY, APPEARANCE
AND MANLINESS BY SHAVING YOURSELF.
"the GILLETTE" SETS MEN FREE FROM BARBER-SHOP BONDAGE. KEEPS

THE FACE CLEAN, SMOOTH, WHOLESOME AND FREE FROM RASH.

12 BIjADES, 24 KEEN CUTTllS^G EDGES OF FINEST STEEE.
EACH BEADE WILE GIVE 20 TO 40 SHAVES.

Triple silver plated set with 12 blades. Quadruple ^old plated set with mono-
gram. Velvet-Lined Cases. Special combination set with brush and soap in

silver holders.

10 EXTRA BLADES, 20 SHARP EDGES, GOOD FOR A YEAR, 50 CENTS.
At this low price, NO BLADES EXCHANGED. The mo«t wonderful steel blade in the world.

NO HINGES THAT RUST, NO CLASPS THAT BREAK, NO SPRINGS THAT WEAKEN, ONE
STURDY FRAME OF MECHANICAL COMPLETENESS.

OUR NEW COMBINATION SET with razor, including soap and brush
in silver holders, is a boon to the traveling man. A full line of fine toilet cases

.'ith fittings and razor set now offered. b » ^j
SOLD BY LEADING DRUG, CUTLERY AND HARDWARE DEALERS. I « I

Ask to see "'rhe (rillette," and for our booklet, or write for our special trial offer.

GILLETTE SALES COMPANY, TT'»'"<;S BUILDING,NEW YORK CITY.
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Model H,

h. p. Toaring Car.

Four-Cylinder Perfection
It is concentration of effort that has made the Cadillac what it is.

For five years its makers—the master designers and motor builders
of America—have focused their endeavors upon a single object—to

produce a faultless motor car. A consummation of these efforts is

found in the magnificent line of 1906 cars, notable among which are
the four-cylinder types. These models embody every point of excel-
lence thus far found in any ofthe high-priced cars, either of American
or foreign make. When you remember the remarkable efficiency of

the famous Cadillac single-cylinder engine, and consider this

same principle embodied in quadruple form, you
will gain a slight idea of the serviceable-
ness of these powerful four- ^^^^^^__ ^^^^^
cylinder models ^ ^^^^m ^
of the ^^^^^^^^^^m ^^m ^

I

i

Among
the many improve-

nriCnts is an automatic governor
which limits the speed of the engine

when the latter is disconnected, eliminating
vibration and saving much fuel and energy. Another is

the mechanically operated oil feed (found on all Cadillac models)
which supplies oil to the engine in accordance with its speed,
eeping it always in a state of perfect lubrication. Transmission

.3 of the exclusive Cadillac planetary type with specially cut and
hardened gears. The bodies are of unusual elegance, and luxuri-

ously appointed. \Vheel base of model H (30 h. p.) 100 inches;
Model L (40 h. p.) 110 inches. Practically noiseless; comfortable
and easy-riding as a Pullman coach.

Let us send address of nearest dealer and our finely illustrated catalog Y which
will tell you more about the 1906 Cadillacs. A car to suit any purse, any requirement.

Model K, 10 h. p. Ranabont.

Model M, Light Tonring Car.

Model H, 30 h. p. Tonring Car.

Model L, 40 li. p. Touring Car.

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO., Detroit, Mich.
J^ember Aso. Lice-tsed Auto. K'r-



RECAPITULATORY

7
Do you know how much the

use of pure food adds to

good health? Look back to

the Colonial days of this

country, the sturdy people

of those times did not know

how to adulterate foods.

"Wooden nutmegs?" They were

the whole thing. Boston

Brown Bre-ad as made by

those Yankees was pure

food. Allen's B.B.B. Flour

makes just such bread.

The

2
Medals awarded by

the Lewis and Clark

Exposition for—

Light, sweet, appe-

tizing Griddle Cakes,

Muffins and Boston

Brown Bread made

from ALLEN'S Self-

Rising B. B. B. riour

is evidence.

Trade

Mark

The 20c Package will make—
7 loaves the size of a 1-pound baking powder can, or

60 breakfast muffins of ordinary size, or

12 dozen griddle cakes, or

7 fruit puddings the size of the bread loaf.

We also pack 10-pound sacks for the convenience of

larg-e users. If your grocer does not keep it, try an-

other. Be sure that you get these goods. If you cannot

find it in your market, write to us and we will supply

f you direct.

(^^^Uti^ B. B. B. FLOUR CO.

Pacific Coast Factory, SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA.



THE QUALITY STORE

M. & B. 5UIT VALUES
Oar big sale of men's suits, popular prices and
extra good values continues all the year round.

Handsome hand-tailored garments, finest and
swellest fabrics, best trimmings, made in the latest

style
—the up-to-date long coat, with the long vents,

etc. M. & B. clothes are famous for good values

and wearing qualities, with which their guarantee
is a sufficient recommendation to any purchaser.

Suits $10, $12, $15

Up to $35
We can save you money at all times when quality is considered.

The M. & B. label is a guarantee of honest values.

SEE OUR SHOW WINDOWS.

MULLEN & BLUETT CLOTHING CO.
SPRING & FIRST STREETS LOS ANGELES

We wish to call special attention to

this branch of our business—because

we have a fresh stock of the newest

things procurable and most appropriate
to the style of houses now in vogue
hereabouts. We have competent help
to do your draping on short notice and

match your color schemes and estimate

on your work. Our Rug and Furniture

Stocks are also complete.

Broadway

DRAPERY & rURNITURE

Company

447 S. Broadwiy, Los Angeles

NOT IN THE TRUST

Buck
Skin
Shoes

Men's shoe in

pearl or tan buck-

skin, widths AA to E,
sizes 4 to 12. Price $3.50

The most desirable shoes for outing and

general wear. Light, cool, durable—made

on anatomical lasts, which allow the great-

est foot freedom. Styles for men, women

Kan children.

Send for our Buckskin Catalogue

WETHIRBY KAYSER StlOf (0.
217 S. Broadway, Los Angeles



EDUCATION AL INSTITUTIONS

Occidental College
losangelescal

Thb College. Four Courtes—Classical, Scientific,
I<iterary, and I<iterary-Musical. Two new brick
bttildiaes.costinar $80,000 —modern and convenient.

Academy. Prepares for Occidental, or any other
collesre or nniversity. The Occidental School of Mus-
ic—Theory, Vocal and Instrumental.
2nd semester besrins February 5th, 1906.

Address Acting President REV. WM. S. YOUNG, D. D.

Af^AOCiy H/ll I
A school for boys among the Sierra pines.f4VPKOOI£. 1 1 ULI- Remarkable climate. Prepares for best

Colleges and Universities. Outdoor Sports: Riding, Hunting, Boat-
ing, Fishing;, Snow-shoeing, Camping. Boys may enter at any time.
For catalogue, address the Headmaster,

WILLIAM W. PRICE, M. A., Alta, Placer County, California

Los Anieles

CaliforniaSAINT VINCENT'S (OllME
Boarding and Day College

and High School

Military Drill and Calisthenics a Feature.

For catalogue write the President.

The ACADEMY OF THE IMMACULATE
HEART — a boarding and day school for

young ladies, conducted by the Sisters of the lm>

maculate Heart.

For prospectus address

Mother Superior, Pico Heights, Los Angeles

THE PRICE CUT IN TWO BUT BETTER AND STRONGER THAN EVER

THE PUBLIC
LOUIS F. POST, Editor

A Journal of Fundamental Democracy and a Weekly Narrative of History in the Making
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY IN CHICAGO

The subscription price is now only $1.00 yearly (reduced from $2.00). Increasing
circulation has made this possible. And this interesting journal of the forward
movement of democracy grows constantly better in all departments—Editorial,
News Narrative, Related Things, Reviews, Cartoons. The Editor is absohitely
free and writes as he thinks. Sample copies free. Catalogue of books free.

In all the tield of American letters I find no place where the serious ques-
tions of the ag-e are so ably or so intellig-ently discussed as they are between
the covers of THE PUBLIC. — E. G. Le Stourg-eon. San Antonio, Te.x.

THE PUBLIC PUBLISHING COMPANY, First National Bank Building, Chicago

THE IDEAL RESORT OF THE SOUTHWEST

CASTLE HOT SPRINGS
ARIZONA

LOCAT/ON
ELEVATION
RAILROAD
SCENERY
CLIMATE

WATER
HOTEL

Bradshaw Mountains, Central Arizona.

2,000 feet above sea level.

Santa Fe Route, 26 miles by stagfe from Hot Springs Junction.

Varied and beautiful.

Perpetual sunshine. Almost no humidity. Summer temperature

in winter. Complete absence of dust and winds.

400,000 gallons daily, and of unrivalled purity.

Modern and first-class in every respect.

WRITE ME FOR DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE AND RATES

r. A. JONES, General Passenger Agent

S. F. P. fiu P. Ry., Prescott, Arizona
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GOLDEN YELLOW
CALLA LILY, 5 Bulbs.

Cn KINDS
OU FLOWER

SEEDS 10^
Asters, Balsam, Canna,
Calliopsis, Kasturtiuni,
Sloniing Glory, Pansy,
Larkspur, Jobs Tears,
I'oppy, Golden Glow,
Snapdragons, Cosmos,
i'ink. Zinnia, Verbenia,
Monkey Plant, Sweet
Itocket. Primrose. Ice
Pl.ant, Petunia. Castor
( >il Heans, Portulaca,
Candytuft, Sweet Peas.

5 CHAMPION
BULBS.

Tlie Summer Hyaeintli,
(iolden Lily, Humniinp
Bird, Gladiolus, Giant
Tuberose, Baby Breath
Oxalis. all this beauti-
ful collection of seeds
and bulbs only 10c. in
silver or 5 2-c. stampsto

pay the cost for packing and postasre. Order quick
and be sure of this grand otfer— only lO c-entK.

CHARLESTOWN NURSERY,
- CHARLE8T0WN, MASS.

iS^^ilK

STATE OF SINALOA
OIV

WEST COAST or MEXICO

Coast line Four Hundred (400) miles.

Large areas of agricultural, fruit and timber
lands.

Annual rainfall thirty (30) inches.

Short railroad lines in operation and trunk lines
Drojected with constructions begun, make
this a peculiarly desirable time to invest.

Desirable tracts of from 100 to 100,000 acres
for sale.

For full information about SINALOA. and its

resources, address

SINALOA LAND COMPANY
Suite 220-221/2. Conservative Life Building

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Exclusive Concessionaires for Survey of Public Lands
in State of Sinaloa, Mexico

Directors, and Stockholders:

Frederick H. Rindge Estate,
George I Ccchran, A, J. Wallace,
J. C. Drake, R. P. Probasco,
Geo. p. Thresher, Warren Gillelen,

Dan'l Freeman.

TYPEWRITERS
NEW
USED
RENTAL
REPAIRS

supplies

Metcalf & Wilson
122 J22A N. Broadway, Los Angele*

M
A
I

N

5

4

2

8

(Inc.)

^Theosophy and
Christianity"

A joint debate, 15 cents

Send to The Theosophical Publishing
Company, Point Loma, Cat.

'*The New Century Path"
$4.00 per annum, 10 cents per number. An
Unsectarian Weekly Illustrated Paper,
edited by Katherine Tingley.

Send to the New Century Corpora-
tion, Point Loma, Cal.

COMMERCIAL
519 MISSION
stri:i:t

ART
San francisco

COMPANY
PHONE MAIN

3058

Artistic Designs

Illustrations and

Engravings for

all purposes

Original and Effective

Ideas - - - for

Printing and
C Mannel
A. r*. Broad Advertising



Desifirnated Depositary of the United States

riRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LOS ANGELES

Special Ladies' Department
Capital Stock $1,250,000.00
Surplus and Undivided Profits 1,392,450.82
Deposits 14,451,636 63

J. M. Elliott, President Stoddard Jess, Vice-President
W. C. Patterson, Vice-President
G. E. Bittinerer, Vice-President
John S. Cravens, Vice-President
W. T. S. Hammond, Cashier

A. C. Way, Asst. Cashier E. S. Pauly, Asst. Cashier
E. W. Coe, Asst. Cashier A. B. Jones, Asst. Cashier
All departments of a modern banking business conducted

THE

National Bank of California

at LOS A^GELES
North East Corner 2nd and Spring Streets

_j John M. C. Marble, Pres.

John E. Marble, Vice-Pres.

J. E. Fishburn, Cashier

F. J. Belcher, Jr., Asst. Cashier

Hon. O. T. Johnson W. D. Woolwine
Judg-e S. C. Hubbell R. I. Rosrers

Directors

Solicits Business and Correspondence

The German Suvin^s

dnd Loan Society
526 (AlifORNIA ST., SAN fRANCiSCO

Guaranteed Capital and Surplus $ 2,526,763.61

Capital actually paid up in cash 1,000,000.00

Deposits, Dec, 30, 1905 39,112,812.82

F. Tillmann. Jr., President

Daniel Meyer, First Vice-President

Emil Rohte, Second Vice-President

A. H. R. Schmidt, Cashier

Wm. Herrmann, Asst. Cashier

Georg^e Tourny, Secretary
A. H. Muller, Asst. Secretary

W. S. Goodfellow, General Attorney.

Directors

F. Tillman, Jr., Daniel Meyer, Emil

Rohte, Ign. Steinhart, I. N. Walter, N.

Ohlandt, J. W. Van Bergen, E. T. Kruse,
W. S. Goodfellow.

MITIAL SAVINGS BANK
OF SAN FRANGISCO

710 Market St., opposite Third, San Francisco

Guarantee Capital $1,000,000
Paid Up Capital 300,000
Surplus 320,000
Deposits Jan. 1,1906 10,213,801
James D. Phelan, Pres. S. G. Murphy, Vice-Pres.
John A. Hooper, Vice-Pres. Georg-e A. Story, Cashier

C. B. Hobson, Assistant Cashier

DIRECTORS
James D. Phelan S. G. Murphy John A. Hooper
James Moffitt Frank J Sullivan Rudolph Spreckles
Robt. McElroy James M. McDonald Chas. Holbrook
Interest paid on deposits. Loans on approved secur-

ities. Deposits may be sent on postal order. Wells,
Fargro & Co., or exchange on city banks. Interest paid
last term 3/i per cent.

FOR SALE

II

FROM $10.000 TO $500,000 EACH
Get in before the rush !

The coming- copper belt of the United States.

Call, wire or write

EDW. PETERSON, Managing Agent
SEATTLE MINING EXCHANGE

705 1st Avenue, Washington Bik. SEATTLE, WASH.

SAN FRANCISCO
Deposits, March 3rd, 1902,

$387,728.70. Deposits, Nov.

9th, 1905, $5,466,122.59.

IF constant growth is proof

of good service; if undivided

profits and surplus indicate

prosperity; if conservative

but progressive manage-
ment means stability, then

you should send your Pacific

Coast business

TO THE

AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK
MERCHANTS EXCHANGE BUILDING

Hummel Bros. & Co. furnish best help. 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



Tor

Health

Happiness
•nd

Home
Come to

Southern California

Write for information and illustrated printed

matter, enclosinar a 5c stamp, to the

CKamber of Commerce

Los ^n^eles Cal.

YOUR BANK

We Desire To B« Your Bank

You are cordially invited to

make this your bank. Every

facility of modern banking is

at your service. Our Trust

and Bond Departments offer

added conveniences. You will

be made to feel at home and

your business will receive

prompt, accurate and cheer-

ful attention.

Merchants Trust Company
CAPITAL $350,000

209 South Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.

SAY !

Did You K.no"w
that you could buy native
California Gems satisfacto-

rily by mail, just the same
as if you were here in our
lapidary.
Just address Mail Order

Department, stating- what
kind of stone you want,
color and size, and we will
send you same by express
C. O. D. privilege of ex-
amination.

If not satisfactory return
at our expense.

All kinds of precious
stones cut to order.
Send cutting by mail.

Write for catalogue and
price list.

We are the largest gem
mining and cutting com-
pany west of the Rockies.

THE BSMERALDE TOURMALINE MINE AT MESA GRANDE,
SAN DIEGO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

SAN DIEGO GEM CO.
K.eferences: Leading BanKs

1531 D St.. San Diego, Cal.
Doc "Wilson, Mgr.



$1500 a Year

FOR LIFE

One of Our
15 Month-Old Trees

F you wish to save

for old age or

provide for

healthy middle

affe, you cannot

find a more
conservative or

a more reason-

able investment

than we have
to offer—more profitable

than life insurance—safe
as city real estate, yet not

so costly—better than a

saving's bank, for the re-

turn is greater.

We have full and com-

plete literature showing
conclusive facts, logical

ftgures and definite refer-

ence of good character,

proving beyond any .

doubt that our proposition
is bona fide, certain and

profitable. Our booklets give "reasons" and
anyone who can spare from $5 to $25 a month
can provide for old age and protect themselves
against the ravages of time, the chances of

poverty and the misfortune of ill health by se-

curing a competent income that will cover all

necessary living requirements.
It is worth your time to ask for our booklets

—do this today in justice to your future. It is

not only the man who saves, but he who saves

profitably. The demand for rubber can never
be fully supplied—a rubber plantation is more
hopeful than a gold mine—our booklets tell

you the facts that have taken years to prove—
write for them today.

This company is divided into only 6,000

shares, each one representing an undivided in-

terest equivalent to an acre in our Rubber Or-

chard aad Plantation. Our booklets will

prove to you that five shares in this investment,

paid for at the rate of $25 per month, will bring

you an average return of 25 per cent on your
monej' during the period of seven years and an
annual income of $1,500 for life. This investment

jnsuree absolutely the safety of your future. The
man or woman who owns five shares in a rubber

plantation in tropical Mexico need have no
fear of old age, no doubts about illness, no care

nor anxiety for after years—you are safe—ab-

solutely and certainly—our booklets will prove
these statements—wiite for them today.

CONSERYATIYE RUBBER PRODUCTION CO.

930 Parrott Building, San Francisco, Gal.

DR. O. V. SESSIONS, Qeneral Agent
502 Bryson Block, Los Angeles, Cal.

Send Me 8 cents
and names of two flower loving friends. I

will.start you with 4 packets of pure, fresh
seed — Dwarf Nasturtiums — :iO kinds;
Koyal Show I'ansles—100 colors; >Sweet
i'ea8-40 varieties; Asters— all kinds.

FKKE—"Floral Culture," and 14tt»
Aunual Catalogue, with big list of rare
seed bargains: also my offer of $100 cash
prizes for iiictures of best lawns and
yards sown with the famous Lippincott

seeds. Write TODAY before you forget.

Pton.er Seed-:woman MISS Gm Hm LiPPtNGOTT
of America 417 10th St., S.. MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.

pntt Army Auction Bargains
Kevolveia ... $ .",(1 up Ofticer's Sword (ut-w) $1 50
Kevolver Holsters . .10

•

Side-arm Swords . 20
Haversacks . . . .10

"
Bayoueta ... lo

Knapsacks 5U
"

Carbine Boot . . "75
Carbines 80

"
Cross Kifles (dozen) . 1.00

Muskets . . . . l.(xi
•• "

Sabers ' .100
Saddles i.mi

•

Screw Drivers
'•

. 1.00
Saddle Bags (pair) . i:,

'

Linen Collars
"

. 30

g'>dles K •
Brass Letters

"
. .35

Navy Hats id
•

Blue Flannel Shirts . 1.50
Army Campaign Hats ir.

"
Gunners' Ham.-Jiers . .10

Leggins (pair) 1,^,

•

Army Spades ... .65

Army Uniforms, consisting of New Helmet. Coat. Trousers, all forJil.eS

176-page Large Illustrated Catalog mailed (stamps) 12c

FRANCIS BANNERMAN. 501 Broadway, New York
liu-ycM Sloi k ui Ihi vnild Gnieitunent Auction Goods. V> arres storagt—-U <irif< Btttfidway salesroom.

Have you visited the

"Angel's Flight?"
It not why not? It is the
most unique, interesting- and
picturesque incline railway
in the world. It is in the
heart of the city

—Hill and
Third Streets, Los Angeles,
Cal. J. W. EDDY, Mcr.

S1500 A YEAR from five acres^ NEAR SANTA BARBARA
You can find out how it was done, aud how to do it

yourself, by readiiier

"A Prdctkdl Poultry PIdnt for Southern (alifornid"

We will send it on receipt of

S1.25
Out West Magazine Co.jILos Angeles

5 MILLION
f™
SEEDS
Martha Washington

Collection

40 "r 10c.

of Aster, Balsam,
P.insy, Sweet Pea,
I'iiik, Salvia, Phlox
JlycSotis. Cosmos,
Verbena, Petunia,
N;isturtiiim, Cvpiess
Vine, Heliotliiope,
Mignonette, witli
tlie loUowing EultB
FREE : One Dewey
Lily (as al'ovci. 1

B'gonia, 1 Freesiaa, 1

Tuberose, 1 Gladiolus.

All of the above
sent, postpaid, for
lO cents in coin or
staniiLs. Orrterearly.
Avoid the rush.

MYSTIC VALLEY SEED CO., Medford, Mass,



MENNENS
BORATE D

TOILET iPaPOWDER

Gerhard Me n ne n Co., N ewark, N. J.

A GERMAN PROPRIETARY MEDICINE

NOW FIRST INTRODUCED IN

THE UNITED STATES

DR. BILLROW'S
STOMACH CURE

CURES POSITIVELY

$1.00 PER BOX

POSTPAID

CURU COMPANY
Dep't C, 711 West Sixth St. Los Angeles, Cal.

Mothers !

Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

MRS. WINSLOW'S S00THIN6 SYRUP

has been used for over SIXTY YEARS by
MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-
DREN while TEETHING, with PERFECT
SUCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFT-
ENS the GUMS, ALLAYS all PAIN, CURES
WIND COLIC, and is the best remedy for
DIARRHCEA. Sold by all Drug-gists in every
part of the world. Be sure and ask for

" Mrs.
Winslow's Soothing- Syrup," and take no other
kind. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

KIDNEY 8. LIVER

BITTERS
CURES DYSPEPSIA.

SEE FOR YOURSELF
how dear, clean, and healthy

complexion will appear
— and

how powerless the winter winds
will be to cause chaps, rougli-

ness, or other facial blemishes— if you will use that most
healthful of all beautifiers -

lA fACEf^OWDER
Refuse substitutes. They may be dangeroiis. Flesh,
White, Pink, or Cream. 50c. a box of druggists or by
mail. Send roc. for sample.

Ben. Levy & Co., Dept. 4 125 Kingston Street, Boston



(Established 1879)

"Cures While Yeu Sleep."

Whooping -Cough, Croup,

Bronchitis, Coughs,
Diphtheria, Catarrh

Confidence can be placed in a remedy which for a
quarter of a century has earned unqualified praise.
Restful niffhts are assured at once.

Cresolene is a Boon to

Asthmatics.

ALL DRUGGISTS.
Send Postalfor Descriptive

Betklet

Cresolene Antisep-
tic Throat Tablets for
the irritated throat, at
your druffgristor from
us. 10c. in stamps.
The Vapo-Cresolene Co.

180 Fulton St., N.Y.

Leemlng-Mlles BIdg.

Montreal, Canada

RIDDEL^S

OLIVE OIL
FIRST PRESSING

Guaranteed Absolutely Pore

Pressed and Bottled by

J. O. RIDDEL, REDLANDS, CAL.

Bail-eys
f=ETIT-e.

COMPLEXION
-BRUSH

45<x

Ideal for Bathing the Face, Neck and Hands

It cleanses the skin of soil and oily waste, Improves the circulation,
builds up the muscles and smooths out the wrinkles. Ideal for

softening the beard before shaving Price mailed, 25 cents.
Accept no others. Beware of imitations.

Rf) BULBSWU 35 Cents.
Will grow in the

'house or out of
doors. Hyacinths,
Tulips, Gladiolus,
Croous, Fuclisias,
Oxalis, Tuberoses,
Begonia, Jonquils,
IXatl'o'lils, Cliinese
Lily. Dewey I.ily,
(Jloxiiiia, Lilies of ___^.^
tlie Valley—all postpaid, 25c. in stamps

or coin. Asapremiuin with these Bulbs we will send
FREK a big collection of flower seeds—over 200 kinds.
HILLSIDE NURSERY, SOMERVILLE, MASS.

KIDDER'S PAsriLLES. rjiief'for Asthma.

STOWELL & CO., Mfrs.

Sold by all Druggists,
or by mail, 3S cents.

Cliarlestown, Mass.

Bailey's Rubber Complexion Brush .



Our own brand of Olive Oil and our Medal- Wmnins
Wines are California''s choicest products.

In order to Intro- /^ \ • /^ • |

1",,%^,°""' Olive Oil
nd OUR '%. T * A_

FAMOUS Vintages
In their absolute purity, direct from our store,
•we quote the followiii? inside prices :

2 cases, each containiae- 1 dozen quart bottles (5 to
the srallon) of our Best Assorted Wines, Cham-
pasrne excepted, including- 1 bottle of Old Califor-
nia Brandy, 24 bottles all told, for

Only $11.00
or a splendid assortment of Table Wines

at $8.50
for 2 cates, assortment to be made by us, or by
yourself—as yon choose.

Olive Oil
Quart bottles $11 per case of 1 doz.
Pint bottles 12

" "'

2
"

Palf Pint bottles 13
" "

4
'

FREIGHT prepaid by us to your nearest railroad station, pro-
vided your aj^gregate order of Wines and Olive Oil amounts to 100

pounds or over. For your guidance in this matter, we give the

weight of 2 cases of wine—100 lbs. ;
case of olive oil, about 30 lbs.

Edward dermain Wine (o.

p. O. Box 290 Los Angeles, Cal.

DRINK

NAiER Imm
BREWERY

LAGERBEERS
The best and purest brewed on the Coast

For sale in bottles and keg's.

Telephones: Sunset—Main 91

Home 91

MAPLEINE
(TI1E SYRUP MAKER)

Makes delicious

syrup with the

genuine Maple
flavor. ^There

is no cooking

required in mak-

ing syrup with

Mapleine. All

you need to do is

to dissolve gran-
ulated sugar in

water and add a

few drops of

Mapleine.

Dairy and food de-

partments in all states

endorse Mapleine for

its absolute freedom
from injurious ingre-
dients. 1lOrdera2-oz.
bottle with your list

of groceries, or send a
2 cent stamp for trial

bottle to

CRESCENT MEG. CO.

SEATTLE, U.S.A.

DON'T BE WEAK AND

DESPONDENT !

USE

EHMANN

OLIVE OIL

and have a mental and bodily vigor

capable of strenuous action. Noth-

ing- so good for the system — puri-

fies, heals and nourishes. Made
from California's finest olives by
THE EHMANN EXCLUSIVE METHOD.

Write for prices and particulars.

tm' ABSOLUTE PURITY GUARANTEED.

LUDWIG & MATHEWS. Agents
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Ehmann Olive Co., Mfrs., Oroville, CaL

Humm*! Bros. A Co. furnish beat h«lp. 116-118 E. Second



/M

Tooth
Paste

cleans and pre-

serves the teeth.

Mothers should realize the

importance of preserving
intact the primary set of

teeth until the secondary
or permanent set is ready
to take its place. Let us

send you our free booklet on "
Taking Care of

the Teeth** which contains much information

in concise form. Children should be encouraged
to use Dentacura Tooth Paste. 25c. a tube.

Avoid substitutes.

DENTACURA COMPANY,
107 ALLING ST., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

jDolito Screen andM (o.

r ^

Carbon Briquets
The best SOLID fuel on the market for

IVan^es
Grates and Heaters

Fxirnaces

A PERFECT SUBSTITUTE
FOR COAL. WOOD OR COKE

Price, delivered in city:

$5.50 per ton

$3.00 per half ton
$1.75 per quarter ton

Prompt Deliveries.

Los Angeles Gas and Electric Company
Allso and Center Streets

Teleohones' •) Sunset Broadway 5155
I Home 2990

^

(incorporated)

Removable Window Screens, Hig-h Grade Screen

Doors, Patent Reversable Windows
Office and Factory: 634-638 Maple Ave.

''"'•" E.sm LOS ANGELES

ESPEY'S FRABRANT CREAM
Will relieve and cure chapped hands, lips, rash,
sunburn, chafed or rousrh skin from any cause.
Preyents tendency to wrinkles or afireinfir of the
skin. Keeps the face and hands soft, smooth,
firm and white. It has no equal. Ask for it

and take no substitute.

Package of Espey's Sachet Powders
Sent FREE on receipt 2c. to Pay Postajre

P. B. KBYS, Agent. Ill So. Center Ave., CHICAflO

WANTED 50,000Agents.

50 9i SEEDS, 50c.
How to Make Money Easy. ""^^oTGRAim
SEEDS at 5c. each to your neighbors, and make
$2.(X) for your trouble, for only a few hours' work.
This is a grand chance to make money for a small
investment. Some of our agents have cleared

$200.00 in cash. Send 50c. and we will send the
seeds at once, delivered to you, postage paid.
Order early. Ad(lress

SOMERVILLE NURSERY, SOMERVILLE, MASS.

WE MAKE 'EM SOL WORKS 'EM

OUR BUSINESS

To furnish Hot Water by Sunshine

with our

Improved Climax

Solar Water

Neater
Why burn fuel? Sunshine is free.

No Explosion. No Danerer.

No Expense.

DON'T LET YOUR ARCHITECT
FORGET THE SOLAR HEATER

SOUR HEATER CO.
A. D. Davis, Mgrr.

330 New High St.,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Home Phonk 23% Writk for an Aobncy

Reliable help promptly furnished. Hummel .Bros. & Co., Tel. Main 509.



BUTCHER'S
Boston Polish

is the best finish made for FLOORS,
interior Woodwork and Furniture

Not brittle; will neither scratch nor
deface, like shellac or varnish. Is
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THE MASS or MANGAS
BY SHARLOr M. HALL

'EARS had the Mission stood alone,

Its silent chapels bat-tenanted
;

On its altars the gray owl nested her young,
And the ground squirrels burrowed above the dead

By the western wall, nor stirred their sleep ;

Bare lay the fields, sun-scorched and white :

As scatter from black hawks the timorous quail.

Padre and soldier and neophyte

Scattered before the Apache hordes

That swept the valley with death and flame.

Now back at last, like quail to their nests.

Timorous, fearing, they slowly came,
Priest and people

—to wring anew
From the sullen desert a grudging chance
For scanty food and room to toil,

Or a quick-won end on a blood-stained lance.

With fragrant branches of gray mesquite,
And waxen yuccas fair and tall—
Lifting their bells like hands in prayer,
Slender and snowy and virginal

—
And desert lilies as frail as hope.

They wreathed the altars, and lit once more
The long-dead tapers, and set the rood
Over the arrow-bitten door.

The pale Christ leaned from the ironwood cross,

High in its niche deep-walled and gray ;

Copyright 1906, by Out West Magazine Co. All rights reserved.
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And under his feet, in order set,

Censer and chalice in rough-wrought clay,
Where once was silver shaped in Spain—
Now spoil of fight to the savage foe,
And bandied from careless hand to hand,
Unblest uses and lips to know.

The tapers flickered
;
and tenderly

The last words whispered and echoed up
To the painted saints in the dusk above.
As the padre Hfted the earthen cup
And the blessed wine—but crash it fell,

Staining the floor with a crimson tide.

Unseen of the startled worshipers.
For look—where the door unbarred swings wide !

Somber and splendid in paint and plume,
With claws of eagle and puma skin,

]\Iangas, the dread Apache chief.

And a hundred braves at his back crowd in !

He swept the shards of the cup aside

And its silver mate on the altar set :

"Padre, the boy you stopped to draw
From the lion's jaws makes good his debt.

"With Death hot-heel on your track you turned
To save a child of the enemy ;

Let these, beloved of your Hidden God,
Re bond of peace for mine and me !

And this in thanks for that other day !"

Censer and chalice, he set them down,
And bared his arms of their turquoise bands,
And stripped the robe from his shoulders brown.

Man by man his men heaped up
The pile, till it grew to the Virgin's feet

;

Skin and blanket, and beads that hung
Like jewelled buds in the pale mesquite.
Then, swift as they came, they went, again.
But, so 'tis writ in the Mission rolls

;

With wine and incense the Padre straight
Said holy mass for their heathen souls,

And held them saved to the Mother Church ;

For a grateful heart is a thing indeed

That, weighed in the palm of the Savior's hand,
Out-values penance and prayer and creed.

And year by year, when the yucca bells.

Like flags of truce swung tall and white,
The name of Mangas was blessed anew
With bell and taper and solemn rite.

Dewey, Arizona.



MAIN AI,TAR, MISSION SAN XAVIEK DKL BAC

The Mission San Xavier del Bac. the most beautiful of the early Spanish
Missions, was the extreme border outpost of missionary zeal, facing the

mountains out of which the unconquered Apache menaced the Spanish settle-

ments for a hundred years. At times it was entirely abandoned, priest and
people retiring to the less exposed districts farther South. In these periods
the old church stood undisturbed, unharmed except by weather. It has suf-

fered more in the past twenty years at the hands of American visitors than in

ail the century and a quarter of varying fortune.
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'rORElST ENDOWMENT OF PACIFIC SLOPE:
BY J. G. LEMMON

OTHER Nature is wonderful-

ly lavish with her favors to-

wards some countries, and as

strangely niggardly to others. No

more striking proof of this fact is

found than that of the distribution

of the forests over the land-surface

of the earth. It is but little under-

stood that the most wonderful and

valuable forest known is that oi

Northwest America.

This forest possesses more kinds,

or species, of resinous-wooded, nar-

row-leaved cone-bearing trees than

any equal area in the world,

and these trees are either the

largest in dimensions, or they

bear the largest fruits, called

cones, that the earth. has pro-

duced.

This matchless combination

of superlative qualities has

been bestowed by circumstances and forces so wonderful as to give

the phenomenon the character of a special gift or local endowment.

There are 211 species of trees of all kinds growing in the Pacific

Slope States, of which 11 1 species (more than one-half) are in-

digenous to California, while 34 of these are found only in this

favored State. ,

Omitting the non-resinous, broad-leaved trees, of which there is a

liberal allowance, the resinous-wooded, cone-bearing trees of the

Pacific Slope number thirteen genera or families, comprising seventy-,

seven species or kinds of trees—twelve of the genera, with forty-

one species, being in California.

Of these species twenty-six are pines, two are larches, five are

true spruces, two are hemlock spruces, two are false hemlock spruces,

ten are true firs, two are redwoods, two are American cedars, seven

are cypresses, nine are junipers, and two are yews.

Three of our pines
—the great Sugar, the Yellow and the Jeffrey

Pine—all of them being very valuable trees, are also the largest

trees of the family, often attaining a height of 250 feet, with a diam-

eter of ten to twelve feet. No pines of foreign countries, with one

minor exception, attain one-half of these dimensions.



Photo by Britton & Key
SUGAR PINE {Pitiris Lamberttana)

Near Mt. Shasta. Over 150 feet hig-li.
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FRUIT AND FOLIAGE OF THE SUGAR PINE
Cones more than 20 inches longr.

Five of our pines bear longer or heavier cones, with larger seeds,

than any found elsewhere, the cones of the very valuable Sugar Pine

being 15 to 20 inches long, while those of the Coulter Pine often

weigh eight to ten pounds, the Gray Pine three to four pounds, the

Torrey Pine two pounds, and the Jeffrey Pine one and a half to two

pounds, while the largest cones outside of California scarcely exceed

six inches, and the heaviest rarely weigh one pound. Two of our

spruces attain enormous dimensions. The very beautiful and valu-

able Douglas Spruce, of the Sierra and northward, becomes 300 to 350
feet high, with a trunk eight to twelve feet thick. The great Tide-

land Spruce of the north coast is but little less in dimensions, while

the cone of the P)ig-cone Hemlock Spruce of the San Bernardino

Mountains is five to seven inches long and three to four inches thick
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when ripe and expanded—these dimensions far excelHng any for-

eign spruce.

Five of our firs, the. Red-bark, the White-bark, and the Shasta

firs of CaHfornia, and the Grand and Noble firs of the region north-

ward, become two or three times as large as any eastern or foreign

fir, being often 200 to 250 feet high, five to ten feet in diameter,

with cones six to nine inches long.

Our two world-renowned redwoods—the Coast Redwood and the

Sierra Big Tree, rising to the height of 300 to 320 feet and enlarging,

FRUIT AND FOLIAGE OF THE JEFFREY PINE

while yet young, to a diameter of twenty to thirty-five feet and grow-

ing for 3,000 to 5,000 years
—are not approached in grand propor-

tions and regal majesty elsewhere. And the cones of one of our

redwoods—the Sierra Big Tree—though small as compared with

our pine cones, are yet, doubtless, the monsters of their race, the

largest being the size of a hen's &gg, while the largest cones found in

connection with fossil remains of the twenty-five extinct species do

not exceed the size of a nutmeg.
So with the two to three-inch cones of our Alpine Hemlock Spruce,

the one-inch cone of Incense Cedar, the one and a half-inch cone of

the Monterey Cypress, the three-eighths-inch berry of the California

Juniper, and the one and a half-inch California False Nutmeg, all

the largest cones of their respective families.

This prodigality in number and size extends to other vegetable

growths. Our oaks are numerous and often large, with the largest

acorns and cups known. One of our maples bears, leaves six to ten

inches across, while the little shrubby popgun elder of the East is

supplanted here by a tree twelve to twenty inches in diameter.



BIG YELLOW PINB OF CALIFORNIA (PhlltS pOndeiO.Sa)

The principal lumber tree of California. Attains a heieht of 200 to 230 fact
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Most of the trees niciitioncU are indigenous to California, and

three-fourths of them are found only in that state. Why this great

prodigality of Nature in behalf of the Pacific Slope, and especially

of CaUfornia?

The solution of this problem involves a brief discussion of certain

controlling factors.
, ,

At the outset we may observe that an impassable climatic barrier

is set up at present, by Nature, preventing migration north and south

—the Torrid Zone, in which no resinous trees can grow except on

high peaks. This zone separates the world's forests into two

unequal and very different floras.

The Southern Hemisphere is the the home of the Araucaria, the

Eucalyptus, the Acacia, etc., while in the Northern Hemisphere are

found—in addition to the hosts of broad-leaved, non-resinous trees,

such as oak, ash, hickory, etc.—all of the large families of pine,

larch, cedar, spruce, and fir, with the redwood, cypress, and juniper.

The distribution of these trees across the two continents, however, is

very unequal. ,

The northern part of the eastern continent—Eurasia—is approxi-

mately 9,000 miles across. North America is but 3,000
—one-third

as far. We would naturally expect, for instance, three times as

many pines in Eurasia as in America. Just the reverse is the case.

Of the 80 species, and well-marked varieties of known pines, only 20

are indigenous to Eurasia, while 60 are flourishing in America.

Again, the Pacific Slope region, from the Rocky Mountains to the

Pacific shore, is about 1,000 miles, or one-third of the distance across

the continent
; yet it has 45 out of the 60 American species, and well-

marked varieties, 14 being in Mexico and 26 in the western United

States, with 20 of these in California—a narrow strip of coast only

800 miles long by 150 wide, yet containing as many kinds of pine as

all Eurasia !

Now if the distribution was equal, Eurasia having 60 pines and

North America 20, the Pacific Slope, being one-third of America,

would be entitled to but six and two-thirds species, and California,

which embraces about one-tenth of the Pacific Slope, would have

little more than half a chance to get one species !

This excessive prodigality of Nature in favor of the Pacific Slope

and especially the California part of it, is due to a combination of

factors, chief of which are the contours of continents, the trend of

principal mountain ranges, the behavior of certain oceanic and at-

mospheric currents, the alternate elevation and depression of conti-

nental area, together with the ability of all these factors to modify

the effects of certain crucial climatic periods, called the Ice Age and

the Thermal Age.
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FINE EXAMPLE OF A FULL-FRUITED COAST REDWOOD {ScqUoia scmpervirens)

The phenomenon of hot and cold ages or periods in the earth's

history compelling the migration, the change of location, of the entire

organic world—the kingdoms of the animals and plants
—is a

much discussed and controverted topic. Seven theories have been

presented from time to time, accounting for these important epochs,

chief of which is the very interesting Astronomical Theory.
This theory, first presented by Mr. Croll, and endorsed by Pro-

fessor Geikie and many other English geologists, "attributes the Gla-
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cial Age to the combined inilucnce of the i)recessioii of equinoxes
and conseciuent secular clianges in tlie eccentricity of the earth's

orbit," whereby the seasons, summer and winter, would have a dis-

parity of nearly five weeks instead of one week, as at present. This

disparity, it is claimed, would produce Glacial and Thermal Ages
alternately, every 21,000 years. ,

However, the late Professor Le Conte, America's most renowned

geologist, controverted this theory in part, quoting from many au-

thorities, showing that but one Glacial Age can be proven. Re-

ferring to the researches 6f Professor Wallace and others he asserted

that the phenomenon in question is the result of several agencies
—

FKUIT OF THB BIG CONK UtiU.

astronomical, geological and geographical
—

producing a severe Gla-

cial Age of great length, with two cumulative points of greatest

severity and a Sub-Thermal period between
;
the Ice Age commenc-

ing about 240,000 years ago, continuing 160,000 years, and ending

80,000 years ago.

During this Glacial Age the plants were driven slowly, generation
after generation, a few feet at a time, down across the North Tem-

perate Zone, by a world-wide sheet of ice, to be subsequently as

slowly driven back by waves of tropic heat.

In this double migration, owing to the configuration of continents

and mountain ranges, most of the plants were destroyed, only a few

vestiges of the post-glacial families being extant today, gathered

here and there upon the plains or stranded upon the mountains.

The means and manner of this destruction are most interesting.

The continents of both the old and new world are greatly expanded
at the north, while the southern portions are attenuated to narrow

peninsulas.



I'lioto hy Brittoit & Key.
THK BIG-CONE PINE (Pi'ttits Coulteri)

Sad Bernardino Mts.
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These configurations give to the North Temperate Zone its great-

ly dominant character, having most of the existing famiUes, while the

peninsulas are sparsely furnished.

The Eurasian mountain ranges are mostly transverse, like the

Alps, Himalayas, and Thian-Chan Mountains, forming barriers to

the progress of plants : while the North American ranges are nearly

longitudinal, jiermitting the plants to escai)e southward during a

Glacial Age. and return during a Thermal one.

There is much evidence found in the fossiliferous rock strata, that

an abundant tiora of monster trees once occupied the Arctic regions,

similar on the two continents, owing to the connections then existing

or to nearness of extremities. Also they were similar to certain pres-

ent species.

FRUIT AND FOLIAGE OF BIG KKD FIK Froiii paiitthii; by Mis. Lemmoii
Reaches a height of over 200 feet. Cones nine inches longr.

The formation of an ice-cap over the polar regions, and of snow

and ice deposits on the summits of mountains to the southward,

drove the plants down from the northern plains, and down from the

sides of mountains in the temperate zone, to form vast hordes of fugi-

tives hastening to southern plains.

This hegira continuing as the sheet of ice expanded and plowed
with its glaciers slowly down to median latitudes of Europe and

Asia, the entire members of many families were overtaken on the

northern side of the mountain ranges and frozen out ; others, passing

between the ends of the ranges, reached the shores of the Mediterra-

nean Sea and the Indian Ocean, and were then and there destroyed,

a few only escaping by the narrow, devious Isthmus of Suez into



Bic; RED FIR [Abies magtiifira)

Slopes of Sierra Nevada
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Africa, while others huddled upon the three peninsulas of Arabia,

Hindustan, and Malacca.

On the Western Continent a great portion of the plants in their

flight came down unobstructed, to the Gulf of Mexico, to be caught
and frozen there

;
a few eastern families escaped on the peninsula of

Florida
;
while the greater part of the western plants ran down along

the plateau of Mexico into Central America, and some of them, per-

haps, finally crossed on the Isthmus of Darien into South America.

Following the Glacial Age came the Thermal, with contrary efifects,

and with more destructive results. The ice melts on the southern

verge of the ponderous ice cover, allowing the plants to return, tim-

idly seeking the newly-emptied glacier beds. Soon after, the flood-

water sinking into the mountain-sides, the brown earth, becoming

vivified, invites the grasses and flowers to new-made homes, while

sunny parterres beckon to the spying trees, promising centuries of

occupation—if they can withstand the climate.

The rising heat rolling in waves from the south, nearer and nearer,

urges on the lagging columns, adding the necessity of avoiding death

to the attraction of better homes.

But the universal return of plants from the south, was prosecuted

under vastly different, more destructive conditions than those of the

northern flight. The plants on the return trip were attracted north-

ward along the cool plains, and also, some of them upward on the

mountain-sides
;
for it is the same thing, in effect, to ascend a moun-

tain for cooler weather as to journey northward.

Now the first elevations beside a valley are usually low ones, foot-

hills, outlying ridges or higher spurs. The plants that ascended

these elevations, as the heat came on and proved too severe for their

constitutions, were shriveled and burned then and there—the last

battle ground and altar-places wdiere were immolated the greater part

of the vegetable creation of the period !

Here and there straggling members of a family, reaching a locality

on the plain, or part-way up a mountain, when the present equilib-

rium of seasons was established, found themselves suited to the

environment—and it is the descendants of those plants that are the

inhabitants of our plains and mountains today.

These terminals of broken lines of development—these remnants

of a past multitudinous vegetation,
—ever since they were allowed to

exist and perpetuate their kind, have been obliged to wage war upon

crowding neighbors from generation to generation, in order to gain

or retain a foothold, resorting to changes of ground, of character, or

weapons, in order to win in the incessant battle of life. Incidentally

these changes of character, these weapons and disguises furnish the

greater part of the data upon which botanists are enabled to classify

genera and species of plants.



Photo by Britton t& Rey
THE GRAY-LEAF PINK (Phtus Sabhitana)

Near Auburn, Cal.
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That the plants have made the double journey described is plainly

[proved by the characters of alpine plants on high peaks of the North

Temperate Zone. They are found to be identical, or nearly so, with

present Arctic plants. Now they could not have passed from north-

ern regions directly to these summits during the southern flight, for

the reason that both Arctic regions and these mountain tops were be-

ing slowly covered, simultaneously, with snow, soon becoming per-

manent ice. Manifestly, cold-loving plants
—our Alpine plants

—
could ascend mountains only when fleeing from torrid heat—and ex-

actly that condition was experienced on the return journey ;
so here

near the snow-line, on all the high peaks of the North Temperate

Zone, are stranded Arctic species of plants, with less northern fami-

lies established on the slopes of the mountains.

It has been stated that Europe and Asia were deprived of their

quota of plants by the many long transverse ranges of mountains

preventing the passing of plants south or north, except through the

wide gaps between ranges ;
while North America was favored by

having nearly longitudinal ranges, permitting the free passage of

plants to and fro along unobstructed plateaus.

The two long, nearly longitudinal American watersheds—the

Rocky Mountains and the Alleghenies
—deliminate three plateaus,

Atlantic Slope, Mississippi Valley, and Pacific Slope. We have seen

that the distribution of plants was not equal
—the Pacific Slope hav-

ing the lion's share, and largest growths. This is due principally to

four potential agencies.

The Rocky Mountains, lying near the western side of the continent,

extend southeasterly, upon the eastern side of the high plateau of

Mexico, to Central America. The plants returning from the south

at the beginning of the Thermal Age, 80,000 years ago, were divided

at the outset in Southern Mexico, and a large part barred out of the

Mississippi Valley by the Mexican Cordilleras, that killed oflf unfor-

tunate individual families which ascended their foot-hills and spurs
—

as described—while other families or other members of the same

families were attracted to pursue the broad, free, and, at the time,

cool, and inviting pathway along the high plateau of Mexico and

Arizona, diminished at every league by the many western spurs of

the Rocky Mountains; the survivors escaping to pass into the valleys

and along the sides of the mountain ranges, some of them particularly

directed northwestward again by the favoring coast plateau, deci-

mated the while, by the high, similar westwardly inclined and de-

structive Sierras of New Mexico, to reach final destination- in Ca-li-'

fornia and the region northward.

A very important agency helping on the capture 'and directing the

distribution of the trees all along the western coast from California

to Alaska, is the presence in the North Pacific Ocean of the warm



LOWLAKD FIR [Abies graiidis)

CaliforMia coast and aortbwartl
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Kiiro-Shiwo, or Japan current. This is primarily a hot tropical

current which strikes the islands along the southern coast of China

and is deflected northward, to be more deflected by the Japan islands

and hurled northeastward across the Pacific Ocean. There it meets

the southern side of the long chain of Aleutian Islands, which turn a

part of the current down along the coast of America, delayed and

accumulated during its long sweep by the many islands and capes on

the way, while its heat rises into the atmosphere, increasing its tem-

perature and carrying with it enormous quantities of water.

Another factor closely connected with the preceding is found in

the cool, broad, overrunning Pacific breezes that prevail most of the

year on the northwest coast. Mingling with the heated and moist-

ure-filled air over the Japan current, the volume presses inland, the

moisture condensing and falling most copiously upon the nearest

DOUGLAS, OK BLUE, OAK {^/tCrcUS Dotls/asH)
Near San Luis Obispo

cool elevations—giving sustenance and stimulus to the richest and

most remarkable forest on the face of the globe.

The fourth factor necessary, it is found, for the production of the

largest growths, is a high degree of heat, of which the Puget Sound

region lacks sufificient for some plants, although many of her trees,

such as the Noble, Grand, and Amabilis firs, and the very valuable

Gigantic Cedar (or Shingle tree) became monsters, and the Douglas

Spruce, one of the most valuable timber trees on the earth, becomes

in Oregon and Washington the tallest tree known, 350 to probably

380 feet high !

This necessary heat is found under the semi-tropic sun in the lati-

tude of California. This heat added to the enclosed conditions of

the state—the high Sierra on one side, the lower Coast Range on the

other, the latter admitting the ocean breezes through its passes, and
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with low interlocking ranges at each end—furnishes just the right

conditions, it seems, for strongest allurement to enter and for high-

est development afterward
;
for here only, in this cul de sac of Cali-

fornia, are found the largest cone-bearing trees on earth, of some

nine different genera ;
and here only are found the largest and heavi-

est cones of twelve different species !

Is it not passing strange that out of the twenty pines of Europe
and Asia, and the twelve pines of the eastern states, not one should

develop cones as large as either one of four pines in California?

It is interesting to note, in this connection, our absolute dependence

upon Mexico, in the first instance, for all the blessings of this ample
forest endowment.

That long, narrow, high-raised peninsula, 600 miles wide at its

junction, diminishing to 200 miles, at the Isthmus of Tehuantepec,
and 8,000 to 4,000 feet in elevation along its flat central extent,

presented a high, uninterrupted plateau for the escape of the western

plants southward, at the approach of the Glacial Age ;
as also, later,

inducing and providing for their safe return during the progress of

the Thermal.

Incidentally, the dear old foster-mother kept the majority of the

western oaks upon her genial plateau, as also nearly half of the

western pines. Also, (to her great advantage) she detained three

out of the four great Taxodiums—Southern Cedars—closely re-

lated to our Sequoias.

It is interesting also to picture with the imagination the majestic

(not to say pathetic) universal processions, back and forth, of the

early plant-kingdom. The progress
—the steps

—in these slow and

silent marches were made, of course, by the seeds, and only those

that, during each of the ages were carried by the wind or other

means of travel, to a safe distance from the beleaguered parents, and

there found favorable conditions, were enabled to germinate, flourish

and continue the species.

Limiting our view for the present to the southern route of one

family, let us take the progenitors of the beautiful feather-cone

Spruces (Pscudotsuga) traveling slowly along, generation after gen-

eration, perhaps but a few feet at a time and scattering laterally also,

as opportunity was afforded, all across the North Temperate Zone
;

the most of them to be caught and exterminated on the then bleak

shores of the Indian Ocean, the Mediterranean Sea, and the Gulf of

Mexico. Among those species on the American continent, that

escaped death were those that by the accident of their proximity to

its western border, were enabled to migrate to Mexico and Central

America. Subsequently, when the reverse condition—the hot

Thermal Age—came on, and only a high road northward could offer

relief, there was the same Mexican plateau inviting the beleaguered
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plants to retreat, which they accepted (with what expressions of

relief we cannot tell, being animate creatures of another grade) ;

albeit many were inveigled into ascending, fatally, the mountain

spurs, besetting their course ;
so that finally, but two species, keeping

to the good old highway, escaped to the Northwest
;
one being the

great Douglas Spruce (the so-called "Oregon Pine" of lumbermen),

which is well distributed over the Northwest
;
the other, the rare

Big-cone Spruce, reaching only a limited locality of Southern Cali-

fornia. No other species, the world over, survived the forced double

migration.

A similar case, but not so fatal, is that of the curious genus Tii-

mion—the False Nutmegs. Only four species are extant ;
one of

them is in California, the three others distributed to Florida, India

and Japan.

GREAT VALLEY OAK. LIMITED TO CALIFORNIA

Similar, also, is the case of the genus Pasania—the Chestnut Oaks.

One species only, our beautiful and useful ''Tan-bark Oak" of the

California coast, is indigenous ;
the rest are in the far-distant region

of Siam and her near-by islands—one-half of the earth's circumfer-

ence away!
Another definitely known case is that of the genus Sequoia—the

Redwoods. Of the score or more species known to have inhabited

the high northern regions of both hemispheres, and, of course, to

have been forced, with the vast horde of other plants, twice across

the North Temperate Zone
;
the only survivors are the two species

that, ultimately, escaped to California. These are our renowned

Coast Redwood and the Sierra Big Tree.
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Whatever of pigmy growth and rudimentary characters all these

double-emigrants of so remarkable experiences presented when they

arrived for the second time on the Pacific Slope, they at once came

under the beneficent influence of the stimulating factors described,

which, operating with increased energy during thousands of years,

have produced, and are still enlarging, the monstrous trees and pro-

digious fruits that are the joy of the West, the envy of the South, and

the amazement of the East !

And our beloved California is the throbbing heart, the central stage

of activity, the most favofed sister of this glorious galaxy of Pacific

Slope States !

The great truth is forced upon the attention that it is California

that was set apart from all the world, when, as the geologists tell us.

MONTERKY CYPRESS {Cupressus tnacrocaipa)

Limited to California.

the Pacific Slope was raised from the ocean bed, in comparatively

recent geologic times, by a mighty geotherm. or earth heat-wave,

with the Sierra and Cascade Range as its axis of elevation
;
followed

in a later age by another uplift with the Coast Range as its axis;

while the long, broad valley between the ranges was cross-fenced

by low mountains into several magnificent parks, principal of which

are the valley of California, the smaller Willamette valley of Ore-

gon, and the extensive Puget Sound region.

Of these, California was assigned first place in the pathway of the

southern fugitives, inviting to enter and urging to tarry and form a

natural, unexampled arboretum within her mountain walls, supreme-

ly aided thereto by a semi-tropic sun dispensing beneficent heat—-the
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whole array of factors mentioned combining to produce the most gen-

erous and forcing cHmate on the face of the earth—as magnificently

evidenced by this matchless Forest Endowment!
There is a collateral thought, pregnant with great promise, clearly

deducible from this forest phenomenon. It is this: Ijccause the

physical conditions producing largest and best forms in one of the

two organic kingdoms—the vegetable
—

prevail now upon the earth

in one sequestered region, we may believe that the other animate

kingdom—the animal—and especially the human family, is equally

susceptible to the world-excelling stimuli, and we may logically ex-

pect that this favored state—with the contiguous country it shall

dominate northward—is the coming Empire of the World, with a

people and rulers pre-eminent in moral and aesthetic culture, as well

as in marvelous and solid growth.
The poets, those inspired persons of all ages, have given us hints

of the future great Republic of Arts and Letters that shall arise on

these shores, as foreshadowed by our Joaquin Miller :

"Dared I but chant a prophecy,
As sang the holy men of old.

Of rock-built cities yet to be

Along these shining shores of gold.

Crowding athirst into the sea,

What wondrous forecasts might be told !

"Enough, to know that empire here

Shall burn her loftiest, brightest star;
Here art and eloquence shall reign.
As o'er the wolf-reared realm of old

;

Here learn'd and famous from afar

To pay their noble court, shall come.
And shall not seek nor see in vain.

Rut look on all with wonder dumb."
Oakland, Cal.
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Fouad only in California.
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THE REDWOODS
BY D. S. RICHARDSON

IKE tufted arrows, straight and tall,

Down-hurled by some titanic hand,

Against the purple sky they stand

And tremble on the mountain wall.

From gulfs where limpid waters cry.

From deep ravine and fern-lined cup.

They lift their shafts of glory up
To touch the glory of the sky.

In fadeless verdure, host on host,

They flank the meadows, cool and wide.

They dip their fingers in the tide

And run along the golden coast.

They run from cape to cape and free

Their pungent breath on every gale ;

They lean where winding rivers trail

Their scented currents to the sea.

Hoarse, where they stand, the west wind springs

Along their giant pipes and lo,

^olian symphonies outflow

And all the fragrant woodland sings.

O temples, reared of mist and sun.

To crown the glory of the hills,'

Perennial joy thy beautv thrills,

And all thy aisles to music run.

The night is here
; and stars again

Look through thy arches to the sea
;

Where God so moves in majesty,

What hand shall mar, what lip profane?

San Francisco.
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' IN PURSUIT or A GRAVEYARD ,

Being the Trail oj an Archaeological Wedding Journey

By THERESA RUSSELL

CHAPTER III

THE CARAVAN
"Our four-horse team
Shall soon be seen."

fj^?jr|HE
first day out we kept going along until we came to

no place in particular. Then we stopped.

"Dry camp tonight," remarked Nosifor, genially.

It was noted that if anyone did remark anything,

it was liable to be Nosifor. When not engaged in

making remarks, he zealously occupied himself in

rendering Mexican ballads—and rending the at-

mosphere in the process. His repertoire was inex-

haustible. Much of it was unmentionable. We
knew enough of the language to be thankful we knew

no more. As an avocation, Nosifor sat on a box in

the front of the huge, canvas-canopied prairie

schooner and administered the brake.

Erminio's talents, useful and ornamental, lay in another direction.

He sat astride of Macho, the brown mule (who had to perform
double shift as night-wheeler and saddle-steed for the driver) and

flung his writhing black-snake about with a practised hand. He
was a thick-set fellow, with a pock-marked face that made him

repellantly ugly at first; but he had clear blue eyes, and the habit

)UK FOUR- IIOKSB TKAM."
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"no place IX particular"

of minding his own business. This reticence appeared to be due

partly to shyness and partly to ignorance of our language, but before

the summer had waned we learned it to be the reserve of a worthy
nature and a faithful heart.

On an elevated spring seat, amid a mighty conglomeration of

supplies and effects, sat the Instigators of the Expedition in loftv

state and looked far down upon the little dog below.

Alongside, or perhaps to the front or the rear, paced Sliver's pinto

pony, plus Sliver. What was the real Navajo name of this dignitary,

we, of course, could never discover. No possession of the Indian

is to him more inviolable than his name. But it should have been

Daniel, or words to that effect, for he wore a perpetual come-to-

judgment aspect. He was a medicine-man of the old school, and had

the detached, esoteric air provided for those of his high calling, be

they labelled swami, rabbi, priest, prophet, or shaman. His to ap-

proach the sacred Shekinah, his to converse with the oracle, his

to impart to the people in cautious segments the words and the will

of Those Above.

It was not for this purpose, however, that he had been enlisted as

a member of the Expedition. Being of versatile accomplishments,

at least by reputation, he had been engaged as guide, interpreter, and

cook. The meager fact that he proved pretty much of a failure in

all these capacities did not prevent him from being worth the price

of admission, just to look at and listen to. Not that he ever volun-

tarily looked at or spoke to us—but perhaps that only enhanced his

charm. He would ride along, bareheaded in the sunshine, forever

chanting in subdued monotone the rhythmic cadences of the Indian

song. Unlike the roundelays of Nosifor, Sliver's music awakened
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the keenest interest in its meaning. If one might only know the sig-

nificance of those subtle, eerie strains ! Breathed out into the Des-

ert, the Desert seemed to absorb them as her own—akin to her in

barbarism, in mystery, in appeal at once yearning and resigned.

And even more, one longed to know what mental processes were

going on behind that impassive shield of features, the tropic-browned

skin, the meditative brow, the experienced wrinkles radiating

around the kind, dreamy eyes with the light in them, the thin lips

and good, square chin. His slender form was still as erect as though

"clad in corduroy"

it were youthful. Its slenderness was, indeed, the raison d'etre for

his current cognomen. The Senor from whom we had acquired him,

believed in the fitness of names. His own cook, being epileptic, was

called ''Crazy."

The one analyzable attribute about Sliver was his costume, and that,

save when he dressed up a la Melicano, was a simple solution. His

shirt and trousers of figured calico, different in pattern, but alike in

magnificence, made a fine dash of color on the landscape. His moc-

casins were fastened under the ankle by silver quarters made into

clasps. His black hair was bunched up into a wad and tied with a
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"what are we stopping here for?"

white string, escaping locks being confined by a bandana fillet bound

around the forehead.

If Sliver had been of the aristocracy of wealth, instead of mere

culture, he would have been clad in corduroy. He would have worn

a heavy, splendid, silver necklace with many pendants. He would

have gloried in fine earrings of turquoise, tied on with a bit of twine

or an old rag. He might even have had a handkerchief of silk knotted

around his neck, and he would certainly have had an impressive

cartridge belt buckled around his waist.

But he had none of these things. And probably, being a theolo-

gian, he desired them not. In any case, his garb was suitable and

satisfactory, and that, as we all know, is a millennium difficult to at-

tain. He was also, being a desert Indian, possessed of a spontane-

ous cleanliness, and thus formed a happy combination of the gaudy
and the neat.

"What are we stopping here for?"' I inquire. In one's tenderfoot

days one will ask questions.

"Cause."

"What kind of Cause ? Final or Efficient ?"

"Both. Final, because we're hwigry, and efficient, because it's

time to eat."

"I fear me the dread Professor would have decorated your answer

with a nice, plump zero, in the good old Phil. IV. days."

"But even he would admit jt to be a sufficient reason."

"Especially if he were here. What shall I be doing?"

"Oh, hunt around in the sage-brush and find a funny little horned

toad to play with."

Instead, I discovered an Arizona ants' nest. It was of a size

proportionate to the space surrounding it. No ignoble saucer could
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cover its curving dome. Indeed, it could scarcely have hidden itself

under a bushel. It was no cheap adobe shack, either, but a palace of

marble halls. Through its white and shining corridors hurried the

black-costumed inhabitants, hurrying ever silently.

Not far away, a swift little lizard, all dressed for some social

function, his grev livery gemmed with iridescent sapphire and emer-

ald, issued from underneath a greasewood bush and glided away,

gliding silently.

Yonder a busy jack-rabbit, having all at once recollected an over-

due engagement in the next county, rushed from his covert of cholla

and bounded awav. bounding silently.

"dkessed up a la melicano"

Away over there, a watchful coyote sneaked from an arroyo, cov-

ering his alertness under an affectation of indifference, and paced

rapidly along, pacing silently.

But later on, when night is fairly come, he, of all these mute

citizens, will find a voice, and that a voice that cuts the silence

sharply. A series of short, staccato notes, a long drawn, quivering

breath, rising into a cry of anguish, the wail of a lost soul.

"Lost soul, indeed !" sniffed the Man of Science, in a parenthesis

between changing the camera plates and unrolling the bed. "The soul

of the coyote is a multiple personality, and every one of him is irre-

claimably lost and consigned to perdition."

After that I sat down on a roll of blankets and watched the boys

make camp. No, there is no cause for alarm. I shall neither de-
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scribe to you how they did it, nor explain to you how it should not

be done. "For on this subject," as his Double Who Undid Him was

instructed to say, "so much has been said, and so well said, that I

feel I can add nothing of interest."
,

But of that first camp in the open, with the sand for a mattress,

the sky for a ceiling, and stars for midnight tapers, two impressions
can never be effaced.

One is of sound—the contented crunching of the equine quintette,

the audible, artless enjoyment of their well-earned supper. What

positive, if reflected, comfort there is in it !

The other is of sight
—the withdrawing sunset, yielding its vivid

splendor to the calm, white radiance of the rising moon. Somehow

you feel yourself in the presence of a Great Change that makes vou

hold your breath. It is as though some on dear to you had flaunted

herself all day, and flouted you ;
as though she had dazzled and

jeered and broken your heart with her flippant garishness and hol-

low pretense ;
as though she had finally seemed about to depart with

a. riotous, Bacchanalian adieu—and then—quite suddenly, quite un-

expectedly
—had turned back to you with a rush of penitence and

apology and given you a glimpse of the tender sweetness that had

dwelt in the heart of her all the while. A cool touch caresses your
cheek. A soft illumination trembles against your tired, strained

eyes.

"Why, my beautiful Desert," you hear yourself saying, "I did not

suppose you had it in you !"

[To be continued.]

THE LONE TRAIL
BV NELLIE SUYDAM

I ®f E KNEW the round-up trails that swing
IjVj O'er sunny plains where faint winds drift.

Up through the caiion's dusky rift

To some hill-meadow's moss-rimmed spring ;

The trails that plod through wind-smoothed sands,
When lips are black and canteens clank.
From bitter spring and dust-filled tank,

Toward dim sky lines of lonely lands
;

Trails drifted deep with snows that fall.

When the last daylight flickers out,

And, on the peaks, the storm-winds shout

Among the pines : we knew them all.

O Love, the trail today you ride

Too fearful is for me to tread—
The Lonely Pathway of the Dead,

It leads across the Great Divine.

Martinez, Arizona.
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KUHAMAH
BY ANNA BECK ALLEN

DON'T see wh)^ you should be put out so about it,

Ruhamah, when you know that Ben QuipjUn worships
the very ground you walk on."

"That's just it, Mother. I know he worships the

ground I walk on," Ruhamah's head emphasized every

word, "and the horses I ride, and the cows I milk, and

J^t\\e. wheat Ivsend to market. Don't you suppose I see

through Ben Quiglin's worship? You know I can"^

bear him. He has no honor, no principle
—and I'm

sure he drinks."

"No, he don't drink. He used to—a little—but he's quit
—he

told me so himself; and you know he's a good manager."
"But we don't need a manager. You've said often that nobody

could manage the farm and the stock and the men better than I have

done for the last four years."

"Yes, you've done powerful well, for a girl. But you're a grown
woman now, 'most twenty years old, and it ain't fittin' that you
should go on traipsin' around over the country with them bloomer

things on. You've been doin' men's work long enough. That's

why I'm lettin' Mr. Q'uiglin come in and run the farm on the

sheers."

"Mother! You aren't going to let him come into our home, are

you? I could not stand that."

"I done it for you, Ruhamah. I signed the contract today."

Mrs. Ellendorf dropped the apple she was paring, and her fat, good-

natured face took on an expression of fright. "Don't look at me

so, daughter; you'll not have to do so much hard work now, an'

me'n you'll have such good times visiting around—an' it's only for

a year."

Ruhamah shut her hps hard to keep back the angry, useless words.

Her whole life, its achievements and its plans, lay in ruins about

her. A year
—

nothing lav beyond that year. She went out of the

room. The wind blew chill from the mountains. All the sweet,

intimate voices of the early springtime were hushed.

When Ruhamah came to herself, she was far up among the hills.

Her horse was black with sweat ; flecks of foam flew from his mouth ;

and he was panting mightily from the efifort of that sturdy, ten-mile

climb. Ruhamah sprang down, and put her arms around Rollin's

neck. "Poor old fellow," she whispered, "we have had many a run

together, but never from such a black devil as followed us today."

She fastened the bridle-reins around his neck, and put him to graze

in a patch of grass, growing luscious and tender in a little hollow
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beside the trail. Then she threw herself down in the warm sunlight,

and let the waves of despondency beat upon her.

Ruhamah Ellendorf was as truly a product of the West as was

the Douglas fir, against whose roots her young despair was weary-

ing itself. Her father had died when she was but twelve years old,

leaving his homestead, pre-empted from the government, mort-

gaged to the full value of its improvements, and for the small bunch

of cattle that were to pay ofif the mortgage. Mrs. Ellendorf, an

easy-tempered, gullible woman, had worried along for a few years,

getting every year more deeply in debt, and yielding more and more

to Ruhamah's faculty for managing. By the time Ruhamah was

sixteen, the debt had stopped increasing. Two years later, a hun-

dred acres of the wild land had been made to yield two crops of

wheat that had paid ofif the mortgage. Now, when she was twenty,

the whole farm lay smiling and fair, with its big wheat fields, its

orchards, and its meadows dotted with fine cattle, all of which were

scarcely less coveted than was Ruhamah herself, the actual owner

of one-half the farm, probable heiress of the remainder.

Ruhamah was, however, a woman who needed no accessories of

wealth or position to render her attractive. The rugged demands

of her outdoor life had made her straight and strong. Her skin

was tanned by the sun and roughened by the wind
;
but its lack of

delicate beauty was more than atoned for by the noble cast of her

features, the healthful coloring of cheek and lips, and the clear

glance of her dark grey eyes. Many suitors had come—some of

them had gone—a few had awakened a friendly interest, but no

other had aroused her detestation as had Ben Quiglin, most openly

devoted of them all.

Quiglin had first come into the neighborhood as manager of a big

steam-thresher. It was the custom for each farmer to board the

"hands," while his wheat was being threshed. During Quiglin's

first meal at Mrs. EHendorf's table his audacious compliments had

brought an angry red to Ruhamah's face
;
on the second day she

administered a stinging rebuke
;
and on the third day she forbade

him to speak to her at all. But nothing abashed him. He simply

changed his tactics, sighed prodigiously when she was near, and

paid court to Mrs. Ellendorf when Ruhamah was absent
;
and the

result of his six months' assiduity to the widow was a year's lease of

the farm and stock on terms highly advantageous to himself.

When Ruhama's anger and despair had worn themselves into

quiescence, she set herself to a sane consideration of the situation.

She knew that her mother's contract would hold good for only the

mother's half of the estate. Ruhamah's first resolve was to demand

a division ; but love for her mother, a feeling which twenty years of
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intimate companionship had made very deep and tender, caused her

to forego a resolve that would not only grieve Mrs. Ellendorf, but

leave her to fall a financial victim to Quiglin's trickery.

"No, I'll fight it out," Ruhamah cried, springing to her feet. "I'll

do the right thing. He can do his part of the managing, but he'll

have to get up before daylight if he gets the advantage over me."

She mounted Rollin, and rode slowly down the mountain trail.

When she drew rein at the horse-block, Quiglin was leaning

against the fence, his chin resting on his folded arms. He was a

heavy-set, heavy-featured 'man, with a careless, jaunty air that

seemed borrowed for each occasion. Since coming into the neigh-

borhood, the little touch of brotherly familiarity with which he treat-

ed the girls, the broad, sportive flattery which he heaped upon the

older women, had gained for him the distinction of being a well-bred

man of the world. But the older men distrusted him; the young
men envied and disliked him

;
Ruhamah hated him.

He stepped forward with easy assurance to grasp Rollin's bridle.

Ruhamah raised her right hand, unconscious of the riding-whip

which she held, or of the threat that her gesture conveyed.

"Mr. Quiglin, my mother has told me of her contract with you.

You know that it does not bind me nor my interest in this farm. I

shall examine it, and if it is one that my mother can legally make, of

course it will hold good, and I shall let it go as long as you attend to

your own affairs, and leave me to manage mine. I know how I

want the farm run; I have my plans all laid out for the season's

work—and I'm not going to have them interfered with."

"Why, Miss Ruhamah, I don't want to interfere with none of

your plans. Your mother thought the responsibility was too much

for you—an'—an' I just want to work under you, to be your right-

hand man—to—"

"No matter. You know that I won't listen to many words from

you. When you want to consult me about the work, all right; but

not a step further. No!" as he raised his hand to Rollin's bridle, "I

prefer to take care of Rollin myself. I want you to let me and my
horse entirely alone. If you'll understand that right now, it will

save trouble."

The season's work progressed with less friction than Ruhamah

had anticipated. Quiglin bent his will to hers, and trained himself

not to oflfend by word or deed ; but sometimes she surprised a look

in his eyes that shamed her face to crimson, and made her clench her

fists with rage, and sent her ofif for a gallop among the hills.

If the girl had been less self-absorbed, she would have noticed

the surprising physical change that the passing weeks were produc-

ing in Mrs. Ellendorf. The bent figure straightened, and its over-
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plump outlines were adjusted to due proportion by friendly stays.

The sombre hue of her garments gave place to the prevailing tints

of springtime. Her demeanor, on occasions, became characterized

by a heavy coquetry that one would have thought quite foreign to

her nature. But on such occasions Ruhamah was never present,

else she would have been less unprepared for the surprise in store

for her.

It was a hot summer day, and the wheat harvest was in full

swing. Quiglin had had a row with the harvest hands, and they

were threatening to leave in a body when Ruhamah rode into their

midst. Seeing the state of afifairs, she advised Quiglin to go about

his business, promised the men increased wages, and so induced

them to go to work again. Fearing that Quiglin might interfere with

her arrangements, she staid in the field all the afternoon. When
the day's work was over, she mounted RoUin and rode homeward,
resolved to buy out Quiglin's interest, even at the cost of the whole

year's profits. She found the door locked, but the key was in its

accustomed hiding-place. Supposing that her mother had gone to

Dayton on a shopping expedition, she at first felt no uneasiness.

But a strange loneliness brooded over the place. Some presentiment

of evil about to befall chilled Ruhamah's heart as she went from

room to room, expecting she knew not what. On the dresser in her

mother's room she found it, the brief note, brutal and exultant,

written in Quiglin's hand :

"We've gone to Dayton to get married. Who'll do the

bossing now ?

"Your loving father,

Ben QuigIvIN."

That horror bit to her heart. She gasped as from a vital stab.

Her mother to marry that man—surely any woman's instincts would

have revolted from so base a marriage ! It could not be true. Then

a thousand circumstances recurred to her, making certain the hateful

news. "I can't—I can't stay on here, a witness to my mother's

degradation." That was Ruhamah's inmost thought, the unac-

knowledged instinct that hardened her heart, and kept her awake,

making vain plans for escape out of the maze in which she was

involved.

But the next day, when bride and groom came home, the bride

already in tears, the groom half-drunk and coarsely triumphant,
Ruhamah's heart melted with pity and tenderness for the weak,

good-natured woman, who was making such shipwreck of her own
and her daughter's happiness. Ruhamah could not bear the sight,

but rode off to the fields to inspect her herds, and to watch the

])rogress of the harvesting. ,
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When she entered the dining-room at supper-time, QuigHn stood

at the cupboard mixing a glass of brandy. He gulped it down, and
turned to Ruhamah.

"And what have you got to say now, stepdaughter? I guess
there'll be no more bossing of me around after this. I've got as

good rights here as you have—you understand ?"

"The fact that you have married my mother gives you no right to

her property. I suppose even you know that?"

"It don't, eh? Do you take me for a fool? What about a deed

of gift
—'to my beloved husband, Ben Quiglin, consideration love'?

How does that strike you, my little darlin' ?"

Ruhamah stepped to her mother's side, and grasped her arm.

"Mother, is it true?"

Mrs. Quiglin breathed gaspingly.

"Well, Ruhamah, you see what's mine is Ben's now, an' what's

his'n is mine. He thinks he can do better if everything's in his

name
;
an' so I just concluded to deed everything to him. I ain't

afear'd to trust Ben."

Ruhamah went out into the darkness, and walked the fields till

midnight. Then, because the house was hateful to her, she hollowed

out a place in the sweet, new straw and slept there till the dawn.

Quiglin was not slow to carry out his covert threat. He took

every opportunity to annoy Ruhamah. His days seemed to be spent

in devising ways to annoy and humiliate her. He changed her plans

for the work, quarrelled with the men, dismissed them for trifles,

let part of the hay go unharvested, sold off stock that Ruhamah
wanted to keep, and in a hundred ways made her life a series of

horrible nightmares impossible to be long borne. But he could not

break the spirit of the girl, nor win from her any concession of good-
will or friendly tolerance. Then, suddenly, when farm-help was

not to be had for love or money, he let go of the work altogether,

and began to spend his time in lounging half-drunk about the house,

or with boon companions in the saloons of Dayton. Ruhamah did

what she could to get things ready against the coming of winter
;

but her work was harder than it had ever been before.

Mounted on Rollin, one day in early winter, with Rex, her shep-

herd dog, trotting by her side, she scoured the hills for the ponies

that had been grazing all summer on the wild lands. Returning

home late in the afternoon, she swept the sky and the fields, and the

Hearing homestead with a weather-wise eye.

"Bring the sheep home. Rex." She raised her whip and pointed

to a dark grev mass in the corner of a distant field. The dog did

not obey immediately, but stood looking u]) into her face, in argu-

mentative mood.
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"Oh, you needn't be uneasy about the ponies. Rex. They'll smell

the blizzard and will be glad enough to get into the barn. Go

quick, doggie !"

Rex started off with convinced alacrity, and Ruhamah followed

the herd of horses that were making straight for the barn-yard.

She watched them until they had swept through the open gate and

were swallowed up in the blackness of the barn. As she rode inside

the yard, a man stepped from behind the swinging gate, and touched

his hat.

"I beg your pardon, are you Miss EHendorf?"

"Yes."

"I heard that you wanted to hire a man to take care of the stock.

I would like to get the job."

"Yes, I do. There's forty head of cattle in the barn
;
and this

herd of horses, that I've just brought in from the hills, and the sheep

yonder, all have to be fed and watered. Besides, there's a dozen

cows to be milked. Do you know how to handle stock?"

"What I don't know, I can learn," he replied, with such a convinc-

ing air that she forebore to ask her usual list of questions.

"I must tell you," she said with some hesitancy, "that you may find

the place a hard one. My mother's husband owns half the farm

and stock, and we don't get on well together. He isn't often sober

enough to take care of the stock himself, and he drives off every one

that I hire to help me. If you've got the grit to stay, no matter

what he says or does, I'll pay you fifty dollars a month and board—
ten dollars a month more than any one else is paying.''

"Then it's a bargain
—

only I want no more than the customary

wages ;
and I'll stay until you tell me to go."

"You are not a farmer nor a western man. May I ask what your

business, or trade, or profession, is?" Ruhamah blushed, for the

question had been prompted, not -by business caution, but by mere

curiosity.

The man lifted his smiling eyes to hers.

"No, I'm not a farmer, but I want to be for a while. I'm just out

of college and I want to tackle a new kind of life. I've always had

a hankering for the farm. That's why I'm here."

"I— I don't quite know about it. I'd never have the cheek to tell

a college man to milk the cows, or mend the fires."

"A college man ought not to have to be told. Just show me once

what you want done, and I'll put my athletic training to the test.

Allow me to assist you," as he saw Ruhamah preparing to dismount.

When the sheep had been housed, the cows fed, and the milking

done, Ruhamah led the way to the house and into the kitchen, where

se introduced the '^ranger t" ^-^r mother, and explained his presence
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there. Quiglin, hearing Rnhamah's explanation, came ont, bluster-

ing and bullying, as usual.

"So she's gone and hired you, has she, without saying a word to

me about it? But I'll let you know, young fellow, that I'm boss

here, and I won't stand for it. You can just hit the trail out there,

and count ties to Dayton.
As he advanced into the circle of lamplight, the newcomer stared

at him in surprise.

"No, Mr-r—I beg your pardon, what is your name now?"
"That's my husband, Mr. Quiglin," Mrs. Quiglin hastened to say,

in the hope of averting a threatened quarrel.

"I'm glad to meet you, Mr. Quiglin
—but it doesn't suit me to hit

the trail tonight. A blizzard is already upon us, and besides, I have

agreed to work for Miss Ellendorf—and I'm going to do it."

"Oh, you are? I'll see about that. Get out of my house this

minute, or I'll have the law on you tomorrow."

"I think not, Mr.—Quiglin, is it now ?" the stranger answered

pleasantly. I rather fancy the law is the last thing you want to

monkey with. Mrs. Quiglin, may I have a wash somewhere?"

Ruhamah ran up to her room, lit her lamp, and looked at herself

in the mirror. What she saw there was a bright, animated face,

frank and fearless
;
but the reflection did not please the owner.

"You look like a frowsy tomboy," she apostrophized the mirrored

face, flinging her red tam-o'shanter across the room. "You are as

red as a beet and your hair is a brush-heap, and your hands look like

a pair of lobster's claws." But she rearranged her hair, put on a

pretty house-dress of dark blue serge, and descended to the dining-

room.

When Ruhamah entered the kitchen the next morning, she found

Mrs. Quiglin already astir. The haggard appearance of her moth-

er's face and the frightened look in her eyes gave Ruhamah a sud-

den heart-ache. She threw her arms around her mother in an un-

accustomed embrace.

"What is the matter, mother? Are you sick?"

"I—I don't feel well, Rusie. Ben blames me for all your head-

strong ways. If you'd be friends with him, he—I'd be so much hap-

pier. He's so mad now, because you've gone and hired this man
—an' you oughtn't to 'ave done it nohow without consultin' him.

We don't need the man—Ben he's goin' to take care of the stock

this winter, an' I want that you should send him away right after

breakfast."

"You know how it always is, mother. Mr. Quiglin will feed the

stock once—then he will go off to Dayton for a jug of whiskey,

and I'll have everything to do for a week. I can't do all the work
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now—no one person can—and I won't try it again, if I can help it."

"Ruhamah," Mrs. Quiglin's voice was the whisper of one who
sees ghosts, "Ruhamah, Ben's awfully mad, an' he's half drunk too,

an' he says
—

oh, there's goin' to be trouble such as you've never saw,
if you don't turn that man off."

"Let the trouble come, mother; it has to come sometime. We
can't go on like this forever. I'm ready for my part, whatever it

may be."

"But you don't know anything about it. You don't have to bear

it. When he gets mad at you, he—he—oh, child, you don't know
what last night has been to me. For my sake, turn the man off, and
make friends with Ben."
"Make friends with that man—your husband? Mother, you don't

know what you are asking. I can never be friends with him."
"Don't say it, daughter—please don't say it—hush—don't make

any noise—don't let him hear you—for the Lord's sake, don't ever let

him know—but look here !" Mrs. Quiglin rolled up her sleeve, and
showed her upper arm, blackened, bruised, mangled as by the teeth

of a mad dog. Then she bared her bosom, and on chest and breasts

were the same marks of brutal rage. "I thought he was goin' to

kill me last night
—an' he will kill us both, unless somethin's done

to pacify him."

Ruhamah did not speak, but the horror grew in her eyes and on
her white face. She took up a heavy riding-whip from the table,

where she had left it the night before, and went out of the kitchen,

leaving Mrs. Quiglin dissolved in tears.

Ruhamah went straight to her mother's bedroom, and saw Quig-
lin, who had made the merest beginning of his morning toilet, seated

on the side of the bed. His bare, pudgy feet were on the floor;

one arm was upraised to adjust his suspender, and his broad, fat

back was unprotected save by a well-worn flannel shirt.

"You'll bite and bruise and beat my mother, will you!" cried

Ruhamah, as she strongly laid the stinging lash across his shoulders.

Twice—three times she sent it whistling along its way before the

sodden wretch had realized the source of the red-hot furrows that

seemed ploughing into his skin. He bellowed like a frantic bull.

He threw out his hands, and the whip left its mark across his tender

arm. Half blind with pain, he staggered to his feet, and beat out

with both hands. But Ruhamah, wary as she was agile, saw a new

point of attack, and laid the whip across his dumpy feet. When he

stooped to guard his feet, the broadside of his back offered an irre-

sistible field for operations, and a full half-dozen lively strokes left

mementoes of their tender touch.

Bellowing with threats and curses, Quiglin threw himself upon
the bed, and dragged the covers over him, Ruhamah still applying
the whip to such parts of his body as were, for the moment, left

exposed.
For two minutes, or it may have been five, Ruhamah wielded her

instrument of justice without mercy or delay. Then her whip hand
fell limply at her side.

"I think I can promise you, Mr. Quiglin, that my mother will

never come into this room again while you are in it. If you want

any breakfast, you'd better dress yourself, and come into the dining-
room for it." And taking the jug of whiskey from the table, Ruha-
mah went back into the kitchen. Seattle, washinflrton.
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THREE SHORT WORDS
By DR. WASHINGTON MATHEWS

(As finished March 5,' 1905)

HEY stand like elfin knights on guard at twilight,
Dumb as the riddle of old Egypt's land,
Yet they disclose a thousand tales to my light

In three short words that all may understand.

In three short words upon their armor graven,
A thousand tales of woe they tell to me—

Of homebound ships that never reached their haven
;

But perished far upon the pathless sea.

Of homebound ships that saw the beacon flashing
That welcomed them to port, but lo !

Only to sink among the surges dashing
In stormy midnight upon Norman's Woe

;

Of shipwrecked mariners in frenzy clinging
To broken spars that drift upon the main,

Hearing on well-known shores the fog-bells ringing,

Ringing on shores they ne'er shall tread again.

They tell of widows clad in sable, kneeling

Among their sleeping babes and sobbing prayers ;

Of pallid orphans, their sad eyes revealing
How small the comfort of a stranger's care.

They tell us of a star-eyed, gold-haired maiden
With cheeks as rosy as the dawn of day,

Who saw her lover's ship for India laden.

Long years ago, sail gaily down the bay.

With snowy hair and eyes bedimmed with weeping.
And withered cheeks, she gazes from the shore,

Today, in vain her weary vigil keeping,
Once more to see "his swift-winged Isedore."

Twilight has vanished and the moon is beaming.
The harbor lanterns rock upon the wave.

From towers twain on Thatcher's isle are gleaming
The blessed lights that shine to guide and save.

But lights and music in the city merry
Cannot dispel the thoughts ye bring to me,

O stones that stand in Gloucester cemetery,
Raised to the memory of the "Lost at Sea."

This posthumous poem by the lamented Matthews, "finished March 5.

1905 ;
to be amended," was found among his papers by his scientific executor,

Dr. Pliny E. Goddard, of the University of California.—Ed.
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THE FRIEND OF THE: LITTLE PEOPLE
By SHARLOT M. HALL

HEN the San Ritos foothills broke away
from the mountain range behind and

rolled down into the desert, one lone

canon followed them, its rough walls

of broken limestone cutting like a gray

gash between the barren mesas.

The hills were barren; the cafion

was all but lifeless
; only here and there

some giant cactus or starved wisp of

greasewood found harsh footing and

clung defiantly. No thread of friendly water blessed the bottom,

but sand and boulders—sand and great slabs of fallen limestone

from the ledges above. No trees, no flowers, no grass; only the

white cliffs and rock-strewn channel and the gray desert beyond.

Yet it could not have been always so; for the great cliffs, where

the cafion ended abruptly and the desert began, were honey-combed

with strange caves and passages hollowed out in the soft stone by

some forgotten race. Far up beyond reach of any foot, there were

little walled doorways of long-deserted homes. What lay beyond

those doors and down through the tunnel-like passages only the

birds knew. But the woman who walked in the cafion below looked

up and wondered.

The lime-'pits were at the mouth of the cafion—deep holes dug in

the earth, where her husband burned the broken rock into quicklime

and hauled it away to the town beyond the desert. Those were

the times when she wondered most; for in the long, hot days and

silent nights she seemed alone on an unpeopled earth. There was

nothing to fear
;
the gun he always left hung untouched over the bed.

But somehow her footsteps had a strange, awesome sound when

there was no other ear within half a hundred miles to hear them.

The days when he came back were feast days. He brought wood for

the lime-pits and water to fill the barrels by the door, and the

Mexican helper came with him. She could see them coming far

out across the desert, and when they were at a certain hill she ran

to the house and cooked till every dish was full.

While they were eating, she talked and laughed and asked ques-

tions about the trip, and the town with the happy excitement of a

child; but he was mostly too busy to answer, for there was more

lime to burn. Then she walked in the canon with the collie. The

collie could not talk, but his beautiful eyes were full of joy in the

reunion. He never forgot the months when they two had "kept

camp" together, before her husband discovered that the sick, friend-
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less tramp she had nursed was the best wagon-dog in the desert.

After that he had to go with the Hme-wagons, and see that the

horses did not stray at night, and do half the other things that the

Mexican "swamper" had done before; but he did it sullenly, with

his heart back in the canon.

The winter was better. It was cool at least, and the wild pigeons
came down out of the mountains, where their summer nests were

full of snow, and stayed in the canon. Daily they went for water to

some spring far up in the hills and came back to her with a whirr

and flutter of beautiful wings, and soft friendly cooing. She begged
her husband not to shoot them; but mountain pigeons are rare eat-

ing, and, more often than not, there was a heap of gray-blue feathers

behind the cabin.

When the spring came, she dug a little spot of earth by the door

and planted three squash seeds. Her husband reminded her that

there was no water to waste on such things, but she hoarded every

drop that had been thrown away before. When the big soft leaves

unfolded, she would have gone thirsty herself rather than stint them.

And the first blossom that opened its wide, pale-yellow cup was

not a squash blossom, but all her life unfolded. Down in its heart

she saw her childhood, her girlhood, the stony farm, the green woods
—the desert, the silence were forgotten. She knelt and kissed the

petals; then she whispered a swift secret deep into the cup and rose

with a hurried glance, as if some unseen listener might have heard.

After that she sat by the growing vine and sewed, or pressed the

green leaves against her eyes, and dreamed. Sometimes her husband

was at home longer, and she tried to tell him the dreams; but he

was busy
—dreams would not feed another mouth.

An old Mexican woman came from the town to stay with her, but

she never quite understood the rest. Only that for a few hours she

had lain very still, with soft, warm, breathing lips against her

breast, and eyes like deep violets that opened and looked into her

own, and hands that were like the arbutus blossoms she had gathered

long ago clasped in hers.

Then it was dark—and the lips were cold—and the little hands

would not move. When she woke again, her arms were empty.

The old woman told her that she had "said a prayer over the poor

angelito. It would go to heaven undoubtedly ! It was so very little,

and the Devil had already more grown people than he could find work

for."

Her husband told her, before he went away with the lime wagons.

He led her to the door and pointed over to the foot of the cliff under

the walled doorways. The old woman went back to town with him ;

but the collie growled and showed his long wolf-teeth, when the

swamper told him to get on the wagon.
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When they were gone, he came and laid his head in the woman's

lap and his eyes were full of unshed tears—^but hers were bright.

They had said at the cliff, the foot of the cliff
; but it was not there.

People had lived up in those doorways above—mothers and little

children. If she could ask them, they would know.

The collie followed uneasily. There was a little ravine, a mere

break in the face of the cliff, and half-way up it she came to a

walled entrance. She pushed the stones aside and crawled in
;

it led

far back
;
there were many little round rooms with long, tunnel-like

doorways through which she crept. The bed-places were piled with

dry grass and mats woven of bark ; and earthen dishes stood in the

cold ashes of the cooking-fires.

She came out, at last, in a little room on the very edge of the

cliff. It overhung the desert like a swallow's nest, and there was a

window-Uke opening with a stone seat below. The walls had been

daubed with mud to fill the cracks. She found finger-nail marks

in the long-dried clay; and—Oh, wonder!—on the mud hearth the

tiny imprint of a baby's foot. She touched it gently with her fin-

gers; then she stooped and pressed her lips where the little heel

that was now dust had rested, untold centuries ago. Had it, too,

slipped from the mother's arms and gone away in the dark?

She sat down on the stone seat, and the collie pushed his head into

her hand and watched. Her eyes were closed, but through a door

beyond the hearth, little brown women were trooping. They smiled

and touched her cheeks with their hands; and one of them, lifting

a cradle of woven grass on her back, showed a dark-faced baby

smiling in its sleep.

Their soft speech seemed like the twitter of eave-swallows in her

ears. Too soon they went away through the door; and when she

would have followed, they pushed her back—very gently. Through
the window-hole the desert looked far and strange, with the sunset

light across it, and the swallows were chirping sleepily in the rocks

outside, or flitting like brown shadows from nest to nest.

She told her husband about it, when he came home. While the

lime was burning, he crawled into some of the rooms; but there

was nothing to see but swarms of bats and the grass beds and

earthen dishes. So he forgot what she had said, and only remem-

bered when he came back from town, and the things she had used

to do were not done.

She smiled strangely, like a child wakened from a dream. She

was so sorry. The Little People in the cliff had called her, and

she had stayed too long. She never forgot the work again, and,

always, when the lime was loaded, she made the collie get up on the

wagon, though he sat at the end of the load and looked back as far

as she could see.
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But the Mexican swamper wanted to stay in town. He said she

had bewitched the dog till he was a snarling devil
;
and that she must

indeed talk with the spirits of the dead who had lived in the caves-
else why did her eyes shine like the candles on the altar on All

Souls' night?
Her husband called the swamper a fool; but he was not easy

himself. It was not good to live with a woman who saw people
who had been dead a thousand years, perhaps. It gave one a queer

feeling when she said she wasn't lonesome any more because the

Little People were witb her, and that now they told her not to cry
and watch for the wagons. The dinners, too, were not as they
used to be. If it kept on—a man could only bear so much. He
told her of the place where people were shut up always for thinking

strange things.

He did not take lime across the desert, that last trip. She tried

again to tell him of the gentle little friends whose voices were like

<^he swallows, and who came out of the doorways and called hei

when she walked in the cafion. He was afraid of the light in her

eyes and tried to coax her to get in the wagon ;
but when she would

not, he drove away as if he was glad to see the distance widen be-

tween them.

He was angry, she knew, but he would come back. Feverishly
she put everything in order

; the poor cabin had not looked so home-
like for months. She opened a box, on whose lid the dust had
settled thick, and laid out a tiny white dress, smoothing it tenderly.

Then she cooked the dinner
; if it was all ready, he would not want

her to go.

When the wagon came in sight, there was a stranger on the seat

beside her husband. She caught the little dress in her arms and

slipped into the canon. Her heart was fluttering like a caught bird

when she climbed through the last doorway and sank on the seat

by the lookout. The team was still half a mile away. They had
not seen her flight.

She leaned back against the dark stone and a cool wind fanned

her cheeks. Her eyes closed and the little dress fell from her hand.

Soft, pattering feet glided over the floor
;
the door beyond the hearth

was open and the little brown women came through, pushing each

other in their haste. "Come away, come away, friend of the Little

People," they sang; and gently one took her hand and led her into

the circle, moving with light, swaying steps to the door.

"Come away, come away!" and, as they sang, the dark walls

dissolved into green mist. No! it was leaves—the leaves of trees

arching over a grassy pathway. There was a faint, sweet, earthy

fragrance, as in the spring woods after rain. She could have gone
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on forever, just for that soft, rare touch of grass under her feet
;
but

the way widened and under the trees brown, gentle women beckoned

her.

One gave a quick, sweet call like the note of a bird—and a very

little child, with hair like sunshine, flew toward the woman who

came, and nestled in her bosom. Its eyes were like violets and the

little hands were like arbutus blossoms in the snow. The soft chant

went on, but she sank in the grass, lulled into a deep, happy sleep

with the child on her breast.

They searched the house almost at a glance and turned to the

canon, where the smooth-worn trail led them to the walled door.

They went in through the many rooms to the nest-like one at the

top of the cliflf. The stranger went first and held up his candle

as he entered. "She is here," he called ;
then he went over and lifted

the wind-blown hair that shaded her face. The Little People had

saved their friend.

Dewey, Arizona.

* EARNING A LIVING AT STANFORD
By KARL A. BICKEL

[^VERY August hundreds of young men and wo-

men, who, the May previous, had proudly stood

up among their classmates and received their

high school diploma, begin to prepare to go to

college. Yearly their numbers grow larger.

They come from the little white-washed ranch-

houses that are tucked away in the valleys of

the mountains; from homes in the wheatfields of the broad San

Joaquin; from the borders of the desert in Inyo, and from out of

the shadow of the forest in the valley of the Columbia river. They

register from homes on the hills of San Francisco, from the broad

avenues of Los Angeles, from Portland, from Seattle, from New
York and from Yokohama. When they reach the campus, they all

ask the same question, "Where is the registrar's office?" At that

point the divergence begins. Those who have a reservoir of cash,

in a father's pocket or elsewhere, on which they can draw, go to

the post-office and ask for their mail
;
the others go to the Employ-

ment Bureau and ask for work.

The student employment bureau at Stanford is owned and man-

aged by Stanford undergraduates. Out of the sixteen hundred

students enrolled, it is estimated that about two hundred are either

wholly or partially dependent upon the employment bureau for their

means of subsistence. Since the opening of the present semester, a

little less than five thousand dollars has been paid out by employers
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of student help at Stanford and Palo Alto. All of these positions

have been given out by the Employment Bureau.

Fundamentally, the economic problem on the campus is no differ-

ent from that on Market street. The ambition of the moneyless
student is to gain the greatest amount of return for his labor with

the minimum of pain. The lines of division are sharply drawn.

The campus has its aristocracy, as well as its democracy, of labor.

The social advantage accruing to the laborer of the white-collar

variety, over him of the blue-flannel-shirt, is recognized; and the

competition among the members of the second class, to secure a

footing in the first, is sharp. A few months ago it was rumored

that the correspondent of a San Francisco daily was about to leave

college. Within one week a hundred and eight applications were

filed for the position.

The student employment bureau at Stanford is an auxiliary or-

ganization of the Stanford Young Men's Christian Association. The

bureau is about four years old, and has always been in charge of

undergraduates. H. F. Henderson, of Santa Ana, Cal., is the pres-

ent superintendent. He spends from four to six hours daily in the

office of the Bureau, and is busy every moment of that time. For

this service he receives a yearly salary, which is sufficient to cover

his living expenses.

The work is varied and interesting. It does not cease with the

closing of the school year, but continues during the summer months,

when the office is flooded with letters from prospective students con-

taining inquiries as to the possibilities of obtaining work. The let-

ters come from all over the world. A student in India asks for

information in regard to obtaining work as a draughtsman. An-

other in Maine writes that he is an experienced slate-roofer. A
New Yorker has fine recommendations as a linotyper; a Louisiana

student is a tinsmith. "Can you supply us with work?" is the bur-

den of their song.

All of these letters are answered. "Work," replies Henderson,

"can always be had in time. No student should come to college,

however, without at least enough money to carry him through one

semester." At times this warning is disregarded. Prospective stu-

dents, rich in ambition and hope, but with scarcely enough money

to pay for their next meal, appear at the office. They want work and

want it in a hurry. The Bureau rarely fails the test. Work of some

kind, providing board and room, is secured. With the question of

actual necessities settled, an extra hour or two of employment is

arranged for, and if the metal in the man's heart will stand the wear

and his head stay clear for the long night-hours of study, he will be

able to remain in college. Poverty, however, is as grinding on the

campus as off, and the contact between the well-to-do and the
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stricken is so close that the sting is, to a sensitive nature, even

sharper.

The rush at the little office on the campus begins about August
20th of each year. At that time the labor market is "easy;" the

demand usually leads the supply. Restaurants want waiters. The

fraternity and sorority houses require help in their house-cleaning

operations. The student transfer-company needs men. The faculty

members want gardeners and men for odd jobs about their houses.

Waiters are in demand at the Stanford Inn and at Roble Hall
;
tutors

are required by delinquent sub-freshmen. A notice is left at the

office. In an hour the place is assigned.

In the month of September twenty men were set to work beating

carpets and cleaning rugs. Four Japanese students were provided
with positions as cooks. Waiters and dishwashers were placed in all

of the Palo Alto hotels and restaurants. Stenographers were given
work. Twenty-six permanent positions were given out, providing
board and room.

Superintendent Henderson has worked out a wage scale that has

been generally accepted on the campus and in the college town. It

runs as follows:

Three hours work per day—table-board.

Four hours work per day—table-board and room.

Work all day Saturday—twenty cents per hour.

Work half day or less—twenty-five cents an hour.

This scale provides only for those in the unskilled division.

In the skilled division, the men as a rule dictate their own terms,

which are usually based on the demand or on custom. Tutors aver-

age a dollar an hour. In certain studies this rate is higher. Special

"cramming" for an examination has been known to be let out on

contract, the tutor taking a flat sum to see the candidate through
the mental trial.

In the economic world at Stanford there are no Captains of indus-

try. The opportunity is lacking. The members of the aristocracy

of labor receive good salaries from the students' point of view, but

there are no real "grafts."

The white-collar division of the college laborers might be divided

as follows in relation to the financial returns:

(i) Tutors.

(2) College news correspondents.

(3) Assistant instructors.

(4) Laundry agents and business representatives.

(5) Stenographers.

(6) Library assistants.

(7) Club-house managers.
This list does not include men who hold elective positions, such ^%
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student-body treasurer, editor of the Daily Palo Alto, editor and

business manager of the Sequoia, editor and business manager of

the Chaparral, and editor and business manager of the Quad. Ex-

cepting the position of student-body treasurer and editor of the daily,

these offices have no fixed remuneration. The returns depend on

the business ability and talent of the men. The salary of the student-

body treasurer is $ioo per month. With this single exception the

salaries of the men in the above positions range from twenty-five

to sixty dollars per month. Recently a newspaper correspondent
combined his position with that of the editorship of the "Daily," and

for one velvety semester he drew the comparatively princely income

of $140 per month. In certain periods of newspaper excitement, the

newspaper correspondents reap rich harvests. Library assistants

earn twelve and a half cents per hour. Club-house managers usually

earn their board and room and eight to ten dollars per month.

Positions in this division of college work are rarely in the gift of

the employment bureau. They are usually held by small groups of

students in close corporation, and are passed down from one to

another.

"Positions such as library assistants and newspaper correspondent-

ships are controlled largely by the fraternities," declares Superin-

tendent Henderson. "This style of work does not interfere with

the social position of the men employed, and as they assure a certain

income, they are valuable assets in any house." Some of the corre-

spondentships have been held within the lines of a single fraternity

for years, the older men regularly educating a freshman to take

up the work, when his turn came.

"There are positions of value in the gift of the student-body treas-

urer," states Henderson, "but the Y. M. C. A. will not go into the

whirl of college politics to secure a lien on them. The organization

did this several years ago, and as a result the Y. M. C. A. fell into

the control of a group of college politicians and became rotten to

the core."

No particular effort is made by the management of the employ-
ment bureau to supply athletes with positions, and no preference is

given to such men. When a specific case is brought to the attention

of the bureau, it will exert itself to procure work for the man which

will not interfere with his training; but no sinecures are held open

and saved in order to be offered as inducements to possible athletic

stars.

"The men who work about college," avers Henderson, "and by

'work' I mean manual labor like dish washing, waiting on table, or

cleaning house, suffer the same social restrictions here as they would

out in the world. There are several reasons for this. One is that

the average student is sensitive about his work, especially if it is of
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the kitchen-maid variety, and refuses to go out. The other and

more probable reason is that he is too tired and too busy.
"Between man and man at Stanford, there is no line drawn be-

tween the working student and the most pampered son of a rich

father. In fact, as far as the student body as a whole is concerned,

absolutely no distinction is drawn. The student-body yearly elects

to its highest offices men who toil daily for the means which enable

them to remain in college."
Stanford is essentially a democratic school. The snob spirit is

there, as it is in any community of sixteen hundred young persons ;

but it is practically smothered under the weight of the healthier ideals

of the vast majority. The guardianship of Stanford spirit and

honor is in a large way entrusted to the men who work. Constantly

grappling with the problems of their own existence, they are better

prepared to solve the problems that confront the student-body.
It is this spirit of recognition of real worth, over the artificial stand-

ards dictated by money and social position that prevail in some uni-

versities, which compels the men taking part in the management of

Stanford's athletic activities to be clean to the bone. Any hint of

cancerous corruption, like that which has eaten out the element of

decency in the athletic activities of the universities of the middle

west, would be instantly subject to the knife of universal disapproval.
The men who work realize the absolute necessity of the policy of

the "square deal," and as long as they occupy a position of influence

in the Stanford student-body, purity will be the watchword.
Stanford University.

IN THE SPRING
By LAURA T. KENT

if HAD guessed it before ! Now I know it !

X Glad Earth, you love me—you love me !

I feel the truth in the air today—
The blue heavens bending above me

Tell me, "Earth loves thee!"

Was there ever a creature so lavished upon?
Mine—mine are gifts without measure—

The golden sun flooded forth on the world.
And the Springtime with all of its treasure.

And mine is this breeze—breeze was never so sweet—
'Tis the very breath of the heaven,

And mine are the mad, glad songs of the birds,

And the fragrance the flowers have given.

Yes, mine are the joys of the world today,
And the life about me—above me—

Whispers and sings in the joy of my heart,

"The mother of all life loves thee !

Loves thee—and loves thee!"

Claremont, Cal.
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household sat very lightly upon his shoulders, and his weight of

responsibility was not a heavy one, and it was the little mother with

whom we became more intimately acquainted. She was disposed

to be fairly friendly, flying quite near us and uttering a little cry,

half timid, half defiant. Most of the time she sat patiently on the

nest, covering the diminutive eggs with the warmth of her lovely

breast, awaiting the day when her care should be rewarded by baby

bird-life in her little home.

Each day we took a view from the top of the window and at last

we were repaid for our climb by seeing, in place of the eggs, what

seemed to be a pair of very scrawny bumble-bees. The greatest

stretch of the imagination could not enable us to see a future hum-

ming-bird with daintily formed body, graceful motions and exqui-

site coloring, in these ugly mites; but to the mother they were evi-

dently beautiful, and her seeming pride and watchful care could not

have been surpassed had they been dressed in the most gorgeous of

bird colors and perfect in every way—so surely does the mother

heart, wherever found, see glories all unrevealed to those outside the

sacred circle of Motherhood.

In and out of the rose-bush she flew; out to find baby food, and

in to administer it, which she did by standing on the edge of the nest

and running her long slender bill down first one small throat and

then the other. It really seemed as if she would spear clear through

their little bodies, as she made an up-and-down motion that was

more suggestive of ending life than of saving it. How the birds

received any nourishment in this way I do not, to this day, under-

stand. By looking out of the parlor window we could see this pro-

cess many times a day, and very interesting we found it. The

mother seemed to have very little fear of her human spectators.

Thus things had been going on smoothly for a couple of weeks or

more after the birds were hatched, when about eight o'clock one

evening, as we were all sitting indoors, we heard a kind of splitting

noise and then a heavy thud as if something had fallen on the porch.

We knew in a moment what had happened. The railing around the

top of the porch, which was old and had become loose, had broken

and the rose-bush which climbed over it had fallen with it to the

steps below. Our first thought was for the bird's nest, and more

than one of us exclaimed:

"The humming-birds are killed 1"

Taking a lamp, we went to investigate. There was the rose-bush

blocking the front steps, and from the porch we could not see what

the damage to the nest had been. Had all these days of patient

waiting and tender solicitude on the part of the mother, and all of

our pleasure in watching her, ended in the tragedy of an empty

nest and a grieving mother heart ?
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Going to the parlor window we looked anxiously out. No!

Strange as it may seem, the nest, although tipped over on one side,

and much lower than at first, was still unbroken and secure, and the

baby occupants unharmed.

We all breathed a sigh of relief and began to devise a way by
which we could get the nest righted, so there would be less danger
of the birds falling out, and into a better place, where the mother

could reach it more easily. She had flown off in terror.

Taking some string, we fastened one end to the branch that held

the nest, and drawing it up until the nest was once more in the

proper position, we tied the other end to a branch very close to the

house, thus bringing the nest so near that we could easily touch it

by leaning a little way out of the window. Whether the mother

bird would be brave enough to venture so near we could not tell, but

we trusted to her mother love to give her courage.
'

She must have

found the nest again that night, as the birds were all right in the

morning, and if they had been left alone all night they would have

shown the effect of it, for it was windy and cold. As we stood

watching them the next morning, she came flying home. She seemed

a little puzzled, not yet being used to the change, and fluttered outside

a little before daring to enter by the new opening, but finally she

came, and the feeding process went on just the same as if the acci-

dent had not happened.
We were obliged to stand a little back in the room, as the nest

was now so near the window she could see us easily, but in a few

days we could come close, and she was not afraid.

One day, as we were out on the front lawn under the pepper trees,

she came flying almost in our faces. Darting back and forth so

quickly that our eyes could scarcely follow her, she uttered that little

defiant cry which we interpreted immediately. She said: "I like

you people fairly well on the whole, and I am much obliged to you
for repairing the damages to my home, but I don't want any trifling

with those babies of mine now they are where you can touch them."

With this bit of advice she flew into the rose-bush and perhaps she

gave some timely warning to her children about being too familiar

with those great monsters who looked at them so often from the

window.

The morning after the accident the gardener came, thinking to trim

up the rose-bush and make our front steps once more passable. We
allowed him to cut away enough of the bush to make a passage-way,
but when it came to trimming and tying it up, it could not be done

without disturbing the nest so much that we gave orders that it

must not be done at all, and until the birds had flown the bush re-

mained as it was.

Every day the occupants of the nest looked less like bumble-bees
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and more like humming-birds, but once more we thought that every-

thing would end tragically.

One day we missed the little mother, and though we went often

to the window we did not see her feeding the babies as we had always
before seen her many times a day.

The next day it was the same, and we feared she had fallen a vic-

tim to a cat or to an unthinking boy's slingshot. I say "unthinking"
not "cruel," for had any boy thought, for even a moment, about a

possible little home and some hungry, waiting baby birds, I am sure

he would never have been cruel enough to have caused their waiting
to end in starvation.

In the absence of the mother we decided to adopt the Httle ones.

The first thing was to feed them. We mixed sugar and water until

of the consistency of thin honey, and, taking a broom-splinter for a

spoon, began operations.

No fear of us on their part. How eagerly they took the sweet-

ened drop! First one and then the other. One little fellow acted

like a naughty child, and if we tried to give him more after he

thought he had had enough he would shake himself, jerk away his

head, and act as indignant as such a small atom could.

It did not take them long to learn to stretch their necks and open
their mouths every time we appeared with the broom-splinter, and

we could touch them without alarming them. The only thing we
feared was that the mother bird, if she did return, would desert

them
;
as we had been told birds would do this if their young were

disturbed and handled. For two or three days we fed our charges,

when suddenly the mother appeared again upon the scene. She

seemed delighted to be back, and during the first day it seemed as

if she did nothing but feed those children. Every time we went to

the window we could see her diligently at work and always with that

funny "pumping" motion with her bill. We left matters in her care

after this. It was always a mystery where she had been. It seems

as if she must have brooded the birds at night to have them keep
in such good condition, but certain it is, we did not catch a glimpse
of her for all that long time.

Certainly these baby birds, like the proverbial "birds in the nest,"

must have "agreed"
—for with the slightest inclination on the part

of either one to disagree, that tiny home would have been minus
an occupant, since with every day they were growing larger, while

the nest gave no sign of stretching to accommodate them. The
most perilous time was when they took their daily exercise. First,

one would wriggle about until he worked his way to the edge of

the nest on his side, where he would stand and flutter his bits of

wings as rapidly as he could, with much the motion an old bird gives
when hovering over a flower. After a few seconds he would fold

them and very carefully squeeze himself back into the nest beside his

brother, who looked rather uncertain whether he was going to stay
in the nest during the performance Or not. No sardines were ever
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packed more closely in their box than these two fledgelings in their

nest.

Then it would be the other's turn to try his wings and the first

one's turn to look a Httle anxious about his safety during the opera-
tion. Many times a day we saw them go through their daily calis-

thenics.

The mother made no pretense of occupying the nest. She was

literally "turned out of house and home" by her growing children,

and though she sometimes perched on the edge of the nest, most of

the time she was on some near-by branch, or on the telephone wire,

sunning herself, when she was at home and not feeding them. ,

Each day they exercised oftener, and it soon became apparent that

it was entering their heads that there was a world outside which it

was their duty to explore, and that their present quarters were

decidedly too cramped. But how long it took them to gain courage
for the first attempt! We were afraid that they would fall to the

ground in learning to fly and have small chance of life, owing to

the number of cats about the place. But we did not know the way
of humming-birds until we learned it from our rose-bush neighbors.
We expected now each day to find that one or both birds would

be gone when next we looked out of the window, but we hardly

expected to be fortunate enough to be on the spot at the moment
of departure. Each day they grew more courageous. The wings
were fluttered faster and longer, and would be almost upon the point
of bearing away their dainty burdens, but it was evidently a serious

proposition
—this first daring eflFort to fly.

It was not my good fortune to see the actual leave-taking, but

another member of the family was on the spot at the exact moment
when one screwed his courage to the flying point and left the nest.

No need of our foreboding about cats, for was he not a humming-
bird? and do we often, if ever, see a humming-bird on the ground?

Straight into the pepper tree he flew, and such a mite he looked as

he settled with commendable pride and satisfaction upon one of its

branches. There the mother found him, and after that, looked after

him there, as he never returned to the rose-bush. She fed him in

the tree and his brother in the nest, as it was not until later that the

other decided to leave home. Perhaps he wished to enjoy the com-
fort of a nest all to himself after the squeezing that had been in-

evitable. At all events, he stayed there two or three days longer,
and then he, too, sought the branches of the pepper tree, where he

flew unobserved.

We don't know whether or not the father visited his family. He
probably kept track of them, but we saw him only once or twice.

For a few days more, the mother and babies lived in the pepper
tree. We could see her feeding them, and then one day we missed

them, and all that was left was the little empty nest in the rose-

bush. This we saved. The gardener was allowed to make our

porch look once more presentable. The rose-bush was cut back and

trimmed, and although it could now deserve only words of praise
as to its appearance, it has never looked so beautiful to us as when
it sheltered our humming-bird neighbors.

Oakland, Cal.
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A RUFFLED PACIFIC
By FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE HAMILTON

HANK you, Jessie, I will take another cup of

coffee, and one more of your delectable rolls.

Such placidity on the verge of an ocean voy-

age is remarkable—quite a relief from the

wonted confusion attending a woman's de-

parture on a far less important trip. My trunk

off yesterday, only a small grip to carry—
No, not a suit case. One must hire a porter by the year, to travel

with one of those. Thank you, I don't need to take yours. For

the good of the general public, there should be published once a

month an article on "Traveling Made Comfortable." It still

lacks fifteen minutes of train time, and no confusion, no hurry.

Otie and I can walk as decently to the station as if out for a day's

shopping. I refuse to hurry—I refuse to worry.
The amaryllis bulbs for cousin Susie? No, I forgot to put

them in my trunk. They will go nicely in my grip, I think. Full

already? Perhaps you had better lend me your suit case. It's

too shallow. Never mind; I'll just transfer the contents from

my grip, and put them in that. Can't you close it? Otie, where
are the roses you promised me? Will you please gather them

now? That's a dear. Now, Jessie, you press this side while I

snap the clasp. There ! Did Annie prepare the luncheon of dried

beef and wafers? That's fortunate. Thank you, ever so much,
Otie. You have picked the prettiest in the garden.

Are you watching for the local train, little girlies? Are you
sure it hasn't gone? There is plenty of time while that is return-

ing. Let's walk on, Otie, to make sure. It's vulgar to hurry.

Once I saw a woman, panting and florid—Where's my purse?
Have any of you seen it? Look on the table—on the writing-

desk under the papers—all look—anywhere but at me. Of course

my ticket was in it. Don't waste time running up stairs ; it isn't

there. I've looked there a dozen times already. Found it, Jessie?

On my dressing-table ? You sweet girl ! No, Otie, you must let

me carry the suit-case and the luncheon. You may carry the

grip and the flowers. Where's my umbrella? Look up stairs.

You will be glad to have me gone. Good-bye, dearies. Throw
me a kiss. Well, hurry, then. I mustn't miss my train. I have

to go, you know. Good-bye, Jessie. We'll have a leisurely half

hour at the wharf, to recover from the agitation about the ticket.

The train at last. What? Is it going down? My stars ! Then

we have missed it. I won't wait four days for another steamer.

I'll emulate time and tide. I shall go on this steamer. Take
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the other train, to be sure. I know it's slow, but if it is not late

we shall have ten minutes to reach Broadway Wharf. It's our

only chance. I shall trust to nothing now but my good watch.

So kind of you, Jessie, to help me. I've had a lovely visit. Yes,

I'll come again soon. Good-bye.
Here we must do the waiting. Just our luck to have this train

behind time. It's late already, and there are five more stations.

At last ! As haste will avail nothing now, we'll settle ourselves

and regain our composure. The train is slower than usual to-

day. Why did it have 'to be today? Now we are side-tracked,

just to lose time.

We're really on the boat. That's one comfort. There's Mrs.

Londonderry, reading a book. Let's pretend we don't see her,

because we never can excuse ourselves to hurry off the boat.

There is nothing we can do but sit still. Good luck! There's a

telephone. I'll speak to Captain Merrill, and ask him to hold

the ship
—tell him a "matter of great importance." Hello, Cen-

tral! Hello! Central, hello!! Hello!! Out of order, as usual.

Hello ! ! Central ! ! ! "Not to be used except when in the slip."

How was I to know that? What are those people laughing at?

Some people would laugh at their own funerals. Perhaps it is

funny when you are not missing a boat.

Mrs. Londonderry sees us, and is holding out her hand. How
do you do, Mrs. Londonderry? I'm delighted to see you. Yes,

pretty well, thank you. No, I haven't read it. Yes—yes—oh, to

be sure—about the Lost Tribes returning to Jerusalem. It must

be very interesting. Yes, if it won't tire you to read. Very good,

indeed. Thank you. I should Hke to hear more of it some time.

Very worthy people. I hope they may. I haven't the heart to

wish any one disappointed of reaching his goal. Oh, for Broad-

way No. 2 ! Tell her, Otie, that we must go. We're rather

anxious to reach the pier in time for the Santa Rosa. No. I'm

going myself—that is, if I am not too late. Not for the world,

Mrs. Londonderry—your poor rheumatism, you know. Good-

bye. Thank heaven ! Now for the lower deck, to be the first off

the boat.

Did you ever see so many trunks and bicycles? They always
have the right of way. Passengers travel only to accommodate

expressmen—give them some excuse for being. One minute

late. Still nine minutes to outdo the runner at Marathon. This

interminable exit! Here, boy, don't you want to earn a quarter

by carrying these grips to the steamer Santa Rosa? Keep in

sight of us, if you can. You are scattering the flowers, Otie.

Don't stop to pick them up. There goes my handkerchief, too,

but we won't mind such trifles. It isn't easy to run over these
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slippery cobbles, is it? The mist doesn't improve matters. Every-

body seems to be coming this way. Can she have started? This

is only Number One. Still another pier.

Joy! I see the prow. Let's run faster. Can you run any
farther? I wonder what's become of my trunk. There's an ex-

pressman guarding a lone something. It's mine. Tell them
"One trunk more." Too late to check it? How will I ever get
it again? Yes, purser, I'll go aboard as soon as this man gives
me back my ticket. Yes, you did. Where is it, then? In my
hand? So it is. Pardon me. Only a dollar! Otie. I should

willingly have given him five.

Do, Captain, let him carry the trunk up the gang plank. It

isn't his fault. Boy, you follow with the other baggage. Otie,

tell everybody good-bye for me. I'll stand by the first column on

the upper deck, and you be sure to answer my signals. Give me

your handkerchief, and I'll watch your white plume. Poor

thing! It does look rather bedraggled—no longer a thing of

beauty. Leave it at the cleaner's, and send the bill to me. Yes,

Captain, I'm coming. I can't walk any faster—the gang-plank
wabbles. Saved ! Boy, here's your quarter

—catch it. Good-

bye, Otie, dear. So good of you to help me. Tell Jessie that you
left me as composed as I was at breakfast time—almost. Good

bye!

Nevada City, Cal.
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LONGINGS
By H. DUMONT

(HE hills call, and beseeching voices come
From fields afar, and one can hear in dream

The distant, drowsy murmur of a stream.

Even in day when wakeful by the hum
Of tragic city voices. O for some

Sweet, magic potion, potently supreme,
Whose power might a precious sense redeem.

Which cold imprisonment hath rendered numb.

Hopeless, the longing eye turns toward a place

Where sunshine sweeps the fields with golden broom,

And hills laugh unto heaven with youthful glee.

An old wall grown with roses in full bloom.

Which lay their tender perfume on the face,

Is ample shelter for the heart that's free.

San Francisco, Cal.
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'THE FIRST CALIFORNIA NEWSPAPER
IV.

Larkin's account of his adventures while a prisoner and his final release.

BY W. J. HANDY.

'TTHOMAS O. LARKIN was born in Massachusetts in 1802. He came to

^^
California, via the Sandwich Islands, in a vessel from Boston, sent out

in search of trade in hides, tallow, etc. Arriving at Monterey in April, 1832,

he found his brother, who had preceded him, and together they entered into

business.

Mr. Larkin soon learned to speak Spanish, and gained the good will of all

with whom he came into contact. The influence thus gained was of great

service to the American officers who came later.

In 1833 he was married on board a vessel then on the coast under the

American flag, by John C. Jones, the United States Consul for the Sandwich

Islands, who was a passenger on board. The Mission Padres refused to

perform the ceremony unless both parties would become Catholics. Mrs.

Larkin had come from Massachusetts to meet her future husband, via Cape

Horn, on a sailing vessel, and was the first lady from the United States

who settled in California. Their children were the first of American birth

(paternal and maternal) born in this territory. In 1844 Larkin was appointed

United States Consul at Monterey, the California capital, and was the first

and last one holding that office in California.

The following is from his own pen, and was first printed in the "Cali-

fornian," February 27, 1847:

On the 15th of November last (1846), from information received of the

sickness of my family in San Francisco, where they had gone to escape the

expected revolutionary troubles in Monterey, and from letters from Captain

Montgomery requesting my presence respecting some stores for the Ports-

mouth, I, with one servant, left Monterey for San Francisco, knowing that

for one month no California forces had been within 100 miles of us. That

night I put up at the house of Don Joaquin Gomez, sending my servant to

San J'uan, 6 miles beyond, to request Mr. J. Thompson to wait for me, as

he was on the road for San Francisco. About mid-night I was aroused from

my bed by the noise made by 10 Californians (unshaved and unwashed for

months, being in the mountains) rushing into my chamber, with guns,

swords, pistols and torches in their hands. I needed but a moment to be

fully awaked, and knew my exact situation. The first cry was, "Como
Estamos Senor Consul." "Vamos Sefior Larkin."

At my bedside was several letters that I had re-read before going to bed.

On dressing myself, while my captors were saddling my horse, I assorted

these letters and put them into different pockets: after taking my own time

to dress and arrange my valise, we started and rode to a camp of 70 or 80

men on the banks of the Monterey River. There each officer and principal

person passed the time of night with me, and a remark or two. The Com-
mandante took me to one side and informed me that his people demanded
that I should write to San Juan to the American Captain of Volunteers,

saying that I had left Monterey to visit the distressed families at the River,

and request or demand that twenty men should meet me before daylight,

that I could station them before my return to town, in such a manner to

protect these families. The natives he said were determined on the act

being accomplished. I at first endeavored to reason with him on the infamy
and impossibility of the deed, but to no avail, he said my life depended on
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the letter, that he was willing, nay anxious to preserve my life as an cAd

acquaintance, but could not control his people in this affair—from argument
I came to refusal. He advised, urged and demanded. At this period an

officer called out * * * * (come here those who are named). I then

said, in this manner you may act and threaten night by night! My life on

such conditions is of no value or pleasure to me. I am by accident your

prisoner, make the most of me, write I will not, shoot as you see fit, and
I am done talking on the subject. I left him and went to the camp fire.

For a half hour or more there was some commotion around me when all

commotion subsided.

At daylight we started with a flag flying and a drum beating and travelled

8 or 10 miles when we camped in a low valley or hollow. There they caught
with a lasso 3 or 4 head of cattle belonging to the nearest Rancho and break-

fasted.

The whole day outriders rode in every direction, on the lookout to see

if the American company left the Mission of San Juan or if Lieut. Col.

Fremont left Monterey. They also rode to all neighboring Ranchos and

forced the Rancheros to join them. At one o'clock they began their march
with 130 men (and 200 or 300 extra horses). They marched in four single

files occupying four positions, myself under charge of an officer and 5 or 6

men in the center. Their plan of operation for the night was to rush into

San Juan 10 or 15 men, who were to retreat, under the expectation that

the Americans would follow them, in which case the whole party outside

was to cut them off. I was to be retained in the centre of the party. Ten
miles South of the Mission they encountered 8 or 10 Americans a part of

whom retreated in a low ground covered with oaks. The others returned

to the house of Sefior Gomez, to alarm their companions. For over one

hour the 130 Californians surrounded the 6 or 8 Americans, occasionally

giving and receiving shots. During this period I was several times requested,

then commanded to go among the oaks and bring out my countrymen, and

offer them their lives on giving up their rifles and persons. I at last offered

to go and call them out on condition that they should return to San Juan
or go to Monterey, with their arms. This being refused I told the Com-
mandante to go in and bring them out himself. When an officer crept on
his hands and knees in the grass to have a fair view and received a ball in

his body and was carried off on a horse by a companion : while they were

consulting how this could be done, 50 Americans came down on them, which

caused an action of about 20 or 30 minutes : 30 or 40 of the natives leaving

the field at the first fire, they remained drawn off by fives and tens until

the Americans had the field to themselves. Both parties remained within a

mile of each other until dark. Our countrymen lost Capt Burrows of St.

Louis Misso, Capt Forster and two others, with 2 or 3 wounded. The
Californians lost two of their countrymen and Jose Garcia of Val Chili

with seven wounded. At the beginning of the action I had my own saddle

and horse. The horse was supposed to be too swift a one for me to have,

when so near my countrymen, so the officer in charge of me exchanged
with me. His Seargent seeing the one given me was better than his, again

made an exchange, a soldier followed his example, until I had the worst

of saddles and a horse hardly able to walk. During the action a Ranchero

seeing a relation shot down, came full speed towards me saying, "this man
caused it all." He levelled his gun when within 30 yards. At that moment
I backed my horse and put myself behind another person. The man with

some rude expression passed on.
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All intention of camping near Monterey any longer was given up: we

therefore travelled South and encamped about midnight far in the mountains

off the main road to Santa Barbara. On awakening next morning I found

ninety of the party had disappeared. Three officers and 5 or 6 soldiers were

then ordered to proceed with all speed with me for Santa Barbara, leaving

their horses on the road as they tired them and seizing others from any

persons they met. On reaching the Cuartel of that town, I found a concourse

of people waiting to see their prisoner. I was to be confined in this building

until orders should be received from their General.

By the influence of Dr, N. A. Den, and his promising to feed the guard

and their officer, I was reipoved to his house in Santa Barbara. My captors

waited for the arrival of 130 men who were in the action of the 15th; only

some IS or 20 made their appearance. We then started for the Pueblo de

los Angeles—On my arrival there, the second in command, (making an

apology that his General was unwell) brought out one hundred men in arms,

received me and placed me in the best room in the Government house. The

first day I was supplied with bedding and furniture, soon after with clothing

and anything they supposed I needed.

The General of the forces on visiting me offered me everything I might

desire, except English books, which he did not own. My table was supplied

from two or three houses with all the market afforded. I could therefore

invite the officers around me, as they had nothing to eat only when they

visited their relatives in the town. No person was allowed to visit me

only in the presence of certain officers, I had then to converse in Spanish.

Those supposed not friendly to their cause, was debarred from entering

my room. Once I was allowed to dine out at the house of a Spanish

gentleman, whom they could not well refuse. Their General was sent

with me. In the different rooms of the Government house there were 16

or 18 American prisoners (many of them had married in the country) these

men associated together, and although we at times elbowed each other could

not speak to them.

At the end of December it was ascertained that my health was in danger
from close confinement, I was therefore permitted to reside at the house
of Don Luis Vignes, where I had large gardens and a vineyard to walk in,

without any guards, I promising not to correspond with my countrymen
and not to talk politics with my visitors.

On the 3rd or 4th of January news reached the Pueblo that Col Fremont
was South of Santa Barbara, marching to meet the California forces.

The latter then mustered all they could, to the number of 400 to 500, and
encamped two or three days at the Mission of San Fernando, awaiting the

arrival of the Riflemen, and appeared very anxious to have a fight. In-

formation now reached Gen Flores that Commodore Stockton with 600 men
from San Diego would soon be in his vicinity.
He immediately ordered all the Mexicans and Californians to leave San

Fernando and march to the opposite of the Pueblo to meet the marine

forces, 12 or 15 miles South of the Pueblo the two forces met on the 8th

of January: the Californians were 100 men less in number than the Ameri-
cans. Yet they were well mounte3^ with hundreds of extra horses. When
Commodore Stockton was crossing the Rio del San Gabriel, the enemy had

every opportunity of destroying many of his people, but they permitted the

time to pass by, and on seeing the Commodore arrive on their side of the

river declared the war was over on their part.

On the night of the 8th both forces encamped in sight of each other: on
the Qth near two hundred of the Californians left the field for their homes:
the action, on the 2d day was carried on at even longer shots and a safer

distance than on the former day.

On this day I was taken to the field and retained there until sometime in

the night. The house and premises where I had been the past week, had
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received many families for protection, whose husbands or brothers had taken

up arms: on seeing me taken away they became frightened, under the idea

that if I was not returned, my countrymen on entering the Pueblo might
cause more injury than they otherwise would, had I been there. The mother
of one of the principal chiefs in arms, sent to the field a short address to her

Paisanos in my favor, fearing the former threat of carrying me to Mexico

by land was now to be put in force. A military junta was formed on the

field who ordered my discharge after dark.

During my imprisonment an attempt was made by the Mexican officers

to send me with Messrs Rouland, Wilson, Godey, and other Americans to

Mexico via Sonora: this the Californian officers would not permit for fear

they might be sent round Cape Horn by Commodore Stockton or General

Kearney who they had lately iieard of. The attempt caused a revolution

among the officers, which on the third day ended by Flores putting all the

Monterey officers in prison, where he confined them until he required their

presence to meet Col Fremont.

During my imprisonment I endeavored to effect an exchange, or to be

allowed to go on parole. This the General would not permit.
Four-fifths of the Mexican and Californian officers who had given Com-

modore Stockton their written parole, broke it and took up arms, they there-

fore supposed a parole of no consideration or value in California. I was
also informed that my countrymen could not produce as many prisoners as

they would demand for my liberation, that I had been for years engaged in

wrestling California from the Mexican flag and introducing my countrymen
into it, to overthrow the native Government. In fact my captors had made

up their minds that all their troubles and loss of power originated from

my past machinations.

They concluded that my pen, voice and intrigue were now brought to a

close, with some vague idea that my seperation from my countrymen would

produce something to their benefit, and that although I should have the best

treatment in one respect, I should be closely watched, and when all their

offers to me had failed and Gen. Kearny, Com. Stockton and Lt Col Fremont
were drawing near to surround them, I was discharged on the field ;

After hearing from several hundreds of reasons why they had taken up
arms, and many requested me to assist their families when my countrymen
should re-take the Pueblo: during my imprisonment it was very rare that

I heard any boasting from a Californian, on the contrary, very many regretted
the force of circumstances that had caused them to again unfold their flag

without certainty of not having to surrender to the American forces.

Commodore Stockton and Gen Kearney entered the Pueblo de los Angeles
on the loth of January and the moment of their entry the streets were full

of armed men who soon disapeared.
On the nth. Gen Flores, Manuel Garcias, his Second in command, the

prefect of Monterey and some thirty others deserted from the battalion in

the night, and fled to Sonora, taking away from the misled natives two or

three hundred horses. On the 13th Don Andres Pico, collected together
within a few miles of Lt Col Fremont's forces, and obtained a capitulation
which enabled every Californian to retire in peace to their Ranches. Col
Fremont and his forces entered the Pueblo on the 14th. The next week
Gen. Kearney and Commodore Stockton returned to San Diego with their

respective force.

From the Pueblo I travelled to San Diego, by my own will and pleasure,

having travelled before at the pleasure of others', at San Diego Commodore
Stockton, dispatched the Cyane to land me in Monterey where I arrived

after an absence from home of 88 days.
The war in California is now over, as far as Californians are concerned,

and their manners and customs are tolerated, and common protection
afforded them, they will gradually fall into the new order of things.

They have had in different parts nine hundred men under arms, every
man with good horses and a lance, most of them with swords, pistols, rifles

or carbines, everyone of their countrymen to aid them either by choice or
force : a perfect knowledge of every hill and valley, and an utter contempt
for foreign infantry, especially seamen : yet they did not succeed and have
found that their losses in horses and waste of time so great as to prefer
peace for the future under a guarentee of good treatment.
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THE SOUTHWEST SOCIETY

Archaological Institute of America.
President, J. O. Koepfli.

President Emeritus, J. S. Slausoa.
Vice-Presidents: Gen. Harrison Gray Otis, Editor Los Anjreles Times; Geo. E. Bovard,

Prest. U. of S. C; Dr. Norman Bridife; Henry W. O'Melveny.
Secretary, Clias. F. Lummis. Executive Committee, Major E. W. Jones,

Miss Mary E. Foy, Prof. J. A. Foshay,
Treasurer, W. C. Patterson, Vice-Prest. 1st Chas. F. Lummis, Dr. F. M. Palmer,

National Bank of Los Angeles. Theodore B. ComstocU, Dr. J. H. Martin-
dale, Mrs. W. H. Housh, Joseph Scottt

Recorder and Curator, Dr. F. M. Palmer. Wm. H. Burnham, C. J. K. Jones.

^
ADVISORY council:

The forearoinsr officers and

Louis A. Dreyfus, Santa Barbara. Dr. J. H. McBride, Pasadena.
Chas. Cassatt Davis, Los Ansreles. Geo. W. Marston, San Diesro.

Charles Amadou Moody, Los Angeles. John G. North, Riverside.

Walter R. Bacon, Los Ansreles.

Honorary Life Members : Hon. Theodore Roosevelt, Washinston ; Chas. Eliot
Norton, LL. D., Cambridtre, Mass.

Life Members: Prof. C. C. Bragrdon, Rev. Juan Caballeria, Chas. Deerinar, Mrs. Eva S.
F6nyes, Miss Mira Hershey, Major E. W. Jones, Homer Laug-blin, Los Angreles State
Normal School, E. P. Ripley, St. Vincent's College, Santa Clara Collegre, James Slauson,
O. S. A. Sprasrue, J. Downey Harvey, John A. McCall, Mrs. Eleanor Martin. Edwin T.
Earl, Wm. Keith, Mrs. Henry Wilson Hart, W. P. Wesselhoeft, M. D., Dwight Whiting,
Miss A. Amelia Smead, Los Angreles Council 621, Knights of Columbus, Gerhard Eshman,
J. S. Slauson, Rose L. Burcham, A. G. Hubbard, Hon. Reamer Ling, Jeremiah Ahern, Ella
P. Hubbard, Chas. F. Lummis.

REPRESENTATIVES IN THE COUNCIL OF THE A. I. A.

Theo. B. Comstock P. M. Palmer Mary E. Foy
Chas. F. Lummis C. E. Rumsey Rt. Rev. T. J. Conaty
J. O. Koepfli, ex-officio Mrs. W. H. Housh Rt. Rev. J. H. Johnson

^rtHE unprecedented growth of the Southwest Society continues.

\ In spite of a few deaths and resignations last year, the mem-
bership is at this writing 397, and will doubtless have passed

the 400 mark before these lines are read.

The publication of the Third Bulletin is delayed in hope to an-

nounce the great museum plan. Mr. Henry E. Huntington has
offered the Southwest Society its choice of four magnificent hill-

sites, of which the largest is worth at least $100,000 in the market.
This generous offer has not yet been accepted, since the society
intends to have absolutely The Best location within the city limits

of Los Angeles, even though that location should have to be paid for.

In all probability, very vital questions will be settled within a few

days, and important announcements made through the press. It is

desired to include these things in the bulletin, which becomes part
of the archives of the world's great museums. This bulletin will

also present the roster up to date.

Since the last announcement in these pages the following members
have been added to the Southwest Society :

LIFE.

John Miner Carey Marble

ANNUAL.
F. H. Olmsted, C. E. Chas. B. Nichols
S. P. Mulford, Esq. Jos. M. King. M. D.
Chas. I. Sweet, Esq. Chas. C. Browning, M. D.
W. C. Petchner, Esq. F. M. Pottenger, M. D.
E. E. Selph, Esq. W. H. Anderson, Esq.
Jos. E. Hannon, Esq. Col. John Goshorn Kelley, Santa Bar-
Cyrus F. McNutt, Esq. bara

Jno. W. Kemp, Esq. J. Wiseman Macdonald. Esq..
All of Los Angeles, except as noted.

* By their consent, and subscribed by the Southwest Society.
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(l(SCORF»OB./\TED )

MAKE BETTER. INDIANA
u«.isi4flL>ittJW

Se-quo-ya,
'* the American Cadmus "

[born 1771,
died 1842), was the only Indian that ever invented

a zvritten language. The League takes its title from,
this great Cherokee, for whom,, also, science has nam.ed

{'^Sequoias") the hugest trees in the world, the giant
Redwoods of California.

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
David Starr Jordan, President Stanford University
Geo. Bird Grinnell, Ed. "Forest and Stream," N. Y.

Chas. Cassat Davis, Los Angeles
C. Hart Merriam, Chief Biological Survey, Washington
D. M. Riordan, Uos Angeles
Richard Egan, Capistrano, Cal.

Chas. F. Lummis, Chairman

LOS ANGELBS COUNCIL.
PrEST., Rt. Rev. J. H. Johnson

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Wayland H Smith (Sec. of the Council)
Miss Cora Foy
Miss Mary B. Warren
Miss Katherine Kurtz, Secretary
Chas. F. Uummis, Chairman

Advisory Board.
Dr. T. Mitchell Prudden, Col. Phys. and Surg'ns, N. Y,
•Dr. Geo. J. Engelmann, Boston.
Miss Alice C. Fletcher, Washington.
F. W. Hodge, Smithsonian Institution, Washington.
Hamlin Garland, author, Chicago.
Mrs. F. N. Doubleday, New York.
Dr. Washington Matthews, Washington.
Hon. A. K. Smiley, (Mohonk), Kedlands, Cal.

George Kennan, Washington.

Mrs. Phebe A. Hearst, University of California.

Archbishop Ireland, St. Paul, Minn.
U. S. Senator Thos. R. Bard. California.

Edward E. Ayer, Newberry Library, Chicago.
Miss Estelle Reel, Supt. all Indian Schools, Washington.
W. J. McGee, Bureau of Ethnology.
F. W. Putnam, Peabody Museum, Harvard College.
Stewart Culin, Brooklyn Inst.

Geo. A. Dorsey, Field Columbian Museum, Chicago.
Treasurer, W. C. Patterson, Pres. Los Angeles Nat'l Bk.

Life Members.
Amelia B. HoUenback, Josephine W. Drexel, Thos. Scattergood, Miss MIra Hersliey, Mrs. D. A. Senter, Herbert E,

Huntington, Miss Antoinette E. Gazzam, J. M. C. Marble, Joiepli Fels, Mrs. Mary Fels, Homer Laughlin, Mrs.
A. R. Gazzam.

fFT is a long lane that has no turning. There are indications

wIl that in the matter of the Mission Indians of Southern Cali-

fornia, a long-suffering public has come near to the turn.

For more than a generation we have been distressed and disgraced

by the fact that some thousands of Indians within the geographical

limits of God's Country have been dying of hunger and the weather
—for no better reason than that a remote and careless government
has allowed them to be crowded out of their fertile valleys, for

which no one has ever paid them, and has left them to rot on the

desert hill-sides.

The presence of Mr. Leupp in the Commissionership of Indian

Affairs was in itself a great step forward. He has the startling

advantage over his predecessors that he knows something about

his job.

The Sequoya League, by crystallizing and focussing public senti-

ment in Southern California has brought the personal influence of

hundreds of influential citizens to bear for justice.

Senator Flint, last fall, took time and pains to inform himself, by

arduous journeys, of the actual conditions of these suffering reser-

vations; and with this first-hand knowledge of the disgraceful con-

ditions permitted by the government for decades, he will not be

pooh-poohed by the routine clerks in Washington, who remind one

of Mark Twain's cable : "Reports of my death greatly exagger-

ated." These red-tape votaries have always been ready t» assure
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their superiors that the reports of destitution among the Southern

California Indians were "greatly exaggerated,"
Another factor in bringing matters to a focus has been the recent

inspection of these Southern California reservations, not by the

usual worthy and tenderfoot Inspector, but by a Californian, who is

at once a lawyer and substantial citizen, and a man of experience

in the Indian service. Mr. C. E. Kelsey, of San Jose, who has been

for years as a mere citizen trying to secure justice for the ten thou-

sand homeless Indians of Northern California, has been appointed

Special Agent for California, to examine and report upon actual

conditions. He has, within the last month, investigated the South-

ern California reservations. It needs no prophet to tell what he

will report
—for that matter, the printed volumes of the Interior

Department for the last 20 years have contained very much the

same statements that an honest man today would have to make.

Things are moving. Senator Flint has prepared a bill making
an appropriation to purchase lands on which these Indians can, by
hard work, refrain from starving to death. The latest investiga-

tions of the government will fortify his recommendations. A large

number of the most influential citizens of Southern California will

memorialize the President and Congress to the same effect. It

really seems as though the very small thing which should have been

done half a century ago is at last in a fair way to be done.. Mean-

time, public interest is growing.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE WORK.

Previously acknowledged, $1,561.00.

2 each, memberships—Rev. Father Raphael Fuhr, O. F. M., Edwin T.

Earl, J. A. Foshay, Los Angeles; Mrs. H. K. Macomber, Clara S. Watson,

Miss Blakeslee, Mrs. W. A. Butterworth, Mrs. Geneva F. Scharff, Pasadena;

Mrs. F. D. Franklin, South Pasadena; Mrs. John P. Jones, Santa Monica;

Albert K. Smiley, Redlands; Mrs. E. Martin, San Francisco; Thos. A.

McElmell, Philadelphia; F. W. Sisson, Flagstaff, Ariz.

INDIAN RELIEF.

Previously acknowledged, $1,514.50.

Wm. H. Burnham, Orange, Cal., $25.00; E. P. Ripley, Santa Barbara, Cal.,

$20.00; D. M. Riordan, New York City, $13.50; Father Raphael Fuhr, O. F.

M., $5.00; Edwin T. Earl, $5.00, Los Angeles; Miss Julia A. Mason, Boston,

Mas&., $10.00; Mrs. John P. Jones, Santa Monica, $5.00; Mrs. W. A. Butter-

worth, $3.00; Mrs. Arthur Wilson, $1.00, Pasadena; Miss Flora Golsh,

Carlisle, Pa., $1.00.
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San Jose is pretty well known as "the Garden City;"•) ir J J HISTORY
and the Santa Clara Valley around about it is famous and the

as a chief garden of the Garden of the World. But other peddler

things than flowers have a tendency to spring up in gardens—and

there is always need of the man with a hoe to chop down weeds.

San Jose has just made the most astounding discovery in the

history of California. Perhaps we should rather say that a few

of the mentally unemployed in San Jose have made this startling

find. The eureka of an obscure gentleman named Marshall, on the

19th day of January, 1848, had more money in it, but was not one-

half so rich in humor.

The discovery is that San Jose is "handicapped by its name."

The leading daily there gives editorial prominence to the theory of a

returned promoter who has been re-visiting the pale glimpses of

the East:

"The fact is that the name of this city is one of the worst obstacles it has
to contend with in the East. It disguises us. The people see 'San Jose' in

print, but they do not half recos^nize it as 'San Hosay' in conversation. . . .

Tf you undertake to explain to them that San Jose is pronounced Hosay, life

is too short and the nervous tension too high to give and take such an

explanation at every turn. Seriously, it is a handicap on us."

This is a finite world, and we are a\l handicapped. It handicaps

every real-estate man in California that his broad acres are so far

from Wall street, and that it is difficult for him to thrust a persuasive

fore-finger through the button-hole of every Boston and New York

millionaire who might buy real estate if he could be harpooned. This

geographic handicap is the worst with which those have to contend

whose only conception of California is to make money out of it. But

many of us are willing to reverse the historic saying of the most

famous tenderfoot, Daniel Webster : "Mr. President, I will never

vote one cent to put California a mile nearer to Boston than it is at

present."

The ignorance of our neighbor handicaps us all at every turn of

civilization. There are quarrels, feuds and wars because the Other

Fellow does not know what we are after, and we do not know what

and why he is doing what he does. But the West has mighty
gastric juices. It digests even tourists. There is a latent intelli-
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gence even in Easterners. Although at home they speak by the

letter, and call it "Chy-hewa-hewa" and "Mo-jave" and "Loss

Angie-lees" and "San Joe's"
—after all, these good people are willing

to learn. Enough of them do learn. Not so many as the boomev

might desire, nor as fast—for the boomer's appetite is of the tape-

worm variety
—but quite fast enough for the good of the State which

receives daily "into its midst" about as large a meal of raw immigra-
tion as even this young giant can digest.

The worst handicap from which San Jose, or any other part, or

the whole, of California suffers is not the innocence of Easterners,

nor the attraction of gravitation, nor that arrangement of the uni-

verse which lets it rain on the day that Timothy Timpkins, Esquire,

desires to give a picnic. God made a pretty good world on the

whole—and rounded it up with a place to which those may escape

who know enough to choose. Our worst trouble is from those ten-

derfeet in mind, if not by the calendar—who have no use for God's

bounty except to peddle it. San Jose is not half so badly handi-

capped by its name as it is by the example of worthy and well mean-

ing citizens who are sorry that history should momentarily delay their

real-estate deals. If San Jose wishes to "print on every envelope,

letter and bill head, and every other document sent out from San

Jose," the phonetic spelling, there is probably nothing to hinder.

It may ameliorate the ignorance of some Easterners—it will cer-

tainly advertise the ignorance of its users. For it is ignorance to be

in such a howling hurry to make money that you forget the past and

your parents.

San Jose is not alone in having this class of citizens. We have

imported them in at least adequate quantity to every community in

California. Los Angeles, to which an enormous preponderance of

the new migration tends, has more than it really needs. But you

cannot find a single person who has worn out twenty pairs of shoes

in California, who will favor these irreverent, ignorant and abortive

measures—as cowardly as they are ignorant
—for vulgarizing the

heritage that every one becomes proud of as soon as he has lived

long enough in California to know what the heritage is.

THE HABIT Thcrc is probably no other habit in the world so insidious

°^A^MUMMY ^s routine. Morphine and whisky are innocent and swear-

off-able customs by comparison. A vulgar dissipation does

not usually seize upon respectable people ;
the curse of routine is that

no one is truly immune. Like fire, also, it is a good servant but a

bad master.

Presumably most of the grown-up citizens of Los Angeles know

who wrote "Daniel Deronda," "Middlemarch," "Mill on the Floss,"

and so on. Most of these people do not particularly care with whom,

when, why, how or whether at all, "George Eliot" committed mat-
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rimony; nor under what name a real-estate agent would have
looked up her taxable property.
Human life has to have system. Every system follows, in general,

the line of least resistance. This line is everywhere, in every system,
to let the bookkeeper have his way. The organized library book-

keepers of the United States have had their way to a point which

begins to distress such Americans as are not bookkeepers.
A good many public libraries in this country seem to have con-

ceived the notion that they are detective bureaus; and that one of

their first functions is to find out the latest alias of an author and
brand it a Scarlet Letter upon his brow. The Los Angeles Public

Library, following in the footsteps of distinguished predecessors,
has fallen into something of this literary police-duty. The books
above mentioned are in numerous copies in said library. The title

page says "Daniel Deronda, by George Eliot," Such copies as are

in the original covers say on those covers the same thing. Such

copies as have been worn out by readers and rebound for said library
are generous enough to retain the name of the book; but have

changed the name of the author to "Cross."

In the same way, the library has copies of "Innocents Abroad, by
Mark Twain." It has also amended copies of "Innocents Abroad,

by S. L. Clemens"; and so on down the category of people who
have made a pen-name, or their own name, famous to the world, and
have not changed it in their books with every vicissitude of life.

Now there is a conception of a library as a collection of the best

books obtainable with the money in hand, so arranged as to be found

as easily as possible, so regulated as to be of the widest possible use-

fulness. The object of a catalogue, and of the "binder's title" on a

book, is to enable people to find what they are looking for. Library

patrons are not expected to be mind-readers. They are not expected
to have telegraphic advices as to the latest married name of some lady
author. When they look in the catalogue for a book, they will look

for the name which author and publisher have conspired to put on
the title page ;

a name by which book and author are known to the

civilized world. The impudence and the imbecility of a library sys-
tematist who kills off George Eliot in favor of Mrs. Cross, do not

seem to need further comment. Every catalogue should have its

full cross-references. Anyone who happens to think of Samuel L.

Clemens or Mrs. Cross, sooner than of Mark Twain and George
Eliot, should find the given book under either entry. But the major
entry in any catalogue, and the author-name on the back of any
book, should be modest enough to follow the usages of civilized man
and the preference of author and publisher. When "Daniel De-
ronda" shall be published as "by Mrs. Cross," it will be time enough
for any library to letter it so, and so catalogue it. But not until

then.

If there is any more reliable recipe for being a prophet by its

than to be born with a caul or as the seventh son of a seventh fruits

son, it is—to use common sense. Prophecy is merely a fore-

seeing of the fact that other people know something—and will, in the

long run, use their knowledge. In other words, that natural laws will

continue to prevail.
When the Los Angeles Public Library, a few months ago, founded
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its department of Western History Material, including that branch
which deals with biographical data of the citizens of the Southwest,
it was prophesied that such data would be useful to the public soon
and to the historian forever.

In adapting this new and important function to the Public Library—a procedure long in use by and for scholars, but perhaps not
hitherto employed by any American city

—it was held that every man
and woman who serves a community seriously, is part of the history
of that community; and that each knows more about his or her

biography while alive than any one will know about that biography
when they are dead.

In January, a quiet, modest man, personally known to relatively
few persons in this city, but known by repute to every botanist in

the world, and by all of them honored, died in Southern California.

His biography will be part of the archives of every important library
in the world. His widow is expected to supply this biography. A
few weeks before his death he filled out one of the blanks issued by
the Los Angeles Public Library to preserve the vital facts as to the

important citizens of the Southwest. And—a few days ago, his

widow came to the library to secure from its record the vital facts

of her husband's life !

HISTORY What is the use of wasting time to study history, when
AS SHE IS

yQy (^^jj ggj. j(- ready made for you ? Other States probably
suffer in proportion to their interest

; but California, having
a peculiarly interesting history, may be pardoned for stickling a little

harder for the facts.

It was not at a meeting of tourists, but at a reunion of the Asso-

ciated Pioneer Women, held in San Francisco in January, at which
a "terse and interesting retrospect on the past" was read—and thence

incorporated in the archives of the San Francisco News Letter.

Life is short; but here is a typical excerpt from this "California

history," prepared by a California pioneer and printed by a California

weekly :

"When Dr. Eschol [doubtless a lineal descendant of the biblical grapes]
visited this coast, he took home some of the poppies, and they were called

Eschscholtzias. ... Sir Francis Drake was an Englishman, but was dis-

satisfied with the English and left their service. He sailed under the Spanish

Queen and came to this coast, relieving the pirates of what he could in the

way of pearls and gold. After he had literally filled his ship with treasure,

he wished to find a northerly way to reach home, lest the English might
overhaul and capture his valuables. ... He needed help from the Indians,

and to impress them, he read prayers on the shore. ... It is said none but

Drake and the Queen of Spain ever knew the value of the ship load. That

proves there is no truth in the saying that a woman never can keep a

secret. . . .

"California had been occupied by pirates who fished for pearls in dull

times, and when the vessels came from the Philippines, stole what they could.

. \ Two Jesuit missionaries started the Pius Fund, which increased won-

derfully. In 1776 the Jesuits were expelled by royal mandate from Lower
California."

California was pioneered by a good set of people, mostly. It is

doubtless fortunate that the conquest was not entrusted to a brigade

of bookworms and college professors ;
since these gentlemen are as a

rule more successful in some other things than in chopping wood

or toying with the washboard—which are two personally-conducted

and imminent functions of the frontier. On the other hand, if those
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whose homely heroisms laid the foundation of a commonwealth
would stick to the implements they can "play on," and leave art and

history to be done by the prepared
—not only would it be a fairer

division of labor, but the State would acquire a better repute. As
for California periodicals which perpetuate this kind of idiocy, let us

hope their reward may be in—whithersoever they go.

Nothing more gratifying in the historical sense has oc- saving

MONUMENTScurred in California in a generation than the arrangement
°^^ great

by which the lawful successors and heirs of the men that first

explored and civilized California come back to one of the old Mis-

sions to rehabilitate, in 1906, the magnificent monuments of faith and
of architecture their predecessors builded in 1776. Poetic justice

seems to be "getting in its work" in California. This is partly be-

cause California is a land where justice and poetry alike come natu-

rally ;
and partly because it has and develops the kind of people who

forward this sort of outcome.
More than a decade ago, the Landmarks Club—a non-partisan

group of citizens of many lands—undertook to do what could be

done to save to California and the world, what time and the vandals

had left of the most beautiful architectural remains in the United

States. The success of this movement is well-known. It has not

only saved for this community our immediate historic monuments ;

its example has gone forth to a dozen other portions of the United

States, and has stimulated similar effort there. For a decade the

Landmarks Club has been active in preserving the old Missions of

Southern California. It has raised the funds, has expended them

judiciously, and has got its money's worth and more. Except for

these efforts, the missions of San Juan Capistrano and San Fernando
and Pala, at least, would have been by today merely shapeless mounds
of adobe mud. As it is, at each place, through the efforts of the

Club—enabled by the money generously given by people not only
in Southern California, but all over the world—the chief buildings at

these missions are in better condition today than they had been in

25 years.
In this work for the public, the Club has been greatly assisted by

two broad-minded churchmen—Archbishop Montgomery, now in

San Francisco, and his successor in this diocese. Bishop Conaty.
The latter has carried the matter to its logical conclusion in one in-

stance at least. All the missions in Southern California were
founded by the Franciscans. There is no one name in all California

history so universally known and so universally loved by people of

all places and all creeds as that of Junipero Serra, the Franciscan

founder of civilization in the Golden State.

For several years a little body of Franciscans has had possession
of San Luis Rey. Through their efforts this magnificent mission

has been safe-guarded, and a little restored. Now, thanks to the

activities of Bishop Conaty, San Juan Capistrano is to come back to

its own. A colony of Franciscan friars will take charge of this

mission and will not only repair it, but restore it to the stature of its

old-time glory.
The historic fitness will thus be realized; the public utility will

be much advanced. This great establishment—not church only, but

an outpost of civilization on the frontier—will resume, after nearly a
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century's neglect and vandalism, its due proportions. Its religious

activity will concern chiefly the church to which it belongs; but the
reconstruction of this historic pile will concern the whole public, not

only here, but throughout the United States,

The Landmarks Club, which has expended several thousand dol-

lars at Capistrano alone, has had its money's worth in preserving
for the public benefit this noble ruin. It welcomes the larger utility.
On the other hand, it has not given up the responsibility it undertook
at the outset and it is able to count still, as it has counted all along,
on public spirit from the other side. The restoration of San Juan
Capistrano by the Franciscan friars will be in consultation with the

Landmarks Club, and its architectural experts. The result will be

something for which every good citizen will be grateful.

California's No mistake could be more fatuous than the idea that the
SHARE "Statehood fight" concerns the territories only, and is "no

skin off the knuckles" of California.. As a matter of fact,

California, with its larger population and its identical interests, has
far more at stake than have Arizona and New Mexico, to see that

justice is done to these American commonwealths and to the West
as West.
The West needs more representation in Congress, and in both

houses thereof. With all due respect to Washington, the young and

strong half of the continent is not understood there. It is only

through the personal force of the president that such a measure as

national irrigation
—enormously important to the West indeed, but

hardly less important to the nation as a whole, could be put through.
It was not because Eastern senators and congressmen knew enough
of the needs of half the nation, nor because that half-country had

enough representatives to present the case. In a thousand other

things, this half-continent suffers for want of adequate representa-
tion in the national legislature.
And while it does not know it, and will be slower to learn, the

East suffers by the same token.

Wall street and the trusts, the railroads and the business interests

need to be taught something of the fullness of the nation. They
need to learn the lesson of youth, for they themselves are becoming
old and pecuniary. Precisely as California financed the nation, put
it on a sound money basis, preserving that political balance which

decided the fate of the Union as against disruption
—so today, the

old and conservative communities need the stir of the example of

youth. The West is the only young part of the United States. It

has the faults as well as the glories of youth; but the gray-beards
will make a mistake for themselves if they fail to take into counsel

the lusty stripling of the family
—the grown man, tall, broad-shoul-

dered and thick-chested with achievement, with some mature sense

and with that young faith and zeal for the loss of which human life

has no compensation. The impotent wisdom of old age is not to

be despised, and the West does not despise it—but neither is the

muscle of youth contemptible. The country needs both.

Chas. F. Lummis.
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* HIGHLAND, CALIFORNIA
By HERBERT W. JOHNSON.

HIGHLAND,
situated six miles to the north of Redlands and seven east

of San Bernardino, along the sunny, sloping foothills of the Sierras,

is famed for her oranges, easily holding a foremost place in the

markets of the country. Her fame is founded upon merit, since she produces
a quality of this famous golden fruit, the peerless Navel Orange, second to

none.
Her situation for citrus culture is an ideal one, being a sunny, southern

exposure upon sloping foothill lands of deep, alluvial soil, composed chiefly
of decomposed granite—technically called Maricopa sandy loam—giving the

fruit that rich coloring, .firm, fine rind and splendid keeping quality that so

distinguish it. Her proximity to the sheltering mountains protects her from
destructive winds and guards her from blighting frosts, (the sloping char-
acter of the lands draining off the heavy, cold-laden air) and provides her
with abundant irrigating water for her fertile groves. Her water-right is

riparian, antedating all other rights of this well-watered region, and coming
from the melting snows and seeping springs of the eternal hills above the

Santa Ana Canon, head-waters of the Santa Ana River.

Her territory extends from Del Rosa in the west, lying under the point of
that unique land-mark, rich in historical tradition, the mysterious Arrowhead;
through West Highlands, with its orchards of large area, soon, probably,
to be subdivided into smaller tracts to provide ranches and homes for the

many home-seekers knocking at our gates ; Harlem Springs, with its warm,
health-giving mineral water ; Patton, with its large orchards, truck gardens,
dairy farms, and stately buildings abiding securely under the shadow of the

majestic mountains, reminding one of a dignified Rhenish castle; through
the thriving town of Highland, the central point, with her up-to-date stores,

modern, mission bank, capacious packing houses, creditable churches, splendid
schools, cosy, comfortable, often luxurious homes, and contented citizenship;
with her complete domestic system of sweet artesian water, of the purest in

the state; her lumber and box mills, turning out large quantities of fruit-crate

material and fine finishing lumber and providing employment for large num-
bers of men; her superior citrus nurseries, whose young trees show their vigor
by their well-developed fibrouS' roots and dark green tops ;

and that model
residence tract, Boulder Park, which, by the high-minded devotion of a dis-

tinguished citizen's ability, energy and wealth, has converted one of the most
uncompromising bits of uncouth nature into a veritable beauty spot ; to

beautiful East Highlands, with its matchless orange groves, than which there

"with its matchless orange groves."
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REMINDING ONB OF A DIGNIFIED RHENISH CASTLE."

are none better in this State of marvelous products, situated as they are upon
high, rich bench-lands and commanding a magnificent view of mountain and
valley, doubtlessly destined to become the "Smiley Heights" of this greatly
favored place, thus in her large territory and varied products making up a

splendid community, of which her citizens are justly proud, and rejoice in

calling themselves "Highlanders."
Highland has not all the advantages, nor is it the only place good to dwell

in. Other places have their peculiar characteristics and distinguishing feat-

ures. Nevertheless she has many charming characteristics and delightful
attributes of climate and scenery, with that rich productiveness that makes for
a contented, prosperous and happy citizenship.

A PART OF THB HIGHLAND DISTRICI
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come, and she is beginning to realize her possibilities and, planning her bright
future, is ambitious to take her proper place in the progress and development
of this delightful land of sunshine and plenty.
As an evidence of the progressiveness of her citizens there was recently

organized The Highlands Chamber of Commerce, with a charter membership
of one hundred and thirty, from which, judged by the spirit of its first meet-

ing, in which plans for improvements of extensive nature for the beauitfying
and development of the place were laid, much should be expected..
Much also might be said of the character of her citizenship, made up as it

is of the "better classes" of society, men of all characters of business and

profession, many of whom have come to this pleasant clime to spend the

autumn of life in comfort and contentment, and of the real "backbone" of the

community, the sturdy, intelligent tillers of the soil, combining to make up a

social body not found elsewhere than in cosmopolitan California ; much, too,

of her commendable public spirit, which provided a fine Public Library by
popular subscription, and, when it was destroyed by fire, rising from the

ashes of her loss with a firmer determination to erect a more worthy monu-
ment of her aspirations for culture; of her electric light system, telephone

systems—two of them—street-car system ; in short, the conveniences of the

city, with the wholesome freedom of the country.
A land of promise where the homeseeker from the less fortunate east may

come with his family and build his home in ideal conditions, among ideal

surroundings, amid an ideal people.

"his home in ideal conditions."
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Palo Alto

The J. J. iVlorris Real Estate Company
Invite your attention to the following facts

about the Town of Palo Alto:

Palo Alto has 5,000 population. Two Banks. Four Public School Buildings.

Seven Churches. A College of Photography. Three Newspapers. Free Mail

Delivery. A good Fire Department. Perfect Sewerage. Artesian Water System
owned by the Municipality. Electric Lighting Plant owned by the Municipality.

Assessed valuation Two and a Quarter Millions of Dollars. The seat of the Iceland

Stanford Junior University, the most richly endowed institution of learning in the

world. 35 Miles of Concrete Walk, 15 Mails Dispatched and 15 Mails Received daily.

The Best all round Climate in the World.

For full information about investments in Palo Alto or Santa Clara County, write

for the free copy of the Real Estate News, our monthly publication.

The J. J. iWorris Real Estate Co.
J. S. LAKIN, President. J. J. MORRIS, Manajrer. MARSHALL BLACK, Secretary

120 University Ave., Palo Alto. California
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AMERICA'S MODEL HOTEL

EUROPEAN PLAN

A modern, ornate structure of stone

and steel, magnificently equipped and

sumptuously furnished, facing a beauti-

ful tropical garden-park in the heart of

the city, adjacent to the shopping dis-

trict, in the immediate neighborhood of

the principal clubs, and one block from
the amusement center—an unsurpassed
and ideal location. Write for hand-

some illustrated booklet (free) about

Cosmopolitan San Francisco and the

Hotel St. Francis, to James Woods, Mgp.

Hotel

Langham
Cor. Mason
and ellis st8.

Hotel

Windsor
Cor. Market
AND Fifth Sts.

First-Class in every respect

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Alfred T. Kendall

FREE BUS

H[NS! HENS! HENS!
Choice hens 114. years old, and 5-months-

old pullets
—all White Leghorns- fine stock

for breeders at f 15 per twelve hens and one

rooster; or $100 per hundred by the hundred.
We must make room for our younger stock.

Send your order in at once if j'ou want any
of these. Just-hatched chicks, in any num-
ber, shipped to all points of the Coast. Send
for Catalogue X—it explains all about our
incubators, brooders, etc.

MUST HATCH INCUBATOR CO.

PETALUMA. CAL.
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FIFTY TOURS
Comprising Tours de Luxe
and shorter Vacation Tours

INCLUSIVE FARES

$175 TO $1200
Covering all Routes,
Membership Limited.

Write For Programme

i COOK'S TOURS!
% 621 Market St., San Francisco. \
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"Siher Tlate that Wears''

For
beauty of design,

careful manulac-

turing, brilliancy ot

finish and long wear.

"IMJ ROGERS BROS:

spoons, forks, knives, etc.,

are unexcelled. Recog-

nized as the highest
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excellence.

For sale by leading

dealers.
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"Cl30"toaid inselectious.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.,

Merlden, Conn.
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LEADING HOTELS 0/=" THE COAST

Below will be found, for the information of tourists who visit California, a list of the best hotels, both
tourist and commercial, in the leadinir Resorts and Cities of the State. A postal card of inquiry will
briner literature and information as to rates, by return mail.

A NGELUS, Los Angeles
The leading Hotel of the city, in fact one of

the most elegrant hotels in the United States. Amer-
ican and European plan. Loomis Bros., Props.

A PARTMENTS,Los Angeles
fully furnished, new, 3 rooms, gas, rang-e,

hot water, bath, telephone, $14.00 monthly. T.
Wiesendanger, Laughlin Building, Los Angeles.

QLARENDON, Los Angeles,
^~^

Europeanplan,tourist and commercial hotel
Central location, one block from Broadway.
Special rates by the week

UOTEL CASA LOMA,««^Jaf«
An ideal winter home in the most beautiful

spot in California.
F. S. Rose, Manager.

U OTEL GREEN,Pasadena, Cal
California's grandest hotel. The mecca

of America's select society. Accomodations for 800
guests. J. H. HoLMKS, Manager.

UOTEL HOLLYWOOD, ^«'^^-

Cal. Only hotel in the beautiful Cahuenga
foothills. Unique for home comforts combined
with every modern convenience of a first class hotel

UOTEL REDONDO, «e?2l.°''*
18 miles from Los Angeles, at Redondo-by-

the-sea.
" The Queen of the Pacific." Open all

the year; even climate.

UOTEL VANCE, Eureka
American plan. Noted for excellent

furnishings and superior table service. J. F.
Dougherty, Manager.

UOTEL VENDOME, San Jose

A charming summer and winter resort.
Headquarters for tourists visiting Lick Observa-
tory. Joseph T. Brooks. Manager.

UOTEL WESTMINSTER,
* * LOS ANGELES. Largest and best. Euro-
pean plan. $1 cer day and upwards. Service the
best. Cor. Main and 4th Sts. F. O. Johnson, Prop.

I A PINTORESCA, Itl^l^^t^^ class hotel at moderate rates. Delightful
situation on high ground. Surrounded by Palms
and Oranges. Golf links, tennis court, etc.

PASO
ROBLES HOT SPRINGS

Hotel, Paso Robles, Cal. New bath house

most complete in the U. S. Hydropathic treatment
for all ills . Open year round. W. A. Junker, Mgr.

CT. FRANCIS, San Francisco
^'^ American's model hotel. European plan.
Built of stone and steel. Facing a beautiful tropical
garden in heart of city. James Woods, Manager.

yHE LEXINGTON, ^^^g^Es
European. Cafe service. Center of the city.

165 rooms, 95 with bath. Rates $1.00 and up. Fine
sample rooms.
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.32 and .35 Caliber
Model 1905 Self Loading Rifle

HIS rifle is a six shot hammerless take-down, made in .32 and
.35 calibers. It is the first rifle of the Self Loading type
made for center fire ammunition, the cartridges it handles
being of the modern smokeless powder type, using metal
patched bullets. The .32 caliber shoots a 165-grain bullet
and gives a velocity of 1400 foot seconds and a penetration
of II ^ inch dry pine boards with a metal patched soft

point bullet. The 35 caliber shoots a i8o-grain bullet and gives a veloc-

ity of 1400 foot seconds and a penetration of 10 y^ boards with a metal
patched soft point bullet, at the standard testing distance of 15 feet
from the muzzle. As these figures show, both cartridges give excellent

penetration, and with metal patched soft point bullets they have great
shocking effect on animal tissue. As its name indicates, this rifle is self-

loading. The recoil of the exploded cartridge ejects the empty shell,
cocks the hammer and feeds a fresh cartridge from the magazine into the

chamber, leaving the rifle ready to shoot upon the operator's pulling the

trigger. The operation of this rifle should not be confounded with that
of machine guns, w^hich reload and fire to the extent of their magazine
capacity without stopping after the trigger is first pulled. In using the
Winchester Self-Loading Rifle, it is absolutely necessary to pull the

trigger for each shot, which places its operation as completely under the
control of the operator as that of any repeating rifle. The self-loading
system permits rapid shooting with great accuracy, and on account of
the ease and novelty of its operation adds much to the pleasure of rifle

shooting, either at target or game. The list price of the standard rifle of
this model is $28.00.

m a2*ia*ICHESTE-R
SELF LOADING

SOFT POINT OR FULL METAL SOFT POINT OR FULL METAL
PATCHED, LIST PRICE PER 1000 PATCHED, LIST PRICE PER 1000

$27.00 $27.50.

S£VD FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, MAILED FREE. TO
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO. SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA
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SELMA
CALIFORNIA
THE LAND OF FRUIT

A beautiful and healthful little city,
with Banks, Newspaper, Schools,
Churches, irood Stores, Mills, etc.
No liquors sold.

LIVE, WHERE tKe s\in sKines every day in 305
LIVE "WHERE fruits of every Kind and variety gro-w
LIVE "WHERE farming' pays and opportunities are many
LIVE W^HERE the rainfall is sufficient to grew fruit and crops

The people of Selma are live, progressive and generous.

They invite you to come and cast your lot with them. For

further information write for free descriptive matter.

Secretary Board of Trade
SELMA, CALIFORNIA

LARGE
TRACTS immm lands

FOA? SALE
IN BLOCKS

KERN

(oimiT

KERN

(oymr

A fortune can be made in a gigantic colonization scheme—not an arid body

of unimproved or undeveloped land, but the cream of the cream, high cultiva-

tion, abundance of water, close to railroad. Large tracts in the market for

direct buyers, either syndicate or individuals, in KERN COUNTY. Address

A, W. MACRAE
SECRETARY BOARD OF TRADE. KERN COUNTY

BAKERSFIELD. CALIFORNIA



A Gilt-edge Copper Investment

UNITED COPPER CO.

Offers one of the biggest and safest investments to purchasers
of any Copper and Quicksilver Company in our State.

Over 3 miles of copper ledges. Our large ledge of Chalco-

pyrites assays from 25 to 31% copper, besides gold and silver

more than enough to defray all expenses.
The surface of this ledge is from 50 to 100 feet wide; 7500

feet long. Second ledge, Copper Glance, 7/^ to 9 feet wide on
the surface; 7500 feet long of high grade Copper Glance.

Third ledge 55 feet wide, 1800 feet long. This ledge, in

the adjoining property, assays from $65.00 to $75.00 per ton,
with a pay streak running up into many thousands of dollars.

This ledge we are following in at the base of the mountain
and work is progressing with day and night shift.

Before Spring we will have this ledge opened up; the

Copper Glance cross-cut, and the Chalcopyrites cross-cut, and
be ready to do business on a heavy scale.

Our Quicksilver deposit is 60 feet wide and a mile in

length, and the same ledge in adjoining property assays 22%
Mercury.

WE OWN OUR OWN TOWN SITE, MILL SITE,

WATER POWER AND TIMBER, AND AN ABUNDANCE

OF GOAL FOR SMELTING PURPOSES IS HANDY

All THAT goes to make a large, solid Company, and
those that buy in the UNITED COPPER at the small price
of 75c. a share will realize handsomely at the advance in

price, besides receive heavy dividends for a long time to come.
This Company is only twelve months old and the stock

started at loc. per share and will soon be $1.00.
Write for full particulars and Government Map of the

district. Address

UNITED COPPER CO.,
Care Seattle Mining Exchange,

512 Washington Building SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
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GRIFFITH
COMPANY

ESTABLISHED 1892 INCORPORATED 1905

Santa Monica's Long Wharf, Near Palisades

John T. Griffith, President

H. E. O'Brien, Vice-President

John N. Gardiner, Secretary

Real Estate and Insurance
ZAGBNT FOR:

RALISADES'BY-THE-SEA
A HIGH - CLASS RESIDENCE SUBDIVISION

A SPECIAL BARGAIN.—Fine 20-acre Walnut Ranch at Rivera, California.

I^° We have at all times a good list of business and residential property
for sale and exchange. Correspondence solicited.

212-216 Wilcox Bldg'.
LOS ANGELES

OirNDALE
THE BEAUTIFUL"

Mestling among
the Foothills

Nextdoor to the

Mountains

t "

¥^^.^^^m

At the grateway of the great San Fernando Valley, adjoiniajf the northern limits of the City of Los

Ang-eles, from the center of which it is but 20 minutes distant by electric car. Elevation 600 to 1000 feet.

Almost frostless and fogrless. Glendale today is where Pasadena was 20 years asro; with all the natural

advautasres of the beautiful "Crown City"; nearer to Los Angeles and havinfir the tremendous advantage
of the 20ih Century impetus. Glendale is destined to follow close in the wake of that peerless city. A
splendid supply of developed water, more being- developed by wells, and the great Owens River Canal to

flow by its doors. An ideal section for the home-builder, the fruit-grower and the truck farmer. Orange
and lemon orchards yielding fine incomes on the investment. Many acres in small fruits and strawberry
fields that produce fruit nearly every month in the year. Two banks, four general merchandise stores,
hotel, high school and g-rammar school, sanitarium, four churches, public library, a weekly newspaper
and no saloons. Main line of Southern Pacific Ry. one mile away. One double-track electric car line and
more coming. Glendale has just incorporated and is growing- with phenomenal rapidity.

For further information write any of the following- :

Bank of Glendale, R. A. Blackburn, Real Estate; Holman & Campbell, Real Estate; Glendale Improve-
ment Association, E. D. Goode, County Road Overseer; T. Gilman Taylor, Seedsman; J. H. Wells,
Geo. U. Moyse. Wm. A. Anderson, Contractor and Builder; J. F. Mclntyre, Lumber Yard; G. W.
Mclntyre, Real Estate; E. K. Grant, Contractor and Builder; Thos. O. Pierce, Livery; Kober& Tarr,
General Merchandise; A. H. Bryant, Dr. R. E. Chase.



View of

San Joaquin River

The fresno

Irrigated Farms

extend eight miles along

the river at this point

no ILU
has after much investigation in all sections
of California secured, and now offer for sale

TWENTY SIX THOUSAND (26,000) ACRES OF LAND

under irrigation, with water rights, that is

being sold in tracts to suit the purchaser
on most liberal terms.

PRICES FROM S35 TO S75 PER ACRE
Every advantage for up-to-date farms is offered, with good markets and railroad
facilities. Telephone, Hotel, General Store and Lumber Yard has been established for
the benefit of purchasers.

CUMATE IN THIS VICINITY IS UNEXCELLED
Short and mild winters. No snow, good rain-fall, splendid educational advantages,
free rural delivery. Alfalfa and dairying, chicken and cattle raising is successful in

every detail. You can raise Peaches, Apricots, Grapes, Cherries and Figs in this
section to equal the world's best products. l^For further information write

FRESNO IRRIGATED FARMS COMPANY (Incorporated)
Main Office, 405-408 Kohl Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

Los Angeles Office, 125 Pacific Electric Bldg. Fresno Office 2154 I St.

The flaming Tokay

Grape

The most productive

grape raised in

California



A FARMER IN
REAL ESTATE RANCH WITH

ME

FARMERS 5 ACRES TO 60,000 AT

$6 TO $1,000 PER ACRE

Ask any questions regarding California ranching, enclosing a MONEY ORDER
for 25 cents, and I will answer your questions intelligently.

PP/VKII/' r\ r^\ A P L/ 506 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BLDG.
rn/-\i>ir\ vy. v^i_Mnr\ lgs angeles, California

$1200 A Year From A Ten-Acre Vineyard in California

'

I 'Kp B^^t Vv 3V ^"^ ^^^ safest way for you to secure a home and steady yearly*-'t^l' VV dy income in the healthiest, richest and most delightful region
of California is to buy from us on easy installments of $5.00 to S30.00 per month. We
will plant and take care of it for you. If you cannot come and live on the land, we will
remit you the profits regularly.

NO LAPSES NO INTEREST NO TAXES
A BETTER OR MORE REASONABLE INVESTMENT HAS NEVER BEEN OFFERED

Write immediately for our free literature, which arives full explanations and shows how a man or woman
without capital can secure a delightful home in California, which will also return larg-e yearlj' profits.

CALIFORNIA FERTILE LAND CO., James Flood Building, SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

BATHING ON THE AMERICAN RIVER, LOOKING FROM
AKOLIA HEIGHTS, AUBURN, CAL.

AUBU RN
Capital of Placer County, California

Auburn gives free sites for all kinds of

manufactories.

Special inducements for Tourist Winter

or Summer Hotel.

A beautiful, healthful city, located in the mountains, where the climate is

unexcelled, and where you can grow peaches, pears, plums, oranges and olives.

Dairying-, stock raising- and creameries.

For further information address :

J. H. Wills, Real Estate.

Auburn Lumber Co.

W. W. Roehorer, Real Estate.

William G. L,ee Co. E. S. Birdsell, Olive Grower.

Freeman &. Welch, Farmers Hotel.

J. W. Morgan, Dry Goods.

If you want a Small or Large Tract of CALIFORNIA LAND
that will produce anything. The center of California's greatest Fruit and Alfalfa and Dairy
ing District, with Canneries and Creameries to care for same. Best irrigation system in

State. Moderate climate. Eand from $20 an acre up in tracts from 5 acres up. Terms un-

equalled. For further information write

WALTER CASAD, MERCED, CALIFORNIA



TURLOCK
/S LOCATED 127 MILES SOUTH
OF SAN FRANCISCO. IN THE

SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY

STANISLAUS

COUNTY

CALIFORNIA
EXHIBIT GATHERED BY J. K. MILLS IN THE TURLOCK DISTRICT

I have some splendid farms (improved) that I could sell for from $100 to $175 per
acre, and I have lands to sell in small tracts at from $35 to $100 per acre. This is good
land free from alkali or hard pan—splendid for alfalfa, and will produce all kinds of

vegetables (sweet potatoes, beans, peas, tomatoes, Irish potatoes, pumpkins, melons,
etc.), all kinds of grapes, and fruits, including oranges, pomelos, lemons, etc. Our
climate is excellent. Abundance of water goes with the land.

YOU CANNOT MAKE
A MISTAKE BY

INVESTING WITH
I K MILLS ^2Lli^!E£L2LJi!im^

CALL ON HIM AT TURLOCK OR WRITE

Have a Home in

the Heart of the

GOLDEN STATE
Five thousand acres of fertile

land in ttie great dairy and fig

district, under tlie best irriga-

tion system in California.

Water belongs to the land. The new Smyrna fig will unquestionably be the most

profitable fruit grown during the present generation. Those who plant orchards now
will make large profits. If you do not know the history of this new fig it will pay you
to look it up ^WE HAVE JUST OPENED OUR NEW COLONY-
ELMWOOD — a splendid tract of land on the Santa Fe Railroad. It offers one of

the best chances in the State for a ranch and home investment. About eight hundred
acres already sold. Fine railroad station, hotel and store. Buy now before prices ad-

vance. TOWN-SITE LOTS FROM S50 UP. ALFALFA AND
FRUIT LAND (with water right) FROM S©0 TO ST5 PER ACRE.
We also have some lots left in Union Colony, Missionvale Colony and Ceres at reason-

able prices and on easy terms. Address :

C. N. WniTMORE CERES, STANISLAUS CO.
==CAUFORN/A



MARYSVILLE
CAPITAL or YUBA COLIMTY

CALIFORNIA

THE GARDEN SPOT AND OITY
OF THE SACRAMENTO VALLEY

Orange, Lemon, Lime, Olive, Peach, Apricot, Pear, Berry and

Alfalfa Lands in tracts to suit. Abundance of water for irri-

gation where needed. F'INE CLIMATE

Prices from $25 to $100 Per Acre

For particulars write MARYSVILLE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, or any of the

following well known firms :

Hampton Hardware Co., Sperry Flour Co., C. T. Aaron, Real Estate
; E. A.

Forbes, Attorney ; the Rideout Bank, M. J. Newkom, Real Estate
; Marysville

Woolen Mill, J. R. Qarrett Co., Wholesale Grocers; Yuba Consolidated Gold

Fields, Dredging; Va'ley Meat Co., Decker, Jewett & Co., Bankers.

DO YOU

WANT A HOME
IN A LAND OF

SUNSHINE
FRUIT

GRAIN ?

I have land in both

YUBA AND SUTTER COUNTIES

Orang-es, Lemons, Limes, Peaches,
Apricots, Pears, Berries—all grow here.

Alfalfa grows many crops each year.

Laud in tracts to suit from

$25 TO SJOO PER ACRE

4®° Write me at once, stating- what you want. I will take great interest in finding property to suit you.

Descriptive matter free. Address

M. J. NEWKOM. MARYSVILLE, CALIFORNIA

RamonaToilet^oap FOR 3 ALE

AMVUn TUCATDIPAI 001 11 PDCAM prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coating; it re-

HllllU inLHlnlliOL UULU linrBlfl moves them. ANYVO CO., 427 North Main St., Los Anpeles

Humniiil Bros. & Co., "Help Center," 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



DO YOU WANT A H O M £ ?

DO YOU WANT IT CHEAP?
COME TO

SAN FERNANDO, CAL.

SAN FERNANDO MISSION.

San Fernando, California

Is on the main line of the Southern Pacific Railway,
twenty-one miles northwest of Los Angeles, 1065 feet

above sea-level, with as even a climate as can be found
in California or Italy.

We have three graded schools, one High School, a

College and a weekly newspaper.
San Fernando Mission, over a century and a

quarter old, is within our town limits.

The chief industries are fruit and grain growing.
Last year we produced $150,000 worth of oranges

and lemons, 200,000 sacks of barley, 500,000 sacks of

wheat, 1600 tons of olives, besides grapes, alfalfa and

many other staples of industry.

For further information, address Secretary San Fernando Board of Trade



Santa Rosa, California

The County Seat
of

Sonoma County

STREET SCENE IN SANTA ROSA

^;ini";i RnC;i h;^^
S Banks 2 Excellent Hotels 1 Flour Mill 1 Brewery

Jdlltd l\.U5q lids 4 pj.^i^ Canneries 1 Woolen Mill Fruit Drying Factories

2 Tanneries 2 Lumber Yards Street Cars

Municipal water works, with free water, free rural delivery and is situated in the heart

of Stock Qrowing, Qrain Farming, Hop Raising, Fruit Growing, of Sonoma County.

Excellent Public and Private Schools, Churches and Lodges. Excellent

climate year round. Population 10,000. 52 miles from San Francisco; 5 trains

daily to and from city. Gas and electric light. Telephones. Plenty of good
land for sale cheap. For further information address any of the following :

The Sonoma County Abstract Bureau.
Santa Rosa Bank.
Occidental Hotel Co.

Santa Rosa National Bank,
Sonoma Valley Lumber Co.

Houts, Jewell & Peterson. Real Estate.

Eardlky & Barnett, Real Estate.

W. D. Reynolds, Real Estate.

F. Berka, Lumber.
Lbk Bros. & Co., Draymen.

COME TO COLUSA AND FIND

Some of California's real wealth, rich soil.

Easy and cheap irrigation. Price from $35 to $75 an acre.

Citrus and deciduous fruits on same acre.

A climate of Italian softness. Railroad and river transportation.

A great Ranch newly subdivided. Easy access to the markets.

Fine schools. Good churches. A healthful home.

Beautiful surroundings.

For further information address any of the followidg- well
known firms:

J. B DeJarnatt & Son. Real Estate. Farmers & Merchants Bank. Colusa County Bank.
John C. Mogk. Real Estate. Colusa & Lake R. R. Co. Grenfell Lumber Co.

Colusa Milling Co. Geo. G. Brooks, Stationery. G. W. Allgaier, Groceries & Provisions.



BIG
THINGS

This is a picture of the biggest oak tree on earth. Its name is the Sir

Joseph Hooker. It stands in a big natural park containing two thousand acres.

A big crystal stream flows through the park. Big trees of many varieties line

this stream. This park was deeded to the City of Chico, Butte County, California,

by a woman with a big heart.

Butte County is a big county, bigger than some Eastern States. Chico has
a big cherry tree, it yielded two thoasand pounds of marketable fruit one season.
Chico has a big pay roll of employees who work in her big factories. Chico

people get big returns from their big crops of pears, peaches, almonds, prunes,
grapes, olives, and other varieties of fruits and nuts. Chico is in a big valley,
a big navigable river flows through it, the Majestic Sacramento, big steamboats

carry big loads of freight to and from Chico. Chico has big opportunities
for a big people. Do you want to know about the land that surrounds Chico?
It's great. Produces five big crops of alfalfa in a season without irrigation.

Write to the Chico Board of Trade or the following firms :

B. Cussick Bank of Butte County W. J. Costar
Sears & Buckley J. A. E. Shuster Taber & Perry
Home Real Estate Co. Brown & "Williams Baker, Jones & Smith
C. C. Royce Diamond Match Co. James H. Jones & Co. Warren & Vadney



AN UNSURPASSED OPPORTUNITY

Offered the Investor and Homeseeker.

"TOWNER TERRACE"
SANTA MONICA "BY THE SEA"

Is the closest in and most desirable beach

subdivision, with unexcelled advantages,

affording an unobstructed view of mountain

ranges and the Pacific.

Large lots, 50-60 x 150 ft.

20 ft. Alleyways—80 ft. Boulevards.

Cement Curbs and Sidewalks.

^FREE DEEP IF YOU DIE"

Contract guaranteeing all

Improvements Free to Purchaser.

PRICES
$550 to $1000

$50 to $100 down, $10 to $15 monthly does it.

Plat, Booklet and Full Particulars for the Asking.

Southern California Real Estate Investment Co.

608 Pacific Electric Building Los Angeles, California



WH I TT I ER ^^^^H^Sa^Slt^

WHITTIER S NEW HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING.

"For utility," says an educational journal, "the high school building- at Whittier

is, perhaps, the most effective of any in Southern California. This school is carrying
on as complete courses as any in the state, including several unusual features. In fact,

we know of no other public school which provides so much for its patrons."
The building with grounds and equipment cost $75,000. There are thirteen teach-

ers, and an enrollment of over two hundred students—an increase of nearly thirty-five

per cent, over last year, the best record of any school in I^os Angeles county.

The interest in the cause of education is only one of the many evidences that this

is an enlightened, progressive community.
There are MO SJtLOONS in Whittier. It is a city of homes, churches and

schools. The place is situated on a gentle slope of the Puente foothills, fourteen miles
from Los Angeles. It is a modern suburban city of 4000 inhabitants, on the Pacific

Electric line, having paved streets in the business portion; and provided with a public

park, an improved water system, electric lights, gas, etc. The new hospital will open
in a short time, and a Carnegie library is soon to be constructed.

The resources of this section are equal to those of any other place; and the location

of the city affords a splendid view of the surrounding orange, lemon and walnut groves,
while on the hills may be noticed the derricks of the various oil interests.

Whittier must be seen to be appreciated.

For further information, address the Secretary of the Board of Trade, or any of the following-;

Locke & Rkndelman, Real Estate. Whittier National Bank. "' " "' " •

w. vJLAYTON, Keai restate <k insurance. ihe tv hittiek iviilling »-o. tii. j. vestal, <ji

iiTTiER College. Landrum Smith, Drug-g-ist. Geo. L. Hazzard, Insurance.
A. H. DnNLAP. Levi D. Johnson, M. D. C. G. Warner. L. A. Bryan, P^urniture & Pictures.

A. Jacobs & Co., Groceries. E. H. White, Furniture & Undertaking. Truman Berry, Rancher.
Metropolitan Music Co., S. A. Brown, Prest. F. A. Jackson, City Market. Alva Starbuck.

TAKE PACIFIC ELECTRIC CARS FROM OTH AND MAIN STREETS, LOS ANGELES



HINTINGTON
BEACH

A feature that is bringing Huntington
Beach into unusual prominence is its close

proximity to the great citrus fruit belt, and

the commercial possibilities that are bound

to result therefrom. Immediately adjoining

the town is the greatest celery=growing dis=

trict in the world. Last season over 2600

carloads of celery were shipped to Eastern

points, and 1600 carloads of sugar beets were

also exported.

Huntington Beach will not only be a

beautiful seaside resort, but it is destined to

also become one of the important industrial

centers of Southern California. It has more

natural advantages, and a better *' back

country/'.than Long Beach, and it is growing
more rapidly than any beach town south of

San Francisco.

For further information write to

HUNTINGTON BEACH CO.
332 BYRNE BLDG.. LOS ANGELES

or any of the following:

Hearn & Clippinger, Real Estate, Geo. E. Phelps, N. Gibbs & Ce.. Grocers, H. &. H.

House Furnishing Co., Ed. Manning, Plumber, B. D. Southard. Livery.

HUNTINQTON BEACH, CALIFORNIA



A PASADENA HOME

PASADENA
HAS BEEN CHOSEN AS THE SITE

OF A GREAT WOMAN'S COLLEGE

Pasadena has close to 24,000 people, the best of public and private schools, churches, and
thousands of happy homes and no saloons.

Over 1300 building permits were issued last year, and the indications are that a much
larger number will be called for the present year.

Pasadena climate and environment are ideal. For detailed information write to

D. W. COOLIDGE, SECRETARY PASADENA BOARD OF TRADE

RELIABLE REAL ESTATE DEALERS OF PASADENA

<ALTADENA
The "Highlands" of Pasadena, elevation 1200 to 1800.

The most desirable, accessible section in Southern
California. Free from fogs. Fine mountain water in

abundance. A perfect health resort. Ranches, lots,
and houses for sale. McNALLY * SON
Pasadena Office, 26 So. Raymond Ave.
AUadena Office, Cor. Mariposa St. and Mareng-o Ave.

REALESTATE
INSURANCE LOAN5 x^,.INVESTMENTS #5^^

16 5Raymond Ave, Pasadena Cal.

WRITE US .:. .:. .:.

For free dfescriptive booklet about Pasadena " the city

beautiful." We are doing a large real estate business, and invite

correspondence. References : Any bank in Pasadena.

Sykes-

Curtis30 S.

Raymond Ave.

Pasadena. Cal. Co.

R. s. Mcdowell <& co.
REAL. ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Ranches bought, sold and exchanged for city property
Insurance written in old reliable companies

Houses Rented Rents Collected

JOO EAST COLORADO STREET
PASADENA

Established 188T Incorporated 190t

ISAAC SPRINGER & COMPANY
INVESTMENTS

KEAL BSTATM. IHmURAHCE, MOKTQAOES
AMD HIOH-aKAOm BONDS

LOe AMQMLES
320 Trust Building

Pasadena
70 S. Raymond Ave.

Ram6na Toilet 3oap FOR ^ALE
EVERYV^HEF?E



RELIABLE REAL ESTATE DEALERS OF CALIFORNIA
Who will furnish Reliable Information regarding California Real Estate, Climate, Etc.

LOS A/\/GELES, CALIFORNIA

We can locate 40 families on good Cali-
fornia Valley Land, each ^iO per
family 160 acres for %^ Jkf acreoin Our

^U^"«r ^3oloin'V Crolden State Realty Co.
•^ 4-21 S. Spring St.. Los Angeles. Cal.

Colonization Department

R. A. ROWAN & CO.
BUSINESS PROPERTY

200 Hellman BIdg., Los Angeles, Cal.

WE SELL THE EARTH
BASSETT & SMITH

We deal in all kinds of Real Estate, Orchard and
Residence Property. Write for descriptive pamphlet

Room 208, 202^2 S. BROADWAY

LOS ANGELES, CAL

SANTA BARBARA. CALIFORNIA

Louis Spader
Notary Public

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
All correspondence cheerfully answered

724 State St. SANTA BARBARA, CAL.

R. H. FULWIDER
real. estate fire insurance houses

to rent ranch property a specialty

637 State Street
SANTA BARBARA, CAL.

REKU ESTUTE
in Supremely Beautiful Santa Barbara

Offers opportunity for substantial and profitable in-

vestment. Information cheerfully furnished
Furnished Houses for Rent. Write

H. G. CHASE,
Member California state Realty Federation 728 STATE ST.

Reai> Estate
Arthur Alexander

If you want information about an investment or a

home in the prettiest and best city ia Southern
California, write me.

717 State St. Santa Barbara, California

SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA

Beautiful

Santa Cruz

NOW
Is the time to secure a home
in this favored spot.

Send for free sample copy of Santa Cruz Times

'£/8/

127wmmSTf^PRiM
A PRACTICAL POULTRY PLANT FOR SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

BY E. PRYCE MITCHELL
Five Acres of Land In Southern California is enough, if riglitly used

This book tells in full detail how one man is making- $1500 A YEAR from commercial poultry and eesTS,
usinsT only four acres'and reservinir the other for home, orchard, etc.

It is so complete, and fully illustrated that anyone can follow its instructions. We will send it, postfatd,
on receipt of%l,2S.

OUT WEST MAGAZINE COMPANY. LOS ANQELES



LONG BEACH
California's Greatest BeacK IVesort

wr^esrsasrBSTsrrssiT

•rf'JgfS#»

•Typh'-irn.-riJfr- ii"-

HOTEL TO BE ERKCTED AT LONG BEACH AT AN EXPENDITURE OF $350,000

Population 16,000
Thirty five minutes ride from Los Angeles brings you to Long Beach, 21 miles

due south. A model city, with a most excellent school system, water, light and power

plants; six banks, with assets of more than $3,000,000.00. Streets oiled and a great

many paved. The finest climate, due to its direct south exposure. It is reached by
the Southern Pacific and Salt Lake Railway Systems and the Pacific Electric Rail-

way, the finest electric system in America, if not in the world.

The Bathing Beach is 14 miles in length of hard white sand, with a width of

300 to 600 feet.

A feature of interest to all visitors is the Long Beach Bath House, an institution

unequalled in America, containing Warm Salt Plunges, and all forms of baths. This

institution maintains during the summer months, a complete Life Saving Service,

offering visitors absolute safety whilst surf bathing.

Address any of the following firms for copy of the new booklet on Long Beach,

Just out :

Townsend- Dayman Investment Co. Seaside Water Co.

Real Estate The National Bank of Long Beach.

F. W. Stearns, Real Estate Long Beach Bath House, Co.

IVIayhew & Putnam, Real Estate J. W. Wood.
Geo. H. Blount, Real Estate L. A. Perce
Frank P. Pingree, Real Estate Young & Parmiey
Shaw & Gundry, Real Estate J. M. Holden
E. C. Covert & Co., Real Estate C. J. E. Taylor
Walker Real Estate Co. Alamitos Land Co., Real Ett'

Of THf

UNIVERS
or

SA' ircRiii!



OCEANSIDE
CALIFORNIA

San Diego County

A live, growing town,

en^incntly fitted by situ-

ation and surroundings

FOR A HOME SITE
VIEW OF TREE COVERED SLOPE ON WHJCH THE TOWN IS SITUATED

OCEANSIDE. is the outlet of the great San Luis Rey valley, and offers the finest

opportunities for investor or home seeker.

Steel pier, cement sidewalks, electric lights. Abundant supply of pure water.

Ample church and school privileges.
Ask for stopover on San Diego or Los Angeles tickets.

Write Board of Trade or following names :

J. Chauncey Hayes, Real Estate.
E. D. McGraw, Real Estate.
Thos. C. Exton, Druggist.
P. J. Brannen, Hardware.
Goetz Bros. <& Co., General Merchandise.
Frank Freeman, Dairyman.
Irwin dl Co., Implements and Hardware.

Bank of Oceanside.
O. S. Hecox & Co., Real Estate.
Geo. P. McKay, Stationery.
Martin Bros., Butchers.
Oceanside Lumber Co.
J. D. Morrow, Jeweler.

Madera County
The geographical position of
Madera County is in the center
of the great San Joaquin Valley,
and its county seat, Madera, is

almost the geographical center
of the State of California, being
about 185 miles south of San
Francisco and 297 miles north of

Los Angeles, and 100 miles from
the sea. The county comprises
about 1,400,000 acres, of which a

very large portion is very fertile

and thoroughly adapted to agri-
culture, viticuliure, horticulture,
stock and dairy farming. The
seasons are equable and pleasant.
The average number of days of
sunshine is 275 in the year. There
are no damaging hail storms or
floods to menace life or property.
Roses bloom the year round. The

Board of Trade of Madera County solic-

its correspondence. Address the Secre-
tary for one of our booklets on Madera
County and it will be mailed you free of

charge, or write any of these firms:

Maze &Wren,Real Estate; Commercial
Bank; R. C. Dyer, Real Estate; Madera
Sugar Pine Co., Lumber; A. B. Boling&
Co., Grain Merchants, First National
Bank; Rosenthal-Kutner Co.,Merchants

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coatine ; it re-

moves them. ANYVO CO., 427 N. Main St., Los Ang-elcs



ROSE TREE IN THE GARDEN OF A SANTA CRUZ HOME

SANTA QRUZ
eALIFORNIA

The Ideal Home Site of the Coast

ROSES, CALLAS, GERANIUMS AND HELIOTROPE THRIVE THE YEAR
ROUND IN THE OPEN AIR.

THE THERMOMETER AVERAGES 50° IN WINTER AND RARELY
REACHES 90° IN SUMMER.

ENJOY FISHING THE STREAMS AVD BAY; DRIVE AROUND THE CLIFFS
AND TO THE BIG TREES; VISIT THE SPLENDID BEACH OF FINE
WHITE SAND; SWIM IN THE SURF—TAKE A DIP IN THE PLUNGE.

MAKE YOUR HOME AMIDST NATURAL ATTRACTIONS.

For further information address

Robinson & Co., Real Estate. Field & Cole. Curio Store. Col. A. G. Abbott, Livery. K. H. Parker, Real Estate.

Union Traction Co. Samuel Leask, Dry Goods E. Jeffreys & Sons, Furniture. Martin & Gardner. Abstracts and

Attorneys. Seidlinger Transfer Co.. Baggage and Express. Williamson & Garrett, Grocers. H. B. Towne, Real

Estate. Dutcher & Walker, Real Estate. Santa Cruz Beach Cottage and Tent City. Pacific Realty Co. . Real Estate,

PeoDl«8 Bank. Daniel's Santa Cruz Transfer Co. City Bank. J. 0. Home. 88 Front St. The Baok of Santa Cruz

County. Whitney Bros.. Hrrdware.



*'THE CITY BY THE

MOtMTAINS" MONROVIA
SOUTHERN
C/\UrORNI/\

Located at the base of the Sierra Madre Range, under the protection of "the everlasting hills."

This charmingr city of 3,000 people is readied by a double-track electric line from Los Anjreles. It is
the dwelling- place of the contented. The people have learned to almost worship the mountains, and all
praise the curative properties of the air and water. Those who love beauty in nature and would combine
ciiy and suburban life will find an ideal spot here. For further information address

Frank J. Cornes, Groceries, Crockery, Etc.
Board of Trade
First National Bank of Monrovia.
The American National Bank
C. E. Slosson, Real Estate and Insurance.
Edison Electric Co.
Farman & Rives, Real Estate and Insurance
iVIonrovia Teiephione Co.
Monrovia Realty Co.

W. H. Evans, Real Estate and Notary.
The L. W. Blinn Lumber Co.
The Boyd Lumber Co.
C. F. Moore, Real Estate and Building

Loans.
J. A. Baxter, Livery and Feed.
Monrovia Steam Laundry Co.
Allen H. Nye, Hardware and Plumbing.
J. H. McClymonds, Jr., Civil Engineer.

DON'T OVERLOOK

UKIAH
THE CAPITAL OF

MENDOCINO COUNTY
CALIFORNIA

The Best and Fastest Growing
City in Northern California

With a Territory Surrounding it

That is Unequalled

n

MENDOCINO COUNTY COURmOUSE

|OPS can be raised for nine cents,

which pays the producer for his

labor. Anything- over this price is

profit. An acre of hop land produces
about one ton, which at a price of thirty

cents leaves a clear profit per acre of

$420.00.

Wool is a staple of the hill pastures of

Mendocino County. About twelve cents

per pound is a living price for wool. On a flock of one thousand head of sheep, producing fleeces of eig-ht

pounds, with wool at thirty cents, would give a clear profit on wool alone of $1,440, saying- nothing- of the

increase in the flock, or the sale for lambs and mutton.
Redwood timber lands have been selling at a price equal to from fifty cents to one dollar per thousand

stumpage while stumpagre in such states as Minnesota and Michigan sells as high as fifteen dollars

per thousand.

Address SECRETARY BOARD OF TRADE or any of the following names :

POAGE & WOODWARD, Real Estate FRANK S4NDEUN, Palace Hotel

JAMISON BROS., General Merchandise C. HOFMAN, General Merchandise

L. B. FR\SIER, Real Estate J. M. OWEN, Real Estate

MENDOCINO COUNTY ABSTRACT BUREAU GEO. W. GEACY, Fashion Stables

iilVWn TUCITDIPil Pni n PDCAM yreretits early wrinklee. It is aot a freckle c«atiiiir ; ii re-

MnllU inCAInlllAL UULU ullCAIfl mwrmttLtm. AKYYO OO.. 42T N. Malv St., I^MAaseles
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HOTEL DECATUR

Ocean ParK
Offers

OCEAN PARK BATH HOUSE, COSTING $200,000

The finest stretch of sand beach in the West.

The most ideal place for sttmmer or winter homes.

The most equable climate on the Pacific Coast.

THE BEST CHANCES FOR PROFITABLE
INVESTMENTS IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

The finest Hotel in Southern California^ (Hotel

Decatur).

> ^^^»^^^»^^^«^^^»^^^^^^ i

Venice
Fortunes for
Investors

Perfect all the year climate
and a perfect beach Ocean ParK

Di:VERLY-STROUD CO.
3& "Windward A.ve.

"Venice, Cal. BeacK Realty

Instruction and Amuse-
ment for everybody

162 Pier Ave.
Ocean ParK, Cal.

OCEAN PARR BANK
Established 1902

Cor. Pier Avenue and Trolleyu/ay

T. H Dudley, President

Directors

Carl F. Schader, Vice-Pres
P. J Dudley. Cashier
Mead. Carl F. Schader. W. A Penny.

OCEAN PARK, CALIFORNIA

SUNSKT 2€>4l Home -4020

HOTEL DECATUR
T. O. EVANS, Proprietor

On the Beach, Ocean Park, California

Overlooking the Old Paciiic

RATES : European, $1 day and up. American, $2.50 and up

" We find the Barsrains "

Southern (dlifornid Realty (o.
Incorporated under the Laws of California Capital Stock $75,000.00

138 Pier Ave, Ocean Park, Cal.
HoUister Ave. and Ocean Front

- No. 10 Windward Ave
- Opposite Depot

Branch
Venice Office

Playa Del Key Office

There is Good Reason for our Listings of Beach Prop-
erties Beingr the Largest in Southern California

GUARANTY REALTY COMPANY
MRS GEO. SIBLEY. President

140 Pier Avenue

Guaranty Realty Bldgr.

Ocean Park, California

Venice of America

Ocean ParK
BatK House

Not only the largest and finest, but the only Bath
House on the Pacific Coast that is steam heated

throughout during the winter months.
OPEN the: year round.

Hot Salt Plunge and Tub Baths—Surf Bathing
OCEAN PARK.. CALIFORNIA



PEIAIOMA
SONOMA
COUNTY

CALIFORNIA
A TYPICAL CHICKEN RANCH AT PETALUMA

GREATEST POULTRY SECTfON ON PACIFIC COAST
Best facilities for diversity of agricultural pursuits, stock-raising, dairying, together
with finest climate to be had in the State. Sonoma County ranks third in the State
from an agricultural standpoint.

PETALUMA
HAS good banks, excellent schools, churches, daily
newspapers, planing mills, lumber yards, iron foundry,
steam and electrical railway and river transportation,

good stores, etc. ONE HOUR'S RIDE FROM SAN FRANCISCO. Excei.i.BNT Climate,
Moderate Rainfall. Healthful ! If you are looking for a home on a small invest-

ment, come to Petaluma. Write Secretary Chamber of Commerce or any of the

following well known firms :

J. W. Horn Co., Real Estate; Geo. P McNear, Grain and Feed ; D. W. Ravens-
croft, "The Courier"; Bank of Sonoma County: The Petaluma National Bank ;

M. Zartman & Co., Wagon Mfrs.; Cavanagh & Whitney, Lumber and Planing Mill ;

Camm & Hedges Co., Lumber, Millwork and Tanks; Schluckebier Hardware Co.

mm ;r, (AiifORiiA

A thriving, busy city of 3,000 inhabitants in the

center of TULARE COUNTY.
TULVRECITY is one of the most important

FRUIT, DAIRY AND ALFALFA
centers of the Great San Joaquin Valley.

The RICHARDSON LAN D CO.
are oflering 32 ten-acre tracts at the low price

of $100.00 per acre, within a radius of ten blocks

of the center of the city, where all modern
conveniences can be had, such as gas, electric

lights, city water, etc.

For full particulars address

RICHARDSON LAND (0., TULARE (ITY, (AL.

Poultry

Business

Nedns

Ready

Money

Harvest

Every

Day in

the Year
Success means
starting in the

rig^ht location,

PE[A-

LUNA
has advantages over any other section of the world for poultry,
which has made it famous. Why? Highest cash market, low
freight rates to San Francisco, which is only 36 miles distant. It

is healthy, prosperous Many men make a better living and more
money-on 4 a<"res than many do on [50 acres elsewhere. We invite

you to come to Petaluma and see for
yourstlf. Petaluma has not

that laborious and expensive habit—irrigation—having sufficient
rainfall to insure crops. Temperature from 40 to 80 deg. The sec-
tion most advantageous for one of moderate means Your oppor-
tunity. Start now, we offer 4 acres rich land, good house, barn,
poultry houses near town, for $1400 on easy terms. 6 acres rich

sandy loam soil, near Petaluma, B-room house, barn, houses for
1500 hens, family orchard, 4 incubators, broi^ders for 1000 chicks,
horse, waton, harness, cow, tools, 500 hens—nice home, ready in-

come -
price only $3500. For full information write

PETALUMA REALTY CO.

PETALUMA
CALIFORNIA

NOT GUILTY



TULARE CALIFORNIA—THE
HEART or THE GREAT

SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY

PALM AVENUE, TULARE, CALIFORNIA

TKo City of Tulare is the business center of a large and prosperous farming
^"^^^~~~"~^"^~~"~^~~

territory of surpassing fertility. It has a population of

2,500. It is a thriving, progressive community. Its social life is of such a character

as to make of it a very desirable home town. It has first-class schools, churches

and a free public library.

TKe Ideal Parmin^ Section of California

CLIMATIC CONDITIONS—are superb, being neither hot nor cold.

FRUITS—of all descriptions, both deciduous and citrus grow here readily.

GRAINS AND VEGETABLES—of every variety are raised in large quantities.

DAIRYING—is an industry which occupies the attention of many. The Tulare City
creameries paid the farmers $195,000 last year for butter fats.

LIVE STOCK AND POULTRY — of all kinds thrive the year round and are

remarkably free from disease.

ALFALFA yields from three to five crops a year, each crop yielding from a ton
and a half to three tons per acre.

WATER—is always plentiful, both from wells and irrigation systems.
PRICES OF LANDS—are low, varying from $25 to $60 per acre-

HOMESEEKERS—from the East should not fail to investigate the merits of Tulare
before settling elsewhere.

IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO COME, WRITE ^OH FREE ILUUSTRATEO BOOK. ADDRESS

M. C. ZUMWALT, Sec. Board of Trade, Tulare City, California



BIGGS
BUTTE CO.

CALIFOIRNIA

Sacramento Valley Bank

The home of the orange, the

peach, the pear and the nuts.
Butte county oranges are market-
ed in the East six weeks before

the Southern California oranges. Here are located the celebrated Rio Bonito orchards.
Five crops of alfalfa are grown on the river bottoms each year without irrigation

and there are 15,000 acres of upland now under irrigation by the Butte County Canal.
The new Northern California Electric Railway, with 24 miles now completed, is pur-
chasing rights of way east of Biggs, and will run through this section.

The school facilities are the best, and the hotel accomodations are unsurpassed
in the State.

Eand can be purchased for from $45 to $125 per acre.
For further particulars address

Board of Trade, Biggs, California, Or

C. N. Brown, Ruggles & Harper, G. K. Smith, Sacramento Valley Bank, E. Steadman-
J. M. Hastings & Co., Chatfield & Smith, T. H. Fitch, W. A. Walker.

PORTERVI LLE E arliest
Valencias

Earliest
Navel Oranges

The CENTER of tHe EARLY ORANGE. Industry
Porterville, a thriving- city of about 2,000

population, is the most beautifully located
of any place in Central California.

It lies adjacent to the foothills of the Sier-
ra Nevada Mountains on a branch line of
the Southern Pacific railroad, and about
half way between Los Angreles and San
Francisco.
Surrounded by beautiful orange groves,

with the majestic Sierras above and to the
east and the broad plains of the San Joaquin
valley below and to the west, we have ideal
conditions for natural beauty and good
health. The weather is almost perfect the
year around, and a prostration or sun stroke
is never known.
A day's trip takes us back to our moun-

tains, where one may enjoy the most pleas-
ant vacations at nominal cost.
In the vicinity of Porterville we have at

least two distinct classes of soil that yield
magnificent returns when properly hus-
banded. One of these is the adobe and de-
composed granite that skirts the hills and
is so well adapted to orange culture.
The other is the sandy loam and sediment

soil on the river bottom that grows fine alfalfa. The immense profit derived from the hardintss and ready
response of the orange tree to good care; its perpetual rich green foliage; the exquisite fragrance of its
bloom and the aromatic flavor of its fruit, all lend an unfailing charm.
Our water is supplied by both ditch rights and pumping the underground water from wells, electric

power and crude oil being both available for power. Our ditch rights are the best on the river, having
been thoroughly tested by the highest courts.
As yet in its infancy, Porterville presents opportunities for investments unsurpa-sed. For further in-

formation address any of the following well known firms, who will gladly go into details:

Pioneer Land Co., Real Estate. Geo. D. Avery, Real Estate.
Pioneer Banking Co. H. E. Ford, Reai Estate.
W. E. Premo, Real Estate. Hall & Bolton, Real Estate.
Porterville Lumber Co. Williams & Young Co., Cattle and Dairy-
First National Bank. ing.
A. J. DeLaney Co., Hardware, etc. w iko Mentz, General Merchandise.
W. A. Sears, Real Estate.

SI500 A YEAR From fire acres. You can find out how to do it for $1.25, price of new publication—
A Practical PtuUrv PltiHt for Southern California. Out West Magazine Co., L. A.



NOW IS THi: TIME
"

•

40,000 Acres of a Fine Old SpanisK I^and Grant,
no-w bein^ svibdivided and offered for sale to tKose

-wKo -wisK a Home amid tHe most attractive surroundings.

SCENE ON THE MOLINOS RIVER.

If you arc tired of a cold climate, if waving- palms, golden oranges and

green grass look better to 5'ou than ice and snow, if you want a climate

where you can work every day in the year, you had better take advan-

tage of the subdivision of this great Spanish Grant that is for the first

time being offered for sale. Fertility of soil, river and rail transporta-

tion, electric car line under construction, telephone, electric lights, and

abundance of water for irrigation, are some of the advantages of this

great Estate. As a productive investment or for speculation this tract

of land is unequalled, its rapid advance in value being absolutely certain.

People buying from us in the-early subdivision of this vast Estate

will probably never have another opportunity so advantageous.
This is the time. Come now or write immediately for booklet and

full information.

SMITH CROWDER, Manager Los Molinos Land Company, l^cd Bluff, California



TKere's a Ne^w Je^wel in tKe Croi^n

of SoutKern California

TKe Beautiful Ne-w Tow^n of

HAWTHORNi:
Between Los Angeles and the sea, on the way to Rcdondo,

The most pleasing subdivision ever platted around Los

Angeles* Broad streets* An extensive plaza planted to or-

namental shrubs* A stately circular roadway skirting the

plaza* Cement curbs and walks. Water piped to lots. Orna-

mental gateways spanning the entrances. A model city in

every way and destined to take precedence at once over

every other suburb of Los Angeles. Over 400 lots sold on

the opening day, Sunday, January 7th, indicating the favor

with which the public welcomed the new town. Many new

buildings already under way* A special offer of a lot free

to the first ten purchasers erecting houses costing not less

than $750 each*

LOTS S75 UP
A good opportunity for parties looking for safe and

profitable investment to participate in the steady advance of

Los Angeles and surrounding country.

CALL OR WRITE FOR MAP AND CIRCULAR

Golden State Realty Co.
Founders of "Watts and Builders of SovitKern California to-w^ns

L.ar^est Realty Company in tKe State

Paid-up capital and surplus over one-Half million dollars

421 SovitK Spring' Street Both Phones ExcKange 5t>



Riverside^s Orange Crop is worth over

Two and one-half Million Dollars annually

For all information write any of the

fol'owinsr :

Newport Lumber Co.

Riverside Land Co., Real Estate.

The Glenwood Hotel Co.

First National Bank
Riverside Savings Bank & Trust Co.

Russ Lumber & Mill Co.

E. J. Oatman, Orange Grower.
J. B. Oatman, Orange Grower.
Robert Lee Bettner, Real Estate.

W. W. Wilson, Real Estate.

Riverside Trust Co.

W. T. Thompson, Real Estate.

Jarvis & DInsmore, Real Estate.

California Iron Works.

The picking and packing of

Oranges will be Riverside's par-

ticular business for the next

few months. . : : . . : .

BETTER COME AND SEE

a few of the 6,000 car loads

go out. . : . . : . . : . , : .

INTERIOR RIVERSIDE PACKING-HOUSE



ORANGE
Geographical Center of

Orange County, California

Has 2,000 Population,
and is rapidly increasing.

Has 5ix Denominations,
each with its own church.

Has High and Grammar Schools,

all grades and fine buildings.

Has Lutheran Parochial School,

good house, large attendance.
ORANGK GERMAN-ENGLISH SCHOOL

TKe City of Orang'e is the center of a productive and densely populated region and
has every facility for comrfiunicating with the rest of the world. Has nice parks and fine

drives, mountain views and orange groves; everything to supply the necessities and gratify
the taste and make life worth living.

Come and see for yourself or write any of the following for further information:

Wm. H. Burnham. K. E. Watson, Druggist.
Hallman & Field, Generai iVIerchandlse. Ira Chandler, Furniture.

S. IVI. Craddick, Real Estate. Adolph Dittmer, Druggist.

Edwards & iVleehan, Butchers. Thompson Nurseries.

Ainsworth Lumber Co. J. A. Huhn Co., Reai Estate.

The Bank of Orange. C. B. Bradshaw, Architect.

Ehleen & Grote, General Merchandise. W. B. Park. Shoe Store.

D. C. Pixley, Hardware.

SCENE OF BEAN FIKI.D NKAK (iKIDLEY.

FOR DIVERSIFIED FARMING

GRIDLEY
California's Greatest Garden

Gridley, Butte County, California, is

one of California's best towns of 2000

population. Has excellent stores, bank,

newspaper, cannery, packing house,

machine shops, grain warehouse, best

of public schools, churches. On main

line of thel S. P. Railroad, 160 miles

from San Francisco.

CROP FAILURES ARE. NEVER RNCWN.
Fine irrigation system has just been completed. Resources and opportunities are

abundant. Good land can be had reasonable. Several farms have recently been

subdivided and can be had in whatever acreage wanted, at reasonable terms. Tf you

are coming to California, write for booklet of Gridley, Butte County, California.

Address Secretary Chamber of Commerce, or any of the well known firms:

J. H. Jones, Real Estate.
W. H. Gilstrap. Real Estate.
Wm. Brown, btock Dealer.
G. H. Bolt, Real Estate. The Rideout Bank.

W, H. Hall, General Merchandise.
D. J. Parker, General Merchandise.
Miller Bros., Retail and Wholesale Liquors.

J. C. Adams. Retail Liquors.

rinpaioina toilet5?ap AX ALL
DRUG STOri



OROVIL>LB
THE QUEEN CITY OF BUTTE COUNTY

FRUIT SCENE NEAR OROVILLE. CALIFORNIA

OROVIIvLrE
is the county seat of Butte County, California. It is at the

end of S. P. from Marysville, on direct line of the Western Pacific.

Is the terminus of the northern electrical line from Chico.

More than $7,000 in gold is taken daily from the soil by dredging in the

Oroville vicinity—over 35 dredgers in operation.

A. moderate and even climate.

Oranges, olives, lemons and other fruit grows in abundance here.

Land can be had from $15.00 to $100.00 per acre.

The home of the Ehmann Olive Oil.

Has two excellent banks.

The Union Hotel, one of the best hotels in Northern California.

Water and light in abundance, and hay, grain and live stock are staple

products.
Further information can be had by addressing Secretary Chamber

OF Commerce, or any of the following well known firms :

E. C. TocKER & Son, Real Estate.
First National Bank.

Co , Real Estate.

L. H. Alexander, Merchant.
Ehmann Olive Co.
Union Hote'. and Annex.
R. S. KiTRiCK, Lumber.
Oroville Light & Power Co.
Ophir Hardware Co
John C. Gray, Fruit Grower.
Bank of Rideout, Smith & Co.

T. W. Gkekn
Z. D. Brown, Real Estate.
W. P. Hammon, Dredg-e Mining-.
Perkins & Wise Co., Merchants.
E. Mever & Co., Merchants.
Lausen & P^ethekston, Searchers of Records.



Hotel Oxnard, One of California's Popular Hotels

I^vyY^'Pf-l tKe Beautiful
^^^^^ ^fc^fc^fc ^fc^h^^«^ ^•^•*The home of the American Beet Sugar Co.

L Founded in 1898.

Has now 3000 population. Located in Ventura county, 66 miles from Los Ang-eles, in the best farming-
district in the state of California. Every business known to first class California towns is represented here
No property bought and sold for speculative purposes, and property is today worth par value. Water
works, electric light, two telephone and telegraph companies, two banks, best of schools, good churches

For further information address Secretary Board of Trade, or any of the following well

known firms:

American Beet Sugar Co.
Oxnard Light & Water Co.
Banl< of Oxnard.
Colonia Improvement Co.
Leiiman & Waterman.

People's Lumber Co.
James F. Fulkerson.
Oxnard Hotei.
IVIyers & Coplanalp, Contractors and Buiiders.
Hobson Bros., Stock Dealers and Butciiers.

FOR THE INDIANS
THE SEQUOYA LEAGUE- ^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ Mission Indians not

- only by remedying abuses and trying
to get them better lands, but also by extending the market for their DA.SR.ETS.

A representative collection is on sale, for the benefit of the Campo reservations, at

reasonable prices and fully authenticated. These baskets can be had of

Mrs. Chas. F. Lummis 200 Ave. 42, Los Angeles
THE MONEY GOES TO THE INDIANS

(>0 additional BasKets, of tnvicH variety, recently received

Prices, $2 to $10

KAMONAToilET^OAP FOR 3 ALE



SAN (SAN HOSAY)

The Garden City of theJ0SEE World ML^^^

And tKe Famoxas Santa Clara Valley

eALIFORNIA
50 miles south of San Francisco. Most equable climate along the Pacific Coast.

Richest Valley in Productiveness. Growing ! Growing ! ! Growing ! ! !

Write for facts

For further information .write any of the following- names;

T. S. Montgomery & Son.
Christmas & Orvis Co.
Jos. Rucker & Co.
Jas. A. Clayton & Co., Inc.

W. M. Smith & Co.
Blakemore & Atkinson.
J. E. Fisher.
Johnson & Temple.
St. James Realty Co.
Crawford & Challen.
W. M. Cooper.
E. J. Crandall.
Garrison, Crowe 4. Wilson.
W. J. Lean & Co.
Foss & IHIcks Co.
Jas. W. Rea & Co.
Harrenstein & Landess.
Eureka Investment Co.

^V. S. Kaufman.
Garden City Bank &. Trust Co.
Chas. W. Coe.
T. C. Barnett.
San Jose Realty Co.
Porter, Conklin Realty Co.
First National Bank of San Jose.
Case Bros.
Doerr's New York Bakery.
G. A. Adams.
Albert Harris, Santa Clara, Cal.
Walter A. Clark Realty Co., Mountain
View, Cal.

F. A, Poland, Mountain View, Cal.
Parkinson Bros., Mountain View, Cal.
William P. Wright, Mountain View,

Cal.
San Jose Chamber of Commerce.



Municipal Bath House, being erected at a cost of $25,000 by the City of Paso Robles to popularize the famous
mineral waters of that place. The only one of its kind in the United States

Paso IVobles
FamOVlS ^°'''^ mineral wa-

ters and their mir-
aculous cures

IVemarKable
'Wrtt«»V»l*» ^o"" 'ts g-enial cli-x^viOJ^A^ mate, rivaling- any
place in the world

for its cheap lands and its productive power

r^^sti f^ *»rl^'*^® ^^^ most important trade center between San Francisco and Los Ansreles.
•"^ ^^ O I i. M.1. %:; KA Paso Robles is the trade center of the northern end of San Luis Obispo County,
and is backed up by a most prosperous and healthy farming community. The town site Is acknowledsred to
be the most beautiful of any place on the Pacific coast. To settlers and to residents it offers the best there is

lo be had in California. For further particulars address

SECRETARY BOARD OF TRADE
or any of the followingr reliable firms

M. R. Van Wormer, Real Estate.
Paso Robles Bath House Co.
Geo. J. Bell, General Merchandise.
Sperry Flour Co.
Bank of Paso Robles.

Paso Robles Light & Water Co.
A. Pfister, Banker.
R. C. Heaton, Furniture.
W. C. Bennett, Druggist.
Lundbeck & Hanson, Blacksmith.

Pre-Columbian

Relics

Genuine Prehistoric
Pottery, Ornaments and
Implements. DIRECT
fROM THE RUIIVS in
Arizona and New Mexico
Collectors supplied. Se-
lect what you wish from
my collection, examina-
tion by photograph or as
desired. Prices reason-
able.
Write for descriptions

of specimens found in ex-
plorations of the ruins;
personally conducted ex-
cavations. Address,

REAMER LING,
ST. JOHNS. ARIZONA

Member Southwest So-
ciety, Archaelogrical In-
stitute of America, etc.

''IJ'^^^Sfe.'

g^.



Merced, California

COUNTY COURT HOUSE AT MEKCED

Located in tHe Center of tHe State and tHe Great

San Joaquin Valley-

is a growing city of 3000 inhabitants.

Has electric light, gas and water systems.
Has more miles of cement sidewalks than any city of like size in the state.

Has modern Public, school and church buildings.
Is surrounded by rich, level lands under great irrigation system—furnishing abundance

of water during the season.

Is a great fruit and alfalfa section.

Is starting point of the Yosemite Valley railroad, now in course of construction.

Climate typical of the State.

Homeseekers welcomed.

Address CHAMBER OF COMMERCE or any of the followinfir well-known firms:

R Barcroft & Sons Co., Hardware.
Oliver & Worden, Dry Goods.
Garibaldi Bros., General Merchandise.
T. O. Anderson, Real Estate.
The Commercial Bank.
C. E. Kocher, Hardware.
Cpocker- Huffman Land and Water Co.

Merced Lumber Co.
Heltman & Heltman, Dentists.
Hudlburg Bros., Druggists.
S. K. Brantley, Bakery.
G. E. Nordgren, Furniture.
S. C. Cornell, Real Estate and Insurance.
E. L. Moor, Real Estate.
Hayes Broe., Butchers.

Bckins Van & Storage Co.
243 South Broadwav, Loa Ang:eles
1015 Broadway, Oakland
9 Montgromcry St., San Francisco
Room 500, 95 Washington St., ChicaK*

SHIPPERS OF HOUSEHOLD GOODS AT

REDUCED RATES
TO AND FROM ALL POINTS



San Luis Obispo

MAIN BOILDING, CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC SCHOOL

TF
YOU visit California^whether for pleasure, health, or home-seeking—a few days
spent in that picturesque portion of the central coast section surrounding San Luis

Obispo will prove a profitable investment of time
;
not alone in compelling a

realization of the amazing productivity and the marvelous variety of resources dis-

played by California within a limited area, but because this region conveys to the im-

agination a vivid expression of the true California atmosphere, the out of door life and
the perennial enjoyment of conditions so conducive to happiness and contentment as

to invite a careless dependence upon nature's bounty that seems wanton in its waste of

time and material.

Fine Public Buildings. Excellent Graded and Paved Streets. Sewers, triumph
of modern science. Pure Mountain Water. Excellent Public Schools. Churches of

all denominations. The home of the California Polytechnic School.

For any further information address

San Luis Obispo Chamber of Commerce

Dawson Drug Co.
Union Natlc.ial Bank of San Luis Obispo.
Sperry Flour Co.
Andrews Banking Co.
San Luis Gas and Electric Co.
San Luis Implement Co.

Commercial Bank of San Luis Oblbpo.
Tobrlner & Welsbrod, The Arcade.
San Luis Jewelry Co.
L. M. Fitzhugh, Photographer.
J. Crocker & Co.

NAVAJO BLANKETS
AND INDIAN CURIOS At wHoiesau

I have more than 250 weavers in my employ, including- the most skillful now
living-, and have taken the greatest pains to preserve the old colors, patterns
and weaves. Every blanket sold by me carries m-y personal guarantee of its

quality. In dealing with me, you will get the very finest blankets at wholesale prices.
I also handle the products of the Hopi (Moqui) Indians buying them under

contract with the trading posts at Keam's Canon and Oraibi and selling them
at wholesale.

I have constantly a very fine selection of Navajo silverware and jewelry,
Navajo

"
rubies " cut and uncut, peridots and native turquoise. Also the choicest

modern Moqui pottery, and a rare collection of prehistoric pottery.

Write for my Catalogue
and Price List

J« L* HUDDtLLf Indian Trader

Ganado, Apache Co., Arizona



THE
CITY OF SAN DIEGO CAUFORN iA

I 'Ol SOMSB03 £ CO. PEOPiiJKrc .

Information may be had by writingr any of these well-known firms :

Turmer & Barr, Real Estate.
FolMom Broa. Co., Real E^atate.

Colamblas Realty Co., Real Estate.
Geo. W. Maraton, Departmeat Store.

Bartlett Batate Co., Real Batate.
Rvaa Lnmber A Mill Co., Lvmber.
CkaMonrme Pvmltwre Co., FvrBltvrc.
Becker A Tost, Drr Goods.

Dodge Bros., Real Eatate.
San DieKO Land Co., Real Eatate.
San Dtegro Realty A Trnat Co., Real

tate.

San OleKo Electric Street Railway Co.

Frye, Garrett A Smith, Printers.

Sarsent's Grill* Grill aad R«sta«raBt.



Salt Lake City

Is the center of an Empire 1,000 miles in diameter. Is the larg-est smelliiii^ center in the world. Its
smelters will soon be treating- 600,000 tons per month, which is more every month in tons than all the
mines in Colorado produce every month.

There are five mines in Utah that have now blocked out and in sigrht Ci^ht Hundred and Forty
Millions of Dollars, viz:

The Catcus $ 80,000,000
The Silver Kingr 25,000.000
The Centennial Eureka 60,000,000
The Utah Copper Co 625,000,000
The Honorine 50,000,000

Toial
.^

$ 840,000,000
'and then some."

All of it—all of the money from the ore—comes to Salt Lake, and besides millions more from the
farms and ranges of the Inter-mountain Country.

The new Clark Road from Salt Lake to Los Angreles shrinks the continent 500 miles, and puts the two
cities 24 hours apart. The WESTERN PACIFIC, Gould's Coast Line, is about to be built. It will
parallel the Southern Pacific and open to Salt Lake some more of the

" NEW NEVADA." The Moffat
Line is building- from Denver, and in connection with the Clark Road will cut the time between Denver
and Los Angeles to 38 hours.

These and other reasons, man and God g-iven, mark Salt Lake as one of the great coming interior
cities of the West.

It is easily reached. You can be happy and get rich there.
The climate is the best in ihe world. You will be welcome. Don't wait. Go now. The nowist beats

the early worm.

Write any of the following for further information :

Wilson-Sherman Co., Real Estate, Hubbard Investment Co., Clayton & Co., Real Estate, Homer & Robertson,

Real Estate, J. L. Perkes, Real Estate, Young & Young, Real Estate, Tuttle Bros., Real Estate, Salt Lake City

Real Estate Association, Ranch Real Estate and Investment Co., A. RIchter, Real Estate, Meeks & Lynch. Real

Estate, W. J. Halloran. Real Estate. Westerfield & Crismon, Real Estate, Walker Bros., Bankers. Cullen Hotel.

McCormick's Bank, Brown, Terry & Woodruff Co., Real Estate

Buyers of Real Estate in

Salt Lake City, Utah
Should consult the real

live agency of

CLAYTON & CO.
153 South Main Street



Earlimont Colony
Tulare County

California

A Land of Opportunity
A Land of Promise
Earliest Section
Of California's

Early Belt

EMilESl
That's What Counts

Quickest Returns
Extraordinary Prices

Earliest Oranges
Earliest Grapes
Earliest Figs
Earliest Olives

Gathering- the Earliest Orang-es in the State

near Portersville.

EARLIEST VEGETABLES EARLIEST
EARLIEST Deciduous Fruits Small Fruits EARLIEST

South of Portersville Earliest Part of Tulare County
Rolling^ Upland At Base of Sierras Foothills No Killing Frosts

No Scale No Smut No Diseases No Heavy Winds
A Beautiful Ivandscape Responds to Landscape Gardener's Art

Pure Air Unsurpassed Climate Remarkably Healthful Well Located
Abundant, Cheap Water Virgin Soil, Extremely Rich

Close to Railroad Near to Mountain Camps and JResorts

Splendid Hunting and Fishing Grounds in Easy Reach

FIRST SUBDIVISION — TO THOSE WHO WILL IMPROVE
Earlimont Colony Co. will care for property of absent owrners. Land with water only
$50.00 per acre. Purchasers given benefit of land at about one third usual price in

preference to other modes of advertising first subdivision. Large tracts for sale for
subdivision. A crop of early vegetables will pay for land first season. Orange
groves begin to bear second season and increase rapidly each succeeding year till they
net from $300 to $600 or more per acre. Good grammar school already on property.
Store, postoffice, telephone etc. will soon be established. A flourishing town soon.
Electric roads in near future. Get in early and avoid the rush.

Address all communications to

WM. A. SEARS, Portersville, Tulare County, California
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THE BOARD Or TRADE

Palo Alto
California

The Town of Leiand

Stanford

Junior University
Thirty-thnee miles south of San Francisco

in the famous Santa Clara Valley. Has the
most equable climate of any place in America.
Population within a radius of two miles. liCVH).
The town is fully improred with paved streets,
cement sidewalks, sewers, public librarj, ex-
cellent public schools, preparatory schools and
churches, and municipal water and iffhtinir
plants The fertile lands adjacent yieJd rich
crops of fruits, berries and veg«tables. Prices
of both town lots and farm lands are reason-
able. Palo Alto is the ideal place for people
who hare acquired a competency and wish to
live at ease, and for those who wish to g-ive
their children a hig-her education. The
educational features have brought here a class
of citiiens of superior intelligence and refine-

ment, the moral tone of the town is excellent,
and there are XO SALOONS.
Descriptive literature and any desired infor-

mation reffarding- the town and valley famish-
ed free on application.

PALO ALTO, CALirORNIA
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On the Santa Fe R. R., 23 miles S. E. of Los Angeles. Largest shippingr point between Los Aufireles

and San Dieg-o. The Only Place where the celebrated Valencia orange is successfully g-rown. Has
received the higrhest price ever paid for a box of oranares.

E.XPORTS«—Oransres, 750 car loads; "Walnuts. 100 car loads; Cabbages, 250 car loads; Miscellaneous veg-

etables. 100 car loads; Hay and Grain, 25,000 tons; Crude oil, 1,500,000 barrels. For further information write

to W. W. Kerr, President of the Fullerton Chamber of Commerce, or John R. Gardiner, Secretary, Fullerton, Cal.

Benchley Fruit Co., Packers and Shippers.
Gardiner & Ford, Real Estate.
Fullerton Chamber of Commerce.
Stern & Goodman. General Merchants.
E. S. Ilchman, Orange County Nurseries.
Wm. Freeman
C. S. Rich

WIckershelm & Oswald, Implements and
Vehicles.

J. Chilton, D. D. S.
Fullerton Hospital Assoclatio ,.

Wm. Starbuck & Co., Drugs and Stationery.
Thos. A. Chains, Butcher.
Chas. C. Chapman.

HIGHLAND
CALIFORNIA
Is FAMOUS
FOR H F R

ORANGES
in the world, grown on sunny foot-

hill slopes and sheltered by the

great Sierra Range, making them
IPINEST ORANGES

earliest in the markets. Noted for high color, delicious flavor and keeping quality.== Leaders in all markets. Most profitable orchards in the state. No damaging
frosts or winds. Growing progressive town, high class citizenship, public library,

electric cars, electric light, telephone systems, I i^~ir^ ^~"a~~I O O "N S I

splendid schools, fine churches, good stores, solid I
IS KJ ^yvivV.»V>^rNj 1

bank, lumber mill, box factory, etc. Purest drinking water and abundant irrigating
water. Freedom of the country with conveniences of the city. No better place to bring

your family and build an ideal home among ideal people in ideal surroundings.

WRITE Secretary CKamber of Commerce "'^^^''"cLufornia



Eureka, California
Has regular and quick water communication with San Francisco, with freight rates

ranging from $1.00 to $4.00 per ton, the cost of living and prices of merchandise, clothing,

manufactures, and general supplies are governed by those of the latter place, and vary
but little therefrom.

Humboldt County Has :

Great extent, affording choice of location. Cheap lands in abundance. Its own
lumber, fuel, food, wool, leather. Equable temperature, insuring bodily comfort. Health-

fullness, especially absence of fevers and malaria. Diversity of products, giving variety
in occupations. Abundant rainfall, guaranteeing crops and water. Great natural
resources in divers branches. Cheap lumber, making improvements inexpensive. Cheap
fuel, costing little more than the labor of taking it. Good schools within reach of every
home. Good county government, honestly administered. Cheap freight rates by sea to

all Pacific ports. The largest and best body of redwood on earth An honest, peaceful,

law-abiding population.

Humboldt Has Not:

Chinese, to compete with American labor. Irrigation, with its expense and litiga-
tion. Spanish grants, to cloud titles and bar settlement. Railroad land grants, to inter-

fere with progress. Codling moths to destroy the apples. Colorado beetles to destroy
the potatoes. Summer thunderstorms to interfere with harvests. Long winters when
stock must be fed. Severe frosts to destroy vegitation. Crop failures from any cause

whatever. Cyclones, blizzards, tramps or strikes.

For further information address any of the following well known firms

H. L. Ricks.
G. R. Georgeson, Real Estate.
Belcher & Crane Co.. Abstra s.

Humboldt County Bank.
Daly Bros., Dry Goods.
Delaney & Young, Wholesale Liquors.

A. A. Newcomb, Real Estate.
I. M. Long. Real Estate.
Cooper & Rager, Real Estate.
S. I. Allard, Real Estate.
Thos. H. Perry, Real Estate.
Eureka Lighting Co.



DAIRY HERD NEAR SAN JACINTO

San Jacinto, Riverside County, 90 miles south of Los Angeles

Artesian water at a depth of from 90 to 200 feet. Land from $30 to $75 per acrCj and a
climate that cannot be equalled in California.

Survey bein^ made for another railroad to connect with Redlands.

Investig-ate while prices are low. Chamber of Commerce, San Jacinto, Cal.

R. J. Carmlchaet & Co., Stationers.
S. J. Mead, Enterprise Cash Grocer.

Roy IVlalone, Real Estate.
State Bank of San Jacinto.

Tripp & Hopkins, Butchers.
A, W. Wright, Banker.

J. F. Hards, General iVIerchandlse.
F. H. Fowler A. Co., Groceries.

C. E. Bunker, Rancher.
M. A. Aguirrle, Rancher.

F. B. Record, City Engineer.
A. Domenigoni, Rancher.
Francisco Pico, Stockman.
C. L. Emerson, Cashier State Bank.
Martin Meier, Lumber Dealer.

REDONDO BY THE SEA
Queen of tKe Pacific—£.i|(Kteen miles from Los Angeles

RBDONDO HOTEL

COOL IN SUMIVIER—W^ffRIVI IN WINTER
You can bathe in the surf where there is absolute-

ly no undertow. Take a swim or a Hot Salt Tub
Bath in one of the larg-est and best appointed
Natatoriums on the Southern Coast. Fish from
your choice of three wharves, in a locality that is

noted for its fishing-, or troll from pleasure launches.

For further information address

Visit the immense Carnation Fields for which
Redondo is famous. Collect Moonstones, Opals,
Aqua-marines and other valuable and beautiful
stones from Pebble Beach. Dine at one of the
finest and best appointed Hotels on the coast, •r
enjoy a delicious fish dinner on the beach.

c. w.

RBDONDO IMPROVEIVIENX COlVIPffNY
REDONDO HOTEL, John S. "Woollacott, Mgr.

GRASSEL^, Leading Grocer O. C. HINMaN, Real Estate



HANrORD
CAPITAL Of KINGS COUNTY, CALIfORNI4

THE TARMER'S PARADISF, WITH

A GOOD, EVEN CLIMATE.

A KINGS COUNTY SCENE

The chief city of Kings county is Hanford, a population of 4500.
Hanford is reached by the main line of the Santa Fe Railroad system, and by the

west side through line to San Francisco of the Southern Pacific system. Its rail-
road facilities are therefore excellent.

Hanford is fully equipped in an educational, religious and social way, having
school advantages from the kindergarten to the high school course, and the various
religious denominations, with well-built churches, represented; contains upwards of
twenty-five fraternal and beneficiary organizations, several public halls, elegant opera
house, fine hotels, two daily and weekly newspapers, four banks, a free public li-
brary, a well-organized fire department, with excellent Holly water system; a sewer
system built and owned by the city, some of the finest and best equipped mercantile
establishments, electric light and power plant, a large and latest improved gas manu-
facturing plant which makes fuel and illuminating gas from crude petroleum; a mod-
ern ice plant that supplies the local demand and ships much to other cities and
towns, a condensed milk manufacturing: company, cheese factory, packing houses and
canning establishment employing many hundreds of people; a large winery, flour mill,
lumber mill, machine shop and all the necessary adjuncts to a lively and progressive
interior city.

The Best Irrigation Facilities

In tlie State of California.

and raises a very diversified line of produce and
fruits, namely; Alfalfa, Wheat, Com, Potatoes,

Barley, Apricots, Plums, Peaches, Nectarines,

Grapes, Prunes Raisins, and all cattle. Kings
County is like its name implies—Kingf of all coun-
ties in California.

For further information address any of the following- well known firms, who will

gladly go into details.

KINGS COUNTY HAS

Chas. King Land Bureau.
E. E. Bush, Land Bureau.
Farmers & Merchants' National Bank.

Barney & Kelly, Groceries.

The Old Bank.
Tom S. Esrey, Wholesale and Retail Liquor.
Central Lumber Co.

First National Bank.
MeCourt A Newport, Clothing.

L. S. Chittenden & Co., Real Estate.

Freeman Richardson, Laundry.
S. C. Kimball, Dry Goods.
Artesia Hotel.

The Hanford National Bank.
Cousins &, Howland, Druggists.
Joe D. BIddle, Real Estate.

W. C. Gallaher, Butcher.
H. Q. Lacy Co., Electric Light Worka.





Sunny Stanislaus
County

MODESTO
THe Beautiful—TKe Co-unty Seat

The Gateway County of the Great San Joaquin Valley, California, where
the land owns inalienably the greatest irrigation system— water and
canals alike—in America, owned by the people. The mecca of home-
seekers. The home of alfalfa, king of forage plants. Our dairying
interests lead the State. No better soil and climate. Great fruit and
grape growing center. MODESTO the leading city of Stanislaus County
and the center of the irrigation district, is a modern city, with municipal
water works, electric light and power, a large and well-ordered hotel, four
banks, two daily and weekly newspapers, many stores of all kinds, and
other qualities and attributes of a city. It has about 3,500 population.
The streets are wide, and the business part of tne city is built of brick,

many of the buildings being ornate as well as substantial.

Address for literature and further information

STANISLAUS BOARD OF TRADE
Modesto, California

or any of the followinfir well known firms:

First National Bank.
J. W. Beil, Real Estate.

The G. P. Sctiafer Co., Genl. Mepch.
Maze & Wren, Real Estate.

Stanislaus Land & Abstract Co.

Stanislaus Lumber Co.

W. B. Wool *. Son, Hardware.
The Modesto Bank .

P. Latz, Dry Goods.
Doukin & Bacon, Plumblnn.
Elmdale Land Co.

Farmers & Merchants' Bank.
Modesto Gas Co.

Turner Hardware Co.

E. T. Brown, Retail Liquors.



VENTURA, CALIFORNIA
(San Buena "Ventvira Mission)

BARD HOSPITAL

A healthy coast town, supported by a very largre productive farmingr and fruit growing valley. It
has a smooth, compact sand beach with no sudden drops into deep places, with a low rang-e of mountains
at its back. Long- drives over well made roads. It has excellent drainage and sewerag-e, electric lig-hts,
natural g-as, an abundance of good water. Ideal climatic conditions, never hot, never cold. The most
sheltered spot on the coast, where the business man finds rest, comfort, pleasure and recreation. There
is a strong- Board of Trade and Merchants Association.

First National Bank of Ventura.
Ventura Water. Light & Power Co.
J. K. Armsby & Co., Commission Merchants.
People's Lumber Co.
A. L. Chaffee, Dry Goods A. Clothing.
John H. Reppy, Real Estate A Insurance.
Mrs. T. B. Shepherd, Florist.

Hobson Bros., Stock Dealers & Butchert
Duval & De Troy, Hardware A, Plumbing.
Jones & Son, Druggists.
Wm. H. Cannon & Co., Real Estate & In-

surance.
L. Cerf & Co., Wholesale Liquor Dealers
F. T. Stiles, Retail Liquor Dealer.

THE 6EM CITY

OF THE FOOTHILLS LOS GATOS
SANTA CRUZ MOUNTAINS

SANTA CLARA COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

LIBRARY BUILDING

A most progressive community, having g-ood schools, churches and business houses. An un equaled
summer and winter resort for health and pleasure. Good hotels and boarding houses. Foothill fruit
excels any other in quality.

Further information may be had by addressing any of the the following well known firms:

Johns & McMurtry, Real Estate.
Bank of Los Gates.
Hotel Lyndon.
E. E. Place, Furniture A Undertaking.

Crosby A Leask, Dry Goods.
O. Lewis A. Son, Hardware.
A. C. Covert, Real Estate, east end of bridg*.
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STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA, LOOKING TOWARD THE HARBOR

Stockton, California
The metropolis of, and gateway to the great San Joaquin Valley, is

rapidly becoming the leading industrial center of the Pacific Coast.

Send us four cents in postage and we will mail you a beautifully

illustrated 80 page magazine telling all about fruit growing, dairy-

ing and farming in Central California.

Address, Board of Trade, Stockton, California, or any of

the following well-known firms:

Eaton & Buckley, Real Estate.

R. E. Wilholt & Sons, Real Estate.

H. E. Williamson, Real Estate.

Boggs, Meyer & Spurr, Real Estate and
Insurance.

Rhoads &. Dudley, Real Estate.

Gardner Lumber Co., Lumber.

S. V. Ryland, Farm and Mining Lands.

Grunsky, Dietrich & Leistner, Real Es-

tate.

J. M. McCarty, Real Estate.

George E. Crane, Real Estate.

The San Joaquin Valley Land Ce., ReaJ

Estate.

Frankenhelmer Bros., Grain.
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THE OLDEST CUSTOM HOUSE IN CALIFORNIA

Monterey
California— First

Capital of California.

Strictly in a Class by Itselr

Home of the Famous

DEL MONTE HOTEL

Climaticaiiy
the most even temperature. A
picturesque city by the sea, where

home life is made delightful by every reason of
(rood climate, good citizenship, fine sea bathing-, fish-

ing-, etc. Write any of the followingfor further informa-
tion.

Geo. B. Underwood First Natl Bank of Monterey
Frank Hellam Frank I. Ordway
C. L. Inoels H.K. O'Bryan

IRRIGATED
.. FARMS ..

OF FIVB ACRES
AND UPWARDS

in the Counties of

Fresno and Merced

California

MILLER <& LUX
LOS BANOS. MERCED COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

Santa Clara, California
TKe Best To^wn in tHe Best Covinty in tKe United States

Best for Climate, Soil, Water and Health.
Best for a Home, for Educational advantages, for Society, for Churches.
Every Agricultural and Horticultural product grown in the Temperate Zone, is

grov^n here to perfection.
Fruit growing, the growing of Hay and Grain, Dairying, and the raising of Poultry

pay better here than in any other country.
Santa Clara employs more labor than any Town of three times its size in the State.
Here the middle classes have better homes and live better than in any place in

the WORIvD.

SAINTA CLARA
Is a Town of Municipal Ownership. We own our GAS,

our WATER, and our ELECTRIC plants.
Robert A. Fatjo, Real Estate
Killam Furniture Co., Inc.

Santa Clara Realty Co.

Enterprise Laundry Co.

Sallows & Rhodes, Grocers
Santa Clara Cyclery
N. M. Clark, Confectionery.
Crosby & Leask, Dry Goods.

Santa Clara Commercial League.
Santa Clara Undertaking Co.

Vargas Bros., Grocers.
R. H. Cheney, Merchant
M. Vargas, Merchant
M. Mello, Shoes.

Morrison Bros., Contractors and Builders.

Roll Bros, Real Estate

Please IVIention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.
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SOMETHING NEW
THE

Salt Lake Route
The New Scenic Line between Southern

California and the East. Beautiful Scenery
—

Elegant New Equipment—Smooth Road-

bed—and the best Dining Car Service in

the West.

Two Trains leave Los Angeles Daily
—

"Los Angeles Limited" and the "Overland."

If you are going East or have friends coming

West—a postal to any of our representatives

will secure for you complete information.

LOW COLONIST RATES FROM ALL

EASTERN POINTS NOW IN EFFECT

E. W. QILLETT,
General Passenger Agent,

LOS ANGELES

T. C. PECK,
Ass't Qen'I Pass. Agent,

S>U\ ^o<:



A Wonderful

Mountain Trip

The ascent of Mount L/Owe by trolly affords the

visitor to Los Ang-eles one of the most marvelous

and beautiful mountain railway journeys in the

world. And it is only one of the features of a

railway system covering 400 miles and reaching

all the points of interest in the garden spot of

America.

The Pacific Electric Railway

Depot at corner 6tli and IVIain Los Angeles

TKe Scenic L.ine of tKe "World

The Denver and Rio Grande
R^ailroad

Travel in comfort, at same time witness Grandest Scenery in the World. Open
observation cars (seats free) giving an unobstructed view of the Royal Gorge and other
scenic attractions.

TKrou^K Standard and Tourist Sleeping Cars
For informatioti address

T. D. Connelly, General Agent T. F. Fitzgerald, Dist. Pass. Agent
230 South Spring- St. Los Angreles

The Delightful Scenic Route to

Santa cMonica
And HoUytvood

Fine, Comfortable Observation Cars-
Free from Smoi<e

Cars leave Fourth street and Broadway, Los Angreles, for Santa Monica via Sixteenth
street, every IS minutes from 6.35 a.m. to 9.35 p.m., then each hour till 11.35 ; or via Bellevue
Ave., for Coleerrove and Sherman, every hour from 6.15 a.m. to 11.15 p.m. Cars leave Ocean
Park, Santa Monica, for Los Angreles, at 5.45, 6.10, and 6.35 a.m. and every half hour from
6.55 a.m. till 8.25 p.m., and at 9.25, 10.25, and 11.05 p.m.

Cars leave Los Ansreles for Santa Monica via Hollywood and Sherman via Bellevue
Ave., every hour from 6.45 a.m. to 6.45 p.m., and to Hollywood and Sherman only every
hour thereafter to 11.45 p.m.

^i~For complete time-table and particulars call at ofBce of company.
Sinarle Round Trip, 50c. lO-Trip Tickets, $2.00.

316-322 WEST FOURTH STREET, LOS ANGELES
TROLLEY PARTIES BY DAY OR NIQHT A SPECIALTY



You Can Reach

The East

In Less Than Three Days
ON THE

Golden State Limited

via El Paso, Kansas City, St. Louis and Ctiicago

Composite Library Cars, Observation Cars, Drawing

Room Sleeping Cars and Dining Cars.

Modern 16 Section Tourist Sleepers without change

to Chicago, connecting at Kansas City for 5t. Louis

DAILY FROM LOS ANGELES AT 12:01 P. M.

Southern Pacific -
I^ock Island

Information from

THOS. A. GRAHAM,
Ass't Gen. Freight & Pass. Ag't FRANK L. MILLER,

Southern Pacific, District Passenger Agent
261 S. Spring St., cor. 3d, Rock Island,
or any Southern Pacific Ag't. 237 S. Spring St.

Hummel Bros. & Co. furnish best help. 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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Two hours and fifteen minutes at Riverside for drives on

far-famed Victoria and Magnolia Avenues. Two hours and

twenty minutes at Redlands for drives to Smiley Heights and

over the McKinley Drive, where a view of the surrounding

country is had not excelled in Southern California.

Returning via Covina reaches Los Angeles early in the

evening, $3.00 Round Trip until April 30th, 1906.

Do not fail to take this the most beautiful trip in Southern

California. Full information with Illustrated Booklet at 261 S.

Spring St., Los Angeles.

TH05. A. GRAHAM, Asst. Gen. Fr't & Pass. Agt.
N. R. Martin, Dist. Pass. Agt.

^

Special Train every morning from losAngeles
(connecting from pasadena)for



Sant-aFe



GRAND CANYON OF ARIZONA
Reached only via the SANTA FE



"TOTEM
POLE
ROUTE"

June 7-21

July 5-20

Aug. 2

23 FAST EXPRESS STEAMER5 PLYINO
ALONG- 5000 MILE5 PACIFIC COA^ST

jnOTE FOR BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED DE5'CRIPTIVE HATTER
C.D.Dumun>.0«, .^*Agi.^^ FRANCI5CO CAL.
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ihoiautipt^^^^^an
HERE is a system of careful and
consistent development, followed

by rigid tests under most severe

conditions, that is peculiar to the
^^^^Ki^Q!C**

factory. The result is that nothing is

presented to the public in an untried or

experimental state.

Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, "Wis., U. S. A.
BrancHes:

E. R. Cumbe, I618-i0 Court Place, Denver, Colorado.
W. K. Cowan, 830-34 South Broadway, Los Angeles, California.

Rambler Automobile Agency, Tenth and Market Sts., San Francisco, California.

THos. B. Jeffery ®, Com pa my



H MATTEROFHEALTH

Absolutely Pure

HAS HO SUBSTITUTE

Holds America's Highest Prize

Walter Baker & Co.'s

Breakfast Cocoa
Finest in the

World

46
HIGHEST

A"WARDS IN
EUROPE
AND

AMERICA

Sold in Yz-Va. and }^.\\>. Cans

FVTLl, "WEIGHT

WALTER BAKER & CO. Limited

Established 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.

THE RELIABLE STORE

TME ONLY FRUITS IN THE WORLD WITH
$1,000 PURITY GUARANTEE ON EVERY JAR

BISHOP & COMPANY, LOS ANGELES
15 JAY STREET, NEW YORK

CMLIFORNia
S>VKET Wines

DELIVERED FREE TO
EASTERN POINTS

We ship, freight pre-

paid to any railroad

station in the United

States, two cases fine

o 1 d Peerless" X X
Wines, assorted with
one botUe 1888 Cali-

fornia Brandy, for

$11.00

We ship, freight pre-
paid, to any railroad
station in the United
States, two cases fin-

est old Peerless Brand
XXX assorted Wines,
with two bottles 1888

California Brandy
and one bottle Cali-
fornia Champagrne for

$15.00

Southern (dlilornia Wine (o.

218 West Fourth Street

Home Ex. 16

Los Angeles, Cal.

Main 332

g^w « m.Ty^£H have been established over 5» YEARS. By our system of
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LEADAM
SHOE TRE]

Without Leadam Trees—shoes
"toe up"-awkward wrinkles form
and wet leathers dry out hard and
unsightly. They're helpful to per-
spiring feet, too.

Leadam's Shoe Trees keep your
footwear full, shapely and smooth
under all conditions.

With the adjustmble leverage the tree
locks itself into position in the shoe. Hln^e
lasts are cumbersome and bad imitations

FOR SALE BY

C.M.StaubCo..l!i
S.Bdwy, Los Angeles.

Weatherby • Kayser
Shoe Co ,215 S.Bdwy.
LosAngeles;5»E.Col.
orado St , Pasadena

Rosenthal Bros ,

line ). 107 Kearney
St , San Francisco.

For Health, Happiness
and a H^Ome, Come to

Southern California
Write for information and illustrated printed matter,

enclosing a 5 cent stamp, to

THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

AN EAR OF

LAGUNA

GROWN
CORN

CORN ? YES I

and all other necessaries of life, and all deciduous
fruit in addition, abundantly grown on the

LACUNA DE TACHE GRANT
in Fresno and Kings Counties, the geographical

center of California.

Prices $30 to $60 per Acre with ample water

One-quarter cash, balance in 8 annual installments. For full

printed information and local paper 2 months FREE, Address

Nares and Saunders, Managers
GRANT BLCJCK, LATON, CALIFORNIA



««The Gillette
99

FULFILLS EVERY CLAIM
All arguments sustained by

The blade that's SMOOTH
The blade that's SAFE The blade that's CLEAN
The blade that's KEEN The blade that's STEEL
The blade that SHAVES The blade that SAVES

12 Blades 24 Keen Edges
20 TO 40 SATiSFVlNQ SHAVES FROM EACH BLADE

Triple silver-plated set with 12 blades, /
in leather,

- VELVET-LINED
Quadruple gold-plated set with monogram, \ cases
10 extra blades, 20 sharp edges, good for a year, 50c.

At this low price, no blades exchanged.

No hinges that rust. No clasps that break. No springs
that weaken. One sturdy frame of mechanical complete-
ness. OUR NEW COMBINATION SET with razor, includ-

ing £oap and brush in silver holders for traveling men.

We supply all dealers with booklets and signs. Sold by

leading Drug, Cutlery and Hardware dealers. Ask to see them
and for our booklet, or write for our special trial offer.

Gillette Sales Company :rvoTcMv

12

BLADES

24
KEEN

EDGES

'JP

%...

NO STROPPING. NO MaNlNG. Razor



OUT V/EST
A Ma-gaz^ine of tlie Old Pacific and ttie New

CHAS. F. LUMMIS
CHARLES AMADON MOODYS ^^^^"''^

SHARLOT M. HALL, Assistant Editor

Among the Stockhoi^dbrs and Contributors arb:

DAVID STARR JORDAN
President of Stanford University

FREDERICK STARR
Chicago University

THEODORE H. HITTELL,
The Historian of California

MARY HALLOCK FOOTE
Author of "The Led-Horse Claim," etc.

MARGARET COLLIER GRAHAM
Author of "Stories of the Foothills"

GRACE ELLERY CHANNING
Author of "The Sister of a Saint," etc.

ELLA HIGGINSON
Author of "A Forest Orchid," etc.

CHARLES WARREN STODDARD
The Poet of the South Seas

INA COOLBRITH
Author of "Songs from the Golden Gate," etc.

EDWIN MARKHAM
Author of "The Man with the Hoe"

JOAQUIN MILLER
The Poet of the Sierras

BATTERMAN LINDSAY

CHARLES FREDERICK HOLDER
Author of "The Life of Asrassiz," etc

CHAS. DWIGHT WILLARD

CONSTANCE GODDARD DU BOIS
Author of "The Shield of the Fleur de Lis"

WILLIAM E. SMYTHE
Author of "The Conquest of Arid America," etc

DR. WASHINGTON MATTHEWS
Ex-Prest. American Folk-Lore Society

WILLIAM KEITH
The Greatest Western Paintei

CHARLES A. KEELER
LOUISE M. KEELER
GEO. PARKER WINSHIP

The Historian of Coronado's Marches
FREDERICK WEBB HODGE

of the Smithsonian Institution, Washing-ton
GEO. HAMLIN FITCH

Literary Editor S. F. Chroniclt
ALEX. F. HARMER
CHARLOTTE PERKINS STETSON GILMAN

Author of "In This Our World"
CHAS. HOWARD SHINN

Author of "The Story of the Mine," etc
T. S. VAN DYKE

Author of "Rod and Gun in California," etc.
MARY AUSTIN

Author of "The Land of Little Rain"
L. MAYNARD DIXON
ELIZABETH AND JOSEPH GRINNELL

Authors of "Our Feathered Friends"

Contents— April, 1906
Major Sidney S. Peixotto, frontispiece 252

The Columbia Park Boys' Club, illustrated, by Sidney S. Peixotto 253

In Pursuit of a Graveyard, illustrated serial, by There- a Rnss- 11 278

The Faithless One, poem, by Neeta Marqui? 289

A Real Teacher, (biograpical sketch of A. J. McClatchie), iHustrated, by Anna Davidson 290

The Passing- of a Forty-niner, story, by Gertrude Dix 296

The Pinto's Last Race, story, by Lanier Bartlett 304

The Desert, poem, by Theresa Russell 310

University of California—Its Financial Conditions and Needs, by President Benjamin
Ide Wheeler 311

The Forgiveness of Sins, story, by Lewis D. Port 316

Merchantmen, poem, by Virginia Fauntleroy Fox 324

The Justification of Appollonio, story, by Helen Edwards Richardson 325

That Which is Written (reviews by C. A. Moody) 328

Fresno County, illustrated, by A. A. Martin 333

Uk.ah, illustrated, by J. C. Ruddock 343

Petaluma, illustrated, Frank H. Snow 346

Orange County, illustrated, by Samuel Armor 350

Ocean Park, illustrated, by E. R. Jillson 355

Copyright 1905. Entered at the Los Ancreles Postoffice as second-class matter (Skb Publishbr's Pa«e)



THE QUALITY STORE

Spring Suit Perfection
1906

FAMOtS M. & B. IMAKE

1 The popular clothing- for the well-dressed men.
1[ Better than all years that have gone before,
and the most complete selection of nobby pat-
terns in the new grays, etc. Finest fabrics,
handsome patterns and well-made, natty gar-
ments in the new long coat, with side vents, etc.

A scope which signalizes this as the most satis-

factory clothing assortment ever shown in Los
Angeles. 1 M. & B. quality and reasonableness
of price a guarantee of GOOD VALUE.

Suits $13.00 to $40.00

MULLEN <& BLUETT CLOTHING CO.
SPRING & FIRST STREETS LOS ANGELES

BUNGALOWS
maKe artis-

tic comfort-
able Homes
if properly
draped and
furnisKed

"We maKe a

specialty of

supplying
tHe ^oods

best suited
to tbat pur-
pose, as "well

as all grades
of staple fur-

niture and
draperies

NOT IN
COMBINE

Broadway Drapery & Furniture Co.
4'4'7 S. Broad-way

Sierrd

Mountdin

Boot
Men's Tan Viscol-
ized Chrome Calf
Creed moor, heisrtit
12 in., heavy vis-
colized sole, hand-
sewed, widths A,
B, C and D, $7.00.

Send/or our catalogue
of Buckskin Shoes for
men, women and children

The same, except
heiffht. 6 in., $6.00;

sameiheigrht 17 in.,

$9.00.

Women's, heiffht
16 in., $7.50.

Wetlierby-Kdyser Slioc (o.

W. S. Broddway Los Angeles



EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Occidental College
losangelescal

Thb Collbqb. Four Courses—Classical, Scientific,
Literary, and Iiiterary-Musical. Two new brick
bnildinirs, costinir $80,000—modern and conTenient.

AcADBMY. Prepares for Occidental, or any other
colleee or university. The Occidental School of Mus-
ic—Theory, Vocal and Instrumental.
2nd semester besrins February 5th, 1906.

Address Acting President REV. WM S. YOUNG, D. D.

Af^AQQI'Y HAI I A school for boys among the Sierra pines.MtlAtOOIiL ll**l_l_ Remarkable climate. Prepares for best

Colleges and Universities. Out-door Sports: Riding, Huntiag, Boat-

ing, Fishing, Snow-shoeing, Camping. Boys may enter at any time.
For catalogue, address the Headmaster,

WILLIAM W. PRICE, M. A., Alta. Placer County, California

Lss Antelet

CaliforniaSAINT VINCENT'S (OlltdE
Boarding and Day College

and High School

Military Drill and Calisthenics a Featmre.

For catalogue write the President.

The ACADEMY OF THE IMMACULATE
HEART — a boarding and day school for

young ladies, conducted by the Sisters of the Im-

maculate Heart.

For prospectus address

Mother Superior, Pico Heights, Los Angeles

COMMERCIAL
519 MISSION
STREET

ART
S»n rrancisco

COMPANY
PHONE MAIN

3658

Artistic Designs

Illustrations and

En^ravin^s for

all purposes

Original and Effective

Ideas - - - for

Printing and
G. Mannel
.A., r. Broad Advertising

Read T^l ViC 1- jDme Mule
A WESTERN MAGAZINE
OF STORIESh^b^hh^^
PUBLISHED MONTHLY 1^

Jill ^etvs Stands, 5 Cents
Containing double the reading matter of any other

five cent story magazine. A treat for

those who like good reading.

BLUE MULE PUBLISHING CO.

512 Clay Street SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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NEW
USED
RENTAL
REPAIRS

supplies

Metcalf & Wilson ""'-

122 J 22AN. Broadway, Los Angeic*

M
A
I

N

5

4

2
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^Theosophy and
Christianity"

A joint debate, 15 cents

Send to The Theosophical Publishing
Company, Point Loma, Cal.

*'The New Century Path"
$4.00 per annum, 10 cents per number. An
Unsectarian Weekly Illustrated Paper,
edited by Katherine Tingley.

Send to the New Century Corpora-
tion, Point Loma, Cal.

STATE OF SIMALOA
ON

WEST COAST OF MEXICO

Coast line Four Hundred (400) miles.

Large areas of agricultural, fruit and timber
lands.

Annual rainfall thirty (30) inches.

Short railroad lines in operation and trunk lines

projected with constructions begun, make
this a peculiarly desirable time to invest.

Desirable tracts of from 100 to 100,000 acres
for sale.

For full information about SINALOA, and Its

resources, address

SINALOA LAND COMPANY
Suite 220-22l>^, Conservative Life Building

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Exclusive Concessionaires for Survey of Public Lands

in State of Sinaloa, Mexico

Directors, atid Stockholders:

Frederick H. Rindge Estate,
George I. Ccchran, A. J. Wallack,
J. C. Drake, R. P. Probasco,
Geo. p. Thresher, Warren Gillelen,

Dan'l Freeman.

The Music of the W^est

Songs and piauo compositions by American composers, based on the melodies of

Zuni, Pawnee, Navajo and Omaha Indians, and of Cowboy songs. Wherever you live,
send for any or all of this music

ON APPROVAL—POSTPAID BOTH WATS
It costs you nothing- to examine it. The Wa-Wan Press leads in the development of a distinctively America"
music. Every American music-lover will find its work a new and absorbing field of interest. Stop and think
it over. Send us a postal today. We publish, among- other works:
From Mesa and Plain, Indian, Cowboy and Nearro sketches for piano, by Arthur Farwell ... $1.00
.American Indian Melodies, ten Omaha melodies for piano, by Arthur Farwell l.OO
Lyrics of tKe ^ed Man, a collection of Indian sketches for piano, by Harvey W. Loomis,

Books I and II Each l.OO
TKe GHost Dance of tKe Zxinisi for piano and fironsr, Carlos Troyer l.OO
Traditional Son^s of tKe Z-unis, Book I, Zunian Lullaby, Lover's Wooinsr, Sunrise Call,

Coming- of Montezuma; Book II, Festive Sun Dance, Great Rain Dance, Medium
'.'oice. By Carlos Troyer Bkch l.OO

FolKson^s of tKe "West and So-utK, Indian, Cowboy and Necrro. Medium voice. By Ar-
thur Farwell l.O

Ne-w^ton Center,
MassacHusettsAddros•TKe Wa-Wan Press,



Desitrnated Depositary of the United States

riRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LOS ANQBLES

Special Ladies' Department
Capital Stock $1,250,000.00
Surplus and Undivided Profits 1,392,450.82
Deposits 14,451,636 63

J. M. Elliott, President Stoddard Jess, Vice-President

W. C. Patterson, Vice-President

G. E. Bittineer, Vice-President

John S. Cravens, Vice-President

"W. T. S. Hammond, Cashier

A. C. Way, Asst. Cashier E. S. Pauly, Asst. Cashier

E. W. Coe, Asst. Cashier A. B. Jones, Asst. Cashier

Ali departments of a modern banking- business conducted

THE

National Bank of California

at LOS ANGELES
North East Corner 2nd and Spring Streets

John M. C. Marble, Pres.

John E. Marble, Vice-Pres.

J. E. Fishburn, Cashier

F. J. Belcher, Jr., Asst. Cashier

Hon. O. T. Johnson W. D. Woolwine

Judsre S. C. Hubbell R. I. Roarers

Directors

Solicits Business and Correspondence

The dermiin Savings

and Loan Society
526 CALIfORNIA ST.. SAN fRANCISCO

Guaranteed Capital and Surplus $ 2,526,763.61

Capital actually paid up in cash 1,000,000.00

Deposits, Dec, 30, 1905 39,112.812.82

W

F. Tillmann. Jr., President

Daniel Meyer, First Vice-President

Emil Rohte, Second Vice-President

A. H. R. Schmidt, Cashier

Wm. Herrmann, Asst. Cashier

George Tourny, Secretary
A. H. Muller, Asst. Secretary
S. Goodfellow, General Attorney.

Directors

F. Tillman, Jr., Daniel Meyer, Emil

Rohte, Ign. Steinhart, I. N. Walter, N.

Ohlandt, J. W. Van Berjen, E. T. Kruse,

W. S. Goodfellow.

MITUAL SAVINGS BANK
OF SAN FRANCISCO

710 Market St., opposite Third, San Francisco

Guarantee Capital $1,000,000
Paid Up Capital 300,000
Surplus 320,000
Deposits Jan. 1, 1906 10,213.801
James D. Phelan, Pres. S. G. Murphy, Vice-Pres.
John A. Hooper, Vice-Pres. Georjre A. Story, Cashier

C. B. Hobson, Assistant Cashier

DIRECTORS
James D. Phelan S. G. Murphy John A. Hooper
James Moffitt Frank J. Sullivan Rudolph Spreckles
Robt. McElroy James M. McDonald Chas. Holbrook
Interest paid on deposits. Loans on approved secur-

ities. Deposits may be sent on postal order. Wells,
Farjfo & Co., or exchang-e on city banks. Interest paid
last term 2% per cent.

Have you visited the

"Angel's riight?"
If not why not? It is the
most unique, interesting- and
picturesque incline railway
in the world. It is in the
heart of the city—Hill and
Third Streets, Los Angeles,
Cal. J. W. EDDY, Mgr.

SISOO A YEAR JLI^^fJX^ =?»ff»^^=^=^^^^1=:^^^^=: NEAR BANTA BARBARA
You can find out how it was done, and how to do it

yourself, by reading

"A Practlcdj Poultry Plant for Southern (dlifornia"

We will send it on receipt of $1.25

Out West Magazine Co., Los AnGKLBS

SAN FRANCISCO
Deposits, March 3rd, 1902,

$387,728.70. Deposits, Nov.

9th, 1905, $5,466,122.59.

IF constant growth is proof

of good service; if undivided

profits and surplus indicate

prosperity; if conservative

but progressive manage-
ment means stability, then

you should send your Pacific

Coast business

TO THE

AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK
MERCHANTS EXCHANGE BUILDING

Reliable help promptly furnished. Hummel Bros. & Co., Tel. Main 509.
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NOT FOR FARMERS ONLY

is not onl}^

The Leading Journal of Agriculture
and positively

The ONLY Agricultural NEWSpaper
but also

The one weekly devoted to country life which

no suburban resident and no city

owner of a country place can

afford to be without.

Every department edited by a specialist recognized

as a leading authority in his line.

Best Reviews of the Crops. Best Market Reports.

Best Accounts of Meetings. Best Everything.

Single Subscription, - $1.50
Two Subscriptions, - $2.50
Five Subscriptions, - $5.50
Four Months' Trial Trip, 50 Cents

CDC^r*! H/I CXI rriDIP^ *«"ee on request. It will pay anybody interested in

Or C^li'lCrl^ V^Wrim*:? any way in country life to send for them.

Address the publishers :

LUTHER TUCKER & SON, Albany, N. Y.



BUTCHER'S
Boston Polish

is the best finish made for FLOORS,
interior Woodwork and Furniture

Not brittle; will neither scratch nor
deface, like shellac or varnish. Is
not soft and sticky,like beeswax. Per-
fectly transparent, preserving- the

natural color and beauty of the wood. Without deubt
the most economical and satisfactory Polish known
for Hardwood Floors.
F»r salt by Dealers in Paints, Hardwar e and House Furnishings

Send for our FREE BOOKLET, telling of the many
advantages of BUTCHER'S BOSTON POLISH

THE BUTCHER POLISH CO.. 356 Atlantic Avenue.
Boston, JVIass.

OUR No. 3 REVIVERj^^^£^%^t^'

Hotel

Langham
Cor. Mason
AND Ellis sts.

Hotel

Windsor
Cor. Market
and fifth sts.

Pirst-Clasa in every respect

8AN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Alfred T. Kendatl

FREE BUS

Mothers !

Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

MRS, WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP

has been used for over SIXTY YEARS by
MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-
DREN while TEETHING, with PERFECT
SUCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFT-
ENS the GUMS, ALLAYS all PAIN, CURES
WIND COLIC, and is the best remedy for

DIARRHCEA. Sold by all Drugruists in every

part of the world. Be sure and ask for
" Mrs.

Winslow's Soothing- Syrup," and take no other

kind. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

THE PRICE CUT IN TWO BUT BETTER AND STRONGER THAN EVER

THE PUBLIC
LOUIS F. POST, Editor

A Journal of Fundamental Democracy and a Weekly Narrative of History in the Making
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY IN CHICAGO

The subscription price is now only $1.00 yearly (reduced from $2.00). Increasing-
circulation has made this possible. And this interesting journal of the forward
movement of democracy grows constantly better in all departments—Editorial,
News Narrative, Related Things, Reviews, Cartoons. The Editor is absolutely

free and writes as he thinks. Sample copies free. Catalogue of books free.

In all the field of American letters I find no place where the serious ques-
tions of the ag-e are so ably or so intelligently discussed as they are between
the covers of THE PUBLIC. — E. G. Le Stourgeou, San Antonio, Tex.

THE PUBLIC PUBLISHING COMPANY, First National Bank Building, Chicago

m A WW
FROM FIVE ACRES

NEAR SANTA BARBARA

You can find out how it was done, and how to do it

yourself, by reading

"A Prdcticdl Poultry Piunt for Southern (alitornid"

We will send it on receipt of

S1.2&
Out West Magazine Co., Eos Angblbs

AllVUn TUCATDIPAI Pnin PDrAM prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coating; it re-

AnilU inLAInluRL llULU UniAm moves them. ANYVO CO., 427 NorthMainSt., Los Anjreles

KAMONA Toilet 3oA p FOR SALE
eVERYWHFWE



THE OUT WEST CO. is publish-

ing a booklet devoted entirely to the

subject of engravings, fully illustrated

with beautiful cuts of different kinds,

with cover in colors. This booklet

is really a work of art but is gotten

up primarily for the instruction of

those who use engravings. It shows

by comparison the different screens,

copy necessary, reduction, etc.

^ If you are interested in the

subject, drop us a postal.

Printers, Binders

Hn^ravers, Stationers

115 S. Broad-wray

Los A.n^eles, Cal.



MENNEN'S
BORATED TALCUM

TOI LET^^JPOWD ER,

Pure as the Lily
—healthful and refreshing; that is wl.y Mi;\.

NEN'S is always useci and recommended by
physicians and nurses. Its perfect purity and abso-
ite uniformity have won for it universal esteem. In

the nursery it is supreme, unequalled for cbnAnff,
lottle-rash, chapped hands, etc., it is sootning,
s.iaitary and healing;. MEMNEN'S face on every box—see
that you ^et the gfcnuine, Fof ^a/e et'erywkerg or by maiU
2SC. SampU/ree. MEN'NEN'S VIOLET (Berated) TAL-
CUM has tlie scent of fresh cut violets.

3 Gerhard Mennen CO.- Newark.n.j.C

CLEAN HANDS t^^J^ZV'''^'

Price 25c. eacH. l-'or sale by all dealers lu Toilet
Goods. Mailed on receipt of price, ^ifA^^ents wanted.

Bailey's Rubber MASSAGE ROLLER

RUBBER BOOK

Baby's TeetK
c\jt -without irritation.
The flat-ended teeth of Bailey's
Teething Ring expatid the gums,
keeping them soft, comforts
and a muses thechild, prevent-
ing convulsions and cholera infantum

Mailedfor the price (stamps), loc.

C. J. Bailey & Co., 22 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

SOZODONT
TOOTH POWDER

will not injure gold
work nor scratch the

enamel. A perfect den-

tifrice—the one for you.

Ask your dentist.

tlipolito Screen iinil M (o.
(incorporated)

Removable Window Screens, High Grade Screen
Doors, Patent Reversable Windows

Office and Factory: 634-638 Maple Ave.

P^°»^- HoiVsm LOS ANGELES

KIDDER'S PASTILLES,
-^^'f for Asthma.

STOWELL & CO., Mfrs.

Sold by all Druggists,
or by mail, 35 cents.

Charlestown, Mass.

"WAS IT ORACIA'S rAlLT?" «-^Xl
find

istrat-

ed. 10 cents PETER HAQMAN. Cannon Falls, Minn.

nourishes the skin roug^henedby
ing winds. As an April shower
nfjs forth the delicate tints of

the flowers, so does LABLACV K
uvonale and beautify the c-^ii.-

kxions of those who use it,

Rejuse substitutes . They may
be dangerous. Flesh, White,
Pink, or Cream, 50c. a box, of

druggists or hy mail.
Send IOC. jor sample.
BEN. LEVY & CO.,
French Perfumers.

Dep. 4 , 125 KIng.toD St., Botton



That MAPLE Flavor
so delicious and
difficult to ob-
tain is what has
made

so popular with
all. Mapleine
makes delicious

syrup with the
real maple fla-

vor, and is sold

by grocers.

Send 2-ceut stamp for

Cook - Book entitled

"Mapleine Dainties."

CRESCENT MfO. CO.

Makers of Crescent

Baking- Powder

SEATTLE, WASH.

r{Q

DENTACURA

TootH
Paste

cleans and pre-

serves the teeth.

Mothers should reaUze the

importance of preserving
intact the primary set of

teeth until the secondary
or permanent set is ready
to take its place. Let us

send you our free booklet on "Taking Care of

the Teeth** which contains much information
in concise form. Children should be encouraged
to use Dentacura Tooth Paste. 25c, a tube.

Avoid substitutes.

DENTACURA COMPANY,
107 ALLINGST., NEWARK, N. J.,U.S. A.

RIPDEUS

OLIVE OIL
FIRST PRESSING

Gwaranteed Absolutely Pore

Pressed and Bottled by

J. O. RIDDEL, REDLANDS, CAL.

Pinlilidiii's
Santa Barbara

Mineral Water
A natural Medical Mineral Water

direct from the spring- on the mesa.
Cures Constipation, Rheumatism and
Urinary troubles.
Bottled at the spring's and g-uaran-

teed to be in its natural state.

Shipped to any part of the world.
Write for pamphlet.

Pinkham Mineral Spring Co.

Santa Barbara, Cal.

KIDNEY&LIVER

BITTERS
CURES DYSPEPSIA.

C. F. 'PL. i^asT
WINE MERCHANT

The purity of all goods guaranteed. No cheap
adulterations or imitations carried in

stock. The safest place to

buy your

Wines and Liquors
TRY IT

129 MND 131 NORTH IVIAIN ST.

Help—All kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 116-118 E. Second St... Tel. Main 509.



Our (nun brand of Olive Oil and our Medal- Wtnnine
Wines are California''s choicest products.

In order to intro- /^ \ • /^ • \

iRANr,""" Ulive Uil
and OUR "^ f • U_

FAMOUS Vintages
In their absolute purity, direct from our store,
we quote the followinff inside prices :

2 cases, each containing- 1 dozen quart bottles (5 to

the callon) of our Best Assorted WineSf Cham-
paene excepted, including- 1 bottle of Old Califor-
nia Brandy, 24 bottles all told, for

Only $11.00
or a splendid assortment of Table Wines

at $8.50
for 2 ca«es, assortment to be made by us, or by
yourself—as yon choose.

Olive Oil
Quart bottles $11 per case of 1 doz.
Pint bottles 12

" "
2

"

I'alf Pint bottles 13
" "

4

FREIGHT prepaid by us to vour nearest railroad station, pro-
vided your agrgregate order of Wines and Olive Oil amounts to 100

pounds or over. For your guidance in this matter, we give the

weight of 2 cases of wine—100 lbs. ; case of olive oil, about 30 lbs.

Edward Germain Wine (o.

p. O. Box 290 Los Angeles, Cal.

DRINK

BREWERY

LAGER-BEERS
The best and purest brewed on the Coast

For sale in bottles and keg's.

Telephones: Sunset—Main 91

Home 91

LIEBIG COMPANYS
New /sfc^^Coofc Book

Liebig
CompanyS Extract ofBeef

L
Send postal aeking for New Cook Book to

Liebig's Extract of Meat Co., Ltd.,
120 Hudson St., New York.

DON'T BE WEAK AND

DESPONDENT !

USE

EHMANN

OLIVE OIL

and have a mental and bodily vigor

capable of strenuous action. Noth-

ing- so good for the system — puri-

fies, heals and nourishes. Made
from California's finest olives by
THE EHMANN EXCLUSIVE METHOD.

Write for prices and particulars.^ ABSOLUTE PURITY GUARANTEED.

LUDWIG & MATHEWS, Agents
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Ehmann Olive Co., Mfrs., Oroville, Cal.



ALLEN'S FOOT=EASE
Shake Into Your Shoes

Allen's Fo<>t=Ease, a powder for the
feet. It cures piiinfnl. swollen, smarting,
nervous feet, ndinstantly takes the sting out
of corns and bunions. It's the greatest

^l/f'M r.oiiifort discovery orthc a^e. Allen's
Foot=Ease makes tight-fitting or new shoes feel

easy. It is a certain cure for Ingrowing nails,

sweating, callous and hot, tired, aching feet.

We have over 30, 000 testimonials. TRY IT
TO-l>AY. Sold by all Druggists and Shoe
Stores, 25o. Do not acee^Jt any substi-
tute* Sentby mail for 25c. in stamps.

r->,\> CTDCET TRIAIi PACKAGEriXEsE sentbymail.
MOTHER GRAY'S SWEET POW-
DERS, the best medicine for Feverish, sickly

*ln a pinch, Children. Sold by Druggists everywhere.

use Allen's' Trial Package FREE. Address,

Foot-Ease." AMiEN S. OL3ISTED, l.eRoy, N, Y.

Send For Beauty Booklet

npHE celebrated French
house of J. Simon ha- since

1861 led the "World in the man-
ufacture of toilet articles.

They have prepared a dainty
booklet on beauty hititswhich

will be sent free on request.

Cpeme Simon
The famous skin preseiver and beautifier.

Poudre Simon the powder for beauty or baby.
Creme Simon Soap softens, whitens and cleans.

Samples of this trinity of beauty-makers will be sent
free on receipt of 8c. to pay postage and packing.

GEO. P. WAILAU, Inc., 2 Stone St., New Yorl« City

(Sstablished 1879)

"Cures While Yeu Sleep."

Whooping -Cough, Croup,

Bronchitis, Coughs,

Diphtheria, Catarrh
Confidence can be placed in a remedy which for a
qtiarter of a century has earned unqualified praise.
Restful nigrhts are assured at once.

Cresoiene is a Boon to

Asthmatics.

ALL DRUGGISTS.
Send Postalfar Descriptive

Batktet

Cresoiene Antisep-
tic Throat Tablets for
the irritated throat, at

your druffffist or from
us. 10c. in stamps.
The Vapo-Cresolene Co.

180 FuitonSt.,N.Y.

Leeming-iMiles Bidg.

iMontreal, Canada

TWO-YEAR-OLD RUBBER TREE ON PALENQIE PLANTATION

RUBBER
"
They well deserve to have,

that know the strongest and

surest way to get."

For sure, larg-e and permanent returns noth-
ing- equals a wellmanaered tropical plantation.
Our plantation, located in what is known as

the true Rubber Zone of Mexico, is under the
managrement of experienced men, who have
made a study of Mexican Agriculture.
Large profits can be realized through the use

of large capital, but time and a small amount
of money often achieve the same results. Corn
yields from $10 to $12 per acre; wheat from $15
to $20; RUBBER from $500 to $1200.
therefore plant RUBBE.R.
You invest your money in oil stoclf- you may

strike oil, or in mining stock—you may strike

gold; but when you invest in RUBBER shares
you are ««;-<; to strike RUBBER. It is only a
question whether the final returns will yield
100;;'; or 300^i on the investment.

It must be borne in mind that Rubber Culti-
vation is not a speculation, it is an agricultural
(tropical) investment which requires only fairly
good management to bring in a few years re-

turns that a Northern farmer would not credit
if told him.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET
DO IT NOW

PALCNQIJE PLANTATION AND COMMERCIAL COMPANY
Plantation, Department of Palenque, State of Chiapas, Mexico

Gbo. LiEONard, Sec'y. Offices, 308-309 Shreve BIdg., SAN TRANCISCO, CAL.



WE MAKE 'EM SOL WORKS 'EM

OUR BtSIIMESS

To furnish Hot Water by Snnshiae

with our

Improved Climax

Solar Water

Heater

Why burn fuel? Sunshine is free.

No Explosion. No Danirer.

No Expense.

DON'T LET YOUR ARCHITECT
FORGET THE SOLAR HEATER

SOLAR HEATER CO.
A. D. Davis, Mjrr.

330 New High St.,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Home Phonb 2396 Write for an Aokncy

THEIR
SILVER
WEDDING

^^^^^^^^l*'^^/

An Event
that marks the flight of time and
the respect and esteem of friends

expressed in Silver. To retain its

beauty and brilliancy it should al-

ways be cleaned with

^LECTRq
ZL SilverPolish ^

Silicon
Its cardinal merit, great brilliancy without abrasion,

has made it famous around the world. At grocers
and druggists. Box postpaid 1 5 cts. (stamps).

Trial quantity tor the asking.

Electro-SUicon Silver Soap for washing and pol

ishing Gold and Silver h.is equal merits. 15 cents.

"Silicon." ao flifE Street, New York.

Redlngten & Co., San Francisco, Wholesale Agents for Pacific Coist

Every Bit HELPS
That's just WHY
We want to

Sell you a

REfRIOERATOR
No matter if small,

No matter if large—
We have over

EIGHTY Different Sizes and Patterns
in stock, and can suit you if anybody can, unless you want a

Refrigerator of poor quality, which we wouldn't handle even
"if the children cried for it." Call and try us !

JAMES W. HELLMAN
161 IM. SPRING STREET LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA



The

Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company

Issues plain business contracts; policies which tell their whole story upon
their face; leave nothing: to imagination; borrow nothing

from hope. They require definite conditions

and make definite promises.

PACIFIC COAST HEAD
Wei^IvS-Pargo Buii^ding ... OFFICE

San Francisco

BRANCH OFFICES
LOS ANGELES (SOUTH), CAL . ..Rooms 302-304 Pacific Electric Bid? Harry L. Corson, Sttpt.

LONG BEACH, CAL Rooms 6-7 Masonic Temple Bldfir Clarence P. Kirn, Asst. Supt.
LOS ANGELES (NORTH), CAL- . .414-418 Wilcox Bldg-., cor. Spring and 2d Sts...Thomas Burke, Supt.
PASADENA, CAL Room 1, Ri«hardson Bldjr Chas. A. Dee^an, Asst. Supt.

RIVERSIDE, CAL Evans Block, cor. Main and 8th sts Harry J. Miller, Supt.
POMONA, CAL Brady Block, 2d st. and Gerry av.,Amos N. Molyneaux, Asst. Supt.
REDLANDS, CAL Fisher Block Charles E. Lane, Asst. Supt.
SAN BERNARDINO. CAL Rooms 1-2-3 Garner Block Jos. Krausman, Asst. Supt.
SANTA ANA, CAL Room 10 Hervey Finley Block T. H. Thurlow, Asst. Supt.
SAN DIEGO, CAL Room 14 Sefton Bldg-., C st. ..John K. Smith, Asst. Supt. in Charge
SANTA BARBARA , CAL 2d Floor Aiken Block, 905 State st Joseph A. 'Burns, Supt.
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ESTABLISHED J889

SUBSCR/BED CAPITAL -

PAID-IN CAPITAL
PROFIT AND RESERVE FUND
MONTHLY INCOME

Sf7.000,000
3,500,000
450,000
200,000

The Largest Co-operative Bank in the United States*

Pays 6 per cent, on Term Deposits, and

5 per cent* on Ordinary Deposits*

J HORT^ OFFICE J Junction Market and Sansome Sts., San Francisco, Cal. ?

< DR. WASHINGTON DODGE, Pres. WM. CORBIN, Sec'y and Gcn'I Mgr.
J

^ ZOMBRO, PAYNE, WITHERS CO., District Manasrers, 129 S. Broadway, Los Ansreles, California 5
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THi: COLUMBIA PARIl BOYS* CLUB
By SIDNEY S. PEIXOTTO

HE story of the Boys' Club is an old one. The story of the

successful Boys' Club is still, unfortunately, rare. By the

term "successful" I refer to one that can look back upon
its years of life and see a definite line of development and

a realization of some definite end which has been the

guiding thought from its inception.

All the philanthropic friends of this country are strug-

gling with this "boy problem." The boy is the subject

of lengthy conferences and of endless essays. In spite

of all the energy devoted to his betterment and welfare, it

is diflficult to point to many really satisfactory expressions

of boy accomplishments. With my fifteen years of ex-

perience I would say that the great cause for failure lies

in the fact that most of us wish to give the boys of our

country that which we think they ought to have and not that

which the boys desire and seek. It is this spirit of unwillingness

to get down to their level and draw them up to ours which

makes so much unsatisfactory and unsuccessful work. I realized

long ago that these fads of giving boys talks about their personal

cleanliness, of getting their spare nickels for dues to teach them

self-respect, or lecturing them as to their treatment of dumb
animals and about the cleanliness of their neighborhood, had but

a passing and almost fleeting significance to them. I realized

that what they needed more than anything else was association,

and training, and vigorous methods by which they would be

dragged from their comatose state and unhealthful and narrow

surroundings into an atmosphere of vigor and life, and uplifting

influences. The main thought must be how to get them there.

The importance of the work described in the following- pag-es can hardly be exag-gerated,

either as to results already accomplished or for its value as a guide-post. The writer of

this article is the man who planned the work, organized it, and has been its backbone

throughout—and his speech concerning it has weight accordingly.
—Eds.

Copyright 1906, by out West magazine Co. All Rights Reserved.
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and how to hold them there
;
and I beheve that the Cohimbia

Park Boys' Club is one of the best expressions today of what
such an institution should be to the city boy.

It has not been a simple struggle to arrive at this condition of

affairs. I call my fight for existence a ten year's war for su-

premacy. The boys of this part of the town have waged a bitter

fight against this Club and what it stands for, and what it de-

mands. They have slung the most irritating names at me as

I passed along; they have condemned the members of the Club
at all times of the day and night. As the military would pass

up the street, the most offensive names would be showered upon
the members of this growing corps. The baseball teams have
been laughed at and jeered on the public playgrounds, and in fact

SOMB OF THE ACTIVB WORKERS.

the underlying current has been to pull down and defeat the ends

in view, which every boy in the neigEborhood knows to be the

introducing of better ways and higher thoughts among them.

It has taken a membership of two thousand two hundred boys to

produce the atmosphere of refinement which is found in the Co-

lumbia Park Boys' Club of today. It has taken ten years of

strife and struggle almost impossible to relate
; yet at the end

of this time we see in this neighborhood a group of boy gentle-

men, trained in every line of endeavor that appeals to a boy ;

a group of bright, clean, clever children, who follow the leader-

ship of the men and women of the organization with spirit and

obedience.

The institution has grown to be the wonder of the city. Every
one marvels at the way in which this body of boys are handled.
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Whatever the boys of the Club undertake to do it is always done

well. Wherever they go they are looked upon as model perform-
ers. Their gymnasium, their military, their outdoor athletics,

their indoor gymnasium work, their singing, their wonderful

band and drum-and-bugle corps, all bear the stamp of individual-

ity and of originality and perfection of work. The Club spirit

has grasped each member and made him a loyal, active worker,

feeling his individual responsibility as to the success of the

whole. While the Club has the most entrancing boy singers,

and the most clever boy actors, and the most remarkable boy
musicians—scores of them—there are no stars ; there never has

Military Band and Drum Corps on Parade.

been that feeling of rivalry. In the make-up of all the teams,

and in the make-up of all the programs, there is rarely a murmur
because certain boys are not among the chosen ones.

The first Boys' Club in San Francisco was established fifteen

years ago. The movement in this city was begun under condi-

tions that made it particularly interesting, the men and women
"workers" being made up mostly of clever literary folk, artists,

architects, persons with high social qualities, and apt to give an

atmosphere of sincerity to the work, and yet a Bohemian touch

that would make it jolly and attractive. It was my good fortune

to be a member of this original body of workers, and it was here
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that I obtained my first insight into the needs and the possibiH-

ties of the work with boys. I found the boys needing a leader,

a person not so much of education, but with manly instincts, who

sympathized with their misfortune of being born into the world

without any fine influences, and of being thrown upon their own
resources at a very early and critical age. There came to be

something more in the thought than the mere creation of a boys'
club. I felt that what these children needed was a fine moral

influence, wherein there was everything that would be uplifting

and inspirational to the young child, and, above all, something
that would please and cater to his heart's noblest desires. Boys

The Club Hou,sf..

of the class I met spend their time in the most ugly and dirty

streets imaginable ; they never see any of the beautiful creations

of man, and they grow up with dulled intellects, with common

gossip on their tongues, and with a love for brutality and crim-

inal life. My own associations had led me to appreciate those

things in life which broaden the scope of man. The contact

with musicians, artists, men of talent and energy, gave me a

splendid ability to instill some of my knowledge of this nobler

side of life into the lives of these boys.

I have always tried to keep the Club-house furnishings simple

and beautiful
;
a place of strong contrast to the little rooms in

which boys I have known live. I have always labored to give
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these boys association with men and women of artistic tempera-
ments. I have introduced into their routine work at the Club,

above everything else, work along artistic lines, and I have made
as far as possible the costumes of the military, and the chorus,

and all the work of the Club, a matter of careful consideration as

to its. simplicity and good taste. It has not been an idle task,

and I believe, speaking from fifteen years of earnest work, that

if a boy who has been in my club would testify to one thing it

would be to the value of his association with the beautiful things
of life when he was a boy. Beginning in a simple way with a

simple Club, and with simple tools, I have been able to develop
this most fascinating educational work until today I have reached

The Fireplace in the Music Room.

within the walls of our little club-house the most beautiful re-

sults that a man could hope to attain.

The house where the Club is situated is a relic of the pioneer

days of San Francisco, a mere shell covered with a wooden
imitation of stone work, and can only be distinguished from its

unattractive neighbors by the artistic door which adorns its

entrance. The entrance through a narrow hall, finished in pearl-

grey stone, opens into a library and game-room. Here the wood-

work has been tinted a black-green ; and in this little game-room
one sees the most fascinating pictures of child-life against this

black back-ground. The soft flesh of childhood stands out in

brilliant color, and the careless dirty clothing of the wearer is

merged into almost nothing because of the positive background.
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Game tables for checkers and chess adorn the room, while a

piano suggests the music and singing. The library is another

quaint room finished in the same way, with a beautiful reading-
desk running the entire length, where one finds the current art

and literary magazines up to the present month of publication.

There are reproductions of Barye animals and charming steel

engravings of the Presidents of the United States and the heroes

of American history. The heavy carpet upon the floor makes

an appeal for quiet and reading.

Back of these two rooms we enter a dark but impressive set

of two rooms, divided by a squared arch, where hangs a brown
curtain. In the far room, arise four tiers of benches, resembling

A CORNBR OF THE MuSIC RoOM.

pews in an old-fashioned church. A large desk for the secre-

tary and a president's table adorn the opposite room, and the

walls are tinted a dark maroon color. The whole efifect is one

of exquisite quiet and rest. This is the parliamentary meeting-
room of the Club, and the theatre. The adjoining rooms form

exits for the actors on either side.

In the rear of the house is a large room, called the Assembly
Room. This is another beautiful room of fine proportions, with

a brick fireplace where great logs can be burned, and around the

edges are high-backed settles that can be moved on castors in

front of this chimney-piece. At the far side of the room are three

tiers of benches where the chorus of the Club sit when thev are
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singing. In this room the band and orchestra practices, and on

Sunday evening it is filled with eighty or more Club members

to hear the Sunday eyening talk, delivered by our best professors,

savants and musical people, who are entranced by the attention

given by these charming boys.

On the lower floor is a small gymnasium, poorly adapted to

the work, with shower baths, and lockers up to the ceiling, where

the military suits of the two hundred members are kept in per-

fect order. The armory contains the regimental colors ;
the

drums and the bugles are on the shelves, and guns for the mili-

tary. Tinted in a dark red, it makes a very impressive room.

The Club Library.

On the upstairs floor, we find a cosy office decorated with

many pictures of the boys in their various costumes
; groups of

the chorus, the officers, the band and drum-corps, and the mili-

tary in various parades, adorn the walls. In the next room to

the oflfice is a reference library, designed to be used by school

boys who have difficult studies ; and here they may find ency-

clopedias and books of reference to assist them in their work.

A shelf contains the sporting trophies won by the boys in many
struggles in the years gone by. Another room contains chests

of drawers where are stored materials, consisting of old articles

of wearing apparel, hats and other paraphernalia, which are used

by the boys in their nightly plays.
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There are five other rooms in the house. One is the studio,

where the various classes in art work are instructed. Three of

the others are provided with benches where the manual training

classes work, five boys in each room working under the guid-

ance pf a teacher. In the rear is a complete printing office,

where for ten years we have turned out all the beautiful press-

work for which the Club is so noted—programs and rules of

order, tickets for admission, and various things that are con-

tinually needed in such an active work.

The Club-house is not imposing from without. It is a crowd-

ed structure at best
;
but it is a place of beauty within—an en-

vironment that leaves a deep impression upon the boys who have

In the Printing Officb.

become a part of its membership. The crowded rooms are, per-

haps, its most successful feature
;
for in these small areas the

wild boy of the street is not apt to find an incentive to run about

as he would if larger halls were provided.

The membership of the Club this year is two hundred and

forty boys. They are divided into four afternoon and four night

Clubs, with a membership of twenty-two boys in each. The
afternoon Club boys are between the ages of nine and twelve ;

the evening Club boys are between the ages of twelve and fif-

teen. There are. besides these, two Clubs for older members,
those who have grown up in the Club work, now numbering

sixty-six members. These boys are all required to attend the

Club three times each week, once to their Club afternoon or
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The Ckack Drum and Bugle Cokps.

night, when the routine of work consists of parHamentary meet-

ing; then one hour spent in the manual training workshops; and

then the boys repair to the meeting room below, and a play, as

explained later, is given ;
and after the play, with a few cheerful

songs sung in unison and with great spirit, the boys depart with

fervent good-nights for their homes. The Club member must

come again for military drill, and again for his gymnasium train-

ing. The music requires an extra attendance, and it can be

said that more than half of the Club boys come to the club-

house seven or eight times each week.

The military battalion, which would be an ornament to any

community in the land in which it would be placed, is headed

by a military band of thirty pieces, whose admirable work, as a

marching organization and as a concert band, is well known.

Most of these boys learned to play their instruments within the

atmosphere of the Club, and they in turn have been the teachers

of many of the younger boys who have now attained membership

^^^Mb
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Officbks of the Military Battalion.

in this band. Following this organization comes a corps of boys
with drums and bugles, numbering twenty-five. It, too, is an

organization of which both we and our city are very proud.

There are three military companies, containing forty boys each,

officered by young boys who have spent seven or eight years in

a military atmosphere that has dignity and high discipline as its

first characteristic. Their movement is inspiring, their work is

done with enthusiasm, and the corps has received the commend-
ation of the President of the United States and the Governor of

the State of California, and I have been given the commission

of Major in the National Guard of the State of California by rea-

son of the very beautiful work which my command has demon-

strated to the public of the city.

The band is not the only music which has been fostered. Ever

since my first association with the boys I have made singing a

NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS OF MILITARY BATTALION.
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A Ckack Baseball Team.

feature of the club work, and six years ago I organized a soprano
chorus of thirty-five boys about the age of twelve or under, and

in my own way, without any particular knowledge of the tech-

nique of music, I have taught these boys, a hundred or more, who
have belonged to these organizations, the songs of the masters

dear to the lover of music. I have made them learn all these

songs by ear, and from printed copies of the words, and whenever

the boys sing in public they sing without books and from their

hearts
;
and it is this that I have tried to make of their singing—

an instilling into their very souls at an early age the beautiful

compositions of the masters of song. It is not exaggerating to

say that the chorus of boys of this Club has a repertoire of two
hundred songs, ranging through every phase of the son^ world.

A pleasant feature of the work has been the creation of boy solo-
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ists, many of whom have won more than public favor by the taste

and expression with which they have rendered their work.

From the very beginning we instituted manual work, taking it

up in an original way and giving to the boys simple occupations
that produced some finished object in a short time. After a few

years spent in this form of shop-work, the artist members of the

teachers introduced work of a more artistic type, and the result

has been the creation of an art atmosphere and an artistic talent

among these young children that seems to point to the ultimate

creation of a co-operative press or workshop whose work shall

he deemed of more than ordinarv artistic value. I am interesting

The Start on a Vacation Tkamp

the boys in the illuminating of manuscripts, in Japanese water-

color work from nature, designing of various types, copper re-

pousse, printing, and all forms of art expressions, and the talent

shown by these boys is sufficient to admit of an exhibition of

their work in our leading art gallery.

In a country given over so completely to the love of sport as

America is growing to be, it is necessary, in catering to the wants

of youth, to enter into the athletic field with all the spirit that

boys put into a work which they love. The American boy above

all things is a lover of sport. He loves his baseball and his out-

door play more than anything else in the whole world. I have

found that this is the most attractive force in the club work, and

so, from the earliest foundation, we have given the boys the

opportunity to play among themselves with the finest influences
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surrounding their struggles ;
with men to supervise their game,

their passions, and teach them how to play with their heads and

with their hearts, and to eliminate the quarrels which, as a rule,

dominate the struggles of the young. We have arrived at a most

advantageous point in this particular line of work; we have base-

ball teams of boys which seem to overwhelm their opponents
and who have the ability to play the game they enter into with a

dash and an energy that is inspiring to the onlooker. We have

instituted the sports of the track and field as part of the club

work, and a boy of this club at the age of nine and ten is well

informed as to the method of running in the various races, o!

The 1905 Walking Party at the End of its 500-Mile Walk.

jumping, hurdling, throwing the shot, and in all manner of exer-

cises which it is possible for boys to do. We have made these

outdoor sports more valuable by giving these children the use

of a gymnasium where a competent instructor leads the mem-
bers of the club in every form of gymnasium work. For six

years this gymnasium work has been in the course of develop-

ment, and we can now point with pride to the wonderful quality
of the work of these young boys, and to the creation of many
beautiful results ; such as a team of twelve fire-torch swingers,

pyramid building, and fine tumbling acts, done by children be-
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cause of the knowledge gained at an early age of the possibilities

of their muscles.

It is generally the custom in our school methods to give chil-

dren a long vacation. My experience has been that this is a

time of great trial to the growing child
;
so I instituted vacation

trips for the boys of the club. I spent my first summer, ten

years ago, taking a party of three boys on a walk of one hundred

and twenty miles from the city of Stockton to the famous Yo-

semite Valley. In the valley we walked over and explored the

trails, and saw the wojiderful water-falls, and came back, three

weeks I'lter, delighted and happy with our experience. 'I'his was

Citizens of the Summer Republic, at Cakmel-by-thk-Sea.

the pioneer party of ten years ago. Consider, then, the wonder-

ful growth when I say that last year I took a party of forty-one

boys, walking from the city of Petaluma, in California, to the

city of Eureka, two hundred and eighty miles away, through the

vineyards and the valleys, through ravines and over almost un-

inhabited mountains, and through great forests of redwoods ;
and

then, retracing our steps, we walked down the coast of California

for one hundred and twenty miles, where we took a small steamer

for San Francisco. Not only did we walk this long distance of

four hundred miles, but these boys gave, in fifty-one days, thirty-

four evening performances in the best theatres and halls along
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the line of the route, at which we took in a total income of two

thousand two hundred dollars ! The boys also played twelve

baseball games at different points along the route, and certainly

spent a summer great in its inspiration, great in its value and

training for these young men, and great as a geography lesson.

It would interest the readers to know that the boys slept in

"sleeping bags" in the open air throughout the entire trip, only

staying indoors for some five nights on the coast when the fog

made outdoor sleeping damp and dangerous. There was not one

case of sickness on this trip, and the general improvement in

Drill and Gymnastjcs Ake Nor NiiCLKCXKu Dukung tiik Vacation Walks.

health and spirits was marked. Such work can only be done

with boys who have been trained and worked with for years, and

I have built up this walking party by taking old members and

mixing in each year a number of new and vigorous recruits.

But what of the other one hundred boys who belong to this

club? How did we provide for their vacations? Again we have

taken a most charming way to solve their vacation problem. Last

summer we maintained for one month a camp of seventy-two

boys, located in a beautiful pine forest near the old Spanish town

of Monterey, one hundred and sixty miles from the city of San

Francisco, and here the boys lived as citizens of a miniature

Republic, called the "State of Columbia." The President was
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Mr. John Brewer, a man intimately associated with me in this

work; the other officers of state, the Cabinet, the Senators and

House of Representatives, were chosen from the boys of the

Club ;
and here, under the most stringent laws, these seventy-

two boys lived in charming companionship without one falling

by the wayside or seeking his home before the time arrived for

them all to go. It is a wonderful testimonial to the quality of

our work to be able to say of the one hundred and six boys who
were members of our vacation parties, that all spent their time

happily and contentedly and with a spirit that made the work of

their masters one of great pleasure. It is also possible to add

that the boys of my walking trip nearly earned, through their

"Coons."

Splendid theatrical entertainments, the cost of maintaining these

two large and expensive camps.
I have spoken of the theatre and the theatrical work, and it

would be interesting to explain how we train the boys in this

manner. In the Club-house there is a combination meeting-room
where the various clubs hold their parliamentary meetings, and

where, later in the evening, a curtain falls in the little proscenium
and a play is given before the boys depart for their homes. These

plays are of vast interest. They are given impromptu. The

plot is arranged, perhaps, by the men. or perhaps by some boy ;

the characters are assigned to those present who are best adapted
to take them, then all repair to the costume room and dress them-

selves suitably, and then proceed down stairs to give the play.

The dialogue is supplied during the progress of the act; the
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The Kathers.

repartee and general finish are quite remarkable. This condition

of affairs has continued through eight years of constant associa-

tion in this work, and it is one of the most valuable trainings that

the boy of the Columbia Park Boys' Club gets. It gives him at

an early age a spirit of independence and insight into his ability

in the presence of an audience, and a necessity for thinking

quickly and speaking distinctly that has led to very remarkable

results, as far as the work on the theatre stage has been devel-

oped. We had last summer a vaudeville evening which repre-

sented every conceivable side of stage play. There were athletic

numbers, a dancing sextette, "coons," whimsical Dutchmen, mus-

ical numbers, comic vaudeville, ending with a chic farce in which

two of the boys took the part of women. It was a complete per-

formance. The boys have established a reputation by their ex-

cellent work in every city of our state, and wherever they go

they are recognized as delightful entertainers.

I could speak of many other interesting efforts within this

club of boys. We maintain a library where the boy will find the
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Practicing "Stunts" During Vacation.

current magazines and the best books, which he may take to

his home. We have maintained for years a commercial bank

where the members can deposit and draw their few cents or their

dollars, as they may desire to save. There are many beautiful

celebrations which have been developed within the club house,

the most interesting of which is what is known as "Christmas

Night." For weeks, the boys of the club, skilled in the use of

their hands, come during the winter vacation to cut out the many
Christmas lanterns, to wind paper blossoms upon twigs, to make
autumn leaves of paper, and to decorate the club-house so that it

becomes a place of entrancing beauty. Christmas Night brings

out the entire membership, and on this evening a large chorus

of boys sing the beautiful carols appropriate to the occasion, and

later Santa Claus in all his winter raiment arrives and distributes

a stocking filled with good things to each member of the Club.

On the following evening, the boys arrange some fancy costumes

and attend what is known as a fancy-dress party, again amidst
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the beautiful decorations. Christmas is looked upon as the

crowning glory of the Club year.

The success of this whole institution lies in the fact that I

have been able to develop this work for boys along lines which

are frowned upon, as a rule, by those who have given their time

and attention to the supplementary training of youth. I have

eliminated, for instance, in every feature of the work the question

of money, or dues, and I consider this above all other things one

of the most positive necessities in the conduct of work with

boys. Everything in the Club is given "free." The military

uniforms are provided from the club's treasury; the band instru-

ments are procured little by little for the members of the Club

Up the Grade.

as they develop and grow in proficiency; the summer camps

are entirely free to the members of the Club, who deserve such

a summer. The conditions surrounding the use of all these

privileges are most severe. The standard of manhood, the stand-

ard of personal giving are rigid and inflexible. It is expected that

every member give his service to the Club at any and all times

that' the Club demands, and that the attendance in every depart-

ment of the Club be as rigidly lived up to as the compulsory at-

tendance at the school. The membership is voluntary, and every

effort is made to limit the membership to those boys who are

getting something from the Club. The hangers-on and the

drones have been either reformed or eradicated. The efifort in
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the work has been to make the Club-house a busy, seething hive

of industry, peopled by an active, earnest and devoted set of

young boys who appreciate the value of the training given. I

look upon this side of the wofk as being absolutely essential to

successful work with boys. The money question must be elim-

inated, for the sake of creating a spirit of personal giving and

personal work.

The music, according to the dictum of scholastic standards, is

I/INED Up.

unscientific, but it has never been denied that it is beautiful, en-

trancing, and of a quality quite unique in its way. It is good
because of the fact that it has been given to the children simply

and naturally, without any assumption of the fact that tney are

students of music. The boys sing a song because it seems a

pleasure to them, and, following this method, it is just as easy

to sing a Schubert song as it is to sing a common, popular one.

It is an almost universal thing in the Club for a boy to think that

he can sing, and from this knowledge of their musical ability we
have been able to interest the older boys in taking up band in-

struments, which their cultivated ear has made a most simple
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task. It is a fact that eighty-two of the two hundred and forty

boys are at the present time engaged at work upon some musical

instrument, and the proportion grows larger with each month of

the year.

While the spirit of the Club is that of the most charming com-

panionship and the most perfect brotherhood, caused by the host

of associations which every Club boy is compelled to create in

his own memories, the discipline of the Club, not only as given
but as desired, is of the most stern and rigid character. It is not

so much given, but, as I say, it seems the desire of the older

Club boys, and of all the Club boys, to be rigidly disciplined and

to be handled without gloves. It has been part of the method of

work to follow the public-school standing of each boy and to

demand improvement where improvement is necessary, and the

life of each boy during the time that he is outside of the Club's

jurisdiction has long ago been established as part of the Club's

curriculum. Where he goes and who he goes with is a live

subject. I would say that all this splendid result has come from

the fact that we have given the boys exactly what they would
have done in their own common way, only with a refinement and

finish that men demand.

The whole spirit of the work is one of bright companionship.
It has taken boys who would spend their days idling upon street

corners and taught them the value of the association and the

pleasure to be derived from "doing something" when they are

young, and it has given them the opportunity to meet men and

women of culture and talent in their early life. It has, above all,

formed ideals in their minds that have had the most vital effect

upon their whole careers. It has created in the average boy of

this part of the city a love for school, and for a long school life.

It has made him feel that his salvation lies in the culture of his

brain, and in the living of a studious life. We have seen, in the

course of our work, boys born in surroundings that make their

lives hopeless, go even through the University of California and

attain to distinction and high position in the beginning of their

young career.

Above all the educational thought which has been so predomi-

nant, because of the fact that our work is with children, the most

beautiful result which we have shown here is the fact that the

young can be taught the value of association, charming comrade-

ship, kindness to their fellows, and a brotherhood that is near

perfection. We live the most happy and vigorous life. There

are no idle moments in these Club hours, and in this particular

way I believe eventually that this Boys' Club will teach men how
to improve their Clubs, and their Club lives, how to bring forth
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the talent .that lies dormant within them and make it an enter-

taining force during their free hours. It has been a privilege for

me to live with these dear boys and to bring out of them all that

life makes most dear; to hear them sing the songs I love so well;

to infuse into them the moral standards which I have valued as

the standards of my life
; to lead them from out their little alleys

and their narrow home atmosphere and show them some of this

beautiful world, the fine men and women of our civilization and
the vast possibilities in, their lives beyond. More than a Club,
it is their home of light and life

; where they find a sweet sym-

Class in Ixdian Bead Belt Makikg.

pathy for their little troubles and that caress and advice which

means all to the wandering spirit of childhood.

The story of the upbuilding of the Boys' Club work reads like

a charming tale, yet from its earliest inception it has not seemed

to appeal to the philanthropic public as an effort worthy of sup-

port. Perhaps it is difficult for those who are used to giving
towards benevolence to conceive of a work whose aim is to create

good, useful members of society, but it is nevertheless a fact that

the work has been so purely educational as not to appeal to the

public for support.
It has been a very severe struggle to finance the proposition.

It has consumed too much of my energy which could have been

better used in fostering the underlying principles of the work.

The giving of alms in this country has been mainly devoted to
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two distinct purposes
—to the support of benevolent institutions

for those who have fallen by the wayside, and to the support of

the established educational institutions of the country. It is urg-
ent, however, that the time should approach when true education
should be made to begin amidst the young children of the land,

so that they may be given the privilege of association with hon-

est, sincere men, and taught to play their games and seek their

employment amidst pure surroundings and under the proper
direction. Too much money cannot be spent in this line of work,
and the time will come when every town and every city will

deem it of importance to have its Boys' Club, with its organized
work to enlist the interest of its coming citizens.

There is urgent need in my work for a great amount of money.
I need, first of all, scholarships which would allow young men to

come to me to take up this as a life-work and to learn at the

fountain-head the methods that have made this such a beautiful

and complete experiment. I need also the means to create other

Clubs in this city, so that not only can the Club that has been

developed be studied, but Ckibs that are in their infancy, that

are peopled by untrained boys, can also be a part of this educa-
tional demonstration. I am not exaggerating this question when
I claim that $5000 a year, spent by any community in the State of

California, would be a cheap investment to possess such a work
as I have had the honor to explain in the foregoing article. And
T know, having walked into and out of almost every large and
small community in the coast counties of California, that the

boys of these cities and towns badly need, aye, even long for, such,

an institution as they have seen come and go from among them.
A Boys' Club, as we have learned to know it, is a worthier

monument and a nobler work than the most richly adorned librTv
in the land. San Francisco. Cal.

On thb Stage.
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IN PURSUIT or A GRAVEYARD
Being the Trail of an Archaeological. WeddingJourney

By THERESA RUSSELL

CHAPTER IV.

UP AND DOWN THE CHINLEE VALLEY

OTHING to do but ride, all day, except when you
climbed out and walked. In the beginning you
saw far to the north the southern slope of the

Black Mesa, and your attention became riveted to

one distant spot, where, thrown into distinct relief

against surrounding somberness, shone in the

morning light a Temple of Ivory. Entrance to a.

transfigured Parthenon you thought it must be,

and half expected to glimpse a clear-eyed Athene
—you recognized her segis hanging by the door—

attended, perchance, by a silver-footed Thetis. The white, fluted

pillars, the Doric columns, with mystic blue shadows lurking

among—it all looked so clear and so near.

At noon, when you halted for a wayside luncheon, it looked

just the same—so clear and so near.

"A Real Wet Spring.



*A Temple of Ivory."
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At night, when you camped opposite, it still looked just the

same—so clear and so near.

One thing, however, was nearer—a real, wet, spring of water.

It dispensed its moisture graciously but charily, like the enter-

tainment of a reduced gentlewoman ; and its poor-but-proud offer-

ing was partaken of in a corresponding spirit of gallant appre-
ciation.

And one thing was clearer—the intimation that the hitherto

smoothness of our way was about to become distressingly rude

and rough. No one sdemed to welcome the rebufif, at least, not

'Navajos—For Dinner Guests.'

with a Browningesque enthusiasm, so we made a cisalpine camp.
It's also good philosophy, you know, to keep something to look

forward to. It wards ofif ennui. Wherefore, we were obliged to

initiate activities next morning by the precipitous descent of a

hill, not long but steep, and the deliberate ascent of another, not

steep, but long, and very soft with sand.

But by and by, in the hot by-and-by, we arrived at a place that

had some sense. There were scrubby cedars for shade, there

were cliffs and ravines for artistic effect, and there were Navajos

by the family for dinner guests.

The old squaw finished up the cherries out of the can and dis-

coursed volubly with many gestures.
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"What is she talking about?" I ask.

"She say," replied the ready Nosifor, "she plant these cherry
seeds in the ground, sometime tree grow high, she sit in heap

big shade and eat 'um plenty."

"Good for you, Auntie," commended the Anthropologist. "We'll

put you down for a speech at our next Arbor Day celebration."

Auntie did not manifest any flutter of excitement over the prop-

osition, but consented to have and to hold the sack of sugar we

gave her as barter for using the water from her spring.

After that she and T had to be quiet while the men talked. For

IJv iHE Family."

the assemblage had resolved itself into a Committee on Ways.
We had come hither by and with the advice and recommendation
of one of the oldest inhabitants, who had spoken magnificently
of large ruins, "heap big casas, plenty wesos, ollas, mucho every-

thing." Now it seems to be true that a great blaze of imagina-
tion may be kindled from a few insignificant chips of facts. And
it appeared to be due to this interesting phenomenon—interest-

ing, if you are a psychologist and not a mere archseologist
—that

our grand potentialities had shrunken, under the light of investi-

gation, to actualities that were undeniably chiquito. Moreover,
this place was to be directly en route to the real objective point
we had in mind. Now, it developed that the road across was





So Clear and So Near."
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impassable. There was plainly nothing to be clone but to sound
a retreat to the end of the mesa, round that point, and head north-

ward on the west side of it instead of on the east.

That sounds easy, but, bless you, what a pow-wow it involved

to corral all the scattered evidence and brand it as conclusive !

What a prolonged session of the contemplative crescent under the

cedars ! What a drawing of maps on the sand ! What a medi-
tative rolling and puffing of cigarettes ! What queries and argu-
ments bandied like tennis balls from speakers to interpreters !

What free-handed gesticulations to all points of the cosmos !

What slow and conclusive shaking of heads !

"Finished Up the Cherries."

It was finally agreed, however, that we had better do the only

thing to be done, and right-about-face orders were given. To
the stoical Sliver, the volatile Nosifor, the non-committal Er-

minio, one kind of order was as good as another, being all in the

day's work. But the Instigators had hard work to look happy.
It was evidently desirable to make up some joyful conversation.

"Which do you think is the hottest?" I asked, by way of be-

ginning, "the sun or the sand?"

"We'll excuse your use of the superlative degree," equivocated
the Man of Science, "for in this case there is no comparison. But

you are not getting your money's worth of experience. Just feel

of the sand with your hand."
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We were trudging on in the van of the retreat, and I stooped
down obediently and patted the pathway.

"Oh, but you are shirking yet! Take your glove off. There,

is that hot en—"

"Beware ! That question is ruled out of the Etiquette Book,

even in Hades."

"Indeed? And why must the poor firebrands be so punctil-

ious?"

"I'll not vouch for it, but I've heard it reported that it is due

to an amendment put through by the Delegation from the Hub,

declaring it to be 'a violation of the canons to mention meteor-

ological conditions, particularly with interrogatory reference to

"Undeniably Chiquito."

their effect upon the temperature of the questionee.'
"

"Can't blame the Bostonians. While the atmosphere of their

native environment is admittedly of precious quality, the climate

they've been brought up in is not a suitable subject for polite dis-

cussion. For my part, I should rather be toasted in a nice, clean

oven than put to soak in a mouldy, old rain-barrel."

"Even rain-barrels have their mission. If I should happen to

meet one right now, I know where there would be an awful

splash. There is vast superfluity," I continued reflectively, "in

Some Definitions I Have Known."

"Apropos of what?"

"What you tried to ask me awhile ago. Some one has cleverly

described this country as 'Hell with the fires burnt out' It's

correct enough up to the end of the first word. But it's a judg-
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ment by sense of sight only, and that left the deluded judge under

an hallucination. If some one had made him take his glove ofif,

he would have left the phrase ofif, of his own accord."

Thus discoursing, Fair Heart and Faint Lady came anew to

the hilltop of painful memory. Over it rolled the wagon with

the easy vmconcern of one anticipating an unbroken career of

down-grades. But having reached the nethermost point, Easy
Unconcern butted right into Trouble. It never means to, but it

always does, someway. And Trouble has such an unfortunate

penchant for requiring attention and entertainment. In this case.

"Hell with the Fires Burnt Out."

the demand was that we rid the load of all human freight and

some other, and do battle with an unpardonable hill.

Crack of whip, yells and cries of drivers—the hoarse Erminio

on one side, the shrill Nosifor on the other. To this vocal stimu-

lus the faithful beasts respond with all that is in them, the mules

stolidly, the horses sensitively. Every muscle is strained, tense.

Utmost effort is exerted without apparent efifect. Crack, scream,

a desperate plunge, white Bill fairly leaping from the ground in

his frantic endeavor, breathless pull, and gain of five yards.

Down, and a rush to block the wheels and apply the brake. A
pause for the hard, quick taking of breath, and the lines are re-

formed for another rush. Two downs, and a yard to gain ! But
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the goal is creeping nearer, and at last the visiting eleven (count-

ing the dog) score a triumphant touchdown, and kick everything

in sight in order to finish the game with a good punting effect.

Retiring from the scene, however, did not mean leaving the

gridiron. The entire field of operations was raised to the boiling

point. But we went on far enough to get out of sight of our

vanquished opponent, and made a dry camp for the night. (A

Dry Camp is the kind where it is superfluous to ring for either

hot or cold water, unless your own kegs or canteens can supply

the demand.)

By the next afternoon we had completed our detour and were

again headed north, and this time on an up-to-date thoroughfare.

Not to advance at once, however, for this camp proved to be an-

other of the dry variety, and the regiment was obliged to mark:

time for the rest of the day while a detachment was sent back to •

the Post for water. After the detail had departed, it was dis-

covered to have included everybody but the Instigators, who were

thus left to keep house by themselves.

To the Tenderfoot, the weather seemed hot, really hot, even-

intensely hot. The sun bent down close to the earth in order to

shrivel it with his fiendish breath. The earth was a wilderness

of wind-blown, drifting impertinent sand. Between the two con-

spirators, poor humanity was caught and flayed to a frizzle.

"Wouldn't you like to go to the matinee this afternoon?" I in-

quired.

"Where shall we go?" replied the Anthropologist, in the sooth-

ing tone one uses toward ,the demented.

"Let's try 'When Knighthood Was in Flower.' Anything in

flower would look good."

"Just my thought. How would 'The Good Frau in the Flour'"

do, for a substitute? We need some biscuits for supper."
"I fear the Frau wouldn't know how to act, never having made

any biscuits in her present incarnation."

"Oh, well, she might make a bluff at it. We'll call it a dress

rehearsal."

So the Frau made herself up for the part, puttered about on her

sanded stage, accumulated a number of ingredients, mixed them

together, and tucked them up in the Dutch oven. Although in

the time to come she was to be on familiar and affectionate terms

with this indispensable adjunct to camp cookery, and to coax

it to turn out for her many a delectable loaf, her initial acquaint-
ance with it cannot be truthfully designated as auspicious. It

was consoling to reflect, however, that it was unquestionably by
the grace of Providence—that enigmatical Lady who so loves to-
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interfere in our affairs, but reciprocates by permitting us to put

on her the responsibility of our blunders—that the greasy, gritty

mess was saved from consumption by being burned to a crisp

beneath while it was yet in a raw state of nature above.

The Instigators tried to conceal their terrible secret before the

boys should return, but Sliver came in time to catch them at it.

He comprehended, and gravely explained in his eight-by-ten vo-

cabulary about the use of concave lids and baking powder and

coals of fire and things. And the Man of Science, who had some-

how contrived to have this disquisition directed to himself, as

gravely listened and promised to remember, hypocritically in-

sinuating that he, and he alone, had been the perpetrator of the

culinary joke.

"Well, it was quite a dramatic play," concluded the Leading

Lady, "and one is very proud to discover that knighthood is still

in flower."

[to be continued.]

the: faithless one
By NEETA MARQUIS.

(^T? HE night-blooming cerevis opened her eyes,

X And dreamily cleared them of dew.
'Twas the hour for her bold lover-moon to arise.

That rover, so fond—so untrue.

"Love's trysting is sweet," said the moon when he came.
And the flower, to her petals' pale tips.

Was suffused with the flush of a maidenly shame
At the touch of his amorous lips.

She bloomed in his love with a virgin delight.
Till a pallid star told them of dawn.

Then, faithfully folding her face from the light,

She prayed while her lover was gone.

But the moon sought the land where a lotus flower waked
For his kiss in a passion of pain ;

Deep she drank from his lips, yet her thirst was unslaked.
And she died when he left her again.

Los Angreles, Gal.
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"A REAL THACHCR
By ANNA DA VIDSON

LFRED JAMES McCLATCHIE was born in the Province

of Quebec, Canada, May 25, 1861. He was of Scotch de-

scent, one of his maternal ancestors being the founder of Yale

University. His childhood was spent in the country in Western

Michigan, and his intimate acquaintance with the life of the fields,

woods, and streams contributed much to his early education. The
funds for his college training he earned by teaching. He studied at

Olivet College, and at the University of Nebraska, taking his degree
of B. A. at the latter institution in 1890. His association here with

the eminent botanist and teacher, Prof. Bessey, strengthened his

natural interest in biology, and made evident his remarkable aptitude
for laboratory research. It was when still a student that he worked
out a method of preparing vegetable tissue for sectioning on the

microtome that has been widely adopted by histologists.

In the autumn of 1890, Mr. McClatchie came to Los Angeles and

was soon engaged in teaching in Southern California. From 1892
to 1896 he was professor of biology at the Throop Polytechnic In-

stitute. His four years' work at Pasadena will be long remembered

by his pupils, by botanists and teachers in Southern California, and

by the general public as well. For his pupils he published a labora-

tory "Guide for the Study of Plants." He was a pioneer exponent
of laboratory methods. His paper on "Biological Work in the Sec-

ondary Schools," prepared for a California State Teachers' Institute,

was, at President Jordan's request, sent to the Popular Science

Monthly and was promptly published.

But Prof. McClatchie's work with plants was not confined to

laboratory experiments with them. During these four years, he did

an almost incredible amount of field work, which his pupils and

others interested in botany often shared. His interest and labors

extended to plants of every degree. The obscure green slimes,

pond-scums, rusts, mildews and the like, were collected as thoroughly
as the more attractive sea-mosses, the larger fungi and the better

known mosses, ferns, and flowering plants. His eyes were always

open to the varied forms of animal life, and he incidentally discov-

ered a new and interesting species of fresh-water shrimp which was

subsequently named Caridina Pasadena.

From the plant collections, with the help of his wife, he prepared
a comprehensive and valuable herbarium, which is now at Stanford

University. There are also many drawings and colored plates, still

in his wife's hands, that should be of much value to future students

of the lower forms of plant life. In recognition of the work of this

period, Olivet College conferred upon him his Master of Arts degree.
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Alfred James McClatchik.

The publications growing out of this period were : "The Flora of

Pasadena and Vicinity," and later on "The Seedless Plants of South-

ern California," articles in botanical journals, and many popular

articles in current periodicals. He had an ever-increasing interest in

living plants and their relation to their environment, and he left a

large amount of manuscript which he had hoped to elaborate into a

comprehensive volume on "The Life Histories of Plants."

"The Flora of Pasadena" is a list of 1056 plants, with practical

information to collectors as to habitat and period of flowering and

fruiting, and with some illustrations. It has already been of much
service to collectors and to the botanists who have published fuller

accounts of some portion of the flora of Southern California.

"The Seedless Plants of Southern California" was published by the
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Southern California Academy of Sciences in 1897. In addition to the

lists, there are descriptions of groups and artificial keys to the genera

that render the work particularly valuable to amateur collectors of

seedless plants as well as to monographers and specialists.

In his laboratory, during this period, Mr. McClatchie did much

work with bacteria, and many of his popular articles and addresses

deal with this topic. He was most happy in his methods of popular-

izing scientific fact and methods. There was always the enthusiasm

of the man who deals with knowledge at first hand. His ideas were

systematically arranged, the expression was simple, clear, and vivid,

and there was always a list of practical conclusions or applications.

He gave, during these years, series of lectures in university extension

courses, before Teachers' and Farmers' Institutes, and at the Cha-

tauqua and other summer educational assemblies. He also ad-

dressed many of the leading clubs and associations of Los Angeles
and vicinity. The topic on which he most frequently spoke was

Bacteria—bacteria as the cause of disease, or bacteria in relation to

the home or to agriculture. The need for popular lectures of this

sort was much more urgent a dozen years ago than it is today ;
and

to the marked advance of popular intelligence in these matters Mr.

McClatchie's work has largely contributed. He also put in popular

form the results of some of his studies of the native flora.

Very characteristic of the nian was his work with the mushrooms

of the region. He collected, identified and preserved them in his

herbarium
;
he drew or painted many of them

;
he also tested them

as to their edible or poisonous qualities. He said : "There are no

rules to guide one in deciding between an edible and a harmful

mushroom any more than there are rules for deciding whether a

person you meet is a dangerous character or not. In the case of the

human being you must know the individual ; so in the case of the

fungus you must know the species.
* * * How do I decide

whether a mushroom is edible or not ? That is simple. A specimen
of the species to be tested is first tasted raw. If the flavor is not

disagreeable, one is fried and eaten. If I live until the next day,

I fry and eat several. If I still live, I eat them freely and pro-

nounce the species edible." Mr. McClatchie found a score of edible

species in the vicinity of Pasadena, and but one that was virulently

poisonous.
In 1896, Mr. McClatchie became botanist and bacteriologist in an

Experiment Station in Los Angeles, conducted by the Southern Cali-

fornia Academy of Sciences. Although this terminated his work in

the class-room, his interest in educational work continued throughour

his Ufe-time, and he frequently addressed educational bodies. In his

new position, Mr. McClatchie could command time to carry out lines

of work already begun, his most notable achievement being the testing

of the water- and milk-supplies of Los Angeles. The
bulletins_

issued

on these topics were much appreciated by those who are intelligently

concerned with the sanitarv conditions of the city, and his popular
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lectures and articles on pure water and pure milk reached many who
do not read bulletins. Says Prof. E. J. Wickson : "I remember his

work in the examination of milk in Los Angeles as constituting a

foundation upon which great reforms in milk-supplies have since

arisen. In fact, I believe he is entitled to rank as a pioneer in the

very wide and important exposition of the relation of bacteria to the

public health."

In February, 1898, Mr. McClatchie became agriculturist and horti-

culturist of the Arizona Experiment Station, conducted by the Uni-

versity of Arizona, one of the very few stations of this sort in the

arid regions of North America, and a station whose experiments are

carefully noted by cultivators in the interior valleys of California, in

Mexico and in other similar regions. Every one in the Southwest
can point out marvelous examples of regions "reclaimed from the

desert;" but any one who has watched the contest of man with the

desert, knows that many a valiant struggle ends in defeat, and that

the successes have often been built upon a series of failures. To
minimize these failures by a series of intelligent, scientific experi-

ments, conducted through a term of years, with results accurately
and honestly recorded, is indeed a worthy achievement. To this

enterprise Mr. McClatchie devoted his remarkable ability and his

tireless energy.
The experiment-farm is situated in the Salt River Valley, two

miles from Phoenix—a typical semi-tropic, arid, inland valley. In

his bulletins, Mr. McClatchie has always in mind the new settlers to

whom the climatic conditions of arid regions are utterly strange, and
he frankly and clearly sets forth the difificulties of the situation.

After noting the sharp winter frosts, the excessive summer heat, and

the aridity of the atmosphere, he states that though water be sup-

plied artificially, "Crops sensitive to cold cannot grow in such re-

gions during the winter, those sensitive to heat cannot be grown
during summer. Crops sensitive to both heat and cold have only
a short period during which they can grow." He notes that the

aridity of the atmosphere alone often checks or prevents growth,
but on the other hand there is usually immunity from insect pests

and fungus diseases. He concludes : "On the whole, therefore,

conditions in arid regions call for much perseverance and a careful

study of the situation on the part of farmers. Nowhere is greater

intelligence and more alertness demanded
;
and nowhere will efforts

directed along proper channels be more substantially rewarded."

Much of Mr. McClatchie's early work in Arizona was concerned

with sugar-beet culture. Thorough experiments were continued

during a series of seasons, and the best methods of culture, the

amount and quality of the yield were pretty accurately determined.

The results did not meet the expectations of the more sanguine, but

those were found who considered that the data warranted the erec-

tion of a beet-sugar factory. He also helped to carry out experi-
ments already under way with date palms, and the results led him
to believe that date-growing will be some day an important industry
in this region.
From the first, Mr. McClatchie instituted systematic observations

in the growing of vegetables, fruits, grains and forage-plants. He
issued bulletins from time to time concerning these experiments, and
at the end of six years' work with some different crops, he carefully
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summarized results. Some of the conclusions were easily reached,
others represent long-continued and skillfully conducted investiga-
tion.

He demonstrates that many vegetables can be profitably grown in

these regions, if they are planted at the right time, and are properly
irrigated and cultivated. Growing potatoes is not easy, but he de-

votes much time to determining the l3est way to meet the difficulties.

Some fruits that he finds can be successfully grown are grapes,

peaches, apricots, plums and almonds. Olives, like dates, he con-
siders especially well adapted to the climate. Melons he regards as

a staple product, and he ogives many details as to the best varieties

and the methods of culture. After several seasons of most careful

work with strawberries, his final verdict is unfavorable. Alfalfa, he

was led to believe, should continue to be as in the past, a leading

industry of such regions.. Mr. Dwight B. Heard, a man thoroughly
acquainted with agricultural conditions in Arizona, speaks of these

publications of Mr. McClatchie's as "the most practical and thorough
studies that have ever been issued on the subjects handled * * *

a safe guide for future generations."
It goes without saying that these experiments were carried on by

means of irrigation, and that the best methods of utilizing the lim-

ited water-supply were always under consideration. Mr. McClatchie

was an ardent advocate of winter irrigation, followed by much sum-
mer cultivation, for orchards, and several bulletins and popular
articles give very fully his grounds for this conclusion. Bulletin No.

41 deals with the details of irrigating at the experiment farm.

"Bulletin No. 42, on 'UtiHzing Our Water-Supply,'
"

says Mr.

Heard, "is today regarded as a reliable guide in the study of our

water problems." Mr. McClatchie was conversant with the irriga-

tion laws of the West, and exerted his influence toward securing bet-

ter ones. Some of his experiences in studying irrigation led to the

story, "An Arizona Water-Right," in OuT WEST in 1892.
Mr. McClatchie's last Bulletin, No. 48, entitled "Relation of

Weather to Crops," and already referred to, is a most notable achieve-

ment. The main theme is worked out in a masterly way. The
methods by which he determines the actual temperatures that afifect

growing crops, his method of recording the amount of evaporation,
the combination of these records with those of the Weather Bureau

at Phoenix in tabulated form, the discussion of these data in their

bearing on the weather, constitute a fascinating chapter in physical

geography. The discussion of the effect of these weather condi-

tions on the various crops grown on the experiment farm is a work
that will be far-reaching in its results. To few men is it given to

bequeath so valuable a legacy to the region in which he has lived.

During the entire time of his residence in the Southwest Mr.

McClatchie was greatly interested in that remarkable family of trees,

the eucalypts. He believed most thoroughly in their great economic

importance to this region, and from the first he labored to promote a

practical knowledge of the different species and their adaptation to

various localities.

While residing in Los Angeles he had become thoroughly ac-

quainted with the species of the vicinity, and had taken many photo-

graphs illustrating their characteristics.

In 1899 he became collaborator in the Bureau of Forestry, con-
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ducted by the United States Department of Agriculture, and in 1902
he contributed to this department Bulletin No. 35, "Eucalypts Culti-

vated in the United States."

This work is fully and beautifully illustrated and furnishes means
of identification of species to those unacquainted with technical terms

as well as to botanists. There are also chapters on soil and climate

requirements, on the propagation and care of the trees, detailed state-

ments of the economic value of different species, and valuable group-

ings of species. The book is most attractive and will serve the double

purpose of promoting a general appreciation of these trees in their

proper place, and of becoming a practical guide to the tree-planter.
A compact, brilliant and beautifully illustrated treatment of "Euca-

lypts in the Southwest," by Mr. McClatchie, appeared in OuT West
for April and May, 1904.
While in Arizona Mr. McClatchie was constantly experimenting

with many species of eucalyptus, and he succeeded in find-

ing several species that are well adapted to the climatic

conditions there, and that are also of much economic value. Upon
his return to California in 1904 he took up the study of new and
little known species of Eucalyptus and resumed his connection with

the Bureau of Forestry. In spite of rapidly failing health, he

enthusiastically planned for further study of these trees in Northern

California, in the Southeastern States, and in Australia. In the

midst of these labors and plans his death occurred, at Montebello,

Los Angeles County, February nth, 1906.

Many of Mr. McClatchie's traits of character, as well as his un-

usual talents and capacity for work, are evident from this account

of his life—his absolute integrity, high ideals, steadfast purpose and
tireless energy. He took always a keen and intelligent interest in

public afifairs, and gave a generous portion of his time to them. To
his personal friends are known his personal tastes, his ideal domestic

relations, his delight in the best literature, and his religious faith

preserved in spite of the 1 ejection of much of his early creed. Of the

permanent value of his life-work to the Southwest, many testimonials

from co-workers are at hand. I quote briefly from two of these.

From E. J. Wickson, Acting Director of the College of Agricul-

ture, University of California: "Professor McClatchie's horticultu-

ral work in Arizona stands as one of the most important contribu-

tions yet made to successful plant-growing under the trying condi-

tions of heat and aridity in interior California and Arizona, and his

monograph on the Eucalypts will be a classic. The nature of his

work, the acceptability of his manner and address, and his most sin-

cere interest and desire to be helpful to all who appealed to him, will

cause his memory to be long cherished and honored, and the farther

we advance in the developmnt of our new country the better we shall

appreciate. I think, the importance of his early demonstrations and

suggestions."
From R. H. Forbes, Director of the Arizona Agricultural Experi-

ment Station : "The work Professor McClatchie left behind him
here will be influential throughout this region for many a year to

come, and the loss is keenly felt by those who appreciate the remark-

able attributes of mind which made that work possible."

Hollywood, Cal.
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THE PASSING OF THE FORTY-NINEIR
By GERTRUDE DIX

iT HE first great rain had come, roaring down with fierce yet

friendly onslaught on the fawn-colored grasses of the

ridges ; piercing into the secret crannies of the caiions
;

lashing the face of the American River, and turning the

white of its pebbled bed to grey. High on the crest, over-

looking the phenomenal twist in the stream known as

Big Bend, a man,, hunting cattle, seized the trunk of a pine
to steady himself against the sudden frenzy of tlie wind.

Craning forward, as one who, from an incredibly high gal-

lery, should look down into a cockpit, he glanced toward the

river. Under his feet was a sharp descent of the stupendous
wall for two-thirds of its height. Then it thrust out a brushy

spur, like the outspread paw of a lion, forcing the stream out of

its course, into a tortuous, serpentine curve upon itself. To

right and left it was invisible, lost in the immense folds and drap-
eries of the cafion. All he saw of it was a bend of the semi-circle

rounding the promontory. Throughout the summer it had lain

there like a torpid, blue-green snake, catching the light upon

gilded scales, quiet and leisurely, ah, so leisurely in the eternal

sunlight. Now it had turned to a leaden monotone, and seemed

from that vast height an inert and sullen thing, without voice or

motion. Beside it, like a smudge of black upon the river bench,

was a solitary cabin. For a moment the man's attention was

caught by a speck of white that seemed to flutter on its wall.

Then a flying rift of cloud, blown suddenly beneath him, blotted

everything out. The cloud-wreath was split into fragments.
The white speck had disappeared, and, exonerated to himself from

further speculation in the matter, the cattle-man hastened on

his way.
Down below, the river, so quiet from the heights, was begin-

ning to hasten under the lash of the rain. It ran and shouted as

it ran, calling to all the sister-caiions, big and little, to pipe shrill

voices in response—first to tinkle and to sing with tiny rivulets

and darting gushes ;
then to echo and augment with swollen tor-

rents the roar of the vast mother-cafion. And here the speck

upon the cabin wall streamed out like a snowy flag
—eloquent of

distress, till the wind, tearing at it with an excess of fury,

wrenched it from whatever held it and sent it flying up the

stream. It dipped and fell. For a moment wind and stream

contended as if for prey. Then a swimming log entangled it, and

it was carried down the tide, at first spreading and floating, then

sucked under by the current.
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A mile further down, an old man, dipping water from the river,

saw the log come past. The river had already begun to rise. He

dropped his pail in a fright. Something like a white-clad arm

gripped and strained on one of the broken branches. Wading in,

he stopped the log with his stafif and disentangled the folds of

drapery, which he drew after him to land. He examined the

thing carefully in the fading light. It was a cloth of fine weave

and texture, such as women in tight, comfortable houses spread

upon their tables under fine food and silver and painted dishes,

llie poor refugee of the mountains carried it reverently into his

broken-down hut. He had been prospecting for gold all the

summer, content with the sunshine and the wretched pittance the

river yielded to its untiring devotee. Now that the rain was

pouring through the roof, there was not a dry place in which to

spread the cloth. Yet, in contemplation of it, he forgot the mis-

eries of the first day of winter and the dreary prospect of months

of bad weather. How such a fine thing should be in the river

he could not understand, but it must have come from the cabin

vonder—the cabin of Featherstone, which to his mind was a pal-

ace, replete with every luxury. He had never been inside. Feath-

erstone was one of those men who seem to possess the earth, with

cold eyes, with an instant scrutiny of rejection for unfortunate

wretches like himself with nothing but the shoes they stand in.

Only when its owner had been away, had he dared go near the

cabin, peering between the folds of the window-curtains with

respectfully curiosity. But now, with the cloth for a passport, he

would knock at the door like an equal, and Featherstone would

let him in and give him shelter. For one night at least he would

have comfort and a dry skin. He folded the cloth and placed it

on his chest, buttoning the two remaining buttons of his coat

across it, and, taking his stafif, waded the icy river.

The rain poured upon him, drenching his poor rags and soaking
him to the skin. The wind plucked at his beard like a mocking

enemy, and night followed swiftly now on the long twilight of

the grey afternoon within the cafion walls. It was almost dark

when he turned the Bend. No light shone from the windows of

the cabin. No voice answered his feeble knocking as he leaned

exhausted against the door. So Featherstone had gone. There

was no fire, no shelter. He would have done better to cower

in the corner of his own wretched cabin. He beat petulantly on

the woodwork. Truly there was no gratitude in the world. Per-

haps Featherstone was another member of the conspiracy against
him ; for, with that magnifying of his own importance which is

the consolation of the worthless and unconsidered, he imagined
himself a victim of the innumerable plots with which the world
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beyond the canon was bristling. If only Featherstone had for-

gotten to lock his door !

To his surprise the latch yielded to his touch, and in a moment
he had shut out the storm and was standing in a warm and com-
fortable atmosphere, smelling faintly of tobacco. The glow of

embers guided him to a fire. He cowered over them rapturously,
then finding some wood stacked close to hand, placed a few sticks

over them. Oh, the leaping flames, how good they were ! He
hugged himself and chuckled at the thought of his luck. He had

the place all to hirrtself. He was glad that Featherstone had

gone. He was never lonely, so long as he had sunshine or fire-

light. They are full of the gold that makes the body warm and

fills the mind with dreams. Hypnotised by the glancing shapes
of light, he began to mutter to himself, "Millions of dollars !

Millions of dollars !" and lost himself in a half-drowse.

All this time the rain had thundered with a ceaseless roar upon
the unceiled roof, while the wind buffeted the house. Suddenly
there was a lull in the storm, and he was aware of the stillness

as of something unnatural. He rose to his feet at the sound of

a labored breath, and saw, by the light of the fire, a face like a

faint mask, held up against the shadows. Terrified, he began
to move toward the door, but the face, from which he never took

his eyes, arrested him with compelling spots of darkness w^here

the lids had been.

"You've come !" said a faint voice. "Thank God ! you've come."

It was Featherstone, and Featherstone thanked God he had

come ! That was sufficient miracle to stay the man whom the

cities hounded out, and the mountains, when they had left him
in peace a little, pelted with merciless fury. Here at last was
one not senseless and cruel like the rest, and he should not have

to go out into the storm again—at least, not immediately. He
lit the lamp to which Featherstone again pointed, glad to be of

use. It was quite a matter of secondary importance when he

heard that his host was seriously hurt
;
that a mass of rock had

fallen on him from the roof of the tunnel where he had been

working, and that he had only just been able to crawl into his

cabin. The great point was that he had shelter for the night;
and that this man, whom he had hitherto regarded humbly from

a distance, treated him with welcome and respect. Smiling, but

trembling still, he muttered to himself, "What a fright he gave
me ! What a fright !" That face that had at first seemed so ter-

rible in the darkness he only dared look at in furtive glances as

he piled logs on the hearth for more warmth and cheer. Looking
over his shoulder, he saw it reflect some of the rosy light and

was no longer afraid.
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As Ropes lighted the lamp, as the glow struck upon the claw-

like hands, on the ragged wisps of his damp beard, and on the

face above it—like the reflection of a face in swaying water, with

his wandering eyes and loose-lipped mouth—Featherstone had

already recognized him as the same old fellow whom he had seen,

without any desire to decrease the distance between them, bend-

ing over his pan close by the ruined wire bridge—the wastrel,

the social pest whom he had despised. And now he had need

of him—not only for fire and light, but for a greater service that

was to give him peace at the last. He had seen Death face to

face and deep waters had gone over him, not because he was

afraid of death, but because his great desire—something near and

dear to him as his own soul—was in jeopardy till he could confide

it to some other man's keeping. Could he trust this man, un-

stable as water, like water running into any shape, but staying in

none? And what had he done for him that he should ask a kind-

ness at his hands ?

He bade him take off his drenched coat, and exchange it for

one of his own which was hanging on the wall. He pointed to

the cupboard where a good supply of food was stored. Ropes set

out plates and cutlery for them both, then sat down and ate rav-

enously. Featherstone, sipping his wine for strength, thought of

the old days when many a fine fellow had been his guest. And
now they were all gone—all but the outcast of the river and him-

self. The people at Yankee Jim's would not miss him for days.

They would not come till it was too late
; for, though he managed

to sit there, sometimes gripping his chair in a spasm of pain, he

knew that only for a little longer his will might master his sink-

ing body. That morning, when the rock had fallen, striking him

down, an invisible wound from an old, internal injury had begun
to bleed afresh. He had thought to die alone in the dark. But

God had been good to him. Again he saw the warm light leap

upon the walls ; on his beloved books on the shelf ;
on the little

daguerreotype of his wife above the mantel. Ropes was taking

off his wretched foot-gear, and he looked down at his own heavy
miner's boots. With a kindness of intuition that seemed won-
derful in this creature he had despised, the elfish old man unfast-

ened the laces till they dropped noisily to the floor.

"I'd do more for you than that," Ropes answered his sigh of

relief. "You've treated me like a white man."

"When I'm gone," said Featherstone, "you can have this cabin.

There'll be no one to prevent you."

Ropes sat down and nervously brushed the crumbs off the

table. "I don't want you to go," he said. "Sometimes on wet

nights I'll come in like this."
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"Will you stay here with me till some one comes?" Feather-

stone asked.

Stay with the fire and the light ! He assented eagerly.
"I love this place," said Featherstone. "I've lived here nearly

all my life. I want to stay here even after I'm dead."

Ropes nodded. "It's the same with me," he answered. "I

know. Ever since I first came to the mountains I've had to come
back again and again. They've never scowled at me like men
have."

"I've never been away for long," said Featherstone. "More
than fifty years ago, I came, and the mountains were the same,

though everything else was different. Ah, those were great

days ! Men came from all the world to the valley of the Sacra-

mento. Those foothills were full of work, and life, and hope.
I've seen men thick as flies along this river-bank and the trails—
there were scores of them leading in and out—alive with men
and mules all day long, summer and winter. The best were the

pioneers that came first. One by one they dropped out. All the

white men went, and only Chinamen were left. But I stayed on

even when the Chinamen had gone."
"You knew there was gold here still—more gold than was ever

taken out," said his listener, wisely. "That's what I say, too."

Featherstone shook his head. "No, no." he said. "Sure as the

sparks fly upward, that's all gone. I didn't stay for the gold. I

stayed because my wife was buried here, under the oak tree at

the back of the cabin where the white stone lies. And that's why
I want you to tell them, when they come, that I didn't want to

be taken out,"

"But they won't come," said old Ropes, nodding with sagacious
reference to his enemies. "Don't I know them? They've robbed

me of a million and a half of dollars—these Copts—these men
from Egypt—but they won't come down here. It's too steep.

Don't be afraid."

"No," said Featherstone. "The people who come will be my
friends—good fellows. And they'll call in the Coroner."

The Coroner! Ropes clutched the arms of his chair, begin-

ning to understand.

"Yes, he'll come to see how it was I died. And it's him you
must tell that I want to be buried there by my wife; for I shall

not live till morning." He stretched out a hand and touched the

tense fingers of the other on the arm of the chair. "You'll be

good to me—you won't leave me till he comes."

Old Ropes was staring at him with a fearful fascination, and

trembled as he stared. In all his wanderings he had been afraid

of Death, going out of his way many times lest he should meet it.
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Once, it is true, at a "wake" in the mountains, he had sat up all

night. But there had been good company with plenty of conver-

sation. Now his instinct was to flee, but a sort of elementary

gratitude restrained him, and when Featherstone asked him to

help him reach his bed, and to sit in the chair beside it, the eyes

of the sick man held him where he was. Even when the lids fell

over them, he was afraid to move, lest they should open upon him

suddenly. In the stillness of the room, that chained him to his

chair and that he dared not break, Featherstone began to talk, in

snatches, of the old days and their gold—of marvelous finds in

this place and that ; of astounding successes ; of no less astound-

ing failures. He mentioned the names of old, worked-out claims

—Lone Star, Black Oak, Brown Bear. He went back to the

days of the roaring mushroom camps. He saw them grow in a

night, and the history of an almost forgotten epoch lived for a

moment in his speech. He spoke of hidden treasure. Ropes
listened intently.

"I've heard tell," he said, taking courage in a pause, "that

there's treasure buried under the big oak at the head of the cation

where the Indians used to meet."

"Hush !" said Featherstone, "You mustn't talk of Indians. She

can't forget the Indians of the plains, nor how she lost her baby.
She'll turn pale if she sees one on the river. Ssh—don't let her

hear us, and I'll tell you why. Lean closer! She came across

the plains with me, day after day, month after month, with her

baby in her arms, with never a murmur and never a fear."

He began to wander, forgetting time and place. He lived again
the most dreadful moments of his life, and Ropes, who reflected

everything like a looking-glass, saw and felt it all. He, too, was
in the wagon, delayed that the young wife might wash her baby.

Following the main train at some distance, they looked down and

saw it in a hollow half a mile away, surrounded and attacked by
Indians. They began to make a detour. Ropes, too, imagined
himself crouching with his revolver ready. Then the man who
drove—Isaacs, he was named—cried that one of the mares had

her leg over the trace, and, pulling up, leaped down to right it.

Their eyes were on the plain, and two tiny moving dots upon it,

till at the woman's shriek they turned and saw Isaacs riding oflf

on the mare he had cut loose. Featherstone cried out to him to

stop, covering him with his revolver. But it was Isaacs who
shot, and at the report of his gun those dreadful dots upon the

plain wheeled and steadily grew larger. It was the woman who
drove now—the woman with the child on one arm, while the

men kneeled waiting at the back. They went furiously over

stock and stone, swerving to right and left. Just in time the
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sally came from Fort Denver and the Indians were driven off.

Ropes, too, was marching into the fort, his gun in his hand, when
Featherstone interrupted his thoughts. "Never talk of Indians

before her," he was saying, "for when we got inside the baby
was dead. She sat there, weeping and weeping—she who had

been so brave—and I, thinking to comfort her, took the veil from

its face, and knew then what she knew. You Isaacs ! Cursed

coward !" His voice rang out loud and clear. "This was your
fault. If I ever meet you, I will shoot you like a dog!"
He was staring at Ropes. The little man, like one accused, sat

there trembling, wanting to explain that such cowardice was im-

possible to him—besides he had come across the plains in a train

in the late seventies. But Featherstone did not heed him. He
sank upon his pillows, forgetting his momentary fury, and was

talking quietly under his breath. Then, rising a little, he spoke
to some one standing near the bed. "Why are you so pale, my
girl? Why are you so pale? It's safe in this canon—so quiet,

with the sunshine all day long. Try and forget, my love, try

and forget. You'll cry your pretty eyes out, if you weep so."

He was looking toward the window. And something stirred

there—something long and quiet like a woman's gown. Ropes
could not bear it. He slipped from his chair to the ground—then

crawled—then ran to the door. He was going away. He felt

the fresh air on his face. But here outside—there were other

perils. Close to the trail under the oak, the stone on the dead

woman's grave glistened, wet with rain, and his knees trembled

so that he could not pass it. The night was full of mist—
wreathy, moving whiteness from the river. A stricken, swoon-

ing moon tottered over the black wall of the caiion, and the

river, unnoticed within doors, was shouting and calling with its

thousand voices
; deep, bass voices in a swelling undertone ;

voices that babbled, sang and laughed ; voices of shrill complaint,

lisping, sinking, crying. Oh, the river with its voices, and the

shapes that were gliding from the river! He must shut them out.

He turned back into the room, rushed to the fire, threw paper
and wood upon the dying coals. "I'm no coward," he kept say-

ing to himself. "I'd never run away, though all the Indians in

the world were after me !" The leaping flames made a visible

picture of his fiery courage. In their triumphant brightness he

was not even afraid of the dead woman. And there in the cor-

ner, leaning against the wall was a gun—just the thing he had

wanted to possess for so long. He sat down at the end of the bed

with his new treasure. Featherstone opened his eyes and knew

him again.

"Ah," he said, "you're there. I was afraid you were going."
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"No, no," said Ropes. "I'm no deserter. I will stay here with

you."
The other thanked him with dry lips. "Till they come," he

whispered.
"Yes, ril show them that white stone out there and tell them

all you said. And after that I will shoot the first man that tries

to take you out."

"Good !" said Featherstone, "that's good !"

There was an emphasis about this that satisfied him. They
would never take him out of the canon now. He should lie by
his wife. And that was well—that was as it should be—as he
had wanted it all along. Now he could sleep in peace, for he was
very tired. He drowsed

;
and whenever he opened his heavy lids

his armed sentinel was always constant. He could lie quiet and
not trouble to open his blurred eyes any more. In the stillness

he could hear the endless burden of the river. He had heard it

all his life. Before men came to the canon, it had sung the same
song. After they had gone, it would go on singing for a thou-
sand years. He remembered how once it had called him when
he had come home from a long journey—first in a faint whisper;
then with a louder voice that became a song of welcome, as, reach-

ing the level of the stream, exhausted in every fibre and parched
with the fiery solstice, he had fallen almost fainting into its em-
brace, letting it flow over and into him till he had seemed to lose

himself, to become a part of that irresistible flowing. Now again,

very tired, he was slipping and falling into the kind river. It

laved him
; flowed over and into him

; carried him down—down
into darkness—darkness.

After the rain came a frost, and the morning was crystalline in

its clearness, so that the room was bright with sunshine. Ropes,
who had slept at the foot of the bed, bent forward as he woke, to

recover his gun which had fallen to the floor. Featherstone was
very quiet upon the pillows—so quiet that he moved stealthily,
afraid to make the slightest noise, though he knew no sound
would wake him. He stayed at the other end of the room,
munching his breakfast, and then went out into the sunlight, and,
with his gun upon his shoulder, marched to and fro before the
door. By and by two hunters came down from Yankee Jim's.
He went into the cabin with them and told them everything, for-

getting even his own importance at the thought of how he had
found a friend only to lose him. Although they listened respect-

fully to all he had to say, he still held his gun. He did not relin-

quish it, even when the Coroner had come, and he had pointed"
out the white stone under the oak and repeated over again Feath-
erstone's message. His work was not quite done, but on the

following morning he listened with immense satisfaction to the
sound of spades cleaving the rocky ground of the river-bench.
He looked down at the white boulder and remembered the cow-
ard who had cut loose the horse.

"But I stayed," he muttered to himself. "I stayed as he told
me to. I was no deserter."

Weimar, Placer County, Cal.'
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THE PINTO'S LAST RACE
By LANIER BARTLETT

HEY tell about it yet in Isleta—^the pinto's last

race. Such a race as that would, indeed, be

enough to raise the sporting blood of a desert

tortoise—and without question that is the most

difficult thing in all the world to do.

"How the little devil of a Manuelito did ride

that blind carcass! There was a boy! There

was a pinto ! And there, also, were two brave men—Antonio the old,

and Jose el Platero!"

So will cry these picturesque villagers of New Mexico to this

day—that is, such of them as witnessed the memorable contest and

still survive; the younger generation will listen to the story, open-

mouthed, whenever it is told.

The great event happened on H/ Dia de los Muertos, the "Day of

the Dead," one November. This feast-day is always the occasion for

the finest pony races of the year, out on the plain beside the Rio

Grande, just on the edge of the pueblo.

This particular race came about thus: Old Chino, the fat and

miserly Indian who lived on the other side of the river, where he

owned much prosperous bottom-land and many head of horses and

cattle, was the richest man of all that quaint, primitive community.

Though rotund and jolly enough, he was an arrogant, taunting fel-

low. Little, wrinkled Antonio, who lived in a mere hut and owned

nothing else in the world worth speaking of except a blind pinto

pony, was the poorest man.

That very feast-day morning, as Chino, mounted on one of his

sleek horses, passed the bent old man's tumble-down home, he vaunt-

ed the worth of his well-known sorrel mare until the poorest man
was unable to stand the richest man's mouthings any longer.

"I'll show you ! I'll show you. you sandstorm of talk !" squeaked

the little man from the roof of his tiny dwelling, where he was col-

lecting strips of melons that had been laid out to dry. He fairly

shook with resentment. For Antonio had himself been a man of

no mean position in the village once, and a great horse-racer; and

arrogant Chino had taunted him more than enough of late about his

ugly blind pony and about himself, too. He had gone so far as to

taunt him with being too poor to put a dollar, or even a ristra of chile,

on a race, and not sport enough, anyway, to risk what little he did

have. But worse than all this, he had declared, in the hearing of

several worthy persons, that Antonio's motherless little grandson.

Manuelito, could not ride a horse full speed the length of a village

street without falling oflF in fright. That was unbearable, even to the
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poorest man, and the race between the blind pinto and the sorrel

mare was set for that afternoon. Manuelito was to ride the pinto,

and Chino's son of the same age
—ten years

—was to jockey the

vaunted sorrel. Poor Antonio staked his all on the result—yes,

staked the five silver dollars that had been hoarded up in the adobe

for so long, and his one little field—the living of himself, Manuelito

and the old grandmother—against double value put up by Chino.

If Manuelito and the pinto won, the poorest family in the pueblo

would be comfortably rich; if they lost, the family would starve.

Who can say that the wrinkled little man was not still a "true sport ?"

Now, while it is evident that the odds were greatly against the

pinto, still the blind pony was not without his fame as a runner. In

his day he had been considered by the Mexicans of the surrounding

country as the surest winner in that region, and it was from them

that Antonio had procured him for a few strings of chile and some

dried peaches. True, they had disposed of him because they had

thought his racing days were over
;
but then, who could tell but what

there was just one more race left in his lean little legs, just one more

victorious determination behind his glazed eyes?

At heart nobody really liked Chino, because of the spirit in which

he flaunted his riches. But in his presence they did not express their

dislike openly, because they really admired his business talents; and

they did not dare wager anything on the poor man's pony, even to

encourage him, for they were all sure that the well-fed and shining

sorrel must win.

Only Jose el Platero—Jose the Silversmith, who was considered

almost as well-to-do as Chino
;
for his fame as a worker in silver had

placed him above the common plane
—dared champion the poor man,

his grandson, and the pinto. His house stood right where the racing

course finished
; indeed, the corner of the adobe wall that surrounded

his place marked the line where the pinto or the sorrel would win

or lose. Thus his house was the grandstand, and on his roof were

the choicest reserved seats—very much reserved, for only the silver-

smith's chosen few were allowed to mount the long, ancient ladder

that leaned against the mud house.

The crowd that gathered was turbulent in the good-natured pueblo

way—for Indians are good-natured among themselves, and not

the stolid creatures they are sometimes imagined to be.

On the "Day of the Dead," native wine flows freely from the great

skins that hang in the dark back rooms of the flat houses, and free

wine creates free speech. But, on a feast-day, it is no harm to get

mildly drunk. Indeed, it is only right that when the dead make
the long pilgrimage home to procure a little of their native food and

drink, they should be shown that there is still provender and good
cheer in their old-time abodes ; and thus they will not return to their
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Invisible Country sad at heart because of any famine and sorrow in

their white city beside the river.

So, on this memorable afternoon, the villagers gathered around

the silversmith's house on ponies, on burros—two or three youths
astride of one poor little beast—on foot, and in wagons that held

whole families, tightly packed. The horsemen lurched from side

to side as they galloped madly about, and the burro-mounted came

poking in, beating the shaggy beasts with resounding thwacks.

Revelers walked arm in arm, whooping and joking, while the old

men, wrapped in their bright blankets, squatted against some sunny
wall and gravely smoked their corn-husk cigaritos.

Interest was at a high pitch as the time for the strange race drew

near; betting was not slow. Even way back in the pueblo, women
could be seen standing on the housetops to catch a glimpse of the

start. Poor Antonio—if he lost! But Manuelito could ride—aye,

like a Comanche! Everybody knew that, and it made the race less

one-sided than it would otherwise have been. It was the apparently

worthless blind pinto and the born jockey, Manuelito, against the

superb sorrel and the careless rich man's son. Oh, what would n't

every one of them give to see Chino humiliated by Antonio's ragged
brat! Yet the money went the other way, as money will. Truly,

the queer, long-haired people in leather breeches and moccasins, in

loose cotton tunics, in mixed white man's garb, were divided, each

against himself.

Chino and his outfit had already arrived, and he was pacing up
and down for the admiration of all the people

—very resplendent in

costly blanket and silver-buttoned moccasins—when the shout of

"El Pinto !" went up from the edge of the crowd, and stillness settled

down as the men gave way.
It was a strange little procession that appeared. First came tiny

Manuelito, naked save for a cloth about his loins and a red band

that bound the hair back from his forehead. He was leading the

bare-backed pinto. Behind him came the old grandfather, his eyes

upon the ground and his money in his hand; and in the rear the

decrepit grandmother tottered along with her long staff, her back

bent almost double. Everyone wondered greatly at seeing her, for

she had not been out of the house for years. But she was struggling

along to see the race which would make them rich or set them to

starving.

The crowd wondered still more when the portly and wealthy sil-

versmith descended and invited the poor old woman to his housetop.

Chino turned up his nose and stalked a little more heavily at that,

while the people looked on almost in awe as Jose championed the

seemingly losing side. That he was in earnest was soon evident;

for just before all was ready, the silversmith called Manuelito to
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him and said something in his ear. "Remember, the toes in the

scars when I speak!" he finished, and with a wise opening of his

deep black eyes the wee jockey sprang upon his mount and started

off with Chino's son and the sorrel for the starting-point
—a clump of

cottonwoods a mile down the river.

For the love of show, the rich Indian had dressed his son in the

best he possessed, and had strapped upon the sorrel's back his bright-

est zarapita. But the poor man was wiser, and not even a cinch

encircled the blind pony. Manuelito's slim, naked body shone in

the sun, and he scorned any blanket on the back of his mount.

As the boys rode away, the crowd looked up in astonishment as

they heard the mysterious Jose shout : "I put my best blanket that

the pinto boy wins ;
if he does, it is his." What could the shrewd

platero mean, thus staking valuables on a lost cause? The people

crowded around excitedly, waiting for the racers to appear down

toward the clump of trees against the horizon.

In time, they began to surge out onto the course, betting, arguing ;

while the younger element wrestled and ran independent pony- and

foot-races. Suddenly Jose el Platero stood straight up on his house-

top, big and clear against the sky in his red blanket ; and the crowd

instinctively broke to either side of the finish, silent and expectant.

"They come!"

Down against the russet-leaved cottonwoods swirled a great cloud

of dust, now and then revealing two black dots. It swept on toward

the pueblo as if caught in a whirlwind. Not yet could the beat of

hoofs be heard—just the silent sweeping nearer of the cloud and

the black dots. Who was leading? Everyone asked that, and none

could answer.

When the crowd melted away to either side, it left one eager, bent

figure standing squarely in the middle of the course. With head

thrust forward, one hand shading his eyes against the immense sink-

ing sun that had descended squarely behind the racers, and his five

silver dollars slowly clinking in the other, old Antonio watched, all

a-tremble. Chino stalked up and down, bragging. Manuelito's

grandmother, who squatted on the edge of Jose's roof, was weeping,

and brushing the tears away as fast as she could, that she might see

the race.

Now the women in the wagons began to rise and shade their eyes

against the sunset, and the youths stood straight up on their horses

among the spectators, like circus-riders. The grandmother crawled

still nearer the edge and leaned far out over the coping, in piteous

eagerness. Antonio, still shading his weak eyes, knelt down, the

better to peer
—

perhaps he could distinguish his pinto's thin bits of

legs below the dust.

Already the finish was near. Now and then an arm could be seen
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rising and falling in the cloud. The beat of hoofs broke on the ear,

and the pinto and the sorrel emerged from the veil. They were

coming wondrous fast, but one came faster than the other. The
sorrel was leading well, and no rider could be seen on the pinto.

Chino laughed aloud as he looked toward the crouching figure of

old Antonio, peering out onto the plain.

"Did I not say that fool boy could not ride the length of a street ?

Look how mine sits his matchless animal ! I am richer today, my
friends—though at worst I am a very rich man !" The people looked

at him with that adrniration which inevitably goes to the victor,

however grudgingly, and at Antonio in sincere pity. Again it was
clear that the people were divided against themselves ; the most

money was on the one horse, and the most sympathy on the other

jockey.

"Antonio was a fool, anyway, to try it," murmured the crowd.

"But the boy, he is a good one—he is not as Chino thinks," and the

spectators fell to watching again.

The race was almost over. The sorrel led by a length
—by two.

The pinto's glassy eyes stared wildly, but he struggled bravely on.

Suddenly the people shouted, as a ray of the setting sun gleamed on

Manuelito's naked brown back. They could not believe that he had

been dismounted—and now there he was, lying flat on his belly on

his beloved pony, his wee legs wrapped tight against its thin sides,

and a defiant look on his pinched face. But what could he avail

against such odds, pobrecito? What could the little man do with

nothing under him ? Yet he was fine—O, so fine !
—^he was worthy

of the pueblo, was this child of the people, naked and free and busi-

ness-like, as an Indian rider should be, not flaunting himself for the

public gaze ! Look at that other fool, all heavy with clothes, sitting

so straight to show off. He was no racer ! If the people's own son

only had something to ride. Lastima!

Plainly, the people were no longer divided against themselves—
they had forgotten money, and their human sympathy, their love

of pluck, their natural admiration for the harder struggler of any
two, had swept them at the losing moment—to them the winning—
to the poor man's side. Oh, if Manuelito could but dig three quick

lengths out of the pinto, it would take the confident rich man's son by

surprise
—two lengths to put them even, and the third to win on!

So thought the people, and instinctively they turned their eyes up to

Jose el Platero. He stood with his gaze riveted to the wee naked

jockey, and suddenly, when all seemed lost, he bellowed in his great
voice: "I put another blanket, son. Now!"
Ah, at the last moment the good platero was not mouse-hearted,

but was staking more! The crowd murmured its approval
—and

then all eyes were drawn suddenly to Manuelito.
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Reaching forward at the cry from the platero, the brown tot put his

mouth to the ear of the laboring pinto. At the same time he slipped

his feet back and dug his bare toes into the pony's flanks. Nobody
could tell what the boy uttered in that ear—^though one might have

imagined it ended in a sort of snarl—but with blind eyes almost

popping from his head, the pinto laid back his ears and lunged

forward so suddenly and fearfully as almost to shake off his little

rider. The legs wrapped safely again about his ribs, though, and

the people held their breath for a wonderful moment—the most

wonderful, breathless moment a Pueblo horse-race ever caused, dn

the Day of the Dead, or any other day.

The spectators thought surely the blind pony had become enchant-

ed, for he seemed to take wing and fly. One length nearer the sorrel

he shot, then two—they were neck and neck. Just one length lay

between both of them and the finish. The grandmother's wailing

ceased, and Antonio clinked his dollars faster and faster in the still-

ness of the crowd. The rich man's son suddenly realized, and lashed

the sorrel; but he had already been waving his hand over his head

victoriously, and now he was too late. Manuelito straightened up
as the pinto dashed past the fence corner in the lead, turned to smile

up at the silversmith—and then his shining bit of a body shot through

the air to the ground as the pinto staggered and fell dead. The

boy landed like a cat, unhurt, and soon the crowd of Indians, who
had lost most of their money, but didn't care, because the fight had

been worth it, were almost beating the brave little jockey down under

congratulatory slaps.

"We will eat, we will eat now, bless the little man!" cried the

grandmother, beginning her wailing again, in delight this time.

Every one except old Chino, paid his loss willingly for the pleasure
of having seen the naked son of the people win against the odds of

the rich.

That night Antonio, with jubilant face and trebled fields, made
his way to the house of his champion, Jose el Platero, cHnking ten

silver dollars now in his wrinkled fist. Anyone listening to the sub-

sequent talk beside the platero's cheery fire would have heard the

good smith say to the old grandfather :

"Tonto! It is easy to see—anybody with sense understands. Has
not the pinto long scars drawn along his back and off his flanks?

Well, they are the marks of the mountain Uon's claws—he was
attacked when a young horse. Never does a horse forget the leap,

the snarl, the clutch of his first lion. All I did was to tell the little

son to snarl well, like our cat-brother when he hunts, and to follow

the scars with his sharp toes. The pony was blind, seeing only

through his ears, and thus easily deceived. The fright killed him,
but you are richer by the loss, compadre; you have proven the boy
before the people. Shall I beat one of those bright dollars into a

bracelet for the little man's maiden when he takes one to wife?"

IfOS Anareles.
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THE DESERT
By THERESA RUSSELL

"God must have made thee in His ansrer, and forg-ot."

|Cf5)OT
in His anger, no, but in a mood

©I X Of pure creative power, by any need

Or law unfettered, uncompelled to heed

Necessity, by Beauty wholly woo'd.

In other portions of His earth He placed
Fair gardens, teeming fields, abounding streams.

Deep sombre forests lit with mellow gleams,

Song-filled and fragrant, panoplied and graced.

In wisdom and in sympathy He made
These things for men. His children, that they should

Be clothed and nourished, dowered with every good,
And never feel their lives mocked or betrayed.

This gracious deed accomplished He was free

To fashion what He would for His own joy.

To wield Infinite power without alloy,

To please Himself—then, Desert, He made thee.

He made thy sands and flooded them with light
—

Thy sun's hot-hearted passion never faints
;

With brush of fine and jeweled hues He paints

Thy skies and rocks and blossoms—e'en thy night.

So dost thou glow and quiver; yet the spell

Of Silence is upon thee, for He willed

The voice of pain and anguish to be stilled

And mirth hushed. Smites His ear nor chime nor knell.

Thus all thy life is silent. Here the snake

And lizard glide ; slow circle birds of prey ;

The scorpion crawls
; wolf and coyote grey

Move stealthily
—and none that silence break.

In silence and in mystery thou'rt made,
But thy God loves thee

; in thy spaces shrined

He has His dwelling where who seek may find,

Though thy still vastness makes the heart afraid.

Stanford Uaiyeraity.
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•UNIVERSITY or CALIFORNIA— ITS
FINANCIAL CONDITION AND NEBDS

By PRESIDENT BENJAMIN IDE WHEELER

^ni^HE total property of the University in conservative esti-

X mate is now about $7,750,000, of which somewhat over

$3,500,000 constitute its endowment. Harvard's endow-

ment is about $16,000,000, and it also receives $800,000 in tuition

fees (an item denied to us by our free tuition), which, if capi-

talized, denotes a further endowment of $16,000,000 to $20,000,-

000.

Our net receipts for the year, including moneys for buildings

and gifts for endowments, somewhat exceeded $1,100,000. Of

this 49 per cent, came from the State, 32 per cent, from private

gift and income of endowments.

The large expenditures on the Hearst Mining Building are not

yet included in this or any other of our figures.

Deducting from the $1,100,000 mentioned above, the amounts

going to capital rather than income, we find the gross income

to be somewhat over $800,000. Of this, $308,000 is the result of

the 2 per cent, tax, $100,000 the annual outright appropriation of

the State, $85,000 State appropriations for agriculture, $40,000

United States government contribution, $201,000 net income from

investment, and $71,000 gifts for current use.

Deducting the amounts assigned to permanent improvements,

administration, the $25,000 belonging to the Wilmerding School,

and $42,000 for maintenance of the Lick Observatory, etc., there

remains for the educational work at Berkeley approximately

$500,000. Herein lies the crux of our difficulty. The amount is

far too small for the kind of work we are trying to do. We
have too much sail for our hull. It means $175 for the education

of each student—^a figure far below the experience of other uni-

versities, which expend $250 to $450 per student. It means over-

crowded classes taught by underpaid professors. In the year of

California's greatest prosperity, the University is suffering its

acutest poverty. This is certainly not intended, and reasonable

indication that it could not be intended may be found in the fact

that a university supported by all the families of the State pays
its teachers much less than our sister university supported by
the bounty of a single family. Most of our buildings are out-

grown, over-crowded, ill-equipped, flimsy, and altogether un-

worthy the name of the State they herald ; but all that is of small

matter compared with starving the men upon whom the vitality

of the institution depends. We are paying instructors, who have

Vrom Prest. Wheeler'a aoanal Charter Day address, delivered Marcta 23. 1906.
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added to their college course three or more years of graduate

study and several years of experience in teaching, less than $ioo
a month, and expect them to provide the very bread of life to

our students.

The mechanism of the higher education, as it adjusts itself

more and more to the direct practice of life, is becoming more

expensive. The modern equipment of instruction, for instance,

in the various branches of engineering is out of all relation to

the demands of the old,class-room in literature, which was satis-

fied with sundry benches and a map of Greece
; or that in mathe-

matics, with forty feet of blackboard and a box of crayons. We
spent last year on agriculture $82,000—a sum equalling about

one-fifth of all the money available for all the other departments
at Berkeley. And yet the variety of the demands and the mil-

lions at stake claim double that amount, and we should not be-

grudge it, if ^ye had it.

The time has now come—it is here today—when this univer-

sity has a right to ask of the community a radical amendment of

its condition
;

it is a right grounded in the service it has proved
itself capable of rendering in multifold ways to the community;
it is a right established in its position at the gateway of the West,
in its relation to the State whose name it bears, in its association

with the community's prosperity of every form, whether be-

gotten of mine or railway, field or market-place.
It has a right to appeal to the community at large; its needs

far exceed any present possibilities of the treasury of the State.

The State is substantially doing all that it can be fairly expected
to do. More than half its revenue is today absorbed in the

maintenance of education. The State was obliged to refuse us

last year an Agricultural Building, the need of which was so

patent that no man in any wise informed could question it—a

need that glares upon us stronger every day that passes; but

generous as was the will, the money was not there to give. And
yet we need six other buildings today practically as much as

Ave need this.

The State will steadily increase its support with the years, but

this increase lags upon the swift advance of our needs. The way
of relief is pointed out by the honored names of California fami-

lies, ineflfaceably inscribed upon the enduring structure of the

University by deeds of beneficence which yield their unerring

output of blessing to the State as the years and generations pass
for time without forecast of end—names such as Hearst, Doe,

Sather, Flood, Mills, Reese, Bacon, Harmon, Crocker, Herzstein,

Tompkins, Whiting, Spreckels, Lick, and a score of others.

Every distinguished California family may well have satisfaction
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in associating its name with the higher service of a State in

which all have such pride and under the shelter of whose laws

they have enjoyed so large an opportunity.
It is one thing to accumulate skilfully, but a totally distinct

exercise to distribute wisely what has been gathered. The very

common method of distribution by the haphazards and litigations

that follow death, or by entailing upon heirs possessions they

were better without, will not always appeal to sensible men.

There must be a recognizable comfort in the assurance that

after one's life is done, the accumulations of that life go on to do

good and not harm. There is no form of the assurance quite so

certain as that the university can give. No form of human insti-

tution touches more widely the various needs of human society.

No form has equal guarantee of permanence. Nowhere has a

fund equal assurance of perpetual administration as a trust, espe-

cially when the university is incorporated into the body of a

State. Every separate fund is now with us merged in a general

investment pool and given thereby the insurance of the com-

bined millions; the dividend upon all the moneys in the pool

amounted last year to 5.8 per cent, an income made possible

under the most rigid limitations to first-rate mortgage security

by the freedom from taxation. I believe confidently that the

only reason why more have not availed themselves of this op-

portunity is that we have not told them of it.

In my first report (1900) I enumerated fifteen pressing needs

of the University ;
nine of these have since that time been fairly

met. Accepting the omen as good, I proceed now to state the

present needs of the institution in terms of opportunity for pri-

vate benefaction.

We need a million dollars for a University Hospital; that is,

half a million for building and half a million for endowment.

Until we have this, our Medical School will not be able to make
such provision for the development of medical education as to

save our young people the necessity of crossing the continent

and perhaps the ocean in order to obtain a proper training.

Seventy-five thousand to one hundred thousand dollars will

endow a professorship of the type of the Mills Professorship of

Philosophy, or the Flood Professorship of Commerce, or the

Tompkins Professorship of Oriental Languages.

Twenty thousand dollars will endow a lectureship which will

bring some distinguished men annually to Berkeley to lecture on
a designated subject.
Ten thousand dollars will endow a fellowship, by means of

which a graduate student can fit himself for a career as a scholar
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and investigator. We ought to have today not less than thirty

such fellowships.

We want an endowment for the University Press. Special

publication funds in special subjects, such as Hebrew, Greek,

Medicine, Astronomy, California History, etc., may be provided
in amounts of from twenty thousand to twenty-five thousand

dollars. But the University Press should not be named as a

whole, like, for instance, the Clarendon Press, after one man,
unless an endowment of half a million were provided.
We greatly need funds for the support of the library. Mr.

Charles F. Doe has already made a bequest of twenty-four per
cent, of his great estate for the building of a library. A building
such as we need will cost not less than a million dollars. Sepa-
rate book funds for separate departments may well be provided—
thus we need a fund of twenty thousand dollars for California

History, twenty-five thousand dollars for Architecture, ten thou-

sand dollars for German, ten thousand dollars for French, etc.

We need a loan fund, whose income can be used to aid needy
and deserving students. Any sum that is provided for this

purpose can be efficiently used.

The creation of special investigation funds of from ten thou-

sand dollars upward will enable professors to undertake special

problems involving travel and other expenses. Special funds of

ten thousand dollars would be very useful toward this end.

There is need of a Model School or Practice School in which
shall be illustrated the best methods of teaching from the kinder-

garten to the University. The type of this school is found either

in the Blain School at Chicago, or the Horace Mann School at

Teachers' College, New York. The nucleus of a building would
cost thirty-five thousand, but one hundred thousand dollars

should be ultimately provided. The School will be in part self-

supporting, but a special fund of fifty thousand dollars is desired.

An organ for the Greek Theatre would cost ten thousand dol-

lars. The Great Organ for the permanent Auditorium should

cost twenty to twenty-five thousand dollars. The Auditorium

itself, which will dominate the whole scheme of the proposed

buildings, looking down the present sweep of the Botanical Gar-

den, will cost a million dollars. It can serve also to shelter a

School of Music. An endowment of one hundred thousand dol-

lars for a Professorship of Music should be provided ; and an

endowment for five different assistants, representing the different

forms of music.

The Campanile, to stand where the tower of the present library

stands, will cost one hundred thousand dollars, a chime therefor

ten thousand dollars, a clock five thousand dollars.
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Gates at the main entrances of the grounds, such as the one

already provided by the wisdom of Mrs. Sather, should cost

fifteen to twenty-five thousand dollars each. There should be,
beside the one now provided at the Telegraph Avenue entrance,
one at Dana street, and others at Center street. University ave-

nue, Euclid avenue, Bonte avenue and College avenue.

Bridges, of which no less than ten are needed on the grounds,
range in cost from five thousand to thirty-five thousand dollars.

Sections of the wall eventually to surround the Campus could
be built by individual classes providing, say, three to five thou-
sand dollars. Besides this, there are to be thought of seats on
the grounds, chairs in the Greek Theatre, drinking fountains, or
out-of-door lecture rooms or loggias.
A gymnasium for the men such as we need would cost four

hundred thousand dollars
; one for the women students the same

amount; a swimming pool for the men students one hundred
thousand dollars, and as much for the women students. Tennis

courts, costing from five hundred to one thousand dollars each,
are needed. The great Stadium, embracing the athletic field,

will some day be built, and has, indeed, its place upon our plans.
The estimated cost is three-quarters of a million.

A Student Infirmary, where students can be taken care of

when ailing as well as when seriously ill, and which should in-

clude a Dispensary, would cost one hundred thousand dollars.

Twenty-five thousand dollars would supply ample equipment.
Beds can be endowed with five thousand dollars each. Mainte-
nance would in part be provided for by an annual hospital fee

to be paid by all students.

The College Observatory must some time be built on the top
of the hill back of the Campus, and for that two hundred and fifty
thousand dollars would be a proper sum.
A University Commons, as a Dining Hall for students, will

soon be needed when dormitories begin to spring up on the

hillsides, and these dormitories each provide a way of beneficence.
The great Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology should

be built with a central portion costing five hundred thousand
dollars.

Fifteen or sixteen buildings, each costing from one hundred
thousand to two hundred and fifty thousand dollars, are parts
of our total plan of building. These are the buildings for Agri-
culture, Botany, Zoology, a group of three buildings for the
Science of Medicine, a building for Commerce and Economics,
one for Philosophy and Education, or possibly two buildings
closely united, a building for Law, a Hall of Languages and Lit-

erature, a Hall for Fine Arts (where should be housed Architect-

ure, Sculpture, Painting, and Landscape Gardening), laboratories
for Chemistry and for Physics, a building for Geology and Min-
eralogy, a building for Electrical and Mechanical Engineering,
and one for Civil Engineering.
The field is large. There is work enough to do, but it is work

that will be done.

Berkeley! Cal.
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THE FORGIVENESS OF SINS
By LEWIS D. FORT

HE morning air was cool and crisp, and Ward's mount was
fractious as he stepped forth from the corral after a night

of confinement. He snorted as he looked with wild eye

down the long canon unconfined by fence or rail, and

then he leaped forward and upward with intent to unseat

his rider. The firm grasp of the bridle and the clinch

of sharp spurs in his sides told him, however, that he had

a determined antagonist with whom to deal. So with

grim purpose he gathered all the force of his wild nature

and began to buck with an abandon that was only exceeded by
the calmness of the bronco-buster, who sat his saddle with grace-

ful certainty throughout the impromptu performance.
At the doorway of the 'dobe a man with a tin plate and a dish-

rag paused to watch the scene with a smile, and when Ward was

fairly started called after him :

"Better get the Blackburn stud this morning, Bill, and that

bunch of mares that's watering at Rosebud."

The man in the door was Bert Nelson. He was one of the

few who deemed it worth while to stake a homestead claim in the

San Andreas mountains. He established his ranch in the lone-

liest and seemingly the most inhospitable portion of that silent,

gray group, that crouches in forbidding array on the plains of

Southern New Mexico, a monument of loneliness in God's soli-

tudes.

Bert built his corrals in Bear Den Cation, and he built them

after his own ideas. It might be well to state that Bert Nelson's

ideas were usually at variance with those of everyone else. As
an illustration, folks declared when he first began to string a

drift fence across the canon, that it would be rank foolishness

to attempt to raise horses on those bleak hills.

"Why," advised one old ranchman, "there's nothing there for

horses to eat; nothing in God's world, Bert, but rocks."

"Well," answered Bert with a laugh, "maybe the horses will

learn to eat rocks," and he continued his meager improvements.
And they did learn

;
for in ten years Bert Nelson had the finest

bunch of horses in Donna Ana county. There were five hundred

in the bunch, and he devoted his time and that of two employees
to breaking them to the saddle, after which they were sold for

cow-ponies.
There was always a demand for K, X. horses for there was

not a better bronco-buster in the county than Nelson. Twenty-

eight years of age, and he had been thrown twice. He was proud
of his record.
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The other two men of the outfit were Bill Ward and Johnnie
Elton. Nelson topped off the broncs. Ward, being the next best

rider, rode the second and third saddles, in addition to his duties

as "wrangler." Elton cooked, shod the broncs, and instructed

the broken ones in the mysteries of the bridle and lead-rope.

As Ward continued on his way, the horse quieted by degrees,

and, before the first mile was covered, he was loping with a

docility that was born of submission. In token of his victory

Ward awoke the echoes of the cafion with a rollicking song that

was suddenly broken by the appearance of a man in the distance

riding toward him, slowly, silently. A figure in brown, dull and

listless. The slow trot of the horse was changeless. The man
sat inert, fixed, stolid. Ward could hear the brown sand crunch-

ing beneath the hoofs of the beast with precise regularity, and

now and then loose bits of rock clattered under foot.

The horse was a small wiry bronco, the jnan large and strong
and bronzed to a dull red. The brim of his big sombrero of

gray felt was bent back to the crown above his forehead. At
the sides and back, it flopped lazily as he rode. The face of the

man was thus exposed. A rugged life had left its telling lines

there. Only the quiet blue eyes and the gentle curve of the

mouth saved the face from hard ugliness.

There was something in the stranger's demeanor that caused

Ward to check his horse suddenly, although he could not have

told why he did so. As he halted, he saw a covert movement of

the stranger's right hand hip-ward. The stealth of the action

licensed and emboldened Ward to flash swiftly his own Colt's in

the morning sunlight. Seeing which, the stranger drew forth his

gun with deliberate precision.

In the ranch country, where there is similarity in each man's

bearing, together with an absence of regard for personal adorn-

ment, it would be difficult to learn by mere observation what
manner of man is the chance acquaintance, were it not for the

inevitable mount. A saddle of standard make, a hand-forged
bit and shop-made spurs are the invariable signs of the thorough-
bred. And the horse itself contains a varied fund of information

relative to his rider's estate, that is as an open book to the in-

quiring mind. In the present instance, before the man was well

within speaking distance. Ward was aware that he was neither

ranchman, cow-puncher nor bronco-buster, and, further, that he
had ridden through two counties; for the W-bar-7 brand was
owned by Tom Kerlew over in Bernalillo. It was evident that

the stranger had ridden hard and was now carefully saving the

remaining strength of the tired little animal he rode.

There was neither fear nor anxiety on Ward's face, as he
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awaited the advance of the stranger. His appearance was rather

of the soldier at attention as he sat his horse with quiet dignity,

the barrel of his Colt's resting lightly upon the pommel of his

saddle.

The stranger drew rein a few feet in advance. His manner
was pleasant as he called out: "Good morning! You're abroad

early."

With a drawl Ward answered: "Yes, and yourself?"
The other answered somewhat flippantly : "I like the morning

air."

"So I see! And your horse?" With which inquiry Ward
nodded toward the little bronco.

The stranger did not look down at the animal; instead he

looked clearly into the eyes of Ward. There was reserve in his

tone, and his words conveyed finality as he answered evenly:
"He shall rest soon."

For a moment both men eyed each other intently, then simul-

taneously they smiled.

Ward looked down at his gun, turned it over slowly and then

replaced it in his holster. The stranger did likewise. The par-

ley was at an end.

The stranger's tone was pleasant. "Do you live near?"

Ward pointed over his shoulder with his thumb. "Back there

two miles. There's a 'dobe there, and corrals and two boys.

Adios !" and, touching spur to his horse, he passed the stranger

and shortly renewed his song.

On his arrival at the ranch, the stranger stated that he was

Ned Bailey, a deputy sheriff of Bernalillo county, and was in

pursuit of Lem Clark, a member of a band of outlaws who had

made a recent haul on the Santa Fe railroad. After describing

his man and asking if he had been seen in the neighborhood, he

made minute inquiry of the roads and trails thereabout and con-

cluded with a request for lodging for the night.

Nelson was not a man to protect crime in any form, yet he

possessed more than the ordinary distaste of the average ranch-

man of the hills for an officer of the law, such as the one who now
stood before him. It was with a bad grace, therefore, that he

extended his hospitality.

Bailey noted Nelson's reticence, but was seemingly uncon-

scious of the scant welcome. He proceeded at once, however,

to win the friendliness of the three men with a good-natured

fellowship that soon brought him his desire. He offered his as-

sistance in the corral and proved himself not only a good hand

with horses, but an expert in handling a rope, which won for

him the instant respect of the trio.
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He was a man well on in his fifties, but his agility, strength and

erect bearing were arguments against his gray hairs, that brought

him, within the hour, the familiar address of "Ned" from all

three men. And before the work of the day was over, the outfit

were agreed that he wasn't such a bad sort of a cuss after all, and

it was a low-down pity for a fellow like that to be a bloodhound.

When the men had unrolled their "tarps" and spread their beds

for the night on the ground in front of the little shack, aided by
the stars and the night, he drew them closer to him, as he

awakened memories of baby days and the mother voice, with

those simple melodies that linger in the storehouse of childhood

recollections. He sang them with an ease that hid the under-

current of his yearning for their good will and friendship, and yet

with a tenderness that seemed difficult to associate with the stal-

wart, uncouth sheriflf, who trailed and hunted men. When he

had finished singing, there was silence. Ward was sleeping, and

his bedfellow Elton turning softly drew his "necking" closer

under his head and closed his eyes. Nelson was lying on his

back gazing up at the stars in silent reverie. For a long time the

stillness was broken only by the regular breathing of the two

sleepers.

"Bert," said Bailey finally, "I suppose you noticed my mount

today."

"Yes," answered the other, "and I'm thinking it's a durned

poor one for a sheriff that's hunting an outlaw."

"And it would be about as poor a one for an outlaw that's

trying to get away from sheriffs, don't you think ?" asked Bailey,

good-humoredly.

"Yes, I guess it would."

Bailey sat up in bed and looked across at the other two men.

They were sleeping soundly. Then he settled back under the

cover and remarked:

"Well, it happens to be an outlaw that's riding him
; for to

tell you the truth, Bert, I'm 'watering at night !'

"

"I've just been doing a little thinking," coolly answered Nel-

son, "and I just about figured who you was; and if I ain't power-
ful mistaken you're Lem Clark."

"Just so," answered Bailey, "and "

"And you want me to give you a horse and help you to get

away from the hands of the law," interrupted the bronco-buster.

"Well, not just exactly that," responded the other. "But I

thought as perhaps you might want to make a trade for that

horse of mine."

"And it's a durned clean bill of sale goes along with him," said

Nelson, sarcastically.
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"Well, I guess I might give you a bill along with him, if you

want it," answered Clark; "but it might not be just what would
be called a court document."

"I guess I ain't making no such trades," said Nelson, sharply.
"That ain't Bert Nelson's way of doing business. If I can't come

by a horse fair and square, I ain't after owning him. And so far

as the law and that sort of shindig goes, I might say I ain't

never been taken up with that way of settling things. But that

don't make me no friend of them that lives by killing and robbing
instead of leading an honest and square life that's open to every
man that acts on the square. It ain't that I'm grudging you food

and bed, for there ain't no one ever went away from Bert Nel-

son's that wasn't treated right in that line. But I ain't never

lent no hand to an outlaw and I ain't going to begin now."

Having delivered himself thus, the bronco-buster turned over,

as a sign that he wished to discontinue the conversation.

One of the most formidable outlaws in the Southwest had met

with, not only a direct refusal of aid, but the added afifront of a

rebuke. And, strange as it may seem, he received both in pass-

ive silence. A man's mood, however, is often responsible for his

conduct, and tonight Lem Clark entertained no feelings of re-

sentment. It was with a calm voice that he answered his host.

"Your sentiments is all right, Bert, so far as they goes, but the

trouble is they don't go far enough."
Nelson turned over again and faced the outlaw.

"What do you mean?" he asked.

"Just this," resumed Clark. "There happens to be some men
that's outlaws who wish to God they'd never been born; men
that's gone up against this game of living square, and lost. It

ain't always choice that makes a devil out of a man. It's pretty

often luck, and damned hard luck at that. I was once one of your

peaceful citizens, as they calls them. I lived along like other

men, making an honest living and flying at the gals now and

then. One day of course I gets stuck on a gal, builds me a

stack to her, and ups and marries her. I had me a nice little

bunch of cattle in them days, down in Llano county, and I took

the gal out to the ranch. I guess we was pretty happy for

awhile, 'specially when the kid came along. She named him
after me—but it ain't worth while to tell you it warn't Lem Clark

she called him. Well, as I was saying, things was moving along

pretty easy like, until some one took to stealing my cattle. I

found out pretty soon that a fellow named Kid Quay was doing
the stealing, and—well, to cut it short, I caught him in the act

one day, and I done what nine men out of ten would have done.

I shot him. He was a pretty bad sort, and folks around said I
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done right to kill him. But in spite of the fact that I had the

evidence on my side, the court sent me to the pen for a year.

When my time was up I went home, thinking I would live along

pleasant and happy, as I done before the trouble, but pretty soon

I found out that Fred Hecket, the county clerk, had taken to

building to my wife while I was locked up. He was about the

most popular man in them parts, and when things come to a

head, there warn't nothing left for me to do but kill him and

quit the country. I done it, and God help me, I had to shoot

an innocent man, the sheriff, afore I could get away. Of course,

the whole county took after me, and I didn't dare show my face

again where a man could see it. And when the whole world's

agin a man, Bert, he don't generally turn saint. He somehow

turns outlaw, like I done."

"And the woman, your wife?" questioned Nelson.

"They give her a divorce, and I heard afterwards she married

some chap and then died. They give my boy his name, but I

ain't never heard what it was. It's a better one, though, I guess,

than the one his mother and dad both disgraced. If he's alive,

I hope to God he's a better man than me. I guess it's a pretty

bad life I've led these twenty-five years since then, and there

ain't much left to me but a ticket to hell, and I'll get that soon

enough. But I didn't begin it because I wanted to, for, as I was

saying, a man ain't always an outlaw because he likes it."

For answer Nelson sought 'neath the coverings the outlaw's

hand and gripped it hard.

At the K. X. ranch, preparations for the day's work were made

by starlight, and on the following morning all had as usual begun
their morning labors before the sky began to brighten overhead.

As Ward saddled the "night horse," preparatory to riding forth

to "wrangle," Nelson said to him :

"Bill, I wish you would bring my Bay Boy up with the other

horses today."

Bay Boy had been a motherless colt that Nelson had found one

day neighing piteously around a bunch of mares. He brought the

little "dogie" to the house with him, and fed it from a bottle.

From that day there was nothing on the K. X. ranch too good for

Bay Boy. The K. X. horses were all for sale, but Bay Boy was

not a K. X. horse. No branding-iron had ever seared his glossy

coat. He was the one horse on the ranch that was a forbidden

mount to Ward and Elton. No saddle other than Nelson's had

ever rested upon his back. He was sacred property. In the mind

of Bert Nelson he was the finest saddle-horse in the territory.

Clark, or Bailey, as he was still known to the outfit, went with

Nelson to the corrals after breakfast. He did not renew his oflfer
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to trade horses. To his remark that he must be moving on, Nel-

son made no reply.

Ward and Elton came into the corral on their way to the saddle

house to repair some harness.

"Did you see Mr. Bailey's mount in the pasture this morning,
Bill?" asked Nelson, in an off-hand way.

"Yes," answered the other, and I thought he might be wanting
to ride this morning, so I brought the horse up with the bunch.

He's in the outer corral there with the others."

Ward went on to the saddle-house, and Nelson crossed the

corral and opened the gate,

Bailey was leaning against the fence whittling a stick. He had

not lifted his eyes during the conversation.

Nelson stood for a moment regarding the horses in the outer

corral.

Bailey stopped whittling and watched him closely.

"Come here. Bay Boy!" called Nelson, to a splendid-looking

bay horse that stood well toward the center of the bunch. At the

sound of his name, Bay Boy, who at the moment was rubbing
his neck over the back of another horse, pricked up his ears and

looked toward Nelson, but made no movement to obey.

"Come here, Bay Boy !" repeated Nelson coaxingly.

The horse continued to gaze at him, but did not move a mus-

cle. Nelson's tone changed.

"Bay Boy," he called, sternly, "come here, sir, this minute!"

The horse's ears drooped ; he lowered his head, edged his way
through the bunch and walked slowly tOAvard Nelson, pausing a

pace in front of him.

"Why didn't you come, sir, when I first called you?" Nelson

asked with mock severity. For answer the horse lowered his

head still further.

"Well," continued Nelson soothingly, "we won't quarrel about

it, old fellow." He reached up and stroked the horse's neck

gently. Bay Boy lifted his head and rubbed his nose against

Nelson's shoulder. Nelson turned to the inner corral and walked

forward. Bay Boy followed closely. Ward and Elton, standing
in the saddle-house door, were smiling as the pair advanced.

Bailey read in the faces of the three men their affection for the

horse.

"Johnnie, hand me Ned's bridle out of there, please," Nelson

asked.

"What !" exclaimed Elton, with a start of surprise.

"I want Mr. Bailey's bridle," said Nelson, calmly.

Elton reached mechanically for the bridle, but when Nelson

stretched out his hand for it, he held it at his side.
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"Bert," he began, "you are not going to—"

"Give me the bridle, Johnnie !" sharply interrupted Nelson.

Elton obeyed.
Nelson quietly bridled the horse. Then he turned toward Bai-

ley. The latter stepped back, and held up his hand, as though
to ward off a blow.

"No, Bert!" exclaimed. "Not that! I can't—"

"Ned," began Nelson, "you asked me last night if I had a

horse I could trade with you." He felt suddenly a restraining

hand on his arm. He turned; it was Ward. There was a look

of silent appeal in his eyes.

"Jar loose. Bill !" said Nelson impatiently, then continued :

"This is the only horse I'm willing to trade with you, Ned Bailey.

If it's a trade, say so. If it ain't, then we are quits."

"Haven't you some other horse?" asked Bailey, falteringly.

"I've done told you this is the only one I'll trade," Nelson

answered doggedly. "There's no use your acting this way. You
can't ride that horse you rode here yesterday, and it's time you're

moving on from here."

Bailey laid his hand on Nelson's shoulder, and looking him in

the eyes said quietly:

"Bert Nelson, I ain't no hand at religion, for I don't know much
about it. But I'll say that—if there's a God up yonder, he's been

looking down here on you today, and I believe he'll reward you
for what you've done, for I never can."

Nelson turned away without replying.

Bailey went for his saddle, and in silence saddled the horse.

Ward and Elton looked on with an expression of dazed incom-

prehension.

Bailey climbed slowly into the saddle. His eyes were glist-

ening when he turned and faced the three men.

"Boys," he said, huskily, "Bert Nelson has given this horse to

Lem Clark, the worst man in this territory." Then he wheeled

about and rode out of the corral. Nelson watched him dully as

he rode away.
"Don't talk to him about it," said Elton to Ward in an under-

tone.

"I see you've got the blue roan in the bunch, Bill," said Nelson,
as he turned toward the outer corral. "I guess we had better

give him a turn or two and see if he is as good a saddle animal

today as he was yesterday morning when you rode him down
the cafion."

The blue roan was roped and the work of the day began.
That night, after Ward and Elton were both asleep, Nelson

got up quietly from his tarp, and went into the little cabin. He
lighted a candle and closed the door. From his "war-bag," hang-
ing against the wall, he took a little package, and, seating himself
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at the table, opened it. The contents were three or four letters,
a lock of hair and a tin-type photograph. He held the photo-
graph close to the candle-flame. It was the picture of a man
and a woman. They were both young. The face of the man
was frank, and his eyes looked fearlessly out at the world. The
expression of his face was confident, happy. One big hand was
clasped over the little one on his knee, his wife's. His new
clothes hung about him with the general looseness of an ill-fit.

The woman, a mere girl, was smiling with shy pride.
It was a photograph of Bert Nelson's father and mother on

their wedding-day. lie looked at the faces intently for some
time. Then he put it aside, and laid his head wearily down on
his arms.
The man in the picture was the outlaw, Lem Clark.

Roswell, New Mexico.

MERCHANTMEN
By VIRGINIA FAUNTLEROY FOX

^ WATCHED them into the offing loom
X Across the late dawn's cheek of bloom,

And saw their clustered sails unfurl,
Smoke and dove and mother-of-pearl.

Into the harbor overhead.
With gliding prows and queenly tread,

They swept, a gracious company,
With every canvas swelling free.

All day, beside the mountain pier.
Unburdened they unto the year
Freight of gladness, a thousand-fold,
From gleaming deck and silver hold.

Rose and amber and indigo—
Outward bound in the sunset glow—
The waftings of their tinted sails

Made odorous the evening gales.

When the harvest gilds the plain.
And cattle dot the hills again;
When on the bended orchard boughs
Pear and apricot dream and drowse ;

When brown leaves house the swelling grape,
And like queens' robes of emerald crape
The distant cornfields shimmering He

Beyond the breeze-beloved rye ;

When toddling childhood plucks alone

His first wild rose, by roadside blown,
Then let us pause, with prayerful lips,

And bless the coming of the ships.

Los OlivoB, Gal.
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THE JUSTIFICATION OF APPOLLONIO
By HELEN ED WARDS RICHARDSON

'LL BET dollars to doughnuts it's that dago potato

peddler that gets away with our things," said Thayer

Waldron, as he drew his chair up to the breakfast

table and helped himself to a raised biscuit.

The cook had retired in high dudgeon, having re-

ported the rolling-pin as the latest article missing. The

^^^^ week before it had been the kitchen clock, and the week

before that an iron spoon and some steel knives.

"Oh, I don't think it can be Appollonio," said his

wife, as she lifted the coffee-pot, a frill of white lace and blue

accordion-plaited silk falling back from her arm. She was a

small woman, with innocent blue eyes and a fluff of light hair.

"He's always as honest as can be in his dealings with the po-

tatoes. He always gives full measure, and just as good at the

bottom as they are at the top. Once Maggie gave him too much

change, and he gave some back to her."

"I'll bet it's he, all the same," Waldron maintained. "I notice

it's always on Friday the things are missing, and it's Thursday
he comes."

They talked no more of the peddler. They went on to speak

of the best route for the new road from the gate to the stables

and whether it were best to have it oiled or not.

It was not until Thursday of the following week that Waldron

thought again of the petty thefts. He was sitting at his office

desk, deeply engaged in the preparation of a brief, when there

came up from the street the long, sonorous cry,

"Po-ta-toes r
Waldron sprang up and went to the window.

Yes, there was Appollonio, in a blue-checked jumper and a

wide, black felt hat, riding along in front of his load of potatoes,

his broad body swaying from side to side, as it unconsciously

adjusted itself to the jolting motion of the wagon.
Waldron hastily closed his desk, took his hat from its hook,

and, telling his stenographer that he would be back in an hour,

hurried down the street.

He saw the potato wagon turn into the street on which his

house stood. He hurried a little faster lest he should be late, but

at a green house a Chinaman in white blouse came out toward

the gate with a granite sauce-pan in his hand, and Appollonio

brought his wagon to a stop. This gave Waldron the advantage.

He hurried by on the other side of the street ; then, crossing to

his own house, went in the front gate and around the side of

the house. "'^^I'l^^
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He went up the back steps and looked into the kitchen. There

was no one there. He went back, and descending the steps,
secreted himself in the basement. He removed his shoes.

Presently he heard the steps of the peddler coming around the

side of the house, then the tramp of his coarse shoes as he as-

cended the stairs. Waldron heard the screen door shut. He
came out and crept softly up, peeping cautiously in at the

window.

Appollonio was inside the kitchen, looking about him. Pres-

ently he walked to thp sink, and, glancing stealthily about him
once more, opened the closet door underneath. He reached in

and took out a gem-pan. He hastily unbuttoned the front of

his jumper, and, secreting the pan inside, buttoned his garment
again and started quickly out.

Waldron opened the screen door at the same moment.
"Look a-here, Appollonio," he cried, "this is enough of this

now. Out with that gem-pan !"

Appollonio halted, surprise and terror in his face as he met
Waldron's eyes. He began a denial, but broke down, and, un-

buttoning his jumper, slowly extricated the gem-pan.
"And where's the clock, and the iron spoon, and the knives,

too, you thieving rascal? I've a notion to send you over the bay
for this. I suppose you have been looting every house along the

street the same way !"

"No, I not take-a from nobody else. I take-a from you because

you have-a much. I have-a da clock, an' da knives at home—I

bring-a dem back. You not send-a me jail?

His eyes, brown and pleading like a dog's, were full of en-

treaty.

Waldron stood regarding him for some moments. Something
humorous in the situation struck him at last. It was hardly

worth making a complaint about, but he would satisfy his curi-

osity a little, anyhow.
"Well, why the deuce," he asked, "do you steal rolling-pins,

and gem-pans and steel knives? If you are going to steal any-

thing at all why don't you take something valuable?"

"Well, I no need-a da valuable. I not to have a grand house."

"Oh," said Waldron, a slow light breaking in upon him, "Go-

ing to set up housekeeping, eh? Going to get married, I sup-

pose."

"Yas," responded the culprit.

Waldron regarded him for a few moments more in silence,

then he said :

"But you make money selling potatoes. These things don't

cost much—why don't you wait till you can buy them?"
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"Oh, but I no can wait. Rosa she ees een a bad place. She
ees seek; she have-a no one to take care of her. I make-a da

home; I take-a her there."

Rosa—the name brought a dim recollection to Waldron—a re-

collection that made a faint flush creep into his cheek. He had
known a beautiful dark-eyed girl by that name, but it was far

away, up on a cattle range, a hundred miles back into the mount-
ains. He saw her now as she stood at the fork of the road, a look

of appeal and distress in her eyes. Once, half a mile down the

road, he had half a mind to go back, and hesitated a moment,
but he decided not to, and went on. It had taken him eight years
to forget that look.

"Rosa, you say her name is? Does she live here?"

"Yas, she live-a in Carara street. Carara street no ees good."
No, Carara street certainly was not good.
"And Rosa—she is good?"
"Yas, she ees good," said the peddler, after a slight hesita-

tion. "She not good once. She have un Americano once. He
bad ;

he treat-a her no good. He go away and leave-a her. After

a little time she an' da nifio come an' live-a in Carara Street. She
love me now. She say she be true to me. Yas, she ees good."
A lump rose gradually into the American's throat while the

other spoke.

Presently he thrust his hand into his trousers pocket, and

bringing up a handful of silver and gold, pressed it into the

peddler's hand.
"For the—the nifio," he said, and then added, "You can keep

the things, too ; you don't need to bother about bringing them
back."

Appollonio stood regarding Waldron in mute astonishment,

then, a spasm of gratitude overcoming him, he seized the man's

hand, and pouring out incoherent phrases of thankfulness, covered

it with kisses.

"Don't, man !" he said. "Don't, for God's sake ! You haven't

any reason to be grateful to me !"

The peddler looked up and stood dazedly, not knowing what
to do.

Waldron stepped closer and laid his hand on his shoulder:

"Appollonio," he said, "I am not worthy to unloose your shoe

latchets."

"Eh?" said the other, still mystified, glancing down towards
his shoes.

"I said," Waldron repeated slowly, "that your shoestrings were
untied."

Appollonio bent over and fastened them.

As he mounted his wagon and drove off, Mrs. Waldron flut-

tered out of the dining-room.
"You have been talking with Appollonio?" she asked. "He

didn't take the things, did he? He's all right, isn't he? Do say
he is !"

"Yes," said the man slowly, still gazing at the point where

Appollonio had disappeared, "he certainly is—all right !"

San Francisco.
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"What is the cause of the grave changes
that are coming over the American Republic—
the extraordinary inequality in the distribution

of wealth manifested on every hand; the growth of the aristocratic idea;

the lapse from morals in business and private relations among the very rich;

the growth of elements of physical, mental and moral deterioration among
the working classes

;
the appearance of militant trade-unionism

;
the perversion

of the injunction principle and the use of soldiers in strikes; the corruption
of Federal, State and municipal politics ; the deterring of press, university
and pulpit from an open expression; the centralization of government; the

advances in foreign aggression?"
With this question Henry George, Jr., opens his investigation of The Men-

ace of Privilege (Macmillan; $1.50 net) and gives prompt answer that all

these evils have their root in "privileges granted or sanctioned by govern-

ment," specifying "the monopoly of natural opportunities, heavy taxes upon

production, private ownership of public highways and other lesser privileges."

To the exhibition and demonstration of this theorem, "in a brief, suggestive

way," Mr. George devotes 376 pages of his volume, leaving himself 37 pages
in which to propose and argue appropriate remedies for these diseases of the

body politic. Since the private ownership of natural opportunities is the

underlying and most baleful form of privilege, the discovery of a specific

remedy for it is of corresponding importance. Mr. George finds this, as did

his father before him, in substituting for every other form of taxation the

Single Tax upon land values—"land" being taken to include not only agri-

cultural lands and city lots, but forests, mines, water-rights, in a word every

form of "natural opportunity."

Now this is not the place, nor am I the person, to discuss the merits of

the Single Tax, considered solely as a simple, just and efficient method of

securing the money necessary for the proper administration of government.

It may be true, as is claimed, that the burden of necessary taxation can thus

be most fairly, surely and easily apportioned to the shoulders which should

of right bear it. But in Mr. George's argument, as in that of every other

"Single Taxer" with whose thought I am familiar, this purpose of raising

the funds necessary to defray the expenses of government sinks into a com-

paratively insignificant place; and the argument in favor of the Single Tax

upon which the most stress is laid is that by its means the entire net value

of every natural advantage may be sequestrated into the public treasury.

Upon this aspect of the question I am constrained to offer a few such simple

comments as would naturally arise in the simple Western mind.

Mr. George proposes that the entire potential, or economic rent of all land

shall be absorbed by taxation. "Economic rent" means the entire value of

product beyond the cost of labor and capital employed in producing it.

"Potential rent" is even more sweeping, since it includes not only the value

of the actual product, but the highest value which could be produced under
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the fullest and most skillful administration. "Consider the volume of rev-

enue," says our author, "if all land having value, exclusive and regardless of

improvements—all urban and suburban land, all agricultural land, all forest

land, all land bearing minerals or oil or gas in its bosom, all grazing land,

all land that would sell for anything on the open market—should turn that

value over to the public tax gatherer !" This statement has at least the merit

of being frank and easy to understand.

I do not intend to enter upon any ethical questions involved in such a

wholesale confiscation—for taxation so applied would be nothing other than

confiscation. I am, indeed, quite prepared to admit that there is no divinely

ordained property-right; that the validity of all our laws or customs of

ownership must finally be determined by reference to the common weal, not

to any individual claim ; nay, more, that, when mankind has been sufficiently

developed and educated, no man will be much concerned about his rights,

but each will concentrate his attention upon his duties. But there are certain

practical difficulties in the way of such taxation as Mr. George proposes as

seem to make it impossible if it were desirable, and undesirable if it were

possible.

Consider first the method by which the rate of tax should be fixed. There

seems to be no alternative but the arbitrary judgment of some official or

officials, or the highest rental value which any person or persons were willing

to pay to the State. The first of these would offer such a premium to official

"graft" or favoritism as has never yet been dreamed of. The second would

utterly destroy that "fixity of tenure and assurance of a permanence of

holding" which, Mr. George himself insists, "is necessary for the advance-

ment of civilization;" and would fan the flames of competition to a height

never yet reached. For, to take the simplest case, no man could retain

possession of the plot of ground upon which his home might stand except

by paying in taxation its full potential rent. In other words, if some capitalist

could see his way to making the land now occupied by my home and garden
or yours earn a hundred dollars a month or a thousand as a net ground-

rent, by covering it with a six-story apartment house, why a hundred dollars

a month or a thousand we must pay in taxation—or find another home.

The tendency of such a plan would be to increase continually and enormously
the burden of rent, and to reduce, therefore, the portion of product available

for labor and capital. I am aware that this statement traverses directly the

assertions of Mr. George and his confreres, but I see no logical escape from

it. To be sure, this enormous rental charge would go to the public treasury,

instead of individual pockets; the result of this I will return to a little

later on.

Again, it would seem quite impossible to disentangle fairly the economic

rental of land from the economic value of the improvements made upon it by

man's patience, self-sacrifice and ingenuity. Consider a few cases—and these

not among the most difficult. Not so very many years ago the land where

Redlands now stands was worth what it would bring for a sheep-pasture.

Very likely one dollar per acre per year would have been regarded an

exceedingly extravagant estimate of its potential rental value. There came

along men with prophetic vision and imagination and courage, who built

irrigating canals and planted orange groves. The newspaper of this very

morning tells of six-and-a-half acres near Redlands set to Valencia oranges;

for this year's crop the owner has been offered eight thousand dollars net,

as it hangs on the trees. What is the just economic rent for that little grove?

Down in the southeastern corner of California there lies a tract of land of

hundreds of thousands of acres which less than a decade ago seemed hope-
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lessly sterile—the Colorado Desert. No man would have taken it as a gift.

There, too, came men with foresight and courage and imagination, who
married the waters of the Colorado with the Desert—and behold, today
there are leagues of fertile fields. From the standpoint of the would-be

settler of today, each acre has an economic rental value far beyond the

average of agricultural lands in the United States. How far should con-

fiscation go in this case?

Over in southeastern Arizona there are great copper deposits which have

been profitably worked for years by a mining company. A few years ago
there came other mining operators who studied the situation and said to

themselves, "By going outside the limits of the present company's property

and sinking a shaft 800 or 1000 feet, we can probably catch this vein and

get rich returns." They did it, spending hundreds of thousands of dollars

on faith—and now they are getting their rich returns. How much of the

present economic rent of this property would Mr. George escheat to the State?

Passing over with the barest mention the tendency of such "free competi-
tion" as Single-Taxers assert would result from their plan to promote the

rapid exhaustion of every form of "natural opportunity," and leaving un-

mentioned many other interesting results, let us see what its inevitable effect

would be upon "government." Mr. George says : "It is conservative to say

that the revenue for municipal, State and Federal purposes would far exceed

the present needs of Government economically administered." Conservative,

indeed ! It would in fact mean a governmental revenue enormously in excess

of proper governmental requirements and tending steadily towards absorbing
the entire product of the nation beyond the actual requirements for subsist-

ence. This, in turn, could have only one of two results. Either the in-

equalities of wealth would be even greater than under the present order,

but with the office-holders in possession of the gigantic fortunes ; or govern-
ment must be administered as a mighty communistic device for appropriating
all surplus wealth and distributing it equally or fairly. That is, the much-
vaunted "free competition" would soon destroy itself utterly, and the real

burden of both production and distribution rest upon the organized State.

Having said so much by way of criticism of the Single Tax program, I

am bound to say further that I do not believe any other plan of forcing a

legislative curb into the mouth of greed will prove any more effective, call

it socialism, compulsory arbitration, public ownership, or what you will. To
change the figure, no dam can ever be erected against the stream of self-

interest strong enough or high enough to hold it back for more than a little

while. The only possible remedy is to dry up its source—to make uttermost

service to humanity the goal of life instead of striving to seize the largest

possible return ; to believe truly in the brotherhood of man, and to act on

that belief; to realize the Sermon on the Mount not as a mere counsel of

perfection to be sadly admired as an unattainable ideal, but as the law of

everyday living. If this civilization can learn these lessons and apply them,

there will no longer be any Menace of Privilege
—nor any other menace.

If it will not learn them, then it will surely perish as every civilization of the

past has perished.

How much of Jack London's Tales of the Fish Patrol is unvarnished tran-

script of his boyhood experiences on San Francisco Bay and what part of it is

the sheer product of the story-teller's art I cannot say. At any rate it is

throughout interesting enough to be credited wholly to the skill of the prac-

tised romancer, and as convincing as a ship-log. Recommended for boys of

from seven to seventy. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.
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The story which Elma A. Travis, M. D., has undertaken to tell in The

Pang-Yanger is almost as impossible as the title. This is not to say that it

is not interesting—even stimulating to serious thought, at times. But the

author piles one impossibility on another, in her plot, with cheerful reckless-

ness—and adds for good measure a conversational style of which the follow-

ing "is a fair specimen: .

"What on earth are you talking about? Where is Miss Hurst?"
"God knows!" ejaculated Abijah. I left her in the middle of my

ten-acre meadow, with Giuseppe Giacoso; they were strawberrying.
It didn't seem to faze her to be caught red-handed in the act, though
I cut loose and invoked some lurid penalties on trespassers ;

skinning was the mildest thing I think I mentioned. You see, there

was nothing visible in the high grass but a derby hat beside Giuseppe's
old straw sailor, and I didn't happen to know he was pals with your
girl."

The doctor lay back and chuckled fatuously.

Other subjects more serious than strawberry-poaching are treated, but gen-

erally after much the same slap-dash fashion. McClure, Phillips & Co., New
York. $1.50.

Ben Blair is certainly fully supplied with thrilling situations. Most of

them are set in South Dakota, but when the ranchman who plays the title-

role goes to New York, he takes his capacity for getting into trouble and

out again with him. Here is part of what happened on the fourth floor in

a "joint" into which he had been inveigled:

Until then, Ben had been silent as death, silent as one who realizes

that he is fighting for life against overwhelming odds. Now of a

sudden he leaped backward like a great cat, clear of all the others.

From his throat there issued a sound, the like of which not one of

those who listened had ever heard before, and which fairly lifted

their hair—the Indian war-whoop that the man had learned as a boy.
With the old instinctive motion, comparable in swiftness to nothing
save the passage of light, the cowboy's hands went to his hips, and as

swiftly returned with the muzzles of two great revolvers protruding
like elongated index fingers.

And then, with set jaw and blue eyes flashing like live coals, he proceeded

to shoot up the place. Will Lillibridge is the author, and it is a first book.

A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago. $1.50.

For several reasons The Farce of Master Pierre Patelin is of interest to

students of either literature or manners and morals. It is held by competent

critics to represent the highest development of medieval comic drama. Renan

calls it not only the wittiest and most finished piece "de notre vieux theatre

comique," but one of the two most precious records of the moral condition

of the end of the Middle Ages. It seems to have been the first modern

comedy to reach the printing press (about i486 A. D.), as well as the first

to receive appropriate illustration. Its popularity may be judged from the

fact that some thirty editions appeared during the next hundred years. And
a blundering adaptation of it was produced in New York so late as 1863—
though probably neither actors nor "author" had ever heard of the original.

It has been made accessible to the English reader for the first time by Di.

Richard Holbrook, of Columbia University. The translation seems admir-

able, the Introduction and Notes are scholarly and interesting, and the wood-

cuts of -the edition of 1489 are reproduced in facsimile. The volume is alto-

geth'er creditable, both to Dr. Holbrook and to the publishers. Houghton,
Mifflin & Co., Boston. $2.00, net.

Disclaiming any intention to satisfy the requirements of the collector or

connoisseur, but offered merely to "those who require an introduction to a
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field of art hitherto little explored but which will well repay further study,"
Stewart Dick's Arts and Crafts of Old Japan is a beautiful and worthy little

volume. It considers successively painting, color-printing, sculpture and carv-

ing, metal-work, keramics, lacquer, and landscape gardening and the arrange-
ment of flowers. The treatment of each subject is illuminated by carefully
selected illustrations. T. N. Foulis, Edinburgh; A. C. McClurg & Co., Chi-

cago.

The stories gathered under the title, Leaves from an Argonaut's Note-Book,
are based upon the observations of the author—Judge T. E. Jones—during a

residence of forty-nine years in a single mining county of California, and
were originally written for publication in a newspaper of the same locality.

Naturally, therefore, they have the flavor of the genuine thing. Stories of

pioneer mining life would hardly have passed muster with the pioneer miners

themselves, lacking that flavor. The Whitaker & Ray Co., San Francisco.

$1.50.

Animal Snapshots and How Made, by Silas A. Lottridge, is an agreeable
addition to the list of Nature-books. The title was not well selected, as only'

a very small part of the text is devoted to the taking of photographs. A more

descriptive title would have been, "Chats About My Acquaintances in Wood
and Field; with Illustrations from Photographs by the Author." There is

little effort at "style," and even Less imaginative license. The book is a

record of the observations of one interested student—and is valuable accord-

ingly. Henry Holt & Co., New York; C. C. Parker, Los Angeles. $1.75.

Far Eastern Impressions, by Earnest P". G. Hatch, is a record of observa-
tions made by a British M. P., who is also a business man—or perhaps he
.would be more correctly classified as a British business man who happens
to be a Member of Parliament—during a trip to Japan, Korea and China,
some four years ago, and of the author's opinions on the commercial and po-
litical situation. It is well enough in its way, but of no particular conse-

quence. A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago.

With the benevolent purpose of leading "Christians to grant to the posses-
sion of the Jew, the mental, moral, social and spiritual qualifications which
history affirms," Rev. Dr. Madison C. Peters has written The Jew in America.
It is an appreciation of what the Jew has done for America, and is commended
to the attention of any anti-Semite who may read these lines. The John C.

Winston Co., Philadelphia. $i.oo.

For Each Day a Prayer begins with "Our Father," ends with "Now I Lay
Me," and contains between them 366 of the noblest brief prayers in the Eng-
lish language. They were selected and arranged by Elizabeth Hamill Davis.

Dodge Publishing Co., New York. $1.25.

The third in the series of "Lives of Great Writers," by Tudor Jenks, is

In the Days of Milton. Mr. Jenks aims at imparting a fuller understanding
of the subjects of his biographical study by paying special attention to their

environment. It is a useful series. A. S. Barnes & Co., New York. $1 net.

New York's 400, and those who would fain enter that charmed circle, supply
one of the most alluring marks for the shafts of the would-be satirist.

Mrs. Radigan, by Nelson Lloyd, may be defined as one of the shafts. It is

mildly amusing. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. $1.00.

Chronicles of the Little Tot—in verse, with color-illustrations—are simply
delightful, whether the particular chronicle be comic, serious, humorous, pa-
thetic or philosophical. Edmund Vance Cooke is the author. Dodge Pub-

lishing Co., New York. $1.50.

In Mrs. Tree's Will, Laura E. Richards aims at being cleanly amusing—
and scores a center-shot. Dana Estes & Co., Boston. 75 cents.

Charles Amadon Moody.
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FRESNO COUNTY. CALIFORNIA
The Synonym for Opportunity

By A. A. MARTIN.

y^ ^ RESNO County, California, today offers great opportunities for

'\Qi) home-making, or for investment with a view to increase in value.

The development of California has been phenomenal, but its

growth has only begun. It needs men and capital to best develop its: vast

resources. Men of intelligence and energy, with but little money can get

a foothold and make themselves independent.

It oflfers advantages that will not repeat themselves. A period of mar-

velous development has begun, and the homeseeker and investor should

make a note of it. Young people, willing to work, will find themselves m
a few years released from drudgery and living comfortably in a land where

the kindly climate and fertile soil reward man for his labor.

General farming and intensive farming are coming in. The low price of

grain makes its cultivation unprofitable. Fruit-growing, vine-planting, stock-

raising and dairying are inviting attention. Large land holdings are being

broken up and the land sold for small farms. Irrigation has proved the

death-blow to large holdings. An irrigator cannot handle thousands of acres.

Where one man formerly farmed a section of land, you will now find thrifty

farmers making a comfortable living on from forty to sixty acres.

This is the land for the farmer, with all the conditions which make farming
or horticulture both attractive and profitable. The very sparseness of the

population insures this. The excellence of the soil and the superiority of the

climate guarantee this. The time will soon come when Fresno lands will

have unheard-of values put upon them, for there is but one Fresno, and

there won't be enough of it to go around. Today there is room. Room

A Typical Ranch House in Fresno County.
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means opportunity, choice of location, low price of land, profit by increase of

value. Tomorrow these may all be gone. The situation is unprecedented,
and the wise man will think it over carefully.

The climate is everything that can be asked for ; winters short and mild,
rainfall at the county seat ranging from ten to eighteen inches annually;
snow unknown ; frost infrequent, and the fact that the vast fruit and grape
industries of Fresno County are safe and profitable year after year attests

the mildness of the winter climate. This has a value to the outdoors worker;
it means less expenditure for the home and the barn and the outbuildings
on the farm. It costs less to care for stock, end less for fuel to warm the

house. There is lessi loss of time. There is no hibernation. Men do not

"lay oflF" until the winter is over. Every day in field or orchard, shop, barn

Date Palm Drive Near Fresno - Planted 12 years ago.

or dairy may be a day of productive labor. It should be reckoned among
the worker's assets.

Then the soil in such a kindly air is vastly productive. Then, too, climate

means variety of production, which fosters the growth of all plant life and

makes possible a greater variety of crops than in any other country of the

world. Here, will be found successfully growing the wheat of Minnesota or

the orange of Florida; the apple of Michigan or the lemons of Sicily; the

peaches of New Jersey or the olives of Spain; the corn of Kansas or the

melons of Persia; the barley of Russia or the vine of France; the potatoes

of Ireland or the peanuts of Georgia; the sugar-beets of Germany or the figs

of Smyrna; the raisins of Spain or that king of forage plants, the alfalfa of

California. Everything grows, and with such a range of choice he must

indeed be a poor farmer who cannot find an industry suited to his tastes or

ability, or who cannot, in this land where growth is almost continual, "make

farming pay."

Even more remarkable than temperature distribution is the rainfall of
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California. There are two well-marked seasons, the dry and the wet. The

former covers the period from May to October, inclusive; the latter the rest

of the year. The average rainfall is from eight to fourteen inches, which

is sufficient for raising crops of grain; but for the growth of vineyard,

orchard, or alfalfa irrigation is resorted to. As summer approaches, the snow

melts on the high Sierra Nevada mountains, lying on the eastern boundary

of Fresno County, and feeds the great Kings River. Here you are in a

second Yosemite, the splendid canon of the Kings River. This is one of the

scenic regions^ of the state, not so well known to the general public because

of? the main line of travel, but the highest mountain of the range is here,

Mt. Whitney, the second highest mountain in the United States. From Kings

River comes the water that supplies Fresno County with its system of irri-

gation.

Irrigated districts have many advantages over non-irrigated. A cheap and

plentiful water supply is an absolute insurance against drought. Dependent

Kings River Near Fresno.

upon rainfall, one must take and use water when it comes, and not when
it is wanted. Much time is often lost in a country having summer rains, in

postponing necessary work because of the rain. Under the magnificent ditch

system of irrigation, the farmer is enabled to use the water on his crop at

the time when it will do the greatest amount of good, at the low rate of 62^^

cents per acre per year. Why, this is almost cheaper than rain.

Fresno City ranks third in shipping importance in California. It is the

county seat of Fresno County, the metropolis and business center of the San

Joaquin Valley. Fresno is a railroad center; there are eight lines radiating

from it, with two transcontinental railroads, the Southern Pacific and Santa

Fe. Present population is 22,000. The banks of Fresno are among the strongest

of the state, five banks in the city with five million dollars deposits representing

principally farmers' accounts. Churches and societies of every name and

creed are represented. A Carnegie library, costing $30,000; a high school;

nine large grammar schools, mostly of brick, over 100 teachers
;
two large

commercial schools, giving tuition to over 300 students
;
modern electric rail-

road syst€m ; gas and electric light plants ; modern water works ; good hotels ;
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The Kearney Boulevard, Fresno— I J miles long, 140 feet wide.

fine public buildings ;
modern and up-to-date stores

;
beautiful homes ; broad

streets,, well paved and lined with shade trees, make "Fresno," the metropolis
of the San Joaquin Valley, a name to conjure with.

Think of a principality with 3,600,000 acres of land and a population of only

50,000, 22,000 of them living in the City of Fresno, shipping annual products
of $18,500,000. which if figured out on the ratio of the income per capita for

the 28,000 people living outside of Fresno, would bring the marvelous average
of $660 per person.

Fresno County produces annually a total of $18,512,500. divided as follows:

Value. Value.
Live stock $5,000,000 Brandy $ 250,000

Wool 250,000
Crude oil 1,250,000

Eggs ioo,oco

Almonds, nuts 7.500
Honey and beeswax 50,000

Gold, silver, granite, etc... 400,000
Dried and fresh fruits 1,500,000
Wheat and barley i,ooo,oco

Butter fat 1,000,000
Wine 1,500,000
Raisins 2,500,000
Olive oil 30,000
Poultry 750,000
Melons 100,000
Oranges and lemons 75,ooo
Alfalfa hay 750,000
Lumber 2,000,000

The public school system of Fresno County is unexcelled anywhere. The

buildings are all modern and well equipped. The high school of Fresno is

an imposing structure. The county has 132 public schools of the highest

grade, five schools being accredited to the State University. There are seven

high schools in the county.

Alfalfa, "The King of Crops," is to this locality what corn is to the Middle

West. Alfalfa grows luxuriantly and is the basis of success of the dairy

industry. The yield from an alfalfa field is very large. Alfalfa is the most

valuable forage plant that we have. In the irrigated land of Fresno alfalfa

finds a natural home. Raising alfalfa provides the surest and quickest means
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A Fresno Alfalfa Field—Planted AprH, J 905; Photographed October 27, 1905,

after third crop had been cut.

of obtaining an income, as it enables you to make money during the time

required for trees and vines to come into bearing. To those not familiar

with alfalfa it is a revelation. It is of the clover family and is sometimes

called Chilean clover. It grows very rank and makes the finest feed for beef

cattle and dairy cows. Alfalfa may be planted as late as March, and by the

first of July the first crop will yield from a ton to a ton and a half to the acre.

After coming to full maturity with proper care, it will produce year after

year. Alfalfa does not impoverish the soil. Its roots will penetrate to the

depth of twenty feet or more, reaching for moisture. On all the irrigated

land or lands subject to sub-irrigation, where moisture is near to the surface,

after the plant is once started it becomes strong and independent and re-

quires but little care. A yield from a good stand of alfalfa is from one to two

tons of hay per cutting. With five cuttings per year, this means from five to

ten tons of hay to the acre every year. This: sells readily in the stack at

$6.50 to $7 per ton, and is shipped in large quantities.

To the cattle breeder : We have a substitute for the green meadow of

England, the succulent turnip and other roots of England, or the blue grass

of Kentucky, in our broad acres of alfalfa. Alfalfa is equal to any of the

Hogs Fattened on Waste from Fruit Drying and Raisin Curing.
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above in food value, and in some respects to all three, foi it is primarily a

bone and muscle producer, rich in protein. Fresno County is particularly

adapted to alfalfa, abounding in rich, sandy soil, warm climate and abundance

of water, thus containing all the elements that are most conducive to suc-

cessful culture.

The importance of dairying has not been generally appreciated, and until

a comparatively recent date was not carried on under profitable conditions,

but today, along the new lines of development in this industry, together with

the acknowledged importance of alfalfa as a food basis, the dairyman of today
is in an entirely different position from the dairyman of the old country, or

even the East. A few figures will demonstrate the importance of the cow
to the alfalfa field. Young alfalfa planted in February will produce three

cuttings, of four to five tons per acre, at an average valuation of $7 per ton

for the first year; and the second year will produce five cuttings of seven tons

at $7, or $49 for the year. If you sell your hay baled, this is the extent of

Main Weir on K-ings River, SOO leet long This weir impounds 2,500 cubic feet oi water

per second for Fresno County Irrigation System.

the profit that can be made on your land, and you have taken all of the fer-

tilizer off of it.

On the dairy or cow basis, you can run three cows on two acres of alfalfa.

Each cow should produce in butter fat $60, one calf valued at $8, two hogs
that will fatten on the skimmed milk and alfalfa to about 200 pounds each,

and sell at S cents per pound, or $20 for the two, making a total of $88 per

cow, or $264 for the three cows that run on the two acres of alfalfa. You
have fed these cattle your $98 worth of feed, but you have made a profit of

$166 on two acres of land, as well as enriching your soil by reason of the

fertilizers that you have left on it. There are at present in the dairy busi-

ness in and about Fresno about 5,000 cattle, which produced in 1905 from

700,000 to 800,000 pounds of butter fat, which finds a ready market at from

18 cents to 30 cents per pound, averaging 25 cents per pound during the

entire year. The daily output of the creameries in Fresno alone is now about

6,000 pounds of butter per day, but thisi does not equal the demand.

Over 3,300,000 pounds of butter fat, worth 20 cents per pound, or $660,000,

was imported into this state this year, and no effort has been made to supply
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the continually increasing demand for canned butter to be exported to Alaska.

the Hawaiian Islands, Japan and the Philippine Islands. Here is an oppor-

tunity that should be taken advantage of immediately.

Horticulture is a science and agriculture is also becoming scientific. This

is a land where a man can farm with brains
; where he can own the soil he

tills and spend his substance upon it; and where the life-giving waters under

the dust of the long and opulent summers will make the harvest certain and

abundant. All kinds of deciduous fruits thrive and the orchard business is

one of the best that can be engaged in.

The increase each year in the shipment to Eastern market of fresh fruits

and grapes, under the perfect system of refrigeration as practiced now by the

fruit companies of Fresno, together with the effective routing of cars, so as to

distribute the fruit in the East and prevent the over-loading of any one par-

Intake to Main Canal from New Weir, Kings River, at Low Water.

ticular market, has made fruit growing one of the principal industries of

Fresno County. The long dry summers, with their days of pure, warm sun-

shine, make an ideal condition for drying all kinds of fruits, as well as

proper preparation of raisins.

The canneries of Fresno are ready to contract entire fruit crops at fair

market prices for five years in advance. The orchardist is thus assured that

a profitable market awaits him at all times.

The Smyrna fig is easy to grow in these lands, and deserves special men-

tion. It is independent in character, asks little attention, sending its roots

down for water and yields two crops yearly of delicious fruit that is easily

dried in the open air. As a result of the efforts of prominent horticulturists

of Fresno, the Smyrna fig is now produced here, superior in flavor, size and

cleanliness to the imported, an achievement not accomplished any place else

in America.
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Many other fruits, such as pears, apples, nectarines, cherries, pomegranates,

quinces, prunes, oranges, lemons, and in fact, as stated by Professor Ehvood

Mead, in his report to the Department of Agriculture. "Every product of the

temperate and semi-tropical zones which I could call to mind," growing here

and thriving, should each have a page devoted to them, but space does not

permit. It is a common occurrence to find a family orchard containing a

dozen varieties of citrus fruits, and the same number of varieties of table

grapes, all devoted to the family use.

The almond and walnut are profitably raised here, almonds particularly

being sensitive to good treatment, and when properly cared for producing

good results. The pecanj and Italian chestnut are also very profitable prod-
ucts.

Since the advent of the Mission Fathers, olives have been grown in Califor-

nia, one hundred and thirty-five years ; commercially, since Elwood Cooper
set out his groves thirty-five years ago. At present there are over two million

trees in the state, and the industry is rapidly growing. The fruit is the finest

grown, and as the method for preparation is scientific ;ind cleanly, there is

Camp Life Under the Umbrella Trees -Whole families find work in the orchards

and vineyards, living after this fashion.

no longer an excuse for using the imported olive or olive oil. The Cali-
fornia olive is on the market in three forms, ripe pickled olives, green pickled
olives and olive oil. Olive trees are becoming extensively used along the
sides of public roads as ornamental trees, and are a source of profit as well,
because no one will pick the green fruit. A conservative return is $80 net

per acre in olive trees.

Strawberries, blackberries, loganberries, Burbank berries, and all the berry
tribe, flourish well in the warm, sandy soils" of the Fresno Irrigated Farms
Company, and produce from two to five thousand dollars per acre in net
results when given proper attention.

All kinds of melons are successfully grown on these lands, and the Fresno
melon is shipped as far north as San Francisco and Portland. During the
melon season there is great fluctuation in price, which ranges from $20 to

$ico per car. Melons are a very profitable crop to plant between the vines
of a young vineyard or the trees in a young orchard, and it is safe to estimate
will return enough profit to pay the planting and cultivation of the orchard or

vineyard. However, we would not suggest planting melons two years in

succession in a young orchard or vineyard, but would rotate the crops and
plant corn or pumpkins for the second year.
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Alfalfa honey is very fine and ranks with the clover honey of the East.

The large fields of alfalfa in Fresno County make bee culture an additional

source of profit. The demand for honey is constantly increasing, and the

small farmer can make the honey a splendid assistant as a producer, and

actually increase his income many hundred dollars yearly. This county

produced $50,000 worth of honey last year.
The raisin district of Fresno is known as the only one in the United States

where the raisin reaches perfect development. The country is of that class

of soil whose particular qualities are essential to the production in large

quantities of high-class raisins.

For the production of raisins alone, therefore, this county is worth the

most careful consideration and investigation. The art of seeding raisins has

been perfected by the use of modern machinery, and the cost of rhanufacturing
reduced to the minimum. The care used in placing the product on the market
at a low price has brought the raisin now within the reach of every family.
The increased consumption of seeded raisins is almost beyond belief. For
the season of 1905 over 4,000 carloads have been produced, valued at $2,500,000,
one company alone at Fresno giving employment to over 1,000 people. The

Palm-Thatched Summer House Near Fresno.

intelligent advertising of the raisin by the Raisin Growers' Association and
its campaign of education as to the uses of the raisin in cooking has been

productive of a rapidly increasing demand for the product. The varieties of

raisin grapes include Alexandria, the Muscatel, Gordo Blanco, the Malaga,
which is also a delightful table grape, as well as the seedless varieties of

Sultana and Thompson Seedless. As for the shipment of deciduous fruits

under the system of refrigeration, so with table grapes. Many varieties of

table grapes are annually shipped East, such as the Malaga, White Muscat,
Black Hamburg, the Emperor, Black Prince, the Tokay and other grapes of

similar character. Under proper arrangements for picking and packing, the

shipment of fresh grapes for the Eastern market is destined to become one
of the principal industries of Fresno County. Profits realized from matured

vineyards range from $100 to $400 per acre. As in fruit culture, a mixture
of a fair amount of brains with the soil is necessary.
A premium is offered the man with ability and the desire to work. Prior

experience is not so necessary, if the industrious citizen, who will study and

learn, will come to Fresno, determined to use the same care, economy and

industry that he used in his former home. He can be assured of permanent
prosperity in a community of able and cultured men, if willing to intelligently

follow advice and gather wisdom from the results of those who have
learned the industry here on the ground.
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• UniAH
By J. C. RUDDOCK.

KIAH is the county seat of Mendocino County, situated on the right

bank, or west side, of Russian River, twenty miles north from the

southern boundary line of_ county, and 113 miles from San Francisco.

The name is a corruption of the Indian word, "Yo-kia," which means
"deep valley," and was originally applied to the valley in which the town is situ-

ated. The town was made the county-seat in 1859, when its population num-
bered about 100. It was incorporated in 1872, and at the present time (March,
igo6) has a population of 2700. The valley in which it is situated contains

about 4000 people. It is estimated from the tide of homeseekers coming into

the county that the population of the town in ten years from now, will be

5000. Northern California, of which Mendocino County forms a large part,
has been somewhat overlooked, by reason of the attractions offered by city life

around San Francisco Bay, the great wheat valleys of the interior of the

State, and the extensively advertised orange groves and climate of Southern
California. This town is not a city of the plains; she is a chaste maiden of

the beautiful valley
—her namesake—where the sun rises a trifle later in the

morning, and sets a little earlier in the evening, because of its mountain

setting, east and west. It nestles just inside the great belt of redwood on its

west, which stretches forty miles to the shore of the Pacific on the western
confines of the continent. The assessed valuation of the town for 1905 was
about $1,200,000. The city owns its own lighting plant, and electricity is

furnished to its own citizens at a minimum cost, about equal to operating
expenses and repairs. The town has also a good supply of street lights.

It has also a fine sewer system. The town was bonded to the extent of

$25,000 for sewers, and $18,000 for electric lights ; as the bonds run for a

period of 40 years, the tax for the payment of interest and principal on these

bonds is not severe. The bulk of the taxes within the corporation is for

these indispensable utilities. The near future promises an effort to own its

own water works, and to make the area of the city larger by annexing adjoin-

ing territory, which at the present time is a well settled suburb. Ukiah is

one mile square, with the county court house on a square plaza
—after the

Mexican style
—in the center.

A Ukiah Home.
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The public school grounds consist of a teii-acre tract—donated by the late

Daniel Gobbi, a pioneer of the valley
—and has two commodious modern

school buildings, which accommodate the eight grades of the grammar school,
and eight industrious and efficient teachers.

The Ukiah High School is within the city limits on a slight eminence, and
is accredited as a part of the State University system. Six teachers look
after the training of the students.

Besides the public institutions of learning there are a business college, a

normal training school, and the Albertina Orphanage, a Catholic school which
receives day pupils.

Arrangements are at present under way by the city to establish a public

library, and new municipal buildings.

Eight religious societies have organizations here, and all have church edi-

fices—the Advent, Baptist, Catholic, Christian, Episcopalian, Methodist, Meth-
odist South, and Presbyterian. All the substantial fraternal and benevolent

organizations have flourishing branches in Ukiah, and many of the fraternal

insurance organizations are established here.

The town is well drained, and the water, supplied by a private corporation,
is pure, cold and healthful. The climate is not harsh at any season of the

year. June, July, August and September are considered the warm months,
yet during these summer months the nights are cool and deliciously pleasant.
Snow is a very rare thing, except to adorn the summits of the mountains on

Mendocino County Court House.

the horizon. The thermometer never gets despondent, and lower than i8

degrees above zero has never been experienced. What are alluded to as hot

spells, during summer, are of brief duration, and such a thing as sun-stroke

is not known.
Ukiah is on the line of the California Northwestern Railway, the trip to

vSan Francisco being usually a five-hour trip. The terminus of the railroad is

at Willits, 26 miles north, but a line through to Eureka, in Humboldt County,

by the extension of the California Northwestern Railway, is said to be not

very far away.
Good wagon roads connect Ukiah ^with the coast, all towns of the county

and with Lakeport, the county seat oTt Lake County, 30 miles by wagon road
east.

Russian River valley is perhaps without an equal for its size, in the fertility

of its soil and the variety of its products. Its best alluvial bottom-lands are

devoted chiefly to hops and alfalfa—the crops that give the largest returns for

the outlay-
—although grapes, corn, potatoes, all kinds of garden vegetables,

hay and the cereal grains are among its staple products.

Eggs, poultry, butter and milk are among the industries and find a ready
market and a good demand. Berries and fruits of all kinds, adapted to this

latitude, arc produced in abundance. The town has built up with a steady

growth, without the exciting booms under high pressure incident to places
more extensively advertised, but when the boom arrives it will come to stay.
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* PETALUMA
By FRANK H. SNOW.

HEN General Vallejo built his now historic adobe fort on the first

slope of Sonoma mountain, he was guided in his choice of a site by its

proximity to a noisy little fresh-water stream which promised abund-
ant water for his herds of cattle and horses. That was of more im-

portance in his eyes than the tide-water slough along the western side of the

valley. But now that salt-water slough is a commercial highway, and the

fresh-water stream is dammed far above the fort and its waters are conveyed
across the valley in pipes to supply the residents of the opposite hills. When
General Vallejo's light-hearted vaqueros amused themselves with chicken

fights and horseback feats, including the recovery of a buried fowl while

riding at full gallop, they troubled themselves very little with any thought
that chickens would ever supersede cattle as a product of the hills and gentle

slopes where a man on horseback could hardly be seen through the luxuriant

wild oats. Those were joyous times. With but little care, the cattle grew
fat and multiplied and brought easy money to their owners.
But the pushing, prying gringos with white-sailed schooners and puffing

steamers disturbed the thousands of wild ducks and followed the salt-water

channel on the west side of the valley to the point where vaqueros and
travellers used to cross on their way to General Vallejo's hospitable home.
At the head of navigation, the town of Petaluma gradually came into exist-

ence. Then dairying and farming became important industries. That was
another era. The plow and the steady draught-horse took the place of the

riata and the dancing mustang. And Petaluma grew. It became the shipping

point for a wide territory. The stages and the freight-wagons started from
Petaluma for other points far up the coast, and the rich valleys parallel to it.

What vast amounts of the finest butter and cheese were sent from Petaluma
to San Francisco! And what strings of wagons brought in the famous

"Bodega Red" potatoes ! By and by San Francisco wanted basalt blocks

with which to pave her streets. Petaluma furnished them from the ledges

among the hills across the valley. San Francisco, Los Angeles and Sacra-

mento wanted heavy truck-horses for business and the finest trotters and
runners for pleasure. Petaluma came forward with animals which rivaled

their ancestors in Europe and Kentucky.
And so one industry after another was developed. The town grew in size

A Petaluma Home.
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Whitney Falls, Petaluma.

and wealth. Singularly favored in its location, it had nothing else to do but

grow. The, fact must be admitted that Petaluma's growth has been compara-
tively slow, the locality never having been boomed abroad as a paradise for

the dying or a place where fortunes can be accumulated without exertion.

But Petaluma's growth has been solid and substantial. There is wealth of

the permanent kind in Petaluma.
With all of Petaluma's sources of prosperity, the latest-is the biggest and

the most prominent. The poultry industry is now the one that outranks all

the rest. It is Chickaluma now. Little white chicken houses, unlike the

larger structures of the East, dot the slopes and gleam among the trees on
every hand. What a queer place it seems to a stranger! He has heard of

Petaluma as^ a great poultry center, but he is hardly prepared for the reality.
He finds chickens everywhere. In the back yards of the city residences are

flocks of busy hens, happy and productive in their well-kept quarters. In
the orchards, a valuable accessory to the equipment of the horticulturist,
there are the hens

; though the fact is that in point of profit the hens outdo
the trees. On the dairy ranches there are also hens, each flock with its

complement of little buildings forming a miniature village, and many similar

villages are scattered over the hillsides. The hens rival the cows in profit
to their owners and in many instances have entirely superseded them.
Statistics are dry reading and really convey but little to the hurried reader,
and so only a few figures will be introduced here. Petaluma's output of

eggs and poultry for 1905 was 3,827,061 dozen eggs and 39,392 dozen poultry,
a gain of 333,740 dozen eggs and 6,106 dozen poultry over the year 1904,
which shows how rapidly the industry is increasing. These amounts are
not estimates, but are from figures carefully gathered by the Petaluma
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"Weekly Poultry Journal," and printed every week. They are the shipments
to San Francisco and do not include the many thousands of eggs used in

the incubators here to supply the home needs, or the other thousands of little

chicks sent away right from the incubators. From this it can be readily seen

that the hen population of Petaluma and vicinity is immense, and so it is.

though an accurate census has never been taken. Having attained its present

proportions, the poultry industry is much benefited in that very fact. The
consumption is so great that the feed dealers are justified in buying in much
larger quantities and wider variety and can sell at lower prices than could

be done were the poultry population less. So the novice has much in his

favor when he begins to establish himself i-n poultry farmnig here.

The favorable location and climate have had much to do with building up
Petaluma and her varied industries, but greater than all else is the fact of

having a free salt-water highway to San Francisco. By this route, steam-

ers, schooners and barges carry immense quantities of freight at low rates

between Petaluma and the metropolis—an inestimable advantage.
As the need has increased so have the transportation facilities been im-

proved. From a beginning of one small stearner from Petaluma to San Fran-
cisco and stages to the interior, have grown two modern railroad systems.

'^.^M^^
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Some Petaluma Chicken Houses.

one Steam and the other electric, bringing the surrounding country into cIosl

touch with Petaluma, and giving Petaluma quick time to the metropolis.
The excellent advantages existing here for the manufacturer have attracted

many factories to Petaluma. The only silk-factory west of the Rocky moun-
tains is here. This and the shoe-factory give employment to many of the

young people, and five tanneries add substantially to Petaluma's exports.

Where there are so many chickens, one would naturally expect to find incu-

bator-factories. They are here—four of them—and their artificial hatchers

and mothers are sent to all parts of the world. Along the same line are the

Golden Eagle flouring-mill and the poultry-feed factories, where thousands

of tons of food for man, beast and chicken are turned out annually. Three

lumber-yards with two big planing-mills handle millions of feet of lumber

and afford modern facilities for the building which is constantly going on.

Six banks pay 3^ per cent interest to depositors and offer cheap money to

the borrower.
Ihe streets are kept in good condition, the sidewalks are of cement, the

stores are large and modern, with stocks that make it a waste of money for

the resident to go to San Francisco for either necessaries or luxuries, and

everything is favorable to the business man or the producer.
In the rush of business and swift pursuit of the active dollar, the matter

of rest and recreation is not forgotten in Petaluma. An energetic Ladies'
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Dinner Time.

Improvement Club has transformed two waste spots into beautiful parks
that are kept in perfect condition. The Hill Opera House, built for no other

purpose and on the ground floor, is a source of surprise and delight to the
better theatrical companies which visit this place for the first time, and to the

stranger who attends the performances therein. Those of literary inclinations
find pleasure in the free public library, to house which Andrew Carnegie con-
tributed $12,000, and the people of Petaluma have just fini-hed up a $20,gco
building. In the racing season the horsemen find here one of the best mile
tracks in the state, with accommodations for hundreds of horses, a big grand-
stand and all the rest of the accessories to a first-class racing park. Lovers
of football and baseball find their favorite amusement at Recreation Park.
An open-air promenade concert is given by Company C band on one of the
business streets every Saturday night during the summer, and there is a

dance afterward. While many Petaluma people who want an outing in the
summer go just across the valley to Sonoma mountain or coastward to Bear
Valley, Inverness, or Dillon's beach, there are San Francisco people who
come to Petaluma for the same purpose, which would indicate that it is no
hardship for those who are compelled to live in Petaluma the year through.
So many fraternal societies have lodges here that the stranger who belongs
to almost any fraternity is sure of falling in with brethren, and nine flourish-

ing church organizations speak well also for the reception of the stranger.
An active Chamber of Commerce is on the alert for the stranger who makes
things on a large scale, and is looking for a favorable location.

The natural center and shipping point of a rich and productive region,
where crops never fail, Petaluma is a cash town. The comrnercial travelers,
who are well calculated to give a competent and fair verdict on this point,

say Petaluma is the best town on the coast. Petaluma merchants buy goods
and pay for them. The location and resources of Petaluma have placed the
town in a most enviable commercial position and one that is becoming better
all the time. There has been no mushroom growth. The people of Petaluma.
while progressive and enterprising in many ways, are at the same time con-
servative and have never spent much money heralding abroad the advantages
of their city and inviting the stranger to come in and be done for. 'fliey
have never advertised Petaluma as a winter resort and a sanitarium for all

the diseases that man ever inherited or contracted in the usual way. Hence
the town has grown by force of its commercial merits and is populated by
sturdy, active people with sound lungs and bright eyes. Petaluma is a most
desirable place to live in, and when the Petaluman dies his remains are laid

away in Cypress Hill Cemetery, one of the most beautiful in the State.
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^ORANGE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
By SAMUEL ARMOR.

flf N THE year 1867 two attorneys of Los Angeles, A. B. Chapman and

I Andrew Glassell, bought a portion of the Rancho Santiago de Santa

Ana, laid out the town of Richland—afterwards named Orange—near

the center of the tract, subdivided the remainder into small farms, and put

the whole upon the market. It took about three years to get the preliminary

work done and to bring water from the Santa Ana river to the land so as

to make it habitable; hen^ce the settlement dates its beginning from the year

1870.

The topography of this tract and adjacent territory shows a comparatively

regular mesa about five miles wide and ten miles long, descending gently

from an elevation of about three hundred feet above sea level at the foothills

north and east of Orange towards the Santa Ana river" on the west and the

lowlands on the south, with the San Bernardino range of mountains in the

background, some seventy-five miles distant. This plain is considered a delta

of the Santiago creek and the Santa Ana river, and was formed by the sedi-

ment brought down by these streams from the mountains and foothills. The

soil is a sandy loam, many feet in depth and of practically the same quality

throughout, rich in plant food and pervious to water and the roots of plants

and trees, thus becoming a great store-house for vegetation to draw its food

and moisture from.

The rains in this section usually descend during the winter months upon

the mountain, hill and valley slopes, sink into the ground, and then drain out

at lower levels into the streams during the summer months. The average

annual rainfall at Orange for a long term of years was 13.72 inches; but in

A Home Place in Orange.



A Tiny Fraction of the Water Supply of Orange.
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the mountains, where the Santa Ana river takes its rise, the rainfall is more
than double that quantity. The water thus provided is taken from the river

by the Santa Ana Valley Irrigation Company, a co-operative company formed

of the land-owners themselves, and is distributed to each at cost. This cost

has averaged from seventy-five cents to one dollar per acre per year for

several years past. An abundant and cheap water supply for irrigation is an

absolute insurance against drouth. The city also owns the water-works for

domestic supply and furnishes water to its inhabitants at reasonable rates.

The maximum, minimum and mean temperature at Orange for the past five

years have been as follows :

TQOI 1902 1903 1904 1905

Maximum
j

100.

Alinimum
| 29.

Mean I 64.5

97-

30.

63-5

97-
28.

62.:

97-

31-

64.

102.

28.

6;.

Of course, the maximum and the minimum temperatures quoted above were

but for a day or two in each year ; nine-tenths of the time the atmosphere
was pleasant and agreeable, the temperature ranging from 60 to 80 degrees

in the daytime and from 40 to 60 degrees in the night-time. The territory be-

tween Orange and the foothills is about as free from frost as any part of

the State, and makes a specialty of raising winter vegetables. During the

past winter the shipment of green peas by express from Orange approximated
one hundred sacks per day for many days.

In a territory thus favored with fertile soil, abundant water and an equable

climate, nearly everything that can be grown anywhere is grown to a greater

or less extent
;
but only such products as will pay to ship to a distance are

raised in excess of the home demand. As an indication of the kind and

Irrigating Canal near Orange.
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quantity of surplus products raised, the carload shipments from Orange last

year, reported by the packing-houses, were: Oranges, 718 cars; lemons, 68

cars ; dried apricots, 13 cars ; walnuts, 5 cars ; while the less-than-carload

unclassified shipments reached nearly two million pounds, not including the

shipments by express. A great many farmers raise such animals as they

need, while a few raise a surplus to sell
; many also go extensively into poul-

try raising. A number of bee-ranches are maintained in the caiions east of

Orange. Thousands of rose bushes are propagated every year northeast of

the city for the Eastern market. A large flouring mill at Olive, operated by

water power from one of the water company's canals, puts out about $135,000

worth of mill-products every year. Several pipe-works are doing a thriving

business in this vicinity, manufacturing cement water-pipe and artificial stone.

Orange High School.

These various industries might be more particularly described and others

might be mentioned, did space permit.

The City of Orange, incorporated in 1888 as a city of the sixth class, has

an area of about three square miles and a population of about 2000 inhabit-

ants. Its railroad facilities are excellent, with the usual express, telegraph

and telephone service. A beautiful little plaza, with its fountain and flagpole,

marks the center of the city; about four miles of the streets nearest this

center are bordered on each side with cement walks and curbs. One firm

reported having furnished lumber for 75 new houses, which were erected in

Orange and vicinity during the past year, and there were others furnishing

materials in this section. Three two-story brick buildings, costing $4,000,

$7,000 and $14,000, were added to the business houses during the same period ;

a couple more, to cost $4,429 and $5,800 respectively, are under contract.

In addition to the material advantages claimed for this section, citizens of

Orange and vicinity find plenty of opportunities for cultivating their esthetic

tastes for the rational enjoyment of the blessings of life. Here are excellent
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The Plaza, at Orange,

schools ot all grades, from the primary to the high school, churches of nearly

every denomination, societies galore, lectures and entertainments, and one of

the best public libraries and reading rooms in the county. There are many
charming drives in the vicinity of Orange, and attractive pleasure resorts may
be found at the seashore or in the mountains.

Oh ! Orange is the place, and "seeing is believing."
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•ocean park
"WHat, Where and "WHy

.- By E. R. JILLSON.

^^jj^^^O URN the hands of Time back a short six years, and standing upon the

^^^^^^^ highest point of the bluff rising from the Ocean to the south of

Port Los Angeles, and looking southward beyond the city limits of

Santa Monica, one could see the waters of the Pacific sweeping the

shores of a beautiful bay, extending southerly for several miles,

with the Island of Catalina rising dimly to the far south.

The sand upon these shores, gleaming silvery white in the sun-

light, with only here and there a human habitation, seeemd to

beckon and lure to a nearer view, and, following the shore line for

about two miles, the center of this attractive spot was reacned. Let us sup-

pose then, that lying here upon the warm, clean sand, lulled by the music

of the waves softly breaking, one had fallen into a Rip Van Winkle sleep of

six years' duration. What, on waking, meets the view? A fair city of

beautiful homes, of pleasure attractions, fine public buildings and' well-kept

streets, with a population of 5.000,
—Ocean Park, the wonder of the South-

land, and the beach resort par excellence of the Pacific Coast. Where is it?

Located at the very center of that beautiful crescent known as Santa Monica

Bay.

A ride of nine miles from the city limits of Los Angeles via the Los An-

geles-Pacific Electric Railroad, through a beautiful and fertile country, brings

you to Pier Avenue, the principal business street of Ocean Park, today.

Here, on your left, as you leave the car, is the Ocean Park Bank, the pioneer

bank, and on your right the Casa Del Mar, the pioneer hotel of the town.

First-class stores of every description are on either hand as you walk down
Pier Avenue toward the ocean, where the new "Horseshoe Pier" invites you
to a promenade. Following the broad curve of this unique structure, which

The Beach at Ocean Park.
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Pier Avenue, Ocean Park.

extends 2500 feet oceanward and affords you a fine view of the entire town
and its background of snow-capped mountains, you step upon land again at

the foot of Marine Street, on which is located the journal Building, and the

handsome new Masonic Temple, on the ground-floor of which is the Post-

office. To your right, along the Ocean Front, as you leave the "Horseshoe

Pier" at Marine Street, are two buildings which cannot fail to engage your
attention. The first is the Hotel Decatur, occupying the entire second and

third floors of both the Fraser Block and Decatur Building, with office and

cafe on the ground fioor, the other rooms on the first floor being occupied
for other business purposes.

The Hotel Decatur, one of the handsomest and best-equipped beach hotels

in Southern California today, was thrown open to the public on New Year's

Day, 1906, and has been filled with guests ever since.

The second building, which occupies an entire block on the Ocean Front,

Fraser Avenue, Ocean Park.



The Topango Canpn Trail—A favorite with Ocean Park horseback riders.
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Hotel Decatur, Ocean Park.

extending from Navy to Ozone Avenue, is the Ocean Park Bath House, next

to the largest, and truly the finest and best-equipped of its kind in the United

States. The large swimming tank, or plunge, is 65 by 130 feet, filled with

salt water heated to a temperature of 83 degrees and changed daily. The
house contains fico dressing rooms and 40 tub baths, is open the year round.

A Cozy Corner in the Hotel Decatur,
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and during the winter months the dressing rooms and corridors are heated by

steam. There are parlors beautifully fitted up for those who care to watch

the swimmers. Over 100,000 people have availed themselves of the privileges

of this fine bath-house since it was opened, July 2, 1905.

The principal residence section of the town extends southward from Marine

Street to Windward Avenue, where we find Venice, the big playground of

Ocean Park. Here may be found amusements and entertainment to suit the

taste of every one, from the music-lover, listening rapturously to the strains

of Ellery's Royal Italian Band, with its classical repertoire, to the awe-struck

rustic barkening to the "spielers" on the Midway. Lovers of aquatic sports

find here twenty miles of canal-way, suitable for row-boats, canoes, launches

or the romantic gondola, and all of these are very much in evidence.

The Venice Miniature Railway, with its nine-year-old president and fonr-

Inside the Ocean Park Bath House.

leen-year-old chief engineer, is another striking novelty in the amusement

line.

One of the strongest and most attractive features of Ocean Park is its home
and social life, in consequence of which the town is. filled with beautiful and

attractive dwellings, which are homes in every sense of the word. It is a mis-

take to suppose that Ocean Park is just "a summer resort" or "a winter

resort" or anything but an all-the-year-round, up-to-date, permanent beach-

resort, where people go and stay and make their homes, and if called away,

get back as quick as ever they can. If you doubt this statement watch the

cars at the Fourth-Street station of the Los Angeles-Pacific Railroad, in Los

Angeles, any afternoon after four o'clock, as they start for Ocean Park, and

your skepticism will speedily vanish.

Why has all this come to pass in the space of six years? Because here the

public finds what it seeks. The invalid, the tourist, the pleasure-seeker, the
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Guaranty Realty Building, Venice.l

busy man of affairs, the capitalist, the fathers, the mothers and the children,

all find here conditions to suit. Climate, location, environments have all

combined vi^ith the enterprise of those at the head of affairs to bring to pass

everything desirable and to eliminate all undesirable elements.

Because Ocean Park goes ahead and does things while others are planning

to do them, and finally because of the prevailing progressive spirit of good

citizenship which will never permit retrogression or a standstill until Ocean

Park, joining hands with Santa Monica on the north and Playa del Rev on

the south, presents a magnificent and unbroken front along the entire shore

of the most beautiful bav in America.

iiiiii I

A Venice Business Block.
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Oc^an Park BaiJi..

Arch Rock Nc.r Ojc.n Park.



Reep Your Eyes on

Palo Alto

The J. J. Morris Real Estate Company
Invite your attention to the following facts

about the Town of Palo Alto:

Palo Alto has 5,000 population. Two Banks. Four Public School Buildings.
Seven Churches. A College of Photography. Three Newspapers. Free Mail

Delivery. A good Fire Department. Perfect Sewerage. Artesian Water System
owned by the Municipality. Electric Lighting Plant owned by the Municipality.
Assessed valuation Two and a Quarter Millions of Dollars. The seat of the Iceland

Stanford Junior University, the most richly endowed institution of learning in the

world. 35 Miles of Concrete Walk, 15 Mails Dispatched and 15 Mails Received daily.

The Best all round Climate in the World.

For full information about investments in Palo Alto or Santa Clara County, write

for the free copy of the Real Estate News, our monthly publication.

The J. J. Morris Real Estate Co.
J. S. LAKIN, President. J. J. MORRIS, Manager. MARSHALI, BLACK, Secretary

120 University Ave., Palo Alto, California
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Sureness
of Service
Of all the reasons why the

Cadillac is the caryou should

own, the greatest is this :

Neper-failing serpiceableness

at a minimum of operatingex-

pense. Whether runabout or

touring car, it is an example
of careful motor building—
a car behind w^hich stand

the name and experience of the largest automobile estab-

lishment in the world. Every detail of w^orkmanship
and material is w^rought w^ith that exactness
which accompanies superior skill

and up-to-date equip- ^^^^^^^^^^
ment. This ^^^^^^^^^^i^^^^m ^
why the

stands

pre-eminent
1 ^^H ^^^^^^^^^^^^^ for its dependability and^ ^™ ^^^^^^^^ economy of maintenance. What-

ever your requirements, there's a Cadil-

lac to meet them perfectly. The single-cylinder

types are marvels of power and endurance ; their perform-
ances are yet to be equaled by any other machines of their

class. The four-cylinder cars, built upon the same rugged
principles that have made the smaller types famous, com-
bine all that could be desired for touring service.

In design the 1906 Cadillacs are strikingly beautiful
;
in

finish they are truly works of art.

Send for Booklet Y, and address of nearest dealer,
who by actual demonstra-
tion w^ill convince you of

the merits of the Cadillac.

Model K, 10 h. p. Rnnaboat.

Model M, Light Tearing Car.

Model H, 39 h. p. Touring Car.

Model L, 40 h. p. Touring Car.

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

Jiembcr Assn. Licensed Auto, Tif-s,

P
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.32 and .35 Caliber
Model 1 90S Self Loading Rifle

HIS rifle is a six shot hammerless take-down, made in .32 and
.35 calibers. It is the first rifle of the Self Loading type
made for center fire ammunition, the cartridges it handles

being of the modern smokeless powder type, using metal

patched bullets. The .32 caliber shoots a 165-grain bullet

and gives a velocity of 1400 foot seconds and a penetration
of II ^ inch dry pine boards with a metal patched soft

point bullet. The 35 caliber shoots a i8o-grain bullet and gives a veloc-

ity of 1400 foot seconds and a penetration of 10 y% boards with a metal

patched soft point bullet, at the standard testing distance of 15 feet

from the muzzle. As these figures show, both cartridges give excellent

penetration, and with metal patched soft point bullets they have great
shocking effect on animal tissue. As its name indicates, this rifle is self-

loading. The recoil of the exploded cartridge ejects the empty shell,
cocks the hammer and feeds a fresh cartridge from the magazine into the

chamber, leaving the rifle ready to shoot upon the operator's pulling the

trigger. The operation of this rifle should not be confounded with that
of machine guns, which reload and fire to the extent of their magazine
capacity without stopping after the trigger is first pulled. In using the
Winchester Self-Loading Rifle, it is absolutely necessary to pull the

trigger for each shot, which places its operation as completely under the
control of the operator as that of any repeating rifle. The self-loading

system permits rapid shooting with great accuracy, and on account of
the ease and novelty of its operation adds much to the pleasure of rifle

shooting, either at target or game. The list price of the standard rifle of
this model is $28.00.

SELF LOADINGM 7 SOFT POJLteJUfe/

SOFT POINT OR FULL METAL
PATCHED, LIST PRICE PER 1000

$27.00

SOFT POINT OR FULL METAL
PATCHED, LIST PRICE PER 1000

$27.50.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, MAILED FREE. TO
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO. SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA



Time-Tried Silver
It is safe o.;ly to buy the kind of silverplate that has proved itself by
time. There is a difference between the bare afsertion that this or

that brand will wear and the fact that

<,(,
»»

j847 ROGERS BROS.
silverware has endured through actual service since its origin more

than fifty years ago. Its reputation as
" SiWer TIate that Wears"

was won on its actual wearing quality. Remember this when buying
and look, for the trade mark your grandparents knew—
"1847 ROGERS BROS." All dealers sell it. Send for hand-

some new catalogue "R-39"

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO., Merlden, Conn.
(luterujtioiial Silver Co., Successor. I

-#

SJfes

ESMERALDE TOURMALINE MINE AT MESA GRANDE,
SAN DIEGO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

SAY!
Did You K.no"w
that you could buy native
California Gems satisfacto-

rily by mail, just the same
as if you were here in our

lapidary.
Just address Mail Order

Department, stating what
kind of stone you want,
color and size, and we will
send you same by express
C. O. D. privilege of ex-
amination.

If not satisfactory return
at our expense.

All kinds of precious
stones cut to order.
Send cutting by mail.

Write for catalogue and
price list.

We are the largest gem
mining and cutting com-
pany west of the Rockies.

SAN DIEGO GEM CO.
1531 D St.. San Diego. Cal.

IV.eferences : Leading BanKs Doc "Wilson, M^T.



$1500 a Year

FOR LIFE

W^Dl^ IF you wish to save

for old age or

provide for

1' ,

One of Our
15 Monih-OId Trees

healthy middle

asre, you cannot
find a more
conservative or

a more reason-

able investment

than we have
to offer—more profitable
than life insurance —safe
as city real estate, yet not
so costly—better than a

savings bank, for the re-

turn is g-reater.

We have full and com-
plete literature showing-
conclusive facts, logical

figures and definite refer-

ence of good character,
proving beyond any
doubt that our proposition
is bona fide, certain and

Profitable. Our booklets give "reasons" and
anyone who can spare from $5 to $25 a month
can provide for old age and protect themselves
against the ravages of time, the chances of

poverty and the misfortune of ill health by se-

curing a competent income that will cover all

necessary living requirements.
It is worth your time to ask for our booklets

—do this today in justice to your future. It is

not only the man who saves, but he who saves

profitably. The demand for rubber can never
be fully supplied— a rubber plantation is more
hopeful than a gold mine—our booklets tell

you the facts that have taken years to prove—
write for them today.
This company is divided into only 6,000

shares, each one representing an undivided in-

terest equivalent to an acre in our Rubber Or-

chard aad Plantation. Our booklets will

prove to you that five shares in this investment,
paid for at the rate of $25 per month, will bring
you an average return of 25 per cent on your
money during the period of seven years and an
annual income of $1,500 for life. This investment

insu rer absolutely the safety of your future. The
man or woman who owns five shares in a rubber

plantation in tropical Mexico need have no
fear of old age, no doubts about illness, no care

nor anxiety for after years—you are safe—ab"

solutely and certainly—our booklets will prove
these statements— wiite for them today.

CONSERVATIVE RUBBER PRODUCTION CO.

930 Parrott Building, San Francisco, Gal.

DR. O. V. SESSIONS, General Agent
502 Bryson Block, Los Angeles, Cal.

Europe
SEASON 1906

FIFTY TOURS
Comprising Tours de Luxe
and shorter Vacation Tours

INCLUSIVE FARES

$175 TO $1200
Covering all Routes,
Membership Limited.

Write For Programme

COOK'S TOURS
621 Market St., San Francisco.

125 OFFICES ABROAD
ESTABLISHED 1841

flotelStfnancis
^^^FranCJSCO

AMERICA'S MODEL HOTEL

EUROPEAN PLAN

A modern, ornate structure of stone

and steel, magnificently equipped and

sumptuously furnished, facing a beauti-

ful tropical garden-park in the heart of

the city, adjacent to the shopping dis-

trict, in the immediate neighborhood of

the principal clubs, and one block from
the amusement center—an unsurpassed
and ideal location. Write for hand-
some illustrated booklet (free) about

Cosmopolitan San Francisco and the

Hotel St. Francis, to James Woods, Mgr.
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Old Mission Wicker
COSTS A LITTLE MORE BECAUSE

IT IS NOT MADE IN PRISONS
A Pacific Coast Industry

If your Dealer dott't handle OLD MISSION WICKER
Write us direct for cataloirue and prices

OLD MISSION WORKSHOPS
Los Angeles, California

>i'^Ji

r
LEADING HOTELS OF THE COAST

Below will be found, for the information of tourists who visit California, a list of the best hotels, both
tourist and commercial, in the leading- Resorts and Cities of the State. A postal card of inquiry will

bring literature and information as to rates, by return mail.

^

A PARTMENTS, Los Angeles
**

fully furnished, new, 3 rooms, gas, range,
hot water, bath, telephone, $14.00 monthly. T.
Wiesendanger, Laughlin Building, Los Angeles.

pLARENDON, Los Angeles,
^^ EMropeanplan,tourist and commercial hotel
Central location, one block from Broadway.
Special rates by the week

r-OMMERCIAL ?PaS, Arizona.
^-^

$2.50 to $3.00 per day; special rates to tour-
ists and others making extended visits. Convey-
ances furnished for Grand Canon. J. J. Donahue.

LJOTEL GREEN,Pasadena, Cal

California's grandest hotel. The mecca
of America's select society. Accomodations for 800

guests. J. H. HoLMKS, Manager.

LJOTEL HOLLYWOOD, ^°J^^-

Cal. Only hotel in the beautiful Cahuenga
foothills. Unique for home comforts combined
with every modern convenience of a first class hotel

OOTEL REDONDO, ^E^o^.'"'''

18 miles from Los Angeles, at Redondo-by-
the-sea.

" The Queen of the Pacific." Open all

the year; even climate.

H

LJOTEL VANCE, Eureka
American plan. Noted for excellent

furnishings and superior table service. J. F.
Dougherty, Manager.

LJOTEL VENDOME, San Jose

A charming summer and winter resort.

Headquarters for tourists visiting Lick Observa-
tory. Joseph T. Brooks. Manager.

OTEL WESTMINSTER,
LOS ANGELES. Largest and best. Euro-

pean plan. $1 oer day and upwards. Service the
best. Cor. Main and 4th Sts. F. O. Johnson, Prop.

PASO
ROBLES HOT SPRINGS

Hotel, Paso Robles, Cal. New bath house

most complete in theU. S. Hydropathic treatment
for all ills. Open year round. W. A. Junker, Mgr.

CT. FRANCIS, San Francisco
^^^ America's model hotel. European plan.
Built of stone and steel. Facing a beautiful tropical
garden in heart of city. Jamks Woods, Manager.

HTHE LEXINGTON, ^^^^Ies
European. Cafe service. Center of the city.

165 rooms, 95 with bath. Rates $1.00 and up. Fine
sample rooms.

Hummel Bros. & Co., "Help Center," 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



A Gilt-edge Copper Investment

UNITED COPPER CO.

Offers one of the biggest and safest investments to purchasers
of any Copper and Quicksilver Company in our State.

Over 3 miles of copper ledges. Our large ledge of Chalco-

pyrites assays from 25 to 31% copper, besides gold and silver

more than enough to defray all expenses.
The surface of this ledge is from 50 to 100 feet wide; 7500

feet long. Second ledge, Copper Glance, 7^ to 9 feet wide on
the surface; 7500 feet long of high grade Copper Glance.

Third ledge 55 feet wide, 1800 feet long. This ledge, in

the adjoining property, assays from $65.00 to $75.00 per ton,
with a pay streak running up into many thousands of dollars.

This ledge we are following in at the base of the mountain
and work is progressing with day and night shift.

Before Spring we will have this ledge opened up; the

Copper Glance cross-cut, and the Chalcopyrites cross-cut, and
be ready to do business on a heavy scale.

Our Quicksilver deposit is 60 feet wide and a mile in

length, and the same ledge in adjoining property assays 22%
Mercury.

WE OWN OUR OWN TOWN SITE, MILL SITE,

WATER POWER AND TIMBER, AND AN ABUNDANCE

OF COAL FOR SMELTING PURPOSES IS HANDY

All THAT goes to make a large, solid Company, and
those that buy in the UNITED COPPER at the small price
of 75c. a share will realize handsomely at the advance in

price, besides receive heavy dividends for a long time to come.

This Company is only twelve months old and the stock

started at loc. per share and will soon be $1.00.
Write for full particulars and Government Map of the

district. Address

UNITED COPPER CO.
Care Seattle Mining Exchange

512 Washington Building SEATTLE, WASHINGTON



Have a Home in

the Heart of the

GOLDEN STATE
Five thousand acres of fertile

land in the great dairy and fig

district, under the best irriga-

tion system in California.

Water belongs to the land. The new Smyrna fig will unquestionably be the most

profitable fruit grown during the present generation. Those who plant orchards now
will make large profits. If you do not know the history of this new fig it will pay you
to look it up. ^WE HAVE JUST OPENED OUR NEW COLONY-
ELMWOOD — a splendid tract of land on the Santa Fe Railroad. It offers one of

the best chances in the State for a ranch and home investment. About eight hundred

acres already sold. Fine railroad station, hotel and store. Buy now before prices ad-

vance. TOWN-SITE LOTS FROM S50 UP. ALFALFA AND
FRUIT LAND (with water right) FROM S60 TO S75 PER ACRE.
We also have some lots left in Union Colony, Missionvale Colony and Ceres at reason-

able prices and on easy terms. Address :

C. N. WHITMORE GERES, STANISLAUS CO.
CALIFORNIA

LARGE
TRACTS (AllfORNlA lANDS

FOR SALE
IN BLOCKS

mm mm
A fortune can be made in a gigantic colonization scheme—not an arid body

of unimproved or undeveloped land, but the cream of the cream, high cultiva-

tion, abundance of water, close to railroad. Large tracts in the market for

direct buyers, either syndicate or individuals, in KERN COUNTY. Address

A. W. MACRAE
SECRETARY BOARD OF TRADE, KERN COUNTY

BAKERSFIELD, CALIFORNIA



HUNTINGTON
BEACH

Probably no town on the Coast has made more
favorable progress in such a short length of time

as has Huntington Beach, the ''go-ahead" town.

The conditions which have given rise to this re-

markable growth, are in part : desirable location,

fertile soil, rich agricultural surroundings, equable

climate, resort advantages, substantial, high-class

improvements and unlimited capital, energy and

enterprise behind them all.

Huntington Beach is commanding the attention

of homeseekers and investors throughout the State.

It is not a ''back-woods" village, but a real live

city in embryo, that is rapidly assuming a metro-

politan asp set. A rich agricultural district adjoins

the town, and it is destined to become an important

shipping center. It is only 60 minutes from Los

Angeles. It has all the seaside advantages of

Long Beach. Beautiful homes dot the town.

Every lot has an ocean view.

For the best buys in Huntington Beach, consult

any of the following :

HUNTINGTON BEACH CO.
332 BYRNE BLDG., LOS ANGELES

Hearn & Clippinger, Real Estate, Geo. E. Phelps, N. Gibbs & Co., Grocers, H. &. H.

House Furnishing Co., Ed. Manning, Plumber, B. D. Southard, Livery.

HUNTINGTON BEACH, CALIFORNIA



ROSE TRKB IN THE GARDEN OF A SANTA CRUZ HOME

SAIMTA CRIZ
CALIFORNIA

THE IDEAL HOMESITE OF the coast

Roses, Callas, Geraniums and Heliotrope thrive the year
round in the open air. ][ The thermometer averages 50° in

winter, and rarely reaches 90° in summer, ^j Enjoy fishing

the streams and bay; drive around the cliffs and to the big

trees; visit the splendid beach of fine white sand; swim in

the surf; take a dip in the plunge.

Make Your Home Amidst Natural Attractions

Write for information to

Robinson & Co., Real Estate.
Field & Cole, Curio Store.
Col. A. G. Abbott, Livery.
F. H. Parker, Real Estate.
Union Traction Co.
Samuel Leask, Dry Goods.
E. Jeffreys & Sons, Furniture.
Williamson & Garrett, Grocers.
H. B. Towne, Real Estate.
Dutcher & Walker, Real Estate.

Martin & Gardner, Abstracts and Attorneys.
Seidlinger Transfer Co. Baggage and Express.
Santa Cruz Beach Cottage and Tent City.
Pacific Realty Co., Real Estate.
People's Bank.
Daniels' Santa Cruz Transfer Co.
City Bank.
J. O. Home, 88 Front St.
Tlie Bank of Santa Cruz County.
Whitney Bros., Hardware.



OLENDALE
THE BEAUTIFUL J,



Water, Soil and Climate

WATER
—THESE THREE—BUT THE
GREATEST OF THESE IS

Water makes the wheels go round, we have the water and
the wheels, come to Chico and see 'em move. Do you drink

water ? Have a barrel with us. We have it here pure and

unadulterated, distilled in the rock-ribbed, snow-clad peaks
of the hig-h Sierras, and filtered through forty miles of gold-

bearing gravel beds and quartz ledges.

Pure

Water,
Fertile Son
and a

Healthful

Climate

are the Pre-

requisites

of a

Happy
Home

SOIL

WATER
CLIMATE

CHICO

possesses

these

three
elements

that

make a

prosperous

community

Come to Chico and see five crops of alfalfa without irrigation.

Come to Chico and hear the hum of factories. Come to Chico

and see almond orchards that net the owners $150 per acre.

Come to Chico and see the yellow stream of capital flowing

into BUTTE COUNTY. Come to Chico, invest and make

money, others are doing it, why not you?

CHICO, BUTTE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
Write to the Chico Board of Trade or the following firm*? :

B. Cusslck.

Sears & Buckley.
Home Real Estate Co.

C. C. Royce.
Pank of Pytte County.

J. A. E. Shuster.

Brown & Williams.

Diamond Match Co.

W. J. Costar.

Tabcp & Perry.

Baker, Jones & Smith.
Warren & Vadney.
James H. Jones & Co.



PORTERVILLE
The CENTER of tKe
EARLY ORANGE.

Induslry

Earliest
Navel Oranges
Earliest Valencias
Porterville, a thriving- city of about 2,000

population, is the most beautifully located
of any place in Central California.

It lies adjacent to the foothills of the Sier-
ra Nevada Mountains on a branch lint* of
the Southern Pacific railroad, and about
I'alf way between Los Ang-eles and San
Francisco.
Surrounded by beautiful orange groves,

with the majestic Sierras above and to th<-

east and the broad plains of the San Joaquin
ralley below and to the west, we have ideal
conditions for natural beauty and good
health. The weather is almost perfect the
year around, and a prostration or sun stroke
is never known.
A day's trip takes us back to our moun-

tains, where one may enjoy the mostv pleas"
ant vacations at nominal cost.
In the vicinity of Porterville we have at

least two distinct classes of soil that yield
magnificent returns when properly hus-
banded. One of these is the adobe and de-

composed granite that skirts the hills and
is so well adapted to orange culture.
The other is the sandy loam and sediment

soil on the river bottom that grows fine alfalfa. The immense profit derived from the hardiness and ready
response of the orange tree to good care; its perpetual rich green foliage; the exquisite fragrance of its

bloom and the aromatic flavor of its fruit, all lend an unfailing charm.
Our water is supplied by both ditch rights and pumping the underground water from wells, electric

power and crude oil being both available for power. Our ditch rights are the best on the river, having
been thoroughly tested by the highest courts.
As yet in its infancy, Porterville presents opportunities for investments unsurpassed. For further in-

formation address any of the following well known firms, who will gladly go into details:

Pioneer Land Co., Real Estate.
W. E. Premo, Real Estate.
Porterville Lumber Co. First National Bank.
A. J. DeLaney Co., Hardware, etc.
Wliko Mentz, General Merchandise.

Pioneer Banking Co. H. E. Ford, Real Estate.
W. A. Sears, Real Estate.
Geo. D. Avery, Real Estate.
Hall & Boiler, Real Estate.
Williams & Young Co., Cattle and Dairying.

"THE CITY BY THE IV10UIVTAI\S
"

MONROVIA
Located at the base of the

Sierra Madre Range, under the

orotection of "the

everlasting hills."

SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA

Frank J. Cornes, Groceries, Crockery, Etc.
Board of Trade
First National Bank of Monrovia.
The American National Bank
C. E. Slosson, Real Estate and Insurance.
Edison Electric Co.
Farman & Rives, Real Estate and Insurance
Monrovia Telephone Co.
Monrovia Realty Co.

Th's charming city of 3,000 people is reached

by a double-track electric line from
Iios Angeles. It is the dwelling place
of the contented. The people have learned

to almost worship the mountains, and
all praise the curative properties of the

air and water. Those who love beauty in

nature and would combine city and suburban
life will find

AN IDEAL SPOT
here. For further information address

W. H. Evans, Real Estate and Notary.
The L. W. Blinn Lumber Co.
The Boyd Lumber Co.
C. F. Moore, Real Estate and Building

Loans.
J. A. Baxter, Livery and Feed.
Monrovia Steam Laundry Co.
Alien H. Nye, Hardware and Plumbing.
J. H. McCiymonds, Jr., CIvii Engineer.



Earlimont Colony
Tulare

County
California

A Land of Opportunity
A Land of Promise
Earliest Section
Of California's

Early Belt

EARUEST
That's what counts

Earliest Oranges
Earliest Grapes
Earliest Figs

• Earliest Olives

Gatheriugr the Earliest Oranges in the State

near Portersville.

Quickest Returns

Extraordinary Prices

EARLIEST VEGETABLES

EARLIEST DECIDtOUS ERUITS EARLIEST SMALL FRUITS

South of Portersville, earliest part of Tulare County. Rolling upland. At base
of Sierras foothills. No killing frosts. No scale. No smut. No diseases. No
heavy winds. A beautiful landscape. Responds to landscape gardener's art. Pure
air. Unsurpassed climate. Remarkably healthful. "Well located. Abundant cheap
Water. Virgin soil, extremely rich. Close to railroad. Near to mountain camps
and resorts. Splendid hunting and fishing grounds in easy reach.

FIRST SUBDIVISION — TO THOSE WHO WILL IMPROVE
Earlimont Colony Co. will care for property of absent owners. Land with water only
$50.00 per acre. Purchasers given benefit of land at about one third usual price in

preference to other modes of advertising first subdivision. Large tracts for sale for
subdivision. A crop of early vegetables will pay for land first season. Orange
groves begin to bear second season and increase rapidly each succeeding year till they
net from $300 to $600 or more per acre. G~)o6 grammar school already on property.
Store, postoffice, telephone etc. will soon be established. A flourishing town soon.
Electric roads in near future. Get in early and avoid the rush.

Address all communications to WM. A. SEARS, Portersville, Tulare County, Cai.



Santa
Paula
In Santa Clara

Valley of tHe SoutK

An Orange Grove in January

We Raise Everything
For proof we invite you to come
and see for yourself. Large and

small ranches for sale. Good vacant lots, residence and business property for sale. A
good opening for several lines of business. We are growing. You are invited to

come and grow with us. For information write any of the following well-known firms

C. H. McKevett, Banker.
J. B. Titus, Insurance.
C. E. King, Furniture.
Santa Paula Water Co.
People's Lumber Co.

I. P. Browne, Grocer.
L. W. Corbett, Furniture.
The Cash Dry Goods Co., Clothing, Shoes.
J. R. Cauch, Drugs and Stationery.
Santa Paula Co-operative Association.

THE CITY Of

riLLERTON

2,000
Inhabitants

On the Santa Fe R. R., 23 miles S. E. of Los Angeles. Larsrsst shipplnsr point between Los Angeles

and San Diego. TH» Only Place where the celebrated Valencia oraasre is successfully grown. Has

received the highest price ever paid for a box of oranges.

EXPORTSt—Oranges, 750 car loads; Walnuts. 100 car loads; Cabbages, 250 car loads; Miscellaneous veg-

etables. 100 car loads; Hay and Grain, 25,000 tons; Crude oil, 1,500,000 barrels. For further information write

to W. W. Kerr, President of theFullertonChamb?rof Commerce, or John R. Gardiner, Secretary, Fullerton, Cal.

Benchley Fruit Co., Packers and Shippers.
Gardiner & Ford, Real Estate.

Fullerton Chamber of Commerce.
Stern & Goodman, General Merchants.

Wm. Freeman. C. S. Rich.

E. S. Richman, Orange County Nurseries.

WIckershelm & Oswald, Implements and Ve-
J. Chilton, D. D. S. hides.

Fullerton Hospital Association.

Wm. Starbuck & Co., Drugs and Stationery.
Thos. A. Chains, Butcher.

Chas. C. Chapman.



SAN SAN
HOSAYJOSE

" THe Garden City of tKe "World" and tHe Famovis

Santa Clara
Valley

CALIFORNIA

50 miles south of San Francisco. Most equable climate along- the Pacific Coast.

Richest Valley in Productiveness. Growing- ! Growing ! ! Growing ! ! !

WRITE FOR FACTS to any of the following :

T. S. Montgomery & Son.
Christmas & Orvis Co.
Jos. Rucker & Co.
James A. Clayton & Co., Inc.
W. M. Smith & Co.
Blakemore & Atkinson.
J. E. Fisher.
Johnson & Temple.
St. James Realty Co.
Crawford & Challen.
W. M. Cooper.
E. J. Crandall.
Garrison, Crowe & Wilson.
W. J. Lean & Co.
Foss & Hicks Co.
Jas. W. Rea & Co.
Harrenstein & Landess.
Eureka Investment Co.

W. S. Kaufman.
Garden City Bank & Trust Co.
Chas. W. Coe.
T. C. Barnett.
San Jose Realty Co.
Porter, Conklin Realty Co.
First National Bank of San Jose.
Case Bros.
Doerr's New York Bakery.
G. A. Adams.
Albert Harris, Santa Clara, Cal.
Walter A. Clark Realty Co., Mountain View,

Cal.
F. A. Poland, Mountain View, Cal.
Parkinson Bros., Mountain View. Cal.
William P. Wright, Mountain View, Cal.
San Jose Chamber of Commerce.



PEIAI^MA
SONOMA
COUNTY

CALIFORNIA
A TYPICAL CHICKEN RANCH AT PETALUMA

GREATEST POULTRY SECTION ON PACIFIC COAST
Best facilities for diversity of agricultural pursuits, stock-raising, dairying, together
with finest climate to be had in the State. Sonoma County ranks third in the State
from an agricultural standpoint.

PETALUMA
HAS good banks, excellent schools, churches, daily

newspapers, planing mills, lumber yards, iron foundry,
steam and electrical railway and river transportation,

good stores, etc. ONE HOUR'S RIDE FROM SAN FRANCISCO. Excei.i.knT Climate,
MODSRATB Rainfall. Healthful ! If you are looking for a home on a small invest-

ment, come to Petaluma. Write Secretary Chamber of Commerce or any of the

following well known firms :

J. W. Horn Co., Rea« Estate; Geo. P. McNear, Grain and Feed ; D. W. Ravens-
croft, "The Courier"; Bank of Sonoma County: The Petaluma National Bank ;

M. Zartman & Co., Wascon Mfrs.; Cavanagh & Whitney, Lumber and Planing Mill ;

Camm & Hedges Co., Lumber, Millwork and Tanks; Schluckebier Hardware Co.

TULARt a (ALIFORIIA
A thriving, busy city of 3,000 inhabitants in the

center of TULARE^ COUNTY.
TULARE CITY is one of the most important

FRUIT. DAIRY AND ALFALFA
centers of the Great San Joaquin Valley.

The RICHARDSON LAND CO.
are offering 32 ten-acre tracts at the low price

of $100.00 per acre, within a radius of ten blocks

of the center of the city, where all modern
conveniences can be had, such as gas, electric

lights, city water, etc.

For full particulars address

RICHARDSON LAND CO., TULARE CITY, CAL.

Poultry

Business

Means

Reddy

Money

Harvest

Every

Day in

itie Year
Success means
starting in the

right location,

PETA

lUMA
has advantages over any other section of the world for poultry,
vfhich has made it famous. Why? Highest cash market, low

freight rates to San Francisco, which is only 36 miles distant. It

is healthy, prosperous Many men make a better living and more
money on 4 acres than many do on 150 acres elsewhere. We invite

you to come to Petaluma and see for yourself. Petaluma has not
that laborious and expensive habit—irrigation

—having sufficient

rainfall to insure crops. Temperature from 40 to 80 deg. The sec-

tion most advantageous for one of moderate means. Your oppor-
tunity. Start now. we offer 4 acres rich land, good house, barn,

poultry houses (near towfii, for $1400 on easy terms. 6 acres rich

sandy loam soil, near Petaluma, Broom house, barn, houses for

1500 hens, family orchard, 4 incubators, brooders for 1000 chicks,

horse, wagon, harness, cow, tools, 500 hens—nice home, ready in-

come—price only J3500. For full information write

PETALUMA REALTY CO.

PETALUMA
CALIFORNIA

^mm^m^^smJ
NOT GUILTY



TILARE
ULIFORNIA

HEART
OF THE

San Joaquin

Valley

A TULARE (CALIFORNIA) 7 I BE

THE CITY Of TULARE is the business center of a large and prosperous

farming- territory of surpassing- fertility. It has a population of 3,000,

and is a thriving-, progressive community. Its social life is of such a

character as to make of it a very desirable home town. It has first-class

schools, churches and a free public library.

AN IRRIGATION SYSTEM
oovBRING 40,000 ACRES

and having 300 miles of canals and distributing- ditches, surrounds the

city, and belongs to the land free from all indebtedness.

Good alfalfa land $30.00 to $50.00 per acre, plenty of water.

Two small creameries ship two tons of butter daily to Los Angeles.
The new sugar beet factory pays $4.50 per ton for beets, and fifteen

tons and upwards can be easily raised to the acre.

If interested send for our free illustrated booklet.

M. C. ZUMWALT, secretary Board of Trade

TULARE CITY, CALIFORNIA



HIGHLAND, California
IS FAMOUS FOR HER Qf^ANGES

FINEST ORANGES in the World
grown on sunny foothill slopes and shel-

tered by the great Sierra Range, making
them earliest in the markets. They are

noted for high color, delicious flavor, and

keeping quality. I^eaders in all markets.

MOST PROFITABLE ORCHARDS
IN THE STATE mmm^a^^mm
No damaging frosts or winds.

Growing progressive town, high class citizenship, public \||^ QAI flO\IQ
library, electric cars, electric light, telephone systems,

I™" OrlLvF vr IIO
splendid schools, fine churches, good stores, solid bank, lumber mill, box factory, etc.

Purest drinking water and abundant irrigating water. Freedom of the country with

conveniences of the city. No better place to bring your family and build an ideal

home among ideal people in ideal surroundings. Write

HIGHLAMD
CALIPORMASecretary Chamber of Commerce

DAIRY HERD NEAR SAN JACINTO

SAN JAdNTO, RIVERSIDE COUNTY
90 MILES SOUTH OF

LOS ANGELES
Artesian water at a depth of from 90 to 100 feet. Land from $30 to $75 per acre, and a climate that can-

not be equalled in California. Survey beinsr made for another railroad to connect
.^•'J'

R^dlands.

Investigate while PI ices are low. Address CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. SAN JACINTO, CAL.. or

R. J. Carmichael & Co., Stationers. C. E. Bunker, Rancher.
S. J. Mead, Enterprise Cash Grocer. M. A. Agulrrie, Rancher.

Roy Malone, Real Estate. F. B. Record, City Engineer.
State Bank of San Jacinto. A. Domenigoni, Rancher.

Tripp & Hopkins, Butchers. Francisco Pico, Stockman.
A W Wright Banker. C. L. Emerson, Cashier State Bank.
J." F.' Hards, General Merchandise. Martin Meier, Lumber Dealer.

Ralph W. Buckley, The Quality Grocer.



HOW

$10.00
Will Lay tKe Foundation
For a Home in California

Not only a home, but a TUN - ACRE RANCH under

full cultivation, which will support a family with every comfort

and luxury. Located in the famous

SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY
the most fertile section of the entire State of California.

AN ABUNDANT SUPPLY OF WATER.
Produces large crops of Alfalfa, Grain, Fruits and Vegetables.

Unlimited markets close to hand. Climate unsurpassed. Always
summer. No waste of time on account of ice and snow.

0\jr easy montKly payment plan places tKe securing
of such a home WITHIN the REACH of all.

fi^i" No such liberal offer ever before made to the public
—

$10 DOWN and $10 PER MONTH on lO ACRES

Southern Pacific and
, Santa Fe R. R. furnish
unexcelled transportation
facilities.

Cut out coupon and write today for

full particulars and a copy of our beaut-

ifully illustrated magazine, telling all

about California,which will be sent you

ABSOLUTELY FREE

o o
O Golden State Realty Company O
Q 4-21 S. Spring St. K

8
Los >\ngeles. Cal. O

o
X Gentlemen : Please send me full particulars 5?

about your proposition whereby I can secure a
O home in California on your new plan. Also O
X send me a copy of your magazine Free. JJ

g JVawe 9
O QO Sireei and N'o. O
o o
9 Tinvn ami State $
o o



RELIABLE REAL ESTATE DEALERS OF CALIFORNIA
Who will furnish Reliable Information regarding California Real Estate, Climate, Etc.

LOS AISfGELES, CALIFORNIA

We can locate 40 families on good Cali-
fornia Valley Land, each <D O per
family 160 acres for %^^ acreoin Our

pJ©"W Colony Golden State Realty C<
•^ 4-21 S. Spring St.. Los Angeles, Cal

Colonization Department

R. A. ROWAN & CO.
BUSINESS PROPERTY

200 Hellman BIdg., Los Angeles. Cal.

WE SELL THE EARTH
BASSETT A SMITH

We deal in all kinds of Real Estate, Orchard and
Residence Property. Write for descriptive pamphlet.

Room 208, 202>^ S. BROADWAY
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA

Louis Spader
Notary Public

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
AU correspondence cheerfully answered

24 State St. SANTA BARBARA, CAL.

R. H. FULWIDER
real. estate fire insurance houses

to rent ranch property a specialty

637 State Street
SANTA BARBARA. CAL.

in Supremely Beautiful Santa Barbara

Offers opportunity for substantial and profitable in-
vestment. Information cheerfully furnished.

Furnished Houses for Rent. Write

H. G. CHASE,
Member California State Realty Federation 728 STATE STm

REAL/ Estate
Arthur Alexander

If you want information about an investment or a
home in the prettiest and best city in Southern
California, write me.

717 State St. Santa Barbara, California

SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA

Beautiful

Santa Cruz

NOW
Is the time to secure a home
in this favored spot.

Send for free sample copy of Santa Cruz Times

127umw^f'MlN^
A PRACTICAL POULTRY PLANT FOR SOUTHERN CALIFORIMIA

BY E. RRYCE MITCHELL
Five Acres of Land In Southern California is enough, if rightly used

This book tells in full detail how one man is making- $1500 A YEAR from commercial poultry and eggs,
usiniir only four acres and reserving- the other for home, orchard, etc.

It is so complete, and fully illustrated that anyone can follow its instructions. We will semi ii, postpaid,
on receipt of%i.2S. OUT WEST MAGAZINE COMPANY. LOS ANGELES



View of

San Joaquin River

Ttie Fresno

Irrigated farms

extend eiglit miles along

the river at this point

The Fresno Irrigated rarms Co

CLIMATE
Mild winters, Warm dry
summers, Cool nights.

SOIL
A Rich sandy loam that

grows anything.

PRODUCTS
Greatest variety of crops
known in any country of
the world.

IRRIGATION
SYSTEM

Finest irrigation system in

California— low rate of 62>^
cents per acre, per year

—80
miles of ditches now on tract.

26,000
ACRES

OF LAND
$35 Per Acre and Upwards

NEW TOWN OF

KERMAN
JIST STARTED

ORCHARDS
All fruits known to Cali-

fornia grow here.

ALFALFA
RANCHES

Dairy herds on credit—ask
us about them.

RAISIN LANDS
Suitable land for raisin

culture in the only raisin

section in the U. S.

VINEYARDS
Table grape or wine grape
lands.

MODERN
CONVENIENCES

Rural free delivery—Tele-

phones, Electric power,
Lights, etc.

FRESNO IRRIGATED FARMS COMPANY (Incorporated)

Main Office, 405-408 Kohl BIdg., San Francisco, Cal.

Los Angeles Office, 125 Pacific Electric BIdg. Fresno Office 2154 St.

The Flaming Tokay

Grape

The most productive

grape raised in

California



DON'T OVERLOOK

IKIAH
CAPITAL OF MENDOCINO COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

MENDOCINO COUNTY COURTHOUSE n

The Best and Fastest Growing
City in Northern California
With a Territory Surrounding it

That is Unequalled

OPS can be raised for nine cents,

which pays the producer for his

labor. Anything- over this price is

profit. An acre of hop land produces about one tou, which at a price of thirty cents leaves a clear

profit per acre of $420.00. Wool is a staple of the hill pastures of Mendocino County. About twelve cents

per pound is a livingr price for wool. On a flock of one thousand head of sheep, producing- fleeces of eig-ht

pounds, with wool at thirty cents, would give a clear profit on wool alone of $1,440, saying nothing of the

increase in the flock, or the sale for lambs and mutton.

Redwood timber lands have been selling- at a price equal to from fifty cents to one dollar per thousand

stumpage, while stumpag-e in such states as Minnesota and Michigan sells as high as fifteen dollars

per thousand.

Address SECRETARY BOXRD OF TRADE or any of the following names :

Poage & Woodward, Real Estate.
Jamison Bros., General Merchandise.
L. B. Frasier, Real Estate.
Mendocino County Abstract Bureau.
C. P. Smith.

Frank Sandelin, Palace Hotel.
C. Hofman, General Merchandise.
J. M. Owen, Real Estate.
Geo. W. Geacy, Fashion Stables.

AUBURN
Capital of Placer Co., California

Auburn gives free sites for all

kinds of manufactories. BATHING ON THE AMEKICAN KIVER, I OOKING FROM
AEOLIA HEIGHTS, AUBURN, CAL.

Special Inducements for TOURIST WINTER OR StlMMER HOTEL

A beautiful, healthful city, located in the mountains, where the

climate is unexcelled, and where j^ou can grow peaches, pears, plums,

oranges and olives. Dairying, stock raising and creameries.

J. H. Wills, Real Estate.
Auburn Lumber Co.
W. W. Rodehaver, Real Estate
William G. Lee Co.

Freeman & Walsh (Freeman Hotel)
J. W. Morgan, Dry Goods.
E. S. Birdsall, Olive Oil.

BEKINS VAN & STORAGE CO.
SHIPPERS OF
HOUSEHOLD

GOODS

REDUCED RATES TO AND FROM ALL PO/NTS

OrfICES :

243 South Broadway, Los Angeles
1015 Broadway, Oakland

9 Montgromary 5t., Saa Francisco

Room 500, 95 Washingrton St., Chicaff*



LONG BEACH
California's Greatest BeacK IVesort

HOTEL TO BE ERECTED AT LONG BEACH AT AN EXPENDITURE OF $350,000

Population 16,000
Thirty-five minutes ride from L,os Angeles brings you to Long Beach, 21 miles

due south. A model city, with a most excellent school system, water, light and power
plants ;

six banks, with assets of more than $3,000,000.00. Streets oiled and a great

many paved. The finest climate, due to its direct south exposure. It is reached by
the Southern Pacific and Salt Lake Railway Systems and the Pacific Electric Rail-

way, the finest electric system in America, if not in the world.

The Bathing Beach is 14 miles in length of hard white sand, with a width of

300 to 600 feet.

A feature of interest to all visitors is the Long Beach Bath House, an institution

unequalled in America, containing Warm Salt Plunges, and all forms of baths. This

institution maintains during the summer months, a complete Life Saving Service,

offering visitors absolute safety whilst surf bathing.
Address any of the following firms for copy of the new booklet on Long Beach,

Just out :

F. W. Stearns, Real Estate.
Mayhew & Putnam, Real Estate.
Geo. H. Blount, Real Estate.
Frank P. Plngree, Real Estate.
Shaw & Gundry, Real Estate.
E. C. Covert & Co., Real Estate.
Walker Real Estate Co.
Seaside Water Co.
The National Bank of Long Beach.

Townsend- Dayman Investment Co., Real Es-
tate.

Long Beach Bath House Co,
J. W. Wood.
L. A. Perce.
Young & Parmley.
J. M. Holden.
C. J. E. Taylor.
Alamitos Land Co., Real Estate.



MARYSVILLE
CAPITAL OF YUBA COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

THE GARDEN SPOT AND CITY
OF THE SACRAMENTO VALLEY

Orange, Lemon, Lime, Olive, Peach, Apricot, Pear, Berry and

Alfalfa Lands in tracts to suit. Abundance of water for irri-

gation where needed. F'INE CLIMATE

Prices: $25 to $100 Per Acre

For particulars write MARYSVILLE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, or any of the

following well known firms :

Hampton Hardware Co.
Sperry Flour Co.
C. T. Aaron, Real Estate.
E. A. Forbes, Attornfey.
The Rideout Bank.
M. J. Newkom, Real Estate.

Marysviile Woolen Mill.
J. R. Garrett Co., Wholesale Grocers.
Yuba Consolidated Gold Fields, Dredging.
Valley Meat Co.
Decker, Jewett & Co., Bankers.

DO YOU

WANT A HOME
IN A LAND OF

SUNSHINE
FRUIT

GRAIN ?

I have land in both

YUBA AND SUTTER COUNTIES

Orang-es, Lemons, Limes, Peaches,

Apricots, Pears, Berries—all grrow here.

Alfalfa g'rows many crops each year.

Land in tracts to suit from

S25 TO SfOO PER ACRE

i^®"Write me at once, stating- what you want. I will take great interest in iinding- propertj' to suit you.

Descriptive matter free. Address

M. J. NEWKOM, MARYSVILLE, CALIFORNIA

^pi»yaioma toilet5?ap AX ALL
DRUG STORES

ANYVO THEATRICAL COID CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coating ; it re-

moves them. ANYVO CO., 427 N. Main St., Los An^elM

Help—All kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 116-118 E. Second St... Tel. Main 509
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% THE. BEACH BEAUTIFUL
Environment Delightful

IF YOU

are:

SEEH-ING

Business, Pleasure

Health, Wealth or

Happiness

THIS IS THE o

place: §

TO FIND THEM 8
ALL 2

BEACH BOATING
BATHING FISHINGiTHE BEST

IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

HOTELS O

A ^^Reached in 35 minutes from Los Angeles, via Los Angeles-Pacific Double-track

2 Electric Railroad ;
15-minute service. -''-^

""^^ ^*~~
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Venice
Fortunes for
Investors

Perfect all the year climate
and a perfect beach Ocean ParK

BEVERLY-STROUD CO. Instruction and Amuse-
ment for everybody

Sa "Wind-w^ard Ave.
Venice, Cal. BeacK Realty

' A*<"'\«»^A<»r'\«»/"i

oce:an parr bank
Established 1902

Cor. Pier Avenue and Trolleyway

T. H Dudley, President Carl F. Schader, VicePres
P. J Dudley, Cashier

Directors: Wm. Mead, Carl F. Schader. W. A Penny.

OCEAN PARK, CALIFORNIA

Sunset 264-1 Home -4-020

HOTEL DECATUR
T. O. EVANS. Proprietor

On the Beach, Ocean Park, California

Overlooking the Old Pacific : : :

Rates ; European, H day and up. American, |2 50 and up

" We find the Barg-ains
"

Southern (alilornia Realty (o.

Incorporated under the Laws of California Capital Stock $75,000.00

138 Pier Ave, Ocean Park, Cal.

Branch
Venice Office

Playa Del Rey Office

Hollister Ave. and Ocean Front
• No. 10 Windward Ave

- Opposite Depot

There is Good Reason for our Listings of Beach Prop-
erties Beinjr the Largest in Southern California

GUARANTY REALTY COMPANY
MRS GEO. SIBLEY, President

140 Pier Avenue
Guaranty Realty Bldg-,

Ocean Park. California

Venice of America

Ocean ParK
BatK House

Not only the largest and finest, but the only Bath C
House on the Pacific Coast that is steam heated f
throughout during the winter months.

OPE-N THE. YEAR ROUND.
Hot Salt Plunge and Tub Baths—Surf Bathing.

OCEAN PARH.. CALIFORNIA



BANK
LANDS

A FARMER IN
REAL ESTATE

AND SETTLEMENTS
A SPECIALTY

INTELLIGENT INQUIRY SOLICITED

FRAMI^ O C^\ ARI/^^^ chamber of commerce bldg.rnMlNrv O. OLMnrv los angeles, California

$1200 A Year From A Tcn-Acrc Vineyard in California

I V\p R^Qi" "\XZi1V ^"^ ^^^ safest way for you to secure a home and steady yearly± lie XJCoL W cty income in the healthiest, richest and most delightful region
of California is to buy from us on easy installments of $5.00 to $30.00 per month. We
will plant and take care of it for you. If you cannot come and Jive on the land, we will
remit you the profits regularly.

NO LAPSES NO INTEREST NO TAXES
A BETTER OR MORE REASONABLE INVESTMENT HAS NEVER BEEN OFFERED

Write immediately for our free literature, which g-ives full explanations and shows how a man or woman
without capital can secure a delightful home in California, which will also return large yearly profits.

CALIFORNIA FERTILE LAND CO., James Flood Building, SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

The geographical position of

Madera County is in the center

of the great San Joaquin Valley,
and its county seat, Madera, is

almost the geographical center

of the State of California, being
about 185 miles south of San
Francisco and 297 miles north of

Ivos Angeles, and 100 miles from
the sea. The county comprises
about 1,400,000 acres, of which a

very large portion is very fertile

and thoroughly adapted to agri-

culture, viticulture, horticulture,
stock and dairy farming. The
seasons are equable and pleasant.
The average number of days of

sunshine is 275 in the year. There
are no damaging hail storms or
floods to menace life or property.
Roses bloom the year round. The

Board of Trade of Madera County solic-
its correspondence. Address the Secre-
tary for one of our booklets on Madera
County and it will beniailed you free of
charge, or write any of these firms:

Maze&Wren,Real Estate; Commercial
Bank; R. C. Dyer, Real Estate; Madera
Sugar Pine Co., Lumber; A. B. Boling &
Co., Grain Merchants. First National
Bank; Rosenthal-Kutner Co.,Merchants



wniniER
CALirORNU

IS FAVORED WITH ADVANTAGES NOT POSSESSED BY ANY OTHER CITY OF ITS SIZE

ON THE PACIFIC COAST :



Santa Rosa, California

The County Seat
of

Sonoma County

STREET SCENE IN SANTA ROSA

^;int;i Pnc;) h;j« ^ Banks 2 Excellent Hotels 1 Flour Mill 1 Brewery
Jdnid KQjd lldj 4 pruit Canneries 1 Woolen Mill Fruit Drying Factories

2 Tanneries 2 Lumber Yards Street Cars

Municipal water works, with free water, free rural delivery and is situated in the heart

of Stock Qrowing, Qrain Farming, Hop Raising, Fruit Growing, of Sonoma County.

'Excellent Public and Private Sctiools, Churches and Lodges. Excellent

climate year round. Population 10,000. 52 miles from San Francisco; 5 trains

daily to and from city. Gas and electric light. Telephones. Plenty of good

land for sale cheap. For further information address any of the following :

The Sonoma County Abstract Bureau.
Santa Rosa Bank.
Ocidental Hotel Co.
Santa Rosa National Bank.
Sonoma Valley Lumber Co.

Houts, Jewell & Peterson, Real Estate.

Eardley & Barnett, Real Estate.
W. D. Reynolds, Real Estate.
F. Berka, Lumber.
Lee Bros. & Co., Draymen.

COME TO COLUSA AND FIND

J. B. DeJarnatt & Son, Real Estate
John C. Mogk, Real Estate.
Colusa Milling Co.
Farmers & Merchants Bank.
Colusa & Lake R. R. Co.

Some of California's real wealth, rich soil.

Easy and cheap irrigation. Price from $35 to $75 an acre.

Citrus and deciduous fruits on same acre.

A climate of Italian softness. Railroad and river transportation.

A great Ranch newly subdivided. Easy access to the markets.

Fine schools. Good churches. A healthful home.

Beautiful surroundings.

For further information addr.*ss any of the following- well
known firms:

Geo. G. Brooks, Stationery.
Colusa County Bank.
Grenfell Lumber Co.
G. W. Allgaier, Groceries and Provisions.



COLTON
THE HUD CITY OF SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA



HANrORD
CAPITAL OF

KINGS COINTY, CALirURNIA
THE FARMERS' PARADISE

WITH A GOOD EVEN CLIMATE

k^,' W^

A KINGS COUNTY SCENE

The chief city of Kings county is Hanford, a population of 4500.
Hanford is reached by the main line of the Santa Fe Railroad system, and by the

west side through line to San Francisco of the Southern Pacific system. Its rail-
road facilities are therefore excellent.

Hanford is fully equipped in an educational, religious and social way, having
school advantages from the kindergarten to the high school course, and the various
religious denominations, with well-built churches, represented;' contains upwards of
twenty-five fraternal and beneficiary organizations, several public halls, elegant opera
house, fine hotels, two daily and weekly newspapers, four banks, a free public li-

brary, a well-organized fire department, with excellent Holly water system; a sewer
system built and owned by the city, some of the finest and best equipped mercantile
establishments, electric light and power plant, a large and latest improved gas manu-
facturing plant which makes fuel and illuminating gas from crude petroleum; a mod-
ern ice plant that supplies the local demand and ships much to other cities and
towns, a condensed milk manufacturlngr company, cheese factory, packing houses and
canning establishment employing many hundreds of people; a large winery, flour mill,
lumber mill, machine shop and all the necessary adjuncts to a lively and progressive
interior city.

KINGS COUNTY has the BEST IRRIGATION PACILITIES IN THE

STATE Of CALIfORNIA, and raises a diversified

line of produce and fruits, namely : Alfalfa, Wheat, Corn, Potatoes, Bar-

ley, Apricots, Plums, Peaches, Nectarines, Grapes, Prunes, Raisins and

all Cattle.

King's Count}' is, as its name implies, king of counties in California.

For further information address any of the following- well known
firms in Hanford, who will gladly go into details :

Chas. King Land Bureau.
E. E. Bush, Land Bureau.
Farmers & Merchants' National Bank.
Barney & Kelly, Groceries.
The Old Bank.
Tom S. Esrey, Wholesale ani Retail Liquor.
Central Lumber Co.
First National Bank.
McCourt & Newport, Clothing.

L. S. Chittenden & Co., Real Estate.
Freeman Richardson, Laundry.
S. C. Kimball, Dry Goods.
ArteSIa Hotel.
The Hanford National Bank.
Cousins & Howland, Druggists.
Joe D. Biddle, Real Estate.
W. C. Gallaher, Butcher.
H. G. Lacy Co., Electric Light Works.



NOW ISm TIME
^O.OOO Acres of a Fine Old SpanisK l^and Grant,
no-w bein^ subdivided and offered for sale to tHose

wHo -wrisH a home amid tHe most attractive surroundings.

SCENE ON THE MOLINOS RIVER.

If you arc tired of a cold climate^ if waving palms, golden oranges and

green grass look better to you than ice and snow, if you want a climate
where you can work every day in the year, you had better take advan-

tage of the subdivision of this great Spanish Grant that is for the first

time being offered for sale. Fertility of soil, river and rail transporta-
tion, electric car line under construction, telephone, electric lights, and
abundance of water for irrigation, are some of the advantages of this

great Estate. As a productive investment or for speculation this tract

of land is unequalled, its rapid advance in value being absolutely certain.

People buying from us in the early subdivision of this vast Estate
will probably never have another opportunity so advantageous.

This is the time. Come now or write immediately for booklet and
full information.

SMITH CROWDER
Manager Los Molinos Land Co., Los Mollnos, Tehama County, California



HOTtL 0XN4RD
ONE Of

CALIFORMA'S

POPILAR

HOTtLS

^
OXNARD

THE BEAUTirUL

The Home of the American Beet Sugar

Company (Founded in 1898)

Has now 3000 population. Located in Ventura county, 66 miles from Los Ang-eles, in the best farming-
district in the state of California. Every business known to first class California towns is represented here
No property bought and sold for speculative purposes, and property is today worth par value. Water
works, electric light, two telephone and telegraph companies, two banks, best of schools, good churches

For further information address Secretary- Board of Trade, or any of the following well

known firms:

American Beet Sugar Co.

Oxnard Light &. Water Co.

Bank of Oxnard.
Colonia Improvement Co.

Lehman & Waterman.

People's Lumber Co.

James F. Fulkerson.

Oxnard Hotel.

Myers & Coplanalp, Contractors and Builders.

Hobson Bros., Stock Dealers and Butchers.

FOR lai INDIANS
THE SEQUOYA LEAGUE ^^ ^'^'^""S the Mission Indians not

— only by remedying abuse* and trying
to get them better lands, but also by extending the market for their DA.SRE.TS.

A representative collection is on sale, for the benefit of the Campo reservations, at

reasonable prices and fully authenticated. These baskets can be had of

Mrs. Chas. F. Lummis 200 Ave. 42, Los Angeles
C>0 additional BasKets, of mucK variety, recently received

Prices. $2 to $10

THE MONEY GOES TO THE INDIANS

RAMnMATolLET^OAP FOR SALE
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Municipal
Bath House,

being ereotred

at a cost of $25,000

by tiie City of

Paso Robles
to popularize
the famous
mineral waters
of that place.

The only one
of its kind inthe

United States.

PASO ROBLES
Famovis

Notable

for its mineral wa-
ters and their mir-
aculous cures

for its trenial cli-

mate, rivaling- any
place in the world

Tl A Yli a r 1\ able ^*"^ '^^ cheap lands and its productive power

D«>«tl r\ ^a^tobe the most important trade center between San Francisco and Los Anceles.e S I 1 IX t? U Paso Robles is the trade center of the northern end of San Luis Obispo County,
and is backed up by a most prosperous and healthy farminff community. The town site is acknowledsred to

be the most beautiful of any place on the Pacific coast. To settlers and to residents it offers the best there is

to be had in California. For further particulars address

SECRETARY BOARD OF TRADE
or any of the followinir reliable firms:

M. R. Van Wormer, Real Estate.

Paso Robles Bath House Co.

Geo. J. Bell, General Merchandise.

Sperry Flour Co.

Bank of Paso Robles.

Paso Robles Light S. Water Co.

A. Pflster, Banker.
R. C. Heaton, Furniture.
W. C. Bennett, Druggist.
Lundbeck & Hanson, Blacksmith.

Pre-Columbian

Relics

Genuine Prehistoric
Pottery, Ornamenrs and
Implements. DIRECT
rROM THE RUINS in

Arizona and New Mexico
Collectors supplied. Se-
lect what you wish from
my collection, examina-
tion by photog-raph or as
desired. Prices reason-
able.
Write for descriptions

of specimens found in ex-

plorations of the ruins;
personally conducted ex-
cavations. Address,

REAMER LING,
ST. JOHNS, ARIZONA

Member Southwest So-
ciety, Archaelogical In-

stitute of America, etc.

INYVn TMFITRICII CfllD r.RFAM rr!f*t^tB Mirl7 wrinkles. It is aot a frackle c«atin« ; it re-



SAN LUIS OBISPO
IVIAIN BLILDING

D CAUrORNIA

POLYTECHNIC SCHOOL

TF
YOU visit California—whether for pleasure, health, or home-seeking—a few days
spent in that picturesque portion of the central coast section surrounding San Luis

Obispo will prove a profitable investment of time ;
not alone in compelling a

realization of the amazing productivity and the marvelous variety of resources dis-

played by California within a limited area, but because this region conveys to the im-

agination a vivid expression of the true California atmosphere, the out of door life and
the perennial enjoyment of conditions so conducive to happiness and contentment as
to invite a careless dependence upon nature's bounty that seems wanton in its waste of

time and material.
Fine Public Buildings. Excellent Graded and Paved Streets. Sewers, triumph

of modern science. Pure Mountain Water. Excellent Public Schools. Churches of
all denominations. The home of the California Polytechnic School.

For any further information address

The San Luis Obispo Chamber of Commerce
or any of the following

Dawson Drug Co.
Union National Bank of San Luis Obispo.
Sperry Flour Co.
Andrews Banking Co.
San Luis Gas and Electric Co.
San Luis Implement Co.

Commercial Bank of San Luis Obispo.
Tobriner & Weisbrod, The Arcade.
San Luis Jewelry Co.
L. M. Fitzhiugli, Photographer.
J. Crocker & Co.

NAVAJO BLANKETS
AND INDIAN CURIOS AtwHoie.au

I have more than 250 weavers in my employ, includinsr the most skillful now
living-, and have taken th« srreatest pains to preserve the old colors, patterns
and weaves. Every blanket sold by me carries my personal guarantee of its

quality. In dealing with me, you will get the very finest blankets at wholesale prices.
I also handle the products of the Hopi (Moqui) Indians buying them under

contract with the trading posts at Keam's Canon and Oraibi and selling them
at wholesale.

I have constantly a very fine selection of Navajo silverware and jewelry,
Navajo

"
rubies " cut and uncut, peridots and native turquoise. Also the choicest

modern Moqui pottery, and a rare collection of prehistoric pottery.

J* L* liUDDtLLy Indian Trader

Ganado, Apache Co., ArizonaWrite for my Catalogue
and Price List



SALT LAKE CITY
'^'^f^i^ijt^msm
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EUREKA, CALIFORNIA
Has regular and quick water communication with San Francisco, with freight rates

ranging from $1.00 to $4.00 per ton, the cost of living and prices of merchandise, clothing,

manufactures, and general supplies are governed by those of the latter place, and vary
but little therefrom.

Humboldt County Has :

Great extent, affording choice of location. Cheap lands in abundance. Its own

lumber, fuel, food, wool, leather. Equable temperature, insuring bodily comfort. Health-

fulness, especially absence of fevers and malaria. Diversity of products, giving variety
in occupations. Abundant rainfall, guaranteeing crops and water. Great natural

resources in divers branches. Cheap lumber, making improvements inexpensive. Cheap
fuel, costing little more than the labor of taking it. Good schools within reach of every
home. Good county government, honestly administered. Cheap freight rates by sea to

all Pacific ports. The largest and best body of redwood on earth An honest, peaceful,

law-abiding population.

Humboldt Has Not:

Chinese, to compete with American labor. Irrigation, with its expense and litiga-

tion. Spanish grants, to cloud titles and bar settlement. Railroad land grants, to inter-

fere with progress. Codling moths to destroy the apples. Colorado beetles to destroy
the potatoes. Summer thunderstorms to interfere with harvests. L/ong winters when
stock must be fed. Severe frosts to destroy vegetation. Crop failures from any cause

whatever. Cyclones, blizzards, tramps or strikes.

For further information address any of the following well known firms :

H. L. Ricks.
G. R. Georgeson, Real Estate.
Belcher & Crane Co., Abstracts.
Humboldt County Bank.
Daly Bros., Dry Goods.
Delaney & Young, Wholesale Liquors.

A. A. Newcomb, Real Estate.
I. M. Long, Real Estate.
Cooper & Rager, Real Estate.
S. I. Allard, Real Estate.
Thos. H. Perry, Real Estate.
Eureka Lighting Co.



SCKNK OF BEAN FIELD NEAK GKIDLEY.

FOR DIVERSIFIED FARMING
COME TO

GRIDLEY
California's Greatest Garden

Gridley, Butte County, California, is

one of California's best towns of 2000

population. Has excellent stores, bank,

newspaper, cannery, packing- house,
machine shops, grain warehouse, best

of public schools, churches. On main
line of the S. P. Railroad, 160 miles

from San Francisco.

CROP FAILURES ARE. NEVER H.NO'WN.

Fine irrigation system has just been completed. Resources and opportunities are

abundant. Good land can be had reasonable. Several farms have recently been
subdivided and can be had in whatever acreage wanted, at reasonable terms. If you
are coming to California, write for booklet of Gridley, Butte County, California.

Address Secretary Chamber of Commerce, or any of the well known firms:

J. H. Jones, Real Estate.
W. H. Gilstrap, Real Estate.
Wm. Brown & Co., Stock Dealers.
The Rideout Bank.

W. H. Hall, General Merchandise.
D. J. Parker, General Merchandise.
Miller Bros., Retail and Wholesale Liquors.
J. C. Adams, Retail Liquors.

BIG6S
BUTTE COUNTY
CALIFORNIA

The home of the orange, the

peach, the pear and the nuts.

SacrAMBNTO VAi,r,BY BANK Butte county oranges are market-
ed in the East six weeks before

the Southern California oranges. Here are located the celebrated Rio Bonito orchards.

Five crops of alfalfa are g-rown on the river bottoms each year without irrigation
and there are 15,000 acres of upland now under irrigation by the Butte County Canal.
The new Northern California Electric Railway, with 24 miles now completed, is pur-

chasing rights of way east of Biggs, and will run through this section.

The school facilities are the best, and the hotel accommodations are unsurpassed
in the State.

L,and can be purchased for from $45 to $125 per acre.

For further particulars address

Board of Trade, Biggs, California, Or

C. N. Brown, Ruggles & Harper, G. K. Smith, Sacramento Valley Bank, E. Steadman»

J. M. Hastings & Co., Chatfield & Smith, T. H. Fitch, W. A. Walker.



OROVILLE
CALIFORNIA

The Queen City of Butte County

FRUIT SCENE NEAR OROVILLE, CALIFORNIA

OROVII^IvE
is the county seat of Butte County, California. It is at the

end of S. P. from Marysville, on direct line of the Western Pacific.

Is the terminus of the northern electrical line from Chico.

More than $7,000 in gold is taken daily from the soil by dredging in the

Oroville vicinity
—over 35 dredgers in operation.

A. moderate and even climate.

Oranges, olives, lemons and other fruit grows in abundance here.

lyand can be had from $15.00 to $100.00 per acre.

The home of the E^hmann Olive Oil.

Has two excellent banks.

The Union Hotel, one of the best hotels in Northern California.

"Water and light in abundance, and hay, grain and live stock are staple

products.
Further information can be had by addressing Sbcretary Chamber

OF Commerce, or any of the following well known firms :

L. H. Alexander, Merchant.
Ehmann Olive Co.
Union Hotel and Annex.
R. S. Kitrick, Lumber.
Oroville Light & Power Co.
Ophir Hardware Co.
John C. Gray, Fruit Grower.
Bank of Rideout, Smith & Co.

E. C. Tucker & Son, Real Estate.
First National Bank.
T. W. Green & Co., Real Estate.
Z. D. Brown, Real Estate.
W. P. Hammon, Dfedoe Mining.
Perkins & Wise Co., Merchants.
E. Meyer & Co., Merchants.
Lausen & Fetherston, Searchers of Records.



REAL ESTATE
YOU PAN DO IN LOS ANGELAS

WHAT THE ASTORS DID IN NEW YORK
IF YOU HAVE JUDGEMENT

The greatest opportunities in the world's history are before 5'ou.

You can provide for the future—can free yourself from uncertainty and

dread that face you, as you look toward old age.

We invite all saving, self-denying, far-seeing readers to keep their

minds on REAL. ESTATE at present.

Use your judgement, think in what DIRECTION population is

going", ask yourselves

WHERE PEOPLE WILL WANT TO LIVE

WHY THEY WILL WANT TO LIVE THERE

Think it over carefully, be cautious, look at the location of the land

you buy. Do not invest more than you can safely pay. Buy your
lots and keep them at least five years, and you will be well pleased.

Bi^°Read the above carefully then ask us to mail you.

TOWNER T[RRACr
You do not need large bank accounts. We will make that for you.

Let us prove this. Write us, and we will send the book and full

particulars.

Southern California Real Estate Investment Co.

608 Pacific Electric Bldg.. LOS ANGELES. CAL.



RIVERSIDE
CALIFORNIA

The

Home

of the

Omn^e

INTERIOR RIVERSIDE PACKING-HOUSE

THe picKin^ and
pacKin^ of ORANGES

will be Riverside's particular business

for the next few months. Better come
and see a few of the

6,000 Carloads Go Out
Riverside's Orange Crop is worth over Two
and One-half Million Dollars annually.

For all information write any of the following :

Newport Lumber Co.

Riverside Land Co., Real Estate.

The Glenwood Hotel Co.

First National Bank.
Riverside Savings Bank & Trust Co.

Russ Lumber & IVIiil Co.

E. J. Oatman, Orange Grower.

J. B. Oatman, Orange Grower.
Robert Lee Bettner, Real Estate.

W. W. Wilson, Real Estate.

Riverside Trust Co.

W. T. Thompson, Real Estate.

Jarvis & Dinsmore, Real Estate.

California Iron Works.



REDONDO BY THE SEA
Qvieen of tHe Pacific—Eli^Kteen miles from Los A.n^eles

KKDONlJO HOTEL

COOlv IN SUIVIMER—WffRlVI IN WINTER
You can bathe in the surf where there is absolute-

ly no undertow. Take a swim or a Hot Salt Tub
Bath in one of the larg-est and best appointed
Natatoriums on the Southern Coast. Fish from
j'our choice of three wharves, in a locality that is

noted for its fishing-, or troll from pleasure launches.

Visit the immense Carnation Fields for which
Redondo is famous. Collect Moonstones, Opals,
Aqua-marines and other valuable and beautiful
stones from Pebble Beach. Dine at one of the
finest and best appointed Hotels on the coast, or
enjoy a delicious lish dinner on the beach.

For further information address

REDONDO IMPROVEIVIENT COMPANY
RKDONDO HOTEL, John S. "Woollacott, Mgr.

C. W. GRKSSEU, Leading Grocer O. C. HINMSiN, Real Estate

COMFORT AND
PLEASURE

THE YEAR ROUND AT

SAN DIEOO COUNTY

mmm
F/SHING O/V THE PIER

Speaking of climate, did you know that you could be comfortable every month of

the year at Oceanside ? It is the IDEAL HOME SITE, with no extremes of heat

or cold—a climate unsurpassed. Oceanside is growing- now and prospects for the

future are excellent. The largest reservoirs on the Pacific Coast are now being built

on the headwaters of the San Luis Rey in the mountains 30 miles from the coast. The

water will first be used to generate electric power, and will then do duty in irrigating

the fertile lands in Oceanside and vicinity. Come and see what we have, or

Write Oceanside Board of Trade, or the following:

p. J. Brannen, Hardware.
J. Chauncey Hayes, Real Estate.
E. D. McGraw, Peal. Estate.
Thos. 0. Exton, Druggist.
Goetz Bros. & Co., General Merchandise.
Frank Freeman, Dairyman.
Irwfn & Co., Implements and Hardware.

Bank of Oceanside.
O. S. Hecox & Co., Real Estate,
Geo. P. IVIcKay, Stationery.
IVIartin Bros., Butchers.
Oceanside Lumber Co.
J. D. Morrow, Jeweler.



A PASADENA HOME

PASADENA
HAS BEEN CHOSEN AS THE SITE

OF A GREAT WOMAN'S COLLEGE

Pasadena has close to 24,000 people, the best of public and private schools, churches, and
thousands of happy homes and no saloons.

Over 1300 building permits were issued last year, and the indications are that a much
larger number will be called for the present year.

Pasadena climate and environment are ideal. For detailed information write to

D. W. COOLIDGE, SECRETARY PASADENA BOARD OF TRADE

RELIABLE REAL ESTATE DEALERS OF PASADENA

<ALTAT)ENA
The "Hiirhlands" of Pasadena, elevation 1200 to 1800.

The most desirable, accessible section in Southern
California. Free from fotrs. Fine mountain water in

abundance. A perfect health resort. Ranches, lots.
and houses for sale. MCNAI-L.Y S SON
Pasadena Office, 26 So. Raymond Ave.
Altadena Office, Cor. Mariposa St. and Mareng-o Are.

REAL&STATE
^INSURANCE LOAN5

INVESTMENTS

16 5RavmondAve.

^5

Pasadena Cal.

WRITE US .:. .:. .:.

For free descriptive booklet about Pasadena " the city

beautiful." We are doing a large real estate business, and invite

correspondence. References : Any bank in Pasadena.

Sykcs-
Curtis30 S

(Raymond Ave

Pasadena. Cal. Co.

R. s. Mcdowell <£ co.
REAL. ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Ranches boncrht, sold and exchanged for city property
Insurance written in old reliable companies

Houses Rented Rents Collected

lOO EAST COLORADO STREET
PASADENA

Established 1887 Incorporated IMt

ISAAC SPRINGER & COMPANY
INVESTMENTS

RMAL. mSTATM. lltmUKAMOm, MOKTQAQSB
AHD HioH-mmAom moHoa

I.O« AmOHLES
320 Trust Building

FASADmMA
70 S. Raymond Are.

RamonA Toilet 3o A p FOR & ALE
E"V p- PrY >ivH r F? r=



Los Gatos,
California

The Gem City
of the Foothills

Santa Cruz

iVlountains

Santa Clara

County

7 .- ••

'
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El Camino Real
THE
ROYAL
ROAD

by whicli

the Old

Franciscdn

Pddres

traveled

from

Mexico,

nortliwdrd

when they
estab-

lished

their

pictur-

esque
Missions

for

convertitijf

Indian^,

runs

throug-h

SAN FERNANDO
where they founded one of their most successful Missions. They chose only the most beautiful locations,
favored by pure air, fertile soil, abundant water and grand scenery. IT Subsequent settlers have proved
the rare wisdom of the old Padres, and today, SAN FERNANDO, and the whole valley that bears
its name, is

One of tKe Garden Spots
of tKis Land of SunsKinei

Seekers

for Smdil

Homes
should

investi-

gate this

favored

town with

its rich

oranifeand
olive

orchards,
and fair

green
fields of

g'rain

before

investing-

elsewhere.

[I^^Por Information Address Secretary San fernando Board of Trade



SUNNYVALE
SANTA CLARA

COINTY

On main line of the Southern Pacific Railroad. Midway
between San Jose and Palo Alto, situate on the old Murphy
Ranch. Richest lands in the world in 5 and 10-acre tracts.

Sunnyvale is growing faster than any town on the Coast
Division. It is the home of the Jubilee Incubator Co., the

Goldy Machine Works, Sunnyvale Green Fruit Co., Sunny-
vale Pruit Butter Co. Beautiful live oak trees. 93 feet

elevation. Residence lots from $50 up.
Write for maps and catalogues.

SUNNYVALE LAND COMPANY
SUNNYVALE, SANTA CLARA COUNTY CALIFORNIA

Palo Alto
California

The Town of Leiand
Stanford
Junior University

Thirty-three miles south of San Francisco
in the famous Santa Clara Valley. Has the
most equable climate of any place in America.
Population within a radius of two miles, 12,000.
The town is fully improved with paved streets,
cement sidewalks, sewers, public library, ex-
cellent public schools, preparatory schools and
churches, and municipal water and ligrhtinir

plants The fertile lands adjacent yield rich

crops of fruits, berries and vegetables. Prices
of both town lots and farm lands are reason-
able. Palo Alto is the ideal place for people
who have acquired a competency and wish to
live at ease, and for those who wish to grive
their children a hig-her education. The
educational features have brougrht here a class
of citizens of superior intellig^ence and refine-

ment, the moral tone of the town is excellent,
and there are NO SALOONS.
Descriptive literature and any desired infor-

mation reffarding- the town and valley furnish-
ed free on application.

STANFORD MEMORIAL CHURCH

The Board of Trade, Palo Alto, California



MERCED, CALIFORNIA

Merced

falls-

Head of

Irrigation

System

Merced, county seat of Merced County, is located in great fruit and alfalfa

section; population about 3,000 ; modern improvements ; High and Grammar

Schools; Churches of all denominations; strong Banks ; good Business Houses ;

four Railroads
;
the terminus of the Yosemite Valley Railroad.

Water for irrigation plentiful and cheap
Prices of land reasonable— terms easy
Climate dry and healthy

It is to the interest of Homeseekers to investigate the advantages and

opportunities offered at Merced.

Address Merccd Chamber of Commerce, or any of the following

well known firms :

R. Bancroft & Sons Co., Hardware.
Oliver & Worden, Dry Goods.
Garibaldi Bros., General Merchandise.
T. O. Anderson, Real Estate.
The Commercial Bank.
C. E. Kocher, Hardware.
Crocker-Huffman Land and Water Co.
IVIerced Lumber Co.

Heitman & Heitman, Dentists.
Hudiburg Bros., Druggists.
S. K. Brantley, Bakery.
G. E. Nordgren, Furniture.
S. C. Cornell, Real Estate and Insurance.
E. L. Moor, Real Estate.
Hayes Bros., Butchers.

If you want a Small or Large Tract of CALIFORNIA LAND
that will produce anything. The center of California's greatest Fruit and Alfalfa and Dairy
ing District, with Canneries and Creameries to care for same. Best irrigation system in

State. Moderate climate. I^and from $20 an acre up in tracts from 5 acres up. Terms un-

equalled. For further information write

WALTER CASAD, MERCED, CALIFORNIA



Santa Clara California
TKe Best To>vn in tHe Best Coxinty in tKe United States

Best for Climate, Soil, Water and Health.
Best for a Home, for Educational advantages, for Society, for Churches.
Every Agricultural and Horticultural product grown in the Temperate Zone, is

grown here to perfection.
Fruit growing, the growing of Hay and Grain, Dairying, and the raising of Poultry

pay better here than in any other country.
Santa Clara employs more labor than any Town of three times its size in the State.
Here the middle classes have better homes and live better than in any plice in

the WORLD.

SANTA CLARA
Is a Town of Municipal Ownership. We own our GAS,

our WATER, and our ELECTRIC plants.

Address any of the following for further information :

Robert A. Fatjo, Real Estate.
Killam Furniture Co., Inc.
Santa Clara Realty Co.
Enterprise Laundry Co.
Sallows & Rhodes, Grocers.
Santa Clara Cyclery.
N. M. Clark, Confectionery.
Crosby & Leask, Dry Goods.

Santa Clara Commercial League.
Santa Clara Undertaking Co.
Vargas Bros., Grocers.
R. H. Cheney, Merchant.
M. Vargas, Merchant.
M. Mello, Shoes.
Morrison Bros., Contractors and Builders.
Roll Bros., Real Estate.

WOODLAND
THE
CAPITAL
or

Yolo County
CALIFORNIA

WOODLAND is only 86 miles from San Francisco and
22 miles from Sacramento, the State Capital. WOOD-
LAND has: twelve churches, three two-story gram-
mar school building's, one commodious high school,
one Holy Rosary Academy, one well-equipped business

college, the best talent obtainable for the schools, one Carnegie library building, and fine free library, four
social and literary clubs, twenty fraternal and benefit lodges, one 200-barrel flour mill, one fruit cannery,
two butter creameries, one fruit and packing establishment, one winery, one olive oil and pickling plant, two
large lumber yards, four solid banks, four hotels, one large city hall, one well-equipped fire department, four

large grain and hay warehouses, a well-conducted telephone system, an average rainfall of 17 inches, and
many commodious business houses representing all lines of trade.

For further particulars address any of the following :

BIdwell & Reith, Real Estate.
Woodland Gas and Electric Co.
Woodland Grain and Milling Co.
West Valley Lumber Co.

Bank of Woodland.
Griggs & Bush, Dry Goods.
Bank of Yolo.
Yolo County Savings Bank.



THE
CITY OF SAN DIEGO CALIFORNIA

luformation may be had by writingf auy of these well-known firms :

Turner & Barr, Real Estate.

Folsom Bros. Co., Real Estate.

Columbian Realty Co., Real Estate.

Geo. W. Marston, Department Store.

Bartlett Estate Co., Real Estate.

Russ Lumber & Mill Co., Lumber.
Chadbourne Furniture Co., Furniture.

Becker & Vogt, Dry Goods.

Dodge Bros., Real Estate.

San Diego Land Co., Real Estate.

San Diego Realty & Trust Co., Real Estate.

San Diego Electric Railway Co.

Frye, Garrett & Smith, Printers.

Sargent's Grill, Grill and Restaurant.



THE OLDBST CUSTOM HOUSE IN CALIFORNIA

Monterey
California— First

Capital of California.

Strictly in a Class by Itself

Home of the Famous

DEL MONTE HOTEL

Climatically
the most even temperature. A
picturesque city by the sea, where

home life is made deliffhtful by every reason of

STOod climate, ffood citizenship, fine sea bathing-, fish-

ingr, etc. For further information vjrite any offollovjins:

Geo. B. Underwood
First Nat'l Bank of Monterey.
H. K. O'Bryan.
Frank Hellam.
Frank L. Ordway.
0. L. Ingels.

IRRIGATED

.. FARMS ..

OF FIVE ACRES
AND UPWARDS

in the Counties of

Fresno and Merced

California

MILLER <& LUX
LOS BANOS. MMRCED COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

VENTURA, CALIFORNIA
SAIN BLENA
VENTURA MISSION

A healthy coast town, supported by a very larsre productive farming and frftit trowintr valley. It

has a smooth, compact sand beach with no sudden drops into deep places, with a low ranjre of mountains
at its back. Lonff drives over well made roads. It has excellent drainage and sewerage, electric lights,

natural gas, an abundance of good water. Ideal climatic conditions, never hot, never cold. The most
sheltered spot on the coast, where the busine ss man finds rest, comfort, pleasure and recreation. There
is a strong Board of Trade and Merchants Association.

First National Bank of Ventura.
Ventura Water. Light & Power Co.
J. K. Armsby & Co., Commission Merchants.
People's Lumber Co.
A. L. Chaffee, Dry Goods & Clothing.
John H. Reppy, Real Estate & Insurance.
Hobson Bros., Stock Dealers & Butchers.

Duval & De Troy, Hardware and Plumbing.
Jones & Son, Druggists.
Wm. H. Cannon & Co., Real Estate and In-

su r3 nc6<
L. Cerf & Co., Wholesale Liquor Dealers.
F. T. Stiles, Retail Liquor Dealer.



STOCKTON
CALIFORNIA

The metropolis of, and gfateway to the great San Joaquin Valley, is

rapidly becoming the leading industrial center of the Pacific Coast.

r»r STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA, LOOKING TOWARD THE HARBOR

Send us four cents in postage and we will mail you a beautifully

illustrated 80 page magazine telling all about fruit growing, dairy-

ing and farming in Central California.

Address, Board of Tradk, Stockton, California, or any of

the following well-known firms:

Eaton & Buckley, Real Estate.
R. E. Wilhoit & Sons, Real Estate.
H. E. Williamson, Real Estate.
Gardner Lumber Co., Lumber.
J. M. IVIcCarty, R.eal Estate.
George E. Crane, Real Estate.
Frankenheimer Bros., Grain.

Boggs, Meyer & Spurr, Real Estate and In-
surance.

Rhoads & Dudley, Real Estate.
S. V. Ryland, Farm and IVlining Lands.
Grunsky, Dietrich & Leistner, Real Estate.
The San Joaquin Valley Land Co., Real Es-

tate.



A Wondcrfiil

Mountain Trip

The ascent of Mount Lowe by trolly aifords the

visitor to Los Ang-eles one of the most marvelous

and beautiful mountain railway journeys in the

world. And it is only one of the features of a

railway system covering 400 miles and reaching

all the points of interest in the garden spot of

America.

The Pacific Electric Railway
Depot at Corner 6th and Main, LOS ANGELES

TKe Scenic Line of tKe W^orld

The Mm uDd Rio Mt 1 1
Travel in comfort, at same time witness Grandest Scenery in the World. Open

observation cars (seats free) giving an unobstructed view of the Royal Gorge and other
scenic attractions. TKrougH Standard and To\irist Sleepin|( Cars

For information address

T. D. Connelly, General Agent
230 South Sprinsr St. Los Anreles

T. F. Fitzgerald, Dist. Nss. Agent

The Delightful Scenic Route to

Santa cMonic
And HoUyrvood

Fine. Comfortable Observation Cars-
Free from Smol(e

Cars leave Fourth street and Broadway, Los Angreles, for Santa Monica via Sixteenth
street, every 15 minutes from 6.35 a.m. to 9.35 p.m., then each hour till 11.35 ; or via Bellevue
Ave., for Colegrrove and Sherman, every hour from 6.15 a.m. to 11.15 p.m. Cars leave Ocean
Park, Santa Monica, for Los Ang-eles, at 5.45, 6.10, and 6.35 a.m. and every half hour from
6.55 a.m. till 8.25 p.m., and at 9.25, 10.25, and 11.05 p.m.

Cars leave Los Ang-eles for Santa Monica via Hollywood and Sherman via Bellevue
Ave., every hour from 6.45 a.m. to 6.45 p.m., and to Hollywood and Sherman only every
hour thereafter to 11.45 p.m.

iiS"PoT complete time-table and particulars call at oiBce of company.
Single Round Trip, 50c. 10-Trip Tickets, $2.00.

316-322 WEST FOURTH STREET, LOS ANQELES
TKOLuey fAKTiea by day or niqht a apeotALTY



GOULD SYSTEM
THE DENVER AND RIO GRANDE RAILROAD

THB SCENIC LINE OF THE WORLD

THE TEXAS AND PACIEIC RAILWAY

THE MISSOIRI PACIFIC RAILWAY

THE IRON MOUNTAIN ROITE

INTERNATIONAL AND GREAT NORTHERN R. R.

The Most Interesting- ROUTES EAST
Grandest Scenery in the World.

Through Daily Standard and Tourist Sleeping Cars.

Courteous Attention. Excellent Dining Car Service

T. D. C0NNEL1.Y, General Agent, T. F. Fitzgerai^d,
230 S. Spring St., L,os Angeles Dist. Passenger Agent

TKe Great Salt River Valley
:Or:

ARIZONA
Where water is plentiful the year round.

THe place where farmers become wealthy.
l^ands improved and unimproved can now be purchased at

reasonable prices.

Ne-w indvistry—Large Beet Sugar Plant at Glendale.

Principal products—Grains, Vegetables, Fruits, Poultry
and Live Stock.

XKere is room for everybody.

No Place in the World Has a Better Future

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE AND RATES

r. A. JONES, C. p. A. S. r. p. a p. Ry., Prcscolt, Arizona



The Northern
Pacific

Will afford you a most pleasant and enjoyable route to all

EASTERN POINTS. Grand scenery and unexcelled

service are the features which have made the Northern Pacific

justly famous the world over.

II" North Coast !i±J^
Carries both Standard and Tourist Sleeping- Cars. If you are

going East try the Northern Pacific. Rates to all Direct

Points as low as by any line, pull information and sleeping

car accommodations furnished by

C. E, Johnson, Traveling Pass. Agent
125 W. Third St., Los Angeles, Cal.



The New Way EAST

Salt Lake Route

THROIGH Sleeping Cars
—Both Pullman and Tourist—leave Los Angeles Daily for

Chicago, St. Louis, Omaha, Kansas City, Denver and Eastern

points, via Salt Lake City.

**Los Angeles Limited"
Runs Through Solid Daily between Chicago and Los Angeles

—
Standard and Tourist Sleeping Cars

; Library, Buffet, Observa-

tion and Dining Cars—the Best Equipped Train in the West.

If you want a pleasant journey see that your ticket reads via the

Salt Lake Route
Los Angeles City Office, 250 S. Spring St.

E. W. QILLETT, T. C. PECK,
General Passenger Agent, Ass't Qen'l Pass. Agent,

LOS ANGELES



Vacation is issued annually by the

California Nortliwestern Ry.
"The Picturesque Route of California," and is the standard

publication on the Pacific Coast for information regarding

Mineral Spring Resorts, Country Homes and Farms
Where Summer Boarders are Taken, and Select

Camping Spots.

This year's edition Vacation, 1906, contains over 200 pages,

beautifully illustrated, and is complete in its detailed informa-

tion as to location, accommodations, attractions, etc., with

terms from $7.00 per week up.

To be had at Ticket Offices, 650 Market St. (Chronicle

Building), and Tiburon Ferry, foot of Market St.; General

Office, Mutual Life Building, corner of Sansome and California

Sts., San Francisco.

[S= APPLICATIONS BY MAIL WILL RECEIVE IMMEDIATE RESPONSE

JAS. AQLER,
Gen. Manager

R. X. RYAN,
Gen. Pass. Agent



WITHOUT CHANGE

or CARS

Los Angeles to Washington, D. C; Cincinnati and Chicago

Sunset
Route
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via

New Orleans and the Sunny South

Composite, Observation Cars, Drawing Room, Sleeping Cars,

Tourist Sleeping Cars, Dining Cars

Daily from LOS ANGELES at 12:10 P.M.

Tickets and full information may be obtained at Ticket

Office, 261 S. Spring St., corner Third, or from any.

Southern Pacific Agent.

Southern Pacific

US<oporopororor ororoporofororoj|j^|r|rof
oror fiCaCSC «fS^$^^^ ^^P^^^^«P^^^
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Two hours and fifteen minutes at Riverside for drives on

far-famed Victoria and Magnolia Avenues. Two hours and

twenty minutes at Redlands for drives to Smiley Heights and
over the McKinley Drive, where a view of the surrounding

country is had not excelled in Southern California.

Returning via Covina reaches Ivos Angeles early in the

evening. $3.00 Round Trip until April 30th, 1906.

Do not fail to take this the most beautiful trip in Southern

California. Full information with Illustrated Booklet at 261 S.

Spring St., Los Angeles.

THOS. A. GRAHAM, Asst. Gen. Fr't & Pass. Agt.
N. R. Martin, DIst. Pass. Agt.

^

Special Train everymorning from losAngeles
(connecting from pasadena)for
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GRAND CANYON OF ARIZONA
Reached only via the SANTA FE



"TOTEM
POLE
ROUTE"

June 7-21
1

July 5-20
I

Aug. 2

23 FA5T EXPRE55 5TEAMER5 PLYING-
ALONG 5000 MILES PACIFIC COAST

WRITE FOR BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED OE5'CRIPTIVE NATTER
C.D.Dumun,.0«

P^,Ast.^_^ FHANCI5CO CAL.
*° ^""^^ *^
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Opportunity to Earn
$5.00 in Gold

PAN OF EIGHT BOSTON MUFFINS MADE FROM ONE CUP OF 3-B FLOUR

Who will write us the best story of personal experience in using Allen's

Self-rising B.B.B. Flour. We want 100 testimonials, not to exceed 200

words each, and we are willing to pay for them.

Write and tell us why and where you first bought 3-B Flour and how

long you have used it. Tell us how you like it and whether you have found it

an agreeable and healthful addition to the family menu. Tell us about the

Pancakes, the Boston iWuffins. the Fruit Pudding, the famous Boston
Brown Bread.

Now, to the person sending us the best recommendation and the most artis-

tic letter, we will pay $5.00 in gold; and we will pay SI. 00 each for all other

letters that we use. We wish to use the letters in our advertising, but no name
will be published without the written consent of the writer.

If you have not used self-rising B.B.B. flour get a package and begin now.

We will give you suf&cient time to take advantage of this offer. Every good
grocer sells it, and you will find directions in every package. Use the 4

principal recipes and write us about it. We are interested in j^our experience.

ALLEN'S B.B.B. FLOUR CO.
Pacific Coast Factory San Jose, California



A MATTEROFHEALTH

^mm^
Absolutely Pure

HAS HO SUBSTITUTE

GET THE GENUINE

Baker^s

BreakfastCocoa

Registered
U. S. I'at. Office

Made by a scien-

tific blending of the

best Cocoa beans

grown in different

parts of tfie world,—the result of 1 26

years of successful

endeavor.

A Perfect Food.

46 Highest Awards
in Europe and

America.

WoLlter BaLker CBl Co. Ltd.

Established 1780. DorcKester, Mblss.

THE ONLY FRUITS IN THE WORLD WITH $1,000

PURITY GUARANTEE ON EVERY JAR

BISHOP & COMPANY, LOS ANGELES
15 JAY STREET, NEW YORK

THE RELIABLE STORE

CitLIFORNia
S^VEET Winks

DELIVERED FREE TO
EASTERN POINTS

We ship, freight pre-

paid to any railroad

station in the United

States, two cases fine

o 1 d Peerless X X
Wines, assorted with
one bottle 1888 Cali-

fornia Brandy, for

$ir.oo

We ship, f reisrht pre-
paid, to any railroad
station in the United
States, two cases fin-

est old Peerless Brand
XXX assof'ted Wines,
with two bottles 1888
California Brandy
and one bottle Cali-
fornia Champagne for

$15.00

Southern (alifornia Wine (o.

218 West Fourth Street

Home Ex. 16

Los Angeles, Cal.

Main 332

rM.A iLirvc have been established over 50 YEARS. By eur system of
rkAV tni^fkl Q ^V p r tnA(1rr>tf> f^irpumstanres ran omt^
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LEADAM
SHOET

Without Leadam Trees—shoes
"toe up"-awkward wrinkles form
and wet leathers dry out hard and
uucvgfkiiy. ,3Qiev're heloful to per-

spiring feet, too.

Leadam's Shoe Trees keep your
footwear full, shapely and smooth
under all conditions.

With the arijustable leverage the tree
locks itself into position intheshoe. Hlng^e
lasts are cumbersome and bad imitations

FOR SALB BY

C.M.SUubCo.,lU
S.Bdwy, Los Ang^eles

Weatherby • Kayser
ShoeCo.,215S.Btlwy.
LosAngeles; 59 E.Col-
orado St , Pasadena

Rosenthal Bros.,
Inc ). 1' feamey
St , San Vranclac.

For Health, Happiness
and a Home, Come to ^

Southern California
Write for information and illustrated printed matter,

enclosing' a 5 cent stamp, to

THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
LOS ANGELES, CAL

AN EAR OF
LAGUNA
GROWN
CORN

CORN ? YES !

and all other necessaries of life, and all deciduous
fruit in addition, abundantly grown on the

LACUNA DE TACHE GRANT
in Fresno and Kings Counties, the geographical

center of California.

Prices $30 to $60 per Acre with ample water

One-quarter cash, balance in 8 annual installments. For full

printed information and local paper 2 months FREE, Address

Nares and Saunders^ Managers
GRANT BLOCK, LATON, CALIFORNIA
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=1 NeSTROPPING
SAVES

/AND .

SHAVES/^/

NO HONING W o|

AWHEEL OF PROGRESS
EVERY PROGRESSIVE GEIS/TLEM AV SHOULO KVOW

"THE GILLETTE" WILL GIVE HIM A SHWf AS CLOSE, AS CLEAN AND

A5 SATISEACTORY AS HIS BARBER CAN ^MTM^o^v^^r.^V^^o^r
"the GILLETTE" BLADE IS OF FINE, FLEXIBLE WAFER STEEL THeiT SLAVES. 12 BLADES,

24 KEEN EDQES, 20 TO 40 QUICK AND COMFORTABLE SHAVES FROU EACH BmOE
Triple silver-plated set with 12 blades $ S.OO

Quadruple gold-plated set with 12 blades 10.00

Quadruple gold-plated set with 12 blades and monoirram . . 12.00
Standard combination set with shaving- brush and soap in

triple silver-plated holders 7.50

Other combination sets in silver and gold, up to 50 00
Standard packages of 10 blades, having 20 sharp edges, for mi- ^m,M^ '

» \'l
sale bj' all dealers at the uniform price of 50

Imf ' /^HHi^'
'

'A/
No blades exchanged or resharpened. The simplest, easiest and most satisfactory

shaving device in the world. Sold by leading drug, cutlery and hardware dealers.
Ask to see them, and for our booklet. Write for our special trial offer.

GILLETTE SALES COMPANY, Times Building, New York City

NO STROPPING. NO HONING



OUT ^^EST
A IVIagaz^ine of the Old Pacific and the Ne^v

CHAS. F. LUMMIS
y

CHARLES AMADON MOOD Y \
Editors

SHARLOT M. HALL, Assistant Editor

Among thk Stockhoi^dbrs and Contributors ark:

DAVID STARR JORDAN
President of Stanford University

FREDERICK STARR
Chicasro University

THEODORE H. HITTELL
The Historian of California

MARY HALLOCK FOOTE
Author of "The Led-Horse Claim," etc.

MARGARET COLLIER GRAHAM
Author of "Stories of the Foothills"

GRACE ELLERY CHANNING
Author of "The Sister of a Saint," etc.

ELLA HIGGINSON
Author of "A Forest Orchid," etc.

CHARLES WARREN STODDARD
The Poet of the South Seas

INA COOLBRITH
Author of "Song-s from the Golden Gate," etc.

EDWIN MARKHAM
Author of "The Man with the Hoe"

JOAQUIN MILLER
The Poet of the Sierras

BATTERMAN LINDSAY

CHARLES FREDERICK HOLDER
Author of "The Life of Ag-assiz," etc.

CHAS. DWIGHT WILLARD

CONSTANCE GODDARD DU BOIS
Author of "The Shield of the Fleur de Lis"

WILLIAM E. SMYTHE
Author of "The Conquest of Arid America," etc

DR. WASHINGTON MATTHEWS
Ex-Prest. American Folk-Lore Society

WILLIAM KEITH
The Greatest Western Painter

CHARLES A. KEELER
LOUISE M. KEELER
GEO. PARKER WINSHIP

The Historian of Coronado's Marches
FREDERICK WEBB HODGE

of the Smithsonian Institution, Washing-ton
GEO. HAMLIN FITCH

Literary Editor S. F. Chroniclt
ALEX. F. HARMER
CHARLOTTE PERKINS STETSON GILMAN

Author of "In This Our World"
CHAS. HOWARD SHINN

Author of "The Story of the Mine," etc.
T. S. VAN DYKE

Author of "Rod and Gun in California," etc.
MARY AUSTIN

Author of "The Land of Little Rain"
L. MAYNARD DIXON
ELIZABETH AND JOSEPH GRINNELL

Authors of "Our Feathered Friends"

Contents— May, 1906
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The Sierra Club in the Northwest, illustrated, by Willoughby Rodman 365
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San Luis Obispo, illustrated, by W. N. Ent 455

Fertile Madera, illustrated 464

Monrovia, illustrated, by Charlotte Bell 471

Copyright 1905. Entered at the Los Angeles PostoflBce as second-class matter (Skb Publisher's Page)



THE QUALITY STORE

A Question of Clothes

Your Spring Suit

Should be a M. & B. Make —Hand-tailored

Ready-for-wear Clothing

It is noted all over this vicinity for its style, exclusiveness and

splendid fit. •] There isn't a custom tailor anywhere that can

make garments as good, even at almost twice our price. U The

workmanship is perfect throughout, and we positively guaran-
tee every garment we sell to give satisfactory service. Our pat-

terns are strikingly handsome, and each one is a special design
in itself.

Suits, $15, $18, $20, $32, $25 to $40

MULLEN <& BLUETT OLOTHING CO
SPRING & FIRST STREETS LOS ANGELES

BUNGALOWS
tnaKe artis-

tic comfort-
able Homes
if properly
draped and
fumisHed

"We maKe a

specialty of

supplying
tHe goods

best suited
to tHat pur-
pose, as •well

as all grades
of staple fur-

niture and
draperies

NOT IN
COMBINi:

Broadway Drapery & Furniture Co.
4"4'7 S. Broad-way

Buck
Skin
Shoes

Men's shoe in

pearl or tan buck-

skin, widths AAtoE,
sizes 4 to 12. Price $3.50

The most desirable shoes for outing and

general wear. Light, cool, durable— made

on anatomical lasts, which allow the great-

est foot freedom. Styles for men, women
and children.

Send for our Buckskin Catalogue

WETHtRBY KAYSfR SHOE (0
217 S. Broadway, Los Angeles J



EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

LOS ANGELES, CAL.Occidental College
Thk Collkob. Foar Coursei—Classical, Scientific,

I<lterarT. and I^iterary-Mnsical. Two new brick
b»ildiiis'8,costinar $80,000—modern and conrenient.

ACADBMY. Prepares for Occidental, or any other
colleee or nniTcrsity. The Occidental School of Mus-
ic—Th«ory, Vocal and Instrnmental.
2nd samester befirlni February 5th, 1906.

Address Acting President REV. WM. S. YOUNG, D. 0.

A|>/kQQ|'7 HAI I -A ichool for boys amoDgf the Sierra pines.MUMiOOIi. Il**l-I_ Remarkable climate. Prepares for best

Colleges aad Universities. O.itdoor Sports: Riding, Hunting, Boat-

lag, Fishinc Snow-shoeing, Camping. Boys may enter at any time.
For catalogue, address the Headmaster,

WILLIAM W. PRICE, M. A., Alta, Placer County, California

Le« Aaf«l«s

CaliferniaSAINT VINCENT'S (OllECE
Boarding and Day Coliege
and High School

Military Drill and Calisthenics a Feature.

For catalotrue write the President.

The ACADEMY OF THE IMMACULATE
HEART — a boarding and day school for

young ladies, conducted by the Sisters of the Im-

maculate Heart.

For prospectus address

Mother Superior, Pico Heights, Los Angeles

COMMERCIAL
519 MISSION
STREET

ART
San F*rancisco

COMPANY
PHONE MAIN

3058

Artistic Designs

Illustrations and

Engravings for

all purposes

Original and Effective

Ideas - - - for

Printing and
C Mainn«l
.A.. F. Broad Advertising

|^-
X X'

,
. 1

SAY!
Did You tlno-w
that you could buy native
California Gems satisfacto-

rily by mail, just the same
as if you were here in our
lapidary.
Just address Mail Order

Department, stating what
kind of stone you want,
color and size, and we will
send you same by express
C, O, D. privilege of ex-
amination.

If not satisfactory return
at our expense.

All kinds of precious
stones cut to order.
Send cutting by mail.

Write for catalogue and
price list.

We are the largest gem
mining and cutting com-
pany west of the Rockies.

THE BSMBRALDE TOURMALINE MINE AT MESA GRANDE,
SAN DIEGO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

SAN DIEGO GEM CO.
1531 D St., San Die^o, Cal.

References I Leading BanKs Doc Wilson, M|^r.

Reliable help promptly furnished. Hummel Bros. & Co., Tel. Main 509.



Send For Beauty Booklet

npHE celebrated French
-^ house of J.Simon ha« since

1861 led the World in the man-
ufacture of toilet articles.

They have prepared a dainty
booklet on beauty hints which
will be sent free on request.

Creme Simon
The famous skin prese ver and beautifier.

Poudre Simon the powder for beauty or baby.
Creme Simon Soap softens, whitens and cleans.

Samples of this trinity of beauty-maker; will be sent
free on receipt of Be. to pay postai^c and packing.

GEO. P. WAi L4U, Inc., 2 Stone St., New Yori< City

BUTCHER'S
Boston Polish

is the best finish made for FLOORS,
interior Woodwork and Furniture

Not brittle; will neither scratch nor
deface, like shellac or varnish. Is
not soft and sticky.like beeswax. Per-
fectly transparent, preservingr the

natural color and beauty of the wood. Without d«ttbt
the most economical and satisfactory Polish known
for Haxbwood Floors.
F»r tmlt by Dealers in Paints, Hardware and House Furnishings

Send for our FREE BOOKLET, telling of the many
«d¥»ntaees of BUTCHER'S BOSTON POLISH

THE BUTCHER POLISH CO., 356 Atlantic Avenue.
Boston, Mass.

ni ID N*» % I?PVIVFD 's » superior finish for
VfUl^ l^U. O IV.I-.T 1 I-r»V. kitchen and piazza floors.

STATE OF SINALOA
OIM

WEST COAST or MEXICO

Coast line Four Hundred (400) miles.

Large areas of agricultural, fruit and timber
lands.

Annual rainfall thirty (30) inches.

Short railroad lines in operation and trunk lines

projected with constructions begun, make
this a peculiarly desirable time to invest.

Desirable tracts of from 100 to 100,000 acres
for sale.

For full information about SINALOA, and its

resources, address

SINALOA LAND COMPANY
Suite 220-22l>^, Conservative Life Building

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Exclusive Concessionaires for Survey of Public Lands

in State of Sinaloa, Mexico

Directors, and Stockholders:

Frederick H. Rimdge Estate,
George I. Ccchran, A. J. Wallace,
J. C. Drake, R. P. Probasco,
Geo. p. Thresher, Warren Gillelen,

Dan'l Freeman.

TWO-YEAR-OLD RUBBER TREE ON PAIENQUE PLANTATION

RUBBER
"They well deserve to have,
that know the strongest and
surest way to get."

For sure, larg-e and permanent returns noth-
ing- equals a well raanajred tropical plantation.
Our plantation, located in what is known as

the trjie Rubber Zone of Mexico, is under the
management of experienced men, who have
made a study of Mexican Asrriculture.
Larg-e profits can be realized through the use

of large capital, but time and a small amount
of money often achieve the same results. Corn
yields from $10 to $12 per acre; wheat from $15
to $20; RUBBER from $500 to $1200.
therefore plant RUBBE-R.
You invest your money in oil stock— you may

strike oil, or in mining- stock—you may strike

gold; butwheu you invest in RUBBER shares
you are sure to strike RUBBER. It is only a
question whether the final Teturns will yield
lOO^f, or 300^ on the investment.

It must be borne in mind that Rubber Culti-
vation is not a speculation, it is an agricultural
(tropical) investment which requires only fairly
good management to bring in a few years re-

turns that a Northern farmer would not credit
if told him.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET
DO IT NOW

PALENQIE PLANTATION AND COMMERCIAL COMPANY
Plantation, Department of Palenque, State of Chiapas, Mexico

Geo. Leonard, Sec'y- Offices, 308-309 Shreve BIdg., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL



Desimated Depositary of the United States

fIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF L.OS ANGELES

Special Ladies' Department
Capital Stock $1,250,000.00

Stirplus and Undivided Profits 1,392,450.82

Deposits 14,451,636.63

J. M. Elliott, President Stoddard Jess, Vice-President

W. C. Patterson, Vice-President

G. E. Bitting-er, Vice-President

Jobn S. Cravens, Vice-President

W. T. S. Hammond, Cashier

A. C. Way, Asst. Cashier E. S. Panly, Asst. Cashier

E. W. Coe, Asst. Cashier A. B. Jones; Asst. Cashier

All departments of a modern banking business conducted

THE

National Bank of California

at LOS ANGELES
North East Corner 2nd and Spring Streets

John M. C. Marble, Pres.

John E. Marble, Vice-Pres.

J. E. Fishbnrn, Cashier

P. J. Belcher, Jr., Asst. Cashier

Hon. O. T. Johnson W. D. Woolwine
Judsre S. C. Hnbbell K. I. Rogrers

Directors

Solicits Business and Correspondence

The German Sdvin^s

and Loan Society
526 (ALIfORNlA ST., SAN fRANOSCO

Gnaranteed Capital and Surplus. , $ 2,526,763.61

Capital actually paid up in cash 1.000,000.00

Deposits, Dec, 30, 1905 39.112,812.82

F. Tillmann. Jr., President

Daniel Meyer, First Vice-President

Emil Rohte, Second Vice-President

A. H. R. Schmidt, Cashier

Wm. Herrmann, Asst. Cashier

George Tourny, Secretary
A. H. Muller, Asst. Secretary

W. S. Goodfellow, General Attorney.

Directors

F. Tillman, Jr., Daniel Meyer, Emil
Rohte, Ign. Steinhart, I. N. Walter, N.

Ohlandt, J. W. Van Bergen, E. T. Kruse,
W. S. Goodfellow.

MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK
OF SAN FRANCISCO

710 Market St., opposite Third, San Francisco

Guarantee Capital $1,000,000
Paid Up Capital 300,000

Surplus 320.000

Deposits Jan. 1, 1906 10,213.801
James D. Phelan, Pres. S. G. Murphy, Vice-Pres.
John A. Hooper, Vice-Pres. Georsre A. Story, Cashier

C. B. Hobson, Assistant Cashier

DIRECTORS
James D. Phelan S. G. Murphy John A. Hooper
James Moffitt Frank J. Sullivan Rudolph Spreckles
Robt. McElroy James M. McDonald Chas. Holbrook
Interest paid on deposits. Loans on approved secur-

ities. Deposits may be sent on postal order. Wells,
Farsro & Co., or exchange on city banks. Interest paid
last term 3/4 per cent.

Have you visited the

"Angel's Flight?"
If not why not? It* is the
most unique, interesting- and

picturesque incline railway
in the world. It is in the

heart of the city—Hill and
Third Streets, Los Anjreles,

Cal. J. W. EDDY, Mgr.

'«7«5nn A V^AR FROM FIVE AORES
:t»10UU M Y^MK ^^^^ SANTA BARBARA
You can find out how it was done, and how to do it

yourself, by readingr

A Practical Poultry Plant (or Southern (alitornia"

We will send it on receipt of $1.25

Out West Magazine Co., Los Angklbs

THE AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK
OF SAN FRANCISCO

Mar.

Sept.
Mar.

Sept.
Mar.

Sept.
Mar.

Sept.

Mar.

DEPOSIT GROWTH
3, 1902 $ 387,728.70

15, 1902 1,374,983.43

15, 1903 2,232,582.94

15, 1903 3,629,113.39

15, 1904 3,586,912.31

15, 1904 3,825,471.71

15, 1905 4,349,427.92

15, 1905 4,938,629.05

15, 1906 '. 5,998,431.52

~| W~7^ ample capital provides se-

M M"
'

curity ;
if undivided profits

indicate prosperity; if constant growth
is proof of good service, then yoti

should Send your Pacific Coast busi-

ness to the

American National Bank
SAN rR/XNCISCO, CAL.

«..._!_l.». Kii.:.. ana



AMERICA'S MODEL HOTEL

EUROPEAN PLAN

A modern, ornate structure of stone
and steel, magnificently equipped and
sumptuously furnished, facing a beauti-
ful tropical garden-park in the heart of
the city, adjacent to the shopping dis-

trict, in the immediate neighborhood of
the principal clubs, and one block from
the amusement center—an unsurpassed
and ideal location. Write for hand-
some illustrated booklet (free) about
Cosmopolitan San Francisco and the
Hotel St. Francis, to James Woods, Mgr.

YOUR BANK

We Desire To Be Your Bank

You are cordially invited to

maite tliis your bank. Every

facility of modern banking is

at your service. Our Trust

and Bond Departments offer

added conveniences. You will

be made to feel at liome and

your business will receive

prompt, accurate and cheer-

ful attention.

Merchants Trust Company
CAPITAL $350,000

209 South Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.

The

Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company

Issues plain business contracts; policies which tell their whole story upon
their face; leave nothing- to imagination; borrow nothing

from hope. They require definite conditions

and make definite promises.

PACIFIC COAST HEAD
Wei.ls-Pargo Building - - .

OFFICE
San Francisco

BRANCH OFFICES
LOS ANGELES (SOUTH), CAL . ..Rooms 303-304 Pacific Electric Bldsr Harry L. Corson, Supt.

LONG BEACH, CAL Rooms 6-7 Masonic Temple Bid? Clarence P. Kirn, Asst. Supt.

LOS ANGELES (NORTH), CAL. ..414-418 Wilcox Bldsr., cor. Sprinsr and 2d Sts...Thomas Burke. Supt.

PASADENA, CAL Room 1, Richardson Bldgr Chas. A. Dae^an, Asst. Supt.

RIVERSIDE, CAL Evans Block, cor. Main and 8th sts Harry J. Miller, Supt.

POMONA, CAL Brady Block, 2d st. and Gerry av.,Amos N. Molyneaux, Asst. Supt.

REDLANDS, CAL Fisher Block Charles E. Lane, Asst. Supt.

SAN BERNARDINO. CAL Rooms 1-2-3 Garner Block Jos. Krausman. Asst. Supt.

SANTA ANA, CAL Room 10 Hervey Finley Block T. H. Thurlow, Asst. S«pt.

SAN DIEGO, CAL Room 14 Sefton Bldgr., C st...John K. Smith, Asst. SMpt. in Charge
SANTA BARBARA, CAL 2d Floor Aiken Block, 905 State st Joseph A. Burns. Supt.



THE MAYOR OF

WARWICK

By Herbert M. Hopkins

A brilliant novel of con-
temporary American life.

With frontispiece in col-
or by Henry Hutt. $1.50.

CATTLE BRANDS

By Andy Adams

Cowboy yarns with a
great variety of incident
and abundant action, by
the author of "The Log-
of a Cowboy," etc. $1.50.

BElWCtN TWO
MASTERS

By Gamaliel Bradford, Jr.

A vivid and dramatic
novel, dealing- with the
twentieth century strug-
srle between God and
Mammon. $1.50.

Andy Adams

SPRING

BOOKS
LINCOLN:

MASTER OF MEN

By Alonzo Rothschild

A keen and brilliant study, emphasizing- the

keynote of Lincoln's character—his mas-

tery over different types of men as well as

over himself. With portraits. $3.00, net;

postpaid, $3.17.

THE LOG OF A

SEA ANGLER

By Charles F. Holder

"The sportsman will revel in this book of

sunshine, fresh breezes, salty spray and

buoyant open-air life. It is a delightful

chronicle of adventure that will interest all

who dip into its pages. Even those for

whom rod and reel and spear have no po-

tent spell will feel the attraction of the

very able pen most picturesquely wielded

by this ardent sportsman." — New Tork
Mail. il.SO.nct; postpaid, $1,63.

THE EVASION

By Eugenia Brooks Frothingham

A powerful portrayal of one phase of society

life today, by the author of "The Turn of

the Road." $1.50.

Houghton, Nitdin & (ompdny
BOSTON AND NEW YORK

Gelett Burgess

A LITTLE SISTER

OF DESTINY

By Gelett Burgess

Unusual ad ventiires of an
independent and attract-
ive New York girl. $1.50.

THE CLAMMER

By William J. Hopkins

A delicate, half-whimsi-
cal love story of a witty
recluse living by the sea.

$1.25.

THE COURT OF

LOVE

By Alice Brown

As light as a bubble, ir-

resistible in its comedy,
and laughable in its ab-
surd situations. $1 25.



imPERIAL
SAN DIEGO

COUNTY CALIFORNIA
TH£ METROPOLIS OF THE IMPERIAL. VALLEY



A Gilt-cdgc Copper Investment

UNITED COPPER CO.

Offers one of the biggest and safest investments to purchasers
of any Copper and Quicksilver Company in our State.

Over 3 miles of copper ledges. Our large ledge of Chalco-

pyrites assays from 25 to 31% copper, besides gold and silver

more than enough to defray all expenses.
The surface of this ledge is from 50 to 100 feet wide; 7500

feet long. Second ledge, Copper Glance, 75^ to 9 feet wide on
the surface; 7500 feet long of high grade Copper Glance.

Third ledge 55 feet wide, 1800 feet long. This ledge, in

the adjoining property, assays from $65.00 to $75.00 per ton,
with a pay streak running up into many thousands of dollars.

This ledge we are following in at the base of the mountain
and work is progressing with day and night shift.

Before Spring we will have this ledge opened up; the

Copper Glance cross-cut, and the Chalcopyrites cross-cut, and
be ready to do business on a heavy scale.

Our Quicksilver deposit is 60 feet wide and a mile in

length, and the same ledge in adjoining property assays 22%
Mercury.

WE OWN OUR OWN TOWN SITE, MILL SITE,

WATER POWER AND TIMBER, AND AN ABUNDANCE

OF GOAL FOR SMELTING PURPOSES IS HANDY

All THAT goes to make a large, solid Company, and
those that buy in the UNITED COPPER at the small price
of 75c. a share will realize handsomely at the advance in

price, besides receive heavy dividends for a long time to come.
This Company is only twelve months old and the stock

started at loc. per share and will soon be $1.00.

Write for full particulars and Government Map of the

district. Address

UNITED COPPER CO.
Care Seattle Mining Exchange

512 Washlnaton Building SEATTLE, WASHINGTON



MENNEN'S
BORATED

TOILET

TALCUM

POWDER

Welcome & Refreshing
as the first flowers of Spring is

the soothing touch of MENNEN'S.
Gives immediate and positive relief

from PRICKLY HEAT, CHAF
ING, SUNBURN, and all skin

troubles. Mennen's face on every
box, see that you get the genuine.
For sale everywhere, or by mail

25c. Sample free.

Gerhard Mennen Co., Newark, N'.J.

Try Mennen's Violet iU<ni>u->]) Talrum

CLEAN HANDS for everyone
by usini

Price 25o. eacH. For sale by all dealers in Toilet
Goods. Mailed on receipt of price. SiS"Agents wanted.

Bailey's Rubber MASSAGE ROLLER

K Sample
Jar of Skin
Food GIVEN
with event
Roller.

r sale bv all Crr|r~.
dealers or niailed riiff^
upon receipt of

*^^^'

RUBBER BOOK FREE

Baby's TeetK
cvit -vwithout irritation
The flat-ended teeth of Bailey's

Teething Ring expand theg-ums,
keepingr them soft, comforts
and amuses the child, prevent-
ing convulsions and cholera infantum

Mailed fo7' the price {stamps) , 10c.

C. J. Bailey & Co., 22 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

Mothers!

Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP

has been used for over SIXTY YEARS b,
MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-
DREN while TEETHING, with PERFECT
SUCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFT-
ENS the GUMS, ALLAYS all PAIN, CURES
WIND COLIC, and is the best remedy for

DIARRHCEA. Sold by all Druinjists in every

part of the world. Be sure and ask for
" Mrs.

Winslow's Soothing- Syrup," and take no other

kind. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

jDolito Screen and Susii (o.
(incorporated)

Removable Window Screens, High Grade Screen
Doors, Patent Reversable Windows

Office and Factory: 634-638 Maple Ave.— Se^ll^o "-OS ANGELES

KIDDER'S PASTILLES.
'^'^^'"'^ *Sthma.

STOWKT.I; .»t « <>.. »»(•'

Sold by all DruKKists,
or by mail. 35 cents.

L4BLACHE
Face Powder

j^-

», makes the complex- ,

'N luns of tlid.se wliouse
It as healthfully clearaud

1 daintly pink and white as-
I the delicately tinted
petals of the rose.

Uefiise SMbstitutes. They
maybe dangerous. Flesh,
I'liik, or Cream, 50c. a box,
lit druggists or by mail.
' SendlOcffor sample.

BEN. LEVY & CO.,
French Perfumers.

Dept. 4 125 Kingston Street,
Boston, Mass.



^

Tooth
Paste

dedans and pre-

serves the teeth.

Mothers should realize the

importance of preserving
intact the primary set of

teeth until the secondary
or permanent set is ready
to take its place. Let us

send you our free booklet on "Taking Care of

the Teeth" which contains much information
in concise form. Children should be encouraged
to use Dentacura Tooth Paste. 25c. a tube.

Avoid substitutes.

DENTACURA COMPANY,
10/ ALLINGST.,NEWARK, N. J.,U.S. A.

RIDDEL'S

OLIVE OIL
FIRST PRESSING

Guaranteed Absolutely Pure

Presred and Bottled by

J. O. RIDDEL, REDLANDS, CAL.

Pimdiam's
Santa Barbara

Mineral Water
A natural Medical Mineral Water

direct from the sprinjf on the mesa.
Cures Constipation, Rheumatism and
Urinary troubles.
Bottled at the springs and sruaran-

teed to be in its natural state.

Shipped to any part of the world.
Write for pamphlet.

Pinkham Mineral Spring Co.

Santa Barbara, Cal.

KIDNEY&LIVER

BITTERS
CURES DYSPEPSIA.

C. F. a. LffST
WINE MERCHANT

The purity of all g-oods firnaranteed. No cbMtp
adulterations or imitations carried i»

stock. The safest place to

buy your

Wines and Liquors
TRY IT

129 AND 131 NORTH IVIKIN ST.
LOS KNGELES, CKU.

NERVOtSNESS EXHAUSTED OR DEBILITATED
NERVE FORCE FROM ANY CAUSE

Cured by Winchester's Hypopliosi>hites of Lime and Soda
(Dk. J. F. ChurchilVs forniiala) and Wiiioliester's Speeifle Pill

They contain no Mercury, Iron, Cantharlde.s, Morphia, Strychnia, Opium, Alcohol, etc.

The Specific Pill is purely vegetable, has been tested and prescribed by tihy icians, and has proven to be the best, safest and tncst effective treat-

mentknown to medical science for restoring Vitality, no matter how originally impaired, as it reaches the root of the ailment Our remedies are

the btst of their kind, contain only the best and purest ingredients that money can buy and science produce: therefore we cannot ofter free samples.

Price ONE DOLLAR per Box
by Sealed Mail

PERSONAL OPINIONS :

No Humbug, C.O.D., or Treatment Scheme
Dear Sirs: I have used a bo:tle of your Hypophosites of Manganese for liver and kidney complaints in my .

own person and received much benefit, so I will enclose five dollars and will ask you to send me as much as

you can by express prepaid for that amount, until we can get it through the regular channels. I am confident it is just what I have been in search of

for many years. I am prescribinif your Hypophosphites of Lime and Soda, and am pleased with the preparation. Yours sincerely, DR T. J. WEST.
I know of no remedy in the whole Materia Medica equal to your Specific Pill for Nervous Debility ADOLPH BEHRE, M.D., Professor of

Orgsnic Chemistry and Physiology, New York. Send for frte trtatise. stcurely sealed.

Established 18.58 Wincliestcr & Co., Chemists, 599 Beckman BIdg., New York



Our OTvn brand of Olive Oil and our Medal- Winning
Wines are California''s choicest products.

In order to Intro- /^ f • g~\^ • |

i-ran's^^,"*" Olive Oil
and OUR ^ T" • a,

PAMO.S Vintages
In their a.bsolnte purity, direct from onr store,
we qnote the followinc inaide prices :

2 cases, each containiae- 1 dozen quart 1»ottles (5 to
the rallon) of our Best Assorted Wines, Cham-
patrne excepted, includinar 1 bottle of Old Califor-
nia Brandy, 24 bottles all told, for

Only $11.00
or a splendid assortment of Table Wines

at $8.50
f»r 2 cases, assortment to be made by us, or by
yourself—as yon choose.

Olive Oil
Quart bottles $11 per case of 1 doz.
Pint bottles 12

" "
2

"

Palf Pint bottles 13
" " 4 "

FREIGHT pre^id bjr us to your nearest railroad station, pro-
vided your agg^re^ate order of Wines and Olive Oil amounts to 100

poundi or oTcr. For your guidance In this matter, we give the

weight of J caics of wine—100 lbs. ; case of olire oil, about 30 lbs.

Edwird Oermain Wine (o.

p. O. Box 290 Los Angeles, Cal.

DRINK

wm Imm
BREWERY

LAGERBEERS
The best and purest brewed on the Coast

For sale in bottles and kesrs.

Telephones: Sunset—Main 91

Home 91

MAPLEINE
MAKES
SYRUP
BETTER
THAN
MAPLE

Mapleine is a wliole-

some, vegretabic ex-
tract made from rootsi

and herbs. When ad-
(1 to pure g-ranula-

susrar and pure
tier makes a syrup

better than maple.
If your grrocer does

not keep Mapleink
send 35 cents in M. O.
or postaere stamps and
we will mail you a 2-

ounce bottle of Maple-
ine and a cook book.
This 2-ounce bottle is

sufficient to make two
gallons of syrup bet-

ter than maple, at a
total cost of 52>^ cents
per jrallon.
OUR MONEY-BACK GUAR-
ANIEE if you do not
find Mapleine all we
claim for it, after hav-
ing- thoroughly tried

it according to direct-

ions, we will refund
your money on receipt
of notice from you.

CRESCENT Mf(i.(0.

SFAITIE. W\SH

AS TO OLIVi: OIL
•^^jp You no doubt observe that the

^y2^ imported chef insists on using
/JP imported oil. We don't blame,

^^^ we admire—he is loyal to hisW country's products. The way
fl you should be. Here in your

•*l own matchless California, by
years of patient study and tireless

work, the

EHMANNS
HAVE PRODUCED AN

OLIVE OIL
that's simply incomparable. As pure
as a ray of sunshine, and has a flavor

more delicious than sweet cream. An
American industry worthy your sup-
port. Surely you love America as well
as the Frenchman France, or the Ital-

ian Italy? Use EHMANN OWVF
Ollv in future. Your grocer has it.

If not, write

LUDWIG & MATHEWS
LOS ANGELES. CAL.

or Ehmann Olive Co., Mfrs,, Oroville, CaL



BOOKBINDINCMENGRAVING
STATIONERY

PUBLISHERi

^ANK BOOK
MANUFACTURERS
GENERAL OFFIC

EQUIPPERS*

FILING CABINETS^
iDIETZGEN'S
ARCHITECTS'

ND,ENGINEERS'

SUPPLIES

A NEW PROCESS^

A Mechanical Modeling from Type Prints
hrhis Plate is an Example of this Specialty

rLEADING HOTELS OF THE COAST
Below will be found, for the information of tourists who visit California, a list of the best hotels, both

tourist and commercial, in the leadintr Resorts and Cities of the State. A postal card of inquiry will
bring- literature and information as to rates, by return mail.

V.

A PARTMENTS, Los Angeles
fully furnished, new, 3 rooms, gas, range,

hot water, bath, telephone, $14.00 monthly. T.
Wiesendanger, Hope and 7th Sts.. Los Angeles.

PLARENDON, Los Angeles,^^ European plan, tourist and commercial hotel
Central location, one block from Broadway.
Special rates by the week

POMMERCIAL fPaS. ^^i^ona.
^—"^

$2.50 to $3.00 per day; special rates to tour-
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sample rooms.
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Strenuous Lite on the Kautz Glacier
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THE SIERRA CLUB IN THE NORTHWEST
By WILLOUGHB Y RODMAN

N THE summer of 1905, leaving familiar paths,

the Sierra Club wandered afield, taking its outing

among the great mountains of the Northwest.

A few days were spent at the Portland Exposi-

tion, but our hearts were in the highlands, and we
were restive under the restraints of cities and con-

ventionalities.

A trip to Mt. Hood gave "sweet foretaste of immortal joys."

I shall not attempt a description of our ascent of this peak, as our

mountain experiences may be summed up in speaking of our

climb of Mt. Rainier.

Returning to Portland, we joined in a steamer excursion up
the Columbia river, and were charmingly entertained by our

affiliated mountaineering club—the Mazama Club of Portland.

Not till we had left the railway terminus at Ashford and

found ourselves in a magnificent forest with our faces turned

toward the mountains, did we feel at home.

Our first night out was passed at Longmire's Springs, where

a summer shower dampened parts of our outfit—but not our

spirits.

Next morning a seven-mile walk over slippery trails, past
the beautiful Narada falls, brought us to our main camp in

Paradise Park. No place could be more appropriately named,
for if groves of symmetrical trees, myriads of wild flowers, foamy
mountain brooks and the presence of majestic peaks can make
a paradise, it is there.

The park lies upon the flanks of Mt. Rainier between the

Out Wbst prefers—and with reason—Tacoma to Rainier, as the mountain-name. But
since it stands Rainier on the Sierra Club records, the author of this article has preferred
to use the official desig-natioti.

All illusstrations not otherwise credited are from photosrraphs by Dr. W. H. Johnson.

Copyright 1906, by Out west Magazine Co. All Rights Reserved.
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Narada Falls Photo by A. Curtis

Cowlitz and Nisqually glaciers and rivers. On its easterly bound-

ary lie the Tatoosh mountains—a range which would be famous

anywhere else in the United States, but which is dwarfed by its

mighty neighbor.
Paradise river, which drains the glacier of the same name,

Hows through the park, which is well policed and cared for, gov-

ernment rangers exercising close supervision over explorers and
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campers. So strict are the rules and so vigilant the guardians,

that members of our party feared even to gather flowers, while

the cutting down of a tree ranked as a felony. An eminent

botanist did not venture to collect specimens until a telegram to

Washington assured immunity.
Our camp was made about half a mile from where the

westerly wall of the plateau makes an almost vertical plunge to

the Nisqually glacier.

As the last hour of 'our tramp had been made through a driz-

zling rain, the sight of the familiar "Commissary," "Headquar-
ters," and "Assembly" tents of a Sierra Club camp was very

Sierra Club's Camp in Paradise

cheering. Our advance guard extended a welcome made warm by
kindness, hot tea and soup.

Here, as at all times, the admirable organization and effective

management of the Sierra Club, and the energy and forethought
of its officers were apparent. As each one left the train at Ash-

ford a bag of lunch was handed him. At Longmire's a warm
meal awaited us. The main camp had been prepared and pro-

visioned and provided with firewood days in advance of our

coming.
Our first afternoon was passed in pitching tents—a necessity

unknown in the Sierras—and in the numerous occupations inci-

dental to getting settled. The camp commanded a view of the
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upper reaches of the Nisqually glacier, long vistas of park and

the ragged sky-line of the Tatoosh.

We looked in vain for Mt. Rainier. We knew it was near.

We knelt on the steps of the throne, but the monarch vouchsafed

no sight of his face. All day was his majesty veiled by obscuring
clouds.

But on the morning of the second day the clouds drifted

away, revealing the snowy crown of the King of the Northwest.

As the clouds lifted, we turned to the mountain with feelings of

admiration, awe and reverence. Most of us had seen and climbed

high mountains, but none like this mountain. Rainier has a

dignity, a majesty all its own. Standing alone, its enormous

bulk is not dwarfed by surrounding peaks. The great mountains

of the Sierras stand in groups. No peak is isolated. Surrounded

by lofty neighbors, the giants of the south do not produce such

an effect of great altitude. Mt. Whitney, although higher than

Rainier, does not appear so high, rising as it does near Fisher-

man's Peak ("Old Mt. Whitney"), Mts. Williamson and Tyndal
—all lofty peaks.

Towering ten thousand feet above the country at its base,

Rainier has full advantage of its altitude. In isolated majesty
robed in ermine, it dominates the landscape. It is impressive not

alone by reason of its position or altitude, or the snowy splendors
of its summit. It has a quality, an impressiveness, of its own.

With calm, silent force, it captivates the mind, dominates

the will. It does not win or fascinate, nor does it impel. It

simply seems to absorb your strength into its own.

Whitney, a good-natured giant, says, "Come and have a good
time with me." Brewer apparently ignores you. Lyell says,

"1 am hard of approach, but come." Dana says, "You can

conquer me, but I will give you all the trouble I can." The North

Palisade defies. Ritter seems actuated by positive malevolence.

But Rainier is different from all. He seems to say : "I am ter-

rible, but you must love me
; mighty, but you must try my

strength. Come to me, if you will. For your fate I care not."

The Indian name of the mountain, originally Tahoma, is said

to mean "the nourishing breast." If this be so, it is well named,
for its rounded, billowing whiteness from which flow nourishing

streams make apt the metaphor.
I fear that many of us took entirely too "technical" a view

of the mountain. With the passing of the first flush of wonder

and delight, we began planning the conquest, seeking means of

approach. With eyes and glasses we scanned stretching snow-

fields and frowning crags for the most practicable route.

As viewed from camp, Rainier does not appear to be dififi-
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cult. But to one accustomed to climbing, this signified little.

Many a climb, appearing from a distance to be easy, becomes,

when attempted, difficult and dangerous. Rainier has a bad

name. It is said that seventeen lives have been lost in attempting
its conquest. But we were not deterred. Others had climbed it,

and we were willing to make an attempt. Several days were

passed in exploring glaciers and climbing the peaks of the

Tatoosh range, from which we derived much pleasure and hard-

ening of muscles. Members of our party made the first ascent

of Unicorn—a peak of the Tatoosh. This peak and its neighbor.

Mt. St. Helens, Mt. Rainier and Mt. Adams, as Seen from Mt. Hood

Mt. Rainier is only very faintly visible on the plate, a little to the right of the centre-background

the Lion, ofifer some pieces of rock-climbing as interesting and

difficult as any I have ever seen.

Pleasant as we found these excursions, they were considered

as but preliminary to the climb of Rainier. For days we had

scanned the summit for the cloud-cap which heralds storms. The

outing committee exercised extreme care in the selection of the

party and its outfit. Only those whose strength, nerve and endur-

ance had been proved on other mountains were taken. Many
were disappointed, but the safety of the whole party could not be

endangered by the presence of any unequal to the task. Having
started on such an ascent, all must go to the top, or all turn back.

One person could not be permitted to return alone, and to wait

by the wayside in the snow means death.
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The Pinnacle on Unicorn Peak, the Highest Point

in the Tatoosh Range

I''koto by A. Curtis

Each member was required to carry a stout alpenstock of

ash or hickory, ending in a sharp iron point, and to provide his

shoes with steel calks. These calks screw into the sole of the

shoe, and project half an inch. Walking on smooth snow-slopes
without them is impossible. Each shoe was inspected by the

committee. The party was divided into companies of ten, each

with its captain, and all being under the leadership of Mr. E. T.

Parsons, of the Outing Committee.

Before starting we were drilled, and each member made an
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agreement to obey his captain and the leader. The requirement
most rigidly insisted upon was to keep in line, and halt at com-

mand. Each member was given a number indicating his place

in line, and was not permitted to change his position. The line

was maintained even in resting. It is to this enforcement of

strict discipline that the Sierra Club owes its fine record of

enjoyable outings without an accident.

As the morning of July 24 showed the summit free from the

ominous cloud-cap, we lined up, answered to our numbers and

started, escorted for some distance by those who were to be left

in camp. An early start was not necessary, as the ascent must

be broken, in order to pass Gibraltar cliff before sunrise.

Gibraltar is a lofty cliff—one of the few remnants of a rim

of volcanic rock which once encircled the mountain, but which

has disintegrated under the influence of volcanic action and the

The "Whistling Marmot"

elements. As it lies in the only practicable route to the summit,
its vertical face must be crossed.

The face and top of the cliff are composed of loose, friable

rock, easily broken or moved. As the snow melts under the

morning sun, loose rocks and fragments of the cliff are sur-

rounded by water. At night the water freezes, lifting the stones

from their beds. As their retaining ice melts again in the morn-

ing, these stones are released, and plunge down the cliff. As the

process is going on constantly, the foot of Gibraltar is subjected
to a vigorous bombardment by stones ranging in size from a

pinhead to a street car. To avoid the consequent danger, it is

necessary to cross Gibraltar before the sun releases the impris-

oned rocks, and to reach the cliff" in time, camp must be made as

near it as possible.
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The only available stopping place
—one could not call it a

camp—is Camp Muir, than which a more uninviting resting place

could not be imagined. It is simply a sharp ridge of loose rocks

ten thousand feet above sea level, five thousand feet above timber

line, and surrounded by snov^-fields. Exposed to all the winds of

heaven—or other places
—with no trees to provide shelter or fuel,

no level spots for sleeping, the sight of it would chill the ardor

of any but ice-wild, mountain-mad Sierrans. From time to time

campers have laboriously scooped out flat places among the

rocks—a convenience which the snows of the next succeeding

winter proceed to spoil.

Arrived at Camp Muir in good time, we proceeded to make

ourselves as comfortable as possible. Sleeping-places were

scratched out and bedding spread. The forethought of our leader

had provided us with two Khotal oil stoves, which we had lugged

up the mountain, and while our tea and soup were heating we
were forced to dance to the music of our own songs to keep

warm. But we were not depressed. The songs were hearty, if

not musical
;
the dancing vigorous, if not graceful. Our evening

was short. Supper dispatched, we disrobed— i. e., took ofif our

hats—and crawled into sleeping bags to escape the cold.

Owing to our elevation, twilight lingered with us long after

the lower lands were shrouded in shadows. Indeed, it seemed

that the night never became entirely dark. The light seemed to

be not of sun or moon, but an ethereal radiance which softened

the outlines of crag and peak, and gave the snow-fields a peculiar

bluish tint.

We were surprised by passing a comfortable night. Pre-

pared to lie awake shivering till morning, many managed to sleep

in spite of cold and the sharp rocks of our beds. There was no

wind, and the cold was not nearly so severe as we had expected.

Two o'clock was the hour for rising. Soon our oil-stoves

were at work, and four o'clock found us in line and in motion.

Judging by the nip of the air, we felt sure we should reach Gib-

raltar before the snow had melted. All baggage was left behind,

each carrying only his luncheon and a sweater or other extra

garment.
From Camp Muir to Gibraltar, the climb is a steep scramble,

partly over snow, mostly along a narrow ridge of loose rocks. At

one place, where shifting snow-fields had made a gap in the

ridge, we were forced to retrace our steps and descend to the

snow. Regaining the ridge, one more sharp ascent brought us to

the easterly edge of dreaded Gibraltar. The clifif did not seem

nearly so formidable as we had expected to find it. I had imag-
ined a narrow shelf leading across a sheer wall of rock with a
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I'all of thousands of feet at its edge. Instead, I saw a recessed

passage offering a footway of from one to four feet in width. The
cliff was undercut to such an extent that part of our passageway
was roofed over.

But these conditions do not always exist. Gibraltar being

composed of soft, friable rock, yielding easily to the action of

snow, ice and cold, the face of the cliff is constantly changing.
At times the shelf is very narrow, at times missing entirely.

Our "roof" was an unusual feature.

We had reached the cliff long before it felt the sun. Not a

stone fell.

Gibraltar passed, we came to what was, in my opinion, the

one really dangerous portion of the ascent. To reach the top of

Gibraltar, it is necessary to pass from the shelf to the snow, and

round the westerly edge of the cliff by climbing an almost vertical

incline. Passing from rocks to snow is hazardous. The incline

was covered with smooth, hard snow, except where it joined the

cliff, and there the ground was covered with hard ice as smooth

as glass. I viewed this place with apprehension, knowing that

on our return we should find the snow soft and mushy, and the

ice-slope slippery mud.

Slowly and carefully we began the climb. A misstep would

have sent one down two thousand feet to the Nisqually glacier.

Utilizing the steps made by the feet of small parties which

had preceded us (but cautiously, for the edges of such steps are

likely to give way), we made our way upward. Our long calks

served us well, taking firm hold on the snow. At one place a

rope had been stretched, which to many afforded assistance and

a source of security.

From the top of Gibraltar to the summit, the way presents
no dangers. A strong, hard pull is all that is required. The
ascent is not very steep. We found the snow in good condition,

hard enough to afford a footing, but not so hard as to cause

Slipping. A gale of wind rendered the climb uncomfortable, chilling

us to the bone. Many found the long, hard, upward pull very

fatiguing. The wind produced in some a peculiar feeling of

nervousness.

While thinking we had yet two thousand feet to climb, we
came upon the black rocks which mark the rim of the ancient

crater, and stood upon the top. We were surprised at reaching
our goal so soon. We arrived about half-past nine—a remarkably

quick ascent for so large a party. Most of us at once sought
warmth and rest. The black rocks of the crater's rim absorbing
the heat of the sun were warmer than the snow, and broke the

force of the wind. In company with a friend, I sought a place
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still warmer and more interesting. In several places within the

crater jets of steam from the old volcano have melted out caves

or chambers in the snow. We stood in one of these, receiving-

abundant heat from the escaping steam. Fearing to remain long,

lest moisture from condensing steam accumulating upon our

clothing should freeze upon exposure to the outer air, we left our

comfortable refuge to explore the crater.

This crater is about one-quarter of a mile in width. The

debris of ages has filled it nearly to the top. Its rim is sym-

metrical, rising to a uniform height, except at one point. At

one place on the rim, where imprisoned gas or steam had

warmed the ground, we found a bare space a number of yards in

extent. Lying down to enjoy the warmth, a rapidly increasing

drowsiness warned me that the vent hole of volcanic gases was

not the most desirable spot for a nap. But a kick in the ribs from

my companion was necessary to a complete realization of the

situation.

Gaining the rim, we reached Columbia Crest, a vast dome of

snow, the tip and summit of the mountain, and, as we then

thought, the highest point in the United States. Crossing the

crest twice, we made the circuit of the rim, enjoying a magnificent

prospect. Tacoma is a mountain of such enormous bulk, of such

grandly swelling lines, that no one point on its summit com-

mands a comprehensive prospect. To view the entire landscape,
it is necessary to make a complete circuit of the crater.

The smoke from forest fires obscured the horizon. Still the

view was grand beyond description. To the northwest could be

traced the outline of Puget Sound. Darker blurs of smoke indi-

cated the location of Seattle and Tacoma. Other towns were

visible. A thread of mist marked the valley of the Columbia. In

the distance loomed the mighty masses of Adams and St. Helens

and the graceful spire of Hood. Nearer at hand were seas of

green forests, and range beyond range of mountains and hills.

At our feet were stretching snow-fields and mighty glaciers.

Completing our circuit of the crater, we sought protecting

nooks in the rocks. After luncheon and a short rest, we assem-

bled to register. Adding our names to the list of those who had

preceded us, we consigned the register in its iron box to a crevice

in the rocks, and prepared to descend.

We made short work of the descent as far as Gibraltar. Our
leader tied around his waist a long rope, at the end of which two

heavy men were stationed as "anchors." Grasping the rope with

our left hands, and with alpenstocks in our right, we prepared to

make good time. The anchors prevented a too rapid descent.

At the top of Gibraltar we paused. Our leader had been almost
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cut in two by timid persons pulling back on the rope. Leaving

him to rest, we were sent in companies down the dangerous slope

leading to the ledge. To my mind this short descent was the

most dangerous part of the trip. The snow, which had been firm

and hard in the morning, was now soft and mushy, giving way
under any but the most careful steps. The ice-sheet of the morn-

ing was a bank of slippery mud. Stones which had been held in

place by the frozen snow of night, were now free, awaiting only

a touch to dash downward.

By the exercise of extreme caution, sending down a few at a

time, we made the descent in safety. Then came the second

passage of Gibraltar. We were now not free from danger from

falling stones, the ice and snow of the clifif having melted. But

we knew the ground, and could make a more rapid passage. As

we crossed the ledge, I began thinking that the stories of stone-

showers were bugaboos, when a freshly fallen block of about

twenty pounds weight in my path convinced me of my error.

The advance company reached Camp Muir about three in the

afternoon. It had been thought we might have to spend another

night here, it having been determined that, unless we could make

the entire passage to our main camp by daylight, we must remain

at Camp Muir, as the descent from there to Paradise Park is very

dangerous at night. The snow, freezing at night, is too hard for

footing. Moreover, in the uncertain light it is impossible to

determine the slope of the fields. What appears to be a level

stretch may fall away at a sharp angle. It was in making this

descent that Professor Edgar McClure met his tragic death in

1896. The exact nature of his accident is not known. He at-

tempted the descent at night. The next day his body was found,

the head crushed against a projecting tooth of rock.

Fortunately, we were not recjuired to descend at night or

remain at Camp Muir. Our entire party reaching the latter place

in time, we lined up, hastened down over the snow-fields, and ar-

rived at headquarters at Paradise Park in the same order as we
had left in the morning, all safe, well and happy.
A number of people have climbed Rainier; but to take 1

party of sixty-two to the summit and return them all without an

accident is an achievement of which the Sierra Club is justly

proud. We had beaten the record for large parties. We had not

endeavored to do so, as the club discourages attempts at making

speed records, but had kept to our steady pace. The record of

which we are proud is the safe conduct of so large a party.

Forming a circle around the campfire, we gave the Sierra

Club yell, three cheers for our leaders, and disbanded for dinner.

Although a dangerous mountain. Mt. Rainier is not, in my
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opinion, as black as it is painted. We did not find it nearly so

formidable as we had expected. It is said that we saw it under

most favorable conditions ;
that it was safer during the summer

of 1905 than it had been since the first ascent, in 1870. We have

no reason to doubt this statement. At times the passage of Gib-

raltar must be made by means of a narrow, crumbling ledge. We
found a firm, broad ledge, partly protected. Where in other years

have been broad sheets of smooth ice, cut by crevasses, we found

fields of snow sufficiently hard to support our weight, and not

too smooth for footing. I could readily see that under certain

conditions, such as a thaw followed by a sudden drop to zero

temperature, the mountain would be inaccessible. But we found

it not extremely difficult.

Shortly after our ascent, an experienced mountain guide, in

crossing a crevasse, fell in, breaking both legs. One "bumped
knee" and two frozen hands made the list of our injuries.

In my opinion, any person of nerve, strength and endurance,

and accustomed to mountain climbing would be able to climb

Rainier. I cannot think it as dangerous as reported. I would

rather lead three parties of fifty persons each up Mt. Rainier than

one party of ten to the summit of Mt. Ritter or the North

Palisade, in the high Sierra.

Having accomplished our magnum opus in the ascent of

Rainier, we devoted the remaining days in camp to easier ex-

cursions. Numerous short picnic walks were taken. Several

p<arties visited the Tatoosh range, and much plain "loafing" was

indulged in.

Most interesting of all were the explorations of glaciers
—

new ground to all but very few of us.

I was so fortunate as to be able to make a thorough examina-

tion of the great Nisqually glacier, and one almost as complete
oi" the Cowlitz. The general characteristics of the two are the

same. The terminal point, or "nose," of the Cowlitz is more Im-

pressive, but the Nisqually is more rugged and more interesting.

Not being versed in scientific lore, I am unable to present the

history or describe the process of the formation of a glacier. It

has its beginning in the snowflakes which fall gently upon the

mountainside. As the snows of years accumulate, increasing

pressure hardens the lower strata. As the mass increases in

v/eight, it slips along the mountainside. Constant pressure from

above and behind causes the stream to solidify, until the hardened

snow, or neve gives place to glittering ice. As the mass of ice

slips along the mountainside or over the floor of the canon, in-

equalities in the surface of its path cause it to break, forming
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fissures or crevasses ranging in depth from twenty to many hun-

dred feet.

The different strata of snow, each probably representing the

fall of a year, are distinctly marked, each being beautifully

colored. The lower strata are green, giving place to blue ;
the

upper levels being pure white.

At one place on the Cowlitz glacier we estimated the thick-

ness of the ice at looo feet. It was with peculiar sensations that

we gazed hundreds of feet down into deep crevasses, hearing far

below the roar of unseen torrents.

In the upper reaches of the glacier the breaking of the neve

forms what the Swiss call "seracs"—columns and walls of fan-

Stream Issuing from Snout of

Nisqually Glacier

Photo by y. N. Le Coiiie

tastic shapes. One group of seracs gleaming blue and white,

forming grottoes and recesses, a member of our party well named

"The Fairy Palace."

To witness the process of mountain architecture one has

only to study the glaciers. Stones falling from the cliff upon the

soft snow are deeply imbedded, then frozen in and borne on a long

journey. As the ice stream passes the faces of cliffs, frag-

ments are torn away; or, as the stream cuts into the lower portion

of the cliff the upper part falls upon the surface of the ice. The

supply of stones and gravel is replenished by frequent avalanches.

Enormous quantities of stones and gravel are borne down by
the glaciers. In many places on the lower portions of the Nis-
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qually glacier the surface of the glacier is not visible, so thick is

the covering of debris.

At one place, looking up the course of the glacier, you see

what is apparently a rocky hill about five hundred feet in height.

Scrape its surface with your alpenstock, and clear, solid ice ap-

pears.

Rocks are everywhere, from tiny pebbles to boulders weigh-

ing many tons, lying alone or in cyclopean piles. Some are im-

bedded in the ice; others, resting on the surface, are ready to

move with or without notice. I have distinct recollection of one

day when, crossing a hollow in the ice, hearing a grating sound.

I looked up just in time to see two or three large fragments slid-

A Rocfc-covered Portion of EUiott Glacier, Mt. Hood

ing toward me. I can. confidently assert that I broke the glacial

record in leaving that hollow.

Stones borne by a glacier are deposited at its sides in lateral

moraines, or at its ends. in terminal moraines, a succession of

these terminal moraines marking the gradual recession of the ice.

Silent, resistless, terrible the glacier goes its way. Brooking
no opposition, it rends opposing cliffs, bearing their fragments

away in triumph. Slowly, confident in its might, it goes its own

way. But the end comes. Rocks and clififs must yield to it; but

to gentler influences the conqueror yields. The rays of the

sun sap its mighty strength until, in meek surrender, the giant

dissolves in tears.
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The glaciers end in abrupt cliffs of ice, that of the Cowlitz

being more than 200 feet in height. Under summer sun the ice

melts rapidly, many streams pouring over the face of the cliffs,

while from beneath it flows a stream of considerable size. As
the day advances, these streams increase in volume, to shrink

during the colder hours of night. The glacial streams rush with great

velocity, bearing along huge lumps of ice and boulders, the

grinding of which produces an ominous sound. The water is

thick and almost white, on account of the stone dust held in

suspension. During the winter the glacier freezes hard, and the

streams shrink to mere threads, or disappear. But the harvest

Crevasse on the Cowlitz Glacier

of winter cannot replace the waste of summer, and the glaciers

are gradually receding, each year marking a loss.

At the foot of the Nisqually glacier the recession can be

easily traced. For a number of yards below the ice the banks
and floor of the cafion are bare. Then comes a stretch of weeds
and grass, then small bushes, then saplings; farther down full-

grown trees of the forest. As the once mighty victor retreats,

those who once feared him rush in to claim his abandoned con-

quests.

As the ice melts, the glacier lightens its burden.

Watching the unloading of the glaciers is fascinating sport.

Streams of gravel and pebbles slip gently away as though seeking
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Crevasse at the Junction of the Van Trump and

Nisqually Glaciers

Plioto by A. Curtis

to escape unnoticed. Great boulders and fragments leap high
in the air, returning to strike one last vicious blow at their captor,
then plunge to rest. Rocks imbedded in the ice gradually come
into the light, then make a wild dash for freedom, exulting in

liberty after age-long imprisonment in their icy dungeons.
Professor J. N. Le Conte, of the University of California,

conducted an interesting series of observations and measure-
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Crevasse in the Nisqually Glacier Photo by y. N. Le Conte

ments of the motion of the Nisqually glacier. Stakes, each bear-

ing a bit of red cloth, were placed at regular intervals upon the

glacier. These stakes were inserted in augur holes. Some stakes

froze into the ice, others melted out. From a transit upon the

banks of the canon sights were taken at the stakes, the position

of each being noted with reference to established marks. It was
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Crossing Nisqually Glacier, in the Bottom of a Crevasse Photo by A. Curtis

found that the glacier moved more rapidly in the center than at

the sides. The average motion of the ice was about eleven inches

a day. Professor Tyndall's measurements of Alpine glaciers

show a motion of about fourteen inches a year.

As a souvenir of the measuring process, I have a piece of one
of the stakes, bearing its tiny banner of red, and having its rate

of progress marked upon it.
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Our scientists rendered other valuable services, the most

interesting being the measurement of the altitude of Rainier.

Professor Le Conte, Professor McAdie of the United States

Weather Bureau at San Francisco, and Professor Franklin of

Stanford University, assisted by four lawyers, respectively desig-

nated as "first assistant," "second assistant," "theorist" and

"liar," carried their instruments to the summit and obtained data

for calculating the altitude by barometer and boiling-point ob-

servations. To allow sufficient time for its work, this party was

sent on ahead of the main body. Their company yell was :

"Barometer, thermometer, boiling-point or bust;
The scientific party got there fust."

On their return to San Francisco, the observers completed

Profs. J. N. Le Conte, Alex McAdie and Dudley Photo by A. Curtis

Making Observations on the Summit of Mt. Rainier

their calculations, the result showing the altitude of Rainier to

be 14,394 feet. For two years it had been supposed that Mt.

Rainier was higher than Mt. Whitney. But observations by the

same men using the same instruments show the height of Whit-

ney to be 14,515 feet, Rainier as above stated. For some time

the relative altitude of these mountains was in dispute. To be

sure of having climbed the higher, the Sierra Club climbed both.

As usual, the social side of the outing was enjoyable. Songs
and stories around the campfire, lectures from various scientists,

exchange of visits with the Mazamas made the evenings pass

pleasantly.
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The Mazama camp was about a quarter of a mile from ours,

rendering exchange of visits easy.

About twenty-eight of the Appalachians made their camp
with us, and chummy companions they proved. Accustomed to

the short tramps and lower mountains of New England, they

were astonished at our long journeys, and impressed by our

magnificent mountains. They adapted themselves admirably^ to

novel conditions, and seemed to enjoy themselves thoroughly.

One incident will illustrate what kind of people partake in

our mountain trips. One evening when about one hundred Ma-

zamas, Appalachians and Sierrans were gathered around a camp-

The Birth of the Cowlitz River

tire, it was suggested that the names of dififerent colleges be

called, a graduate of each responding with his college yell.

Twenty-two colleges responded. Several others were silent, be-

cause they had no yell or their representatives had forgotten it.

All good things must end, and on July 30 most of us bade

farewell to Paradise Park, the rest following the next day. A
trip to Indian Henry's Happy Hunting Ground and the great

Tahoma glacier consumed the last day. Then came a night at

Tacoma, a steamer excursion on Puget Sound, Seattle, Portland

again, and, finally, the ascent of Mt. Shasta.

Every member of the Shasta party regretted that we could not

spend a number of days in the neighborhood of that most attract-
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ive mountain. Its surrounding country offers every attraction

to an outing-party. The McCloud river is literally alive with

trout, while other streams offer fishing-grounds nearly as good.
The Sacramento river, for many miles below its source, is a

beautiful stream. Mossbrae falls are unique ; foamy sheets of

water, falling through a mass of green ferns, produce a charming
effect. The village of Sisson, the starting point for Mt. Shasta,
is a delightful resting place. The trout-hatchery maintained by
the United States Fish Commission, is interesting. The town
commands a fine view of Shasta, Cinder Cone, and other moun-
tains.

The ascent of Shasta itself, while not involving the dangers and
difficulties encountered upon other mountains, is very interesting,

'< Mt. Shasta, from Fish Hatchery near Sisson's

while the view from the summit would repay any exertion or

inconvenience. A month could be pleasantly and profitably

passed in this region. But our time was limited, and we were
forced to content ourselves with two days.
With the ascent of Shasta our outing ended. It was a com-

plete success. Two 14,000-foot mountains in two weeks should

satisfy the most exacting mountaineer.
We had seen noble views, wandered through luxuriant

forests, climbed grand mountains, but we of the Sierra Club are

pleased to think that nowhere are sunlight so bright, skies so

blue, canons and valleys so entrancing, rivers so fascinating,

peaks so inspiring as in our own beloved Sierras.

Los Angeles.
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'THE MAKING OF A SIERRA CLUB CAMP
By MARION RANDALL

HE Strong Man spoke impressively :

"I don't want you people to be disappointed ;
so I

warn you that we've got the worst camping-place I ever

saw."

We sat upon the grass
—the Fearless Ones, the Doc-

tor, the Big Man, and the Galley Slaves—and listened

with unwonted attention.

"There's one big snow-field with a little island on it,"

pursued the Strong Man. "On that island there are

three living trees and four dead ones. That's the com-

missary. Across the stream (only you can't see the

stream for the snow) there's another island where you girls can

camp. A little farther down there's a swamp where we'll put the

men's tents." He paused, turning his hat in his hand and medita-

tively adjusting the red bandanna that adorned it. "There are bum-

ble-bees up there as big as humming-birds and more kinds of flies

than you ever saw in your life before—and they all bite."

The Fearless Ones glanced dubiously at one another.

"The truth is not in him," they agreed. "He's trying to frighten

us."

"Wait and see !" prophesied the Strong Man darkly, and rising, we

resumed the march.
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We had left Tacoma, Ashford and Longmire's Springs behind us

and were making our way up the canon that leads to Paradise Park

and Mount Rainier. The previous day's walk had been along an

idyllic forest-road with tall ferns reaching out to touch us as we

passed. Now, with countless white lilies blooming all about us, with

violets in the bottom lands and pink heather-bells opening on every

hillside
;
with the continuous chatter of the stream below us, and the

happy promise of the blue sky above the pines, it seemed impossible

that there should be a single bad camping-place in all Washington.
But a few hundred feet can make a vast amount of difference in

conditions in the mountains. As we climbed onward the trees grew

thinner, patches of snow became more frequent, and long stretches

of brown, rotting grass, just free from its winter-covering, and bar-

Dog's-tooth Violets Photo by A. Curtis

ren of all promise, took the place of the flower-gardens, till at last

we crossed a ridge, plowed through a snow-field and found ourselves

at our destination.

The camp lay on a crest between Mount Rainier and the Tatoosh

Range. A high green ridge, dotted with patches of snow and edged

with storm-beaten pines, concealed a small portion of the lower

slopes, but the great bulk of the mountain rose clear against the sky ;

cold, austere, majestic, in glittering raiment of ice and snow.

The Strong Man had spoken but too truly; our habitation was

literally an island in the snow. There were a few more living trees

than he had mentioned, likewise more stumps and fallen trees piled
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up in discouraging confusion; one tent had been erected to protect

the boxes and sacks of provisions that had already arrived; three

stoves stood near by, chimneyless, rusty and forlorn
; but, blessed

and relieving sight, our dunnage-bags lay on the ground beside us.

Bedding, provisions, fire and water—all the essentials were ours
; we

sat down on our belongings and discussed the situation.

There, the Strong Man opined, was the place for the table, here

for the stoves
;
there two dead trees must be cut down, the assembly

tent erected here, the Sibley tent yonder.

The Big Man lighted his fifth cigarette.

"Come, ye huskies, get the axe and hustle some wood for dinner,"

he commanded, and the Galley Slaves rose, reluctantly, at the word.

Meanwhile the Fearless Ones crossed the snow-bridge to their

own domain. They were not official members of the advance-guard.

Encamped on a remote hillside popularly known as the outskirts,

they had neither duties nor recognized position. Venturesome

spirits, they came to the wilds of Washington at the bidding of the

Littlest Girl, armed with a small private stock of provisions and a

tent, and prepared to waste a golden week in idleness.

But woman is gregarious and early learned the proverb, "Better a

Cook in Company than a Queen in Solitude ;" so they effected a com-

bination and became cooks and scullions to the advance guard. She

who washed dishes one day was cook on the next, and what she

lacked in experience she made up in marmalade from her private

store. There were difficulties in the way even for more learned

cooks. In the kitchen were neither frying-pans nor covers for the

kettles
; twenty-five pounds of popcorn and six gallons of syrup were

in the commissary tent—^but salt was lacking. The stove, moreover,

left much to be desired, for the smoke poured impartially out of

every crack and cranny, as well as from the hole designed for that

purpose, and once it had escaped, showed a decided preference for

the eyes of the cooks. Snow-goggles, however, saved the day, and

as, at a pinch, bacon is an excellent substitute for salt, dinner proved

welcome enough to the hungry pioneers.

The next morning work began. If anyone imagines that a com-

fortable camping-place for a hundred people just happens, let him

start out to look for one. Here, first of all, the ground had to be

cleared of the tangle of dead wood that cumbered it, the toughest sort

of knotty, cross-grained, stubborn pine. This had to be sawed into

stove-lengths and split into small sections. Profanity being re-

stricted to the sign-language, and the hands of the amateur wood-

choppers being otherwise engaged, the ultimate effect on the charac-

ter of the repressed passion of those silent and awful struggles with

the wood-pile is terrible to contemplate. The climax was reached

one afternoon when three laboriouslv-hewn stakes that the Big Man
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was driving into the ground, splintered in succession, beneath the

impact of his mighty blows, and the Fearless Ones were graceless

enough to laugh. For a moment the overflow of a week's dammed

(or spell it the other way, if you like) torrent shone in the Big Man's

eyes, but custom prevailed, and with a cabalistic wave of the hands

he fetched the fourth stake and drove it triumphantly, if less ener-

getically, home.

From the same tough dead-wood, tent-poles and stakes for a score

of tents had to be shaped ; for we were in a National Park where the

cutting of living trees is strictly forbidden. A few days of perfect

weather had made us a trifle skeptical about the presaged Washing-
ton storms and the necessity for tents, but we were soon to learn.

One afternoon a cold fog gathered on the glaciers, stole over the

intervening ridge, and swooped down upon our camp. The ghostly

gray skirts of the fog-wraith swept across the meadow, and veiled

'Those Silent and Awful Struggles
with the Woodpile"

Phoio by T. d'Estrella

the tops of the pines, while her cold fingers brushed our cheeks and

hung little sparkling drops in our hair. Luckily our sleeping-tents

were up, but the assembly tent was not, so we spent the evening in

a dismal group around the kitchen stove, warming our faces and

hands, while the elements had their way with our luckless backs.

It cleared about ten o'clock the next morning and the advance

guard made ready to set up the big assembly tent. It was a monster

affair, some thirty feet long, and what with the erecting of it, and

the cutting of poles and pegs, the working hours were very ade-

cjuately filled. Under the circumstances, the Fearless Ones hesitated

to mention that their particular tent lacked pegs. It so happened
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that a strong wind sprang up that night, and when in the morning
the Fearless Ones prepared to dress, lo, their domicile was capering

about like a mad thing, with skirts wildly flapping and two wide-

spread, polar legs giving the structure the appearance of a somewhat

inebriated ballet-girl. With the aid of three hat-pins, a pail of water

and five pairs of boots, the crazy creature was finally subdued and

brought back to earth.

Intermingled with the wood-chopping, trench-digging, tent-erect-

ing activities were many other tasks—carpentry work, the making
of a long table, where a merry company was soon to gather at meal-

time; the building of a foundation for the three stoves and putting

their disjointed chimneys together; axe-grinding, and the unloading

and putting away of the stock of provisions that daily came up on

Secd-pods of the Anemone at Close Range Photo l\y A. Curtis

the pack-train from Longmire's, A refrigerator was also built by

digging a hole under the trees, lining it with excelsior and filling it

with snow, and in it were stored the lard, salt pork, butter and similar

perishable articles.

Wearying of the gentle art of cookery, the Fearless Ones organ-

ized an engineer corps and prepared to clear the stream of the treach-

erous snow, the melting condition of which made every trip

across it include a plunge into the water. With alpenstocks, shovel

and ice-pick they loosened big blocks of hard-packed snow and sent

them sailing downstream. When all was cleared, they set to work

on a dam to make a pool deep enough to draw a pail of water from

comfortably. Then, fired by their own industry, they undertook to

drain a low, swampy hollow, below the camp, that was swarming
with mosquitoes. For a whole day they toiled, scraping, scratching

and puttering about with alpenstocks and ineffective little scraps of
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wood, but still the place was not drained. In the evening came

the Strong Man with a shovel. He dug for ten minutes, a young
river began to flow, and in an hour the swamp was gone. The Fear-

less Ones returned to their dishpans.

The next day it rained. It began as a fog, continued as a drizzle,

and ended in a downpour that lasted a whole day. Armed with pick

and shovel, the advance-guard set forth at the beginning of the driz-

zle to dig trenches around the various tents, while the Fearless Ones

alternately sat in the assembly tent and dashed out into the rain to

cook. The stove, being thoughtlessly neglected after breakfast, filled

with watei", and it took half an hour of exhortation and prayer and

blowing and coaxing to get the fire started again
—a task which fell

Seed-pods of Anemone on Slope Below Photo by A. Curtis

Camp of the Clouds

to the Big Man. The firewood had to be kept in the oven all day—
which formed an excellent excuse for not baking anything.

Following the rain came a warm, sunny day memorable for two

events—the raising of the flag and the arrival of the Man from

Boston.

The flag-pole was a long, comparatively slender tree-trunk, the

branches of which had been chopped off and the top adorned with a

silvery ball—a condensed milk can. When this was made ready, the

Strong Man climbed the highest tree as far as its wavering top

would allow, and fastened an ingenious, camp-made pulley-block

to it
; and for more than an hour he clung there while the flag-pole
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was hoisted and secured. Then he slid down and the flag slid up
amid the cheers of the assembled company.

While we were still admiring the effect and trying to remember
the second verse of the Star-Spangled Banner, the Man from Boston

appeared, bringing us tidings of our fellow Sierrans down in Port-

land, newspapers only two days old and a wonderful box of choco-

lates. The cooks of the day hastened back to the stoves and were

soon ready to refresh him with pea-soup and apple-pie.

We gathered about olir little camp-fire that evening with the com-

fortable realization that the camp was practically in readiness. And

lucky indeed it was for us that this was so, for following this, for

A Siesta Photo by J. B. Gould

three whole days, the rain hardly ceased and the great white mount-

ain remained steadily hidden in the clouds. In the mornings we

played football with an oblong object constructed of wood, excelsior

and sacking, and ran races to get up a circulation
; by lunch time,

being thoroughly drenched, we retreated to the assembly tent where

we sat around the Sibley stove, ruefully watching the wood-pile dis-

appear into its jaws
—it was a bigger fire-eater than Saint George's

dragon. The wind whistled among the trees overhead, pierced

through the walls of the tent, penetrated our heaviest apparel to the

marrow of our bones, and passed out again by way of the chimney,

carrying most of the warmth with it. The pit-pat of the rain came
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"The Strong Man Climbed the Highest Tree" Photo l>y J. X. Le Cotite

tc be a welcome sound, for as the falling sparks burned holes in our

canvas ceiling, we could have no fire if it were not raining hard.

Afternoon was passed away in reading aloud from the magazines

brought by the Man from Boston, and the evening hours were spent

swapping yarns by the light of one tallow-candle. And then the

Fearless Ones tramped through the mud and wet and dark, up the

lone hill to their camp, to be awakened next morning by the Littlest

Girl singing "Good morning. Merry Sunshine," in a minor key, while
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she sat up in her sleeping-bag and looked out on a tempestuous

world; and the Tenderfoot sat in her corner dismally prophesying a

three week's storm, and threatening an immediate return to California

and sunshine.

That morning wood-chopping was resumed under cover of the

assembly tent
;
a few fragments of boxes, floating around in the lake

that was once the kitchen floor, made access to the stoves possible,

and the affairs of the camp went on much as on the preceding day.

The Galley Slaves, grown restive in captivity, took to dark and terri-

ble ways and improvised a roulette wheel by which fortunes in ten-

penny nails were made and lost.

Three days of this, and then on the fourth morning came a glimpse
of watery sunshine. This was to be our last day alone in camp, for

the main party was expected on the morrow
;
and as we set every-

thing in ord^r, raking the chips from the ground with a home-made

rake, putting the last box in place in the commissary tent and running

up the great flag, we looked about us with a glow of pride. It was

a very different place from the desolate island we had first looked on.

The snow was all gone from the meadow
;
the barren ground had

bourgeoned again and a million wild-flowers were scattered among
the fresh, tender grasses.

It was good to feel that here, on the very borderland of eternal

ice and snow, a comfortable, even luxurious, camp-life for a hundred

people was possible and that we had helped to make it so. Of course

the Fearless Ones had had little to do with it
; but though the credit

of the ingenuity, and forethought, and the toil that made the finished

camp a success belonged all to the Strong Ones, yet a little of the

pride of ownership fell to the lot of the Fearless. And, as we looked

around our model kitchen, we thought with a pang of the ruthless

heathen hands that might upset all our arrangements and carelessly

hang the can-openers on the nail sacred to the frying-pans ; or, by
some equally unpardonable change, destroy the symmetry of its plan.

Sadly we thought that soon the right would no longer be ours to

stand beside those stoves or invade the forbidden precincts of the

commissary tent
;
that we, the Fearless Ones, honorary members of

the advance guard, would be—merely a part of the crowd.

Even so it came to pass, but, some-way, we found no cause for

lamentation. It was too good to meet the friends of former outings

again, to feel the joy of finding oneself a part of the great jolly fel-

lowship once more, and to be free to roam the beautitul, unexplored
country at one's pleasure, to leave any room for regrets over relin-

quished authority. Let Charley Tuck see to the dish-pans. Let the

Commissary General attend to the fire-wood. The advance-guard
were mustered out with flying colors and were well content—for the

Rainier camp was made.

Berkeley, Cal.
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AN ARCH^OLOGICAL WEDDING JOURNEY
By THERESA RUSSELL

CHAPTER V.

THE WRITER LADY AND THE MORMONESS

"The's as much human nature in some folks as th' is in others, if not more."

T WAS ours the next night to enjoy a sylvan camp again,

with spring-water, and shade of cedar and pinon
—a place

to leave with regret, modified, as is the usual way with

regret, by anticipation. For were we not to see people

today
—

real, white people ?

Sure enough, about ten o'clock of the morning, we per-

ceived evidences of them, distant and enchanting—the

waving, beckoning branches of cottonwood trees, all in a

nice row, and casting real, green shade. A nearer view disclosed

the vista of which they formed one side to be outlined on the other

by a corresponding row of whitewashed adobe buildings
—the hous-

ing of the Government Indian School.

We arrived, and the first thing I knew I had been whisked out of

the wagon and was sitting in a large chair surrounded by a small

room. It was a cool room, and well ordered—in spite of its overdose

of furniture. The lady of the room was rapidly sewing up a diminu-

tive muslin bag on the machine. It would, perhaps, have been in-

teresting to those philosophers who believe that we spin our sur-

*'We Perceived Evidence of Them'
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"
The Beckoning Branches of Cottonwcxad Trees"

roimdings out of ourselves, to have noted that the mind of the mis-

tress did seem to be a counterpart, in a way, of the apartment.

"Psychical archetype?" Yes, thank you, Plato! Anyway, the

psychical furniture appeared to be of a comfortable, commonplace,
more or less useful sort, methodically arranged. When the little bag
was finished, it was filled with dry starch and presented to me for my
complexion's sake. As a matter of veracity, one feels impelled to

mention that its usefulness remained entirely potential until, one day,

the Man of Science was making a big map and wanted some smooth

paste to stick the sections together. Thus you see, little children, we
should never despair if we are not allowed at once to enter the service

for which we think we are fitted. It is merely that we are being pre-

"Thc Housing of the Government Indian School'
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served for a more noble purpose—perhaps even for a high, sacrificial

Meanwhile, my hostess was instructing me how to construct a

chamois-skin mask as a freckle-preventing apparatus. It was on an-

other day, also, that I met her riding to the Flute Dance at Walpi,

manifestly a practitioner of her own precepts. She was so completely

encased in her color-protective armor that I should undoubtedly have

been moved to greet her with a "Speak, speak, thou fearful guest!"

had not her proportions been so far from sepulchral.

Now, however, as I drank her delicious lemonade and let her talk

to me, the burden of her confession was not of Viking-bold pro-

""^^^^"^i^l^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H
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"No. I haven't had much of anything to read since we've been out

here
;
and besides, I think it is better not to. I do not want to be in

danger of imitating any one else. That is why I beUeve my story will

be a great success—it is so original."

"There's nothing like originality," I agreed. "And the plot is

your own invention?"

"Yes. It goes something like this
"

But ere the narration was brought to its dramatic close, the nar-

rator's audience was obliged to move on, in order to reach the trading

post, two or three miles beyond, in time for luncheon.

"I'll just get in and ride down with you," volunteered the writer-

"Down at the Store"

lady, not to be interrupted by a mere exodus, "and I can finish tell-

ing you about it as we go along."

"Dear Dame Loquacious !" I sighed, when no one but the Anthro-

pologist was around. "How she did love a listener !"

"No more than you would, probably, if you had been kept as long

on as short rations of companionship. She was simply, as some one

expressed it, ridding her system of a lot of accumulated conver-

sation."

"It accumulates pretty fast, I fancy, in her system, but it does not

harm, so long as she finds it so easy to dispose of. And I doubt if she

really minds the loneliness so much as a more repressed nature would.

She has more need of telling it out, to be sure
; but on the other hand,

she is saved by her broad views respecting auditors. She has the

faculty, useful if not happy, of making the most of what is, where

to be fastidious is often to go without."

"Like the Apache on the war-path, who can find abundant living

on the very trail where his pale-faced pursuers would starve."
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"And what does one gain by being in the midst of the crowd, if

the grocer's boy or the ice man can furnish as stimulating companion-

ship as a college president? Hath not each and every one a pair

of ears?"

"According to Scripture, the possessor of ears is in duty bound to

hear, and the possible advantage of a population is that this duty can

be divided up among the several and sundry ears, thus diminishing

the individual tax."

The communistic conclusion was reached over our tete-a-tete

spread in the Post dining-room, where we had been made as kindly

welcome as though we had arrived at the appointed eating-hour. We
were served by a faded, elderly Anglo-Saxon named Jim. Jim had

a twinkle in his eye, and a way of making a McKinley pie that was

simply captivating. I haven't time, now, to tell you what a McKinley

pie is like, but if you will ask Jim he will doubtless give you the

recipe.

"What a beautiful menu !" I exclaimed.

"Good in itself, and made better by a contrasting experience. It's

an illustration of what the poet says about the prerequisite *to appre-

ciate Heaven well.'
"

"
'Tis true. But even the Other Place has its compensations. For

one thing, you don't have to associate with saints. Our tinned and

salted camp fare, washed down by crude coffee, may be purgatorial,

but brightened by Sliver's pagan smile and enlivened by Nosifor's

naughty songs, it becomes quite palatable. However, as you say, this

is not only good but good for a change, and I'll take another potato,

please."

"You have never before regarded a plain boiled potato as a luxury,

have you ?"

"Forsooth, dear sir, what is a luxury?"
"In this case, it's a sort of reincarnation—the unconsidered com-

monplace idealized by absence. But, in general, I should say it is

the butter on your bread."

"The lubrication of life?"

"Yes, and more. As a matter of fact, it is what makes the bread

worth eating. Of course, a hungry man relishes a dry crust, a

starving man feasts on it, but a steady diet of dry crust will in time

cause the appetite to fail. The struggle for the bread is an instinct,

knowing neither judgment nor desire. It's winning the butter that

calls judgment and desire into play, and adds zest to the fight as well

as the reward."

"And when you add marmalade?"

"The strife degenerates into a hunt. A little is good, but more is

bad. When it comes to be a feverish scramble to see who can find

the most expensive kinds of jam, spread it on the thickest, and
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swallow the stickiest mixtures, it were better to chew a crust."

"And eschew sweets?"

"Oh, not altogether. Just pass me the strawberry preserves, will

you? But plain bread-and-butter represents the temperate zone—
well enough to leave for brief excursions to torrid opulence or frigid

poverty, but most desirable as a dwelling place for generations."

"How comforting for those who lack the equatorial purse! But

really, you can't pin the word down to a hard-and-fast definition.

It's like impaling a butterfly. By the time you get it where you can

focus your scientific eye upon it, it's a dead specimen."
"A dead specimen is a good specimen. But, in this case, your

butterfly is a chameleon."

"Every fellow's luxury takes its color from himself?"

"Even so. And that implies another thing
—that every fellow

does have his luxury, or his idea of it. The dry-crust diet is not so

common as we suppose. The most pinched and frugal of us manage
to get hold of some oleomargarine or molasses once in a while."

"And, our taste being in harmony, we banquet."

"At least, we think we do, and that's sufficient. Every life has

some share of color and music and fragrance. Judged by an alien

standard, the hues may be tawdry, the strains discordant, the odors

unrefined. But his own is every man's treasure."

"And existence unadorned—"

"May be existence, but is not life."

Our host was not a Westerner. He was not even an Easterner.

He was an Englander, and he had brought his accent with him.

It was as striking a feature as his modern frame cottage within its

woven-wire enclosure that contrasted so refreshingly with the all-

prevailing adobe. The two together imparted a civilized flavor to

the place that not even the groups of loafing Indians without, nor

the superb collection of strange curios within, could render wholly

heathenish. In manner, too, one felt the change from the address

of the former host. There was no less of chivalry, nor yet of hos-

pitality, neither any more shrewdness. But kindness and calcula-

tion alike merged their currents under a more placid surface, a more

polished calm, touched with native cynicism and tempered by fron-

tier-trained humor.

These were bachelor quarters; but down at the store, in a room

at the end of the long building, I found Another Woman. She was

the wife of the new clerk, and they had just arrived. Their house-

hold was in as great confusion as could be caused by not much of

anything, and their minds also seemed to be of a corresponding

type. Yet there was a certain winsomeness about the young woman,
with her wistful eyes, spiritual brow and sweetly-shy manner. Her

husband, poor boy, hadn't any brow at all, to speak of; his eyes
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were pale, and his manner merely diffident. But he was well-mean-

ing, my dear, and he surely had a kind heart, the eternal compensa-

tion of the incompetent.

So the little lady and I, we spent the afternoon together, and

talked a good deal. She, too, loved a listener, but wisely, and not

too well. The lotion of sympathy was necessary to draw out her

confidence, but it seemed the better for the relief of expression.

"It is not often," she said, "that any one who is not a Mormon will

listen to our side, or believe there is any good in it."

"That may be because they don't understand it."

"Oh, yes, I'm sure that's the reason. Anyone who understood it

could not help believing it !" she responded fervently.
"
*To know all is to pardon all,'

"
I thought within me, "but to

believe little." Aloud I queried, "The Book of Mormon is your

Scripture, isn't it?"

"Yes, but we believe the Bible, too, and we accept all of it, and not

just the parts we like, as some of the Gentiles do. And the same

with the Book of Mormon. The best thing about that is that you

know every word in it is true. You can be sure of that."

"It's from that, isn't it," I hazarded, "that you learn about the

Indians being descended from the Ten Lost Tribes of Israel ?"

"Yes, and isn't it foolish for these scientists" (she was unaware

of treading on any scientific toes) "to waste so much time trying to

find out where the Indians came from and all, when it is right there,

and proved so plain?"

"How proved?"

"Why, they are a fulfilment of prophecy. It says, 'They shall eat

with their fingers and be filthy still,'
—meaning those descendants,

you know. Well doesn't that fit the Indians exactly, and prove they
are the very ones meant?"

In the face of this blinding glare of evidence I could only blink

helplessly, and endeavor to turn the searchlight on another point.

"But you don't get your authority for polygamy from the Bible,

do you?"
"Sure we do, though the special revelation came later. But Solo-

mon had many wives, you know, and the Bible says, 'The Lord is

the same yesterday, today, and forever.' So, of course, what was

right then must be right now."

"And you women really like that sort of life ?"

"Well," with a visible but reluctant shrinking of enthusiasm, "of

course, we are naturally selfish and jealous, and some of us feel that

we cannot endure it. But that is because we are not as we should
be ourselves. If we would take it right, we might not be any hap-
pier, but it would surely make us better. For we know that if we
are patient and brave, our reward will be all the greater. Our happi-
ness will come in the future Ufe."
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"Oh, Future Life," said my thought to me, "what crimes are com-

mitted in thy name ! What insults offered to the bounteous Present,

what bUndness to her beauty, what trifling with her opportunity,

what stupid rejection of her gifts. Oh, baffling Life, what fools

these Martyrs be!"

To the Lady of Zeal I remarked, "But polygamy is not practised

among your people now, is it?"

"No. We are law-abiding citizens, and although we still think

polygamy is right, we ^o not believe it is right to disobey the law."

"Well now, since it is not your fault that you cannot be as un-

selfish and sacrificing as you would like, you can live happily here on

earth and get your reward in Heaven just the same, can't you?"

"Why, yes, I suppose so."

"And you don't mind having it that way, do you ?"

"Not very much, I guess."

The arch, tender smile that illumined this Confession of Selfish-

ness would have been puzzling, remembering its adored but un-

adorable object, had it not been for the reflection that, after all. Love,

more than Man, is precious in the sight of Woman ;
and Love, one of

life's luxuries, is an obliging chameleon.

Stanford University, Gal.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

THE CALL OF THE TRAIL
By AGNES C. KING

HE free, glad days on the road.

The mountains, the canons, the plain.

The sound of the wind in the pines.

The soft, cool swish of the rain,

A tent by a spring;

The camp-fire's glow in the velvet dusk.

The glint of the stars, the forest still.

The soft, gray coming of dawn.
And whistle of quail on the hill,

A wild dove's plaint ;

Fragrance of sun on the sage,

In the drowsy heat of noon.

The flash of trout in the mountain stream

Swift running water, a wild bird's tune—
All these and more.
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ON THE LAGOON
By VIRGINIA GARLAND.

HE hollow about this ocean-inundated lagoon
is a small circle of transition land. Separate

conditions of two regions meet here, overlap,

mingle. In some dim day, the hills have

pushed the mountain trees down through a

|i canon gap almost to the edge of the ocean.

In some tidal storm, nodules of cliff-rock have

been carried up deep into the hill meadows. The

marsh-grass creeps in touch with the fox-grass of the

encircling fields. Mountain alders cast their shadows over the

brackish water of the marsh. The seeds of the sycamore are some-

times blown quite over the inlet to fall on the crests of the incoming
waves. So it is that the birds which frequent pines and alders cross

wings with ocean-fliers. This is the home of the grebe and the

loon—the home also of the oak-haunting chickadee and titmouse.

About the hollow, the surrounding fields, studded with low-branch-

ing oaks, slope slowly down to the glassy water. There is a stretch

of dense shrubbery skirting the trail that winds along the bank above

the tules, where azalea and toyon, bay and cashew and blackberry
vines reach out, clasping the oaks that have ventured down so far;

half yielding, half rigidly withdrawing, they arbor the tangled
dimness of the trail.

You cannot walk the shadowed path unaware of the song-sparrows.
From every bough a pert "fib-fib !" is flung out to you as you pass,

and, presently one ripples over into cheery Autumn melody. When
you come to the other narrow of the lake, where the rank, crowding
rushes cut off the flow of the languid water, go softly if you would

hear that fine, liquid medley of the reed birds—Red-winged Black-

birds—ringing in unison their sweet, chesty chime, "kong-karee-ka-
reea!" If they glimpse you, up they rise in a black, discordant

flock. But the undertone of the Tule Wren goes on, liquidly

serene.

At the entrance, the lagoon puts up a slope of sand, making pre-

tense of keeping the ocean out. At the edge of the mere, just where

I can see the rise of the ocean, the shimmer of a sea-bird's wing
float up, I have pitched my tent. On tranquil days, the surf lapses

out of sight, far down a wide white beach
;
but in other mood storms

up the shore and flings aside the sand barriers. I see the wrinkled

heave of the grey water
;
the spray is tossed high in air

; foamy

fingers reach for the shifting sand
;
the ocean rushes and washes into

the lagoon. At times, when the sand-bars are down, the ocean

recedes, leaving the bayou dark, empty, muddy—all the sparkle and
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liquid life of it dragged through the inlet. But is it empty, lifeless?

One pleasure which has come to me in living close to the lagoon, is

the knowledge that this sheet of quiet water, so seemingly inert, is

constantly making exchange of beauty and utility. No change falls

upon it which means surcease of activity. In its rest it is still giving

or taking. Underlying all of its variations is the need of some

phase of dependent life. And the same vast ebb and flow of the

whole Universe comesvhome to me for having homed awhile on the

edge of the marsh-flow.

Behold it now, dark, muddy, the delight of snipe and sandpiper,

the meeting-ground, the feeding-place, of curlew and kildee. The

mud-grey surface is dotted over with small, earth-colored bodies,

running, probing, crouching, teetering, turning a quick-curving, sil-

ver wing to the sight ; alighting again—at once almost indistinguish-

ably a part of the soil.

But the Belted Kingfisher sulks. His beautiful, glistening fishing-

field is swept out from under him. He has little taste for frogs and

water-snakes. With a long, distracted rattle, he circles out over the

lagoon, down the sea-shore to the river below. Here he must fish

surreptitiously ;
for this is the fishing-ground of another kingfisher.

For awhile he lurks low on the border of the stream, silently picking

up the food that chances by. But he cannot contain himself for long ;

his pent-up voice will out. Recklessly he takes the middle of the

stream, sweeping up with a resounding rattle
; hovers, rises, hovers

again, falls head down with a splash. No time has he to fly to a

perch, toss and swallow his fish ; for the rightful owner, the river

kingfisher, is upon him. The fish is dropped, and the sound of two

dozen castanets shake the air as the angry birds chase each other

up and down the stream. The lagoon kingfisher knows that justice

is with the river kingfisher, so is easier vanquished. He wings his

way back to his chosen domain. He waits resigned at his own fish-

ing station, looking at the mud-flat before him sullenly, eating a

frog or two—a lizard—eking out with grasshoppers that whir up
from the sunny slopes.

At last the lagoon fills up; the yellow foam slips over the bar; a

current runs down the middle
;
then a level sheet of shining water

gently stirs the rushes.

What halcyon days are these for the kingfisher, full of calm and

easy fishing, full of calm and hazy light. Round the lagoon he

circles, and the mellow Autumn days are his. I hear the exhilarant

crescendo of his calling, nearer and nearer as he sweeps by my tent,

fainter as he curves the opposite shore.

An old driftwood log lies half in the rushes, half in the passive

water. This is the hunting-station of a Western Black Phoebe. Hour
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after hour it flutters out over the water and back again on its perch

to swallow the insect captured. There is a small bit of sand about

the base of the log. Here, one day, I spied the Phoebe resting, wings

spread out disjointedly on the warm sand, relaxed out of the sem-

blance of a bird, looking like a collection of feathers strung far apart

in a loose tangle. I watched it for some time, learning thereby a

lesson in relaxing no cult could teach me better. Then, with an

upward jerk of the imaginary string, its feathers are pulled into

place ; again it is the very much alive Phoebe—peaked, dusky-hooded

mantle, white vest complete, trim and taut and alert, bright eyes turn-

ing to catch the instant motion of insect wings. He flutters out

over the rushes—apparently with loose-winged unconcern, but each

movement is with telling effect; no half turn of any feather is wasted.

Back on the log he takes his stand, and a gauzy, red wing blows away
on the air.

f

t

Around the shores that encircle the mist-heavy bayou, there is a

band of green freshness, kept vivid all the year by the wafting

vapors. Here I find stems of pearly everlasting, fresh-petaled when

on yellowed land there is left only dusty bunches. Here are patches

still of asters and goldenrod and dandelions—golden blossoms march-

ing with their seed-dry ghostly sisters. DeUcate lines of thin green

stir above the October-laid ground; wind-waved, feathering above

the summer stubble, each day coaxed into taller green by the humid

atmosphere. There are mints and sages everywhere, mist-dampened
and sun-dried daily; they hold up to me their cup of steeped and

drawn, their soothing fragrance.

Over the level, swept of the sea breeze, is flung down to me in

my tented hollow a glorious rush of pungent perfume, whipping the

lungs to deepest breath. Yonder, past the green-brushed slope, lies

a field of tarweed
; dry

—it may be dying ; viscid, yellow blossoms

curled by the heat into low bronzy bunches. But what so alive as

the keen fragrance rising? Incense of myrrh, and all the perfumes
of Araby are not more sweet, more heaven-lifting, than this balsamic

breath ascending, blown up from the autumn-burned field of tar-

weed.

I

The edge of the inlet is heavy, thick with aquatic plants, succulent

weeds, wild rice. Flocks of wandering waterfowl swing into the

lagoon
—

Yellowlegs, Phalaropes, Willets, here for an hour, gone the

next. Many are the rhythmic beating wings that measure their flight

over the marsh-water. The sea- and the shore-birds lack singing

voices, but have instead, singing wings. For the basic part of music

is rhythm ; and these wild wings pulsing through the air, played upon
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by shifting shadows and sheen, are making wonderful harmonies,

symphonic arias of motion and light.

A flock of Herring Gulls flurry down the air, weaving palpitant

wings in and out in meshes of motion you can almost hear, so

rhythmic-flashing they go. They settle on the mirroring surface of

the water
; for a long moment their wings beat on, raised above their

bodies, marking a white, blossoming tangle of fluttering time.

There is a solemn, strange music in the down-spiralled flight of

wild geese, lowering, when astray, to survey the country below. In a

wide, slow circle they swing around, coming down the dizzy depths
of the air in perfect rotation, all together turning into shadow, all

together flashing into sunlit curves. Then, at some signal given, they

stir upward again ; the circling movement is broken
; a line straightens

out across the sky; the leader comes forward from the middle; the

flock falls back in spreading lines. "Honk-a-honk !" the signal is

given. "Honk-a-honk!" goes down the line, and the wedge-shaped
ranks pass over swiftly out of sight.

My tent-flap opens upon a moving picture, ever changing. Just

a bit of the silver tarn, a background of water and sky, divided by
the shore-line of tules, played athwart by fragments of passing life,

upheld to my sight by the meeting arms of framing oak-boughs. A
fine, natural Rochelle frame, fantastic but simple, scrolled about in

dainty rococo work of twisted twigs and grey-moss filling. A Fos-

ter's Tern wavers into the canvas, beating the air with long, swift,

velvet strokes—is gone. A flock of Coots slides into view and slips

past ;
a Western Grebe moves next, constantly turning its long bill—

dives, and leaves a spreading ripple. A flock of lisping Bush-Tits,

too small to take distinct form, are blown like curled, grey leaves

in a long-drawn, gusty flock across. Then the mirrored surface

dreams unstirred, save by the quiet drifting wings of a dragon-fly,

passing and repassing. As I gaze, it becomes clouded over; the

grey-moss arras stirs
;
I hear a sigh ; faint, vague vapors move slowly

by in shadowed fantasies—a subtle picture too fleeting to name.

My sight is more understanding for the framing arms of the oak;

the passing beauty of all expression touches me nearer. The out-

look of Nature is mostly too vast for our eyes to perceive. We
need the smaller encompassment of humbler things to quicken us.

The thing is to learn, ever to learn
;
so what matters whether it is an

old oak or a trained savant which teaches?

As I watch the wreathing mists of the mere-water and the incom-

ing ocean fog, I know that these two are friendly spirits, are happy

together, communing in fanciful, conjuring ways, arranging their

shimmering color-effects, their fantastic vaporous meetings. Some-
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times at sunrise the tarn is a soft blaze of amber light. Over the

bar comes the rolling fog, curling down white and close
; blotting out

the trees, the shore-line
; surrounding the shining center of the lagoon.

Then a glowing ball of light seems to rise from the lake and projects

itself into the thick white of the billowing fog that rolls over it.

Sometimes a sheet of pearly vapor lies over the lagoon, hovering,

breeze-shaken, lifting above the glassed surface. It curls up at the

corners, drifts to one side, gathers more compactly, sends up a signal

of streaming vapor, waits the fast-coming fog. For a moment, be-

fore they meet, you see how distinct and separate each is from the

other. The breath of the bayou light and reflective, capricious, sim-

ulative, glowing ;
the breath of the ocean masterful, opaque, blotting

out, covering, compelling.

At times it is the ocean fog which recedes, the lake fog which fol-

lows. Far out at sea the banked mists call to the lagoon, and the

opal mists arise and obey, hurrying up from rush and tule, smoking

up from fenny borders, gathering, rising, drifting over the bar, caught

by the sea-wind, sucked by the ocean-currents into a revelling meeting
out at sea. And in the grey dawn I have seen the little lake-spirit

creeping back wan and tired, folding itself down over the water, sink-

ing into the lake again.

The lagoon is teeming with life and color—October life full and

ample, dreamy, vibrant, golden. The ocean is before me, and faint,

opalescent lines of distant shores. Five pelicans move across the

water, flap! flap! flap!
—then a slow sailing down the path of air.

Close to the shore a wide flying ribbon of sea-birds—gulls, brants,

cormorants—beat up and down the coast, waving into shallow water

panic-stricken schools of smelt that betimes are cast flapping on the

shores for the birds' delectation.

Just inside the inlet a sparrow-hawk hangs a-quiver in the air

above the marsh. A gull, swift-going, passes above him on his way
out. At my feet are the tules, laced together with intricate, swarm-

ing water-life. I cling to an alder and lean to peer into the green,

sluggish depths. A Clapper Rail gets frantically out of sight. From
the brush about me shrills out the eccentric Scale Bird : "Keep it !

keep it ! keep it ! keep it !" he calls ;
another begins a long, quivering,

quavering tremolo, which vibrates on and on through the other's

calling till the oaks fairly rock with the sound. Then silence; and

then the White-crowned Sparrow—dreamy, sibilant singer of Octo-

ber—^flutes his indrawn, out-toned, triplet lapse of rapture. Not in

Spring did he sing with such insistent wealth of emotion. He is

singing now just for October. If I could express my love for the

mellow, golden month, I could not find a voice more in keeping than

the song of the White-crowned Sparrow.
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Soon the film of the dusk hides the tawny hills and the distant

mountains, that, a moment before, were tender blue against a smoked-

pink sky. Once, at this nightfall moment, I came face to face with

a bit of Egypt. Silent and immovable against the shadowing rushes

stood a White-faced Glossy Ibis. Until the noon-glade stretched

from shore to shore it stood statuesque, one-legged in the shallow

water, the pale light just showing its glossy wing, its long curved

bill and white face, in relief. Then it rose, silent still, in the deepest

shadow, a dark line against the sky, trailing out and away—dimmer

and dimmer. All the mystery of the Nile lapsed for me in the lagoon

water in that hour.

The shadows deepen, and I close my tent for the night. Now is

dawning that other, more silent, subjective, occult space of the earth's

revolving, which is day to some. There will be night-fowl in the

lagoon, feeding in the safety of the dark. It is the time of stars and

half-lights, the hour of the fox and the coon, the moth and the night

hawk. Perhaps there will reach me in the night the trumpet of Swans

flying over, the furtive step of some padded foot, or the strange cries

of migrating birds utterly unlike their usual voices.

I lie and watch, as the moon rises, the shadow of the oak take form

on the taut walls of my tent. First an undefined blur of light and

shade—then the long, sprawling trunk—then each night-stirred leaf

distinct. A little shadow-owl comes and sits on my shadow-tree. I

may put my finger on his tufted ears and he will be unaware. So the

moon weaves its magic for me. A soft, trembling note slips down
the still spaces

—a cool quavering, wraith-like sound—a sound that is

shadow also.

The lagoon that I know so well by daylight is now an unknown
realm to me, full of plushy depths of darkness, of strange night folk,

of moonlight mysteries, of half-revealed stories. I may catch a

glimpse of secretive wings which waver over the confines of the dark
;

a night bird's note comes out of the shadowland—a note I do not

know how to interpret or to follow. Then these are swallowed up

again in the thick, dense, impenetrable activity of the dark. So much
of life escapes our day-sight. Almost all of the night's action goes
on unseen. But they are there, the people of the shadows ;

their

wings are beating on
;
their feet are finding trails

;
their love and their

activity, their hunger and their significance are unceasing. I give the

lagoon over into their keeping.

Brookdale, Santa Cruz Co., Cal.



THE PEARL
By DONALD KENNICOTT

HIS story of the Pearl, I heard one night from the lips of an

aged shepherd named Mateo, while we were out with the

sheep near the west "breaks" of the Great Staked Plains.

The herd had been bedded down for the night, and lay

sleeping in the sheltered hollow between two low, barren

hills. On the crest of one of these, Mateo and I were sit-

ting about a dung-fire, that burned with tiny flickers of

blue and green, above red, glowing coals, and sent a thin

streak of acrid smoke straight up toward the stars. The

old shepherd leaned back against a great withered yucca, his

faded zarape fallen back from his shoulders, and his brown,

wrinkled hands clasped over his knee. The firelight played in his

white beard and long, unkempt hair, and sometimes caught the

lustre of his fine, savage eyes, so that they shone with a hard

light, like those of a wolf. A mongrel sheep-dog trotted up and

down at his post on the opposite hill
;
the brooding silence of the

plains was so perfect that we could hear his soft footfall on the

stones, and the little breathing noise of the fire.

On other nights Mateo had told me strange things—of the

hideous race of uncouth monsters that have their lairs and take

their prey among the dark canons of the desert San Bias
; of the

man for whom the mirage that glimmers all day along the desert

sky-line, did not fade; and of the ways of the painted savages of

the Quemado country. And so to-night I hoped to hear of some

other new things, but the old man was silent for a long time,

although his eyes were very wide and wakeful, and glowed like

coals under the shaggy brows. After a time he began humming
a queer, eerie song, all the while staring at the fire in a preoccu-

pied way. The melody was new to me, and I asked him its name,
and if he would sing it. He gave no heed to my question for a

moment, and then he said, musingly, without looking up:
"La Perla. It is a very old song. The women sing it some-

times in the twilight when they are sad
;
and I have heard a man

sing it, too—so 1" And he leaned back against the yucca, closed

his eyes and sang, slowly, and with a husky quaver in his voice

that accentuated the minor cadences :

"The Pearl was born beneath the bitter sea,
Fair as if a child of flame and flower.

My love was born in this dark heart of me.
And dwelt within my dreams and memory.
Many a day, many an hour.

"The Pearl is dead beneath the bitter sea,
Is dead and withered like a flame or flower.
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Thy love is dead, in the dark heart of Thee,
Is dead in all thy dreams and memory,
Many a day, many an hour."

We were silent for a little time when he had finished, and then

I said:

"What manner of man was it, Mateo, that sang La Perlaf"

"The best of men," he said, "the best of men. I have told you
many tales, companero mio, that run about from mouth to mouth
in our country, and yo'u have believed them as they merit. There-

fore I shall tell you this, which God gave me to see and know

myself. It may be that every man is permitted to take part in

some one great venture. This was mine. I do not speak of it

often, for it lies very near my heart, and most men would not

believe.

"It was years ago, in the south of Sinaloa, where the apples

grow wild in the hills, and the rivers run down swiftly through
the dark canons of the mountains to the lowlands and the sea. I

was no shepherd then, but a mozo on the great Hacienda de

Campo of Don Ramon Donato, at the forks of the Rio de los

Angeles. Don Ramon had three sons to his name; the eldest

rode about with his father, and, after him, was to be lord of the

Hacienda ; the second went to the military school in the Ciudad

and became an officer in the artillery. The third son was Felipe—
Felipe the Silent, the peons used to call him, and silent he was ;

but for all that he had a heart of gold. From the cradle, he was
destined for the bosom of Mother Church, and at the time when
the things of which I speak took place, he had already been an

ordained priest for over a year. At home, I had been his servant,

and I followed him when he became a padre. Tall he was, and

slender, but very strong, and, as I have said, very silent. All

day long he used to read in books, and often at night, too, by the

light of his lamp. But for all that Felipe had become a priest at

the Catedral de Santa Gertrudis, he was none the less a man, and

there came a time when his priesthood was a heavy yoke upon
him.

"The Alcalde in the town of Santa Gertrudis, was Don Bautista

Ginoves, who lived in the great house on the hill beyond the

Plazuela. He had sons and daughters, and one of these, it was,

that also knew something of the Pearl. Teresa was very beauti-

ful; her hair was not black, but brown like blown leaves, and her

eyes were brown also, and big like those of the little antelope that

was always playing about their courtyard. Very like, these two

were, Teresa and the herenda, and both stepped lightly, as if

scorning the earth. How it came to pass between this Teresa

and my Felipe, I know not, but Felipe was a man, for all that

he was become a priest, and Teresa was a woman with open
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eyes. He may have seen her at mass in the cathedral, or at her

window, or during the paseo in the Plaza. God knows, but it

came to pass.

"I knew that something lay at Felipe's heart, for he grew al-

ways more silent, and left off his reading, and walked often at

night up and down the lonely road along the river bank. One

evening when I came in to make his fire, he was sitting in the

dark before the table, with his face in his hands. I asked if any-

thing troubled him, but he smiled as if it were a droll thought,

and said no, nothing troubled him; he was a priest, and had no

heart at all, and therefore could not be troubled. From this, I

knew what manner of thing it was that had come to him, but I

could do nothing. And in the end this thing conquered the soul

of Felipe, even as all men are at one time so conquered—as you

may know. He still walked out at night, but not alone along the

river bank. Late, after all the lights were out, he would put on

a long cloak, and I would follow him silently under the shadow

of the walls, up the hill to the great house of Don Bautista

Ginoves. There he would leave me to watch at the little gate

in the side wall of the courtyard, and he would go in through the

tall flowers, and then I would hear low voices from under the

little fan-palm beyond. Teresa set her maid Juana to watch at

the other end of the patio, but sometimes she would steal around

to whisper to me by the gate, and we—but that is another matter,

and a lighter one. After a long time, Felipe would come back

to me, and we would steal home again, down the crooked path
in the darkness.

"For some months this went on, until one night Felipe called

me to his room, and lit a candle and barred the door. He bade

me sit down, and then he took a bag and some papers from a

chest and sat down beside me on the rolled-up colchon by the

wall.
"
'Mateo mio,' he said to me, 'there be those who lead two

lives, and are neither holy priests nor honest men. I will not be

one of those. I would keep my vows if it were in me to hold to

them, but as you know, there is one who holds my heart like a

plaything in her hand. I can no longer be a holy priest, but an

honest man I can be^ and will. My father will never receive me
into his house, if I give up my vows. I have long debated with

myself what I should do, and to-day I have come upon that which

has decided me,'

"Then Felipe took a piece of folded sheepskin from the packet,

and spread it out on the colchon between us, and held the candle

so that we might see. It was yellow and faded, and gave a musty
smell ;

and on it were marked with ink divers lines, both straight

and curving, as well as certain letters and crosses. It was a map,
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Felipe said, that he had found along with other writings among
the scrolls and papers that are kept locked up in the great room
above the north transept of the church. A certain desert country
was shown thereon, which lies far to the north of Santa Ger-

trudis. Mountains and dry river beds and barren plains are

there pictured out, and near the middle were markings that repre-

sented a great well of sweet water, an ancient house, and a bit of

grassland, in the bottom of a great valley, where the rains collect

The writing told more of this place, Felipe said. How in the old

time, a Spanish Conquistador, who was wearied of the wars and

the search for the gold lands and the great sea of the north, rested

at this spring and built his house; and how his sons for many
years dwelt there in peace and plenty with their herds, safe from

hunger and the viruela and all but the wrath of God; and how at

last they died and were never heard from, and to this day no man
knows the manner of their dying. The spring was called Los

Aguas de Verdad. This Felipe told me, sitting there on the mat-

tress in his room. Then he said to me :

"
'Now, Mateo, I go to find this place

—the spring of water and

the ancient house and the bit of grass-land in the valley. If 1

fail, there will be for me no returning. If I find it I will prepare

my dwelling there, and come back and bear away Teresa to my
own house. Then will we live in peace where there shall be none

to call shame upon me for deserting my priesthood.'

"It may be that I cried then, for I could not bear that my Felipe

should take up this venture alone, and I begged that he permit
me to go with him. For a long time he denied me, but at last he

wept, too, and said that I might. Then he gave me moneys out

of the bag, and directions for the secret buying of horses and the

provision of food. He had no mind to tell anyone of his journey ;

flies do not enter a closed mouth.

"Two days later I led him through the side streets to the horse-

market and showed him the animals I had bought; and after he

had seen and praised them—they were indeed brave ones, a

black Morisco stallion for FelipCj a square-haunched roan for me,

and a gray barren mare to bear the pack—then we started home

again around the outskirts. We turned in on the old highroad,

and between the ruined monastery and the old Indian Campo
Santo, we came on an old hag, with a tray of herbs and drug-

flowers, sitting in the shadow of an apple tree that had its roots

between the stones of the crumbling wall. There she sat and

sang L,a Perla all to herself, like a witch. We stopped and

listened, and when she had ended she asked if we wished to buy
dried palma flowers, or rais de calamo, or safifron; but Felipe

told her no, that he only stopped to hear her song. Then she

looked through him with her little black eyes, and said that he
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had better buy, that one who went on a long journey had need

of simples to ease his weariness. I was a little in fear then, for

there are those given knowledge by devils
; but when Felipe

asked her how she knew we made a journey, she only laughed,

and, for answer, asked if he thought his sweetheart would be true

in his absence.

"Felipe looked at her with wide eyes then, but after a moment
he said very quietly that he had indeed a sweetheart, but that

only God knew if she would be true to him. A los muertos y idos no

hay amigos. Then she answered him and said: 'You also may
know; see this.' And with that the old devil's daughter drew

from her bosom a little leathern bag, and from that a box of

some dark, strange wood. She opened it and held it forth for us

to see, and there, resting in a nest of some golden stuff like floss,

lay the Pearl. The sun had set and the light was growing dim,

but even then the Pearl seemed to me a live thing, as if buds and

flowers of strange colors grew within it.

"
'See now,' the old woman said, 'already it lives, and if a man

buy it of me, along with certain charms I oflfer, and do with it

as I shall instruct him, it will be to him always a servant. There-

after, while his novia is true, and her love for him liveth, the

Pearl will live also ; but if his lady be not true to him, the Pearl

will die and be as any little white pebble in an ant-hill. It was
found in a deep place of the sea by a man who died in the seek-

ing, and has been brought very far over the deserts. Is it not

cheap at a thousand reales?'

"I knew it to be too strange and beautiful a thing for other

than evil to come of it, and I did not look a second time, and tried

to draw Felipe away. Yet for all it was growing too dark to see,
the Pearl seemed to hold his eyes fixed and set like those of a

dead man, and he shook me oflF, bidding me hold my tongue. T

could do nothing but obey, and had to stand there and hear her
talk to him a long time in a faint, slow voice, like that of one

asleep. Finally she drew him with her into a little ruined, roof-

less room of the monastery, saying there was need of making a

light for the incantations that must be wrought. I saw them go
into the hut together like two shadows, and then in a moment a

glow, like some light of hell, showed over the half-fallen walls.

For a long time there was no sound, and I had great fear for

Felipe. Once, when I thought I could bear it no longer, I called

out to him, but there was no answer, and the sound of my own
voice was so dreadful to me that I could not again raise it. At
last, though, the light died away, and Felipe came back to me out
of the darkness alone, and hurried me away toward the town.
"Once he stopped where some great red roses were trained

over a wall and looked at each flower. At last he chose one and

picked it oflF. Then he drew out the box from his pocket and
made a nest in the heart of the rose and put the Pearl therein

;
he

folded the little sweet leaves about it, and put the Pearl and the

rose and the casket back into his breast.
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*It is a strange thing/ Felipe said to me, 'and I may not tell

you of what the old woman did there in the hut. God or some
devil has given her curious knowledge. There is no doubt that
the Pearl lives. One thing more she directed—that I place the
Pearl in the heart of a red rose, and that Teresa wear it so in her
breast for one night of sleep. Then shall she keep the rose and
I the Pearl, and it will live for me as long as she—keeps the rose
also.'

"For all that it had grown very late, we went to the house of
Don Baltasar, and I watched again with Juana at the courtyard
gate. The next day we rested, and at evening I made ready the
horses and led them to a secret place under the bridge below the
mill. Then I went back, and at an appointed hour met Felipe,
all booted and cloaked for the journey. We put our spurs on our
arms that there might be no noise, and went again, and for the
last time, to the tryst in the courtyard. Juana came to me by the

gate, and we waited there. Once I could hear a sound of sobbing
from the hidden place among the flowers, and then I heard no
more, for my Juana wept also, and it may be that I forgot my
watch for a time that I might comfort her. Ay de mi ! there

were tears at that parting. At last Felipe came out from among
the flowers, and I kissed Juana and bade her say prayers, and
sent her away."

*I have the Pearl,' said Felipe to me then, and we went

straightway out through the dark streets and to our horses.

"It was a long journey, filled with divers mischances and weary
days, but also cheered with strange, wonderful sights and a great
hope. We slept in the snow of mountain passes, where the clouds
shut out the earth below us and the moon hung close, and in the

shade of deep forests full of live running things, and on the hot
sands of deserts. Twice we met ladrones, but Felipe had a stout

heart, and they saw neither the heels of our horses nor the inside

of our alforjas. Many times we lost our way, and were in famine
of water, and once we came out upon the sea—a dreadful place,
where there was only barren sand, and bitter water, and a burn-

ing sky. Doubtless the Lord holds much of this earth before the

scourge of his wrath, for there be many places waste and un-

peopled and in ruin.

"It was soon after we turned back from the sea that we came

upon the country pictured on the parchment, which Felipe carried

along with the Pearl in the breast of his coat, and to a great
mountain there shown. Here we rested the horses for two days,
and made all things ready, and then we set forth—Felipe leading
and looking often at the map—and at the Pearl. For three days
we rode, going always downward ; the first day down the rocks of

the mountains, and the second over hills covered with thorny
bushes, and the third across a plain that seemed strewn thick

with hot ashes. Madre de piedad, that was a day! The hoofs

sank deep, and the fine white dust so blinded our eyes that the

tears ran always down our cheeks, and our skin seemed bitten

with lye. I lost heart then, and begged Felipe to turn back for

his life's sake, but he would not turn even his eyes backward.
"
*No, Mateo,' he said to me, T have given up Santa Gertrudis.

I will only go back to bear away Teresa to my own home that I
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have found and made ready for her. But it grieves me that you
should suffer evil because of me. It may be that you had better

turn back.'

"Yet he never drew rein, for he knew well enough that I would
not desert him at this pass. We did not speak again that day, for

the dust and the parching of our lips, but we rode for a time

after darkness had fallen. At last we feared to lose our direction,

and unsaddled and lay down very weary, but sleepless from thirst

and the pain of our eyes. Yet at last I must have fallen into

sleep, for when Felipe shook me by the shoulder and I opened

my eyes, the sky was like the hollow of a great lovely sea-shell,

and the stars were gone. Felipe pointed out across the plains.

At first I could see only the gray desert, but then all at once I

saw, far out before us, a little spot of green like an emerald.

"We made a short task of the saddling and a quick journeying
to that place where the green leaves of the trees were bright
in the sunlight of the morning. There a great spring of clear

water burst out of the rock and flowed between grassy banks,

thick with great golden lilies and small white flowers like stars.

After a little way the stream sank again into the ground and the

desert dried up the herbage. We bathed our faces in the cool

water, and saw the horses drink and roll about on the grass, and
drink again. Felipe's eyes were shining when we left them and
went to the house in the shade of tall trees at the head of the

spring.
"It was no shepherd's hut, but a great house built bountifully

of stone brought down from the mountains ;
and there were many

wide rooms and a chapel with a white cross at the peak of the

roof. Yet there was no sign of man, nor, indeed, of any life at all

but that of the painted swallows about the roof, and the big blue

butterflies fluttering among the golden lilies in the grass. We
went about from room to room. Here and there were bits of

strange crumbled furnishings ; the beams of the roof were of red

cedar, and curiously carved and wrought. Yet the strangest

things were the two apples that grew before the door of the sala;

not like the little wild apples of Sinaloa, but great red, tempting,

fruit, like that brought in ships from Spain. And the trunks of

these two ancient trees were thicker than the pillars of a

cathedral.

"Felipe ran about the house, talking and laughing and singing
for the joy of it. 'Is it not a brave house?' he would say over and
over again ;

and then, 'Here will be her room, and here will she

love to sit and sew in the afternoons.' At last'he grew grave

again, saying:
"

'I fear I am an evil man, Mateo mio, for I thought only of her

kiss that should be again on my lips, and not of the sweet saints

that have brought this thing to pass. We will give thanks to

them in their own dwelling.'
"The door of the chapel was fastened, but it fell before my

shoulder like so much scorched paper. The sunlight streamed
into the dark of the room, and we saw a dim, holy place. There
on the altar was a white Virgin, of carven stone

;
and behind her

a piteous Christ on his cross, with a crown of thorns in wrought
silver. And in the peace of their hallowed care, lay the bodies of
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those ancient men of Spain that had built this house, and dwelt
therein, and died. The flesh had long ago fallen away, and the
bones were as dust at the touch, but on the breast of one of them
lay a great sword, and about another was rusted armor; and the
mien of even their dead limbs was mighty. Yet Felipe had no
fear, but strode in between them and flung himself on his knees
in the shadow of the Virgin, while I knelt fearfully in the sun-

light by the door. He made a prayer to the gracious saints and
to Christ, and then came forth again to the door with the little

carven casket in hi§ hand. He kissed it with all the glory of
heaven in his eyes, and all the joy of earth on his face, and opened
it there in the sunlight

—full in the sunlight. I shall never again
see a man's face like his then. Dead it was, and blind, and dread-
ful. The Pearl I saw too, and it was like his face, dead and dread-
ful—smitten blind like the poor stony eye that a beggar turns
without pain to the sun. I turned away then, that he might weep
if he could, and sat down by the springside. Yet I heard nothing
at all from within the chapel, but only the water flowing by my
feet, and the drumming wings of the little swallows that fluttered

twittering back and forth between their nests in the crannies of
the stones. I could not bring myself to go back to Felipe, for

the Pearl was dead, and there was nothing that could be said or

done—nothing in all the world. But at last I noticed that the
swallows were flying in and out of the chapel also, and somehow
it seemed to me so strange a thing, that I came back to the door
and looked in through the shadows and—saw him.
"He lay there very still on the stones by the feet of the Virgin,

and in some manner, I knew even then that he had—had died.

Ay, men are sometimes so stricken, although it may be that some
deadly crawling thing about the floor had stung him to death as

he lay weeping. The Pearl was yet in his hand, and I took that,
and his dagger, and cast them together into the water at its

source. Then I cleansed the blood from his breast and composed
his limbs, so that he lay as decorously as might be, by the side

of that dead knight of the great sword. There his body lies to

this day, at the feet of the Virgin and before the face of that

piteous Christ with the crown of thorns in wrought silver.

Though it may be that his soul lies burning in hell, for he sinned—twice he sinned.

"Yet if my Felipe lies damned, there will I lie beside him. For
I won back to Santa Gertrudis for one night, after many bitter

days and months of wandering. And I found him that was be-

come the husband of Teresa—found him there with her in the

courtyard. And I struck deep, so that I reached his life and he
fell on his face among the jasmine. Teresa I struck, too, and it

may be that another who was innocent died with her, but I had
no pity then, and it must cry unshriven outside the gates. But
within, at the heart of the flame, shall Teresa sit, through all the

long days of the world.
"Your blanket is thin, compadre mio, and the night has set in

cold. I had best move the fire, that you may lie where the earth

is somewhat warmed—so. And I will walk here on the hilltop
for a little where I can watch my sheep, and the stars."

Artesia, New Mexico.
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HE movement to alleviate the suffering of the South-

ern California Mission Indians progresses promis-

ingly. The Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce

strongly backed up the memorial of the Sequoya

League; the matter was presented to the President

of the United States, the Secretary of the Interior, the Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs and the members of the Indian Commit-
tees of the Senate and the House

;
hundreds of letters were

written; and Senator Flint, who has been, from the outset, deeply

interested and effectively active, has been supplied with abund-

ant evidence of public interest.

Mr. Kelsey, Special Agent, who recently investigated condi-

tions, was summoned to Washington; and he and Senator Flint

testified before the Congressional Committees. Senator Flint

writes that both committees have reported favorably on his bill

appropriating $100,000 for the relief of these Indians. It really

looks as though California's half century of shame in this par-

ticular regard were about to end with a reasonable atonement.

The following resolutions prepared by the Los Angeles Coun-

cil of the Sequoya League and endorsed by the Los Angeles

Chamber of Commerce are here printed for record :

Whereas, It has been for many years notorious that the Mission Indians

of Southern California are destitute and suffering, and that these conditions

arise not from any fault of these Indians, who are peaceful and industrious,
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but because they have been crowded oflf the fertile lands they once occupied,

and have, without compensation, been driven on to worthless desert tracts;

and.

Whereas, The people of Southern California have many times in the last

few years been obliged in common humanity to support these starving wards

of the government by private contribution of money, food, clothing, seed,

and so on, and for the last two years have contributed some $4000 for this

purpose; and,

Whereas, The annual suffering of these inoffensive people by cold and

hunger should be permanently relieved, and can be so relieved by the simple

expedient of giving them lands, on which, by severe industry and strict

economy, they can make a living;

Be it Resolved, That the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce respectfully

but earnestly urge upon the President of the United States, upon the Depart-
ment of the Interior, and upon the Indian Committees of the Senate and

House, that adequate lands be purchased for these people in a suitable loca-

tion; and that these Indians be given permanent title to such land or lands,

without power to alienate them for fifty years.

Resolved, furthermore, that in our opinion, the selection of such lands should

be made by some person or persons familiar with local conditions ; and

preferably a commission of citizens of California, serving without pay.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE WORK.

Previously acknowledged, $1589.00.

New contributions—
The Newman Club, Los Angeles, $10.

$2 each—Nellie Suydam, Martinez, A. T.; Dr. F. B. Kellogg, Winifred

Waite, Dr. Wm. Le Moyne Wills, Miss M. F. Wills, Los Angeles; Hon. C.

W. Smith, Pasadena ; Mrs. Bertha Carlson, Los Angeles ;
Rev. Anselm Weber,

St. Michaels, Ariz.; Mrs. W. H. Whittingham, loi 8ist street. New York; C.

L. Partridge, Redlands, Cal.; Mrs. Walter Nordhoflf, Redlands, Cal. ;
Dr. P. S.

Dougherty, 2014 Figueroa street, Los Angeles; Jno. J. Bodkin, 937 Hinton

avenue, Los Angeles; P. P. O'Brien, 420 W. 22nd; Victor Ponet, Vice-Con-

sulat de B'elgique ; Arthur H. Fleming, Pasadena
;
Gardiner M. Lane, Boston,
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When "God made man after His own image," it was a far-

seeing job. As we look at ourselves, indeed—barbered,

Prince-Alberted, led-by-the-nose of convention—it is become

a little hard to trace the family likeness. Our dear-

est friend in civilization, as we perceive him bent to the grind-

stone of commerce, seldom suggests to us "how much he takes

after his Father." Among all the artists of all time who have

tried to depict the Almighty, I believe no catalogue contains the

name of one who has painted Him from the model of man with a

plug hat and coat-tails. Yet, whether we take it from Genesis or

from evolution, the story is no lie; we are made "after the image"
of whatever power it was that rendered a tremulous footstool

habitable for biped parasites
—and then supplied the bipeds. Left

to ourselves, we tend to the disguises of habit and of dependence;
and now and then the Old Man shakes us up to remember and to

show—even unto ourselves—that even in civilization the heredity

of Human Nature (which is divine nature) is hard to kill. Self-

sufficient and forgetful, we drift—till some sudden last reminder

of our futility, and of our dependence on something bigger than

the tailor, brings us up standing, no longer mannikins but Men.

To make us recall and assert the primal strength of our birth-

right, now-a-days, it requires a calamity which makes thousands

mourn; but it is worth all it costs. Nothing less in all this

experimental world suffices to check the Habit of Compliance.
With time and numbers, society tends to the line of least resist-

ance, whose ultimate logic is the coral reef. Average civilization

no longer calls for courage, for independence, for personality, for

manifold development; it distinctly discourages all these. It

would destroy them all by atrophy, were it not that the accidents

of "special" mortality still outweigh our artificial invention.

The catastrophe of Wednesday, April i8th, 1906, in San Fran-

cisco, and the Bay region of California, is worth all it cost. It is

worth it to the stricken region, to its neighbors, to the country,

to human nature at large. Historically speaking, it is far from

being the largest disaster in United States history
—that is, in

anything except property. On the other hand, it is without
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serious question the largest example in American history of the

resiliency of the American Spirit
—and that merely means that

all men have some God in them
; that Americans have a particular

opportunity to retain this share; and that in the newer, brighter
and more growing parts of America the environmental chance to

maintain and develop our common birthright is best applied.

Three hundred and thirty-three people (figures official to date)
died suddenly in San Francisco on that day. As many would
have died in the same city, within a few weeks, of "natural

causes," About $250,000,000 worth of property was destroyed.
But many times 300 people will be born in San Francisco within

a year; within two years as many million dollars' worth of

buildings will be rebuilt. They will be better buildings
—and no

worse people. Nature may be heartless
;
but she is provident.

Every year, in some quarter of the globe, communal disasters

surpassing this (so far as loss of human life is concerned) occur,

and have occurred ever since history began. In every human

catastrophe, human heroism has come up to fill the breach. Al-

lowing for all the better service of the Associated Press, for all

our due interest in our own flesh and blood, it is doubtful if the

world has ever seen so fine and instant an example of the preva-
lence of human nature After All. Certainly no other American

city, stricken with a comparable disaster—and a great many
American cities have had at least as bad—has shown the same

instant courage and sensibleness. That is when we do begin to

look like gods, even if in Prince Alberts—when, smiling upon the

wreck of homes and business, forgetting hunger and hardship and

the vision of Sudden Death, men can say to their families and

to the world : "Well, we are left. Let's start new—and better."

* * *

A due forgetfulness is the original Mother Winslow invented

by nature for man's sedative. If we really remembered

all our troubles, they would never end. But soothing syrup
does not belong in history nor in business. Even newspapers,
which aflfect to educate us, should remember their own files. In

property loss, it is quite possible that this San Francisco disaster

makes the American record. It is now estimated at $250,000,000
—

which is 40 per cent, more than the banner Chicago fire of 1871, and

more than three times the financial loss of the Boston fire of 1872.

But in loss of human life it ranks far down the list, even in the

United States. If we attribute all the mortality to earthquake, it

would still rank lower than fiftieth among historic catastrophes of

this one kind. In the incomplete list of great seismic killings, one

thousand is a low figure ;
that of Lisbon, with 55,000 deaths, perhaps

the mean.
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One theater burned in Chicago on the 13th of December, 1903,

and slaughtered twice as many people as perished in San Francisco

(exactly 572). One little excursion steamboat in New York, on the

loth of June, 1904, sacrificed more than three times as many lives

(exactly 1020). Several single railroad accidents in the United

States have equalled the mortality of the San Francisco cataclysm.

The devastation of San Francisco was about 10 per cent, earth-

quake and 90 per cent. fire. The best estimates now obtainable indi-

cate that the fire was caused by the crossing of electric wires. The

blowing down or falling of a single building in any American city

might cause an equal damage, if the city were large enough to afford

so much food for flames. Sept. 8, 1900, the city of Galveston,

Texas was visited by hurricane. In five hours, six thousand lives

were lost, out of 37,000 inhabitants. If the same atmospheric dis-

aster had happened to New York, on the same side of the continent,

and if the loss of life and property had been in the same proportion,

it would have cost 600,000 lives and a billion dollars' worth of

property. Thus far in the history of the United States, every great

disaster has occurred on the Atlantic Coast; the sorrow of San

Francisco is the first crushing calamity of any sort that has ever

touched the Far West.

As to earthquakes, North America has never known but one of

"the first magnitude" in the terminology of science. This occurred

December T6th, 181 1, in the Central Mississippi basin—about the

geographic center of this continent. It lasted 54 days. No loss of

life was recorded, as the region was thinly settled. Had the same

convulsion occurred in New York, probably not a soul would have

escaped. Square miles of the earth's surface dropped from 30 to 50
feet. This was the only earthquake in North America comparable
with the historic ones which have made the temblor a name of terror.

Every other earthquake within our national boundaries, including

the recent one in San Francisco, has been of not higher than the

third magnitude. The Charleston, S. C, quake (August 31st, 1886)

was of the same third class—and, in proportion to population, was

far more disastrous than that in San Francisco. Seven-eighths of

the buildings of Charleston were rendered unhabitable : $8,000,000

worth of property was destroyed ; 96 persons were killed. In loss of

life this is more than double the ratio of San Francisco. Charles-

ton had at the time of its earthquake less than one-eighth the present

population of San Francisco.

In October, 1871, the switch of a cow's tail caused the Chicago
fire. This cost over 200 lives, 17,500 buildings, and $200,000,000

property loss. At this time Chicago had a population of 300,000,

or less than three-quarters that of San Francisco at the present date.
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Loss of life and property was therefore much greater in proportion

in Chicago.
* * *

When one considers the millions of hours that are wasted

on millions of pupils in "teaching them geography" in our

schools,—then the lack of any adhesiveness of this geography
to the minds of those pupils

—one wonders if the school hours might
not be shortened in mercy to our infants. The Cockney who strictly

charges a friend going to America to look up John Jenkins "some-

where in the United States" is not a greater offender than the average

Eastern newspaper. Directly after the catastrophe of April i8th, I

had a telegram from Harper's Weekly : "Please wire 3000 words

signed personal impressions of the disaster." I answered, "Am not

within 500 miles of the disaster. Do you wish my impressions at

this distance?" No answer.

California is a rather extensive state. From north to south it is

something like the distance from Portland, Maine, to Charleston,

S. C. San Francisco is relatively in the middle of the coast line—
somewhat north. Los Angeles is pretty well toward the southern

end. Southern California heard of the earthquake through its news-

papers, and felt a shock which rattled windows. That is all. It is

farther in a bee line from the earthquake center than Quincy and

Springfield, in Illinois
; St. Louis and Kansas City in Missouri

;
Indi-

anapolis and Terre Haute, in Indiana
; Cincinnati, O. ; Louisville,

Kentucky; Knoxville and Chattanooga, in Tennessee; Birmingham,
Alabama ; Jackson and Vicksburg, in Mississippi ; Little Rock, Ark-

ansas
; Burlington, la.

;
and Topeka, Kansas, are from the center

of the only first-class earthquake that ever touched an acre within

the territorial limits of the United States. Los Angeles is as far

from the San Francisco disturbance as Richmond, Va., Atlanta, Ga.,

Jacksonville, Fla., and Montgomery, Ala., are from the only other

American city that ever had a bad earthquake, namely, Charleston.

It is not only remote and safe—^it knows it is safe. There are not

six cities in all the Union where the building activity
—even since

the San Francisco earthquake and fire—has amounted to as many
dollars a day. This same activity in building has continued for

years.

Like Nature, history has few compassions. It remembers longer

the destruction of one historical painting or one great library than

any wiping out of human lives. One of the lasting sorrows of the

San Francisco Fire is the destruction of every important library (with

one exception) in the metropolis of the Pacific Coast. The Bancroft

Library, recently purchased by the University of California for

$150,000, escaped the fire. It is a matchless collection of docu-

ments of California and Spanish America. The San Francisco Pub-
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lie Library of I30,<xx> volumes; the Mechanics' and the Mercantile,

of about 90,000 volumes each; the Sutro Library, which, if second

was only second in the world to the Bancroft Library on Spanish

Americana; the Bohemian Club Library of autograph works from

thousands of the world's best known authors—all these are wiped
in a day from the face of the earth. The Spanish archives of Cali-

fornia, which were stored in the Surveyor General's office, are oblit-

erated—and with them the only copy known to the world of Anza's

Diary of the most important expedition in the history of California.

The Hopkins Art Gallery, with its priceless treasures, is destroyed;

the Irving M. Scott gallery
—the most important and the most

costly collection of paintings west of Chicago
—is supposed to have

been lost. Keith, the greatest living landscape painter, had in his

studio on Pine street, about a thousand canvasses. Many of these

were removed to a place of supposed safety, but were pursued by
the fire and swallowed up. So far as known, only ten were saved

by the heroic personal efforts of the Rev. Joseph Worcester. These

are of the things of which history will take account long after 350
Uves and $250,000,000 worth of property shall have been forgotten.

¥ ^it *

But San Francisco sits up and smiles. Poor and proud cook

on the street-car tracks, since fires and lights in houses

are forbidden under martial law. The streets are being cleared

of the wreck. Before these lines can get to type, the foundations

of a new San Francisco will be laid. The men and the women
who made the metropolis have lost everything except the Only thing—themselves. They are beginning anew—and not only anew, but

better for the loss. Keith came to town the morning of the earth-

quake, saw his studio and that whole region in flames; went back

to Berkeley, bought paints and brushes, and began to paint a new
collection. The same spirit is through all the class that has made
San Francisco what it was and what it shall be.

Fancy an Eastern university losing $5,000,000 by a natural convul-

sion before breakfast; and by lunch-time arranging its next year
on a larger scale than ever! That is what Stanford has done.

Thanks to the carelessness into which civilization easily falls, the

magnificent architectural plans of the university had latterly been

marred by cheap construction. The earthquake rebuked this mis-

take by a larger penalty than the total cash value of any university in

America, excepting possibly three. But Stanford acknowledged the

mistake, found the remedy, and went to work.

The State University at Berkeley was fortunate enough to escape
with very little damage.
The first official seal used by the City of San Francisco had for

its chief feature the Phoenix. The general design has since been
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changed; but the phoenix is still dominant. The first seal was

adopted November 4th, 1852. It was prophetic enough to be of

virtue unto this day; but it was also retrospective. San Francisco

had already suffered six great fires, any one of which was in property
loss as great in proportion as that of 1906. The story of the con-

flagrations in San Francisco is curious from many points of view.

The "First Great Fire" was December 24th, 1849. I^ss $1,000,-

000—in a town about a year old! The "Second Great Fire" was

May 4th, 1850; loss about $4,000,000. The "Third Great Fire" was

June 14th, 1850; loss about $4,000,000; the "Fourth Great Fire" was

September 17th, 1850; loss half a million dollars. This was doing

pretty well for one year; but, worse than all of them put together

was the "Fifth Great Fire"—that of May 4th, 185 1. The loss was

about $12,000,000. As if this were not enough, there came on the

22nd of June, 185 1, the "Sixth Great Fire," in which the destruction

of property was nearly $3,000,000. No other city in the world ever

suffered a comparable loss by conflagration. But for more than half

a century San Francisco—though "a city of wood, built up-hill and

touching"
—never had another serious fire. In 1906 a part of the

Latin Quarter was saved by the Italians, who broke open their wine

cellars and drenched their houses with claret. In the fire of May
4th, 185 1, 80,000 gallons of vinegar were used in saving buildings.

In 1 85 1, San Franciscans began official shooting of those hyenas that

looted in time of such a public catastrophe; in 1906, under General

Funston, the same proper remedy was applied to similar scoundrels.

* * ¥

Earthquakes happen where God wills. The historic great

ones have befallen in Sicily, Syria, Silicia, Italy, Portugal,

Chile, Jamaica, Japan, Algiers, China, Peru, Egypt, Persia,

Guatemala, Bolivia, The Philippines, The Mediterranean, Turkey,

Java, India, Asia Minor, Greece. In the United States, one serious

one as to destruction of property and loss of life has happened on the

Atlantic and one on the Pacific sea-board. The only "fierce" one was

about midway between the two.

California has had in historic times several earthquakes. The

first of record was experienced by Portola's party, July 28th, 1769,

on the Santa Ana River, which was named for this reason Rio de

Jesus de los Temblores. This was the first overland exploring

expedition of California; and there were four violent shocks which

alarmed the Indians. In 1808, between June 21st and July 17th,

there were eighteen violent shocks felt in San Francisco. In 181 2

a shock general to the coast killed thirty-eight Indians in San Juan

Capistrano, where an eighty-foot tower fell in on the Mission in

which they were assembled for Mass. In 1868 the so-called "great

earthquake" in San Francisco occurred. Five persons were killed
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by bricks falling on them as they walked on the streets. About a

dozen cheap brick structures were wrecked. In 1872 a really severe

earthquake in the sparsely inhabited county of Inyo killed thirty or

forty Indians.
* ile *

Though the San Francisco catastrophe has added seriously
to the mortality record, it still remains true that in all the

history of California—covering more than 150 years
—the

total loss of life by earthquake has been less than the loss of life in

any average year in the great cities of the East by sunstroke. While
the statistics are harder to secure, it is probably less than the annual
deaths from cold in the Eastern states in the winter. It is less for

a century and a half than the mortality of several single railroad

accidents in the East. It is no larger than the mortality from certain

cyclonic visitations of the East. The West is filled with Eastern

graduates. All of us dislike death. All of us doubly dislike it in a

strange form. We are used to consumption, which kills, in Massa-
chusetts alone, fifty times as many persons a year as were ever killed

by earthquakes in America. But we learn by experience ;
and most

of us are not smitten with earthquake and most of us are not con-

sumptive.
^If * *

"Our remedies oft in ourselves do lie,

Which we ascribe to heaven."

Likewise in most of the disasters which we call acts of Provi-

dence, at least half the damage is our own fault. Smart as man is,

he is the slowest of the animals to learn adaptation to environment.
For 50 years and more, California has been settling up with the

Smartest People in the World
;
but not 10 per cent, of them have as

yet learned the first obvious lesson of their chosen home. They
come to it because it is different and better ; but they treat it just as

they did the lands from which they are thankful to have escaped.
An immigration of Apache Indians would have observed that the

original inhabitants, for some reason, builded low, thick houses—and
without bothering much as to the reason, would have built likewise.

But not so the Conquering Race. We came from Boston, and New
York, and Chicago; therefore we build here the same kind of

houses that are in vogue Back Yonder. The architectural device for

frozen climes and humid skies, for a time and for places in which real

estate was counted by the square inch, because you could not get

away; where artificial heat and its conservation by huddling are

necessary for half the year to keep tenants from perishing; where

walls, roofs, foundations and every other member of a building have
taken a special form for local necessities—we come out here and
build roofs to shed ice where there is no ice

;
and erect skyscrapers

where there is plenty of room for ten times as many people as we
have, and otherwise follow the imitative rather than the reasoning
capacities of our minds.
For more than fifty years a large American population has been

perfectly aware that California is subject to occasional 'quakes ;

yet in all that time not one building in 50,000 has been considered
with any rational reference to this natural condition. After a larger
number of great conflagrations than any other city in the world ever
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had in proportion to the population and size, San Francisco in 1906
was still built of nine-tenths wood—and so is Los Angeles today.

Just because skyscrapers "look well" and flatter our childish fond-

ness for bulk, we go on building them in the last place in the world
where they have any reason for being—even while we boast of the

highest kind of modern transit (by which Los Angeles, for instance,
could be forty miles square and still "nearer together" than the little

island of New York was with its bob-tailed horse-cars of ten years

ago . It is true that steel and reinforced concrete have made high
buildings far safer than blocks of half their weight used to be

;
but

God have mercy when' an earthquake like that of New Madrid shall

strike even the best twelve-story steel building that was ever built!

There is no lien on safety against earthquake on any square mile of
the globe. The next disastrous quake is as likely to be in Boston or

Chicago as in California. And without the earthquake, the com-
moner disasters make the skyscraper a menace. In a great fire, it

becomes a huge chimney. A conflagration catching in a day-light
hour such a human beehive as some in Chicago, in which there are

10,000 people, would write a record which we might remember—
until next day.
Whatever people may do elsewhere, it is time for Californians to

quit the Tower of Babel business. Its inventors were fools 5000

years ago; its followers are no wiser yet, despite their infinite in-

genuity in bettering their bricks. There is room in California to

live somewhere near the earth that God spread out for our founda-
tion and footing:. The selfishness of "material men," the greed of

landlords, the thoughtlessness of the unthinking, should not be per-
mitted to jeopardize communities. Los Angeles is building faster
than any other city in the world. That is some distinction. It

would be a better distinction, if it would build better than any other

city in the world. It has the money to do it
;
it has the brains to do

it—if it will use them.
* ^l^ *

When Chicago burned with a loss of 200 million dollars and 200

lives—there was a splendid response from the civilized world. The
contributions amounted to $7,000,000

—and San Francisco, by the

way, gave its larg-e share. Already more than $8,000,000 has been

raised for San Francisco in its affliction. Amid all our money-
making obsession, amid all the artificial excitation of amusement
which goes with a commercial age, a shock like this brings us all

back to human nature. It was beautiful to read of the swift re-

sponse of Boston and New York and the whole East to the unspoken
need of the city by the Golden Gate. It was beautiful to see in the

nearest large population, which is Los Angeles, the dropping of

business to organize material relief—to see the busiest men neglecting
their banks and stores, and working like navvies to put money, food,

and clothing into San Francisco. But finest of all it was to see the

San Franciscans—the distinctions of money and of class, all for-

gotten, the artifices of civilization laid aside, and a great com-

munity on a common footing, cooking by the curbstone, smiling over

the ashes of their business and their homes, and planning with

unshaken heart for a better tomorrow. Between two days, the

Heroic Age came back to California,

Chas. F. Lummis.
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Jennette Lee's Uncle William (The Century
~ 4^ -

'V''^''''V'''"' ^°' $i-2S) thoroughly deserves a place among
^^

the "best sellers," nor shall I be surprised
to see it reach that distinction, as knowledge of its quality percolates

through the reading mass. Light and amusing enough to tempt the seeker

for mere entertainment, it expresses withal a sane and sound philosophy of

life. It reminds me of a peculiarly delectable dish prepared for this very

morning's breakfast by the lady who has sprung delightful culinary surprises

on me at intervals for the last twenty years—a concoction of eggs and whipped

cream, deftly blended, cooked to the turn, delicate, flavorsome, yet heartily

nutritious. Or, if the kitchen comparison seem too gross, I will match Uncle

William with that genuine classic, Gerald Stanley Lee's Lost Art of Reading

(these two Lees, by the way, are husband and wife), and say that, though

expressed through different mediums, the inspiration of these two clearly

springs from a common fountain of spiritual insight. It would be difficult

to give to either book or either author higher praise than that.

Which reminds me to speak of the little magazine. Mount Tom—little in size

alone, immense in content—which Mr. Lee is publishing at Northampton^

Mass., "devoted to rest and worship, and to a little look-off on the world."

No other magazine—not even this one, in whose preparation I have some
voice—^brings to me the same certain relish on every page. Here is a sample

paragraph, taken almost haphazard, from a six-months-old number which

chances to be at my hand:

No one would deny that the idea of immortality is a well-meaning
idea and pleasantly inclined and intended to be appreciative of a God,
but it does seem to me that it is one of the most absent-minded ways
of appreciating Him that could be conceived. I am infinite at 88

High Street. I have all the immortality I can use, without going
through my own front gate. I have but to look out of a window.
There is no denying that Mount Tom is convenient, and as a kind
of soul-stepping-stone, or horse-block to the infinite, the immeasur-
able and immortal, a mountain may be an advantage, perhaps, and
make some difference; but I must confess that it seems to me that in

all times and in all places a man's immortality is absolutely in his

own hands. His immortality consists in his being in an immortally
related state of mind. His immortality is his sense of having infinite

relations with all the time there is, and his infinity consists in his

having infinite relations with all the space there is. Wherever, as a

matter of form, a man may say he is living or staying, the universe is

his real address.

I presume that a sample copy of Mount Tom may be had for the asking;
but (doing as I would like to be done by) I should recommend that ten cents

be enclosed with the request—and hereby bind myself to refund cheerfully

his dime to any man who follows this advice and then concludes that he

hasn't had a dime's worth.

In its own field, there is nothing else which will at all stand comparison
with Frederick Haynes Newell's Irrigation in the United States. Mr. Newell
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is Chief of the Hydrographic Division of the U. S. Geological Survey, Chief

Engineer of the Reclamation Service, and had been engaged for a dozen

years before the book was written "in conducting investigations of the extent

to which the arid regions can be reclaimed by irrigation, ascertaining the

cost and capacity of reservoirs, measuring the flow of rivers useful for

power, irrigation and other industrial purposes, and mapping the artesian or

underground waters." The book into which he has condensed the results of

his observation and experience is comprehensive, non-technical, wholly re-

liable—and good reading, to boot. The revised edition just published is pro-

fusely (and most usefully) illustrated. T. Y. Crowell & Co., New York, $2,

net.

LOOKING The Romance of the Milky Way, published a little more than a
^^'^° year after Lafcadio Hearn's death, contains all of his writings not

THE INFINITE . . >

before collected which will ever be published, except certain personal

correspondence. No one of the legions who have fallen under the spell of

Hearn's rare genius will choose to leave this volume unread, if only because

it contains his final word concerning the profoundest speculations which

engage the human mind—an essay called out by Herbert Spencer's "Ultimate

Questions." Yet to some, at least, of his most ardent admirers, this essay

will bring grievous disappointment. For its dominant note is that of horror;

its most vivid picture is of shuddering vision strained vainly into unillumined

abysses of infinite Space, infinite Time, infinite Possibility. Not thus have the

great seers spoken; not thus has Mr. Hearn himself spoken in his moments
of illumination. Listen to this, from his "Revery":

The light of the mother's smile will survive our sun
;

—the thrill of
her kiss will last beyond the thrilling of stars ;

—the sweetness of her

lullaby will endure in the cradle-songs of worlds yet unevolved;—
the tenderness of her faith will quicken the fervour of prayers to be
made to the hosts of another heaven,—to the gods of a time beyond
Time. And the nectar of her breasts can never fail

;
that snowy

stream will still flow on, to nourish the life of some humanity more
perfect than our own, when the Milky Way that spans our night shall

have vanished forever out of Space.

No trace of shuddering horror there
; nor in such a sentence as this, from

"A Drop of Dew":
Life infinite only there is ;

and all that appears to be is but the

thrilling of it,
—sun, moon, and stars,—^earth, sky, and sea,

—and Mind
and Man, and Space and Time.

These passages, I believe, show truly the direction of the main current of

Mr. Hearn's speculative thought ;
while the blind groping of the "Ultimate

Questions" essay represents only the back-swirl of a momentary eddy.

Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston; Stoll & Thayer Co., Los Angeles. $1.25, net.

TRUTH What Owen Wister did in The Virginian for one phase of that

TOLD frontier life which was so vivid and tingling a reality but a little

AS ROMANCE
^hiig ago, yet has so soon slipped away, all but wholly into the realm

of memory and tradition. Emerson Hough has matched in another field with

his Heart's Desire. It is the tale of a little mining town in New Mexico,

two hundred miles from Las Vegas by freighting wagon or in the saddle, and

of the entry upon its peaceful solitude of such disturbing elements as the Law
—and Woman—and Eastern Capital

—and the Railroad. And more—it is a

true and comprehending study of that breed of men who chose and dearly

loved that remote and self-sufficing life—"the West-bound, the dream-bound,

the malcontents." A most profitable excursion it ^ill prove for any with dis-

criminating vision to join "Curly" and the teller of this tale as they ride along
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the winding mountain trail, with the dark sides of the Patos Mountains edging

around to the back of them and the scarred flanks of big Carrizo coming

farther and farther forward along their left cheeks. For this is what he will

presently see :

It was a spot lovely, lovable. Nothing in all the West is more fit to

linger in a man's memory than the imperious sun rising above the

valley of Heart's Desire ; nothing unless it were the royal purple of the

sunset, trailed like a robe across the shoulders of the grave, unsmiling

hills, which guarded it round about. In Heart's Desire it was so calm,
so complete, so past and beyond all fret and worry and caring. Per-

haps the man who named it did so in grim jest, as was the manner of

the early bitter ones who swept across the Western lands. Perhaps
again he named it at sunset, and did so reverently. God knows he
named it right.

And the next day he will eat Christmas dinner with Dan Anderson, and

McKinley, and the Littlest Girl from Kansas—and thereafter will follow their

fortunes to the end, rejoicing. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.

Whoever has made the acquaintance of Red Saunders in his the boyhood

maturity, through the good graces of Henry Wallace Phillips, will of A

need no further word concerning Plain Mary Smith than that it

recounts certain adventures of the same crimson-locked giant while he was

still but a "leggy kid." To anyone who has not had that pleasure and who
likes big, hearty, outdoors stories, with plenty of big, hearty, outdoors laugh-

ter in them, I can do no better service than to recommend him to make the

acquaintance promptly in either book. Having read one, he will certainly

want the other. Just by way of an appetizer, I quote a few sentences from

the lad's account of a bit of a ruction with a tavern rough :

Yet the principal cause for my staying was my anxiety to leave.

That big, bellowing Irishman, dragging a half-dozen men to get at

me, blood streaming down his face, and his expression far from

agreeable, put a crimp in my soul, and don't you forget it. But I

understood that this was my first man's-size proposition, and if I

didn't take my licking like a man I could never properly respect

myself afterward. So whilst my legs were pleading, "Come, Willie,
let's trot and see mother—it will be pleasanter," I raked my system
for sand and stood pat.

Personally, I have earnest hopes that Mr. Phillips may be able to persuade

Mr. Saunders to extend his autobiographical notes to considerably greater

length. The Century Co., New York, $1.50,

Studies in American Trade Unionism is both interesting as an an examination

example of university research-work and valuable as a presentation
^nto

of collated and connected facts bearing upon one of the most im-

portant features of our economic life, about which nearly everybody has

strong opinions, but about which hardly anybody knows much of anything.

It consists of eleven essays prepared by members of the Economic Seminary
of Johns Hopkins University as a result of the detailed investigation and

study by each writer of some one carefully selected aspect of the trade-union

question. The topics selected include the organization of labor in a represent-

ative industry, the apprentice system, labor federations, the finances of trade

unions, the minimum wage, beneficiary systems, collective bargaining, and em-

ployers' associations. The investigations were carried on under the direction

of, and the resultant volume is edited by Drs. Jacob H. Hollander and George
E. Barnett, Professor and Associate respectively, in Political Economy in the

Johns Hopkins University. It is a rich storehouse of information, but is

properly offered as marking only a stage, not a goal, in the inquiry. The

investigations will be pressed forward, and later on we may look for com-

prehensive generalizations. Henry Holt & Co., New York, $2.75, net.
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Boh and the Guides, by Mary Raymond Shipman Andrews, is an altogether

delightful series of outdoor tales, most of them dealing with life in a vacation-

camp in Canada. The best are those told by Bob himself, in a vivacious

flow of language "all wool and a yard wide"—Bob being in his early 'teens,

but confident that he has "as good a chance of being a centurion, in time, as

any American citizen." The title of the book is too modest by far, giving

slight indication of the many entertaining characters who come upon the

stage
—big brother Walter, for instance, who talks the funniest French you

ever heard, in which anything with an "ong" goes ; and the two Grandfathers,

the Judge and the Bishop; and Cousin Reggie, who scorned Bob once, but

won't do it again; and Bill the Trapper, who, at the mature age of eight,

trapped his first big game in Central Park; and many another. The stories

are wholesome and genuinely humorous. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York,

$1.50.

Louis F. Post makes an important contribution to the discussion of a

much vexed question in his Ethical Principles of Marriage and Divorce. His

conclusions may be briefly stated as follows : That real marriage exists only

when one man and one woman are united by reciprocal love abiding in its

nature
; that this love, though abiding in its nature, may prove to be ephemeral

in fact; that if the love ceases, the real marriage no longer exists; that when
the real marriage no longer exists, it is desirable, both for the individuals

concerned and for society, that the legal tie shall be dissolved; and that

society should not interfere with the remarriage of divorced persons. These

positions he maintains with forcible and logical argument, insisting the while

on the uttermost sanctity of genuine marriage. Public Publishing Co., Chi-

cago, $1, net.

Those who liked Arthur Henry's Island Cabin and who liked still better his

House in the Woods will find his Lodgings in Town still more to their taste.

Indeed, I do not see how any one who cares for "the real thing" can fail to

appreciate this naive account of the experiences of the young man who,

"abandoning forever the wild pursuit of wealth and respectability, as the

prodigal left his husks," comes to New York, "with nothing but my ticket, a

night-dress, eight dollars, a pipe and a poem." It is, in some respects, the

truest and the largest study of life in New York of which I know. The

frontispiece is from a painting by Everett Shinn, and there are a number of

illustrations from photographs. A. S. Barnes & Co., New York, $1.50.

"There were no books in Eden, and there will be none in heaven; but

between times—and it is of these I speak—it is otherwise," says Augustine
Birrell in one of the essays published under the title. In the Name of the

Bodleian. As to which some literary epicures, smacking their lips over the

urbanity, the polished wit and the wide-roaming scholarship of this London

barrister, will murmur in reply something to the effect that a Jug of Wine
and Thou were Paradise enow. Mr. Birrell may have his peers among living

essayists—he has no superiors. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. $1, net.

Football Grandma, being "an auto-baby-ography, as told by Tony," begins

"when I was one day old" and ends with "my first trousers," at the ripe age

of three-and-a-half. The experiences set forth between these dates will inter-

est other youngsters and "football grandmas," and, as suggested by Dr. Thomas
Wentworth Higginson, "may justly attract the attention of wise philosophers

and even of college presidents." Illustrations are from drawings by Tony

himself, while the youthful grandmother who edits the account is Carolyn S.

Channing Cabot. Small, Maynard & Co., Boston, $1, net.
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Charles Battell Loomis is at his very funniest in Minerva's Manoeuvres—
and how funny that is no one can tell who has not read that particular book.

Minerva is a cook-lady—"she isn't colored, she was born dat-a-way"—who
has been inveigled from New York to preside over a country summer-home,
and the things she does and fails to do in her unaccustomed environment keep

a gale of hilarity blowing pretty steadily. A. S. Barnes & Co., New York.

$1.50.

The sub-title of Hazvaiian Yesterdays—"Chapters from a Boy's Life in the

Islands in the Early Days"—is fully and sufficiently descriptive. The author

is Henry M. Lyman, M. D., born on the islands in 1835, his parents being

missionaries from New England. The narrative is simple, direct and enter-

taining. The volume is well illustrated, from photographs, paintings and old

woodcuts, and there are two maps. A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago.

"A .301-calibre Mauser rifle, brown, stocky, sullen, in the lantern light;

and to a bit of excelsior packing about the breech-bolt of the gun, clung—a

lady's veil." This is the first sentence of Charles Tenney JacksOn's Loser's

Luck; and from it even a moderately discriminating eye may discern the

character of what is to follow—a rattling romance of love and fighting. Henry
Holt & Co., New York; C. C. Parker, Los Angeles. $1.50.

Alice Brown's Paradise is a charming story of New England rural life. A
girl who has escaped from the guardianship of a traveling conjurer is the hero-

ine, and his efforts to recover her supply part of the plot, but by no means

all. Some quaintly humorous characters appear, and some that are merely

human, but all are interesting. Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston; StoU &
Thayer Co., Los Angeles, $1.50.

Frances Hodgson Burnett has never done a better piece of work than The
Dawn of a To-morrow, nor do I think she ever will. I judge it not mainly
for its literary quality, excellent as that is, nor for its compelling interest as

a story, but for its ethical value. It contains the real secret of salvation—the

only secret of the only true salvation there is. Charles Scribner's Sons, New
York, $1.00.

The seventeen short stories published under the title. The Last Spike, give
sufficient evidence that Cy Warman is still able to hold the lists again.st all

comers in his own field of railroad romance. This volume is as good as the

rest of the half dozen that stand to his credit—and that is praise enough
for anyone. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, $1.25.

Henryk Sienkiewicz's latest historical novel has been translated from the

Polish by Jeremiah Curtin, and is published under the title, On the Field of

Glory. It is a brilliant romance of love and war at the time of the Turkish

invasion of 1682-3. Little, Brown & Co., Boston, $1.50.

The latest volume in the American Commonwealth's series is Louisiana, by
Albert Phelps. It is a compact, thoughtful and important historical study.

Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston; §toll & Thayer Co., Los Angeles, $1.10, net.

The Larky Furnace, by Hildegard Brooks, is a nonsense book pure and

simple—though the nonsense is rather complicated, after all. Peter NeweU's
illustrations are as illuminating as usual. Henry Holt & Co., New York, $1.25.

Topical Discussion of American History, by William C. Doub, is an ex-

ceedingly compact and useful working manual for teachers of history and
civics in the elementary schools. Whitaker & Ray Co., San Francisco, $1.25.

Charles Amadon Moody.
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*SUNNY STANISLAUS
By T. C. HOCKING.

PERHAPS
no other purely agricultural county in California has

made the advance in settlement and development during the last

three or four years that has been the lot of Stanislaus, in the

northern end of the San Joaquin valley. It is apparent, too, that her

progress is in its infancy, and that, the success of the great irrigation

system embracing all the central portion of the county now established

and the variety and prolificness of her products under irrigation demon-

strated, she will make greater strides from now on. and in the not distant

future rank with the most populous and wealthiest of the counties of the

interior. She is comparatively wealthy now, her assessment valuation

reaching $17,000,000, though her population does not exceed 15,000.

Stanislaus stretches from the foothills of the Sierra Nevada mountains

across forty miles of level and fertile plain to the summit of the Coast range ;

and, north and south, from the Stanislaus river to the Merced. The great

San Joaquin river flows diagonally through her broad acres, leaving a margin
of plain from six to ten miles wide between its banks and the base of the

Coast Range hills. Through her center, from east to west and ultimate

junction with the San Joaquin, courses the Tuolumne, a swift-flowing stream

rising in the high Sierras, and of such volume as to be navigable to river

steamers as late as July. Its watershed is one of the largest in the State, and

its supply of water continuous, though low in the fall.

For many years Stanislaus was the banner wheat county of California, and

to-day its production of this cereal, under favorable conditions, approximates

$2,500,000 in value, independent of the not inconsiderable yield of hay, and

of barley and oats. The normal rainfall is but ten inches, and to this fact

is to be attributed her backwardness heretofore in the production of crops

at once valuable, of a more permanent nature and better calculated to the

maintenance of a large population. Grain-farming means large ranches

operated with the minimum of labor for minimum periods, and hence com-

paratively scant population. It developed, too, years ago, that the one-crop

system, robbing the land continuously of certain elements and replacing none.

Tuolumne River, Source of Supply of the Modesto-Turlock Irrig-ation District.

Photo taken July 1, 1904, about 30 miles below the intake.
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was rapidly tending to the deterioration of the land for that crop, with corre-

sponding decrease of profit. More or less hazardous under original condi-

tions, because of the uncertainties of weather conditions, markets and other

factors, this new hazard gave impetus to a proposition to introduce irrigation,
and thereby render diversified crops and intensive farming possible and

profitable.

From these considerations the Modesto-Turlock irrigation system was
born. It comprises a diverting dam in the Tuolumne river at a point 30 miles

east of Modesto, and 300 miles of main and lateral canals, the latter covering
the land at two-mile intervals. There are 276,000 acres of land in the district,

176,000 on the south, or Turlock, side of the river, and the remainder on the

north, or Modesto, side. A main canal leaves the river on either side of the

dam, and each is carried twenty-two miles to the district line. One of these

A Farm House in Sunny Stanislaus.

canals is 74 feet wide on the bottom, and is designed to carry eventually the

full appropriation, for the Turlock side, of 1300 cubic second-feet of water ;

the other is 60 feet wide on the bottom, and will carry the full appropriation,

for the Modesto side, of 650 cubic second-feet of water. At the district line,

canals 40 feet on the floor, distribute the water to the numerous laterals,

which range from 30 down to 14 feet on the floor, the average floor-width

20 feet or more. The diverting dam is of concrete masonry, and was com-

pleted twelve years ago last fall at a cost of $543,164.16. It is 127 feet in

height, 301 feet in length, 83 feet in breadth at the bottom, and 11 feet in

breadth at the top. In its construction were employed 39,652 cubic yards of

masonry and 29,111 barrels of cement. Frequently water pours over the crgst

to the depth of from four to ten feet for days and weeks at a time.

This splendid irrigation system belongs to the land, and is inalienable. The

water-right is the first on the river, save for a modest appropriation held by
a mining company. The system was constructed under State legislation. It
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A Stanislaus County Dairy Herd Pastured on Alfalfa.

cost approximately $2,500,000, the money raised by the sale of bonds that are

a Hen on all the land, representing an indebtedness of about $9.00 an acre.

The bonds bear 5 per cent interest, and run for forty years, only the interest

payable for the first twenty years, the principal then payable in equal annual

installments. No part of the principal will be due for seventeen years to

come, the original issues of bonds having been refunded three years ago.
The interest and maintenance- and operation-charges represent an annual tax

of from 50 cents to $1.00 an acre. This is the total cost to the consumer
He has no water-right to buy, is assured his proportion of the water, and the

water cannot be alienated from the land. While the Modesto-Turlock district

is virtually one district, divided only by the river—which at Modesto consti-

tutes the southern boundary of the town—it is organized as two districts, each

managed and operated by the people themselves through boards of five

directors elected from as many divisions. All maintenance-, operation- and

improvement-appropriations are and must be submitted to the people for

authorization.

The Turlock side witnessed the first irrigation under these systems five years

ago. It was not until the following year, however, that much was accom-

plished in this direction
;
and on the Modesto side the works were completed

only two years ago. In the meantime the population of Modesto has grown
from 2000 to nearly 3500; of Turlock from 100 to 500, and rapidly increasing;

of Ceres from 50 to over 200. The thriving new town of Elmdale is putting

up an $8000 schoolhouse, and in every direction are growing colonies of from

eight and ten to fifty, one hundred and as high as three hundred families. One

colony near Turlock, comprised of Scandinavians from the Middle West, a

very thrifty and desirable class of settlers, numbers over 1200 people ; and

there are a comparatively large number more about Turlock outside of this

colony.

In and about Modesto, Ceres, Elmdale, Hughson. Claus and Salida, the

newcomers are very largely from Southern California, people familiar with

irrigation and its value, and rapidly developing profitable dairies, vineyards
and orchards. Other' parts of California have contributed quotas ; many have

come from Washington and Oregon, Colorado, Idaho and the Dakotas. The

Eastern States are all represented, and a colony of lowans is the latest
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development. There is a colony of Dunkards, and an extensive movement of

Quakers is pending. Wheat-fields of hundreds of thousands of acres, once

unbroken, are now dotted with homes.

The growth and development under the irrigation era, hardly yet out of its

swaddling clothes, and the character of the settlement, are strikingly illus-

trated by a few figures relating to the postal service and the public schools.

Modesto's first rural free-delivery service, each of which calls for no less

than one hundred heads of families who will install boxes and take mail, was

inaugurated only a little more than two years ago. Now there are four such

routes radiating from the Modesto postoffice ;
and a month ago Modesto itself

came into the limited list of California towns boasting free city-delivery of

mail. Ceres, four miles distant, has its postoffice and one rural free-delivery,

another pending; and a rural route is maintained in connection with the

A Modesto Street Scene.

Turlock office, with application for a second under favorable consideration.

And there are two other postoffices within six or seven miles of Modesto.

In the last three years nine new school-districts have been established in

the Modesto-Turlock district, and in addition Modesto has employed two
additional teachers, Ceres two additional, Turlock two additional and Empire
school-district one additional teacher, the increase in teachers involving, in

every instance but one, additions to school buildings.

A report of the superintendent of Turlock district, based on data derived

six months ago, showed 19,795 acres of alfalfa, 2504 acres of trees and vines,

845 acres of sweet potatoes, and 2671 acres of corn, melons, pumpkins, garden

truck, etc., under irrigation from the canals on that side of the river. Approx-
imately 1000 acres of this total was sub-irrigated, no water being applied on
the surface. Corresponding figures for the Modesto side are not available at

this writing, but roughly speaking there are fifteen thousand acres of alfalfa,

vines, orchard and garden and field products under these canals at present.
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Alfalfa yields from one to three tons to the acre, the average i>^ tons, of a

market value of from $5 to $8 per ton, and of a value of fully $10 for dairying,

and for feeding sheep and hogs. In fact, alfalfa farmers who have turned

their attention to sheep are deriving higher values. So far, alfalfa has re-

ceived the most attention because it aflfords a certain and early means of

revenue. It is the settler's breadwinner. Planted in the fall, it affords three

crops of hay the first year, and thereafter from four to six, the latter on sub-

irrigated land, of which there is a larger area annually. With from ten to

twenty acres of alfalfa and a "bunch" of cows, the settler is assured a liveli-

hood and profit. The Modesto Creamery, an institution inaugurated four

years ago, at a time when there was hardly enough milk produced for home

consumption, paid patrons in excess of $ii8,coo last year; and the Ceres

Four-year-old Peach Orchard Near Modesto.

Photographed March 7, 1906. Will pay $150 to $200 per acre this year.

Creamery, three years old, and but four miles distant, paid three-fourths as

much. On the West Side, in the narrow but old and rich alfalfa belt (under
a private canal system), running from Crows Landing on the north to New-
man and beyond to Ingomar on the south, the dairy product has an estimated

value of nearly $1500 a day. Two years ago Stanislaus jumped from eleventh

to seventh place as a dairy county, and last year moved up to fifth place.

With green feed all the year around, the development of the vast area in

central Stanislaus under the Modesto-Turlock irrigation system means that

this county will within .a few years wrest primacy in dairy productions from

Humboldt.

Sweet potatoes constitute another profitable crop and early source of

revenue. Melons and canteloupes, beans, corn and every variety of berry

are money-makers ;
and "pioneer" plantings of grapes and peaches showing

handsome profits, much attention is now being given to these products. Over

1,500,000 grape cuttings were brought in within sixty days this spring, and

perhaps a quarter of a million peach trees are being set out, the acreage

limited by the scarcity of nursery stock. Almonds and walnuts are receiving
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considerable attention. There are over 500 acres of the genuine Smyrna fig

of commerce, a portion of which will come into bearing this year, and which

promise the pioneer planters profits rivaling those derived by the early

growers of the navel oranges. Olives, black figs and the White Adriatic

figs thrive amazingly. In every houseyard may be seen oranges, and often

lemons and limes. In a comparatively limited way, oranges are produced

-on a commercial scale by some of our people, and are shipped under private

brands and labels, the earlier consignments commanding the Thanksgiving

markets. The fruit is of good size and flavor, and is a beautiful, clean golden-

yellow in appearance, deljghting the eye.

Malaria is practically unknown in the Modesto-Turlock district, and the

A Yard of Stanislaus Grapes.

natural drainage promises immunity from it and from all other serious

drawbacks of irrigated sections. Modesto, the center of the district, is the

county-seat—a modern, up-to-date town, possessing a complete system of

sewers and owning its waterworks and electric street lighting system. It

is known as "The City of Roses," and its homes are correspondingly attrac-

tive. It has two very creditable daily newspapers, the Morning Herald and

the Evening News, the former carrying press dispatches. There are three

banks, several hotels, including one three-story brick structure costing $40,000;

and all church denominations are represented. Its stores rival those of towns

much larger. Modesto is situated 90 miles north of Fresno, 30 miles south

of Stockton, 90 miles south of Sacramento and 115 miles south of San

Francisco. The climate is very agreeable ;
frosts are few and rarely damaging

even to tender plants, snow is unknown and the mean temperature is delight-

ful. There are occasional hot spells in summer, of brief duration, the heat

dry and so bearable that harvest teams and crews work under it without

shelter right along, experiencing no ill effects. The nights are invariably cool,

thanks to a breeze from the ocean, sixty miles distant at the nearest point.
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The town of Turlock is twelve miles south of Modesto. It has a bank and
a weekly paper, the Journal, and numerous well-stocked stores and several

good hotels. Ceres has two good hotels, two well-stocked merchandise
stores and other business places. Elmdale, too, has its hotel and general
merchandise store, and Salida likewise has her general store. Then, too,

there is Hickman, another village, in the district, and Montpelier and Water-
ford on the eastern border. Claus and Hughson, with Elmdale, are stations

on the Santa Fe in the course of that transcontinental railroad's line through
the district. The main line of the Southern Pacific company traverses the

center of the district, via Salida, Modesto, Ceres and Turlock; its eastern

branch runs via Waterford, Hickman and Montpelier, and its western branch
is on the west side of the San Joaquin, running via Grayson, Crows Landing
and Newman, the latter the third town of Stanislaus, with a population of 800,
a weekly paper^the Index—a bank and large stores and hotels. Oakdale, in

the eastern part of the county, on the Southern Pacific company's eastern

branch, is the second town of Stanislaus, the population 1200. Oakdale has

her bank and two weekly papers, the Leader and the Graphic, and is a well-

Fruit Dryinsr Near Modesto.

built and prosperous town. A branch of the Santa Fe runs into Oakdale; and
the Sierra Railway, from the Tuolumne and Calaveras mines, has its terminus
there. Two of the oldest towns of the State, La Grange and Knights Ferry,
are situated in the Sierra foothills of Stanislaus.

Land in the Modesto-Turlock irrigation district is valued at from $40 to $100
per acre, according to its character and the distance from town. Good land

a few miles out may be had for from $50 to $60.' Land well set in alfalfa

and without other improvement to speak of is worth $120 an acre. The cost

of preparing land for alfalfa ranges from $10 to $20 an acre.

This is a plain, unvarnished tale of the "pioneer" growth and development
of a fertile but semi-arid territory, in the heart of the State, under the stimulus

of irrigation, the water and the system of canals alike owned by the land.

It is designed to invite further attention to this community and the oppor-
tunities presented for business, home-making and investment, rather than for

literary effect. We have sought to embody all the information our limited

space permits. The Stanislaus Board of Trade, with office at Modesto, will

readily afford detailed information in any and every particular, upon appli-
cation.
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* SAN LUIS OBISPO

By W. N. ENT.

WO hundred and fifty-three miles southeast from San Francisco

and two hundred and twenty-four miles northwest of Los An-

geles, is San Luis Obispo—next to San Jose, the most impor-

tant city on the Coast Line of the Southern Pacific railroad.

Located in an amphitheater formed by spurs of the Coast range

of mountains, ten miles from the Bay of San Luis, it has the

full benefit of the pleasant trade winds—in this latitude, gentle breezes—and

the warm interior air, the combination of the two making a distinctive and

nearly perfect climate—one of the most delightful to be found anywhere. A
midwinter arrival from the East usually has a tendency to spend his days out

of doors lest the magic sunshine vanish. He consults meteorological records

to establish the reality of almost perpetual sunshine, and research brings to

him expressions in figures, which convey but a poor idea of the matchless

conditions he finds, as follows : Mean temperature : December, 52.9 ; January,

52.3; February, 54.9; July, 65.3; August, 65.4; September, 64.8; annual mean

temperature, 58.9; annual average number of partly cloudy days, 87; cloudy

days, 69, of which 46 are rainy days; number of clear days, 209; this means

a freedom from fogs without excessive heat, to be found at, perhaps, no

other point in the State; and an average annual rainfall of over 21 inches.

Taking in connection the fact that San Luis Obispo has neither the cold

winds and fogs of most coast sections, the heat and dryness to be found in

some parts, nor the extremes of temperature prevailing in interior locations,

together with a rainfall ample to produce all classes of crops absolutely with-

out irrigation, and the further fact that there has never been a total failure

of crops for any reason, and but two partial failures in forty years, makes it

A Business Street in San Luis Obispo.

Illustrations of this article are from photoarraphs by McCurry.
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San Luis Obispo, San Lui!

an ideal place of permanent residence, considered from the farmer's view-

point.

Half way between the two great commercial and residence centers of the

State, its geographical position is strategic, and land values—now very low

by comparison with other desirable parts of California—must rapidly double

and quadruple. There can be no mistake in investing in land in San Luis

Obispo. Its population in 1900 was 3,031 ;
in 1906, it is nearly 6,000. The

year just past witnessed more improvemcBt, and a larger increase in popula-
tion and business activity, than any previous one. The banks of this city

contain deposits aggregating upwards of two and a half million dollars, all

of which came from the land, and three-fourths of which is the savings of

the prosperous farmers of the surrounding country. The capitalists of San

Luis Obispo are, without exception, farmers.

Shipping facilities are all that can be desired. San Luis Obispo is a

division headquarters for the Southern Pacific, and is also the terminus of

the Pacific Coast railway, which extends ninety miks into the interior, and

also connects this city with the Bay of San Luis—its shipping point on the

Pacific Ocean. Both companies employ a large number of men in their shops

located at this point. Not being content with two competing transportation

companies, the people of San 'Luis Obispo County, at a special election held

last October, voted bonds for the building of three public wharves at dif-

ferent points along the shores of the county, one of them to be at Avila, nine

i"iles from San Luis Obispo, thus insuring, in perpetuity, cheap freights and

fares.

•

Congress has made Port San Luis, now called Port Harford, a port of

entry and clearance for vessels carrying oil products to foreign ports.

The mineralization of this section is quite remarkable. A short distance to

the west of the city boundary is a deposit of iron ore containing millions of
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tons awaiting development; five miles from the city's northern boundary is

1 body of gold-bearing quartz, which is just beginning to be worked; the

hills surrounding, on all sides, are full of chromite; copper ore abounds in

the mountains on two sides ; quicksilver is produced in large quantities north

of the' city; splendid building rock is at hand just outside of the city limits;

onyx marble exist? in large quantities in the mountains southeast; high-grade"

clays, suitable for bricks, pottery and other products, are readily found; in

fact, a list of the possible mineral products of the vicinity of San Luis Obispo
would cover a wide range of materials.
'

San Luis Obispo is reaping a libera! share of the benefit growing out of the

development taking place in the Central and Coast oil fields. The latter are

rapidly forging to the front in the matter of production, and Port Harford

is to-day the most important oil shipping point on the Coast. Two eight-inch

pipe-lines were laid there from the oil fields some time ago, and they have

since been delivering oil direct from the wells. Now, an Anglo-Californian

corporation, known as the Pacific Oil Refineries Co., recently organized to

compete with Standard Oil in the refining and marketing of California

petroleum, is arranging for the immediate erection on the chores of San Luis

Bay of a million-dollar refinery, which is designed soon to become one of

the largest in the world, and the laying of a new pipe-line from the Santa

Maria and Lompoc fields to the site of this plant, for the transportation of

oil for its special supply. The establishment of the refinery is the most

important industrial development that has occurred in the county, and its

value to the oil-producing region cannot be overestimated.

Port San Luis will become the point of shipment of crude oil for the two

pipe-lines, which are to be laid across the Isthmus of Panama by the Union
Oil company to supply the European market with fuel oil. The concessions

for these lines were recently obtained from the United States and from the
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Morro Fock.

Republic of Panama. In addition to this, it will be the port of shipment for

the manufactured, products of the new refinery to the markets of China,

Japan, the South American republics, and the islands of the Pacific.

Though the oil industry in the territory tributary to San Luis Obispo is

yet in its infancy, there were shipped from San Luis Bay, during the last five

months of 1905, 970,241 barrels of oil. The recent discovery that the oil-

fields extend almost to the city limits of San Luis, have given a wonderful

impetus to development work, and its effect is felt in every line of business.

It is confidently expected that the number of rigs operating within a few
miles from the city, will, in the course of a few months, be close to a

Christmas at Pismo Beach.
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hundred. This means that an already strong home market for the products

of the small farmer will soon become almost insatiable.

San Luis Obispo owes much of its present prosperity to the large stretches

of agricultural lands for which it is the business center. As the rainfall at

this point is about the same as that of San Francisco—the annual average

being upwards of twenty-one inches—abundant crops are produced absolutely

without irrigation, and, as a matter of fact, there cannot be found anywhere
in the eighty-mile stretch lying between the summit of the coast range of

mountains and the Pacific Ocean, a corporation or private individual who
sells water for otlier than domestic purposes. However, if irrigation should

Free Public Library, San Luis Obispo

ever be desired, a world of water can be found in the numberless small

streams running from, the mountains into the sea.

The portion of San Luis Obispo County lying between the Santa Lucia

range and the smiling beaches of the Pacific is an eighty-mile stretch of the

most fertile land in all California; inviting, with its richness of soil, wide

range of products, mild climate and charm of scenery, the attention of the

restless multitude in the East who are just beginning to realize that Cali-

fornia's store of opportunities for the making of health, happiness and pros-

perity is opening wider every day, because of transportation facilities far in

advance of population, and of markets that are calling for more of every
product which the remarkable resources of the State can turn out.

Owing to the favored climate, and great variety of soils, there is a wide

range in agricultural products of this region, and it is no exaggeration to

say that there is not a fruit, flower, grain or vegetable that can be produced
anywhere in the State which cannot be successfully and' profitably grown within
ten miles of this city. Single acres of San Luis Obispo County soil have

produced, without irrigation or fertilizers, 2^ tons of beans, 20 tons of

potatoes, 33^ tons of onions, 60 tons of squash, 70 tons of beets, 100 tons of
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carrots, 16,000 quarts of strawberries, 20,000 quarts of blackberries. The

weight of single specimens have been : Apple, 24 ounces ; pear, 30

ounces; potato, 10 pounds; radish, 26]^ pounds; carrot, 40 pounds; table

beet, 50 pounds; sugar beet, 56 pounds; mangel-wurzel beet, 156 pounds;

cabbage, 93 pounds; squash,' 272 pounds. There are no special crops and

no special lines to be- followed to solve the everlasting problem of keeping

the pot boiling, and he is indeed hard to please who cannot here find some-

thing to his liking.

For years countless herds of dairy-cattle have added materially to the store

of wealth of the coast section of San Luis Obispo County, and the amount

of dairy products shipped from different points runs into tens of thousands

of dollars, monthly. Ready markets for the results of the dairying industry

are found both in San Francisco and Los Angeles.

The glorious stretch of beach at Pismo, a few miles away, is unsurpassed

A Part of the Mission, San Luis Obispo.

on the American continent. Twenty-two miles of level, foam-fringed sands,

where four teams abreast may be driven at any tide, a surf that
is_

seldom

boisterous, a safe harbor for pleasure craft, and a mild temperature of water,

are features which make for the development of a great seaside resort,

extending the whole length of the strand.

The vicinity of San Luis Obispo abounds in beauty spots, and pleasurable

drives over well-kept roads. One of the most beautiful is over the Cuesta

grade, which commands a view of the best attractions of the Coast Line of

the Southern Pacific railroad. Another is the ascent of Terrace Hill, afford-

ing a perfect view of the city and the surrounding country. Other attractions

are the San Luis Hot Sulphur Springs, Stenner Creek bridge and canon,

Laguna de Los Osos, Lopez Cafion and Chorro Falls, all of which are within

eight miles of San Luis Obispo. The singularly impressive beauty of the

precipitous Santa Lucia mountains to the east, and the sentinel peaks of
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Cerro Obispo and Cerro San Luis, thrusting their gigantic cones skyward

to the northwest, contrast strangely within the undulating hills and level

stretches of the fertile valleys that radiate north, south and west.

Congress contemplates the purchase of the Henry ranch of many thousand

acres, in this county, less than twenty miles from San Luis Obispo, for the

establishment of a permanent military camp and training station for the

army. This will be one of four camps of like kind to be maintained in

different sections of the United States. A joint encampment of federal troops

and State militia was held on this tract in September, 1904, and its perfect

adaption to this use was fully demonstrated. It has been approved by a

commission of army officers, -and a bill for its purchase has been introduced

in Congress.

Social conditions at San Luis Obispo are good. Nearly all of the different

religious denominations and fraternal organizations are represented. The

The Iiarg-est Rose Bush in California, Saa Luis Obispo.

public schools compare favorably with those of any city on the coast. The

buildii^s are ample and commodious, the teachers the best that can be pro-
'

cured, and the excellent high school, which is soon to be housed in its

handsome $30,000 stone building, now nearly completed, prepares its graduates

for direct admission to the University of California and Stanford University.

San Luis Obispo is the home of the California State Polytechnic School,

the only trades school west of the Mississippi river supported by state aid.

Its curriculum embraces three regular courses of study : Agriculture— Soils,

crops, and fertilizers ; fruit-growing, vines, insect pests ; milk-testing, butter-

and cheese-making; breeding, feeding and care of animals; irrigation, garden-

ing, and surveying. Mechanics—Carpentry and building; freehand and

mechanical drawing; architectural drawing; forging and blacksmithing ;

applied electricity. Domestic Science—Sewing, dressmaking, and millinery;

household economy; housekeeping and laundering; cooking and catering;

house construction and furnishing. English, history, economics, mathematics,
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A Typical Coast Valley.

botany, entomology, chemistry, physics and other academic subjects are

mingled with each of the above courses. The school. is situated in a beautiful

valley, surrounded by picturesque hills and mountains. The school farm

comprises 280 acres of a variety of soils. Water for irrigation is available

by installing a pumping plant, or dams, with necessary flumes. The school

is of secondary grade, admitting pupils who have finished the grammar grades

and are fifteen years old. It is filling a long-felt want in giving an education,

on practical lines of domestic science, agriculture, and mechanics, to the

many who cannot attend the universities.

San Luis Obispo is easily accessible by either land or sea; it has a splendid

climate, which must become widely known, affording all conditions for right

livmg; it is progressive and is growing rapidly; its land values are the lowest

in the State, and must materially advance with the rapid influx of population

it is now experiencing; it has splendid shipping facilities and a strong home

market for all of the products of the small farmer; its social conditions, and

educational facilities are among the best, and to the home-seeker in search

of a section where farming land investments can be made with safety, where

crops are certain, and where failures are unknown, the vicinity of San Luis

Obispo offers excellent inducements.

^^^I^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^HIP^:'.:;-
'
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FERTILE MADERA
LMOST in the geographical center of California, and also near

the center of that immense plain lying between the Sierra

Nevadas and the Coast Range, the San Joaquin valley, which

rivals in fertility the ancient valley of the Nile, lies Madera

County. And, as no place on earth is more fertile and rich in

Nature's gifts than is this great valley of the San Joaquin, so

is no part of the valley more favored than that section lying between Merced,

Mariposa and Mono counties on the north and east, and the San Joaquin

river on the south and west—none that responds more quickly and fruitfully

to the efforts of husbandry.
In rank of age as a county, Madera is among the youngest of the State,

having been organized in 1893. It embraces about one and a half million

acres, half of which is a level plain. To the north and east the lower hills

rise gradually, the elevation increasing until, at the extreme eastern boundary,

the rugged and picturesque summit of the Sierras is reached. Thus the alti-

tude varies, from 200 feet in the lowest part of the valley, to 1,000 to 2,000'

feet in the hills, and up to Mt. Lyell's 13,000-foot crest.

Each locality, be it mountain, hill, or plain, has its particular industries to

which it is best adapted. In the valley, fruit and grain-raising, dairying,

stock-raising and manufacturing are the thriving pursuits which go to make

up the industrial life of the county. The hill section is mostly devoted to

fruit-raising, stock-raising and mining, while in some localities granite

quarrying is an important feature. The mountains are best known for their

many varieties of lumber, and for vast mineral deposits which, as yet, are com-

paratively undeveloped.

With. the various elevations is found a corresponding difference in climate.

A Madera Home.
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yet, in all sections, the health standard is very high. In the valley, the Fall,

Winter and Spring months are mild and agreeable. The summers are

warm, but with a dry atmosphere that is neither oppressive nor dangerous.

During the hottest season outdoor work is never interfered with, and sun-

strokes and heat prostrations are unknown. In the high mountains, the

winters are severe, but the summers there are delightful. Numberless beau-

tiful and picturesque spots offer an ideal existence to those who enjoy the

delights of forest-shade and sparkling stream found only in Nature's fairest

gardens. Wild game, both large and small, abounds, and the many streams

and lakes are the angler's paradise.

While Madera County is rich in the fertility of soil and receives copious

rains during the Fall, Winter and Spring, irrigation is essential for the best

results. In this tlie valley is much favored. The watersheds of the San

Irrigration Company's Dam, Near Madera.

Joaquin, Fresno and Chowchilla rivers supply water sufficient for a territory

many times its size, and the many natural reservoirs in the mountains and

hills give opportunity to conserve these waters, the practicability of such con-

servation having been demonstrated by the Madera Canal and Irrigation Com-

pany. Last year this company supplied irrigation to over 20,000 acres of land

by means of its 108 miles of canals and ditches, the water being diverted from

the San Joaquin. and Fresno rivers. Since that time, two large reservoirs

have been added to the system—one four miles northeast of Madera, covering

785 acres, with a capacity of irrigating 10,000 acres, and the other, a few

miles farther toward the hills, covering 462 acres, with an irrigating capacity

of 7,500 acres.

Another irrigation system is that of the Sierra Vista Vineyard Company,
which uses the waters of the Chowchilla for its immense wine vineyard at

Minturn, while on the Miller & Lux ranches, thousands of acres are irrigated

from the San Joaquin.

The irrigated area has recently been increased considerably by wells and

pumping plants, installed at places not having access to irrigating canals and
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ditches. The uniform shallow depth at which a seemingly limitless supply of

water is found, makes these pumping plants an efficient means of getting the

best returns from the land. During the past year no less than fifteen such

plants have been installed, and the unqualified success they have proven to be

is assurance that many others will soon be put into operation. Their light

operating expenses and perfect reliability make them popular afid valuable

adjuncts to irrigation.

In point of productiveness, it can be truthfully stated that there are very
few fruits, cereals or vegetables which cannot be raised here in quantity and

quality that equal or surpass those of their native climes.

Orchards and vineyards are among the most prominent enterprises of

the county, and the many acres thus employed are being constantly added to

"Mountains of Iron Ore.'

Among the large fruit raisers is the Italian-Swiss Colony Company, which

has a 1,300-acre vineyard three miles from Madera. Its grapes are those best

suited to wine-making, and the company's winery, the second largest in the

State, is exceptionally complete. The yield from the vineyard is not sufficient

to supply the wine-making plant, which has an annual capacity of 3,000,000

gallons of wine and 100,000 gallons of brandy, hence other vineyards are

drawn on to furnish a part of the 15,000,000 pounds of grapes required. The

wines have a splendid reputation, both in this country and abroad, and this

is conceded to be a superior sweet-wine producing section.

Other large vineyards and orchards are: The Sierra Vista vineyard at

Minturn, the Midvale Fruit and Land Company's vineyard and orchard, the

Madera Improvement Company, the Freeland and Borden^ the Sierra Rancho,

and the R. Roberts vineyards, and the Perkins olive orchard. Many smaller

holdings add their quota to the fruit supply, and help give the county its

prominence as a fruit producer. Raisin-making and fruit-drying form im-

portant parts of the fruit industry, and these cured fruits are par excellence.
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Grain farming is extensively engaged in, and livestock-raising is a con-

siderable industry.

The wonderful forests of the county make lumbering an immense business.

Among the largest lumber producers of the state is the Madera Sugar Pine

Company. In the mountains, this company has a large tract of timber lands

extending over 20,000 acres, and adjacent to these lands are other heavily

forested areas. While this company uses the timber from 1,000 acres annually

—its yearly cut being 33,000,000 feet—the almost inexhaustible supply guar-

antees its operation for many years to come.

The timber is sawed into lumber at the large mountain mills and floated

in a flume, 65 miles in length, to the company's Madera yards, where there

is a large planing mill and box factory. The output of these mills is shipped

to all parts of the world. An army of men is employed, the monthly payroll

ll^^^^^^l^lj^^
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quired qualifications of teachers are based on a high standard of education and

training, the resultant school work being most satisfactory. Each district has

its comfortable and commodious schoolhouse, while a union high school, at

Madera, provides higher education for graduates from the grammar schools.

This high school represents a union of eight districts, and is accredited by
the State University. The building is a large and particularly handsome

structure, of stone and brick, surrounded by beautiful grounds. Its interior

arrangement is excellent and well suited for its purposes. It is an ornament

to the town.

Considering their productiveness, favorable location regarding irrigation and
nearness to railroads, and numerous other features that make them desirable

for homes, Madera County lands are held at low prices. The average market

Sug-ar Pine Co. 's Planing- Mill.

values are: Grain lauds, $15 to $20 per acre; fruit lands, unimproved, $25 to

$50 per acre
;
fruit lands, improved, $75 to $125 per acre. These figures are sup-

plied by an active Board of Trade, located at Madera, which is pleased to give

all possible information regarding the county and its resources.

Of the towns of the county, Madera, the county seat, is the most important.

From a straggling village of a decade ago, it has grown to a busy, hustling

town of 3,000. Many handsome business buildings adorn its streets, and its

large number of beautiful homes and residences make it pleasing alike to resi-

dent and visitor. As tree, shrub and flower flourish here, the beautifying of

homes is a simple matter.

The county courthouse is a magnificent edifice, built of the excellent granite

quarried at Raymond, twenty-two miles distant. The building is elegantly

furnished, and is the pride of the citizens of the whole county.

Religious denominations are numerously represented, there being six

churches—Episcopal, Catholic, Methodist, Presbyterian, Baptist, and Christian.
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Italian-Swiss Winery, Madera.

Also a large number of the more important fraternal societies have lodges

here.

The town is lighted by electricity furnished by the Madera Electric Com-

pany and the San Joaquin Power and Light Company. The latter has just

installed its power and light service, its electricity being developed in the

mountains, fifty-five miles from Madera. This company also makes a feature

of supplying power for pumping plants for irrigation.

The second town of importance is Raymond, the terminus of the Southern

Pacific branch railroad, over which the greatest volume of tourist travel to

Yosemite is carried. The large granite quarries, employing about 600 men, are

located here. From them comes the stone for several government and other

large buildings.

North Fork, Fresno Flats, Berenda, Coarse Gold and other towns are the

business centers of their respective localities.

Union Hiu'h School, Madera.
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' MONROVIA
By CHARLOTTE BELL.

ONROVIA is a big orange park that extends from the mountains

to the A'alley, among whose groves many beautiful homes and

artistic cottages have been built. The name of a city is be-

stowed upon it by the incorporation that gives it self-govern-

ment. But in a sense this is misleading; for smoke, dust, noise

and crowds, associated with such a term, have no part in this

suburban district that is sixteen miles from Los Angeles.

The picturesque hills at the northern boundary of the town, with variations

of miniature caiions, furnish home-sites that are attracting wealthy people who
realize the possibility of villas in Monrovia. The avenues near the foothills

are rapidly building up with handsome homes which have ample grounds for

parks around them.

The approaches to these homes are through districts in which ugliness has

no part. No garish architecture, no marring of nature by man's disarrange-

ment of the beautiful offends the eye in Monrovia. The smallest home is

softened by vines and framed in shade-trees. The whole region is laid out

with a view to preserving natural charms, while furnishing' fine streets as a

means of access to homes. There are 3,500 people in the town. But the

population is not intruded upon the notice of the visitor, because the broad,

shaded avenues give only occasional glimpses of the homes among the groves.

There is no tendency of Monrovia to hide its light. When the town was

laid out, it was given the name of "The Gem of the Foot Hills." This is a

popular title that seems to have made its impress on the people who have so

A Monrovia Orange Grove,
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On the Trail to Deer Park.

successfully lived up to the title tha-t in print the name often appears, "Beauti-

ful Monrovia." The people are filled with civic pride, and all public improve-
ments are modern, and all modern improvements are attained. But money

Branch of San Gabriel Canon. Entered from Monrovia.
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is freely expended for features which justify Monrovia's particular claim of

the picturesque. It is now building a five-acre park a few blocks from where

the Pacific Electric railroad brings travel into its environs.

The city owns Monrovia Caiion and its auxiliary branches. Here looo acres

of water-bearing land serves its utilitarian purposes and furnishes fresh wood-

land walks. An automobile road is being built to the very mouth of this

park. Deer Park, five miles away, is a second natural park in the mountains,

reached by a trail. The park in the city's center will contain the Carnegie

library and has on it a fine city-hall built from granite from Monrovia

Canon.

There could be no better recommendation of the class of Monrovia people

Clover Leaf Canon Ranch, Monrovia.

than the personnel of its governing body and other public officials. Wealthy

people accept offices without salary. There is no undesirable element in the

population. It is a prohibition town. The standing of the schools is among
the highest in the state. Ninety per cent of the voters of the town belong to

the Board of Trade.

Climate has played its part in building up Monrovia. It occupies a triangle

in the Sierra Madre mountains formed by Mount Wilson and Monrovia Peak,

with the apex due north. There are no cafions that cut through to the desert,

so that Monrovia is protected from the wind. Storm-water is drained to the

west by Santa Anita Canon, and to the northeast by Sawpit Canon and the

wash that extends from it. Both drain outside Monrovia's city limits. The
town has only to take care of the water from the immediate hills, a small

amount.

Altogether the homeseeker in Southern California who fails to consider

Monrovia and its attractions, misses one of the large ^possibilities.
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A Monrovia Residence Street.

^



Reep Your Eyes on

Palo Alto

The J. J. Morris Real Estate Company
Invite your attention to the following facts

about the Town of Palo Alto:

Palo Alto has 5,000 population. Two Banks. Four Public School Buildings.

Seven Churches. A College of Photography. Three Newspapers. Free Mail

Delivery. A good Fire Department. Perfect Sewerage. Artesian Water System
owned by the Municipality. Electric Lighting Plant owned by the Municipality.

Assessed valuation Two and a Quarter Millions of Dollars. The seat of the Iceland

Stanford Junior University, the most richly endowed institution of learning in the

world. 35 Miles of Concrete Walk, 15 Mails Dispatched and 15 Mails Received daily.

The Best all round Climate in the World.

For full information about investments in Palo Alto or Santa Clara County, write

for the free copy of the Real Estate News, our monthly publication.

The J. J. Morris Real Estate Co.
J. S. LAKIN, President. J. J. MORRIS, Managrer. MARSHALL BLACK. Secretarj

120 University Ave., Palo Alto, California
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.32 and .55 Caliber
Model 1 90S delf Loading Rifle

T HIS rifle is a six shot hammerless take-down, made in .32 and

.35 calibers. It is the first rifle of the Self Loading type
made for center fire ammunition, the cartridges it handles

being of the modern smokeless powder type, using metal

patched bullets. The .32 caliber shoots a 165-grain bullet

and gives a velocity of 1400 foot seconds and a penetration
of II ^ inch dry pine boards with a metal patched soft

point bullet. The 35 caliber shoots a i8o-grain bullet and gives a veloc-

ity of 1400 foot seconds and a penetration of 10 'yi boards with a metal

patched soft point bullet, at the standard testing distance of 15 feet

from the muzzle. As these figures show, both cartridges give excellent

penetration, and with metal patched soft point bullets they have great

shocking effect on animal tissue. As its name indicates, this rifle is self-

loading. The recoil of the exploded cartridge ejects the empty shell,

cocks the hammer and feeds a fresh cartridge from the magazine into the

chamber, leaving the rifle ready to shoot upon the operator's pulling the

trigger. The operation of this rifle should not be confounded with that

of machine guns, which reload and fire to the extent of their magazine
capacity without stopping after the trigger is first pulled. In using the

Winchester Self-Loading Rifle, it is absolutely necessary to pull the

trigger for each shot, which places its operation as completely under the

control of the operator as that of any repeating rifle. The self-loading

system permits rapid shooting with great accuracy, and on account of

the ease and novelty of its operation adds much to the pleasure of rifle

shooting, either at target or game. The list price of the standard rifle of

this model is $28.00.

32 WINCHESTER
ISELF LOADING

SOFT POINT OR FULL METAL
PATCHED, LIST PRICE PER 1000

$27.50.

SOFT POINT OR FULL METAL
PATCHED, LIST PRICE PER 1000

$27.00

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, MAILED FREE, TO
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO. SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA
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Old Mission Wicker
COSTS A LITTLE MORE BECAUSE

IT IS NOT MADE IN PRISONS
A Pacific Coast Industry

If your Dealer don't handle OLD MISSION WICKER
Write us direct for catalogue and prices

OLD MISSION WORKSHOPS
Los Angeles, California

COMFORT AND
PLEASURE

THE YEAR ROUND AT

SAN DIEGO COUNTY

(ALirORNIA
FISHING ON THE PIER

Speaking of climate, did you know that you could be comfortable every m.onth of

the year at Oceanside ? It is the IDEAL HOME SITE, with no extremes of heat

or cold—a climate unsurpassed. Oceanside is growing now and prospects for the

future are excellent. The larg-est reservoirs on the Pacific Coast are now being built

on the headwaters of the San Luis Rey in the mountains 30 miles from the coast. The
water will first be used to generate electric power, and will then do duty in irrigating
the fertile lands in Oceanside and vicinity. Come and see what we have, or

Write Oceanside Board of Trade, or the following:

P. J. Brannen, Hardware.
J. Chauncey Hayes, Real Estate.
E. D. McGraw, Real Estate.
Thos. C. Exton, Druggist.
Goetz Bros. & Co., General Merchandise.
Frank Freeman, Dairyman.
Irwin & Co., Implements and Hardware.

Bank of Oceanside,
O. S. Hecox & Co., Real Estate.
Geo. P. McKay, Stationery.
Martin Bros., Butchers.
Oceanside Lumber Co.
J. D. Morrow, Jeweler.



" There is a tide in the affairs of men
which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune."

'Tis said that opportunity comes once to every person. Do
not fail to take advantage of this one, for it may be your golden
opportunity.

Consider well, how you would like to be one of an industrial

corporation that earned over 50 % last year on the actual money
invested in merchandise and over 39% on the total capital invested

for the past two years, including the advertising fund. Listen !

"Fortune knocks once at every door."

A corporation only 'two years old, manufacturing a staple com-

modity that is already sold by the wholesale and retail grocers and
used in the homes, restaurants, hotels and bakeries generally

throughout the twelve Pacific Coast States, and for which there is

no limit to the supply and demand, offers you a limited number
of shares of their treasury stock.

Why is this stock offered? is the first question asked by the

investor. The Company needs more machinery, more traveling

salesmen, and a larger quantity of goods in stock, to be able to

carry larger accounts and to extend their already growing business

and to place their goods in every hamlet, not only in the twelve

States noted, but to the trade in every State in the Union and the

islands of the sea.

The product is national. It is a pure food. There is no limit

to the territory that can be worked, and with the showing as noted

above on a limited investment, what may be done with money at

command to take advantage of all favorable conditions ?

A few thousand shares only, will be disposed of, and may be

issued in any number from twenty-five shares up. The par value

is $1.00, and in order to secure the money needed quickly, the

directors have decided to make a discount of 20 cents per share.

This is the amount usually paid to brokers and agents, but they
are disposed to allow the investor the first chance to gain it. The

money may be paid all at one time or in partial payments.
Here is your chance to invest money, not only for a sure profit, but to

help build up an enterprise on the Pacific Coast that will bring- in large
amounts of money from all parts of the world to be paid out here in wages
and dividends, for the goods are as staple as gold.

One of the advantages in turning out our self-rising B.B.B, Flour is,

that we do not need a large amount of money invested in buildings and
the manufacturing plant. Another advantage is, our advertising fund for

this year is fully provided for, and we are advertising in about 100 publi-
cations throughout the twelve States noted.

We have 83 stockholders now but we want 500. We have the best

goods, and we will have the largest and strongest corporation in our line

in the United States. Shall we consider you one of us ? Who will be

first? Don't get left. Send your name to the

ALLEN'S B. B. B. FLOUR CO.
Telephone White 1531 263 S. MARKET ST., SAN JOSE, CAL.



LEA& PERRINS
SAUCE

THE ORIGINAL
WORCESTERSHIRE
FOR STEAKS, CHOPS.
COLD MEATS,

FISH, SOUPS,
SALADS, GRAVIES,etc.

THE
PEERLESS
SEASONING,

Jolm Duncan's Sous, Ageuts, New York



LARGE
TRACTS

KERN

(oymr

(AllfORNIA LANDS
FOR SALE
IN BLOCKS

KERN

(oy»iT

A fortune can be made in a gigantic colonization sclieme- not an arid body
of unimproved or undeveloped land, but tlie cream of tlie cream, high cultiva-

tion, abundance of water, close to railroad. Large tracts in the market for

direct buyers, either syndicate or individuals, in KERN COUNTY. Address

A. W. MACRAE
SECRETARY BOARD OF TRADE, KERN COUNTY

BAKERSFIELD. CALIFORNIA

Have a Nome in

the Heart of the

GOLDEN STATE
Five thousand acres of fertile

land in the great dairy and fig

district, under the best irriga-

tion system in California.

Water belongs to the laud. The new Smyrna fig will unquestionably be the most

profitable fruit grown during the present generation. Those who plant orchards now
will make large profits. If you do not know the history of this new fig it will pay you
to look it up. ^WE HAVE JUST OPENED OUR NEW COLONY-
ELMWOOD — a splendid tract of land on the Santa Fe Railroad. It offers one of

the best chances in the State for a ranch and home investment. About eight hundred

acres already sold. Fine railroad station, hotel and store. Buy now before prices ad-

vance. TOWN-SITE LOTS FROM S50 UP. ALFALFA AND
FRUIT LAND (with water right) FROM S60 TO S75 PER ACRE.
We also have some lots left in Union Colony, Missionvale Colony and Ceres at reason-

able prices and on easy terms. Address :

C.N. WniTMORE CERES, STANISLAUS CO.
CALIFORNIA



ALBUQUERQUE
NEW MEXICO
A CITY OF REALITIES

A Scene on Second St., looKin^ North

You who are looking for a new location in the Southwest g'ive aTfew moments' time to

the following- facts and realities about Ne-w Mexico's greatest city:

ALBUQUERQUE
Largest and most progressive city in New Mexico and Arizona. Population estimated at 30,000. Best

climate in the United States. Located on main line Santa Fe Pacific Ry. 525 miles south of Denver. 254
miles north of El Paso, Texas. 888 miles east of Los Angeles. County seat of Bernalillo county. Head-
quarters U.S. District Court. U.S. Marshal's office located here. Monthly pay roll exceeds $200,000. Pay
roll and revenues approximate $2,500,000. Santa Fe Ry. has machinelshops here. Albuqerque is an im-

portant distributing point. Agricultural possibilities of Bernalillo county are great. Alfalfa, hay, corn,
wheat, oats, sugar beets, etc. The culture of tobacco is being demonstrated with satisfaction. Acreage
in apples, peaches and other fruits is being extended each year. Wholesale trade covers a territory of 150

miles or more in all directions. Many elegant homes with attractive environments. Territorial fair held
here for the past twenty-four years, at an annual expense of $15,000. Wool Scouring Mills, handling over
4,500,000 pounds annually. Rio Grande Woolen Mills Co., manufacturers, annual output $180,000. Al-

buquerque Foundry and Machine Works, largest in the Southwest. Southwestern Brewery and Ice Co.,
annual capacity 30,000 barrels. The Crystal Ice Co., ice plant capacity 30 tons daily. The American
Lumber Co.'s new saw mill and box factory. 5 public schools and High school. University of New Mex-
ico, the Hadley Climatologioal Laboratory, St. Vincent Academy for girls. Immaculate Conception school
for boys. United States Indian school, Presbyterian Mission school, city park, 12 churches, 6 newspapers
(2 dailies), 3 National b.inks ($4,000,000 deposits,; Montezuma Trust Co., capital and surplus $100,000; 32
secret and fratern.il organizaiiotis. Commercial Club with 200 members; the Alvarado Hotel, the pride of
the city, cost more t li, III $20i).00'j; waterworks, 2 te ephone systems, electric and gas plants, 3 miles elec-

tric street car line, 3 pi iniiig milt ; opera house recently built by the Elks' lodge at a cost of $75,000; sani-

tarium, run by Sisters of Cii.tri > ; liospital, 2 building and loan associations; public library and free read-

ing rootp, costing $20,000; flour mill, 3 lumber yards, 4 cigar factories. Further information of great value
to those seeking homes in the Southwest fu. nished free on application by addressing

COMMEllCIAL CLUIJ, ALBUQUP^RQUE, NEW MEXICO
First National Bank
Bank of Commerce
State National Bank
Montezuma Trust Co.
Morning Journal
Rio Grande "Woolen Mills (Co-operative)
Albuquerque Wool Scouring^ Mill
J. Korberly Carriages and Harness
Metcalf & Strauss, Real Estate
Whitney Co., Wholesale and Retail Hard-
Wootton & Myer, Real Estate -ware
Albert Faber, Furniture

J. C. Baldridge, Lumber and Paints
Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light & Poorer
American Lumber Co. Co.
Albuquerque Foundry <& Machine Works
Albuquerque Traction Co.
G. L. Brooks
Ernest Meyers & Co., Retail Liquors
University Heights Improvement Co.
O. W. Strong's Sons, Furniture and Under-
Crystal Ice Co. taking
John S. Beaven, Coal and Wood
A. E. Walker, Real Estate



TURLOCK
/S LOCATED 127 MILES SOUTH
OF SAN FRANCISCO, IN THE

SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY

STANISLAUS

COUNTY

CALIFORNIA
EXHIBIT GATHERED BY J. K. MILLS IN THE TURLOCK DISTRICT

I have some splendid farms (improved) that I could sell for from $100 to $175 per
acre, and I have lands to sell in small tracts at from $35 to $100 per acre. This is g-ood
land free from alkali or hard pan—splendid for alfalfa, and will produce all kinds of
vegetables (sweet potatoes, beans, peas, tomatoes, Irish potatoes, pumpkins, melons,
etc.), all kinds of grapes, and fruits, including- oranges, pomelos, lemons, etc. Our
climate is excellent. Abundance of water goes with the land.

YOU CANNOT MAKE
A MISTAKE BY
INVESTING WITH J. K. MILLS FOR A PIECE OF THIS LAND

CALL ON HIM AT TURLOCK OR WRITE

FLAGSTAFF, ARIZONA
" THE SKYLIGHT CITY " A Great Place for HealtH, Pleasvjre and Sport

Nestling at the base of snow-capped San Francisco Mt., always protected from biting
blasts by the vast pine forest, you'll find this bustling little city not only a pleasant

place to visit, but a fine place to locate and engage in business. 7,000 feet above sea

level. A paradise for the hunter and fisherman. Finest public building in the ter-

ritory. "The Gateway of the Grand Canyon." The home of the North Arizona State

Normal. Two splendid hotels which make special rates to summer guests. Indian

curios and blankets are found here in abundance. Water works supplied with mount-

ain-spring water, the best on earth. For particulars address any of the following :

Arizona Ltimber and Timber Co. Hotel Weatherford The Citizens Bank
Babbitt Bros., leading merchants Commercial Hotel



SAN DIEGO COUNTY

(ALirORNIA

has all of the advaiitag-es offered

by any locality in Southern California

ESCONDIDO HIGH-SCHOOL.

It has exceptionally fine schools, owns its own water supply, built at a cost of

$350,000, and the only cost now to the people is that of maintaining- and running the

system. It has no outstanding- indebtedness of any description, neither, water, school
or city bonds. Its ideal location gives it the finest climate in the world. It is the
natural home of the orange, lemon and grape. It has cheaper unimproved lands than

any place in the State. Escondido is a live and progressive city, the geographical
center of a large and tributary territory, and the home and trading center of several
thousand people. For further information and descriptive literature address the

CHAMBER OE COMMERCE, ESCONDIDO, CALIEORNIA

JOHN. T.

GRIFFITH
COMPANY

ESTABLISHED 1892 INCORPORATED 1905

Santa Monica's Long Wharf, Near Palisades

John T. Griffith, President

H. E. O'Brien, Vice-President

John N. Gardiner, Secretary

Real Estate and Insurance
AQENT FOR

RAUSADES'BY-THE-SEA
A HIGH-CLASS RESIDENCE SUBDIVISION

l^° We have at all times a good list of business and residential property
for sale and exchange. Correspondence solicited.

212-216 Wilcox Bldg.
los angeles



THE CITY Of

rULL[RTON

2,000
Inhabitants

On the Santa Fe R. R., 23 miles S. E. of Los Ang-sles. Larg-est shipping- point between Los Angeles

and San Diego. Thw Only Place where the celebrated Valeocia orange is successfully grown. Has

received the highest price ever paid for a box of oranges.

ICXPORTSt—Oranges, 750 car loads; Walnuts. 100 car loads; Cabbages, 250car loads; Miscellaneous veg-

etables. 100 car loads; Hay and Grain, 25,000 tons; Crude oil, 1,500,000 barrels. For further information write

to W. W. Kerr, President of the Fullerton Chamber of Commerce, or John R. Gardiner, Secretary, Fullerton, Cal.

Benchley Fruit Co., Packers and Shippers.
Gardiner & Ford, Real Estate.

Fullerton Chiamber of Commerce.
Stern & Goodman, General Mercinants.

Wm. Freeman. C. S. Ricln.

E. S. RIciiman, Orange County Nurseries.

Wicl<ersheim & Oswald, Implements and Ve-
J. Ciillton, D. D. S. hides.

Fullerton Hospital Association.

Wm. Starbucl< & Co., Drugs and Stationery.
Thos. A. Chains, Butcher.
Chas. C. Chapman.

GLENDALE
THE BEAUTIFUL

Nestling among
the Foothills

Nextdoor to the

Mountains

At the gateway of the great San Fernando Valley, adjoining the northern limits of the City of Los

Angeles, from the center of which it is but 20 minutes distant by electric car. Elevation 600 to 1000 feet.

Almost frostless and fogless. Glendale today is where Pasadena was 20 years asro; with all the natural

advantages of the beautiful "Crown City"; nearer to Los Angeles and having the tremendous advantage
of the 20th Century impetus. Glendale is destined to follow close in the wake of that peerless city. A
splendid supply of developed water, more being developed by wells, and the great Owens River Canal to

flow by its doors. An ideal section for the home-builder, the fruit-grower and the truck farmer. Orange
and lemon orchards yielding fine incomes on the investment. Many acres in small fruits and strawberry

fields that produce fruit nearly every month in the year. Two banks, four general merchandise stores,
hotel, high school and grammar school, sanitarium, four churches, public library, a weekly newspaper
and no saloons. Main line of Southern Pacific Ry. one mile away. One double-track electric car line and
more coming. Glendale has just incorporated and is growing with phenomenal rapidity.

For further information write any of the following :

Bank of Glendale, R. A. Blackburn, Real Estate; Holman & Campbell, Real Estate; Glendale Improve-
ment Association, E. D. Goode, County Road Overseer; T. Gilman Taylor, Seedsman; J. H. Wells,
Geo. U. Moyse, Wm. A. Anderson, Contractor and Builder; J. F. Mclntyre, Lumber Yard; F. W.
Mclntyre, Real Estate; E.K.Grant, Contractor and Builder; Thos. O. Pierce, Livery; Kober& Tarr,
General Merchandise; A. L. Bryant, Dr. R. E. Chase.



Water, Soil and Climate

WATER
—THESE THREE—BUT THE
GREATEST OF THESE IS

Water makes the wheels g-o round, we have the water and
the wheels, come to Chico and see 'em move. Do you drink

water ? Have a barrel with us. We have it here pure and

unadulterated, distilled in the rock-ribbed, snow-clad peaks
of the high Sierras, and filtered through forty miles of gold-

bearing gravel beds and quartz ledges.

Pure

Water,
Fertile Soil

and a

Healthful

Climate

are the Pre-

requisites

of a

Happy
Home

SOIL

WATER
CLIMATE

CHICO

possesses

these

three
elements

that

make a

prosperous

community

Come to Chico and see five crops of alfalfa without irrigation.

Come to Chico and hear the hum of factories. Come to Chico

and see almond orchards that net the owners $150 per acre.

Come to Chico and see the yellow stream of capital flowing

into BUTTE COUNTY. Come to Chico, invest and make

money, others are doing it, why not you?

CHICO, BUTTE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
Write to the Chico Board of Trade or the following firms :

B. Cusslck.
Sears & Buckley.
Home Real Estate Co.

C. C. Royce.
Bank of Butte County.

J. A. E. Shuster.

Brown & Williams.

Diamond Match Co.

W. J. Costar.

Taber & Perry.

Baker, Jones & Smith.
Warren & Vadney.
James H. Jones & Co.
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a brlglit, busy toAvn >vitli modern
iniprovemeiits and substantial buildings—in a year-

is tlie story in brief of the growth of HUNTIXGTOX
HEACH, the coming to\vn of the South Pacific Coast. It re-

quired capital, energy and enterprise to accomplish the work,
and there was an ample supply of these requisites. These con-

ditions, supplemented by natural advantages, will bring Hunt-
ington Beach to the front row of Western Coast cities.

That the success of Huntington Beach is an assured fact is

conceded by all who have visited this prosperous little to>vn

by the sea. Everything conducive to the upbuilding of a good
sized metropolitan city is at the disposal of Huntington Beach.
It is admirably located upon a lofty bluff commanding a supei'b
ocean vista. It abounds in substantial improvements, such as
broad palm-shaded avenues, also lined with flowers

;
cement

walks and curbs, independent water system (^vater pix>ed to

every lot), pleasure pier, pavilion, bank, school, stores, etc. It

differs from many other beach tovrns in that it possesses fertile

soil instead of sandy waste. The country adjoining is rich in

agriculture and gives substantial backing to tlie to^vn.

HUNTINGTON BEACH CO,
332 BYRNE BL.DG.. LOS ANGELES

Hearn & Clippingar, Real Estate; Geo. E. Phelps, N. Gibbs & Ca., Grocers;

H. &. H. House Furnishing Co., Ed. Manning, Plumber;

B. D. Southard, Livery.

HUNTINQTON BEACH
CALIFORNIA >;.VS



Earlimont Colony
Tulare

County
California

A Land of Opportunity
A Land of Promise
Earliest Section
Of California's

Early Belt

EARLIEST
That's what counts

Earliest Oranges
Earliest Grapes
Earliest Figs
Earliest Olives

Gathering the Earliest Oransres in the State

near Portersville.

Quickest Returns

Extraordinary Prices

EARLIEST VEGETABLES

EARLIEST DECIDUOUS FRUITS EARLIEST SMALL FRUITS

South of PortersTille, earliest part of Tulare County. Rolling upland. At base
of Sierras foothills. No killing frosts. No scale. No smut. No diseases. No
heavy winds. A beautiful landscape. Responds to landscape gardener's art. Pure
air. Unsurpassed climate. Remarkably healthful. Well located. Abundant cheap
Water. Virgin soil, extremely rich. Close to railroad. Near to mountain camps
and resorts. Splendid hunting and fishing grounds in easy reach.

FIRST SUBDIVISION — TO THOSE WHO WILL IMPROVE
Earlimont Colony Co. will care for property of absent owners. Land with water only
$50.00 per acre. Purchasers given benefit of land at about one third usual price in

preference to other modes of advertising first subdivision. Ivarge tracts for sale for

subdivision. A crop of early vegetables will pay for land first season. Orange
groves begin to bear second season and increase rapidly each succeeding year till they
net from $300 to $600 or more per acre. Good grammar school already on property.
Store, postofl&ce, telephone etc. will soon be established. A flourishing town soon.

Electric roads in near future. Get in early and avoid the rush.
Address all communications to WM. A. SEARS, Portersviilc, Tulare County, Cal.



PETAIUMA
SOIS/OMA
COUNTY

CALIFORNIA
A TYPICAL CHICKEN RANCH AT PETALUMA

GREATEST POULTRY SECT/ON ON PACIFIC COAST
Best facilities for diversity of agricultural pursuits, stock-raising, dairying-, together
with finest climate to be had in the State. Sonoma County ranks third in the State
from an agricultural standpoint.

PETALUMA
HAS good banks, excellent schools, churches, daily
newspapers, planing mills, lumber yards, iron foundry,
steam and electrical railway and river transportation,

good stores, etc. ONE HOUR'S RIDE FROM SAN FRANCISCO. Excei,i,Bnt Climatb,
Moderate Rainfai^i,. Healthfui, ! If you are looking for a home on a small invest-
ment, come to Petaluma. Write Secretary Chamber of Commerce or any of the
following well known firms :

J. W. Horn Co., Real Estate : Geo. P. McNeap, Grain and Feed ; D. W. Ravens-
croft, 'The Courier"; Bank of Sonoma County: The Petaluma National Bank;
M. Zartman & Co., Wagon Mfrs.; Cavanagh & Whitney, Lumber and Planing Mill ;Camm & Hedges Co., Lumber, Millwork and Tanks; Schluckebier Hardware Co.

Poultry business means ready-

money harvest every day in

the year. SUCCESS

means starting in the

rig'lit location.

Petaluma
has advantages over any other section of the world for poultry,

which has made it famous. Why? Highest cash market, low

freight rates to San Francisco, which is only 36 miles distant.
If

is healthy, prosperous. Many men make a better living and more

money on 4 arres than many do on 150 acres elsewhere. Weinrite

you to come to Petaluma and see for yourself. Petaluma has not

that laborious and expensive habit—irrigation—having sufficient

,.ainfa11 to insure crops. Temperature from 40 to 80 deg. The sec-

tion most advantageous for one of moderate means. Your oppor-

tunity. Start now. We offer 4 acres rich land, good house, barn'

poultry houses {near towni, for $1400 on easy terms. 6 acres rich

sandy loam soil, near Petaluma, 6room house, barn, houses for

1500 hens, family orchard, 4 incubators, brooders for 1000 chicks'

horse, wagon, harness, cow, tools, 500 hens—nice home, ready in-

come—price only $3500. For full information write

Petaluma Realty Co.
PETALUMA, CALIFORNIA

A thriving, busy city of 3,000 inhabitants in the

center of TULARE COUNTY.
TULARE CITY is one of the most important

FRUIT. DAIRY AND ALFALFA
centers of the Great San Joaquin Vai,i.ey.

The RICHARDSON LAND CO.
are offering- 32 ten-acre tracts at the low price
of $100.00 per acre, within a radius of ten blocks

of the center of the city, where all modern
conveniences can be had, such as gas, electric

lights, city water, etc.

For full particulars address

RICHARDSON LAND CO., TULARE CITY, CAL.



TULARE
CALirORNIA

HEART
OF THE

San Joaquin

Valley

A TULARE (CALIFORNIA) FIG TREE

THE CITY Of TILARE is the business center of a largfe and prosperous

farming- territory of surpassing fertility. It has a population of 3,000,

and is a thriving, prog^ressive community. Its social life is of such a

character as to make of it a very desirable home town. It has first-class

schools, churches and a free public library.

AN IRRIGATION SYSTEM
COVERING 40,000 ACRES

and having 300 miles of canals and distributing ditches, surrounds the

city, and belongs to the land free from all indebtedness.

Good alfalfa land $30.00 to $50.00 per acre, plenty of water.

Two small creameries ship two tons of butter daily to Los Angeles.

The new sugar beet factory pays $4.50 per ton for beets, and fifteen

tons and upwards can be easily raised to the acre.

If interested send for our free illustrated booklet.

M. C. ZtlMWALT, Secretary Board of Trade

TULARE CITY, CALIFORNIA



RELIABLE REAL ESTATE DEALERS OF CALIFORNIA
Who will furnish Reliable Information regarding California Real Estate, Climate. Etc.

LOS AfVGELES, CALIFORNIA

We can locate 40 families on good Cali-
fornia Valley Land, each ^^(^ per
family 160 acres for %^^ acreoin Our

^y^-«7' v3oloi\'y Golden State IVealty Co.
^»^V/*V-rAX^ ^21 s. Spring St.. Los Angeles. Cal.

Colonization Department

R. A. ROWAN & CO.
BUSINESS PROPERTY

200 Hellman BIdg., Los Angeles, Cal.

WE SELL THE EARTH
BASSETT <&, SMITH

We deal in all kinds of Real Estate, Orchard and
Residence Property. Write for descriptive pamphlet.

Room 208, 202^ S. BROADWAY
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA

Louis Spader
Notary Public

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
All correspondence cheerfully answered

"24 State St. SANTA BARBARA, CAL.

R. H. FULWIDER
real estate fire insurance houses

to rent ranch property a specialty

637 State Street
SANTA BARBARA. CAL.

SANTA BARBARA
REAL ESTATE

Offers opportunity for substantial and profitable in-

vestment. Information cheerfully furnished.
Furnished Houses for Rent. Write

H. G. CHASE,
Member California state Realty Federation 728 STATE STm

Real. Estatb
Arthur Alexander

If you want information about an investment or a
home in the prettiest and best city in Southern
California, write me.

717 State St. Santa Barbara, California

SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA

Beautiful

Santa Cruz

NOW
Is the time to secure a home
in this favored spot.

Send for free sample copy of Santa Cruz Times

1^7WomW^fo^PRIN^j:

A PRACTICAL POULTRY PL/\^T FOR SOUTHERN CALIFORMIA
BY E. RRYCE MITCHELL.

Five Acres of Land in Southern California is enough, if rightly used
This book tells in full detail how one man is making- $1500 A YEAR from commercial poultry and esrsrs,

using- only four acres and reserving- the other for home, orchard, etc.
It is so complete, and fully illustrated that anyone can follow its instructions. We vjUI send it, postpaid,

on receipt of %1.SS'
OUT WEST MAGAZINE COMPANY. LOS ANQELES



View of

San Joaquin River

The frcsno

Irrigated Tarms

extend eigtit miles along

the river at this point

The Fresno Irrigated farms Co.

CLIMATE
Mild winters, Warm dry
summers, Cool nights.

SOIL
A Rich sandy loam that

grows anything.

PRODUCTS
Greatest variety of crops
known in any country of
the world.

IRRIGATION
SYSTEM

Finest irrigation system in
California— low rate of 62>^
cents per acre, per year—80
miles of ditches now on tract.

26,000
ACRES

OF LAND
$35 Per Acre and Upwards

NEW TOWN Of

KERMAN
JIST STARTED

ORCHARDS
All fruits known to Cali-
fornia grow here.

ALFALFA
RANCHES

Dairy herds on credit-

U3 about them.
-ask

RAISIN LANDS
Suitable land for raisin
culture in the only raisin

section in the U. S.

VINEYARDS
Table grape or wine grape
lands.

MODERN
CONVENIENCES

Rural free delivery—Tele-

phones, Electric power.
Lights, etc.

FRESNO IRRIGATED FARMS COMPANY (Incorporated)
Main Office, 405-408 Kohl Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

Los Angeles Office, 125 Pacific Electric BIdg. Fresno Office 2154 St.

The flaming Tokay

Grape

The most productive

grape raised in

California



DAIRY HERD NEAR SAN JACINTO

SAN JAdNTO, RIVERSIDE COUNTY
00 MILES SOUTH OF

LOS ANGELES
Artesian water at a depth of from 90 to 100 feet. Land from $30 to $75 per acre, and a climate that can-

not be equalled in California. Survey being- made for another railroad to connect with Redlands.
Investig-ate while pricesare low. Address CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, SAN JACINTO, CAL., or

R. J. Carmichael & Co., Stationers.
S. J. Mead, Enterprise Cash Grocer,
Roy Malone, Real Estate.
State Bank of San Jacinto.
Tripp & Hopkins, Butchers.
A. W. Wright, Banker.
J. F. Hards, General Merchandise.
Ralph W. Buckley, The Quality Grocer.

C. E. Bunker, Rancher.
M. A. Aguirrie, Rancher.
F. B. Record, City Engineer.
A. Domenigoni, Rancher.
Francisco Pico, Stockman.
C. L. Emerson, Cashier State Bank.
Martin Meier, Lumber Dealer.

PORTERVILLE
THe CENTER of tHe
EARLY ORANGE.

Ind\istrx

Earliest
Navel Oranges
Harliest Valencias
Porterville, a thriving city of about 2,000

population, is the most beautifully located
of any place in Central California.

It lies adjacent to the foothills of the Sier-
ra Nevada Mountains on a branch line of
the Southern Pacific railroad, and about
half way between Los Angeles and San
Francisco.
Surrounded by beautiful orange groves,

with the majestic Sierras above and to the
east and the broad plains of the San Joaquin
valley below and to the west, we have ideal
conditions for natural beauty and good
health. The weather is almost perfect the
year around, and a prostration or sun stroke
is never known.
A day's trip takes us back to our moun-

tains, where one may enjoy the most pleas-
ant vacations at nominal cost.
In the vicinity of Porterville we have at

least two distinct classes of soil that yield
magnificent returns when properly hus-
banded. One of these is the adobe and de-
composed granite that skirts the hills and
is so well adapted to orange culture.
The other is the sandy loam and sediment

soil on the river bottom that grows fine alfalfa. The immense profit derived from the hardiness and ready
response of the orange tree to good care; its perpetual rich green foliage; the exquisite fragrance of its
bloom and the aromatic flavor of its fruit, all lend an unfailing charm.
Our water is supplied by both ditch rights and pumping the underground water from wells, electric

power and crude oil being both available for power. Oar ditch rights are the best on the river, havinjr
been thoroughly tested by t lie highest courts.
As yet in its infancy, Porterville presents opportunities for investments unsurpassed. For further in-

formation address any of the following well known firms, who will gladly go into details:

^^

Pioneer Land Co., Real Estate.
W. E. Premo, Real Estate.
Porterville Lumber Co. First National Bank.
A. J. DeLaney Co., Hardware, etc.
Wilko Mentz, General Merchandise.

Pioneer Banking Co. H. E. Ford, Real Estate.
W. A. Sears, Real Estate.
Geo. D. Avery, Real Estate.
Hall & Boiler, Real Estate.
Williams & Young Co., Cattle and Dairying.



LONG BEACH
California's Greatest BeacK IVesort

HOTKL TO BE EKKCTKD AT LONCJ BEACH AT AN EXPENDITURK OF j35o,OUU

Population 16,000
Thirty-five minutes ride from Los Angeles brings you to Long Beach, 21 miles

due south. A model city, with a most excellent school system, water, light and power
plants ;

six banks, with assets of more than $3,000,000.00. Streets oiled and a great

many paved. The finest climate, due to its direct south exposure. It is reached by
the Southern Pacific and Salt Lake Railway Systems and the Pacific Electric Rail-

way, the finest electric system in America, if not in the world.

The Bathing Beach is 14 miles in length of hard white sand, with a width of

300 to 600 feet.

A feature of interest to all visitors is the Long Beach Bath House, an institution

unequalled in America, containing "Warm Salt Plunges, and all forms of baths. This

institution maintains during the summer months, a complete Life Saving Service,

offering visitors absolute safety whilst surf bathing.
Address any of the following firms for copy of the new booklet on Long Beach,

Just out :

F. W. Stearns, Real Estate.
Mayhew & Putnam, Real Estate.
Geo. H. Blount, Real Estate.
Frank P. Pingree, Real Estate.
Shaw & Gundry, Real Estate.
E. C. Covert & Co., Real Estate.
Walker Real Estate Co.
Seaside Water Co.
The National Bank of Long Beach.

Townsend- Dayman Investment Co., Real Es-
tate.

Long Beach Bath House Co.
J. W. Wood.
L. A. Perce.
Young & Parmley.
J. M. Holden.
C. J. E. Taylor.
Alamitos Land Co., Real Estate.



HOW
$10.00

Will Lay tKe Foundation
For a Home in California

Not only a home, but a TEN - ACRE RANCH under
full cultivation, which will support a family with every comfort

and luxury. Located in the famous

SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY
the most fertile section of the entire State of California.

AN ABUNDANT SUPPLY OF WATER.
Produces large crops of Alfalfa, Grain, Fruits and Vegetables.
Unlimited markets close to hand. Climate unsurpassed. Always
summer. No waste of time on account of ice and snow.

0\ir easy montKly payment plan places tHe securing
of such a home WITHIN the REACH of all.

fi®" No such liberal offer ever before made to the public
—

$10 DOWN and $10 PER MONTH on lO ACRES

So\ithem Pacific and
Santa Fe R. R. furnish
unexcelled transportation
facilities.

Cut out coupon and write today for

full particulars and a copy of our beaut-

ifully illustrated magazine, telling all

about California,which will be sent you

ABSOLUTELY FREE

o oO Golden State Really- Company O
O 4-21 S. Spring St. 2
O L09 j\ngeles, Cal. Q
?4 Gentlemen : Please send me full particulars T?

about your proposition whereby I can secure a Q
O home in California on your new plan. Also O
X send me a copy of your magazine Free.

JJ

X Name Q

Street and No. O
o

Town and State JJ



GOLTON
THE



MARYSVILLE
CAPITAL OF YUBA COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

THE GARDEN SPOT AND CITY
OF THE SACRAMENTO VALLEY

Orange, Lemon, Lime, Olive, Peach, Apricot, Pear, Berry and

Alfalfa Lands in tracts to suit. Abundance of water for irri-

gation where needed. F'INE CLIMATE

Prices: $25 to $100 Per Acre

For particulars write MARYSVILLE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, or any of the

following' well known firms :

Hampton Hardware Co.
Sperry Flour Co.
C. T. Aaron, Real Estate.
E. A. Forbes, Attorney.
The RIdeout Bank.
M. J. Newkom, Real Estate.

Marysville Woolen Mill.
J. R. Garrett Co., Wholesale Grocers.
Yuba Consolidated Gold Fields, Dredging.
Valley Meat Co.
Decker, Jewett & Co., Bankers.

DO YOU

WANT A HOME
IN A LAND OF

SUNSHINE
FRUIT

GRAIN ?

I have land in both

YUBA AND SUTTER COUNTIES

Orang-es, Lemons, Limes, Peaches,

Apricots, Pears, Berries—all grow here.

Alfalfa grows many crops each year.

Land in tracts to suit from

$25 TO S/OO PER ACRE

•*S"Write me at once, stating- what you want. I will take great interest in finding property to suit you.

Descriptive matter free. Address

M. J. NEWKOM, MARYSVILLE, CALIFORNIA

>*|J?I"Paloma ToiLETS?AP AX ALL.
DRUG STORES

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coating ; it re-
moves them. ANYVO CO., 427 N. Main St., Los Anrelea



OROVILLE
CALIFORNIA

The Queen City of Butte County

FRUIT SCENE NEAR OROVILLE, CALIFORNIA

OROVIIvLE
is the county seat of Butte Couuty, California. It is at the

end of S. P. from Marysville, on direct line of the Western Pacific.

Is the terminus of the northern electrical line from Chico.

More than $7,000 in gold is taken daily from the soil by dredg-ing- in the

Oroville vicinity
—over 35 dredgers in operation.

A moderate and even climate.

Oranges, olives, lemons and other fruit grows in abundance here.

Land can be had from $15.00 to $100.00 per acre.

The home of the Ehmann Olive Oil.

Has two excellent banks.

The Union Hotel, one of the best hotels in Northern California.

Water and light in abundance, and hay, grain and live stock are staple

products.
Further information can be had by addressing Sbcrbtary Chamber

OF Commerce, or any of the following well known firms :

L. H. Alexander, Merchant.
Ehmann Olive Co.
Union Hotel and Annex,
R. S. KItrick, Lumber.
Oroville Light & Power Co.
Ophir Hardware Co.
John C. Gray, Fruit Grower.
Bank of Rideout, Smith & Co.

E. C. Tucker & Son, Real Estate.
First National Bank.
T. W. Green & Co., Real Estate.
Z. D. Brown, Real Estate.
W. P. Hammon, Dredae Mining.
Perkins & Wise Co., Merchants.
E. Meyer & Co., Merchants.
Lausen & Fetherston, Searchers of Records.



SALT LAKE CITY



A fASADENA HOME

PASADENA
HAS BEEN CNOSEN AS THE SITE

or A GREAT WOMAN'S COLLEGE

Pasadena has close to 24,000 people, the best of public and private schools, churches, and
thousands of happy homes and no saloons.

Over 1300 building permits were issued last year, and the indications are that a much
larger number will be called for the present year.

Pasadena climate and environment are ideal. For detailed information write to

D. W. COOUDGE. SECRETARY PASADENA BOARD OF TRADE

RELIABLE REAL ESTATE DEALERS OF PASADENA

c4LTAT>ENA
The "Hig-hlands" of Pasadena, elevation 1200 to 1800.

The most desirable, accessible section in Southern
California. Free from foffs. Fine mountain water in
abundance. A perfect health resort. Ranches, lots,
and houses for sale. mcNALLY A SON
Pasadena Office, 26 So. Raymond Atc.
Altadena OflBce, Cor. Mariposa St. and MarenffO Aye.

t^^ RtALESTATE
# INSURANCE U0AN5

16 51?aymondAve

INVESTl^ENrS

Pasadena Cal.

WRITE US .:. .:. .:.

For free descriptive booklet about Pasadena " the city

beautiful." We are doing a large real estate business, and invite

correspondence. References : Any bank in Pasadena.

Sykcs-
Curtis30 S

l^aymond Ave

Pasadena. Cal. Co.

R. s. Mcdowell <& co.
REAL. ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Ranches bought, sold and exchanired for city property
Insurance written in old reliable companies

Houses Rented Rents Collected

too EAST COLORADO STREET
PASADENA

Established 1887 Incorporated 1»0»

ISAAC SPRINGER & COMPANY
INVeSTMENTS

RMAL. mSTATM. INMUKANCE, MORTQAOBS
AHD HIOH-aRAOm BOWOC

Lorn AMQBLES
320 Trust Buildint

Pasadena
20 S. Raymond Are.

RamonA TOILET 3oA p FOR S A IJE
EVERY WHEWtf



HOTEL 0XN4RD
ONE OF

CALIFORNIA'S

POPILAR

HOTELS

^
OXNARD

THE BEAUTIfUL^^^^i^^S^
The Home of the American Beet Sugar

Company (Founded in 1898)

Has now 3000 population. Located in Ventura county, 66 miles from Los Angeles, in the best farming
district in the state of California. Every business known to first class California towns is represented here
No property bought and sold for speculative purposes, and propei«ty is today worth par value. Water
works, electric light, two telephone and telegraph companies, two banks, best of schools, good churches.

For further information address Secretary Board of Trade, or any of the following well
known firms:

American Beet Sugar Co.

Oxnard Light & Water Co.
Colonia Improvement Co.
Lehman & Waterman.
Bank of Oxnard. H. w Whitman.

People's Lumber Co.

James F. Fulkerton.

Oxnard Hotel.

Myers & Coplanalp, Contractors and Builders.

Hobson Bros., Stock Dealers and Butchers.

FOR I2£ INDIANS
THE SEQUOYA LEAGUE, ^^ ^^^^^^ t^« Mission Indians not

- only by remedying abuses and trying
to get them better lands, but also by extending the market for their DA.SH.ETS.

A representative collection is on sale, for the benefit of the Campo reservations, at

reasonable prices and fully authenticated. These baskets can be had of

Mrs. Chas. F. Lummis 200 Ave. 42, Los An^elcs
60 additional BasKets, of mxicK variety, recently received

Prices. $2 to $10

THE MONET GOES TO THE INDIANS

KAMONAToiLET^OAP FOR .SALE
EVERYWHEFPE



SAN FERNANDO THE IDEAL SPOT FOR
A HOME

Balmy air, laden wifli flie perfume of orange blossoms, fields carpeted wifli

myriads of wild flowers, and flie majestic mountains raising flieir peaks over a!L

The long-sought haven for sufferers from asflima.

250,000 acres of flie most fertile soil in Soufliern California, on which is

grown every product of flie soil.

THE FINEST CITRUS FRUITS IN THE WORLD
ARE GROWN IN THE SAN FERNANDO VALLEY

For information address

Secretary Board of Trade, San Fernando, California



BANK
LANDS

A FARMER IN
REAL ESTATE

AND ESTATE
SETTLEMENTS
A SPECIALTY

INTELLIGENT INQUIRY SOLICITED

FRAMI^ O Ol ARI/^^^ CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BLDG.rnMiNrv w. oi_Mnr\ los angeles, California

If you want a Small or Large Tract of CAUrORNIA LAND
that will produce anything. The center of California's greatest Fruit and Alfalfa and Dairy
ing District, with Canneries and Creameries to care for same. Best irrigation system in

State. Moderate climate. Land from $20 an acre up in tracts from 5 acres up. Terms un-

equalled. For further information write

WALTER CASAD, MERCED, CALIFORNIA
SHIPPERS OF
HOUSEHOLD

GOODSBEKINS VAN & STORAGE CO.
REDUCED RATES TO AND FROM ALL POINTS
Offices :

243 South Broadway, Lo« Anfelea
1015 Broadway, Oakland

9 iMontKomarjr St., Saa Francisco

Room 500, 95 Wa.shinsrton St , Chlcair*

HIGHLAND
ORANGES
FOR

PROFIT

WE CLAIM MOST PERFECT CONDITIONS for the culture of this

famous fruit. Tf Most profitable orchards in the State. Tf We can show you.

|[ Come and see for yourselves. If Progressiveness with substantiality our

motto. T[ Six miles from Redlands. If Write

Secretary Chamber of Commerce, Highlands, California



MERCED
CALIFORNIA

Merced, county seat of Merced County, is located in great fruit and alfalfa

section; population about 3,000 ;
modern improvements ; High and Grammar

Schools ;
Churches of all denominations

; strong Banks ; good Business Houses
;

four Railroads
;
the terminus of the Yosemite Valley Railroad.

Merced

falls-

Head of

Irrigation

System

Water for irrigation plentiful and cheap
Prices of land reasonable-^ terms easy
Climate dry and healthy

It is to the interest of Homeseekers to investigate the advantages and

opportunities offered at Merced.

Address Merced Chamber of Commerce, or any of the following
well known firms :

R. Bancroft & Sons Co., Hardware.
Oliver & Worden, Dry Goods.
Garibaldi Bros., General Merchandise.
T. O. Anderson, Real Estate.

The Comnvercial Bank.
0. E. Kocher, Hardware.
Crocker- Huffman Land and Water Co.
Merced Lumber Co.

Heitman & Heitman, Dentists.

Hudlburg Bros., Druggists.
S. K. Brantley, Bakery.
G. E. Nordgren, Furniture.
S. C. Cornell, Real Estate and Insurance.
E. L. Moor, Real Estate.

Hayes Bros., Butchers.



BI6GS
BUTTE COUNTY
CALIFORNIA

Sacramknto Vai,i<ey Bank

The home of the orange, the

peach, the pear and the nuts.
Butte county oranges are market-
ed in the East six weeks before

the Southern California oranges. Here are located the celebrated Rio Bonito orchards.
Five crops of alfalfa are grown on the river bottoms each year without irrigation

and there are 15,000 acres of upland now under irrigation by the Butte County Canal.
The new Northern California Electric Railway, with 24 miles now completed, is pur-
chasing rights of way east of Biggs, and will run through this section.

The school facilities are the best, and the hotel accommodations -are unsurpassed
in the State.

Land can be purchased for from $45 to $125 per acre.

For further particulars address

Board of Trade, Biggs, California, Or

C. N. Brown, Ruggles & Harper, G. K. Smith, Sacramento Valley Bank, E. Steadman
J. M. Hastings & Co., Chatfield & Smith, T. H. Fitch, W. A. Walker.

Santa
Paula
In Santa Clara

Valley of the SoutK

An Orange Grove in January

^ IValOC? JL/ Vt?l jr lllillg and see for yourself. L,arge and

small ranches for sale. Good vacant lots, residence and business property for sale. A
good opening for several lines of business. We are growing. You are invited to

come and grow with us. For information write any of the following well-known firms

C, H. McKevett, Banker,
J. B. Titus, Insurance.
C. E. King, Furniture.
Santa Paula Water Co.
People's Lumber Co.

I. P. Browne, Grocer.
L. W. Corbett, Furniture.
The Cash Dry Goods Co., Clothing, Shoes.
J. R. Cauch, Drugs and Stationery.
Santa Paula Co-operative Association.



"TOWNER TERRACE"
IN SANTA MONICA-BY-THE-SEA

FREE DEED TO YOUR FAMILY
absolutely guarantees you ag-ainst loss in event of death from any cause

Lots

50—60x150 Ft.

Terms
$50 to $100 cash

$10 to $15 MONTHLY

Prices

$550 to $1000

None Higher
No Mortgages
No Notes

DESIRABLE

RESTRICTIONS

Fastest growing

spot in the world.

Write ua for our

booklet,

I

Fortunes are

being made in

Real Estate.

No city offers the

opportunities that

Los Angeles does.

t! For Full

Particulars

"^ Write

EXECUTIONS AND FORECLOSURES BY LAWYER OR SHERIFF
avoided by purchasing- well located real estate of the company that insures your contract

SOUTHERN CALIFORIMIA REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT CO.

BOTH PHONES 2100 608 PACIFIC ELECTRIC BUILDING, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA



Orange
Geographical Center of

ORANGE COUNTY
CALIFORNIA

has 2,000 population, and is rapidly increasing-. Has six denominations,
each with its own church. Has Hierh and Grammar schools, all g-rades

and fine building's. Has Lutheran Parochial school, g^ood house, larg^e

attendance.

THe City of Orange is the center of a productive and densely populated region
and has every facility for communicating- with the rest of the world. Has nice parks
and fine drives, mountain views and orange groves; everything to supply the necessi-

ties and gratify the taste and make life worth living.

Come and see for yourself or write any of the following- for further information:

Wm. H. Burnham. The Bank of Orange.
Hallman & Field, General Merchandise.
S. M. Craddlck, Real Estate.
Edwards & Meehan, Butchers.
AInsworth Lumber Co.
Ehleen & Grote. General Merchandise.
D. C. PIxley, Hardware.

K. E. Watson, Druggist.
Ira Chandler, Furniture.
Adolph DIttmer, Druggist.
Thompson Nurseries.
J. A. Huhn Co., Real Estate.
W. B. Park. Shoe Store.
C. B. Bradshaw, Architect.

'THE CITY BY THE MOUNTAINS"

MONROVIA
Located at the base of the

Sierra Madre Range, under the

Drotection of "the

everlasting hills."

SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA

Frank J, Cornes, Groceries, Crockery, Etc.
Board of Trade
First National Bank of Monrovia.
The American National Bank
C. E. Siosson, Real Estate and Insurance.
Edison Electric Co.
Farman & Rives, Real Estate and Insurance
Monrovia Telephone Co.
Monrovia Realty Co.

This charming- city of 3,000 people is reached

by a double-track electric line from

Los Ang-eles. It is the dwelling place

of the contented. The people have learned

to almost worship the mountains, and

all praise the curative properties of the

air and water. Those who love beauty in

nature and would combine city and suburban
life will find

AN IDEAL SPOT
here. For further information address

W. H. Evans, Real Estate and Notary.
The L. W. Biinn Lumber Co.
The Boyd Lumber Co.
C. F. Moore, Real Estate and Building
Loans.

J. A. Baxter, Livery and Feed.
Monrovia Steam Laundry Co.
Allen H. Nye, Hardware and Plumbing.
J. H. McClymonds, Jr., Civil Engineer.



NOW ISm TIME
•4-0,000 Acres of a Fine Old SpanisK Land Grant,
no-w being s\»bdivided and offered for sale to tKose

-wHo -wisH a Horae amid tKe most attractive surroundings.

SCENE ON THE MOLINOS RIVER.

If you are tired of a cold climate, if waving- palms, golden oranges and
green grass look better to you than ice and snow, if you want a climate
where you can work every day in the year, you had better take advan-

tage of the subdivision of this great Spanish Grant that is for the first

time being offered for sale. Fertility of soil, river and rail transporta-
tion, electric car line under construction, telephone, electric lights, and
abundance of water for irrigation, are some of the advantages of this

great Estate. As a productive investment or for speculation this tract

of land is unequalled, its rapid advance in value being absolutely certain.

People buying from us in the early subdivision of this vast Estate
will probably never have another opportunity so advantageous.

This is the time. Come now or write immediately for booklet and
full information.

SMITH CROWDER
Manager Los IVIolinos Land Co., Los Molinos, Tehama County, California



DO YOU
KNOW

M MADERA mm,^M
offers to the HUSBANDMAN some of the BEST, and positively the

CHEAPEST farm land in the State ? CALIFORNIA shares with this

COUNTY its GLORIOUS CLIMATE and its lands of MILK and HONEY.

THIS IS THE LAND that will TAKE
good care of YOU if you will care for it.

WRITE the BOARD OF TRADE FOR INFORMATION

MENDOCINO COUNTY COURTHOUSE

DON'T OVERLOOK

IKIAH
CAPITAU OF MENDOCINO COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

n

The Best and Fastest Growing
City in Northern California
With a Territory Surrounding it

That is Unequalled

OPS can be raised for aine cents,

which pays the producer for his

labor. Anything- over this price is

profit. An acre of hop land produces about one ton, which at a price of thirty cents leaves a clear

profit per acre of $420.00. Wool is a staple of the hill pastures of Mendocino County. About twelve cents

per pound is a living- price for wool. On a flock of one thousand head of sheep, producing fleeces of eight

pounds, with wool at thirty cents, would g-iv.e a clear profit on wool alone of $1,440, saying- nothing of the

increase in the flock, or the sale for lambs and mutton.

Redwood timber lands have been selling at a price equal to from fifty cents to one dollar per thousand

stumpag-e, while stumpage in such states as Minnesota and Michigan sells as high as fifteen dollars

per thousand.

Address SECRETARY BOARD Of TRADE or any of the following names :

Poage & Woodward, Real Estate.
Jamison Bros., General Merchandise.
L. B. Frasier, Real Estate.
Mendocino County Abstract Bureau.
0. P. Smith.

Frank Sandelin, Palace Hotel.
C. Hofman, General Merchandise.
J. M. Owen, Real Estate.
Geo. W. Geacy, Fashion Stables.



WniTTIER
CALirORNIA

IS FAVORED WITH ADVANTAGES NOT POSSESSED BY ANY OTHER CITY Of ITS SIZE

ON THE PACIFIC COAST =

THF nil FIFI D in the hills east of the city adds largely to the

prosperity of Whittier. Its disbursements for

wages and supplies amount to thousands of dollars monthly. The thous-

ands of acres of WALNUT and CITRUS FRUIT ORCHARDS pay a revenue

of several hundred thousand dollars annually. The acreage planted to

VEGETABLES is increasing, and during the fall and winter five or more
cars were shipped to the North and East weekly. Whittier is a clean

city—NO SALOONS, NO JAIL, NO PAUPERS ; paved and graveled streets,

excellent water system, pure water, educational facilities unexcelled
;

is

fourteen miles from Los Angeles, reached by the Southern Pacific R. R.

and the Pacific Electric R. R. It is a city of homes backed up by a sur-

rounding valley of rare fertility. The large acreage of walnut and citrus

fruit trees set out in the past year ensures permanent prosperity far into

the future. Prospective settlers should look over Whittier's advantages
before locating permanently. For information, literature, etc., address

Secretary Board of Trade, Whittier, California, or the following :

Locke <fc Rkndleman, Real Estate. Whittikr National Bank. M. Horton, Pioneer Stables.
First National Bank of Whittier. Whittier Home Telephone Co. H. E. Humphrey, Hardware.
S. W. Barton & Co., Real Estate. The Edison Electric Co. F. K. Weeks, Grocer.
Greenleaf Hotel. Whittier Hardware Co. Frfd. L. Baldwin, Pacific Cafe.
C. W. Clayton, Real Estate & Insurance. The Whittier Milling Co. E. J. Vestal, Grocer.
Whittier College. Landrum Smith, Drngrg-ist. Geo. L. Hazzard, Insurance.

- A. H. Dunlap. Levi D. Johnson, M. D. C. G. Warner. L. A. Bryan, F'urniture & Pictures.
A. Jacobs & Co., Groceries. E. H. White, Furniture & Undertakingr. Truman Berry, Rancher.
Metropolitan Music Co., S. A. Brown, Prest. F. A. Jackson, City Market. Alva Starbuck.

TAKE PACIFIC ELECTRIC CARS FROM Oth AND MAIN STREETS, LOS ANGELES



SAN SAN
HOSAYJOSE

"THe Garden City of tKe "World" and tKe Famous

Santa Clara CALIFORNIA
Valley

50 miles south of San Francisco. Most equable climate along the Pacific Coast.

Richest Valley in Productiveness. Growing- ! Growing ! ! Growing I ! !

WRITE FOR FACTS to any of the following :

T. S. Montgomery & Son.
Christmas & Orvis Co.
Jos. Rucker & Co.
James A. Clayton & Co.,
W. M. Smith & Co.
Blakemore & Atkinson.
J. E. Fisher.
Johnson & Temple.
St. James Realty Co,
Crawford & Challen.
W. M. Cooper.
E. J. Crandall.
Garrison, Crowe & Wilson.
W. J. Lean & Co.
Foss & Hicks Co.
Jas. W. Rea & Co.
Harrenstein & Landess.
Eureka Investment Co.

W. S. Kaufman.
Garden City Bank & Trust Co.
Chas. W. Coe.
T. C. Barnett.
San Jose Realty Co.
Porter, Conklin Realty Co.
First National Bank of San Jose.
Case Bros.
Doerr's New York Bakery.
G. A. Adams.
Albert Harris, Santa Clara, Cal.
Walter A. Clark Realty Co., Mountain View,

Cal.
F. A. Poland, Mountain View, Cal.
Parkinson Bros., Mountain View. Cal.
William P. Wright, Mountain View, Cal.
San Jose Chamber of Commerce.



HANrORD
CAPITAL OF

KINGS COUNTY, CAUfORNIA
THE FARMERS' PARADISE

WITH A GOOD EVEIM CLIMATE

A KINGS COUNTY SCENE

The chief city of Kings county is Hanford, a population of 4500.
Hanford is reached by the main line of the Santa Fe Railroad system, and by the

west side through line to San Francisco of the Southern Pacific system. Its rail-
road facilities are therefore excellent.

Hanford is fully equipped in an educational, religious and social way, having
school advantages from the kindergarten to the high school course, and the various
religious denominations, with well-built churches, represented; contains upwards of
twenty-five fraternal and beneficiary organizations, several public halls, elegant opera
house, fine hotels, two daily and weekly newspapers, four banks, a free public li-

brary, a well-organized fire department, with excellent Holly water system; a sewer
system built and owned by the city, some of the finest and best equipped mercantile
establishments, electric light and power plant, a large and latest improved gas manu-
facturing plant which makes fuel and illuminating gas from crude petroleum; a mod-
ern ice plant that supplies the local demand and ships much to other cities and
towns, a condensed milk manufacturing company, cheese factory, packing houses and
canning establishment employing many hundreds of people; a large winery, flour mill,
lumber mill, machine shop and all the necessary adjuncts to a lively and progressive
interior city.

KINGS COUNTY has the BEST IRRIGATION rACIUTICS IN THE

STATE or CALIEORNIA, and raises a diversified

line of produce and fruits, namely : Alfalfa, Wheat, Corn, Potatoes, Bar-

ley, Apricots, Plums, Peaches, Nectarines, Grapes, Prunes, Raisins and
all Cattle.

King-s Count}^ is, as its name implies, king- of counties in California.

For further information address any of the following well known
firms in Hanford, who will g-ladly go into details :

Chas. King Land Bureau.
E. E. Bush, Land Bureau.
Farmers & Merchants' National Bank.
Barney & Kelly, Groceries.
The Old Bank.
Tom S. Esrey, Wholesale ani Retail Liquor.
Central Lumber Co.
First National Bank.
McCourt & Newport, Clothing.

L. S. Chittenden & Co., Real Estate.
Freeman Richardson, Laundry.
S. C. Kimball, Dry Goods.
Artesia Hotel.
The Hanford National Bank.
Cousins & Howland, Druggists.
Joe D. Biddle, Real Estate.
W. C. Gallaher, Butcher.
H. G. Lacy Co., Electric Light Works.



AUBURN
Capital of Placer County

CALirORNIA

COURT HOUSE, AUBURN

A beautiful, healthful cit}^ located in the mountains, where the

climate is unexcelled, and where 3'ou can g-row peaches, pears, plums,
orang-es and olives. Dairying-, stock raising- and creameries.

SPECIAL INDtCEMENTS

Tourist Winter or Summer Hotel
J. H. Wills. Real Estate.
Auburn Lumber Co.
W. W. Rodehaver, Real Estate
William G. Lee Co.

Freeman & Walsh (Freeman Hot..l)
J. W. Morgan, Dry Goods.
E. S. Birdsali, Olive Oil,

SCENF. OF BEAN FIELD NEAR GRIDLBY.

EOR DiVERSIEIED EARMING
COME TO

GRIDLEY
California's Greatest Garden

Gridley, Butte County, California, is

one of California's best towns of 2000

population. Has excellent stores, bank,

newspaper, cannery, packing house,
machine shops, grain warehouse, best

of public schools, churches. On main
line of the S. P. Railroad, 160 miles

from San Francisco.

CROP FAILURES ARE NEVER KNOWN.
Fine irrigation system has just been completed. Resources and opportunities are

abundant. Good land can be had reasonable. Several farms have recently been
subdivided and can be had in whatever acreage wanted, at reasonable terms. If you
are coming to California, write for booklet of Gridley, Butte County, California.

Address Secretary Chamber of Commerce, or any of the well known firms:

J. H. Jones, Real Estate.
W. H. Gilstrap, Real Estate.
Wm. Brown & Co., Stock Dealers.
The Rideout Bank.

W. H. Hall, General Merchandise.
D. J. Parker, General Merchandise.
Miller Bros., Retail and Wholesale Liquors.
J. C. Adams, Retail Liquors.



Climate

Perfect Ocean ParK
the: beach BElAUTirUL

Location
Ideal
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Environment Delightful

Business, Pleasure

Health, Wealth or

Happiness

THIS IS THE
place:

TO FIND THEM
ALL

BOATING HOTELS-npXJTp l^ir^T BEACH
1 Illv iJlvO 1 BATHING FISHING

IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

^S'-Reached in 35 minutes from Ivos Ang-eles, via Los Angeles-Pacific Double-track

Electric Railroad
;
15-minute service.

0Q0C00000S09Q0000000000000000090000SS00090C00000SSC0S0G00000S0

Venice
Fortunes for
Investors

Perfect all the year climate
and a perfect beach Ocean ParK

Bi:VERLY-STROUD CO. Instruction and Amuse-
ment for everybody

38 "Windward Ave.
"Venice, Cal. BeacK Realty

OCEAN PARH BANIi
Established 1902

Cor. Pier Avenue and Trolleyu/ay

T. H Dudley, President Carl F. Scliader, Vice-Prei
P. J Dudley, Cashier

Directors: Wm. Mead, Carl F. Schader. W. A Penny.

OCEAN PARK, CALIFORNIA

Sunset 264'1 Home 4-020

HOTEL DECATUR
T. O. EVANS, Proprietor

On the Beach, Ocean Park, California

Overlooking the Old Pacific : : :

Rates : European, $\ day and up. American, $2 50 and up

" We find the Bargains "

SOUTH[RN CALiRNIfl REAIIY GO.
Incorporated under the Laws of Californi; Capital Stock $75,000.00

138 Pier Ave, Ocean Park, Cal.

There is Good Reason for our Listing's of Beach Prop-

erties Being the Largest in Southern California

GUARANTY REALTY COMPANY
MRS GEO SIBLEY, President

Branch
Venice Office

Playa Del Rey Office

r Ave. and Ocean Front
No. 10 Wiiidward Ave

- Opposite Depot

140 Pier Avenue
Guaranty Realty Bldg.

Ocean Park, California

Venice of America

^,>wV^>'V/.,

Ocean ParK
BatK House

Not only the largest and finest, but the only Bath
House on the Pacific Coast that is steam heated

throughout during the winter months.
OPEN THE YEAR ROUND.

Hot Salt Plunge and Tub Baths—Surf Bathing.
OCEAN PARK. CALIFORNIA



Santa Rosa, California

The County Seat
o?

Sonoma County

STRBET SCENE IN SANTA ROSA

Santa Rosa has I

Banks 2 Excellent Hotels 1 Flour Mill 1 Brewery
Fruit Canneries 1 Woolen Mill Fruit Drying Factories

2 Tanneries 2 Lumber Yards Street Cars

Municipal water works, with free water, free rural delivery and is situated in the heart

of Stock Qrowing, Grain Farming, Hop Raising, Fruit Growing, of Sonoma County.

Excellent Public and Private Schools, Churches and Lodges. Excellent

climate year round. Population 10,000. 52 miles from San Francisco; 5 trains

daily to and from city. Gas and electric light. Telephones. Plenty of good

land for sale cheap. For further information address any of the following :

The Sonoma County Abstract Bureau.
Santa Rosa Bank.
Ocidental Hotel Co.
Santa Rosa National Bank.
Sonoma Valley Lumber Co.

Houts, Jewell & Peterson, Real Estate.

Eardley & Barnett, Real Estate.
W. D. Reynolds, Real Estate.
F. Berka, Lumber.
Lee Bros. & Co., Draymen.

COME TO COLUSA AND FIND

J. B. DeJarnatt & Son, Real Estate
John C. Mogk, Real Estate.
Colusa Milling Co.
Farmers & IVIerchants Bank.
Colusa & Lake R. R. Co.

Some of California's real wealth, rich soil.

Easy and cheap irrigation. Price from $35 to $75 an acre.

Citrus and deciduous fruits on same acre.

A climate of Italian softness. Railroad and river transportation.

A great Ranch newly subdivided. Easy access to the markets.

Fine schools. £ood churches. A healthful home.

Beautiful surroundings.

For further information address any of the following- well

known firms:

Geo. G. Brooks, Stationery.
Colusa County Bank.
Grenfell Lumber Co.
G. W. Allgaier, Groceries and Provisions.





ROSB TRKK IN THB GARDBN OF A SANTA CRUZ HOMB

CALirORNIA

SANTA CRIZ
THE IDEAL HOMESITE OF the coast

Roses, Callas, Geraniums and Heliotrope thrive the year
round in the open air. ^ The thermometer averages 50° in

winter, and rarely reaches 90° in summer, Tf Enjoy fishing

the streams and bay; drive around the cliffs and to the big

trees; visit the splendid beach of fine white sand; swim in

the surf; take a dip in the plunge.

Make Your Home Amidst Natural Attractions

Write for information to

Robinson & Co., Real Estate.
Field & Cole, Curio Store.
Col, A. G. Abbott, Livery.
F. H. Parker, Real Estate.
Union Traction Co.
Samuel Leask, Dry Goods.
E. Jeffreys & Sons, Furniture.
Williamson & Garrett, Grocers.
H. B. Towne, Real Estate.
Dutcher & Walker, Real Estate.

IVIartin & Gardner, Abstracts and Attorneys.
Seidiinger Transfer Co. Baggage and Express.
Santa Cruz Beach Cottage and Tent City.
Pacific Realty Co., Real Estate.
People's Bank.
Daniels' Santa Cruz Transfer Co.
City Bank.
J. O. Home, 88 Front St.
The Bank of Santa Cruz County.
Whitney Bros., Hardware.



Municipal
Bath House,

being erected

at a cost of $2S,0(K>

by the City of

Paso Robles
to popularize
the famous
mineral waters
of that place.

The only one
of its kind inthe

United States.

PASO ROBLES
Famous

Notable

for its mineral wa-
ters and their mir-
aculous cures

for its e'enial cli"

mate, rivaling- anj
place in the worlfi

K e m a •• y« able ^°^ "-^ cheap lands and its productive power

D. • J to be the most important trade center between San Francisco and Los Angeles.e S X 1 n e C& paso Robles is the trade center of the northern end of San Luis Obispo County,
and is backed up by a most prosperous and healthy farming- community. The town site is acknowledg-ed to

be the most beautiful of any place on the Pacific coast. To settlers and to residents it offers the best there is

to be had in California. For further particulars address

SHCRHTARY BOARD OF TRADE,
or any of the following- reliable firms:

M. R. Van Wormer, Real Estate.

Paso Robles Bath House Co.

Geo. J. Bell, General Merchandise.

Sperry Flour Co.

Bank of Paso Robles.

Paso Robles Light & Water Co.

A. Pfister, Banker.
R. C. Heaton, Furniture.

W. C. Bennett, Druggist.
Lundbeck & Hanson, Blacksmith.

Pre-Columbian

Relics

Genuine Prehistoric
Pottery, Ornaments and
Implements. DIRECT
rROM THE RUINS in

Arizona and New Mexico
Collectors supplied. Se-
lect what you wish from
my collection, examina-
tion by photog-raph or as

^esired. Prices reason-
able.
Write for descriptions

of specimens found in ex-

plorations of the ruins;
personally conducted ex-
cavations. Address,

REAMER LING,
ST. JOHNS, ARIZONA

Member Southwest So-

ciety, Archaelog-ical In-
stitute of America, etc.

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
pr«vMita early -wriakles. It la act a freckle ceatinc ; U re-

Mvrea tkMM. XNYTO CO.. 42T N. Mala St., Lee Aeifelei



SAN LUIS OBISPO
MAIN BlILDINQ

ECALirORNIA

POLYTECHNIC SCHOOL

TF
YOU visit California—whether for pleasure, health, or home-seeking—a few days
spent in that picturesque portion of the central coast section surrounding San L,uis

Obispo will prove a profitable investment of time
; not alone in compelling a

realization of the amazing productivity and the marvelous variety of resources dis-

played by California within a limited area, but because this region conveys to the im-
agination a vivid expression of the true California atmosphere, the out of door life and
the perennial enjoyment of conditions so conducive to happiness and contentment as
to invite a careless dependence upon nature's bounty that seems wanton in its waste of
time and material.

Fine Public Buildings, Excellent Graded and Paved Streets. Sewers, triumph
of modern science. Pure Mountain Water. Excellent Public Schools. Churches of
all denominations. The home of the California Polytechnic School.

For any further information address

The San Luis Obispo Chamber of Commerce
or any of the following

Dawson Drug Co.
Union National Bank of San Luis Obispo.
Sperry Flour Co.
Andrews Banking Co.
San Luis Gas and Electric Co.
San Luis Implement Co.

Commercial Bank of San Luis Obispo.
Tobriner & Weisbrod, The Arcade.
San Luis Jewelry Co.
L. IVI. Fitzhugh, Photographer.
J. Crocker & Co.

NAVAJO BLANKETS
AND INDIAN CURIOS AtwKou.aie

I have more than 250 weavers in my employ, including' the most skillful now
livintr, and have taken the greatest pains to preserve the old colors, patterns
and weaves. Every blanket sold by me carries my personal guarantee of its

quality. In dealing with me, you will get the very finest blankets at wholesale prices.
I also handle the products of the Hopi (Moqui) Indians buying them under

contract with the trading posts at Keam's Canon and Oralbi and selling them
at wholesale.

I have constantly a very fine selection of Navajo silverware and jewelry,
Navajo

"
rubies " cut and uncut, peridots and native turquoise. Also the choicest

modern Moqui pottery, and a rare collection of prehistoric pottery.

J. L. HUBBELL, Indian Trader

Write for my Catalogue
and Price List Ganado, Apache Co., Arizona



EUREKA, CALIFORNIA
Has regular and quick water communication with San Francisco, with freight rates

ranging from $1.00 to $4.00 per ton, the cost of living and prices of merchandise, clothing,

manufactures, and general supplies are governed by those of the latter place, and vary
but little therefrom.

Humboldt County Has :

Great extent, aflFording choice of location. Cheap lands in abundance. Its own

lumber, fuel, food, wool, leather. Equable temperature, insuring bodily comfort. Health-

fulness, especially absence of fevers and malaria. Diversity of products, giving variety

in occupations. Abundant rainfall, guaranteeing crops and water. Great natural

resources in divers branches. Cheap lumber, making improvements inexpensive. Cheap
fuel, costing little more than the labor of taking it. Good schools within reach of every
home. Good county government, honestly administered. Cheap freight rates by sea to

all Pacific ports. The largest and best body of redwood on earth An honest, peaceful,

law-abiding population.

Humboldt Has Not:

Chinese, to compete with American labor. Irrigation, with its expense and litiga-

tion. Spanish grants, to cloud titles and bar settlement. Railroad land grants, to inter-

fere with progress. Codling moths to destroy the apples. Colorado beetles to destroy
the potatoes. Summer thunderstorms to interfere with harvests. Long winters when
stock must be fed. Severe frosts to destroy vegetation. Crop failures from any cause

whatever. Cyclones, blizzards, tramps or strikes.

For further information address any of the following well known firms :

H. L. Ricks.
G. R. Georgeson, Real Estate.
Belcher & Crane Co., Abstracts.
Humboldt County Bank.
Daly Bros., Dry Goods.
Delaney & Young, Wholesale Liquors.

A. A. Newcomb, Real Estate.
I. M. Long, Real Estate.
Cooper & Rager, Real Estate.
S. I. Allard, Real Estate.
Thos. H. Perry, Real Estate.
Eureka Lighting Co.



STANFORD MEMORIAL CHURCH

Palo Alto
California

The Town of Leland
Stanford
Junior tniversity

Thirty-three miles south of San Francisco
in the famous Santa Clara Valley. Has the
most equable climate of any place in America.
Population within a radius of two miles, 12,000.
The town is fully improved with paved streets,
cement sidewalks, sewers, public library, ex-
cellent public schools, preparatory schools and
churches, and municipal water and ligrhtingr

plants The fertile lands adjacent yield rich

crops of fruits, berries and vejretables. Prices
of both town lots and farm lands are reason-
able. Palo Alto is the ideal place for people
who have acquired a competency and wish to
live at ease, and for those who wish to g-ive
their children a hig-her education. The
educational features have brougrht here a class
of citizens of superior intelligence and refine-

ment, the moral tone of the town is excellent,
and there are NO SALOONS.
Descriptive literature and any desired infor-

mation reg-ardinfir the town and valley furnish-
ed free on application.

The Board of Trade, Palo Alto, California

Los Gatos,
^^''^ornia

The Gem City
of the Foothills

Santa Cruz

Mountains

Santa Clara

County

LIBRARY BUirDING

A most progressive community, having good schools, churches and business houses. An uuequaled
summer and winter resort for health and pleasure. Good hotels and boarding- houses. Foothill fruit
excels any other in quality. For further information address any of the following- well known firms:

Johns & McMurtry, Real Estate.
E. E. Place, Furniture and Undertaking.
Hotel Lyndon. Bank of Los Gatos.

Crosby & Leask, Dry Goods.
O. Lewis & Son, Hardware.
A, C. Covert, Real Estate, east end of bridge.



THE
CITY OF SAN DIEGO CALIFORNIA

Information may be had by writing any of these well-known firms ;

Turner & Barr, Real Estate.

Folsom Bros. Co., Real Estate.

Columbian Realty Co., Real Estate.

Geo. W. Marston, Department Store.

Bartlett Estate Co., Real Estate.

Russ Lumber & Mill Co., Lumber.
Chadbourne Furniture Co., Furniture.

Becker & Vogt, Dry Goods.

Dodge Bros., Real Estate.

San Diego Land Co., Real Estate.

San Diego Realty & Trust Co., Real Estate.

San Diego Electric Railway Co.

Frye, Garrett & Smith, Printers.

Sargent's Grill, Grill and Restaurant.



WOODLAND
THE
CAPITAL
or

Yolo County
CALIFORNIA

WOODLAND is only 86 miles from San Francisco and
22 miles from Sacramento, the State Capital. WOOD-
LAND has: twelve churches, three two-story g-ram-
mar school building-s, one commodious high school,
one Holy Rosary Academy, one well-equipped business

college, the best talent obtainable for the schools, one Carnegie library building-, and fine free library, four
social and literary clubs, twenty fraternal and benefit lodges, one 200-barrel flour mill, one fruit cannery,
two butter creameries, one fruit and packing establishment, one winery, one olive oil and pickling plant, two
larg-e lumber yards, four solid banks, four hotels, one larg-e city hall, one well-equipped fire department, four
large grain and hay warehouses, a well-conducted telephone system, an average rainfall of 17 inches, and
many commodious business houses representing- all lines of trade.

For further particulars address any of the following :

Bidwell & Reith, Real Estate.
Woodland Gas and Electric Co.
Woodland Grain and Milling Co.
West Valley Lumber Co.

Bank of Woodland.
Griggs & Bush, Dry Goods.
Bank of Yolo.
Yolo County Savings Bank.

SiNYVALE
SANTA CLARA

COUNTY=
On main line of the Southern Pacific Railroad. Midway
between San Jose and Palo Alto, situate on the old Murphy
Ranch. Richest lands in the world in 5 and lO-acre tracts.

Sunnyvale is growing faster than any town on the Coast

Division. It is the home of the Jubilee Incubator Co., the

Goldy Machine Works, Sunnyvale Green Pruit Co., Sunny-
vale Fruit Butter Co. Beautiful live oak trees. 93 feet

elevation. Residence lots from $50 up.

Write for maps and catalogues.

SUNNYVALE LAND COMPANY
SUNNYVALE, SANTA CLARA COUNTY CALIFORNIA



RIVERSIDE

Grammar ScHool Building

Just rememberber that our school

properties are worth over

$200,000
and we can keep them up, too, for

our property owners will receive

this year over $3,000,000 for their

orange crop alone.

CALIFORNIA

"liie Home of the Orange'

AND THE
PARADISE
OF THE
SCHOOL
CHILDREN

Public Library

Hi^H School Building

"Write any of the folio-wing
and see -wHat tHey say-

Newport Lumber Co.

Riverside Land Co., Real Estate.

The Glenwood Hotel Co.

First National Bank.
Riverside Savings Bank & Trust Co.

Russ Lumber & Mill Co.

E. J. Oatman, Orange Grower.
J. B. Oatman, Orange Grower.
Robert Lee Bettner, Real Estate.

W. W. Wilson, Real Estate.

Riverside Trust Co.

W. T. Thompson, Real Estate.

Jarvis & Dinsmore, Real Estate.

California Iron Works.



VENTURA, CALIFORNIA $/\N BUENA
VEMTURA MISSION

A healthy coast town, supported by a very largre productive farmiMfir and fruit firrowinu valley. It
has a smooth, compact sand beach with no sudden drops into deep places, with a low rang-e of mountains
at its back. Loner drives over well made roads. It has excellent drainajre and sewerag-c, electric liffhts,
natural g-as, an abundance of good water. Ideal climatic conditions, never hot, never cold. The most
sheltered spot on the coast, where the business man finds rest, comfort, pleasure and recreation. There
is a strong- Board of Trade and Merchants Association.

First National Bank of Ventura.
Ventura Water, Light & Power Co.
J. K. Armsby & Co., Commission Merchants.
People's Lumber Co.
A. L. Chaffee, Dry Goods & Clothing.
John H. Reppy, Real Estate & Insurance.
Hobson Bros., Stock Dealers & Butchers.

Duval & De Troy, Hardware and Plumbing.
Jones & Son, Druggists.
Wm. H. Cannon & Co., Real Estate and In-

surance.
L. Cerf & Co., Wholesale Liquor Dealers.
F. T. Stiles, Retail Liquor Dealer.

Santa Clara ^^''^ornia

TKe Best To-wn in tHe Best Coxanty in tKe United States

Best for Climate, Soil, Water and Health.
Best for a Home, for Educational advantages, for Society, for Churches.
Every Agricultural and Horticultural product grown in the Temperate Zone, is

grown here to perfection.
Fruit growing, the growing of Hay and Grain, Dairying, and the raising of Poultry

pay better here than in any other country,
Santa Clara employs more labor than any Town of three times its size in the State.
Here the middle classes have better homes and live better than in any place in

the WORLD.

SANTA CLARA
Is a Town of /Municipal Ownership. We own our GAS,

.our WATER, and our ELECTRIC plants.

Address any of the following for further information :

Robert A. Fatjo, Real Estate.
Killam Furniture Co., Inc.
Santa Clara Realty Co.
Enterprise Laundry Co.
Sallows & Rhodes, Grocers.
Santa Clara Cyclery.
N. M. Clark, Confectionery.
Crosby & Leask, Dry Goods.

Santa Clara Commercial League.
Santa Clara Undertaking Co.
Vargas Bros., Grocers.
R. H. Cheney, Merchant.
M. Vargas, Merchant.
M. Mello, Shoes.
Morrison Bros., Contractors and Builders.
Roll Bros., Real Estate.



STOCKTON
CALIFORNIA

The metropolis of, and gateway to the great San Joaquin Valley, is

rapidly becoming the leading industrial center of the Pacific Coast.

STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA, LOOKING TOWARD THE HARBOR

Send us four cents in postage and we will mail you a beautifully

illustrated 80 page magazine telling all about fruit growing, dairy-

ing and farming in Central California.

Address, Board op- Trade, Stockton, California, or any of

the following well-known firms:

Eaton & Buckley, Real Estate.
R. E. Wllholt & Sons, Real Estate.
H. E. Williamson, Real Estate.
Gardner Lumber Co., Lumber.
J. M. McCarty, Real Estate.
George E. Crane, Real Estate.
Frankenhelmer Bros., Grain.

Boggs, Meyer & Spurr, Real Estate and In-
surance.

Rhoads & Dudley, Real Estate.
S. V. Ryland, Farm and Mining Lands.
Grunsky, Dietrich & Leistner, Real Estate.
The San Joaquin Valley Land Co., Real Es-

tate.



THE OLDEST CUSTOM HOUSE IN CALIFORNIA

Monterey
California— First

Capital of California.

Strictly in a Class by Itself

Home of the Famous

DEL MONTE HOTEL

Climatically
the most even temperature. A
picturesque city by the sear where

home life is made delisrhtful by every reason of

grood climate, srood citizenship, line sea batbiusr, fish-

in ?, etc. For further information ivrite any offolio-wing:

Geo. B. Underwood
First Nat'l Bank of Monterey.
H. K. O'Bryan.
Frank Hellam.
Frank L. Ordway.
0. L. Ingels.

IRRIGATED

.. FARMS ..

OF FIVE ACRES
AND UPWARDS

in the CountieBof

Fresno and Merced

California

MILLER <£ LUX
LOS BANGS. MERCED COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

REDONDO BY THE SEA
Qxieen of tKe Pacific—^JEli^Hteen miles from Los Angeles

, , , ,„„
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THE COUNTRY ALONQ
THE LINE OF

THE KANSAS (ITY

SOUTtlfRN RAILWAY
WHICH TKAVMRSES

MISSOURI. ARKANSAS, INDIAN TERRITORY

LOUISIANA AND TEXAS

is the land of the big- red apple, and the finest

peaches and berries, plums, pears, grapes and
cherries. Grown on the cheapest lands found any-
where in the United States. A g-ood cotton, corn

grain and live stock country, affording- splendid
business opportunities in a hundred towns and
cities.

This railway, for its length, has more undevel-

oped resources than any other line in the world.

Write for printed information to

S. 0. WARNER, Oen. Passenger Agent

KANSAS (ITY, MO.

El Paso, Texas
HAS A POPULATION OF

42,000
It is the commercial, mining, smelting-, manu-

facturing-, cattle-raising and railroad center of a

vast territory. It is the gateway to Mexico. The
U- S. Government will commence work this sum-
mer on a seven-million dollar irrigating: project on

the Rio Grande River, 100 miles above the City of

El Paso, which will irrigate 225,000 acres in this

valley.

There is Big Money to be Made in

Valley Lands and City Realty

WE ARE SOLE AGENTS FOR THE
MOST DESIRABLE PROPERTIES

Write us for information.

All railroads allow stop-overs in El Paso.

AISTIN S. MARR
200 Texas St. EL PASO, TEXAS

Reference: 1st National Bank, El Paso, Texas

THE NEW YORK (ENTRAl LINES
comprising over 12,000 miles of road, cover the territory between CHICAGO and

ST. LOUIS on the West, and NEW YORK and BOSTON on the East.

An unequalled train service, including- the TWENTIETH CENTURY
LIMITED, the LAKE SHORE LIMITED, the WOLVERINE, the

NEW YORK AND BOSTON SPECIAL, the KNICKERBOCKER
special' etc. TOURIST CARS every day except Friday through to

Boston, affording a ten-minute view of Niagara Falls.

Terminus in New York, the GRAND CENTRAL STATION, and in

Boston, the new SOUTH STATION, the way being through the BERK-
SHIRE HILLS.

Through tickets at all coupon stations in California. June to October

summer tourist tickets on sale to Niagara Falls, Thousand Islands, St. L<awrence

River, White Mountains, Maine Coast, etc.

Call on or write to the undersigned for further information.

CARLTON C. CRANE
Pac. Coast Agent

637 Market St.

San Francisco, Cai<.

F. M. BYRON
So. Cal,. Pass. Agknt

216 W. Fourth St.

Ivos Angelrs, Cai..



A Wonderful

Mountain Trip

The ascent of Mount Lowe by trolly affords the

visitor to Los Angeles one of the most marvelous

and beautiful mountain railway journeys in the

world. And it is only one of the features of a

railway system covering 400 miles and reaching

all the points of interest in the garden spot of

America.

The Pacific Electric Railway
Depot at Corner 6th and Main, LOS ANGELES

J^^



GOULD SYSTEM
THE DENVER 4ND RIO GRANDE R4ILR0AD

THE SCENIC LINE OF THE WORLD

THE TEXAS AND PACIfIC RAILWAY

THE MISSOIRI PACiriC RAILWAY

THE IRON MOUNTAIN ROUTE

INTERNATIONAL AND GREAT NORTHERN R. R.

The Most Interesting ROUTES EAST
Grandest Scenery in the World.

Through Daily Standard and Tourist Sleeping Cars.

Courteous Attention. Excellent Dining Car Service

T. D. Connelly, General Agent, T. F. Fitzgerald,

230 S. Spring St., Los Angeles Dist. Passenger Agent

The Great Salt River Valley
r>r

ARIZONA
Where water is plentiful the year round.

THe place where farmers become wealthy.

L^ands improved and unimproved can now be purchased at

reasonable prices.

Ne-w industry—Large Beet Sugar Plant at Glendale.

Principal products—Grains, Vegetables, Fruits, Poultry

and Live Stock.

THere is room for everybody.

No Place in the World Has a Better Future

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE AND RATES

r. A. JONES, C. p. A. S. r p. 8l p. Ry., Prcscolt, Arizona



The Northern
Pacific

Will afford you a most pleasant and enjoyable route to all

EASTERN POfNTS. Grand scenery and unexcelled

service are the features which have made the Northern Pacific

justly famous the world over.

II' North Coast lisiJsi

Carries both Standard and Tourist Sleeping Cars. If you are

g-oing East try the Northern Pacific. Rates to all Direct

Points as low as by any line. Full information and sleeping

car accommodations furnished by

C. E. Johnson, Traveling Pass. Agent
125 W. Third St., Los Angeles, Cal.





Vacation is issued annually by the

California Nortliwestern Ry.
"The Picturesque Route of California," and is the standard

publication on the Pacific Coast for information regarding

Mineral Spring Resorts, Country Homes and Farms
Where Summer Boarders are Taken, and Select

Camping Spots.

This year's edition Vacation, 1906, contains over 200 pages,

beautifully illustrated, and is complete in its detailed informa-

tion as to location, accommodations, attractions, etc., with

terms from $7.00 per week up.

To be had at Ticket Offices, 650 Market St. (Chronicle

Building), and Tiburon Ferry, foot of Market St.; General

Office, Mutual Life Building, corner of Sansome and California

Sts., San Francisco.

'S^ APPLICATIONS BY MAIL WILL RECEIVE IMMEDIATE RESPONSE

JAS. AQLER,
Gen. Manager

R. X. RYAN,
Qen. Pass. Agent



i Int^ Ihe Beauties i^j^ |

i Sunset Route I

^ St
49 via W
49 ^
^ New Orleans and the Sunny South ^
^ ARE NOW AT THEIR BEST »
49 »
49 if
49 »
49

I Daily I49
•^

S!
49 y^

49 Ten Days' Stop-over allowed at Washington, D. C, \j^

49 Baltimore and Philadelphia ^
49 .

»
49 .

^
49 Composite, Observation Cars, Drawing Room, Sleeping Cars, }^

^ Tourist Sleeping Cars, Dining Cars, Meals a la Carte 2
49 of
49 y^
49 Daily from Los Angeles at 13:10 P. M. ^49 of
49 . if
49 »
^ 55

2 Tickets and full information may be obtained at Ticket
S^

49 Office, 261 S. Spring St., corner Third, or from any }j^

^ Southern Pacific Agent. 2
49 o»
49 »
« SoutKern Pacific ^
m »

Palatial Through Trauis |
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THE ONLY >VAY TO SEE
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Two hours and fifteen minutes at Riverside for drives on

far-famed Victoria and Magnolia Avenues. Two hours and

twenty minutes at Redlands for drives to Smiley Heights and

over the McKinley Drive, where a view of the surrounding

country is had not excelled in Southern California.

Returning via Covina reaches lyos Angeles early in the

evening.
Do not fail to take this the most beautiful trip in Southern

California. Full information with Illustrated Booklet at 261 S.

Spring St., Los Angeles.

THOS. A. GRAHAM, Asst. Gen. Fr't & Pass. Agt.
N. R. Martin, Dist. Pass. Agt.

3P

saa

m
Special TK4IN every morning from losAngeles

(CONNECTING FROM PASADENA)FOR
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GRAND CANYON OF ARIZONA
Reached only via the SANTA FE



"TOTEM
POLE
ROUTE"

^ ^-"^
.

June 7=21

July 5-20

Aug. 2

23 FAST EXPRE55 STEAMERS PLYINC
ALONG 5000 MILES PACIFIC COA>ST

WMTE FOR BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED DES-CRIPTIVE MATTER
C.D.Dun.^n, Oen P^* Agt.^^ pRANCWCO CAL.

'° MARKET ST.
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One of Our
15 Month-Old Trees

MONEY MAKING
OPPORTUNITIES

Of MEXICO
E have just is-

sued a new
book on this
subject. We
want to send
you this book
free, for it

contains valu-
able informa-
tion on the
to be derived

from the cultivation
of rubber trees. This
book contains full
and complete infor-
mation, showing con-
clusive facts, logical
figures and definite
reference of good
character, proving
beyond any doubt
that our rubber and
cocoanut plantations
are bona fide, certain
and very profitable.

This book gives
reasons, and if you
wish to save for old
age, or provide for

healthy middle age, you can not find a
more conservative or a more reasonable
investment than we have to offer younow—more profitable than life insurance—safe as city real estate, yet not so
costly—better than a savings bank, for
the return is much greater.

If you can spend from $5 a month up-
wards, this is an opportunity to make a
sound investment that will return you
$300 a share each year for life—a suffi-
cient sum to provide for your old age
and to protect you against the ravages
of time, the chances of poverty, and the
misfortune of 111 health.

It is worth your time to ask for our
booklet—do this to-day in justice to your
future. It is the person who earns, saves
and invests wisely that reaps the reward
of foresight and sagacity. The demand
for rubber can never be supplied—the
price of rubber is going higher and high-
er—a rubber plantation is more profit-
able and less expensive than a gold mine.
Our booklets tell you facts that it has
taken years to accumulate—write for
them to-day.
This company Is divided into only 6.'

shares, each one representing an un-
divided Interest equivalent to more than
an acre in our Rubber and Cocoanut
Plantations. Our new book will prove
to you that five shares in this investment,
paid for at the rate of $25 a month, will
bring a fair rate on your money during
the development period of seven years,
and an annual income of $1,500 for life.
This investment insures absolutely the
safety of your future. The person who
holds shares in a rubber plantation in
tropical Mexico need have no care nor
anxiety for after years—you are safe—
absolutely and certainly. Our booklets
will prove these statements—write for
them to-day.

CONSERVATIVE RUBBER PRODUCTION COMPANY
930 Parrott BIdg.. San Francisco. Cal.

DR. O. V, SESSIONS, Qen-L. Aoent
S02 BRY^ON BLK. COS ANQELBS. CAL.

Model H, jo h. p. Touring Car.

Thorough mechanical

finish
—so fine and mi-

nutely wrought as to

bespeak more than ordi-

nary pains and skill
—

is one of the many feat-

ures that make
the

notable

for its smooth-
ness of running; and

virtually trouble-proof in its con-

struction* This carefulness of

building, coupled with mechanical

principles of proven correctness,

result in never-failing dependa-

bility of service— in surprising

economy of maintenance.

Cadillac value is most apparent
under the severer tests of travel.

Ask your dealer to give you a

demonstration. His address and
illustrated Booklet Y sent on

request.

Model K, 10 li. p. Runabout
Model M, Light Touring Car
Model H, 30 h. p. Touring Car
Model L, 40 h. p. Touring Car

Cadillac Motor Car Co.,

Detroit, Mich.
Tlember Asso. Licensed Auto. Mfrs. .



A MATTEROFHEALTH

^mti^
Absolutely Pure

IMS HO SUBSTITUTE

GET THE GENUINE

Baker's

BreakfastCocoa

Registered
U. S. rat. Office

Made by a scien-

tific blending of the

best beans

grown 111 w \l

parts of the world,—the result of 1 26

years of successful

endeavor.

A Perfect Food.

46 Highest Awards
in Europe and

America.

Watlter Backer (Si Co. Ltd.

Eilabluhed 1780. DorcKester, NblSS.

^siliterni^
Preserves
THE ONLY FRUITS IN THE WORLD WITH $1,000

PURITY GUARANTEE ON EVERY JAR

BISHOP & COMPANY, LOS ANGELES
15 JAY STREET, NEW YORK

THE RELIABLE STORE

OaLIFORNIJt
SW^EET "WINES

DELIVERED FREE TO
EASTERN POINTS

We ship, freight pre-

paid to any railroad

station in the United

States, two cases fine

o 1 d Peerless X X
Wines, assorted with
one bottle 1888 Cali-

fornia Brandy, for

$11.00

We ship, f reifirht pre-
paid, to any railroad
station in the United
States, two cases fin-

est old Peerless Brand
XXX assorted Wines,
with two bottles 1888
California Brandy
and one bottle Cali-
fornia Champag-ne for

$13.00

Southern (dlifornia Wine (o.

218 West Fourth Street Los Angeles, Cal.

Home Ex. 16 Main 332

ni.A vrr\o have been established over 50 years. By our system
.^f ,in Tr.iipntii pvprvfami Iv in moderate circumsi ail ces
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LEADAM
SHOE TRE

Without Leadam Trees—shoes
"toe up"—awkward wrinkles
form and wet leathers dry out
hard and unsightly. They're
helpful to perspiring feet, too.

Leadam's Shoe Trees keep
your footwear full, shapely and
smooth under all conditons.

Willi the- adjustable leverage the tree

locks itself into pusiiiou in the nhoe. Hinge
lasts are cumbersome aud bad imitatious.

FUR SAJ>K BY
r. M. Staub Co., 2M

-i. Brtw.,I>o8 Angeles

Weatherbv-K a v se r

Shoe Co., 2l".i S. I?dw..
Los Angeles; 59 K. Col-
orado .St., Pasadena

Rosenthal Bros. ,

Inc., 107 Kearney St.,

Smd Francisco

For Healtfa, Happiness
and a Home
come to

Sot^thei^n California
Write for information and illustrated printed matter,

enclosing a 5 cent stamp, to

The Chamber of Commerce
Los Angeles t California

AN EAR OF
LACUNA

GROWN CORN

CORN? YES!
and all other necessaries of life, and all deciduous

fruit in addition, abundantly grown on the

LACUNA DE TACHE GRANT
in Fresno and Kings Counties, the geographical

center of California.

PRICES: $30 to $60 per Acre With Ample Water
One-quarter cash, balance in 8 annual installments. For full

printed information and local paper 2 months FREE. Address

NARES AND SAUNDERS, Managers
GRANT BLOCK, LATON, CALIFORNIA



Irr ^MioiJtes^l
YOU CAN SHAVE WITH "THE GILLETTE"; THEN YOU ARE READY
FOR THE DAY WITH A CLEAN, WHOLESOME FACE.

12 BLADES; 24 PERFECT EDGES
THE WONDERFUL BLADE THAT HAS CHANGED THE RAZOR WORLD.

TRUTHFUL LETTERS FROM CONSTANT USERS TELL OF THE MAR-
VELOUS TENSILE STRENGTH OF THESE BLADES.

SINGLE BLADES HAVE BEEN USED 30, 60 AND UP TO 142 TIMES.
SIMPLE AND DURABLE

Triple silver-plated set with 12 blades $5.00
Quadruple gold-plated set with 12 blades 10.00

Quadruple gold-plated set with 12 blades and monogram 12.00
Standard combination set with shaving brush and soap in triple

silver-plated holders 7.50
Otlier combination sets in silver and gold up to 50.00

^-___
—- - — -. — . ——

r:

^^
Standard packages of 10 blades, hav-

•^•TBAt*
ttl:'><

n*J^ \ ing 20 sharp edges, for sale by all »^
kTF?* CvV^*"^*)^ %^AA/ dealers at the uniform price of.. .50 gMAi^i
C^ "-//-V ^SS^^^ SOLD BY LEADING DRUG, CUTLERY iM^

*

^ (^ ^^^ HARDWARE DEALERS
ifiliVl- Ask to see them and for our booklet. IH\n\\

6'05-fO^'*y>-|-wV*' ^AS->'
j

Write for our special trial offer. IllW
<*y}^ ^^„.>M GILLETTE SALES COMPANY

, PATENTED USA NOV,.15,^|^^ ^7 Times Bldg., >iew York City. WV^^

V

NO STROPPING NO HONING.



OUT WEST
A Magazine of ttie Old Pacific and tlae Nexv

CHAS. f\ LUMMIS I

CHARLES AMADON MOODY \

SHARLOr M. HALL, Associate Editor

Editors

Among thb Stockhoi,ders and Contributors arb:

DAVID STARR JORDAN
President of Stanford University

FREDERICK STARR
Chicairo University

THEODORE H. HITTELL
The Historian of CaliforniaMARY HALLOCK FOOTE

Author of "The Led-Horse Claim," etc.
MARGARET COLLIER GRAHAM

Author of "Stories of the Foothills"
GRACE ELLERY CHANNING

Author of "The Sister of a Saint," etc.
ELLA HIGGINSON

Author of "A Forest Orchid," etc.
CHARLES WARREN STODDARD

The Poet of the South Seas
INA COOLBRITH

Author of "Songrs from the Golden Gate," etc.
EDWIN MARKHAM

Author of "The Man with the Hoe"
JOAQUIN MILLER

The Poet of the Sierras
BATTERMAN LINDSAY

CHARLES FREDERICK HOLDER
Author of "The Life of Agassiz," etc.

CHAS. DWIGHT WILLARD

CONSTANCE GODDARD DU BOIS
Author of "The Shield of the Fleur de Lis"

WILLIAM E. SMYTHE
Author of "The Conquest of Arid America," etc,

DR. WASHINGTON MATTHEWS
Ex-Prest. American Folk-Lore Society

WILLIAM KEITH
The Greatest Western Paintei

CHARLES A. KEELER
LOUISE M. KEELER
GEO. PARKER WINSHIP

The His'.orian of Coronado's Marches
FREDERICK WEBB HODGE

of the Smithsonian Institution, Washinsfton
GEO. HAMLIN FITCH

Literary Editor S. F. ChronicU
ALEX, F. HARMER
CHARLOTTE PERKINS STETSON OILMAN
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CHAS. HOWARD SHINN

Author of "The Story of the Mine," etc
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Author of "Rod and Gun in California," etc.MARY AUSTIN
Author of "The Land of Little Rain"
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ELIZABETH AND JOSEPH GRINNELL
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The Temblor (a personal narration), illustrated, Mary Austin 497
The Earthquake at Stanford University, illustrated, David Starr Jordan 507
Geology and the Earthquake, illustrated, J. C. Branner 513
Organization in the Crisis, illustrated, Rufus P. Jennings, Secretary of Relief Com-

mittee and Committee on Reconstruction of San Francisco 519
The Relief Work in San Francisco, Jacob Voorsanger, Chairman of the Food Com-

mittee 526
The Rebuilding of the City, John Galen Howard 532
By the Western Gate, poem, by Geo. N. Lowe 536
The Future of San Francisco, James D. Phelan 537
The Ennoblement of California, William E. Smythe 539
The Ruins of San Francisco, Bret Harte (originally published in 1872) 542
A Day Shadow (story), Chas. Horton 549
An Archaeological Wedding Journey (illustrated serial), Theresa Russell, Chapter

VI, Togoholtazze Spring and Bodokleese Caiion 544
That Which Is Written (book comment), Charles Amadon Moody 554
Humboldt County, Humboldt Bay and Eureka, illustrated, Wm. Ayers 558
Chico, Butte County, illustrated, W. J. Costar 569
Biggs, Butte County, illustrated, J. E. Ruggles 577
Gridley, Butte County, illustrated, W. D. Burleson 581

Copyright 190«i. Entered at the Los Angeles Postoffice as second-class matter. (See Publishers' Page)



'The Quality Store

SUPERIOR DESIGNED

ClotKes
THE POPULAR M. AND B. MAKE

GOOD FABRICS
HAND TAILORED

THE CORRECT expression cf the newest thought in

fashion. Only after inspection of these garments and a

careful notation of our prices, can you fully appreciate
the value. The DRESSY BLACK and BLUES, your
business suit in the medium or light gray, shepard plaids,

invisible stripes.

THE LATEST MODELS WITH SIDE OR CENTER
VENTS.

SUITS, $15, $18, $20, $22, $25 up to $40.

MULLEN &t BLUETT CLOTHING CO.
First and Spring Streets Los Angeles

The newest things procurable in

draperies and furniture that we
offer to our patrons, and while

we strive to supply the latest

we are always mindful of quality

and aim to give our customers

full value.

We consider a pleased customer

a future benefit to us.

Broadway Drapery

and Furniture Co;
447 S. BROADWAY

LOS ainIgeles

Not in Combine

Send for Catalog of

Buckskin Shoes for

children and adults.

Same, except
height, 6 in., 16 00:

same, height 17 in.,

$9 00.

Women's, lieight

16 in., $7 50.

L
Wetherby-Kayser Shoe Co.

217 S. Broadwaj', Los Angeles



EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Occidental College t.^:^'
The College. Four Courses—Classical, Scientific,

Literary, and Literary-Musical. Two new brick
buildings, costing $80,060—modern and convenient.

Academy. Prepares for Occidental, or any other
college or university. The Occidental School of Mus-
ic—Theory, Vocal and Instrumental.

2nd semester begins February sth, 1906.
Address Acting i're^ident Rev VVm. S Young, D. D.

AriA^^iy HAI I
^ school for boys among theM\JMJ3IZ- IIMLL Sierra pines. Remarkable cli-

mate. Prepares for best Colleges and Universities.
Out-door Sports; Riding, Hunting, Boating, Fishing,
Snow-shoeing, Camping. Boys may enter at any
time. For catalogue, address the Headmaster.
WILLIAM W. PRICE, M. A., Alta, Placer Co., Cal.

ARMY AUCTION BARGAINS.
Tents... .$1.90 up. 6 Foot Amer. Banner. ,$1.35

Blue I'lannel Shirt.^.. 1.50
Kifles.... !.«.-)

•'
Cuvulrv Lariat .58

.10
"

N.C. Offirers' Sword.. 1.50
Blanket Koll Equipt... .35
Gun Karks, Sets 75
Sptg. Kifle with Ctge.. a.45
Surgical Insfmnt Sets 0.75
New Cavalry Sabres... 1..'0
G.il.l .Medal Cots 1.50
Cork Lile Preservers.. .(iO

SIcClellan Saddles 4.90
Bridles.. .. 1.00

Cavalry Spurs, (pair).. .45
Carbine Boots .75

Artillery Horse Collars 1.50
Mess Kit Camp Sets... .00
Leather I'uttee Leggins 1.65

Knapsacks 45
Khaki Legeins 15
Hevolvers (Kelics) ..50

Holsters .10
K libber I'onclios.. .75
Cnd.t Drill Guns. 1.00
Ciulet Equipt. Sets .38

Bayonets 10
Side Arm Swords. .'2U

Canti ens 28
Army Hats 35

Niivy Hats 10
Trowel Bayonet... .85

_ Hunting Knife 80 „^„ . u..^^ ^c^gg.
U. S. Summer Uniform (White) coat, pants and helmet, new, 1.65

Large 184-page illustrated catalogue, full of valuable information
with net wholesale and retail prices, mailed 12 cents (st.inirs)FRANCIS BANNKKMAN, .501 Broadway, New York

Largest de<tler in the norld hi Government Aucliun Gvods.
15 Acres for storage,—2\ Acres Broadway Salesrooms.

Saint Vincent's College
Los Angeles, CaliFornia

Boarding and Day College
and High School

Military Drill and Calisthenics a Feature.
For Catalogue write the President.

IMMACULATE HEART COLLEGE
A boarding and day school for young ladies,
conducted by the Sisters of the Immaculate
Heart.

For prospectus address
Mother Superior. Hollywood. Cal.

Mrs. Rorer's New Cook Book.

The well-known firm of Liebig Company
are publishing a new cook book by Mrs. S.

T. Rorer, who is certainly the leading au-

thority on cooking in the United States to-

day. This new cook book of Mrs. Rorer's

is brimful of new ideas, contains sixty pages
of up-to-date recipes, and describes how to

serve dishes to please the eye as well as the

taste. Don't go on in the old way, try the

modern way of cheaper yet better cooking.
This book will show you how. All you
have to do to get this fine, useful cook book,

absolutely free, is to send your address on
a postal to Liebig's Extract of Meat Co.,

Ltd., 120 Hudson St., New York. The book
will be mailed you promptly.

Frank Davey of San Jose is publishing an album of thirty photographic

views, vjfth history, and remarks by President David Starr Jordan, and prominent

professors. al. 3iL''?i

Size of album 12x9, size of pictures 8^x6^, upon the best calandered paper,

nicely bound in University colors.

Charles Warren Stoddard says: "It seems to me an inspiration, it will become
a historical souvenir, singularly curious and valuable, every Stanford man must

have one."

An edition of 5000 is going to press and will be rapidly disposed of. Mailed

to any address for $1.00. Address

Fraf^M Dave^ (Care of MELVIL. HILLIS & BLACK)

44 W. San Fernando St., San Jose, Cal.
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THE

American National Bank
OF SAN FRANCISCO

Deposit Gro"wtTn

Mar. 3, 1902 $ 387,728.70

Sept. 15, 1902 1,374,983.43

Mar. 15, 1903 2,232,582.94

Sept. 15, 1903 3,629,113.39

Mar. 15, 1904 3,586,912.31

Sept. 15. 1904 3,825,471.71

Mar. 15, 1905 4,349,427.92

Sept. 15,1905 4,938,629.05

Mar. 15, 1906 5,998,431.52

Inrr?
ample capital provides se-

I '

curity; if undivided profits

indicate prosperity; if constant growth
i.s proof of good service, then you
should send your Pacific Coa.st busi-

ness to the

American National Bank
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

YOUR BANK

Wc Desire to be Your Bank

You are cordially invit-

ed to make this your
bank. Every facility of
modern banking is at

your service. Our Trust
and Bond Departments
offer added conven-
iences. You will be made
to feel at home and your
business will receive

prompt, accurate and
cheerful attention.

Merchants Trust Company
CAPITAL, $350,000

209 S. Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.

JOHN T.

GRIFFITH
COMPANY

Established 1892 incorporated 1905

John T. Griffith, President

H. E. O'Brien, Vice-President

John N. Gardiner, Secretary
(a Monica's Long Wharf, near Palisades

Real Estate and Insurance
"

AGENT FOR

PALISADES - bY -THE - SEA
A HIGH-CLASS RESIDENCE SUBDIVISION

We have at all times a good list of business and residential property
for sale and exchange. Correspondence solicited.

212-216 ^Vilcox Building', Los Angeles, Cal.

Reliable help promptly furnished. Hummel Bros. & Co., Tel. IVIain 509.



S>6c

Droad^way-Vencloine
Hotel

Broad^rtray and 41st Street, Ne^w YorK

EUROPEAN PLAN.
ABSOLUTELY FIRE PROOF.

A FIRST-CLASS HOTEL AT MODERATE PRICES.

SUBWAY STATION—ONE BLOCK.
GRAND CENTRAL STATION—5 MINUTES WALK.

CITY HALL—EIGHT MINUTES.
LOWER SECTION—EIGHT MINUTES.

WITHIN TWO BLOCKS OF

FIFTEEN PROMINFNT THFATRFS
CFNTFR OF SHOPPING DISTRICT

Single Rooms, near Bath

Single Rooms, with Bath
$1.50 per Day
$2.00 per Day

SEND FOR BOORLCT

BROADWAY-VFNDOMF CO., Proprietors
' E. S. Crcwell, General Manager



g^^ I FOR YOUR FARM,
OCh% HOME, BUSINESS OR

\^^3| I OTHER PROPERTY.
We can sell it for you, no
matter where it is or what
it is worth. H you desire

a quick sale send us description and price.
If you want to buy any kind of property
anywhere send for otjr monthly. It is

FREE and contains a large list of desirable

properties in all parts of the country. C. A.
WILSON, Real Estate Dealer, 415 Kansas
avenue. Topeka, Kansas.

Have you visited the

"Angel's Flight"
If not why not? It is the
most unique, interesting and
picturesque incline railway
in the world. It is in the
heart of the

'

city
—Hill and

Third Streets, Los Angeles,
Cal. J. W. EDDY, Mgr.

The American

Collection Agency
No fee charged un-

less collection is

made. We make col-

lections in all parts .

of the United States.

413 KANSAS AVE.
•NTHONY P. WILSON. ATTY. TOPEKA, KANSAS

Sozodont
TOOTH
POWDER

is a beautiful polisher,

absolutely free from grit
and acid. Are you using
it? You ought to be.

Ask your dentist.

LEADING HOTELS OF THE: COAST
Below will be found, for the information of tourists who visit California, a list of the best hotels, both

tourist and commercial, in the leading Resorts and Cities of the State. A postal card of inquiry will

bring literature and. information as to rates, by return mail.

^PARTMENTS, Los Angeles
fully furnished, new, 3 rooms, gas, range,

hot water, bath, telephone, $14.00 monthly. T.
Wiesendanger, Hope and 7th Sts., Los Angeles.

/-^LARENDON, Los Angeles,
European plan, tourist and commercial

hotel. Central location, one block from Broad-
way. Special rates by the week.

COMMERCIAL HOTEL, flagstaff,
' Ariz

$2.50 to $3.00 per day; special rates to
tourists and others making extended visits. Con-
veyances furnished for Grand Canyon

J. J. DoNAHue.

I^OTEL GREEN, Pasadena, Cal.
California's grandest hotel. The mecca

of America's select society. Accommodations for
800 guests. J. H. Holmes, Manager.

TJOTEL HOLLYWOOD, Hollywood
Cal. Only hotel in the beautiful Ca-

hyienga foothills. Unique for home comforts com-
bined with every modern convenience of a first
class hotel.

LJOTEL REDONDO, Redondo. Cal.

18 miles from Los Angeles, at Redondo-
by the Sea. "The Queen of the Pacific." Open
all the year; even climate.

LJOTEL VANCE, Eureka
American plan. Noted for excellent fur-

nishings and superior table service. J. F.

Dougherty, Manager. ^
TJOTEL VENDOME, San Jose

A charming summer and winter resort.

Headquarters for tourists visiting Lick Observa-
tory. Joseph T. Brooks, Manager.

HOTEL WESTMINSTER,
LOS ANGELES. Largest and best. Euro-

pean plan. $1 per day and upwari^.s. Service the
best. Cor. Main and 4th Sts. F. O. Johnson,
Prop.

pASO ROBLES HOT SPRINGS
Hotel, Paso Robles, Cal. New bath house

most complete in the U. S. Hydropathic treat-
ment for all ills. Open year round. W. A.
Junker, Manager .

CT. FRANCIS, San Francisco
America's model hotel. European plan.

Built of stone and steel. Facing a beautiful
tropical garden in the heart of city. James
Woods. Manager.

HTHE NEW ROSSLYN7iosAnge]^
Comprising the Lexington and Rosslyn

Hotels. American and European plans. Center of
city
—285 rooms— 150 with bath. Rates, Ameri-

can, $1.50 up; European, 75 cents up. Fine
sample rooms.

Hummel Bros; & Co., "Help Center," 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



Consider well, how you would like to be one of an industrial corporation
that earned over 50 per cent vlast year on the actual money invested in merchan-

dise and over 39 per cent on the total capital invested for the past two years,

including the advertising fund. Listen. "Fortune knocks once at every door."

A Corporation only two years old, manufacturing a staple commodity that is

already sold by the whoesale and retail grocers and use^ in the homes, restaurants,

hotels and bakeries generally throughout the 12 Pacific Coast States and for

which there is no limit to the supply and demand, offers you a limited number of

shares of their treasury stock.

Why is this stock offered, is the first question asked by the investor. The

company needs more machinery, more traveling salesmen and a larger quantity
of goods in stock, to be able to carry larger accounts and to extend their already

growing business and to place their goods in every hamlet, not only in the 12

States noted, but to the trade in every State in the Union and the islands of the sea.

The product is national. It is a pure food. There is no limit to the territory

that can be worked, and with the showing as noted above on a limited invest-

ment, what may be done with money at command to take advantage of all favor-

able conditions?

A few thousand shares only will be issued and may be taken in any number
from 25 shares up. This is preferred stock, par value $1.00, and 7 per cent in-

terest per annum is guaranteed and payable semi-annually. Only 10,000 shares

of this preferred stock are ofifered and you will have to act promptly if you secure

any of it. No discount will be made on this preferred stock. Send the money
either by Postoffice order or express or bank draft and the certificates will be

issued to you immediately. Give full name and address.

This preferred stock may be redeemed by the corporation after three years

from date of issue by giving legal notice to the holders thereof.

Here is your chance to invest money, not only for a sure profit, but to help

build up an enterprise in this State that will bring in large amounts of money
from all parts of the world to be paid out here in wages and dividends, for the

goods are as staple as gold.

One of the advantages in turning out our self-rising R. B. B. Flour is that

we do not need a large amount of money invested in buildings and the manu-

facturing plant. Another advantage is, our advertising fund for this year is fully

provided for, and we are advertising in about too publications throughout the 12

States noted.

We have 83 stockholders now. We have the best goods and we will have the

largest and strongest corporation in our line in the United States. Write at once.

Allesa'^s Bo Bo Bo F

263 S. Market. St., San Jose, Cal.



MENNEN'S
BORATED TALCUM

TOILET . ^POWDER

The Freshness of Roses
and bdmy June d"ys are not more delightful and

refreshing than the soothing touch of Meunen's.

(iivcs iniinediute and iiositive relief from Prickly

Heat, Chafing, Sunburn and all sk.a troubles.

Everywhere used ai:d rccomiiicndtd by physicians

and nurses f r its perfect purity and absolute uni-

formity. Jlenncn's face on every box. See that

you get the freiiuine. For sale every

where, or by mall, 25c. Sample free.

Gerhard T.Tcniicn Co., Newark, N.J.

ry Iilenntn's Vickt (."orated) Talntvi.

CLEAN HANDS ;°^tr^|''«--

VAILS,

Price 25o. eacH. For sale by all dealers iu Toilet
Goods. Mailed on receipt of price. SSTAgtnts -wanted.

Bailey's Rubber MASSAGE ROLLER

A Sample
Jar of Skin
Food GIVEN
with every
Roller.

For sale by all C?A/>
dealers ormailed rillli
upon receipt of

^^^
RUBBER BOOK FREE

Baby's TeetH
cvit -witHovit irritation
The flat-ended teeth of Bailey's

Teething Ring expand theg^ums,
keeping- them soft, comforts
and amuses the child, prevent-
ing convulsions and cholera infantum

Mailedfor the price (stamps) , loc.

C. J. Bailey & Co., 22 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

Mothers!

Mothers!!

Mothers!!!
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup

has been used for over SIXTY YEARS
by MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their

CHILDREN while TEETHING with
PERFECT SUCCESS. It SOOTHES
the CHILD, SOFTENS the GUMS. AL-
LAYS all PAIN, CURES WIND
COLIC, and is the best remedy for

DIARRHOEA. Sold by all Druggists
in every part of the world. Be sure and
ask for "Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syr-
up," and take no other kind. Twenty-
five cents a bottle.

Hipolito Screen & Sash Co.
(incorporated)

Removable Window Screens, High Grade Screen
Doors, Patent Reversible Windows

Office and Factory: 634-638 Maple Ave.

''''°"^'
Honiei?9o LOS ANGELES

KIDDER'S PASTILLES. 4ief for Asthma.

STOWELL & CO., Mfrs.

Sold by all Druggisis,
or by mail, 86 cents.
Cliarlestown, Mass.

X4BLACHE
^i«y^ W^^^

makes tlie complex-
ions of tliose who use

it a.s health fully clear and
(daintly pinlcand white as "

the delicately tinted
petals of the rose.

Ut^fnue substitutes. They
may be danaerous. Fhsh,
I'itik, or Cream, 50c. a box.
of druggists or by mail.

/Send lOctfor sample,

BEN. LEVY & CO.,
French Perfumers.

Dept. 4 125 Kiiit-'stoii Street,
Bostou, Mass.
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We make a specialty of Designing and

Printing Books, Magazines, Catalogs,

and Pamphlets. Commercial Printing

of every description

THis Magazine is a Fair Sample of o\ir Product

flmtm

to % concern kuflt along MODERN TJNES for

PUBLrSHERS
BLANK BOOK,
MANUFACTURERS
GENERAL OFFICeI

EQUIPPIRS*

RELIEFiENGRAVING

BOOKBINDINGSENGRAVING
STATIONERY

FttJNG CABINETS

IdIETZGEN'S
ARCHITECTS'

lND^ENGINEERS'
SUPFUES

A NEW PROCESS*

A Mechanical Modeling from Type Print

^hls Plate is an Example of this Spedalty^



_ Our own brand of Olive Oil and our Medal-Win-
ning Wines are California's choicest products.

In Order to Introduce .^^^ V * .^^k*V
°"%Ta^oo. Olive Oil

and OUR FAMOUS \/ IWV | ^ 0*^^
In their absolute purity, direct from our
store, we quote the following inside prices:

2 cases, each containing i dozen quart bottles (5

to the gallon) of our Best Assorted Wines,
Champagne excepted, including 1 bottle of Old
California Brandy, 24 bottles all told, for

Only $11.00
or a splendid assortment of Table Wines

at $8.50
for 2 cases, assortment to be made by us, or by

yourself—as you choose.

OLIVE OIL
Quart bottles $11 per case of i doz.

Pint bottles 12
" "

2
"

Half Pint bottles 13
" "

4
"

FREIGHT prepaid by us to your nearest rail-

road sta'Jon, provided your aggregate order pf
Wines and Olive Oil amounts to 100 pounds or

over. For your guidance in this matter, we give
the weight of 2 cases of wine—100 lbs.; case of
olive oil, about 30 lbs.

Edward Germain Wine Co.
p. O. Box 290 Los Angeles, Cal.

drinu

Maicr & Zobclcin

BREWERY

LAGER-BEERS
The best and purest brewed on the

Coast. For sale in bottles
and kegs

TelepHones: Sunset, Main 91
Home 91

THIS BOTTLE OF

MAPLEINE
COSTS ONLY 35c

and will make two

gallons of delicious

syrup better than

maple, at a total

cost of only 62 j4
cents a gallon. All

you do is to dis-

solve 14 pounds of

granulated sugar in

8 pints of water

and add 2 table-

spoons of Mapleine

ALL GROCERS
If not send 35 cents in

stamps and we will mail
this 2-oz. bottle.

CRESCENT MFG. CO,
170 Jackson Street SEATTLE, "WASH.

AS TO OLIVE OIL
i^^^ You no doubt observe that the

^Ni^ imported chef insists on using

^t^B imported oil. We don't blame,

J^g we admire—he is loyal to his

country's products. The way
fl you should be. Here in your

*•• own matchless California, by
years of patient study and tireless

work, the

EHMANNS
HAVE PRODUCED AN

OLIVE OIL
that's simply incomparable. As pure
as a ray of sunshine, and has a flavor
more delicious than sweet cream. An
American industry worthy your sup-
port. Surely you love America as well
as the Frenchman France, or the Ital-

ian Italy? Use EHMANN OLIVE
OIL in future. Your grocer has it.

If not, write

LUDWIG & MATHEWS
LOS ANGELES, CAL

or Ehmann Olive Co.. Mfrs. Oroville. Cal.
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DENTACURA

Tooth
Paste
deans and pre-

serves the teeth.

Mothers should reahze the

importance of preserving
intact the primary set of

teeth until the secondary
or permanent set is ready
to take its place. Let us

send you our free booklet on "Taking Care of

the Teeth" which contains much information

in concise form. Children should be encouraged
to use Dentacura Tooth Paste, 25c. a tube.

Avoid substitutes.

DENTACURA COMPANY,
107 ALLING ST., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Send For Beauty Booklet

TlIIv
celebrated Frencli

house of J. Simon has
since 186 1 led the World in

the manufacture of toilet

articles. They have prepared
a dainty booklet on beauty
hints wfiich will be sent free
on request.

Cpeme Simon
The famous skin preserver and beautilier.

Poudre Simon the powder for beauly or baby.
( it'iiL

' Simon Soap softens, wtiitens and cleans.

Samples of this triTiity ot lieiiut>-mul<er.s will lie sent tn

receipt of Kc. to piiy postiige iiii'l p;ickiii?.

GEO. P. WALLAU, Inc., 2 Slone Street, New. York City

BUTCHER'S
Boston Polish

is the best finish made for FLOORS,
interior VN'oodwork and Furniture.
Not brittle; will neither scratch nor
deface, like shellac or varnish. Is

not soft and sticky, like beeswax.
Perfectly transparent, preserving the

natural color and beauty of the wood. Without doubt
the most economical and satisfactory Polish known
for Hardwood Floors.
For Sale by Dealers in Paints, Hardware and House

Furti'shings.
Send for our FREE P.OOKLET telling of the

many advantages of BUTCHER'S BOSTON
POLISH.

THE BUTCHER POLISH CO., 356 Atlantic Avenue,
Boston, Mass.

nilD Nn 1 PF-VIVFD '"^ ^ superior finish for
UUI^ no. J KCVIVCK kitchen and piazza floors.

RIDDEL'S

OLIVE OIL
FIRST PRESSING

Guaranteed Absolutely Pure

Pressed and Bottled by
J. O. RIDDEL, REDLANDS, CAL.

Pinkham's

liflkhaiHS

Santa Barbara

Mineral Water

.\ natural .Medical Mineral Water
direct from the spring on the mesa.
Cures Constipation, Rheumatism and
I'rinary troubles.

Bottled at the springs and guaran-
teed to be in its natural state

Shipped to any part of the world.
W^rite for pamphlet.

Pinkham Mineral Spring Co.

Santa Barbara, Cal.

KIDNEY &LIVER

BITTERS
CURES DYSPEPSIA.

C. F. A. LAST
WINE MERCHANT

The purity of all goods guaranteed. No cheap
adulterations or imitations carried in

stock. The safest place to

buy your

Wines and Liquors
TRY IT

i2f) AND 131 NORTH MAIN ST.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.



UK MAKE 'KM SOK WORKvS 'KM

OUR BUSINESS

To furnish Hot Water by Sunshine

. with our

Improved Climax

Solar Water

Heater

Why burn fuel ? Sunshine is free.

Xo Explosion. No clanger.

Xo Expense.

• DOX'T LET YOUR ARCHITECT
FORGET THE SOEOR HEATER

SOLAR HEATER CO.

A. D. Davis, Mgr.

330 New High St.,

Los Angles, Cal.

Home Phone 2396 Write for an Agency

It Serves
the purpose in a most surprising man-

ner both as to brilliancy and labor

saving, and a quarter century's use at

home and abroad gives assurance

that it is absolutely harmless. These

are the merits that have carried its

fame around the globe. At grocers

and druggists.

Postpaid 15 cents (stamps).

Trial quantity for the asking.

"Silicon,"' 30 Cliff Street, New York.

REDINGTON S CO., San Francisco, Wholesale Agents for Pacific Coast

Every Bit HELPS
That's just WHY
We want: to

Sell you a

Refrigerator
No matter if small

No matter if large—
We have over

Eighty Different Sizes and Patterns
in stock, and can suit you if anybody can, unless you want a

Refrigerator of poor quality, which we wouldn't handle even

"if the children cried for it." Call and try us!

JAMES W. HELLMAN
16 J N, Spring Street Los Angeles, Cal.



TKe Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company

Issues plain business contracts ; policies which tell their whole story upon
their face; leave nothing to imagination; borrow nothing

from hope. They require definite conditions

and make definite promises.

PACIFIC COAST HEAD OFFICE:
WELLS FARGO BUILDING. SAN FRANCISCO

BRANCH OFFICES

LOS ANGELES (SOUTH), CAL.. Rooms 302-304 Pacific Electric Bldg Harry L. Corson, Supt.

LONG BEACH. CAL Rooms 6-7 Masonic Temple Bldg Clarence P. Kirn, Asst. Supt.

LOS ANGELES (NORTH), CAL. 414-418 Wilcox Bldg., cor. Spring and 2d Sts.. Thomas Burke, Supt.

PASADENA, CAL Room i, Richardson Bldg Chas. A. Deegan, Asst. Supt.

RIVERSIDE, CAL Evans Block, cor. Main and 8th Sts Harry J. Miller, Supt.

POMONA, CAL Brady Block, 2d St. and Gerry av., Amos N. Molyneaux. Asst. Supt.

REDLANDS, CAL Fisher Block Charles E. Lane, Asst. Supt.

SAN BERNARDINO, CAL Rooms 1-2-3 Garner Block Jos. Krausman, Asst Supt.

SANTA ANA, CAL Room 10, Hervey Finley Block T. H. Thurlow, Asst. Supt.

SAN DIEGO, CAL Room 14, Sefton Bldg., C St. .John K. Smith, Asst. Supt. in Charge
SANTA BARBARA, CAL 2d Floor Aiken Block, 90s State St Joseph A. Burns, Supt.

TRIED
BY PANIC
BY EARTHQUAHE
BY FIRE

The Continental Building & Loan Assn.

OF CALIFORNIA

Stands TODAY, as it has stood for 17 years—A MONUxMENT OF SAFETY
AND PROFIT to its stockholders and depositors. Its records are saved; its

securities have not been hurt by the earthquake and cannot be lost by fire. They
are first mortgages on improved real estate and the improvements are all insured

against loss by fire. Pays 5% on ordinary deposits and 6% on term deposits.

JUST WATCH SAN FRANCISCO BUILD BETTER—THE CONTINENTAL
GROW GREATER.

Corner Market and Church Streets.

Dr. Washington Dodge, President.

Wm. Corbin, Sec'y- and Gen'l Manager
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•WHAT REALLY HAPPENED
B:y PAUL COWLES

Supt. Western Division The Associated Press

HIS is the story of what really happened in San Fran-

cisco during a few days commencing April i8.

Early that morning it was reported that there had

been an earthquake of unusual severity, and that

the earthquake had been followed by fire. These

reports were confirmed, and the confirmation has been coming in

ever since. According to most accounts, the earthquake came at

5:14 A. M. According to many accounts, the shake lasted any-
where from three minutes to half an hour, but it really lasted

only 47 seconds. The people who guessed from three minutes

to half an hour were those who escaped from San Francisco by
the first trains, and, judging from the stories they told when

they were interviewed by newspapers in the East and South,

they were very conservative in their estimate of time. The 47-

second people were newspaper men and scientists whose first im-

pulse, when they were disturbed, was to look at their watches

and note the exact time. The 47-second theory is the one gen-

erally accepted in San Francisco.

If there had to be an earthquake, no more desirable hour could

have been selected. Even in San Francisco, which was formerly

noted as an "all night" town, there are but few people on the

streets at 5 o'clock in the morning. It was too late for the night

reveller to be abroad, and too early for the good citizen to be

out of bed. Consequently, when chimneys toppled into the

streets, and cornices and facade ornaments, and portions of

flimsy walls came crashing down, but few people on the streets

were injured. The loss of life occurred mainly in old ram-

shackle frame buildings that collapsed and crushed their inmates.

The exact number of these unfortunates will never be known.

Up to May 19, 389 bodies had been recovered from the ruins

Copyright 1906, by Out West Magazine Co. All Rights Reserved
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and buried. Coroner Walsh estimates that probably i,ooo people

were killed, but the fire that swept the wrecked districts inciner-

ated many bodies as completely as if they had been placed in a

crematory.
While the fires that followed caused most of the financial loss

lo the city, it cannot be denied that the earthquake did a great

amount of damage. Brick buildings of cheap construction,

wooden buildings that were known to be insecure and ancient

structures that had outlived their usefulness were the ones that

suffered. It cannot be too emphatically stated that the modern

steel buildings, honestly constructed stone and brick edifices and

Looking East on Sacramento Street During Fire

strongly braced frame dwellings are practically immune from

damage by earthquake. In no instance were buildings of the

character noted above seriously hurt. It has also been noted that

the buildings erected on made ground, or on soil of a marshy
character, were the ones that suffered. The pipes carrying the

water supply ran through the marshy section of San Mateo

county, and it was only that portion of the line that was broken

and thrown out of place, thus causing the stoppage of the water

supply.

San Francisco could have withstood and quickly repaired

the damage done by earthquake, but it could not withstand the
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fire that followed, which could not be successfully fought for

lack of water. It was fortunate that the shock came when it did.

Had kitchen fires been lighted all over the city, the flames would

have broken out in hundreds of places in the residence districts,

and people would have been hemmed in with no chance of

escape. As it was, the only fires going were those in power
houses and manufactories, and these being located mainly soutli

of Market street, the fifes that broke out were comparatively
concentrated and gave the inhabitants of the city time to move

away from the steadily advancing flames.

Within fifteen minutes after the shock, ominous looking

The Fire on the Afternoon of April 18

columns of smoke could be seen in a dozen dififerent places and

it was quickly realized that there was work for the fire depart-

ment. San Francisco's efficient force of fire fighters, in spite of

the fatal injury to their beloved chief, who was crushed in his

room, rushed to their duty, prepared to put up a hard fight against

their old enemy. Engines and hose-carts rattled through the

streets and took their stations. It was then discovered that the

water supply had failed, and except in a few districts where there

were reservoirs, there was nothing to do but to watch the prog-
ress of the conflagration. Recourse was had to dynamite, which

was used in blowing up buildings in the hope that the flames

would be blocked, but even that desperate measure failed, and b}
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The Burning of the City Haij,

Photograph taken 9:11 a. m., April 19

noon it was realized that the greater portion of the business and

manufacturing districts would be destroyed. The fire had eaten

its way from the south up to Market street, and from the east

at the water front up to Sansome street north of Market street.

During the early hours of the morning not many people went

into the down-town sections. They were busy at home, looking

:^^mmss^'*^

i^^"^.':,^i,>,mm^^mmm.

City Hall, May 8
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Jones and Sacramento Photo by George V. Welter

who had opposed Schmitz poHtically, were in doubt as to what

the Mayor would do. It did not take them long to find out.

Before night on Wednesday they discovered that there was a

Big, Strong Man at the head of the municipal government and

they were glad of it. It was a big man's opportunity and

Schmitz rose to it. He gladly availed himself of the assistance

of the soldiers in maintaining order, and one of his first official

acts was to issue a proclamation that thieves and looters would

be shot on sight. Martial law had not been declared and it took

nerve to issue that order, but it had the desired efi^ect. There

was no looting. For several days, stories of thieves shot in their

tracks and their bodies left to fester in the sun as warnings to

OF Jones and Sacramento Photo by George V. Welter
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Looking East from Jones and

evil-doers, were told about the city. Alleged eye-witnesses told

most horrible tales of men being compelled to dig their own

graves and then being shot by soldiers
; of women outraged and

the criminals hanged to lamp posts ; of the stern measures taken

by the Federal troops, the National Guard and the police to pre-

vent crime. When the newspapers investigated these stories,

not one of them was confirmed. During the entire month dating

from the morning of April i8, but four men died from the effects

of gunshot wounds. One of these was H. C. Tilden, a member
of the Citizens' Committee, who was shot at night by members

Looking down E1.1.1S
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Sacramento, Ai^caxraz Island in Center Background Photo by George V. Welter

of a self-constituted citizens' patrol because he failed to stop
his automobile when ordered to do so. Another was Dr. Tag-

gart of Los Angeles, who was killed by a shot from his own

pistol, which had dropped from his pocket. Two other men who

quarreled with soldiers, and who were not engaged in looting,

were also killed.

Instead of being disorderly, there has been less crime in San

Francisco than at any time during its entire history. From being
noted as an easy-going city where the people were said to do as

they pleased and the police had their hands full in taking care

Street to Market Photo by George V. Welter
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of malefactors, San Francisco has become a most orderly com-

munity. The saloons have been closed and there has been no

drunkenness and no crime of any kind. So-called looters have

been arrested since the fire, but they were mostly curiosity

seekers who were poking about the ruins in search of souvenirs.

To avoid annoyance from this class, and to warn possible thieves,

the police have adopted the plan of putting these delvers in the

rubbish at work cleaning and piling bricks. The offenses com-

mitted have not been serious enough to warrant arrest and trial.

Refugees who left the city and had themselves interviewed by

newspapers, have related marvelous tales of their experiences

and of what they saw. They told of awful scenes of panic; of

Looking East ox Market Street from near Fifth, Before the Fire

The James Flood Building near the Center of Photograph

men and women struggling and fighting to get out of the city ;

of fissures and bottomless chasms twenty feet wide and of un-

fathomable depth in the streets
;
of ghouls cutting off the lingers

and ears of the dead to obtain jewels; of bodies stacked like

cordwood in the streets, and of dodging falling walls and build-

ings as they ran through the streets on the way to the ferry.

There was no panic. On the contrary the people, while fright-

ened, kept their heads. Thousands of them tried to leave the

city, but they did not fight and struggle to get on the ferry boats,,

as after the first day there were plenty of boats and all could
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leave who wished to. It even became a serious problem with

the Mayor and his Committee of Fifty to devise means of per-

suading the people to leave the city and reduce the number of

those to be cared for. The fissures and bottomless chasms turned

out to be cracks in pavements of streets on made ground where

the earth had slipped. Car tracks in some places were twisted,

but there were no chasms. One artistic liar saw a drove of cattle

run into a hole on Market street and descend into the center of

the earth. The earthquake must have closed up the hole, for

there is no sign of it now and the pavement is intact. No muti-

lated bodies minus fingers and ears have been found. The ex-

ViEw FROM Almost the Same Point After the Fire

cited ones who ran through the streets dodging falling buildings
and walls must have been "making a night of it," as the earth-

quake lasted only 47 seconds, and the falling was all over before

respectable people who had gone to bed could possibly get out of

their houses.

x\ll day Wednesday the fire steadily advanced and when night
came it had eaten its way from the water-front to Kearney

street, north of Market. The Fire Department, assisted by sol-

diers, made futile attempts to block the flames by the use of dy-
namite. Block after block of substantial buildings were blown

up without avail. The rubbish took fire and it was realized that
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the greater portion of the city would be destroyed. By Thursday
morning Nob Hill, on which were located the Fairmont Hotel,

Hopkins' Institute of Art, the Stanford, Crocker, Flood, Hunting-
ton and other handsome residences, was reached. From there on
the flames swept to the east side of Van Ness avenue. At that

broad thoroughfare a determined stand was made, and buildings

extending from Golden Gate avenue to Pacific avenue on the

east side were wrecked' by dynamite. At Sutter street the flames

jumped across Van Ness avenue and licked up the buildings on the

west side as far north as Clay. All night Thursday desperate and
determined men worked to keep the flames from spreading farther

west. It looked as if nothing could save the entire Western Ad-

HaIvL of Justice After the Fire
Portsmouth Square in Foreground

dition, but fortunately Friday morning a brisk wind from the

west sprang up and the flames were checked. The fire was still

raging in the Mission district and south of McAllister street be-

tween Van Ness avenue and Octavia street. On Friday it took

a fresh start in the northern end of the city and burned down to

ihe water-front, destroying the immense grain sheds and thou-

sands of tons of wheat. It was not until Saturday noon that it

was definitely known that the fire had practically burned itself

out.

Before noon on Wednesday Mayor Schmitz had appointed a

committee of fifty citizens who were selected from representative

men of the community. To this committee, of which the Mayor
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Corner Market and Kearny Just After Fire

was chairman, were delegated all the powers of the Mayor. The
members met with him daily and assisted in the administration

of the city's affairs. Sub-committees were appointed and by

Wednesday night the work of caring for the destitute and home-

less was under way. San Francisco did not wait for outside help.

Her citizens still had energy and self-reliance. With the ex-

ception of the first day, no one suffered severely from hunger.

The bakeries were put into operation to furnish bread, and mil-

lionaire and pauper stood in the "bread line" together. When

Market Street Looking East, May 8
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outside relief came pouring in, the people who came to take

charge found a regularly organized system already in operation.

The thoroughness with which the system of relief and the

housing of the homeless had been carried out astonished every-

body from the outside. The Federal forces and the civil govern-
ment worked together in the most complete harmony. The serv-

ices of the troops were invaluable in furnishing tents, rations

and policing the city. To the Army Medical Corps is due the

fact that there has been no epidemic of disease. The splendid

organization of this corps and the assistance rendered by the

volunteers, together with the intelligence and adaptability of the

What the Earthquake Did to the Santa Rosa City Hali.

people has made San Francisco a healthier city than it was before

the earthquake and the fire.

Ordinarily the great 'quakes in the districts of the coast region,

outside of the metropolis would have commanded the attention of

the world for days. But the fire in San Francisco so far over-

shadowed the damage to the interior cities and towns that for

several days but scant consideration was given to the reports of

these disasters, that were received in fragmentary details.

Outside of San Francisco, the shock was felt both north and

south in the counties along the sea coast and around the bay. To
the north, Santa Rosa suffered most severely. In that pretty
Httle city many buildings collapsed and a large number of people
were killed and injured. The estimates as to the actual number
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famous Geyser Mineral Springs, also suffered severely. The
little towns of Headlsburg and Napa were considerably shaken,

but there was no loss of life in those places, and but comparatively
few buildings were seriously injured.

At Vallejo the shock was less severe than the one of a few

years ago which damaged the navy yard to the extent of nearly

a quarter of million dollars.

At the little village of Bolinas, in Marin County, the shock was

particularly severe. Frame buildings were leveled to the ground
and the hills are reported to have split open. About thirty miles

north of Bolinas on a neck of land extending several miles out to-

sea, was located the famous Point Reyes lighthouse. This build-

The Mii.IvS Building After the Fire

ing is reported to have been destroyed by the earth's convulsion.

In Oakland, Alameda and Berkeley, on the eastern shore of

San Francisco Bay, considerable damage was done to chimneys
and weak walls, but with the exception of Oakland, where five

people were killed in one lodging house by the collapse of the

structure, there were no fatalities. It is estimated that the loss

in Oakland as a result of the shock will approximate four hun-

dred thousand dollars. The water mains of th^ Contra Costa

Water Company broke in the vicinity of Lake Merritt, and for

two hours the city was without water. These mains were quickly

repaired, however, and a water-famine thereby averted. There
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was a settling of the earth's surface at various places around

the lake—in one instance a three-foot depression being recorded—
and much filled land slid into the water, but beyond these dis-

turbances no fissures or sinks were reported from other sections

of the city. The new building of the First Baptist church sus-

tained a loss of fifty thousand dollars, which is the largest in-

dividual loss reported from Oakland.

To the south, from San Francisco down to Salinas, there was

a record of ruin. Burlingame, San Mateo, Redwood City, Menlo

Park, Palo Alto, San Jose, Gilroy, Hollister and Salinas were

badly shaken. The beautiful buildings at Stanford University,

near Palo Alto, were twisted and torn and many of them will

have to be rebuilt. Two students lost their lives there.

Looking East on Cai^ifornia Street from Kearney
The Kohl Building (formerly The Hayward) en lefl side, with flag flying;

Merchants' Exchange Building opposite

At San Jose nineteen people were killed by falling walls and

chimneys. The loss to property at the "Garden City" will exceed

two millions of dollars. At Salinas the shock was very severe.

The immense plant of the Spreckels' Sugar Factory was badlv

wrecked, and the large merchandise establishment of Sanborn

& Ford was reduced to kindling wood. One million dollars will

hardly cover the loss to this town. Hollister was damaged to

the extent of nearly half a million dollars, but no lives were lost.

One of the awful incidents of the earthquake was the collapse

of the Asylum for the Insane, at Agnews, near San Jose. The
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buildings of the institution were constructed of brick and were
beautiful examples of architectural skill. When the shock came
these buildings were crushed like so many egg shells, the falling

walls snuffing out the lives of over a hundred patients. In addi-

tion many of the inmates were badly maimed. Included in the

fatality roll were several employes and three regular physicians
of the State Hospital. All the buildings were ruined beyond re-

pair, and the loss to the ^ State is total. For several days after

the shock inmates of the asylum, some of whom were suffering

severely from injuries received in the wreckage, wandered aim-

lessly about in the surrounding country, but all were finally lo-

cated and returned to the asylum grounds.
That the earthquake shocks were of a severe nature in this

U. S. Mint ox the Morning After the Fire

section of the State is attested by the records of the Lick Ob-

servatory, located on the summit of Mount Hamilton, twenty
miles distant from San Jose. The official figures of the institu-

tion show that the shock that created such widespread havoc

occurred twelve minutes and twelve seconds after 5 o'clock on

the morning of April 18. During the thirty minutes following

the big shake, eight distinct additional shocks were recorded on

the Observatory seismograph. These disturbances continued

daily at intervals, and up to May 7 twenty-four shocks of more

or less severity were registered. The extent of the coast region
aflfected by the earthquake is given at approximately four hundred

miles from north to south, the disturbances being confined to the
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territory two hundred miles south of San Francisco with Arroyo

Grande, San Luis Obispo County, as the extreme limit in this

direction, and Fort Bragg, Mendocino County, as the extreme

northern limits of the 'quake. The shock was also felt at Fresno,

in the San Joaquin Valley, but it was so slight that but few

people in the "Raisin City" were aware of its visitation.

The greatest concern of the people in the suburban cities and

towns on the peninsula side and across the bay was the steps to

be pursued in taking care of the vast army of refugees that for

four or five days following the 'quake and fire in the metropolis

invaded these nearby places. Naturally the greatest work in this

direction fell upon the shoulders of the citizens of Oakland, and

HiBERXiA Bank After the Fire

right royally did they respond to the colossal task of relieving the

distress of thousands of homeless and penniless unfortunates who
had fled from the doomed city. Although Oakland itself had suf-

fered greatly from earthquakes, this circumstance was quickly
lost sight of and preparations were immediately begun to succor

the refugees from across the bay. All the churches in the city

were at once turned into improvised lodging houses, as were also

public halls, parks and hundreds of private homes. A general
relief committee of one hundred prominent citizens was formed

to face the problem of feeding and housing the refugees ;
sub-

committees from the dififerent fraternal organizations were se-

lected, and subscription lists started which netted large sums
within a very short period. At Idora Park and in the various

public squares, there sprang up with lightning rapidity camps.
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tents, wooden shacks and other quaint homes whereby the home-
less were afforded shelter almost as quickly as they applied for

it. Later on as the demands for accommodations grew less, it

was decided to concentrate these scattered places of refuge into

one great camp in order to thoroughly systematize the work of

relief. Accordingly a site was selected on the shores of Lake
Merritt near the Piedmont hills, and, within two weeks after the

great fire, a vast tented city known as the Point Adams refuge

camp was installed. The camp is now being maintained by the

Federal and State governments, and is under military control.

Most of the tents are provided with comfortable matting; in

PowELiv Street After the Fire

James Flood Building on the Right

others a bed of straw will suffice pending the installation of more

substantial bedding. Three meals a day are furnished the camp

refugees, and altogether the lot of the people domiciled at Point

Adams is a happy one.

In Berkeley and Alameda, similar methods of dealing with

San Francisco's homeless were adopted, and today there are few,

if any, people without food or shelter on the Eastern shores of

San Francisco Bay.
In addition to taking care of the victims of fire and earthquake

from the metropolis, the Oakland relief committees, with the as-

sistance of the outlying towns, sent daily to San Francisco many
wagons loaded with medicines, food and other supplies for the

sufferers of that city. An emergency corps was inaugurated and
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wagons were dispatched by every boat to bring refugees to the

Oakland side, where they were at once taken in charge by the

reHef authorities.

Governor George C. Pardee established his headquarters at

the City Hall in Oakland on Thursday, the day after the great

earthquake, and all executive business and relief work were, and

are still being conducted at this place. State Adjutant General

J. B. Lauck also opened headquarters at the City Hall, and from

here directed the work of the State troops.

The Southern Pacific Railroad Company did much to relieve

the situation by granting free transportation out of the State to

all persons without means. Every train that left Oakland was

jammed to its capacity with penniless refugees eager to seek fields

anew, and when the railroad announced a return to normal con-

ditions it is estimated that fully 100,000 people from Oakland,

Berkeley and Alameda had availed themselves of the company's
offer of free passage.
San Francisco

• THi: TEMBLOR
A Personal Narration

By MARY AUSTIN

HERE are some fortunes harder to bear once they are

done with than while they are doing, and there are three

things that I shall never be able to abide in quietness

again
—the smell of burning, the creaking of house-

beams in the night, and the roar of a great city going

past me in the street.

Ours was a quiet neighborhood in the best times; undisturbed

except by the hawker's cry or the seldom whistling hum of the wire,

and in the two days following April eighteenth, it became a little

lane out of Destruction. But nobody having suffered much in our

immediate vicinity, we were left free to perceive that the very instant

after the quake was tempered by the half-humorous, wholly Ameri-

can appreciation of a thoroughly good job. Half an hour after the

temblor people sitting on their doorsteps, in bathrobes and kimonos,
were admitting to each other with a half twist of laughter between

tremblings that it was a really creditable shake.

The appreciation of calamity widened slowly as water rays on a

mantling pond. Mercifully the temblor came at an hour when
families had not divided for the day, but live wires sagging across

housetops were to outdo the damage of falling walls. Almost before

the dust of ruined walls had ceased rising, smoke began to go up
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against the sun, which, by nine of the clock, showed bloodshot

through it as the eye of Disaster.

It is perfectly safe to believe anything anyone tells you of personal

adventure ;
the inventive faculty does not exist which could outdo

the actuality; little things prick themselves on the attention as the

index of the greater horror.

I remember distinctly , that in the first considered interval after

the temblor, I went about and took all the flowers out of the vases

to save the water that was left
; and that I went longer without

washing my face than I ever expect to again.

I recall the red flare of a potted geranium undisturbed on a win-

dow ledge in a wall of which the brickwork dropped outward, while

the roof had gone through the flooring; and the cross-section of a

lodging house parted cleanly with all the little rooms unaltered, and

San Francisco on the Night of Ma^ i8

the halls like burrows, as if it were the home of some superior sort

of insect laid open to the microscope.

South of Market, in the district known as the Mission, there were

cheap man-traps folded in like pasteboard, and from these, before

the rip of the flames blotted out the sound, arose the thin, long

scream of mortal agony.

Down on Market street Wednesday morning, when the smoke

from the burning blocks behind began to pour through the windows,

we saw an Italian woman kneeling on the street corner praying

quietly. Her cheap belongings were scattered beside her on the

ground and the crowd trampled them; a child lay on a heap of

clothes and bedding beside her, covered and very quiet. The woman

opened her eyes now and then, looked at the reddening smoke and
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addressed herself to prayer as one sure of the stroke of fate. It was

not until several days later that it occurred to me why the baby lay

so quiet, and why the woman prayed instead of flying.

Not far from there, a day-old bride waited while her husband

went back to the ruined hotel for some papers he had left, and the

cornice fell on him
;
then a man who had known him, but not that

he was married, came by and carried away the body and shipped

it out of the city, so that for four days the bride knew «ot what

had become of him.

There was a young man who, seeing a broken and dismantled

grocery, meant no more than to save some food, for already the

certainty of famine was upon the city
—and was shot for looting.

Then his women came and carried the body away, mother and be-

trothed, and laid it on the grass until space could be found for

iai*li^^k*ti,--^
Looking Southeast from TeIvEgraph Hir^i. During Fire

burial. They drew a handkerchief over its face, and sat quietly

beside it without bitterness or weeping.
The largeness of the event had the effect of reducing private sor-

row to a mere pin prick and a point of time. Everybody tells you
tales Hke this with more or less detail. Two blocks from us a man

lay all day with a placard on his breast that he was shot for looting,

and no one denied the aptness of the warning. The will of the

people was toward authority, and everywhere the tread of soldiery

brought a relieved sense of things orderly and secure. It was not as

if the city had waited for Martial Law to be declared, but as if il

precipitated itself into that state by instinct as its best refuge.

In the parks were the refugees huddled on the damp sod with

insufficient bedding and less food and no water. They laughed.
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They had come out of their homes with scant possessions, often the

least serviceable. They had lost business and clientage and tools,

and they did not know if their friends had fared worse. Hot, stifling

smoke billowed down upon them, cinders pattered like hail—and

they laughed
—not hysteria, but the laughter of unbroken courage.

That exodus to the park did not begin in our neighborhood until

the second day ;
all the first day was spent in seeing such things as I

relate, while confidently expecting the wind to blow the fire another

way.
Safe to say one-half the loss of household goods might have been

averted, had not the residents been too sure of such exemption. It

happened not infrequently that when a man had seen his women safe

Looking South from Lafayette Square, 4 P. M. April 18

he went out to relief work and returning found smoking ashes—and

the family had left no address.

We were told of those who had dead in their households who took

them up and fled with them to the likeliest place in the hope of

burial, but before it had been accomplished were pushed forward

by the flames. Yet to have taken part in that agonized race for

the open was worth all it cost in goods.

Before the red night paled into murky dawn thousands of people

were vomited out of the angry throat of the street far down toward

Market. Even the smallest child carried something, or pushed it

before him on a rocking chair, or dragged it behind him in a trunk,

and the thing he carried was the index of the refugee's strongest

bent. All the women saved their best hats and their babies, and, if
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there were no babies, some of them pushed pianos up the cement

pavements.
All the faces were smutched and pallid, all the figures sloped

steadily forward toward the cleared places. Behind them the ex-

pelling fire bent out over the lines of flight, the writhing smoke

stooped and waved, a fine rain of cinders pattered and rustled over

all the folks, and charred bits of the burning fled in the heated air

and dropped among the goods. There was a strange, hot, sickish

smell in the street as if it had become the hollow slot of some fiery

breathing snake. I came out and stood in the pale pinkish glow
and saw a man I knew hurrying down toward the gutted district,

the badge of a relief committee fluttering at his coat. "Bob," I

W^J ^
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spirit of the West, the ability to dramatize its own activity, and,

while continuing in it, to stand off and be vastly entertained by it.

In spite of individual heartsinkings, the San Franciscans during

the week never lost the spirited sense of being audience to their

own performance. Large figures of adventure moved through the

murk of those days
—Denman going out with his gun and holding

up express wagons With expensively saved goods, which were

dumped out on sidewalks that food might be carried to unfed hun-

dreds
;
Father Ramon cutting away the timbers of St. Mary's tower,

while the red glow crept across the charred cross out of reach of the

hose ;
and the humbler sacrifices—the woman who shared her full

Jefferson Square

breast with the child of another whose fountain had failed from

weariness and fright
—would that I had her name to hold in remem-

brance !

Everybody tells you tales like this, more, and better. All along

the fire line of Van Ness avenue, heroic episodes transpired like

groups in a frieze against the writhing background of furnace-heated

flame; and, for a pediment to the frieze, rows of houseless, posses-

sionless people wrapped in a large, impersonal appreciation of the

spectacle.

From Gough street, looking down, we saw the great tide of fire

roaring in the hollow toward Russian Hill; burning so steadily for

all it burned so fast that it had the effect of immense deliberation;
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roaring on toward miles of uninhabited dwellings so lately emptied
of life that they appeared consciously to await their immolation

;

beyond the line of roofs, the hill, standing up darkly against the

glow of other incalculable fires, the uplift of flames from viewless

intricacies of destruction, sparks belching furiously intermittent like

the spray of bursting seas. Low down in front ran besmirched

Lilliputians training inadequate hose and creating tiny explosions of

a block or so of expensive dwellings by which the rest of us were

ultimately saved ; and high against the tip of flames where it ran

out in broken sparks, the figure of the priest chopping steadily at

the tower with the constrained small movement of a mechanical tov.

"Nob Hill" After the Fire

Showing the Huntington, Crocker, and Flood Residences. Fairmont
Hotel in background

Observe that a moment since I said houseless people, not home-

less
;
for it comes to this with the bulk of San Franciscans, that they

discovered the place and the spirit to be home rather than the walls

and the furnishings. No matter how the insurance totals foot up,

what landmarks, what treasures of art are evanished, San Francisco,

our San Francisco is all there yet. Fast as the tall banners of smoke

rose up and the flames reddened them, rose up with it something

impalpable, like an exhalation. We saw it breaking up in the move-

ment of the refugee, heard it in the tones of their voices, felt it as

they wrestled in the teeth of destruction. The sharp sentences by

which men called to each other to note the behavior of brick and

stone dwellings contained a hint of a warning already accepted for
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the new building before the old had crumbled. When the heat of

conflagration outran the flames and reaching over wide avenues

caught high gables and crosses of church steeples, men watching
them smoke and blister and crackle into flame said shortly, "No more

wooden towers for San Francisco!" and saved their breath to run

with the hose.

What distinguishes tfie personal experience of the destruction

of the grey city from all like disasters of record, is the keen appre-

ciation of the deathlessness of the spirit of living.

For the greater part of this disaster—the irreclaimable loss of

goods and houses, the violent deaths—was due chiefly to man con-

In the Apartment House District

trivances, to the sinking of made ground, to huddled buildings cheap-

ened by greed, to insensate clinging to the outer shells of life; the

strong tug of nature was always toward the renewal of it. Births

near their time came on hurriedly ;
children were delivered in the

streets or the midst of burnings, and none the worse for the absence

of conventional circumstance
; marriages were made amazingly, as

the disorder of the social world threw all men back severely upon its

primal institutions.

After a great lapse of time, when earthquake stories had become

matter for humorous reminiscence, burning blocks topics of dail)

news, and standing in the bread line a fixed habit—by the morning

of the third day, to be exact—there arose a threat of peril greater
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than the thirst or famine, which all the world rose up swiftly to

relieve.

Thousands of families had camped in parks not meant to be lived

in, but to be looked at
; lacking the most elementary means of sani-

tation. With the rising of the sun, a stench arose from these places

and increased perceptibly ; spreading with it like an exhalation, went

the fear of pestilence. But this at least was a dread that every man

could fight at his own camp, and the fight w^as the modern convic-

tion of the relativity of sanitation to health. By mid-morning the

condition of Jefferson Square was such that I should not have

trusted myself to it for three hours more, but in three hours it was

Tivou Theatre

made safe by no more organized effort than came of the intelligent

recognition of the peril. They cleaned the camp first, and organized

committees of sanitation afterward.

There have been some unconsidered references of the earthquake
disaster to the judgment of God

; happily not much of it, but enough
to make pertinent some conclusions that shaped themselves swiftly

as the city fought and ran. Not to quarrel with the intelHgence that

reads God behind seismic disturbance, one must still note that the

actual damage done by God to the city was small beside the possi-

bilities for damage that reside in man-contrivances
;
for most man-

made things do inherently carry the elements of their own destruc-

tion.
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How much of all that happened of distress and inestimable loss

could have been averted if men would live along^ the line of the

Original Intention, with wide, clean breathing-spaces and room for

green growing things to push up between?

I have an indistinct impression that the calendar time spent in the

city after the temblor was about ten days. I remember the night

of rain, and seeing a grpwn man sitting on a curbstone the morning

after, sobbing in the final break-down of bodily endurance. I re-

member too the sigh of the wind through windows of desolate walls,

and the screech and clack of ruined cornices in the red noisy night,

and the cheerful banging of pianos in the camps ; the burials in

Fairmont Hotel After the Fire

trenches and the little, bluish, grave-long heaps of burning among
the ruins of Chinatown, and the laughter that shook us as in the

midst of the ashy desert we poured in dogged stream to the ferry,

at a placard that in a half-burned building where activity had begun

again, swung about in the wind and displayed this legend :

DON'T TALK EARTHQUAKE, TALK BUSINESS.

All these things seem to have occurred within a short space of

days, but when I came out at last at Berkeley
—too blossomy, too

full-leafed, too radiant—by this token I knew that a great hiatus had

taken place. It had been long enough to forget that the smell of

sun-steeped roses could be sweet.

Carmel-by-the-Sea, Cal.
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THE EARTHQUAKE AT STANFORD
UNIVERSITY

By DAVID STARR JORDAN

N THE earthquake of April i8, along the line of the

fault which extends from near Glen Ellen in Sonoma

county to near Soledad in Monterey county, the

buildings in general were affected as follows. All

unprotected brick work and feeble structures gener-

ally were thrown down. Tall structures, as chimneys and

spires, were snapped off as by a lash of a whip. The twisting

motion threw off plaster, chiefly on lower floors, that on ceilings

generally remaining intact. Well-built wooden buildings, build-

ings reinforced by steel, and buildings of concrete with steel

Avires (Ransome's patent) were little harmed.

The buildings of Stanford University stand at a distance of

about five miles from the line of the fault. In these, the injuries

are in brief as follows :

I. The Memorial Church was badly damaged by the fall of

the tall wooden spire
—tile covered—and by the fall of the flying

buttresses of stone. The spire crashed through the roof, the

concussion blowing off the roof of the apse and the upper front

iNTKRioR OF Stanford Memorial
Church After the Shake

Photo by A. S. Dudlev
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wall of the church. The flying buttresses crashed through the

transepts. The walls of the church, of steel-brick construction,

covered with stone, are intact, as are also the tower, the organ
and the chime. Only the face of the clock is destroyed. The
interior mosaics and the stained glass windows are little harmed.

2. The unfinished Library was badly wrecked. The great

dome and its steel supports are unharmed
;
their swaying com-

pletely wrecked the rest of the building, of brick with stone

face.

3. The new Gymnasium, of brick faced with stone, is almost

completely wrecked. In this and the other unfinished buildings

the soft state of the mortar left the walls weak.

4. Those parts of the Museum which were made of brick

The Library, Stanford University Photo by Frank oavey

faced with stucco, were largely wrecked. The central part of

concrete, strengthened by steel rods, is intact.

5. The Stanford residence in San Francisco, a large wooden

structure, heavily built, was not harmed by the earthquake, but

was completely consumed by fire.

6. The inner quadrangle and Engineering shops, of heavy

masonry and one story high, are almost unharmed.

7. The outer quadrangle contains four large buildings re-

inforced by steel, the laboratories of Zoology, Botany and Physi-

ology, with the temporary Library and the Assembly Hall.

These are virtually unharmed.

8. The Power-house was partly wrecked by the tall stone
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chimney, which was snapped off Hke the lash of a whip.

9. The Memorial Arch had its upper part snapped off and

is split almost to the base, so that it is largely a wreck. This

structure was of brick, faced with stone.

10. The Chemistry building lost all its chimneys and is

externally damaged by the fall of part of its stone facing. The

building and its contents are little injured.

11. The four large buildings of the outer quadrangle, of

brick faced with stone, are somewhat damaged, the History

building least, the incomplete Mining building most.

12. Roble Hall, women's dormitory, of concrete with steel

wires, is unharmed except for the fall of two ornamental chim-

neys.

Exterior of Stanford Memorial Church Piioto by Frank Davey

13. Encina Hall, men's dormitory, a very large, finely built

stone building, was injured by the fall of stone chimneys, one

3'oung man being killed. The building also has a serious fissure

in each of two upper corners, but is otherwise unharmed.

The wooden buildings on the grounds lost only chimneys and

parts of plastering. No injury was done to books, and little

to apparatus or collections. The working part of the University,

as distinct from its architectural effects, is little harmed. The
most effective part of its architecture next to the great church,

the inner arcades with their Spanish arches and towers, is wholly
undisturbed.

The following is the report of a committee of the engineers

and architects of the University faculty :
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After a careful examination of the buildings used for University

purposes, including Roble and Encina Halls, we find that the

damage from the recent earthquake is much less than was

anticipated.

The buildings of the inner quadrangle, the one-story buildings

of the outer quadrangle (with one exception), the Zoology build-

ing, the Physiology building, the Assembly Hall, the Library,

the old Engineering building, the Machine shop, the Foundry, the

Mechanical laboratory, are substantially intact, and can be used

after a few minor repairs.

The four corner two-story buildings and the small one-story

Physics building of the outer quadrangle, the Forge shop, the

Wood-working shop, and the Chemistry building will require

partial rebuilding of some of the walls.

In Encina Hall the south walls of the east and west wings
will require partial reconstruction; also those portions injured

by the two fallen stone chimneys. The fall of one of the chim-

neys, which tore through the floors to the basement, caused the

death of one student. Aside from the damage noted above, the

building, as a whole, is uninjifred and perfectly safe.

The damage to Roble Hall is confined to the two holes torn in

the floors by the falling chimneys. The remainder of the build-

ing shows practically no evidence of having passed through an

earthquake.
In the opinion of the committee, such of the buildings men-

tioned above as are necessary for carrying on the University

work can easily be made ready for occupancy and safe use in

•time for the opening of the University on August 23.

Our full and detailed examination of the buildings, from

foundation to roof, shows that the actual damage to their stability

IS less than might be inferred from external appearances.

Signed by the committee,

Charles B. Wing, Arthur B. Clark,
WHvLiam F. Durand, Charleys E. Hodges,

CharlKS D. Marx, Chairman.

The greatest loss is that of the church, the center of the

aesthetic life as well as of the religious life of the University.
This building will doubtless in time be restored, but with a

Spanish dome instead of a spire on the tower, and without the

flying buttresses, which belong to Gothic cathedrals, but are

unsafe in lands where the mountains are not perfectly at rest.

Workmen are now engaged in the removal of debris. Stone-

masons are taking down loose stones. The work of repair on
the quadrangles and laboratories will begin at once, and these will
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be in readiness at the beginning of the fall term, August 23.

It is not likely that the Library and Gymnasium will be restored,

at least in the near future. Some interested friend may come to

its relief, when these things must be replaced.

There will be no falling-off in attendance. The people of

California never lack in courage. The Stanford alumni are loyal

in the highest degree. Daring and forceful spirits in the East

will flock to a University where things happen and the very

rocks are alive with energy. Stanford University has met with

greater losses and greater calamities than this, and the indom-

itable spirit of its founder carried it through. The example of

the faith, zeal and courage of Mrs. Stanford is not lost on her

successors.

The interests of the University as a center of teaching and of

research are first to be considered. The work will go on next

year, exactly as already planned, and there will be no set-back

in the work of the University.

^GEOLOGT AND THE IIARTHQUARE
By/. C. BRANNEJ^

HAT is it? what causes it? where does it come from?

will it happen again? and, if so, when and where and

how much ? These are the questions the geologist is

expected to answer regarding earthquakes in general,

and in particular regarding the San Francisco earth-

quake of April i8th. And, as usually happens in such cases, the

geologist can half answer some of these questions, and others he

cannot answer at all.

To begin with the last item—the "how much?" Was the late

earthquake really a severe one, or was not its severity and impor-

tance greatly exaggerated as compared with great earthquakes, and

was not this exaggeration carried still further by the burning of San

Francisco, which immediately followed?

The scales in use among geologists for classifying earthquakes

divide them into ten classes, according to their violence or intensity.

By the Rossi-Forel or the Mercalli scales, the San Francisco earth-

quake stands somewhere between eight and ten at points of greatest

disturbance
;
from which we infer that we may trust our senses to the

extent of believing that it was no small affair.

The picturesque and sensational features of earthquakes are abun-

dant and entertaining, but to the geologist these features have only

a passing and accidental interest. For example, if a chimney top,

broken off by an earthquake, should fall on a man in such a fashion

Illustrations for this article are from photographs taken April 21-22, 1906, by E G. Dudley.
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as to go right over his head and leave him standing unhurt in the

flue, it would be a striking, and to the man a very important, fact
;

but, from a geological point of view, its only importance would lie

in the fact that the shock was severe enough to throw down the

chimney. One hears, in the vicinity of Palo Alto, of a herd of cattle

having been swallowed up in the Santa Cruz Mountains and how

they had to be dug out. This seems hke a genuine earthquake

tragedy; but it turns out that at the time of the earthquake there

was a landslide affecting some ten acres of land on which the herd

was grazing. On the higher side, the slide left banks up which

the cattle could not climb, so that a road had to be dug to get them
out. This again turns out to be a matter of but little importance

An Earthquake Effect in Portola Vauey
The man stands at the fault line. The panel offence behind him shows the
former direction of the fence, which has been offset eight feet toward the left.

from the geologic point of view. Mention is made of such cases

simply to call attention away from the strange and bizarre, and to

direct it more effectively to what are regarded as matters of funda-

mental importance in connection with earthquakes. The phenomena
that bear directly upon the causes and throw some light upon the

past and future seismic history of the region are evidently the ones

of the deepest importance, and it is to some of these that attention is

directed.

In the Portola Valley, five miles west of Stanford University, there

runs through a pasture field what looks like a plowed furrow. It is

such a furrow as might be made by a big turning-plow, except that
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the sod is not turned clear over, the clods and grass roots are rough

and irregular, and the furrow not straight or gently curved, but

ragged and lumpy and sometimes forked. Where this furrow crosses

a fence-line, the fence has an offset in it amounting to a little more

than eight feet. A few hundred yards away, it crosses another

fence-row at a low angle and here there is eight feet more fence than

is now needed ;
where it crosses a third fence at a right angle there

is another offset in the fence of fully eight feet; at another place it

crosses a line of water-mains, and the pipes are displaced more than

six feet.

To the passing observer these facts may appear trivial enough,

Break along the Stevens Creek Fault
Five miles southeast of Stanford University

but to the geologist they are full of interest and importance, for they

lie close to the source of the earthquake ; they are produced by a

lateral displacement along a line of fracture in the crust of the earth.

Where this fracture passes through the Santa Cruz range of moun-

tains, it was worked out from the geology some ten or fifteen years

ago and was gradually traced in detail for a distance of forty-five

miles. Starting on the coast at Mussel Rock, seven-and-a-half miles

south of the Cliff House, it takes a course of south about 40 degrees

€ast, following certain topographic features that are plain enough
on the ground. It runs through San Andreas and Crystal Springs

lakes, Portola valley, passes just west of the peak of Black Moun-
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tain, follows along Stevens Creek canon, and, passing to the west of

Loma Prieta, continues in the direction of Sargents station on the

Southern Pacific Railway.

Immediately after the recent earthquake this old line of fracture

was visited at a number of places and everywhere it showed evi-

dence of having been newly broken and displaced. The displacement

was mostly a lateral one, amounting to a maximum of eight-and-a-

half feet, but there was also some vertical movement which probably

does not exceed three feet in the region thus far examined. The

country southwest of the fault sank and moved at the same time

toward the northwest, or else the region on the opposite side rose two

or three feet and moved about eight feet toward the southeast.

When we reflect that these mountain masses were moved such a

Mounds of Sand Brought up by Water Through Earthquake
Cracks Near Milpitas

distance in a few seconds and stopped suddenly, there is no cause for

wonder at the jar produced in the adjacent region.
The materials visible in the line of this fault are worthy of note.

The fault is an old one, along which many and great movements
have taken place; the rocks have therefore not only been broken

across, but they have been crushed, recrushed and ground up until

it is now difficult or impossible to find large blocks close to the fault-

line. Furthermore, the word "line" is here somewhat misleading, for

it is really a belt or zone, from twenty to fifty or one hundred feer

across, rather than a clean-cut line or plane. At the surface, decom-

position has further attacked the materials and the soil is commonly
deep and yielding and this soil has in all probability taken up a

good deal of the actual displacement by lagging, stretching and crush-

ing; this seems to account for the fact that the displacement is not

everywhere of the same amount.
The phenomena to be seen at the surface along this line of displace-

ment are such as might be expected. Wherever fences cross the frac-
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ture at right angles they are torn in two and the broken ends now
stand from one to eight feet apart ;

roads that were formerly straight

are now bent; barbed-wire fences are pulled in two or they are

variously shortened
; water-pipe lines have the pipes either broken and

pulled apart, or where the pipe line crosses the fracture at a low

angle the pipes are telescoped into each other from four to six feet.

A dam across Crystal Springs lake crossed this old fault-line at right

angles ;
it was expected that the dam would be torn in two or badly

fractured, but it was so well built that the fault was compelled to

pass round the dam and through the rocks at its end. The same

thing happened at the dam across the east end of San Andreas lake.

Where trees stood directly upon the break they have been uprooted,

and in some cases they have been split in two.

Such are a few of the evidences of a displacement of the rocks

Fracture in a Road Between Milpitas and Ai^viso, Santa Clara
County

over a distance of some seventy-five miles through the Santa Cruz
mountains south of San Francisco. North of that city the topog-

raphy suggests that this same, or a closely related, fault passes

through Tomales Bay, down the Gualala and Garcia rivers, entering
the ocean at the town of Manchester near Point Arena light-house.
It is expected that a further examination will disclose similar evi-

dences of displacement along this line north of San Francisco.

The fault-line mentioned, however, is far from being the only one

in the Coast Ranges. The long parallel valleys of the state are due,

in part at least, to faulting that took place a long while ago. One

great fault, that seems to have been involved in the San Francisco

earthquake, follows the entire length of the Santa Clara valley, from

about the head-waters of the San Benito river south of Hollister,

past San Jose, through the Bay of San Francisco, up the valley past
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Santa Rosa, Ukiah, Willets and down the Eel river, or parallel with

it, to Eureka in Humboldt county. Since the earthquake, this fault-

line has not been seen by the writer, but many cracks have opened
along its axis near the south end of the Bay of San Francisco between

Milpitas and Alviso. At this place not only were cracks opened from
one to four feet wide and five or six feet deep in the soil, but for a

couple of days water ran out through some of the cracks bringing

up sand and forming small cones about them. Some wells began
to overflow that hitherto had never done so, the flow in other wells

increased very decidedly, while in still others the water sank some-
what.

Evidently the earthquake and the faults are related
; but did the

faults make the earthquake, or did the earthquake make the faults?

It is a fair question. Look at the matter for a moment from a purely
theoretical point of view. Conceive of a mass of rock as big as a big
house under pressure enough to break it—would not the breaking

produce a jarring of the surrounding mass? Or imagine such a

rock already broken across and the two faces forced past each other

for a distance of eight feet—would not this movement jar the sur-

rounding mass ? And if the break were three hundred miles long
would not the jar extend into the adjacent rocks and soil in the same
fashion and for many miles ? This theory seems to explain the

earthquake.
There are fractures, however,' that evidently must be attributed to

the earthquake ;
such are those connected with landslides, the dis-

turbance of steep and unstable slopes, the settling of loose masses
of gravels and the like in wet ground. But these are all matters

of small importance and quite incapable of producing earthquakes,

except of a very local kind.

It is plain enough that faults are caused by unequal pressure de-

veloped in the rocks. This pressure may bend the rocks, or it may
break them and thrust them past each other; and w^hen they break,
the fractures may pass down for thousands of feet, or even for miles,

into the rocks beneath the surface. What causes this strain or in-

equality of pressure is not so evident. Three theories have been

suggested : first, the cooling and consequent contraction of hot rocks
;

second, the heating and consequent expansion of cool rocks
; third,

the shifting of loads upon the earth's crust by the washing of land-

masses into the sea.

But wdiatever theory one adopts regarding the remote causes of

earthquakes, the conclusion is inevitable that they are produced by
natural causes, one of which is the relief of strains within the earth's

crust along lines of fracture. The knowledge that they are due

to natural causes ought to contribute to a philosophical view of them
and rid them to some extent of the terror they inspire in the minds
of those who attribute them to the wrath of God or to other super-
natural causes.

As for the earthquake happening again, the only guide the geolo-

gist has is the record found in the rocks. This record shows plainly

enough that there always have been earthquakes. As for anything
more specific in regard to time and place and violence of future

earthquakes, the geologist must leave prophecy to the prophets.
Stanford University
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^ORGANIZATION IN THE CRISIS
By RUFUS P. JENNINGS

Secretary of Citizens' Relief Committee and the Committee on the Reconstruction of
San Francisco

N SAN FRANCISCO'S recent ordeal, her men of af-

fairs have shown their mettle. They proved themselves

able to act promptly, to organize quickly and effectively,

and to handle a situation of stupendous gravity. As

for the people of San Francisco, they displayed a quiet-

ness and courage, a willingness to obey and to comply with every

ineasure inaugurated for the common welfare, that has been a matter

of general comment.

Remarkably few acts of lawlessness have occurred during these

days of disturbed conditions, despite the lurid tales to the contrary

that have been originated and published outside.

The suppression of lawlessness was due first of all to the fact

of the immediate closing of all saloons early on the morning of the

eighteenth, to the efficient work of the police, and to the fortuitous

circumstance that the United States troops were at hand, and there

was therefore no delay in putting into operation this most effective

agency in the preservation of law and order. The National Guard

also was promptly on the scene. The United States troops joined

with the fire department and police in heroic efforts to fight the

conflagration.

The citv was never for one moment under martial law, although

General Greelv and Staff

Illustrations of this article are from photographs taken by Turrill & Miller, for the California Promotion
Committee.
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Hkadouarters of Committee on Reconstruction of San Francisco

the presence of the military led some to infer that such was the case.

The mayor was at all times the authoritative head, according to the

powers vested in him by reason of his office.

It is doubtful if there has ever been recorded so prompt and de-

cisive action in organizing in the midst of disaster as was displayed

in San Francisco on the eighteenth of April. Thoughtful men of

business, professional men, capitalists, realizing that the city was

face to face with a tremendous crisis, quietly turned their backs upon
the inevitable destruction of their own property, and, leaving the

Headquarters Finance Committee of Relief and Red Cross
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Seven Thousand Sacks of ti^ouR for Relief

blazing walls to crumble and fall, picked their way through streets

heaped high with debris and swept by sheets of flame, to the head-

quarters of the mayor. They came together, these men, as by a

common impulse, ready to grapple with the task that they saw con-

fronting them.

By three o'clock on the afternoon of the eighteenth, the organiza-

tion known as the Citizens' Committee of Fifty was formed, a num-

ber of San Francisco's representative men having convened for that

purpose at the call of the mayor in the Hall of Justice. In the midst

of the meeting thus called they were obliged to adjourn to the Plaza

opposite, the fire having encroached upon the Hall of Justice. An
hour later the Plaza had in turn become untenable, and the session

Part of the Unburned District of San Francisco

Photograph taken May 13, 1906
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was interrupted by an exodus to the Fairmont Hotel, about half a

mile further west, where deliberations were resumed. On the

morning of Thursday, the nineteenth, the fire had reached the Fair-

mont, and the meeting of the Citizens' Committee was adjourned to-

the North End Police Station. Here the organization was com-

pleted by establishing sub-committees and the appointment of the

men who were to serve as chairmen of these committees.

By noon the fire had reached the North End Police Station, and

headquarters were again moved, this time to Franklin Hall on Fill-

more street, where the entire building was appropriated for the use

of the Citizens' Committee, and where it remained through the

East STRE;iiT South from Market Showing Ferry Post Office

Photograph taken May lo, 1906

ensuing days. The Committee had thus established itself in five

different places and been driven out by the fire four times.

The sub-committees instituted by the Citizens' Committee were as-

follows :

Relief of the Hungry
Housing the Homeless
Relief of the Sick and Wounded
Drugs and Medical Supplies
Relief of the Chinese

Transportation of Refugees
Citizens' Police

AuxiHary Fire
Restoration of Water
Restoration of Light and Telephone

Restoration of Fires in Dwellings-
Restoration of Abattoirs

Resumption of Transportation
Resumption of Civil Government
Resumption of the Judiciary
Resumption of Retail Trade
Organization of the Wholesalers
Finance

History and Statistics

Sanitation

The chairmen of these sub-committees were given the privilege-

of selecting their own committeemen. This was done at once, and:
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by noon of Thursday, the nineteenth of April, a complete organiza-
tion was in harness. Other committees and departments were ap-

pointed for special work under the several sub-committees.

In Franklin Hall meetings of the Citizens' Committee and of sub-

committees were in constant session, the first and immediate work

being directed to the housing and shelter of the homeless, feeding the

hungry, and caring for the sick and injured.

These headquarters, in a hall hitherto but little known in the great

city, became at once the center of its administrative activities.

Throngs of people, in quest of information of every conceivable

character, surged in and out of the building through all of the busy
hours of day and night. Each and every one of these anxious

visitors received due consideration and attention, and their requests,

no matter how trivial, were granted wherever possible. The sys-

tematic handling of these crowds had a reassuring effect and was

most helpful in bringing order out of what otherwise would have

been chaos. A busier place, yet orderly, has seldom been seen than

was Franklin Hall during these strenuous days. Men prominent in

business and social life, regardless of their personal affairs, came

in throngs to the headquarters eagerly volunteering their services in

the relief work. There seemed to be no demand for service in any

special line, but that the right man to render that service was at hand,

this one for this task, that one for that—the assignments fell with

decision and judgment. Men of thought and of action, who had

been accustomed to plan and to do, found themselves undaunted in

this sudden and unexpected crisis and rose to meet it with all the

mental and physical alertness born of the stimulus of emergency.
All of the City Departments collaborated with the Citizens' Com-

mittee, and, while the resources of these departments were taxed to

the utmost, the demands were met with all possible dispatch and

effectiveness.

Active measures were taken to preserve the health conditions of

the great city in these disordered days, and the success attending such

measures was noteworthy. The health conditions were remarkably

good throughout; so much so as to occasion wonder even among
those who had these conditions in charge. Theirs was no easy task

considering the fact that the water supply was short, many of the

mains having been broken; that the garbage crematory had been

damaged so as to be out of commission temporarily ; and that it was

not considered advisable to use the sewers until they had been in-

spected for possible breaks.

Orders were issued restricting the use of water, householders not

being allowed to use water from their private faucets but being

obliged to go for their supply to some one place of distribution des-

ignated for such block. The use of toilets in dwellings was pro-
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hibited. Garbage was collected by wagons, placed on scows and

towed out into the ocean, where it was deposited. Orders were is-

sued to boil all water used for drinking purposes. "And shall we
boil the water we use for cooking, too?" asked one woman eager to

conform to all regulations. The beneficent climate of San Francisco

was never more conspicuously to the front than in these days of

enforced open-air life suddenly brought upon thousands and thou-

sands of people.

The members of the Red Cross worked in close affiliation with the

Citizens' Committee, taking charge of the distribution of supplies

and clothing, the arrangement of camps, and the establishing of

emergency, maternity and general hospitals.

At the headquarters of the Citizens' Committee thousands of tele-

grams and letters were pouring in in a steady stream
;
these were

from all parts of the world. They were in the nature of inquiries

regarding friends, messages of sympathy, offers of assistance or

contributions, and suggestions of every conceivable kind. Each of

these communications was answered promptly, oftentimics in detail,

and referred to the proper committee or department for attention.

The replying to all communications in this systematic manner and at

the time of such a crisis is probably unprecedented.

Even before the fire had been arrested in its work of devastation,

the men of affairs turned their faces toward the future and their

thoughts to the rebuilding of the city.

As soon, therefore, as the relief work was in systematic operation,

a consummation which was greatly facilitated by the taking over of

the distribution of supplies by the United States Army, a committee

of forty on the Reconstruction of San Francisco was appointed by

the mayor, established headquarters at Century Hall, and vigorously

entered upon its duties.

This committee is divided into sub-committees grouped as

follows :

FINANCE.
Finance—

Its duties shall include the consideration of the amount and limitation

of municipal indebtedness the manner and means of securing the funds

needed for municipal restoration, and also the manner and mode of

securing funds for private and individual necessities and enterprises.

Assessment, Municipal Revenue and Taxation—
It shall co-operate with the Finance Committee; its province shall include

the consideration of the revenue which may be derived for municipal
needs by taxation on real and personal property and from licenses.

Insurance.

CITY GOVERNMENT.
Municipal Departments, including Police—

It shall consider the needs and reorganization of the various branches
of municipal administration.

Outside Policing, including Army, Navy, Militia and Specials.
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LEGISLATION.
Special Session of the Legislature, and on State Legislation, including Con-

stitutional Amendments—
It shall consider all necessary subjects of legislation to be acted upon
at the special session, if called

; to offer suggestions to the Governor
of the State as to the scope of the call for a special session and the

subjects to be embraced therein, and to aid generally in the promotion
of the city's interests and the interests of her people in matters brought
before the Legislature.

Judiciary—
It shall pass on the legality and validity of any proposed legislation or

acts referred to them for consideration by the committee or its chairman,
or by any sub-committee.

Charter Amendments—
It shall consider and recommend necessary amendments to the charter

and such constitutional amendments as may be necessary to give validity
to the same.

STRUCTURAL PLANS.
Condemnation of Old Buildings.

Building Laws and General Architectural and Engineering Plans—
It shall co-operate with the committee of and from the Board of

Supervisors.
Securing Structural Material.

Public Buildings, Federal.

Public Buildings, Municipal, including Schools.

Statistics.

Supervisors' Committee on Building Laws.

Auxiliary to Supervisors' Committee.

GENERAL STREET AND PARK PLANS.
Burnham Plans, Parks, Reservoirs, Boulevards and General Beautifications.

Permanent Location of Chinatown.

PUBLIC UTILITIES.

Sewers, Hospitals and Health.
Water Supply and Fire Department.
Harbor Front, Wharves, Docks and Shipping.
Lighting and Electricity, including Telephone, Telegraph, Electric Light and

Power System, except railways.

Transportation, including street and commercial railways.

Library and Restoration Thereof.

EXTENDING, WIDENING AND GRADING STREETS,
and Restoring Pavements.

PRESS.

HISTORY.

The Committee on Reconstruction is not unmindful of what San

Francisco has before it in the task of rebuilding. It realizes that

patience, indomitable energy and judgment must have their

perfect work in fulfilling this task, but it also realizes that there

is a spirit in this city of the Western Sea that will surmount all

obstacles. With head erect and steady purpose in her eyes, San

Francisco undaunted looks out upon the future.

San Francisco
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*THE RELIEF WORH IN SAN FRANCISCO
By JACOB VOORSANGER
Chairman of the Food Committee

N THE ritual of the Synagogue for the New Year and

the Day of Atonement, fatalistic like all Oriental rit-

uals, there occurs the famous poem of Rabbi Amnon
of Mayence, which is the quintessence of all doctrine

on foreordination and predestination. "On the New
Year it is written, and on' the Day of Atonement it is finally ordered,"

begins the martyr-rabbi, re-iterating in his epigrammatic texts the

old Talmudical declarations that the Books of Record are open before

Almighty God; that therein is written the destiny of all men; and

that the latter pass before him like sheep beneath the shepherd's

hand. "It is written and ordained," to continue for a moment Am-
non's description, "who will live and who will die * * * who

by fire and who by water, who by earthquake and who by pestilence."

Out of the terrible personal experience of this learned mediaeval Jew
came a lesson we in San Francisco have spelled out to the very

last letter of the alphabet, and we are still learning, still under the

spell of the cataclysm that wiped out our past and compels us to

interrogate the future.

Five o'clock and thirteen minutes on the morning of Wednesday,

April eighteenth, 1906. Our latest descendants will repeat with

horror the awful tradition of those fateful forty-eight seconds when

the earth quaked, when the wrath of God seemed to thunder out the

world's doom and the land and its people seemed to await death and

destruction. Ask no more about those awful seconds. They who
can describe the earthquake possess more graphic powers than are

at my command. You may as well ask lambs led to the shambles to

minutely describe their sensations when their doom is reflected in

the mirror of the knife that presently will cut their throats. I know

a few facts about the work after the earthquake
—but, I am not

ashamed to own it, the terror of those four-fifths of a minute was

a common one. When we realized at last that we had escaped the

doom of death, we did not yet know what the inscrutable hand of

Destiny had traced for us. In the crashing, tumbling buildings

we read the death of our prosperity ;
in the wild flames we traced

the fall of our beautiful city; in the faces of the fleeing, terrorized

masses there was written a mute Kismet—a conviction of an appall-

ing, yet undefined, fate; a wild, astounding certainty that God and

the people and the earth had parted company.
And after the earthquake, the fire. The historic holocausts have

faded into insignificance before this latest manifestation of man's

impotency to control destiny. Neither Nineveh, nor Constantinople,

nor Nero's Rome, nor London, nor Chicago, nor Baltimore have
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v/itnessed the terrible majesty of fire as we witnessed it. Nor Vesu-

vius, nor Mauna Loa, nor the spitting columns of Mont Pelee could

inspire the terror of those mountains and forests of fire reflected in

the placid bay, surely become a sea of tears. For sixty hours the

flames raged and consumed. For three days our terror-stricken

populace awaited the complete destruction of the city. The merciful

west wind stayed the hand of Death—and now we are working our

way out of the valley of the shadow. I said one hour after the

earthquake that we had the advantage of all the world, for it still

awaited its Day of Judgment and we had had ours. Grim joke,

that; but the truth underlying is that Almighty God cannot, could

not, send us a more terrible experience than this of quake and holo-

caust, desolation and impoverishment, and I make this statement in

the face of all the remarkable spirit our people have manifested, in

the face of the wondrous hope and courage that pervaded us all,

the more remarkable because of the awful terror that did not paralyze

our energies and convert thousands of us into raving maniacs or de-

spairing, babbling idiots.

One hour after the earthquake we were all at work. Out of

crumbling homes rushed heroes and heroines. Out of the pathetic

crowds huddled in the streets came men and women with spirit in

them. The mighty force of self-preservation began to operate. Out

of the gaping jaws of death came a new love of life, and out of the

ruins a new hope of restoration. Literally, truthfully, the new San

Francisco was born ten minutes after the earthquake, and before the

fir« had eaten its hungry way to the heart of the fair city, before the

hour had expired, many of us had already found our way to the

Pavilion on Larkin street, drawn thither by a common impulse to

organize for the rescue of the dead and wounded. And there were

enacted scenes that will linger in our memory and become themes

for the future singers and poets of the West. The old prophets and

rabbis, in the years that separate us from them, already foreshadowed

the times when human nature, attaining to its glorious maximum,
would call into existence the time of Messiah—the time of a human-

ity made whole and sound by its great virtues and healed from its

great sorrows and afflictions. It seemed so to me, in this second hour

of the catastrophe, and in the marvelous hours that followed, that

Cod had mercifully permitted me to witness the noble rise of human
nature to its fullest height. The scene was pitiful enough ; but,

truly, its pitiful aspect was overshadowed by the remarkable human-

ity of man to man witnessed in those supreme hours. I can scarcely

describe the motley crowd that came rushing into the improvised

hospital. Without, the automobile emergency service—let some other

pen descant upon the vast assistance rendered us by the magical car

—had already begun its blessed, helpful work in bringing in the
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dead and wounded. Within, an army of physicians, nurses, clergy-

men, monks, nuns, Sisters of Mercy, a crowd of all and no descrip-

tion, stood ready to render service—service of the body and service

of the soul. But all station, rank and creed were as completely for-

gotten as if they had never existed. On mattresses and cots lingered

the maimed and the bruised, and as there was but one art of prompt

healing, so was there but one religion. The touch of God was upon

man, and out of the crupibling churches and synagogues had come

the spirit of love and peace. We ministered that morning to a con-

gregation that heard but one interpretation. I saw a cowled monk
lean over an orthodox Jew and whisper words of the tenderest com-

fort into his ears. I saw nuns, in all their picturesque raiment, face

the publicity of the crowd as if they had never lived in seclusion.

The Archbishop and the Bishop forgot their ranks and became

nurses. Out of the bustle and apparent confusion came splendid

order ; surgical instruments were brought in
; operating tables fixed

;

medicines, bandages, lint, cotton, everything needful appeared as by

magic, and the organizing genius of Dr. James W. Ward, President

of the Board of Health, before the hour had expired, had created

a hospital as perfect in its appointment as the circumstances permit-

ted. Among the men whose names shine out with splendor in the

record of the catastrophe let Dr. Ward be especially remembered.

His courage, his presence of mind, his fine capacity for organization,

even more than his science, relieved the terrors of those early hours

and subsequently reduced the fears of disease that afflicted the minds

of the terror-stricken people.

Whilst doctors and lawyers and clergymen were busy at the Pa-

vilion, Mayor Schmitz and a number of young men had rallied at

the old City Hall, the Hall of Justice. Schmitz became the man of

the moment and the hour. There were two opinions about Eugene
Schmitz before the earthquake ;

his friends and enemies were many ;

they attributed to him the maximum and minimum of political saga-

city and competency. There is but one opinion of Mayor Schmitz

today in our stricken City. His courage and presence of mind in the

hour of danger, his splendid capacity for organization, his remark-

able cheerfulness in the.njidst of trying conditions, his quick per-

ception of the needs of tri^^our—these qualities have justly earned

the appreciation of all citizens, regardless of rank or political affilia-

tions. There were a number of clerical calamity-howlers in our city,

who, like Titus Oates in London in 1665, had attributed to our

chief magistrate the cause for all the real and imaginary troubles,

physical, ethical and moral, that had made their appearance in our

midst. These self-same calamity-howlers now recite Schmitz's

praises in wondrous unison. It is uncertain how long this theolog-

ical amity will continue
; possibly until the next municipal campaign.
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for the emotions of politics are as unstable as quicksilver ; but mean-

while the quill of the historian has traced the name of Eugene
Schmitz and his fame has become independent of the shifting pas-

sions of selfish men or time-serving clerics and politicians. It is the

fame of a man qualified to meet the demands of the hour, therefore

a man out of a million, and the distinguished leadership he has ex-

hibited has determined the position of our "earthquake mayor" in the

annals of the greater San Francisco.

They met at the old City Hall one hour after the earthquake.

Schmitz, the night before, had been the mayor of the most prosperous

city on earth; that hour he was the mayor of a fallen city and a

stricken people. That hour proved his worth. The organization of

his Committee of Fifty exhibited a catholicity as completely removed

from political considerations as is the serene sky from the heaving
seas. He met his bitterest opponents with a suavity gentle and re-

fined; clasped hands with his enemies, placed his detractors in posi-

tions of command, looked for men and found them. It is but just

tc say that, if he proved worthy of them, they proved worthy of him.

There was but one unanimous sentiment, to save our city and rescue

our people. There were no politicians that morning—only men, real,

strong men—and never was the spirit of the Argonauts so rampant.
The old generous pioneer spirit was reborn and across the rents made

by the earthquake men of all faiths clasped hands and vowed that

no selfish motives should hinder the noble work that the exigencies of

the moment had cut out for them. History will preserve the names

of that great Earthquake and Fire Commission, and a study of their

names will prove interesting. Mostly young men, from every walk of

life, the genius of reconstruction was alive in them, and they met

the terrible emergency like veteran captains accustomed to the car-

nage of battle.

I tried to reach the Mayor that morning, but between the Pavilion

and the Hall of Justice was a sea of fire, and so we did not meet until

the morning of the third day, when he had moved from the Hall to

the police station on Washington street, and when we had all begun
to fear that our entire city was doomed to become a prey to the awful

holocaust.

That Friday morning we exactly knew the nature of the work in

hand. The Fire Department and the artillery were making a glorious

effort to save the residential portion of the city ; a hundred thousand

people were awaiting the dynamiting of Van Ness avenue. Funston

had poured his regiments into our streets—the hours of consterna-

tion had been succeeded by a quiet determination to restore order as

soon as the flames were conquered. Even then we knew that a part

of the city would be saved, though the Mayor had given the word

to move to Franklin Hall, and thence, "if necessary," to the Stanyan-
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street police station. The city was without light, fire and water
;
the

people were without food. It is impossible to contemplate the serious

import of so brief a statement. We were on the eve of calamities

more terrible in anticipation than were the visible results of our pres-

ent affliction. What the earthquake had left the fire had consumed ;

and now were to be added the dreadful possibilities of famine and

pestilence, and the looting of property in the grim hours of our

Egyptian darkness. The Mayor acted at once. His committees were

immediately organized
—Fire Committee, Light Committee, Water

Committee, a Sanitation Commission, above all a Food Committee.

Above all, the people must be fed. Hunger is the worst anarchist in

existence. The insanity of thirst and empty stomachs creates infi-

nitely more mischief than the wrath of the earthquake or the fury

of fire. Man hurts himself more than God injures him. The people
must be fed. The Mayor appointed a committee "to relieve the hun-

ger." We met immediately, but without a particle of exact knowl-

edge of the work before us—only an indistinct consciousness that

the people must be fed. I wish to preserve here the names of that

Food Committee, ever}'^ man full of youth and vigor, every one re-

markably equipped for the tremendous work of the ensuing few days.

There were two young attorneys, Oscar Cooper and John S. Drum ;

the rest were merchants, A. B. C. Dohrmann, George W. McNear,

Jr., Prescott Scott and H. C. Tilden, the latter soon done to death

by the bullets of a careless militiaman. Subsequently we added

Alfred Esberg, who, as chief of the administration of the food sup-

plies, exhibited executive powers of rare degree. As stated, when
we met, Friday morning, at ii o'clock, we only knew that the people

must be fed. How to do it was a problem of the extent of which

we at the time had not the faintest conception. Neither did we
know the amount of food the city could control, nor did we anticipate

at the time the royal succor of the ensuing days. We scattered, each

man to his task, to meet again in the afternoon. At four o'clock we
were able to report encouraging news to the Mayor. The people had

organized for self-protection along natural lines. In each political

district, the leaders had assembled and had given the food question

a thorough discussion. While the city was still burning, whilst

tens of thousands had begun their pathetic emigration to the Park

and the seashore, each district developed a few determined men^

resolved to maintain order and protect the people, as far as possible,

from the dangers of disorganization, in which the food question con-

stituted a considerable element. Out at the Presidio and at Fort

Mason General Funston had already nobly met the issue by opening
the army stores to the people. Personally, I believed there was no

immediate danger of famine. The earthquake had not destroyed

the private stores of the people. Even those who were driven out
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of their homes had been careful to take supplies with them. But a

few disturbing symptoms began to appear. On Friday noon com-

plaints came of a few grocery stores charging exorbitant prices
—

that was really the beginning of our organization. Then, in one or

two instances we heard of people helping themselves. So spontane-

ous was the district organization, that before sunset of Friday a

number of future food-stations were practically federated under the

government of the Food Committee, and twelve hours after the

appointment of the Committee the work could commence. We had

no time then for system or method. We had to feed the people. The

first station to distribute food in orderly fashion on Saturday morn-

ing was the Lodge at Golden Gate Park ;
next came the big building

of the Young Men's Hebrew Association on Stanyan street.

How we obtained supplies that day is still an unraveled mystery.

Some day we will meet and endeavor to recall the facts. The Com-
mittee was everywhere. After some trouble to make local station-

managers understand that the Mayor was in charge of the city, things

began to work smoothly. Dohrmann risked his life half a dozen

times to find the supplies that were reported as coming in at the

docks ; Cooper and Drum, at Franklin Hall, stood off an army

clamoring for rations and whipped a splendid staff into shape
—a

staff composed of bankers, lawyers, sundry merchant-princes and

millionaires, working at the same table with their quondam clerks.

I myself was all over town, now in an autocar, then in a buggy, again

on a truck, and my companions were soldiers, militiamen and police-

men. The Saturday before I had preached in the Temple of the

living God, for it was the Sabbath day, to keep it holy. That follow-

ing Saturday I was the biggest thief in the United States. I com-

mandeered store after store, with a police officer's badge on my cleri-

cal coat, and the Mayor's authorization in my pocket. I emptied

grocery stores, drug stores, butcher shops, hardware establishments—
and at four o'clock that great and glorious day, I was able to report

to the Mayor that the people were being fed and that to the best of

my knowledge there was not a hungry soul in San Francisco. I

now solemnly state this to be the truth, and it was one of the glories

of our calamity. The subsequent story of our administration of the

food supplies need not be discussed here. When we surrendered to

the Army, we had solved our own problem. We had done the work

without system or method
;
but you know perhaps the bridge-builder's

reply to General Sheridan upon his demand for the drawings : "Damn

your drawings—here is the bridge!" We had to feed the people,

and we fed them.

San Francisco
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THU REBUILDING OF THE CITY
San Francisco's Disaster is San Francisco's Opportunity

By JOHN GALEN HOWARD

UT of the horror and hardship of the

earthquake and the fire, a new being
has sprung into hfe and energy—the

New, the Greater San Francisco—San

Francisco Dauntless. The hetero-

geneous elements of which the old city-

was composed, the half a hundred sets

and cliques, each with its petty inter-

ests and prejudices and with its ham-

mer always ready to knock the rest of

the world, have been cast into the

crucible together and by a tremend-

ous chemistry have been united into

Original Seat, of San Francisco an entity. More history has been

lived in one short moon by the people of San Francisco than in all

the period since '49. The old community has been obliterated spirit-

ually as utterly as have the works of man. Doubtless, the old town

had within it the seed of what it is today, but it had never pulled

itself together for the great uphill task of accomplishing conscious-

ly and with intent its manifest destiny. Today, as one looks back

upon the prehistoric days which flowed so sleepily along before the

earthquake, one can recognize here and there an intimation, a pre-

monition of the forces which underlay the surface of San Francisco

life, but it needed a coup de foudre to blast away the surface and to

unite all the powers for good which the old nature had never known
how to bring to bear. Today all that is changed, and San Francisco

stands full-panoplied to wage her warfare for success. Her hour of

sleep and of content with what she had is passed and she looks now

upon her future with a will to seize the opportunity which has been

offered her by the erasure of all her old-time errors. She has a clean

sheet upon which to limn the form of her future greatness. She has

a fallow field through which to trench the essential channels of her

future traffic. No sooner had she realized that she was one and

great and that her field was fair, than she set herself, with a fixed

purpose, to accomplish that for which from all time she had been

destined—to make herself in all the phases to which the work of man

contributes, worthy of her incomparable site. By an extraordinary

fatality, a great plan for the development of the future city had been

laid out within this very twelvemonth and the report which crystal-

ized and embodied the great project had been sent out over the world
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only a few days before the catastrophe which laid the city low.

What wonder that the cry went up : "The hand of God hath done

this thing, not for vengeance of a city's sin, but to bring forth order

and beauty out of chaos !"

All San Franciscans are brothers today ; they have all dropped the

useless impedimenta with which their prosperity had encumbered

them so long that they had thought their burden was an essential

part of their existence. The veil of unrealities has at last been torn

from their eyes and they know human life for what it is. They
know the riches of human brotherhood. They know the wealth of

freedom, and they know the joy of service. Service! The San
Franciscan who today can find no gift of courage, loyalty and con-

viction to offer his beloved home, must be counted poor indeed. The

unanimity with which all citizens have joined hands to the end that

San Francisco be rebuilded, better and more beautiful than before—
yes, a thousand times more safe, more useful and more fair—is one

of the marvels of our time. Never a gloomy face nor an empty heart

can be encountered within the precincts of the city of the Golden

Gate. No one looks backward, even for a month, save with a cer-

tain archaeological interest quite remote from present consciousness.

The eyes of all are fixed upon the future. What does it contain for

San Francisco? Surely a vast, a boundless wealth of strength and

loveliness. She will upbuild on larger and truer lines, laid out for

her career by great Burnham and she will house herself in mansions,

proof against fire and trembling of the earth. Her dower of the

gods, her unrivaled harbor, her central site upon the nation's western

coast, her point of vantage for the trade of the Pacific, the unique

and exquisite beauty of her physical conformation and her landscape

setting, the tribute which mine and field lay at her feet—these things,

and, above all, the essential character of her people, she has never for

a moment lost, but only a few accommodations and conveniences

which, since they were unworthy of her, are better gone.

A few of her former citizens may perhaps have been temporarily

driven elsewhere. Let them come back five years hence and they

will recognize their San Francisco only by her majestic and inalien-

able landmarks. The face of the city will have put on a new and

lovelier expression and she will have taken her place as one of the

greatest communities of the world in outward manifest as today she

has already done in her spiritual uplift.

The Burnham plan for the Greater San Francisco is composed in

obedience to the essential principle that each of the great centers of

interest should be joined one with another by great arterial avenues,

as direct in line and as easy in grade as is practicable, all things being

taken into account. The old plan of the developed part of San Fran-
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cisco took almost absolutely no account of this law of civic conven-

ience, which all the great cities of the wolrd are recognizing more em-

phatically as years go by. Paris, Vienna, Berlin, London, Rome and

almost every provincial city in Europe has, within these latter dec-

ades, found it necessary to cut diagonal or "crosslot" avenues, in

order to accommodate the ever-increasing traffic. All this has meant

enormous expense but it has been found that the first cost is trifling

v/hen compared with the immense saving of time and friction in the

daily conduct of affairs. In old communities, where the convenience

of circulation requires the creation of new streets, many old build-

ings, and sometimes whole quarters, must be razed or revolutionized

—radical measures which are justified solely by the intestimable bene-

fit to the community as a whole.

In San Francisco the measures proposed for the simplification and

utilization of the portion of the city which has been destroyed, are,

though adequate, neither radical nor destructive of individual inter-

ests. The old system of streets remains, with insignificant excep-

tions, precisely as it has always been, but the existing system has

been overlaid, interpreted and unified by a second system of wide,

diagonal short-cuts, calculated on the one hand to reduce the distance

of intercommunication to a minimum, and, on the other, to act as

fire barriers by dividing the city into a large number of comparatively
small sections, each surrounded by free space. The diagonal avenue

system has moreover been so arranged as to bring the highlands into

easy accessibility from the lower levels.

The region which has been burned away must be considered under

two heads: the region north of Market Street and the region south

of Market Street. The first of these is in large part extremely hilly.

The second is practically level, excepting for one small rise, Rincon

Hill, which has already been partly cut away and which the property

owners are recommended to level, in their own interest and at their

own expense.

The center of the region north of Market Street is California hill,

which on its north, east and south sides rises abruptly from the low

lands. So steep are these slopes that the old streets are practically

impassable, except by some such mechanical device as the outworn

cable-car. Between
. Sutter Street on the south, and Bay Street on

the north (a few short blocks south of the northern shores of the

peninsula), there is no old street running east and west which is

practicable for a horse and carriage, with the sole exception of

Pacific Street, which crosses the saddle between California Hill and

Russian Hill, and two blocks of even this street have a grade of over

12 per cent. The first and greatest task in replanning this great
hill region was, then, to contrive, along as simple lines as possible,.
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an avenue or avenues, so adjusted as to bring the highlands and the

lowlands together. This has been accomplished by means of a wide

highway, running on wide curves and at an easy grade from the in-

tersection of Kearney and Commercial Streets up to the intersection

of Taylor and Pacific. From the latter intersection, Taylor Street

luns on an easy slope to the top of California Hill. The lower end

of the new avenue communicates directly with the Ferry Building,

by means of Commercial Street, widened, and with the intersection

of Taylor and Geary Streets by a crescent, which forms one segment
of a ring of boulevards which encircle the base of the hill district,

some of the segments being made up of present streets, widened,

and other portions being new diagonals. An approach to the top of

California Hill from the south is provided by a long diagonal of

slightly irregular direction, running from the intersection of Van
Ness Avenue and Market Street to the crossing of California and

Powell, whence the summit of the hill is attained by a semi-circular

cHmbing road which swings out through the block formerly occupied

by the Stanford and Hopkins estates, the whole of which, excepting

the streets which will cross it, is recommended for development as a

look-out park and belvedere. At the 200 ft. contour-level of the

hill, a circuit boulevard is planned, corresponding in a general way
with the encircling avenues at the base of the hill. In the upper cir-

cuit as in the lower, the present streets are made use of wherever

practicable, being merely increased in width and supplemented by

new contour roads in places where present grades are inconvenient.

By this dual system of circuit boulevards, with their approaches, the

entire hill region is made readily accessible from all portions of the

city and an immense area of property which, up to this time, has

been all but useless, owing to the difficulty of access, has been

brought within easy reach of the centers of business activity.

In addition to the streets already mentioned, the plan provides for a

further north-south and east-west division of the north of Market

region, by the widening of Pacific, Geary and Golden Gate
;
also Polk,

Taylor, Kearney, Montgomery and Sansome.

The region south of Market is opened up by a widening of Folsom

and several of the north-south streets, as well as by a diagonal run-

ning from the ferry to the intersection of Fremont and Folsom, by

the extension of Sansome to the intersection of Third and Folsom

and by several streets radiating from the junction of Seventh and

Folsom.

Of these latter radial arteries, by far the most important is a wide

avenue running directly from the intersection o'f Van Ness and

Market to the Mail Dock. This avenue is in continuation of the

Park Panhandle, which is extended to Market Street.
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Perhaps the most brilliant and useful of all the features provided
for in the Burnham plan is the Civic Center. This is placed at the

point to which it must unquestionably gravitate, viz. : at the intersec-

tion of Van Ness and Market. The open place at this point will be

surrounded by great public buildings. From it will radiate the great
arteries of intercommunication:—first of all, Market Street, to the

east and to the west ; the Park Panhandle to the northwest
;
Van Ness

to the north
;
the California Hill approach to the northeast ; the Mail

Dock Boulevard to the southeast ; Eleventh street to the south, lead-

ing to the future Union Railway Station, the vestibule of the City;

and, finally, to the southwest, the extension of Van Ness Avenue to

connect with the triple system made up of Mission, Capp and Howard,
which lead south, on gentle gradients, to the Porto Suelo—that pass

through the mountains which forms the natural gateway from the

south to the precincts of the town.

All this is logical to the last degree—inevitable if the city is to be

prepared for her future greatness ;
and more than that, it is essential

for her present need. To the lines now indicated others may, as time

goes on, be added, but the plan laid down now may be regarded as a

minimum of what the city must do in its own defense. There is no
line of new streets indicated which cannot be proved on more than

one account as necessary. Fortunately the temper of the citizens

seems emphatically in favor of the improvements. The report of the

sub-committee which had in charge the investigation of these matters,
and which embodied the features which have been outlined here, was

unanimously and enthusiastically adopted by the Reconstruction

Committee appointed by Mayor Schmitz, and has already been sim-

ilarly received and endorsed by the Board of Supervisors. San
Francisco has never shown herself greater than in these acts for they

signify her full consciousness of her powers and of her destiny.

Berkeley, Cal.

BY THE WESTERN GATE:
By GEO. N. LOWE

now,

chastened by the mighty mother. Earth,
Core of my heart ! Thou sittest by the gate.

Bereft and mourning, woeful, desolate—
Rent by the pains that presage grander birth.

Where joy once sat now waileth Grief, and dearth

Sits on thy knees, O Queen, dethroned, distrait—
Yet still the many cargoed galleons wait

Thy swinging portals and thy coming birth.

Be not afraid. Queen of the Sunset Seas !

Thy loins be fruitful and thy sons be strong.
Tho' cosmic fingers grip thy radiant face.

Thou feeder of the nations, every breeze

Is redolent of roses. Sing thy song.
And build a braver home and market place.

Berkeley, Cal.
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*THE FUTURE OF SAN FRANCISCO
By JAMES D. PHELAN

AN FRANCISCO, during the days of its prosperity, was

a hospitable city, glad to receive its friends and speed
them on their way for the most part rejoicing; and

now, when stricken by calamity, these friends have all

returned after many days expressing sympathy and

yielding helpful assistance. Los Angeles has been foremost in

these offices of love, and hence it appears to us that our misfortunes

are not unmitigated. The entire country, in the most emphatic

manner, has substantially expressed that fraternal feeling which

binds all states, as well as individuals, together.

San Francisco was prone to boast, and not without justification,

that it was the capital of an independent empire, which had within

itself resources sufficient to maintain its people with the import-
ation of foreign commodities

;
that the products of mountain, valley

and sea were equally hers—and such indeecf is the fact.

The burning of San Francisco, caused indirectly by earthquake

shock, was merely a tragedy which will subsequently serve to make
the history of California interesting. It will no way affect the re-

sources which have made the City by the Golden Gate necessary to

commerce and to trade. San Francisco is a natural city, and the

mere burning of houses simply signifies that new and perhaps better

ones will be constructed on the old site. The injury will be borne

principally by individuals.

Much of the distress now falling upon individuals is due to that

same self-sufficiency which made San Francisco and California

great
—the absorbing belief in themselves and the intense "Terri-

torial Sectarianism" which made the patriotism of the Californian

a dominant characteristic.

By the constitution of 1879, ^^r instance, the Mortgage Tax Law
was enacted, by which the mortgagee paid the tax on the mortgage
and the mortgagor had the amount of the mortgage deducted from

his bill. The effect, if not the purpose, of that was to discourage

the investment of eastern and foreign capital. The scheme pros-

pered admirably, because almost exclusively, in San Francisco, the

money loaned for the erection of buildings was advanced by the

San Francisco banks and money lenders. In other words, the money
accumulated by the people was reinvested in mortgages in their

own city, and, in the absence of an extensive stock market, the fav-

orite investment of individuals was found in the purchase of real

property. By the, same constitution, all promissory notes, evidences

of debt or solvent credits, and all bonds and stocks of foreign cor-

porations were declared taxable, and hence the stocks and bonds of
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corporations, other than those of California, were not the ready

objects of investments. So it appears that the Cahfornian's bank-

ing upon his patriotism, by giving local support to his own insti-

tutions, resulted, when loss came, in his finally paying the bill in

full. If he had had his investments partly foreign and partly local

and if his money had represented diversified securities, he would not

have fared so badly. There is a prejudice against eastern capital,

but I think, in the light oi recent events, it will be considered that

it would have been wiser for San Franciscans to have shared their

nsks with their eastern brethern. Money of the East and the West

should circulate freely; and, if the money of California had not

found such ready investment in mortgages and in real estate, it

would have more fully entered into the channels of commerce, trade

and manufactures.

Already, however, eastern corporations, both of banking and con-

struction, have entered the field of San Francisco to make loans and

erect buildings. There seems to be no timidity. The moral effect

of the earthquake has already been dissipated. It is now under-

stood how little buildings have suffered by earthquake and how few

lives have been lost. But fire is the fiend w€ know and is common
to us all. We do not abandon the sea because it is the element of

storms and tempests. The staunch sailing craft weathers the storm,

and if, at long intervals of fifty years, the earth trembles, the well-

constructed house will stand and the people will be immune.

The benefit of the earthquake is in exposing faulty and dishonest

construction, and so San Francisco is today in a better position than

ever before to build a city that shall be enduring. The most popu-
lous city in Italy is Naples, located on the side of a volcano, and we
know that the San Francisco earthquake was not volcanic in its

origin. It was due to a geological fault, or the slipping of a ledge,

and the wave vibrations reached the edge of the peninsula, causing
the so-called temblor. It was a mere settlement of the soil at a point

many miles distant; that settlement is now made and there is no

likelihood of its repetition. We are in the position of the patient

that has had his appendix removed. He commiserates with those

who have not been so fortunate.

I expect to see the San Francisco of the future a far greater and

more beautiful city than the San Francisco of the last fifty years ;

and, just as the old Mission Church, founded in the historic year of

1776, has stood a century without injury, so will the new San Fran-

cisco stand, with its improved and better construction, for a thousand

years, or until stone disintegrates and iron corrodes. Purified in the

furnace of aflfliction, San Francisco will be better for her fiery

ordeal, through which she has come undismayed and unconquerable
San Francisco
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Vhe ennoblement or California
By WILLIAM E. SMYTHE.

HEN the sun went down on the evening of April i8,

1906, it looked upon a California which had been born

again
—born out of the mighty labor of Mother Earth—

and which had taken unto itself such exaltation of soul

that from this day henceforth nothing is impossible.

Chastened by calamity and moved by an overmastering sense of what

they owe each other and the world, the Californian people are infi-

nitely greater with San Francisco in ruins than when it stood

unchallenged metropolis of the Pacific in all its pride and power.
Before the disaster California was great, materially; today the

material greatness has been multiplied tenfold by the force of a

newly-awakened spirituality, which, seeking immediate outlet in

works of brotherhood, will find its enduring expression in the un-

precedented advance of Associated Man. CaHfornia must surpass

itself in the future because it has found its soul—because it has

enlisted the higher nature of its people in the work of building a real

commonwealth. And the breath of a real commonwealth, be it said,

is not the land-boom; nor is the town-lot its corner-stone, nor the

banking house its temple. These things have their place, but their

place is neither in the deep-laid foundation, nor in the imposing

front, nor yet in the crowning turrets of the real commonwealth.

The California of the future, taking its inspiration from the ruin of

San Francisco, will illumine the world with the brightness and beauty

of the institutions it will create for the upliftment of the common
man.

Do you deny it—do you say that what we have seen is but a

passing enthusiasm for humanity? Then I appeal to the future,

for only the future can answer. But let us study a few of the new

influences which have come into being and see whither they lead.

We have been united as a people as nothing but overwhelming

calamity can unite us. Just as a family draws closer together when

one of its members encounters illness, misfortune, or even disgrace,

so the Californian people are drawn together
—

aye, literally welded

together
—by the catastrophe which has overtaken San Francisco.

I do not forget that some persons, and even some cities, are fran-

tically advertising to the world that their real-estate was not shaken—that they are "500 miles away from San Francisco."

But I deny that this is the voice of the people. It is only the

voice of speculation, and it will never drown the voice of humanity
and the voice of the real California, The mass of the Californian

people are not ashamed of San Francisco, nor Santa Rosa, nor San

Jose, nor Palo Alto, nor are they "500 miles away." They are

there—there in the very heart of the ruins—and they love the

stricken cities as they never loved them before. They claim these
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stricken cities for California, as an integral and inalienable part of
their loved commonwealth. And as in the hour of acutest distress

they stretched forth their well-filled hands to feed the hungry, so
in the painful months and years which will be consumed in the labor
of reconstruction, they will stand very close to their brethren. Not
the note of selfish alarm, but the deep-toned sympathy and loyalty of
Walt Whitman, is the voice of the real California :

"Not a mutineer walks handcuffed to jail, but I am handcuffed to
him and walk by his side

;

Not a youngster is tried for larceny, but I go up too, and am tried
and sentenced.

Not a cholera patient lies at the last gasp, but I also lie at the last

gasp
;_

My jface is ash-colored—my sinews gnarl—away from me people
retreat.

Askers embody themselves in me, and I am embodied in them
;

I project my hat, sit shame-faced, and beg."
The whole of California stands or falls together, and the people

would not have it otherwise. They have been ennobled by calamity—the earthquake shook the dross from the soul of the commonwealth
and left the gold untarnished. This will become clearer as time

unfolds, but already the new spirit is in evidence.
One of its earliest manifestations is the declaration of the labor

leaders that while San Francisco is rebuilding there shall be no

controversy about the open shop. Who would dare to estimate at

this time the influence of this single example of brotherhood upon
the future of California industry ? It is the first of many rich social

dividends to be reaped from disaster. Others are foreshadowed
in the plans of the new city. Does anyone believe that the squalor
of the old tenement districts will be deliberately reproduced by the

architects and builders ? On the contrary, the love of man for men
will be exemplified in the arrangements for housing the poor, and
this testimony of love will be limited only by the inflexible boundaries

of our economic system. (God speed the day when the boundaries

shall be no longer inflexible!) In a thousand ways the human

sympathy lighted at the flames of San Francisco will find permanent
expression in the remodeled and enlarged social arrangements of

the metropolis. But these gains will not be limited to San Francisco

alone. As California suffers in common—as the hurt of one com-

munity is the hurt of all—so California will rise in common in

response to the new and irresistible influences which sprang into

being at the moment of its rebirth.

I have said that we are to behold an unprecedented advance by
Associated Man. This is inevitable, for two reasons.

First, we stand as one man in our determination not only to

rebuild what has been destroyed at home, but to restore whatever

has been lost of the State's prestige abroad. The obligation to do

so rests upon us individually, but we shall fulfill its demands collect-

ively, because only in that way can we succeed in planting the flag

of California upon loftier heights than it knew in the past. I repeat,

it is the instinct of the mass of our people to bear their full share of

the burden and misfortune, and if there are those who would escape

it—they can't ! We are all in the same boat. We have got to pull
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together, and we will ! It is worth all it cost to have a united Cali-

fornia, "one and inseparable, now and forever."

Inevitably associated in the labors of restoration, we shall as in-

evitably associate our brains, our efforts and our capital
—the com-

mon capital, which is the public capital
—in our practical methods of

creating the Greater and Better California.

When we have applied the last dollar contributed for the benefit of

our sufferers by the generosity of our fellow-men, spent the last of

our insurance funds, and borrowed from the banks all that can be
had upon the security of private property, we shall still need scores

of millions to develop the natural resources of California and make
it worthy of its opportunity. Even before the disaster, we were

crippled in our progress by lack of capital to do the larger things
which lie beyond the reach of the individual, and which cannot be
trusted to the corporation with safety to the commonwealth. The
hundreds of millions absolutely wiped out of existence by the dis-

aster must be created anew. We may borrow them for a time, but in

the end they must be paid back. Not only so, but we are proposing
to make finer and larger cities, and to carry the development of

California as a whole far beyond the highest stage it has marked
heretofore. How shall we secure the wealth to make this possible?
We must go where we found the wealth that has perished

—must turn

to the primary source of all wealth—to the kindly earth. We must
draw upon the soil of California in a measure, and with a degree
of intelligence, which we have not yet done.

If there are limitations to private credit, and to the confidence of

capital in private security, there are practically no limitations to

public security.

Already we have seen how the people turn instinctively in the

hour of trouble to the unworked mine of public credit, and put into

motion the neglected machinery of public enterprise. When the in-

dividual stood helpless in the presence of disaster, united and organ-
ized man proved equal to every demand. The government of city,

state, and nation lifted imperious hands and pronounced the edict:

"Let there be peace ! Let there be plenty !" Peace descended upon
the people, plenty fell into their empty hands. What was done in

the moment of emergency will be done in the sober years of re-

building and of upbuilding that lie before us.

The works of man go down in shock and flame, but the works of

God are not crumbled by earthquake, nor consumed by fire. We
still have our valleys, our forests, our mines, our rivers, and our
sunshine. The sources of human happiness have not been dried, nor

the foundations of economic prosperity sundered.

But one thing is necessary to make California the Paradise of the

common man, and that is that the common man shall know the power
of brotherhood and organized humanity. We get a fascinating

glimpse of the creative possibilities of this power in the Burnham

plans. The New San Francisco is to illustrate a comprehensive
scheme of beauty and utility. Why? Because the Interest of the

Individual will be subordinated to the Good of the Whole.
Tried by earthquake and fire, California comes forth ennobled-

The future historian zvill date the building of the real commonwealth

from April 18, ipo6—the greatest day in our annals,

San Diego, Cal.
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^'the: ruins or san francisco
By BRET HARTE

OWARDS the close of the nineteenth century the city

of San Francisco was totally ingulfed by an earth-

quake. Although the whole coast-line must have been

much shaken, the accident seems to have been purely

local, and even the city of Oakland escaped. Schwap-

pelfurt, the celebrated German geologist, has endeavored to explain
this singular fact by suggesting that there are some things the earth

cannot swallow,—a statement that should be received with some

caution, as exceeding the latitude of ordinary geological speculation.

Historians disagree in the exact date of the calamity. Tulu Krish,

the well-known New Zealander, whose admirable speculations on

the ruins of St. Paul as seen from London Bridge have won for him

the attentive consideration of the scientific world, fixes the occurrence

in A. D, 1880. This, supposing the city to have been actually found-

ed in 1850, as asserted, would give but thirty years for it to have

assumed the size and proportions it had evidently attained at the

time of its destruction. It is not our purpose, however, to question
the conclusions of the justly famed Maorian philosopher. Our

present business lies with the excavations that are now being prose-

cuted by order of the Hawaiian government upon the site of the lost

city.

Every one is familiar with the story of its discovery. For many
years the bay of San Francisco had been famed for the luscious

quality of its oysters. It is stated that a dredger one day raked up
a large bell, which proved to belong to the City Hall, and led to the

discovery of the cupola of that building. The attention of the gov-

ernment was at once directed to the spot. The bay of San Fran-

cisco was speedily drained by a system of patent siphons, and the city,

deeply embedded in mud, brought to light after a burial of many
centuries. The City Hall, Post-Office, Mint, and Custom-House

were readily recognized by the large full-fed barnacles which adhered

to their walls. Shortly afterwards the first skeleton was discovered ;

that of a broker, whose position in the upper strata of mud nearer

the surface was supposed to be owing to the exceeding buoyancy
or inflation of scrip which he had secured about his person while

endeavoring to escape. Many skeletons, supposed to be those of

females, encompassed in that peculiar steel coop or cage which seems

to have been worn by the women of that period, were also found in

the upper stratum. Alexis von Puffer, in his admirable work on

vSan Francisco, accounts for the position of these unfortunate crea-

tures by asserting that the steel cage was originally the frame of a

parachute-like garment which distended the skirt, and in the sub-

This farcical prophecy appears in a volume of"sketches" by Bret Harte, published in 1872 by James R
Osgood & Co. The destruction wrought by fire following the actual earthquake was by no means so sud

den or complete as the overwhelming by water which the author jestingly pictures
—but it was sufficient.
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mersion of the city prevented them from sinking. "If anything,"

says Von Puffer, "could have been wanting to add intensity to the

horrible catastrophe which took place as the waters first entered the

city, it would have been furnished in the forcible separation of the

sexes at this trying moment. Buoyed up by their peculiar gar-

ments, the female population instantly ascended to the surface.

As the drowning husband turned his eyes above, what must have

been his agony as he saw his wife shooting upward, and knew that

he was debarred the privilege of perishing with her ? To the lasting
honor of the male inhabitants, be it said that but few seemed to have

availed themselves of their wives' superior levity. Only one skele-

ton was found still grasping the ankles of another in their upward
journey to the surface."

For many years California had been subject to slight earthquakes,
more or less generally felt, but not of sufficient importance to awaken

anxiety or fear. Perhaps the absorbing nature of the San Fran-

ciscans' pursuits of gold-getting, which metal seems to have been
valuable in those days, and actually used as a medium of currency,
rendered the inhabitants reckless of all other matters. Everything
tends to show that the calamity was totally unlooked for. We quote
the graphic language of Schwappelfurt :

"The morning of the tremendous catastrophe probably dawned

upon the usual restless crowd of gold-getters intent upon their sev-

eral avocations. The streets were filled with the expanded figures
of gayly dressed women, acknowledging with coy glances the re-

spectful salutations of beaux as they gracefully raised their remark-
able cylindrical head-coverings, a model of which is still preserved
in the Honolulu Museum. The brokers had gathered at their re-

spective temples. The shopmen were exhibiting their goods. The
idlers, or 'Bummers,'—a term applied to designate an aristocratic,

privileged class who enjoyed immunities from labor, and from whom
a majority of the rulers are chosen,—were listlessly regarding the

promenaders from the street-corners or the doors of their bibulous

temples. A slight premonitory thrill runs through the city. The
busy life of this restless microcosm is arrested. The shop-keeper
pauses as he elevates the goods to bring them into a favorable light,
and the glib professional recommendation sticks on his tongue. In

the drinking-saloon the glass is checked half-way to the lips; on the

streets the promenaders pause. Another thrill, and the city begins
to go down, a few of the more persistent topers tossing ofif their

liquor at the same moment. Beyond a terrible sensation of nausea,
the crowds who now throng the streets do not realize the extent of the

catastrophe. The waters of the bay recede at first from the center

of depression, assuming a concave shape, the outer edge of the circle

towering many thousand feet above the city. Another convulsion,
and the water instantly resumes its level. The city is smoothly
ingulfed nine thousand feet below, and the regular swell of the

Pacific calmly rolls over it. Terrible," says Schwappelfurt, in con-

clusion, "as the calamity must have been, in direct relation to the

individuals immediately concerned therein, we cannot but admire its

artistic management; the division of the catastrophe into three pe-
riods, the completeness of the cataclysm, and the rare combination
of sincerity of interition with felicity of execution."
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AN ARCH^OLOGICAL AVEDDING

JOURNEY
By THERESA RUSSELL

CHAPTER VI.

TOGOHOLTAZZE SPRING AND BOKOCORLEESi:
CANON

"Little drops of water.

Little grains of sand."

EXT morning the Expedition embarked once more in

its white-sailed prairie schooner and continued its

cruise over the billows of sand. But it was the

evening of the second day ere it arrived at a place.

The place was a sort of Rip Van Winkle dell—with-

out the flagons. The intruders were not invited to partake of

a cup, inebriating or otherwise, but they were quite welcome to

help themselves and furnish their own cup. By holding it high

up, close against the rock clifif, one might in time accumulate a

sizable, clean drink of the water that oozed out, drop by drop,

and was taken up as fast as issued, like popular Government
bonds. Otherwise, one must dip it up out of the shallow, muddy
pool, and be comforted with what had been left by the Navajos,
their babies, their dogs, their sheep and their goats.

The proprietor of Togoholtazze Spring and patriarch of the

flock, biped and quadruped, we called Belshazzar. His name
sounded as much like that as anything, and moreover, there was
a feast. We dined on one of his kids (quadruped) while he

regaled himself on our canned peaches and deviled ham.

Belshazzar lived in a very good imitation of a house
;
that is,

he had one. It seemed to exist for the same reason that the

rural parlor of our grandfathers had its being—just to show that

it could have a being ;f it wanted to. The adjoining courtyard,

bounded by a stone wall, was the real living room. It boasted

some imported chairs, but they, ioo, were in the nature of orna-

ments, or reserved seats, perhaps, for those who liked that sort

of thing. The Indian prefers to squat on the ground; then

he is in no danger of falling off.

Leaning thus at ease against the outer wall, Belshazzar and

Sliver were enjoying an animated conversation
; that is, Bel-

shazzar was animated. Evidently he was relating a dramatic

and detailed account of the wanderings of his Aeneas, barkened

to by his auditor with an interest now serious, now amused, as

indicated by the varying tone of his responsive grunts. As I

watched them, wishing I could understand the recital, I was
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filled with amazement that this could be Sliver, our speechless,

distant, inscrutable Sliver.

"Did you dream that such vivacity lay under that impassive
mask?" I inquired.

"It wasn't so much a mask," amended the Anthropologist,
"as the side he chose to turn toward us, strangers and aliens as

we are. This is the side kept for his tribal brother and friend.

Humans are hexagonal, you know."

"All humans?"

"Well, from that point of view, we might say, speaking geo-

metrically, that primitive man is something of a rhomboid : an

unsymmetrical figure, with angles both acute and obtuse, diffi-

cult to fit in anywhere. As he is whacked into shape by the

processes of civilization, he assumes more regular proportions,
but still presents many angles to view. It is only after the file

of education and the hammer of experience have done their work

upon him, that these sharp, insistent points are worn and

pounded down, and your 'well-rounded man' emerges from the

stress of life. For a sphere is simply a body of infinite sides

and invisible angles."

"And capable of touching another sphere only at an infinitesi-

mal point?"
"I believe it has been so alleged. But, granting that, we

must consider that even solid bodies are capable of radiation

and absorption, that these influences are interpenetrating and

permeating, and that the impact of even a slight contact is

communicable to the whole inner substance."

"Clear to the center?"

"Sometimes; but always the center is protected and concealed.

It is the perimeter that has to bear the brunt of the blow."

"Only, in some cases, there isn't much space between circum-

ference and center."

"To be sure. That's the advantage of being big. All vital

instruction is reducible to this, 'Lengthen your diameter.' The
more surface you present to life, the more impression you can

receive from it, and, at the same time, the more invulnerable

rests the Core of Self."

"And what is it the blessed old Autocrat says about the arc

a man subtends?"

"That a very small one will show his size."

Meanwhile the women were getting supper. A fire was built

on the ground in an angle of the stone enclosure, meat roasted

and bread baked. The preparation of the meal seemed to be

more by way of being a social function than was its consumption.
Each dusky sister, curled up comfortably on the ground, reclining
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languidly against the wall, reaching around the babe in arms,
tossed and patted the dough into shape with a leisure and aplomb
that would have scandalized the scurrying Saxon housewife.

The tortillas may have been seasoned with sand, but they were

certainly flavored with mirth and garnished with the gossip of

the hour. As each morsel was cooked, it was handed or flung
to some one of the numerous members of the family, loafing or

running about, and thus all managed to dine before the last shred

of daylight was gone.

Thereupon, darkness having fallen, naught remained but to

roll up in warm blankets and dream and dream into another day.
When we weighed anchor next morning, we knew it would

be thirty miles between drinks, for the next water-island in our

ocean of sand was to be a certain White Cave Spring, a long

day's journey beyond.
Now to toil along a wearisome trail all day toward an essential

goal may have the incentive of anticipation. But to arrive pain-

fully and late and not find any goal there after all is somewhat

dispiriting. There were some sounds by night, but they were

not of revelry, and we made a very dry camp indeed.

By early morning light, however, that shy, retiring White

Cave Spring, that had played hide-and-seek with us the night
before and won the game, had to give up and be found—away up
in the cafion, so coyly disposed behind barriers of rocks, reached

by such a wavering, half-hearted trail that it was something to

win out even with daylight playing on your side.

But when we went joyously to round up our thirsty beasts

and give them the glad tidings, one was not present at roll call.

Brown Bob, in his disgust and despair, had decided that a tavern

without a bar was indescribably blanker than a Hamletless

Hamlet, so he, while his companions slept, went backward,

toiling through the night. His unspeakable scorn at being
trailed and made to retrace his truant miles was as measureless

as his thirst. But when the one was assuaged, the other was

softened, and he concluded to forgive Bill and Erminio for the

chase and capture ;
to forgive them, as we also, of our magnan-

imity, forgive those against whom we have trespassed and upon
whom has fallen the retribution for our misdeeds.

From that point it was decided to make a hasty horseback

trip to Bokodokleesh Canon. Wherefore, leaving the mules and

the Mexicans to keep camp. Sliver and the Instigators sally forth.

Now equestrianism is a jaunty exercise, when properly per-

formed. Otherwise it is a jolty one. It jolts your temper up
and your philosophy down—that is, if you are a novice, and are

perched aloft on a ponderous old Bill. Like some of your
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friends, Bill has never acquired the light touch. Consequently,

he bears down hard on whatever happens to be in the way,
nerves or anything else. But he is good, oh so good, and un-

complaining, and earnest, and capable of grinding out such

quantities of hard work !

Therefore, you pound along, and in your imagination the score

of miles waxes to three score and ten, and their increase is indeed

trouble and sorrow. Yet will the utmost flight of fancy not

make of Bill a Pegasus, nor equip you with the wings of a

dove—no, not even a buzzard, although you see the black pinions

circling above you, silent, darkling, ominous. But the stubborn

miles are worn out at last, as is the way with things, and you
find that, after all, they were leading you to something worth

while. For you are standing on the brink of a cafion.

Much is said about mountains
;
and the most that can be said

is not enough. In their sublime presence, fluency turns into

faltering. But before the caiion we stammer yet more. The

canon is the complement of the mountain. It is the mountain

reversed—as though Nature had used it as a seal to stamp

some mighty state secret, and left forever imprinted there the

wonderful intaglio.

Man looks up at the mountain, and feels his own puny stature

and limited view. He looks down into the cafion, and exults

in his own vantage-ground. It has his truer comprehension,
because of his juster point of view. It arouses his keener joy

for its beauty of contour and color. It wakens his deeper rever-

ence for the majesty of its vastness. It quickens his more solemn

awe for the mystery of its depth. And always it claims his

whole-hearted affection
; for, with all its beauty and vastness

and depth, it casts no frowning shadow over him. He is still

dominant; and the hush that falls upon him is for the wonder of

himself as much as of that other wonderful thing.

Then you go down into the caiion. And as you go, you wish

that the deep-sighted old Scot, who was so sensitive to the

marvels of the universe, might have seen this surpassing marvel.

More than ever would he have exclaimed, "He who cannot

wonder, who does not habitually wonder and worship, is but a

Pair of Spectacles, behind which there are no eyes."

This thought flits about in your mind, albeit your own eyes
are well nigh blinded by mere weariness of the flesh. So that

when Men of Science make remarks to you about the loveliness

of the place you are approaching, you murmur to yourself, "Gott

sei dank, approaching!" and mumble incoherently aloud, "Yes,

indeed, it's almost picturesque, isn't it?"

Then you part company with Bill so suddenly that they run
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to pick you up and carry you inside. For the place has an Inside.

It is another Uncle Sam Indian School. The school is closed

for the summer, and the youthful discipuli are returned to their

native heath and preferred costume, though the scenery is on

duty the year around. Closed with the back door open, fortu-

nately, so the Expedition goes in, a la Little Goldenhair, and

sits on all sizes of chairs and eats an aristocratic luncheon from

a sure-enough table. It has to make its own porridge, though,
and the bears never come home at all. Nobody comes but a

cat, and later, a few Navajos, all of whom seem equally well-

disposed and uncommunicative.

There is something that babbles, however—a stream of run-

ning water. It wouldn't know what you meant if you called it

a "brook," but it has all the symptoms of one, and, in addition,

a spring bubbling up out of the sandy bottom right in the midst

of it. Altogether, it is a dear; and you tell the Expedition
that it may go on and leave you to stay on, forever. When
you see, however, how forlorn and dejected your devoted Bill

looks at this announcement, you repent, and are again hoisted

to his ample but uneasy back.

It is too far, of course, to make the entire return trip today,

but it is necessary for the unprovisioned excursion to reach

supplies as soon as convenient. So it travels till dark, sups on

rations of coffee and biscuits, and goes to bed.

Going to bed is so easy when you journey without impedi-
menta. You hang your hat and shoes on a cedar tree, roll up
in your saddle blanket with the saddle itself for a pillow, and

shut your eyes.

Going to sleep is another matter.

Next morning a ride of three hours brings you to camp in time

for a seven o'clock breakfast. You are glad the boys have spied

you coming and have the bacon curling up over the coals when

you arrive.

This happy episode over, the entire caravan puts itself into

motion, and covers the distance to another spring before noon.
It is not thirty miles away, though. But since that be chronicled.
the fact that yet another spring is our portion for supper should
receive honorable mention. This one is called Weepo, but not

for the same reason that Eve named the Dodo. At least, it

does not look lachrymal to the wayfarers. To complete the

liquid extravagance, a shower comes up, and we are well moist-

ened inside and out.

This has to last through two more dry days, and then, behold,
the Ship of the Desert swings into port, and all hands are ordered

to disembark.

Stanford University

[To be contirmed.]
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A DAY SHADO\V^
By CHARLES HORTON

O, SIR, Pennington," the Colonel was saying, "there

isn't the least excuse for it—not the least! Given

an average intellect, good health, no upbringing—a

rearing under the worst conditions possible !
—and

a man, if he fails, has no one to blame but himself.

Especially does this stand true in our Western country, where

Opportunity knocks once every day, regularly, at every man's

door—and has done it for the past fifty years !"

The Colonel was one of the "points of interest" in the South-

west—to a select few. There was nothing that offered so pleas-

ing a diversion from the long, tedious trip and the narrow con-

fines of a Pullman as a stop-over at his ranch—provided you

sought the lights of the country and not the shadows. A strong

personality, wealthy, influential, powerful politically, indeed, the

factor most felt where money exerted the wielding force. Colonel

Anderson and his ranch were well worth the time expended, even

though one's business on the coast be of a pressing nature.

This morning we had ridden fifteen miles to the fence—a trip

the Colonel had proposed over breakfast, I had accepted the

chance eagerly, for it afforded me a closer touch with ranch-life.

And in covering his extensive lands, in viewing his many head of

cattle, in talking with his boys, I had found, throughout, all the

fancied interest such a life had held for me in the East. Circling

on our return, we had struck ofl to the north and were now within

a mile of the house.

During the entire ride, this discussion of equality had been

rife. The Colonel had met my obstinate disagreement with good-
natured laughter; but, as we neared the house, he had re-opened
the topic with a spirit which led me to conclude that he was

maliciously holding me on the griddle. At his reiterated asser-

tion, I had either nodded my head in dull acquiescence, or had

brought up a chain of facts to disprove his claim. To his last

thrust, however, I replied somewhat heatedly, for certainly I was
not in accord with his views.

"But there's no room for question !" came his spirited rejoinder.

"We have an equal chance ! A boy of the slums, a boy of a ten-

acre farm, a boy of a thirty-head ranch, Pennington, each has

opportunities of success as well as the boy on the Avenue, the

boy of a thousand-acre farm, the body of a ten-thousand-head

ranch ! He has them, not in spite of his lower station, but because

of it! An imbecile? or one weak physically? Of course not—
there isn't the even show I speak of. But with the right stock in
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him, under favorable God-gifts, there is!" And he spurred his

horse, I following, for it was almost noon, and a good dinner

awaited our coming. The Colonel dined at mid-day.
"For example," he continued, as we drew up to the ranch,

"take the facts of my own life. My parents left Kansas, poor as

preachers, for the gold-hills of California—'forty-nine, you
know." He stroked his beard reflectively, then went on. "There
were nine of us huddled together in a three-by-nine prairie

schooner, and all children—including the old folks, for a more

youthful couple never lived than my parents. About three weeks

out, we were surrounded and attacked, one morning, just as we
were about to break camp, by a small band of roving Pawnees
v»7ith plenty of nerve. Well, my father was killed, and the In-

dians, withdrawing before the rapid fire of our wagon-train,

picked up a younger brother of mine, who had strayed before the

attack, and made off with him. He was about five years old, and,

as I remember, the brightest one of us children. The men fol-

lowed the renegades, but they got away.

"Naturally, my dear sir, it fell to us boys to conduct to a finish

what my father had begun. Well, we did it—and with consider-

able success, you will admit. Two of them are in San Francisco

to-day, well-liked and well-pocketed. The girls married com-

fortably. I—well, the smallest interest I have in the world is

this outfit." The Colonel need not have said more, for the outfit

was the largest in the Territory. "And, Pennington," he con-

cluded, forcibly, "we didn't get our start in 'forty-nine gold! It

was downright hard work—a hustle for a dollar at a dollar's

worth of hustle. The conditions under which we started could

not have been worse. We But you grasp what I mean !"

During the Colonel's recital we had entered the patio fronting

his place
—one of the prettiest ranches in the Territory. Beau-

tiful and inviting, it certainly was the least-expected of things in

this land of amole and cactus. Through artificial irrigation the

Colonel kept hardy and thriving trees that were foreign to the

soil. Vines crawled over the porches and up the sides in true

tropical density. Many varieties of cactus softened the flat-

brown of the earth, lending to the entire establishment the ap-

pearance of an oasis—a clump of green in a great, bare, monoton-

ous, brown landscape. Entering the court I felt the cool of

shaded eastern lawns, and as we dismounted, a man quickly ap-

peared and took charge of the horses. We then strolled up to the

porch—I with as keen an appetite as had ever possessed me.

Mounting the steps, we observed a man seated on a low bench

in the corner. He was reading a book. "Hello!" exclaimed the

Colonel. "We've got a visitor." The man apparently was deep
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in the book, for he continued to read, his lips moving with every

syllable. I noticed that he was leaning half off the bench on a

support—a long, cactus cane which caught him beneath the arm,

throwing up his shoulder into a semblance of deformity. One

leg crossed the other, and between the tops of his shoes and the

lower ends of his overalls, which were well drawn up, there were

exposed two thin legs that seemed barely capable of supporting
the body above. Humped over as he was, a dusty slouch hat

drawn well over his eyes, a pair of torn trousers peeping plain-

tively from beneath his shabby overalls, the man's general ap-

pearance was that of a bundle of rags.

As we stepped over toward him, he raised his head and slowly
closed his book, placing it away in an inner pocket of his thread-

bare coat. Then, with the aid of his support, he rose stiffly and

removed his hat. With a sweeping courtesy and the slow man-

nerism of the Spaniard, he addressed us.

"Good day, gentlemens. Would you plees
—I haf come for

some clothes for myself—for my children. I haf t'ree boys, two

girls. I—plees
—old clothes. I am ver' poor, I haf make treep

from Garcia Canon, feefty-seex mile, on my burro. He is stay
out there." The man pointed toward an outer rim of trees. "I

haf go to hospital in town. Horse he keeck me—here." He
pressed both hands to his left groin, while an expression of pain
crossed his face. "It is hole two inches deep. I haf been in hos-

pital t'ree weeks. I am now go home. I
"

"Let's see the bruise," the Colonel broke in. There was pity

on his strong features. I stood a step or two back of him, and

when he made the request, I experienced a queer sensation—one

of semi-nausea. All my life I had avoided such things.

The man looked quizzically at the Colonel an instant, then,

peering carefully about, he loosened his clothes.

Poor fellow ! His entire left side, from his hip-bone down

along the groin, was one blue-black abrasion. Toward the side

protruded a swelling not unlike a half-egg. But the holes he

spoke of were merely slight scars left from the surgeon's syringe.

As he stood there, pitifully exposed, a fit of coughing came over

him and he weakly pressed the swelling, endeavoring mean-

while to stay the cough. I turned away, for his suffering affected

me acutely.

"Have you had anything to eat?" asked the Colonel, kindly.

The man threw out his hands with a slow gesture. He looked

up sorrowfully. "I haf eaten one—two days ago. Not'ing from

thees time. But I am not so much beggar. I want clothes foi

my children. The mother haf die one year ago. They haf no

mother. I am ver' sorry. I want clothes—old clothes—shoes.
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The eat—not so much deefference." And again he shrugged his

shoulders in CastiHan indifference. Here the Colonel turned and

entered the house, leaving the man silently gazing toward the

ground.
It was a beautiful day. The sun was warm, and the winds from

the north, blowing gently through the cottonwoods, caused their

weaker limbs to bow lazily. The grounds were swept with

moving shadows. Outside the tamarack hedge, the man's burro

set up a shrill bray, which he repeated often, as though growing

impatient. The man lifted his head. "I haf Franke, out there.

It is all—except my children. They haf heem—playt'ing. They
love heem—Franke." And his eyes softened.

I had been standing away from the old man. But now I drew

near and sat down beside him. As I did so I noticed that a scar

as large as a tea saucer encircled the side of his closely-cropped

head. Spotting the scar were patches of hair, the stubby growth
left from hospital shears. I was curious, and asked him about it.

"Senor, the Indians he scalp me long, long time ago. I was

t'ree—mebbe four years old. I cannot remember. Indians he

took me from my father, my mother. I am not Mesican. You
see I haf not Mesican face." He slowly stroked his features. I

was impressed with the truth of this assertion. His face was

large, his features sharp—intellectual. Save for his speech there

was nothing of the Mexican about him.

"You speek Spanish?" he asked, slowly bringing forth the

book.

I did not; and he turned the leaves and began to read aloud.

"Prayers," he said. "I haf get them from priest in town. I

make copy. El priest he haf give me book. My name is here.

See? I haf write it on this page—Jo Andrews. I haf remember
it from first time, when I lose my—my parientes." Here he

turned more leaves, translating as he read. "I live in Garcia

Cafion. It is too far for priest. I am ver' glad of thees book."
• Soon he replaced it in his pocket. "I am ver' old, sefior." There

was a distant look in his eyes. 'T am seexty-two years next

month." And he stroked his cheeks gravely. "I wish it was not

so old," he continued, reflectively, and then looked up and smiled.

I failed to understand this, but he offered no explanation.

As I sat watching him, my eyes held by the fascination of

obvious misery, another fit of coughing seized him and he bent

almost double over the racking convulsion.

Soon he slowly straightened his body. "I am ver' seek—too

much seek. I haf too much trouble. My children—they haf no

mother. I haf not'ing. But"—this was an unexpected turn—'T

haf begin wrong! I didn' know my father, my mother. The In-
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dians he leave me, A Mesican he find me and bring me to his

house when I am so high." He indicated about four feet. "He

was ver' bad to me. I haf been sheep-herder for him. I run

away. But I haf go back—no money, no trabajo."

"Work?" I asked.

"Si, senor—work, I haf say. But the old man he die. And

prutty soon I marry. Prutty soon children. The mother haf die

last year. Then I haf get keeck by horse—and I can do not'ing.

Plees—I would like old shoes. You got any? These—not'ing."

He removed one. His feet were bare of stockings, and showed

large bruises where the shoes, which were much too small for

him, had rubbed the flesh. "These—not'ing," he repeated, and

looked up at me. His faded blue eyes and the surrounding lines

told plaintively of the rough course of his life.

I left him, and turned to enter the house. On the threshold I

met the Colonel, who was returning with a servant. They were

bearing an armful of clothes and a package of food.

"Here you are, brother," the Colonel said, cheerfully.

The old man rose and accepted the articles. His face beamed

with pleasure. "I t'ank you—I t'ank you, seiiors. You are too

kind." And he mumbled a prayer in Spanish. Then gathering

up some of the clothes, he held forth his arm for the others. But

the Colonel intervened. "No, no! The man here will help you

to your burro." And the pair started slowly down the walk.

We stood on the porch watching them. The man was bent,

and hobbled along on the support, with his eyes to the ground.

The servant stalked aloofly at his side. As the pair reached the

outer hedge, the old man turned, removed his hat and bowed low.

"1 t'ank you, senors ;
I t'ank you—for thees time," He turned

and disappeared behind the foliage,

"One of Life's shadows, eh, Pennington?" the Colonel said,

thoughtfully,

"Yes," I replied, while a haunting resemblance in the appear-

ance of these two extremes flitted through my mind.

"Well, sir, Pennington, really I seldom do anything for his

kind. But in this case something I don't understand sent me to

the cupboard." The Colonel laughed, and we turned and entered

the house. The cook was standing in the kitchen, impatiently

waiting to serve dinner.

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Sickening, repulsive, filthy, revolting, dis-

^^'J^-^"^-' gusting, horrible—all these adjectives, and
others even more unladylike, may be justly

applied to Upton Sinclair's The Jungle, yet no other novel published in this

generation, perhaps no novel ever before written, so sternly demands to be"

reckoned with. Jack London is quoted as calling it "the 'Uncle Tom's Cabin'

of wage-slavery." The phrase is a striking one, but inadequate by as much
as the disease is more important than a symptom. Chattel slavery was
after all no more than a symptom of the disease of Greed—of the willingness
to coin into drachmas not merely the blood of men but their hope, their

ambition, their love, the virtue of women, the life of children—to squeeze
them all dry of every physical, mental and spiritual possibility and then to toss

them carelessly aside to rot. Now most of Mr. Sinclair's terrific indictment

deals with symptoms—particularly with the gruesome details of the special

one known as "the Beef Trust"—but it is clear throughout that he understands

the real nature of the malady itself, and that the remedy which he proposes
is intended to heal the disease rather than to suppress its manifestations.

I shall not attemot even to outline the story told in The Jungle, still

less to follow it through the unspeakable filth of Packingtown. That is

being exploited quite sufficiently just now in the daily press, and the world

well understands that to Mr. Sinclair is due the credit for making public

these infamies. But I cannot insist too strongly that his main purpose was

not to expose foul methods of preparing certain kinds of food, not to

secure better inspection of the packing industry, not even to cut down the

profits of the Beef Trust. If that were all, between the reports of other

investigators, the proposed legislation and the general nausea toward lard,

canned meats, beef extract and other Packingtown products, he already

has the scalp of the Beef Trust at his girdle. All this is but incidental.

The most loathsome details concerning what has been oflfered to us to eat

are of slight significance compared with the corruption and destruction of

the men, women and children of Packingtown, which is incomparably its

most hideous aspect. And all these horrors are, for Mr. Sinclair, only the

mordant by the use of which he hopes to corrode deeply into the conscious-

ness of mankind what he conceives to be his real message. This message

may be briefly stated in words which he puts into the mouths of some of

his characters, as follows :

That the majority of human beings, under the conditions of modern

competitive industry, are not yet human beings at all, but simply

machines for the creating of wealth for others. They are penned

up in filthy houses and left to rot and stew in misery, and the con-

ditions of their life make them ill faster than all the doctors in the

world could heal them; and so, of course, they remain centers of

contagion, poisoning the lives of all of us, and making happiness

impossible for even the most selfish.
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That this condition will never be healed until the labor of humanity
shall belong to humanity, to be used for the purposes of humanity,

and controlled by the will of humanity—in other words, until com-

petitive industry gives way to the common ownership and demo-

cratic management of the means of producing the necessities of life.

And, finally, that this economic change can be accomplished only

through the class-conscious organization of the wage-earners.

This is, of course. Revolutionary Socialism ;
nor is it ofJered as anything

else. The importance of TJie Jungle does not lie in any novelty in its doc-

trine, but in the method by which the doctrine is presented^a method which

will attract tens of thousands of readers who would yawn over the most

powerful economic treatise, and which is likely to make hordes of converts

through their imagination and sympathy who would be quite inaccessible to

reasoned argument.
I cannot close this quite inadequate comment upon a book which has

already, I believe, produced more important visible results than any other

book ever did in the same time, better than by quoting its summing-up of

the case against the Beef Trust in its larger aspects.

It \vas the incarnation of blind and senseless Greed. It was a

monster devouring with a thousand mouths, trampling with a

thousand hoofs
;

it was the Great Butcher— it was the spirit of Cap-

italism made flesh. Upon the ocean of commerce it sailed as a

pirate ship ;
it had hoisted the black flag and declared war upon

civilization. Bribery and corruption were its every-day methods. In

Chicago the city government was simply one of its branch offices
;

it stole billions of gallons of city water openly, it dictated to the

courts the sentences of disorderly strikers, it forbade the mayor to

enforce the building laws against it. In the national capital it had

power to prevent inspection of its product, and to falsify government

reports; it violated the rebate laws, and when an investigation was

threatened, it burned its books and sent its criminal agents out of

the country. In the commercial world it was a Juggernaut car ;

it wiped out thousands of businesses every year, it drove men to

madness and suicide. It had forced the price of cattle so low as

to destroy the stock-raising industry, an occupation upon which whole

states existed ; it had ruined thousands of butchers who had refused

to handle its products. It divided the country into districts, and

fixed the price of meat in all of them; and it owned all the refrig-

erator cars, and levied an enormoiis tribute upon all poultry and

eggs and fruit and vegetables. With the millions of dollars a week
that poured in upon it, it was reaching out for the control of other

interests, railroad and trolley lines, gas and electric light fan- •

chises— it already owned the leather and the grain business of the

country. The people were tremendously stirred up over its encroach-

ments, but nobody had any remedy to suggest— it was the task of

Socialists to teach and organize them, and prepare them for the

time when they were to seize the huge machine called the Beef

Trust, and use it to produce food for human beings and not to heap

up fortunes for a band of pirates.

The chapter from which I have quoted ends with the picture of the newly
made Socialist lying sleepless, "for the glory of that joyful vision of the

people of Packingtown marching in and taking possession of the Union

Stockyards." Any possibility that the people of Packingtown, being so
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ignorant, debased and degraded (no matter for what reasons) as The Jungle
draws them, might prove to be as reckless and unscrupulous a band of

pirates as those they had driven out, and less skilled in navigation besides,

seems never not to have disturbed the glory of that joyful vision. Yet right

there is the core of the problem. For whenever the mass of the workers
of the nation shall become convinced that the affairs of the nation will

be on the whole better managed by an Industrial Republic than they are at

present, then very shortly, the Industrial Republic will arrive. The Jungle

Publishing Co., New York. $1.50.

It may seem like a far step from the remorseless and heartrending pictures

of human greed and human suffering of The Jungle to an "estimate and

appreciation" of one of the sweetest, noblest and most useful women alive—
Caroline M. Seymour Severance. Yet the two books may very properly be

named together; for, whether Mr. Sinclair be right or wrong in his con-

clusions, his inspiration is plainly the same as that which has glorified

Madame Severance's whole life—an absorbing passion for the uplift of

humanity. Few lives have been more joyously and effectively consecrated

to loving service than has this one ; few have been so clearly and con-

sciously directed away from personal ends and towards universal ends. The
little volume which contains a partial record of this magnificent service is

published as The Mother of Clubs—a title which none who are familiar

with Madame Severance's relation to the woman's club" movement will be

inclined to challenge. It has been edited with loving care by Ella Giles

Ruddy. I count Madame Severance one of the richest women in the

world—rich not in money but in those priceless treasures which, we are given
to understand on good authority, cannot be touched by moth or rust and

require no burglar insurance. BaUmgardt Publishing Co., Los Angeles.

$1 net.

Laird & Lee, of Chicago, in announcing their Glimpses of the San Francisco

Disaster, say : "The publishers have endeavored to avoid all exaggeration,

stating the facts with as much clearness and accuracy as possible under the

circumstances." A few samples of the accuracy which they found possible

will be interesting. They say, in a brief introduction : "San Jose, Napa, Santa

Rosa, Oakland and other centres of art and beauty, with their fair homes,

were shattered and swept away. Leland Stanford, Jr., University, one of the

world's greatest centres of education, was also destroyed." And again, under

a picture of the Hotel Vendome, San Jose, "This beautiful, thriving city,

almost completely destroyed by the devastating earthquake." This is so wild

and reckless an exaggeration of the damage done in the places named that it

may be fairly called absolutely false. They show a "view across Fourth street

after the earthquake," which is in fact a view after the fire; and under the

same title they specify as "among the famous structures that were wrecked."

the James Flood, Crocker, Mills, Shreve and Merchants' Exchange buildings.

Not one of these "famous structures" was wrecked, or even seriously dam-

aged by the earthquake. Perhaps to Chicago publishers it makes no difference

whether the damage was done by earthquake or fire—but it makes a vast

difference to San Francisco. For a last example, I will cite the "General View

Overlooking San Francisco Bay. . . Looking down upon a wilderness of

gaunt brick walls, a tangle of ruined homes, all that is left of the once proud
and prosperous Golden Gate City, the metropolis of the Pacific." This may
not have been intentional, but it comes pretty near being criminal. There are

many square miles of San Francisco which were untouched by the flames and

only slightly injured by the earthquake.
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The same firm offer The Doomed City, A Thrilling History of San Fran-

cisco's Destruction. Here is a sample thrill : "San Francisco was a fur-

nace, and those who came out of it after that were blinded, stunned, speech-

less or babbled with children's tongues and leered with the idiot's eyes." At

which I seem to hear the shade of the lamented Josh Billings sob out, "This

is 2, 2 match !"

With Walt Whitman in Camden, by Horace Traubel, is a most informing

and intimate record of the daily life, thought and speech of that good, gray

poet whose "barbaric yawp" sounded so finely and constantly the brother-

hood of man. It covers a period of less than four months, in 1888, but

covers that period with Boswellian thoroughness. Mr. Traubel says of his

own work :

The record begs no questions. Never makes worse of better or

better or worse. Tries to explain away no sin. Tries to lug in no

virtue. Whitman was not afraid of the man who would make too

little of him. He was afraid of the man who would make too much
of him. He knew that it was easier to survive some kinds of en-

emies than to survive some kinds of friends. Whitman did not

insist on his faults. But he wanted them all counted it. The last

fault with the first fault. He would rather have been thought too

little of than too much of. I have never lost sight of his command
of commands : "Whatever you do, do not prettify me."

The volume is not recommended to the reader for mere entertainment,

though the right kind of reader will find a very high order of entertainment

in it. Small, Maynard & Co., Boston. $3 net.

After reading Boyville, I gladly add the name of its author, John E.

Gunckel, of Toledo, O., to that part of my mental calendar on which are

jotted such names as Sidney Peixotto, of the Columbian Park Boys' Club,

San Francisco, Ben B. Lindsey, of the Denver Juvenile Court, and (going
back more than a generation) Lewis Pease, of the Five Points House of

Industry in New York-—men who by dint of sheer love and sympathy and

horse-sense have converted thousands of "little toughs" into useful, respected

and self-respecting citizens. If there is a loftier service which any man can

render to the community or to the race, I do not know what it is. Boyville

is the record—or rather it contains very brief and modest excerpts from the

record—of the Toledo Newsboys' Association, which had its origin in the

heart and brain of Mr. Gunckel, and to which he has furnished the controlling

inspiration for fifteen years. Every lover of his kind should read it. The
Franklin Co., Toledo, O. 75 cents.

Charles Dwight Willard's City Government for Young People is the first

attempt to provide a text-book in that field for school use—and the author

has made a distinct success. The book is offered not as an addition to the

existing curriculum, but as a substitute for courses in Civics or Civil Govern-

ment, on the very rational theory that the part of his governmental environ-

ment with which the citizen-to-be must come into contact soonest, most

closely, and most continuously, is the part concerning which he should first

have exact knowledge. The purpose of the book is not merely, nor mainly,

to give information, but to help in the making of better citizens. The Mac-
millan Co., New York.

Charles Amadon Moody
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i HUMBOLDT COUNTY AND THE: CITY
: or EUREKA

By WM. AVERS

UREKA, Humboldt Bay, and Humboldt County, situated on

the Pacific Coast in Northern California, between the fortieth

and forty-first parallels of latitude, are not unknown to the

country at large, but hitherto have received but a small part

of the attention at the hands of the public press to which

their unsurpassed opportunities and natural wealth entitle

them when impartially compared with other sections of the Pacific Coast.

Favored as all parts of the western shore have been by Nature's bountiful

gifts, it is the opinion of those who have made a careful study of the

country surrounding Humboldt Bay, that there is no section that surpasses,

and many that do not equal Humboldt in the variety and wealth of her

natural resources, the equability of her climate, and natural means for

industrial development. Finally, the location is such as to give a most

decided commercial advantage on the Pacific, when the various approaches

and lines of travel shall have been improved and perfected by modern

engineering science, and the artificial methods of the present age.

Humboldt's mineral, agricultural, horticultural, timber and manufacturing

possibilities are so full and complete as to constitute her an empire within

herself, possessing all the natural elements to make a territory and com-

munity of exceptional wealth and surpassing prosperity, even though cut

off from all the rest of the world. Her independence and individuality

in this respect is pronounced, emphatic and aggressive, as is the physical

feature which she presents in the geography of this section of the world.

No one can take even a casual glance at the map of North America without

noting the huge "shoulder-of-mutton" which the most westerly coast of

the United States presents, pushing aggressively into the Pacific waters.

This bold headland comprises, and is embraced by, the county of Humboldt.

Just a few miles north of this most westerly point of the United States

Humboldt Bottom and Stump L^nd in Cultivation
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is the safe, commodious, land-locked harbor of Humboldt Bay, upon the

shore line of which is situated the city of Eureka, the eldest harbor-sister

of the Queen City of the Pacific—San Francisco.

To the incoming passenger by steamer the coast of Humboldt County,
the Bay of Humboldt and the city of Eureka present a series of attractive

and most interesting views. In coming up the coast the conformation of

the shore-line has gradually forced the steamer westward until she is fully

one hundred miles west of San Francisco and has reached a latitude that
receives to the fullest degree the genial influence of the Japan current in
its course toward this continent from the southern seas. Just before reaching
Cape Mendocino, the extreme promontory. King's Mountain raises its head
sheer from the water-line 5,000 feet above the sea, which altitude would
cause it to be snow-capped the greater part of the year were its location
farther inland; but here on the coast, subject to the Japan current, as well
as the south winds during the season of storms, snow is seen on it but a
few weeks in the year.

A Business Street in Eureka

Passing on, the coast hills tumble down into lesser elevations, broken
here and there by wonderfully productive valleys of several miles in extent.

through which the rivers debouch from the mountains in the background,
discharging their clear waters into the ocean.

Nearing the entrance to the harbor, the face of the country immediately
on the coast is greatly softened and less rugged ;

there is more of flat, valley,
and rolling table-land, and the elevations are but hills instead of mountains.
As the steamer crosses the bar and moves up the channel, the city of
Eureka is gradually unfolded to view, and, framed with the dark green of
the retreating forest hills, with the placid bay for the foreground, it makes
a most attractive and interesting picture.

Landing at the wharf of thi.s northern metropolis, the Queen City of
the Redwood Realms, the visitor finds a clean city, with well-paved street;;

and substantial edifices, built on an admirable site, and having most perfect

drainage. The site is on the southerly shore of Humboldt Bay, which is

shaped very like a crook-necked squash, the city being built on the shoulder
or blunt point which intrudes into and causes the crook in the bay. i hie

concave water-line, and consequent convex shore-line, makes a sweep of
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about six miles around the front of the city and its outer limits, and gives
a west, north and east water-line and front. The city's growth will neces-

sarily be southward and eastward, by reason of the bay shore-lines.

The deepest and best water to accommodate shipping is west and north, the

east giving more upon salt marsh-lands with intervening sloughs. The
city rises from the water's edge in a gentle slope toward the south, and
the natural water-system can be illustrated admirably by comparison with a

widely-extended fan, the dividing ridge, which reaches back to the moun-
tains, rising gently for the first three or four miles, representing the handle.

and the divergent water-courses draining the ground representing the rays
of the fan.

Looking southward and eastward, the hills, forest-covered, rise higher
and higher as they recede from the bay. The near-by tables and forest

slopes are gradually yielding their kingdom to the inroads of the lumbermen
first, then the wood gatherers, later to be followed by the cottages of

New City Hall, Eureka

suburban dwellers, who are thus clearing the way for the coming of improved
streets and substantial buildings. The scattered cottages now extend south-
ward from the most northerly water front for two and one-half miles.

A bird's-eye view of the city from the cupola of the Court House, showing
its plan, affords a pleasing prospect of straight streetways, having a gentle
decline toward the bay. The general prevalence of good sidewalks is a

distinguishing feature of the city.

The area contained within the corporate limits at present is about 'nve.

and one-half square miles. The streets run principally with the United
States surveys. The city has about eighty-five miles of improved streets,

fifty blocks of which in the business portion of the city are bituminized

upon substantial concrete foundations. There are nearly one hundred and

fifty miles of sidewalks, some of cement, some of asphalt, but the greater
portion of two-inch redwood plank. The lay of the land makes possible
an absolutely perfect drainage and sewer system, the topography resembling
the back of an ordinary shovel, giving opportunity for outfalls on three
sides in as many directions.

The growth of the city the last four years has been rapid, but healthy, and
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still continues, there being but few idle people. The many opportunities
make possible the healthy assimilation of a large stream of incoming popu-
lation. The rush of building kept up during the last three or four years
has been hardly sufficient to house the newcomers, and the alternative of

going into rooms, as in the large cities, has to a large extent been adopted.
Quite a number of residence houses are now being built in flats.

Eureka has been the center of the redwood lumber manufacture of Hum-
boldt County since its beginning in 1851, but the city has long since become,
and has taken on the appearance, methods and business of, a Pacific Coast
metropolis. The details of vthe evolution of the lumbering industry, and
the expansion of the city's business into a recognized factor in the commerce
of the world, would be too voluminous for the limits of this article. It is

but just to say, however, that during this development the lumbering industry
has held, and still holds, the leading place in Humboldt's manufactures and
commerce.
The county of Humboldt is fortunate in that its conditions are eminently

favorable for manufacturing in other lines. A well-equipped woolen factory,
established some five years ago, made the unusual record of winning in two

One of Humboldt's Redwoods

years a reputation which overwhelmed it with orders for its product. Careful
attention to working details and good management are to be credited with

part of this success, but the principal foundation lies in the complete adapta-
bility of climate and water to the requirements of woolen manufacture.
Flax grown and decorticated in Humboldt and sent to Washington has been

pronounced by the Department of the Interior to be equal to fibre grown in

the districts of the world where the highest quality of flax is produced. It

is the opinion of practical men that a flax-spinning factory here would prove
a permanently paying institution.

Humboldt Bay, as yet, has not reached that position for which Nature
has plainly designed her. Granting San Francisco to be the commercial
center and Queen City of the Pacific, Eureka and Humboldt Bay, for com-
manding position, can easily claim second place, and in the near future are

destined to develop as a commercial center for and highway between the

Orient and Chicago, the great inland distributing point of the United States,
which will challenge the present established commercial routes. At first
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thought this is not so understood, but the fact is that this bay and port
is about one hundred miles west of San Francisco; a large majority of the

craft coming from ports across the Pacific to California coast ports, sight
Humboldt first, then sail to their destination. Two reasons impel this result :

First, Humboldt being the most westerly land of the United States, it is

sought for and sighted as a beacon. Second, the lower, or southern, edge
of the Japan current flowing toward this continent, serves directly to this port.

On the other hand, the lowest passes in the great Sierra Nevada chain of

mountains, the Pit River Cafion and Beckwourth Pass are almost directly
to the eastward of Humboldt Bay, and are the two lowest gateways to the

Pacific through that chain of mountains for a distance of at least one thousand
miles.

One of these passes, the Beckwourth, has already been invested by the

Western Pacific road, and the work of reaching the Pacific Coast by the

most direct route from the East is gradually taking shape. The ever-growing
demand for quicker and quicker dispatch in both travel and freight across

the continent are forcing this innovation.

The first roads across the continent were not built for dispatch, but for

land exploitation; the longest road that could be projected enabled the

projectors to get the most land. That era has passed, and the demands of

trade and travel are requiring roads built for quick dispatch in the carrying

Eureka Free Library

traffic. Eureka and Humboldt Bay, lying on the coast immediately opposite
and west of the two lowest passes that occur in the Sierra Nevada Mountains,
as before stated, form the free, open gateways to the Pacific, the natural

highway for the travel and traffic between the Orient and other trans-Pacific

countries and the Middle West and Atlantic sea-board.

The country through which such road will pass has no superior on the

continent in natural wealth
;

its mineral and agricultural resources can hardly
be exaggerated. Pursuing a practically direct line across the continent, both

freight and travel could have far. quicker dispatch than is at present afforded

by the circuitous routes to the south or north from San Francisco, or over
the high, steep and dangerous grades of the Central Pacific.

When all these advantages are considered—our extreme western position,
the japan current, on the one side, and the lowest pass and the most direct

route on the other, and through an undeveloped country of wonderful

promise, where Nature herself has leveled the way—engineering science

is certain to find out the facts in its search for conditions which will

tend to dominate an eagerly sought carrying business.

And it would appear that these facts have dawned upon at least one of

the great railroad companies—the Western Pacific—which is now making
active, energetic and aggressive efforts to invest this field and build another
trans-continental road, having its western terminal on Humboldt Bay. Two
large water-front properties have recently been bonded in the interest of
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that company, and the citizens of Eureka, having the faith of conviction in

the business stability and soundness of the enterprise, have undertaken to

raise a bonus of one hundred thousand dollars to assist in the preliminary
task of starting construction work, which is to commence within six months.

The harbor of Humboldt Bay, even partially improved, could accommodate
the commerce of a hemisphere. Even under adverse conditions, with a partly
built jetty system, vessels of two thousand tons burthen easily and safely

come and go, and with the completion of the jetty system as first designed

by the U. S. Board of Engineers, will undoubtedly accommodate all the

ordinary sea-going craft. Besides this, the harbor city of Eureka is con-

nected by rail with Trinidad, a sheltered roadstead twenty miles distant,

which can accommodate the largest vessels that float alongside her wharf.

A comparatively small expenditure would make of Trinidad a safe, protected
harbor of limited anchorage.
An incontestible card in favor of Humboldt as a residence place is its

equable climate. Especially does this apply to Eureka. In this it holds a

position and record abgve all other sections of the coast by reason of its

even temperature. On this point San Francisco, Los Angeles, San Diego,

Fresno, Sacramento, all must yield to the official record in favor of Eureka,
which gives that city the least range of temperature of the six places ;

and

though its location is so far north, yet its extreme lowest temperature is

but a few degrees below that of the cities of Southern California. For in-

Eel River Dairy Farm

Stance, take the three winter months, January, February and December, note

the lowest temperature reached during each of the three months, and then

take the average of those three lowest tempratures, and we have for the

lowest winter temperature in Eureka in 1899, 30°; In 1900, 35° ; in 1901, 32°;
in 1902, 34°, and in 1903, 33°, which gives a mean lowest winter temperature
for five years of a fraction less than 33°. On the other hand, the highest
winter temperature for the same years was in round numbers, taking thf

mean and not counting fractions, is as follows : In 1899, 59° ; in 1900. 65° ;

in 1901, 65°; in 1902, 68°; in 1903, 65°, or a general mean of highest tem-

perature for the five years during the winter months of 62°.

During these five years the range of winter temperature in Eureka, from

highest to lowest, was 27°; in San Francisco, 29°; in Sacramento, 35°; in

San Diego, 35°; in Los Angeles, 46°, and in Fresno, 64°.

Considering that Eureka is nearly one thousand miles north of Los

Angeles and San Diego, this official showing of her winter climate is

exceptional for the latitude.

One more exhibit on this important subject and we will pass on to other

things. The government reports average the temperature at Eureka by
months for thirteen years as follows : January, 46.4° ; February , 46.4° ;

March, 48.2° ; April, 49.5° ; May, 52.3° ; June, 54.7° ; July, 55.6° ; August,
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56.4°; September, 55.4°; October, 53.3°; November, 50.8°; December, 47.8°,
making a total average of 51.4°. The annual rainfall is about forty-five
inches.

As a health proposition. Eureka and Humboldt present exceptional features.

There are many people of bilious habit, tottering on the brink of the grave,
who have been restored to robust health by a few months' residence in the

bracing, invigorating atmosphere of Eureka, which prevails along the coast

generally. On the other hand, there is a zone of country inside, or eastward

of, the redwood belt, fifteen to twenty miles from the coast, which is a natural
sanitarium for all persons afflicted witH pulmonary trouble. The coast sea-

breezes and fogs are too strong and bracing for these people, but after

these breezes, laden with invigorating ozone as they are, have drifted through
the balsam forests of redwood, spruce, fir, hemlock and pine, and have become
tempered and softened by contact with the forests and hills, they come as a

healing balm to weak lungs and affected bronchial tubes. Much can be

written on this score, but this simple statement of natural facts and conditions
should be sufficient for all persons of ordinary intelligence.
Humboldt has a great future in the agricultural, horticultural and dairying

industries, in all of which, particularly the two latter, she stands well in the

forefront with the best sections of the coast. Although its dairying district

Redwood Stump Land Cleared and in Cultivation

is acknowledged to stand first on the coast, and its output always commands
the highest market prices, yet so great are the undeveloped possibilities in

this industry that each year witnesses great strides both in expansion of the

business and the perfecting of the methods.
The undeveloped, but already demonstrated, possibilities in horticulture

are even greater than in the dairying industry. Humboldt is the home of

the berry fruits and of most of the tree fruits. Berries grow in unsurpassed
profusion and perfection without irrigation. Apples, pears, peaches and
cherries reach a perfection which commands the highest market price.
Humboldt not only presents a most inviting field to the fruit grower,

but in a lecture before a recent convention of the California Fruit Growers,
Luther Burbank, the great horticulturist, read a paper on walnut culture in

which he called attention to the fact that almost every nut grown finds a

congenial home in Northern California. He said that the Royal walnut,
otherwise known as the English, European, etc., would, in some of its

improved forms, always be the leader. Our southern neighbors, he said,
"have been the first to obtain and bring into bearing these improved varieties,
and they have been well repaid for their foresight and enterprise; for

nothing which grows on trees pays better than walnuts." He said that

"Central and Northern California were just waking up to the fact that no
better walnuts can be grown anywhere than here," citing the fact that near
Santa Rosa the Franquette and Santa Rosa varieties produce nuts which
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have so far in all cases brought eighteen or twenty cents a pound, and even

more, by the ton, when those from other sections were selling at from nine
to fourteen cents.

A citizen of Eureka, desiring to be certain as to the application of his

remarks to Humboldt County, wrote to Mr. Burbank and asked if his

remarks included Humboldt and the extreme northern end of the State. He
replied that his remarks applied to Humboldt as well as to Sonoma, and
that the English walnut is well adapted to this county. "They will do well
on either valley bottom-l^nds or l\ill-lands, if the soil is deep, without

hardpan or standing water. River bottom is best; redwood land especially
fine. They can be planted anywhere within a mile of the coast, if not in a

very windy locality."
With such authority as a basis for experimental venture, and with the

practically open areas of vast extent and promise that obtain in Northern

California, here is a most inviting field for industrial development which will,

in conjunction with the almost limitless possibilities in fruit culture, assimi-

late an increased population of many thousands annually for many years.
This zone of country has been proved, and stands unchallenged as the home
of the apple, peach, pear, quince, cherry, and all the berry fruits, almost

invariably winning first premiums at both State and national exhibitions

whenever they appear in contest with other sections.

Practical tests made in canning Humboldt-grown small fruits have devel-

oped the fact that her berry fruits are unequalled for canning purposes,

preserving flavor, shape and firmness to a degree that has given them first

position for table use. Apparently the only things required to develop an

enormous industry in growing and preserving fruits in this county are trans-

portation to move the products, and the energy, capital and enterprise to

develop the field.

. Humboldt County can supply, rhoreover, water-power for the generation
of electric power to an extent that would be ample to run the combined

machinery and rolling-stock of the Pacific coast. These opportunities are

not confined or grouped in one section, but are fairly distributed over the

length and breadth of the county, and easily accessible to undeveloped crude

values and naturally productive areas. In its length of one hundred and

eight miles by an average width of forty miles, it is very evenly divided by
five considerable rivers—the Mattole, Eel, Mad, Redwood and Klamath.

Both the Klamath and Eel Rivers have large tributaries which still farther

subdivide the territory, and the opportunities for power generation and

operation.

But, after all is said, the earnest seeker after a new home, or a new
business field, should come to Humboldt and see for himself. The great

development that will open with the commencement of operations this year
will make openings for many people of many callings.

A Drive of Humboldt Turkeys Just Before Thanksgiving
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CHICO, BUTTE COUNTY
By W.J. COSTAR

HEN Chico is mentioned in California, the name of Bidwell

is remembered; for it was here that John Bidwell, the pioneer
of '41, builded a home and a name that will forever live in

the annals of California.

In the early days, while other men were delving in the

earth for gold, young Bidwell was also using the spade and

shovel, but for another purpose. The fertile soil and prolific vegetation, the

abundant water supply and the healthful climate of the north end of the

great Sacramento Valley attracted his attention, and though but a young
man, he recognized the nucleus of an empire, and immediately set to work

developing the resources of the country.

The water courses and the natural growth of timber along their banks

were jealously guarded.

Experiments were made with grains and grasses, fruit and ornamental

trees, to such an extent that when the U. S. Government decided to estab-

lish a Plant Introduction Garden in California, the work of General John
Bidwell clearly demonstrated that no place in California was better adapted
for the purpose than at Chico, county of Butte.

Dr. B. F. Galloway, Chief of the Bureau of Plant Industry of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture, in an interview said :

"The Sacramento Valley is certainly a wonderful place. Around Chico

John Bidwell, Pioneer of '4 1
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almost anything can be grown. When the Government sent out men to

study the conditions in California with the view of establishing an experi-

mental garden, they, one and all, came back and could talk nothing but

Chico. No matter if they started with the South or with the North, they

invariably wound up with Chico.

"Well, I heard so much about Chico that I became rather set against

the place. I did not intend to go back and talk Chico. But I have changed

my mind; Chico deserves it all. The Sacramento Valley can be made
the garden spot of the world.

"When I enter a place I do not look at the people and buildings ; I look

at the trees and the shrubs. Then I know what is in the soil. When one

finds, as I did in this valley, orange, walnut, palm, camphor, apricot, apple

and prune trees growing side by side, it seems marvelous. It is unique.

And all these are grown without irrigation, too.

U. S. Plant Introduction Station at Chico

"What you need is the doctrine of more diversified crops. As I said,

this valley could be made the garden spot of the world ;
all you have to do

is to spread out. The ambition used to lean toward getting hold of landL,

but people are realizing that the small land holder is the man to make

money, provided he 'spreads out' and caters to the market.

"Newer systems are coming, Oriental trade is opening up an immense

new field. But the farmers should be improving what they have now.

"One new field in which there are great possibilities is that of raising

camphor. Every year we import some $2,000,000 worth of camphor. Now,
in Chico, I noticed one camphor tree seventy or more feet in height. We
have found a method of extracting the gum which makes it possible for

our producers to compete with the cheap foreign labor.

"Then again, morphine can also be produced. Everyone knows how the
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poppy grows here. We also import $2,000,000 of this every year for

medicinal purposes. There are also other fields that I might mention.
"We intend to work hand in hand with the State experimental stations.

They are doing good work, and we wish to give them due credit. President

Wheeler, of the State University, has been doing good work here, and
as soon as he gets the new stations he will no doubt do better. The State

cin do things we cannot, and we can do things they can't. Thus by working
together we can accomplish a great deal of good. The work at Chico
is the largest in the West, and will benefit the whole State. The Sacra-

mento Valley is the one place in California."

Rancho del Arroyo Chico, of which the site of the city of Chico is a

part, was granted to John Bidwell by the Mexican Government.
After his death, which occurred on the fourth day of April, 1900, a large

portion of this famous grant was subdivided into small tracts and sold to

eastern homeseekers.

The Bidwell Home at Chico

Nineteen hundred and eighty acres were deeded to the city of Chico

for a public park, which will no doubt some day have a national reputation.

The park is heavily timbered with oak, sycamore, alder, ash, and the

flowering shrubs and vines native to this part of California. Standing as

guardian over his children is the famous "Sir Joseph Hooker Oak," the

largest oak tree in the world. Through the entire length of the park flows

the beautiful Arroyo Chico, a mountain stream of pure crystal water,

abounding with speckled trout and other game fish.

With one stroke of the pen, without money and without price, the widow
of the illustrious pioneer, now living, and who is carrying out the generous

impulses of her husband, transferred the title to this natural park to the

city of Chico. It is a princely gift; the water right alone, commercially

viewed, is worth $250,000, to say nothing of the land that goes with it.

Another testimonial to the fertile soil of this section is the Banyan fig-tree

of Rancho Chico. The cutting stuck in the ground more than fifty years
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The "Swimming Hole" in Chico's 2000-acre Park

ago is now a giant thirteen feet in circumference. Its branches have taken

root and formed arches and braces that support a canopy that at noon-day
would sheher from the sun's rays thirty-five hundred men, allowing for

each man four square feet. This tree has grown to such immense proper

tions that it has become necessary to cut the branches that encroach upon
valuable ornamental trees adjacent to it.

The fig is a very healthful and palatable fruit, either fresh or dried, and

A Driveway in Chico's 2000-acre Park



The Foot Log in Chico's 2000-acre Park
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is wonderfully prolific^ maturing two crops in a season. It is therefore

quite apparent to the reader that a tree of the dimensions herein described

would be not only a great curiosity, but a revenue producer also.

Chico by no means depends solely for her income upon agriculture and

horticulture. Over four millions of dollars are invested here in factories.

The Diamond Match Co. and the Sierra Lumber Co., immense wood-working
concerns, will soon be running night and day to supply the demand for

doors, windows, and lumber occasioned by the disastrous fire in San

Francisco.

The people who labor in these factories are happy and contented, because

they are prosperous. Their homes are in the suburbs, usually on acre

tracts—a parcel of ground that is quite popular here, for it insures the

owner the bulk of his living. A little patch of alfalfa for his cow, a garden
and a poultry enclosure, a small orchard of various table fruits, such as

oranges, lemons, peaches, pears, olives, figs and grapes, and a flower garden
from which he could pluck a rose for the dining table every day in the

year—all these are not only possible, but usual, on the little home-place.

The population of Chico, including the numerous additions, is estimated

to be 10,000. and is rapidly growing. At the present time Chico is experi-

encing a most prosperous period. There is an immense fruit crop in sight,

the drying and packing of which will require a large force of men, women
and children

;
the railroad building and the electric power development now

going on in this part of the State are employing an army of men, and Chico
on account of her river and rail facilities is the natural distributing point.
An interurban electric railway system has its headquarters here and has

just completed one piece of road, which connects Chico with the Western
Pacific at Oroville. The road is well equipped with up-to-date passenger

coaches, and rapid transit is the watchword.

Surveys are now being made north and south from Chico, and it will

not be long until many miles of electric roads will be in operation in this

part of the State.

No place in California has a brighter future than Chico, nor more to

offer the home-seeker or the investor.

The Le« ning Oak in Chico's 2000-acrc Park
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* CITY or BIGGS, IN BUTTi: COUNTT
By J. M. COFFMAN

OST favorably located in the northern part of the State, its

eastern portion extending for miles up the timbered flanks of

the mighty Sierra Nevadas, where numerous streams follow

the course of canon and gorge to form the common source

of the Noble Feather River, and extending westward to the

Sacramento River, Butte County stands unrivaled in her diver-

sified products, varied resources, climatic conditions, and in all that tends

to the health, happiness, comfort and prosperity of an intelligent, progressive

and prosperous, dense population.

Butte County has an area of 1,763 square miles; an altitude from 94 feet

to about 7,000 feet
;
mean annual temperature, 65.25 degrees.

The valley and foothill portion of the county has a semi-tropic climate

all the year, while the mountains rise to an altitude of 6,649 feet, and are

snow-capped in winter, at the same time when the golden orange is ripening

about the city of Biggs in time for the Thanksgiving market, in the month

of November.

The annual rainfall is from 20 to 50 inches, according to location, com-

mencing about October and alternating with warm, sunny days until May.
Butte County is one of the leading fruit, grain, vegetable, gold mining, and

lumber producing counties of California. Her orange, lemon, fig, grape, all

varieties of deciduous fruits, and all kinds of nuts aret unexcelled.

Butte County fruits, when dried and in jars, take first premiums at world

and State fairs. I'^Jia; •-

'

•!-"r^

Feather River near Biggs
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Drying Fruit Near Biggs

At California's mid-winter fair Butte County won first premium on her

citrus fruits, and $1,235 in premiums out of a total of $2,500 awarded. Butte

County oranges ripen from four to six weeks earlier than in the southern

portion of the State, and thereby capture the November market. It is

conceded that the finest oranges (navel) grown in the world are produced
in Butte County.

Centrally located in the heart of Butte County's fertile and productive

valley lands, on the California & Oregon Railroad, y:^ miles north of Sacra-

mento, is situated the flourishing little city of Biggs, with a population of

about 1,000.

Biggs is an incorporated city of the sixth class, governed by a board of

five trustees, a marshal, clerk, recorder, treasurer, etc.

The city owns a first-class water-works system and electric light and power
plant.

Corn Growing in a Biggs Yard
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Hotel Colcnia, Biggs

Biggs has an excellent public school, employing four experienced teachers.

There are two churches, well attended, and flourishing Sunday schools. All

the prominent fraternal societies, a progressive Ladies' Improvement Club,

Ladies' Aid Society, a free library, and a Board of Trade.

The Sacramento Valley Bank owns and occupies one of the finest and

best furnished buildings north of Sacramento.

The leading commercial interests are represented* in Biggs by men of

means, experience, enterprise, and public spirit. Biggs has one of the largest

brick warehouses in the State, besides other immense buildings for the storage

of grain, fruit, hay and other products, and a large brick cannery. In August,

Sacramento Valley Bank, Biggs
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1903, a conflagration destroyed an entire business block, mostly brick build-

ings, imposing a great loss on the owners. Within a short time an entire

new block of modern buildings has sprung from the ruins, among them
the finest and most modern hotel in the Sacramento Valley.
A glance over the dwelling portion of town shows many handsome city

residences and numerous neat cottages, shaded by evergreen trees, orange
trees laden with the golden fruit, and ever-blooming flora.

The professions and trades are well represented in Biggs.

Surrounding Biggs and contributary to this city as a commercial center

is a vast area of land of unsurpassed richness, its even surface unmarred by
break or rock or hill for miles. To the north and west are the boundless

grain fields ; to the east and south are orchards, alfalfa fields, garden land

in abundance, adapted to the successful production of every fruit, berry,

vine, nut, vegetable, hemp, flax, etc.

Some of the largest deciduous fruit orchards in the world, including
the world-famous Rio Bonito peaches, are located along the Feather River,

three miles east of Biggs.
The rapid growth and development of Biggs and rural surroundings is

now assured. Many magnificent large holdings are now being subdivided

into small tracts and placed on the market at prices within the means of

men of ordinary circumstances and await the coming of thrifty husbandmen.
The Butte County Canal Company has completed an immense irrigation

canal which will supply these lands with an abundance of water at reasonable

cost, thus assuring the grower repeated crops, independent of rainfall.

The Northern Electric Railway is building its road through these lands

and will afford excellent transportation facilities.

Thousands of industrious, intelligertt and progressive people can find here

the unequaled advantages of a healthful climate and pure water, and the

opportunity of securing a home, comfort, happiness and prosperity.

May Roses in Biggs
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GRIDLBY. BUTTE COUNTY
By W. D. BURLESON

MONG those sections of California now undergoing rapid

development as a result of irrigation and subdivision of lands,

Gridley is leading the van.

Gridley is located in Butte County, seventy miles north of

Sacramento, 160 miles north of San Francisco, and about 500
miles north of Los Angeles. The town was established at

about the time of the building of the California & Oregon Railroad, in the

early seventies. It has a population of about 1500, has five churches, a fine

public school housed in a new $20,000 building, a splendid high school, a

fruit cannery employing 400 people during the season, and a packing house

which gives employment to about a hundred persons. Besides these, there

are great grain warehouses, fine modern stores, hotels, an opera house, fire

department, and beautiful public park. It is on the main line of the Southern

Pacific Railroad; and the Northern Electric Railroad, on which construction

has been going on for some time, will touch the town.

Last fall the Butte County canal was completed and water was turned

into the big ditch. The irrigation system of which this canal is the main

artery was conceived many years ago, and it was known and realized that

the possibilities of uniting land, and water were better in this vicinity than

in almost any other portion of California. That such an opportunity should

have remained unimproved for so long is due to the natural fertility of the

soil of the neighborhood, and to the fact that the annual rainfall was suffi-

cient to produce profitable grain crops. The owners of the land were not

forced to adopt irrigation while they could harvest 30 to 50 bushels of wheat
to the acre from their fields. They had a good thing and the work was easy.

Head Gate Butte County Canal
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Cutting Alfalfa near Gridley

Why fuss with irrigation when everybody was on Easy Street?

But live people from the outside saw that if the irrigation opportunity was

improved, the lands that were producing wheat could be made to grow fruit

and alfalfa and made to earn interest on much larger valuations per acre.

The engineering problem was as easy as a railroad through a flat country.
The water supply was perennial and abundant. The land was naturally rich

and the region had gained a reputation as a fruit country. Its peaches are

the best in the whole State. Two crops of alfalfa per season were being
secured without irrigation. Capital was easily interested and the canal was
built. The problem was solved and the era of progress had arrived.

To a person familiar with conditions in Southern California it may seem

strange that land within a radius of six miles from an orange orchard from

which the owner received $300 per acre last season can be bought for from

$80 to $100 an acre. The same opportunities for irrigation go with the

unplanted land as are enjoyed by the bearing orchard. The soil is identical

Drying Peaches in the Sun near Gridley
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A Gridlcy Bean Field

in character and depth, is at the same level, and is exactly as good and will

grow as many and as good oranges. Yet it is a fact. This orange orchard

of three and one-half acres is owned by A. W. Campbell, and he sold the

crop last year for $1034.97 net. That is, he received that amount after paying

freight and all other shipping charges.

The cost of water for irrigating is but one dollar per acre per year. And
this gives you all the water you want at any time you need it. These lands

are splendid for peaches, pears, prunes and all deciduous fruits, berries and

nuts, as well as alfalfa. Deciduous fruits pay even better than citrus fruits.

Gridley is the place for the man of limited means as well as the capitalist.

There are opportunities for both. The climate is that which is suited to the

orange and deciduous fruits. The conditions are unique in that splendid

lands under irrigation with a sure and abundant water supply can be had at

a price that is but a fraction of the price asked for similar lands with similar

opportunities in other parts of California. "The opportunity of the twentieth

century," is what the local people call their proposition ;
and every outsider

who visits the place agrees with them.
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THE ESMERALDE TOURMALINE MINE AT MESA GRANDE,
SAN DIEGO COUNTY. CALIFORNIA

SAY!!
Did YOU KNOW
that you could buy native

California Gems satisfac-

torily by mail, just the
same as if you were here
in our lapidary.

Just address Mail Order
Department, stating what
kind of stone you want,
color and size, and we will

send you same by express
C. O. D. privilege of ex-

amination.
If not satisfactory return

at our expense.
All kinds of precious

stones cut to order.
Send cutting by mail.

Write for catalogue and
price list.

We are the largest gem
mining and cutting com-
pany west of the Rockies.

REFERENCES: LEADING BANllS DOC ^VILSON. Manager

Reliable Help Promptly Furnished. Hummel Bros. & Co., Tel. Main 509.



J.H.PACKARD
Banker
and

Broker

Ensenadat Lower California

Mexico

Information concerning

Mexico and Lower Cal-

ifornia cheerfully furn-

ished and business
entrusted in my hand

given my personal

attention

pOR the finest selec-

^
tion of photographs

of San Franciso^ during
and after the fire^ address

CHARLES BARRON
1539 TURK ST., SAN FRANCISCO

Many of the illustrations

in this number of

OUT WEST
are from my photographs

Selecting

Wedding
Gifts

/\s the mind turns to silver

in choosing presents for the

wedding so should the eye

seek the name and brand

1847 ROGERS BROS!

"Silver Plate that Wears."

• .-' By this mark only can

you distinguish the

original Rogers ware

(first made in 1847)
and assure yourself

of the best in quality,

the finest in finish, the

handsomest in design

of any silver plate I

made, no matter where

purchased. For sale by

leading dealers everywhere.

Our catalogue "T-39" will

prove helpful in selection

of designs. Send for it.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.,

flnternutional Silver Co., Successor).

Meriden, Conn.

NEW VOItK. CHICAGO. SAN FRANCISCO

HAMILTON, CANADA.
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.32 and .55 Caliber
Model 1905 Self Loading Rifle

HIS rifle is a six shot hammerless take-down, made in .32 and
.35 calibers. It is the first rifle of the Self Loading type
made for center fire ammunition, the cartridges it handles
being of the modern smokeless powder type, using metal
patched bullets. The .32 caliber shoots a 165-grain bullet
and gives a velocity of 1400 foot seconds and a penetration
of II ^ inch dry pine boards with a metal patched soft

point bullet. The 35 caliber shoots a i8o-grain bullet and gives a veloc-

ity of 1400 foot seconds and a penetration of 10 y^ boards with a metal
patched soft point bullet, at the standard testing distance of 15 feet
from the muzzle. As these figures show, both cartridges give excellent

penetration, and with metal patched soft point bullets they have great
shocking eff"ect on animal tissue. As its name indicates, this rifle is self-

loading. The recoil of the exploded cartridge ejects the empty shell,
cocks the hammer and feeds a fresh cartridge from the magazine into the

chamber, leaving the rifle ready to shoot upon the operator's pulling the

trigger. The operation of this rifle should not be confounded with that
of machine guns, -which reload and fire to the extent of their magazine
capacity without stopping after the trigger is first pulled. In using the
Winchester Self-Loading Rifle, it is absolutely necessary to pull the

trigger for each shot, which places its operation as completely under the
control of the operator as that of any repeating rifle. The self-loading
system permits rapid shooting w^ith great accuracy, and on account of
the ease and novelty of its operation adds much to the pleasure of rifle

shooting, either at target or game. The list price of the standard rifle of
this model is $28.00.

32 W4*iCH ESTER
4%rj I SELF LOADING
'Vd'i' / SOFT POINT y

.35WINCHES^^
I,
SELF LOADINi^

C^// 'I SOFT POINT/

SOFT POINT OR FULL METAL
PATCHED, LIST PRICE PER 1000

$27.00

SOFT POINT OR FULL METAL
PATCHED, LIST PRICE PER 1000

$27.50.

Send for illvistrated catalogue, mailed free, to
"WincHester Repeating Arms Co.. San Francisco, California



MONEY MAKING
OPPORTUNI TIES

of Mexico

'E have just is-

sued a new
book on this

subject. We want
to send you this

book free, for it

contains valuable
information on
the profit to be
derived from the

cultivation of rubber
trees. This book con-
tains full and complete
information, showing con-

clusive facts, logical fig-

ures and definite refer-

ence of good character,

proving beyond , any
doubt that our rubber
and cocoanut plantations
are bona fide, certain and
very profitable.

This book gives rea-

sons, and if you wish
to save for old age, or

provide for healthy mid-
dle age, you can not find

a more conservative or a
more reasonab>e invest-

ment than we have to offer you now—more
profitable than life insurance—safe as city real

estate, yet not so costly
—better than a savings

bank, for the returns are much greater. ,

If you can spend from $s a month up-
wards, this is an opportunity to make a sound
investment that will return you $300 a share
each year for life—a sufficient sum to provide
for your old age and to protect you against
the ravages of time, the chances of poverty,
and the misfortune of ill health.

It is worth your time to ask for our booklet—
do this today in justice to your future. It is

the person who earns, saves and invests wisely
that reaps the reward of foresight and sagacity.
The demand for rubber can ever be supplied—
the price of rubber is going higher and higher—
a rubber plantation is more profitable and less

expensive than a gold mine. Our booklets tell

you facts that it has taken years to accumulate—write for them today.
This company is divided into only 6,000

shares each one representing an undivided
interest equivalent to more than an acre in our
Rubber and Cocoanut Plantations. Our new
book will prove to you that five shares in this
investment paid for at the rate of $25 a month,
will bring a fair rate on your money during the

development period of seven years, and an an-
"hual income of $1,500 for life. This investment
insures absolutely the safety of your future.
The person who holds shares in a rubber planta-
tion in tropical Mexico need have no care nor
anxiety for after years—you are safe—absolute-

ly and certainly. Our booklets will prove these
statements—write for them today.

Conservative Rubber Pro-

duction Company
6I4 Monadnock Building, San Francisco, Cal.

Dr. O. V. SESSIONS, Gen 1 Agt.
502 Bryson Block, Los Angeles, Cal.

i"5

MotorValue
The Cadillac is undeniably the

greatest automobile value ever

offered—not alone in fairness of

price but in the satisfaction and

everlasting service received for

that price. In fact, there are few

establishments, if any, sufficiently

well equipped to produce
cars the equal of

the

f:

at an

actual factory cost

of less than our selling price.

This is but one of the many
benefits a Cadillac purchaser de-

rives from the wonderful combi-

nation of equipment, skill and

experience that backs up every

car we build.

The Cadillac couldn't be better

if you paid just twice the price.

Your dealer will tell you why. V^
Misaddress—also our finely illus-

trated Booklet Y —will be sent

upon request.

Model K, 10 h. p. Runabout
Model M, Light Touring Car
Model H, 30 h. p. Touring Car

Cadillac Motor Car Co.,

Detroit, Micli.
"Member S^sso. Licensed Auto. Mfrs.



LONG BEACH
CALIFORNIA'S GREATEST BEACH RESORT

TtlS*" it^
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Hotel to be Erected at Long Beach at an Expenditure of $350,000.

POPULATION 16,000
Thirty-five minutes' ride from Los Angeles brings you to Long Beach, 21 miles

due south. A model city, with a most excellent school system, water, light and power

plants; six banks, with assets of more than $3,000,000.00. Streets oiled and a great

many paved. The finest climate, due to its direct south exposure. It is reached by
the Southern Pacific and Salt Lake Railway Systems and the Pacific Electric Rail-

way, the finest electric system in America, if not in the world.

The Bathing Beach is 14 miles in length, of hard white sand, with a width of

300 to 600 feet.

A feature of interest to all visitors is the Long Beach Bath House, an institution

unequalled in America, containing Warm Salt Plunges, and all forms of baths. This

institution maintains during the summer months, a complete Life Saving Service,

offering visitors absolute safety whilst surf bathing.

Address any of the following firms for copy of the new booklet on Long Beach,

Just out:

F. W. Stearns, Real Estate.
Mayhew & Putnam, Real Estate.
Geo. H. Blount, Real Estate.'
Frank P. Pingree, Real Estate.
Shaw & Gundry, Real Estate.
E. C. Covert & Co., Real Estate.
Walker Real Estate Co.
Seaside Water Co.
The National Bank of Long Beach.

Townsend-Dayman Investment Co., Real Es-
tate.

Long Beach Bath House Co.
J. W. Wood.
L. A. Perce.
Young & Parmley.
J. M. Holden.
C. J. E. Taylor.
Alamitos Land Co., Real Estate.



Comfort and Pleasoire the

Year Round at

Oceanside

SAN DIEGO
COUNTY

CALIFORNIA
Fishing on the Pier.

Speaking of climate, did you know that you could be comfortable every month
of the year at Oceanside? It is the IDEAL HOME SITE, with no extremes of

heat or cold—a climate unsurpassed. Oceanside is growing now and prospects for

the future are excellent. The largest reservoirs on the Pacific Coast are now being
built on the headwaters of the San Luis Rey in the mountains 30 miles from the

coast. The water will first be used to generate electric power and will then do duty
in irrigating the fertile lands in Oceanside and vicinity. Come and see what we have, or

Write Oceanside Board of Trade, or the following:

p. J. Brannen, Hardware.
J. Chauncey Hayes, Real Estate.
E. D. McGraw, Real Estate.
Thos. C. Exton, Druggist.
Goetz Bros. & Co., General Merchandise.
Frank Freeman, Dairyman.
Irwin & Co., Implements and Hardware.

Bank of Oceanside.
O. S. Hecox & Co., Real Estate.
Geo. P. McKay. Stationery.
Martin Bros., Butchers.
Oceanside Lumber Co.
J. D. Morrow, Jeweler;

WHAT we: have
I—Property consisting of six mining claims located by our own prospector in

the Rye Patch district, upon the rich belt which stretches from Manhattan to Tono-

pah. The samples of float are very rich. There is every indication of a big vein. A
party of Colorado investors who have located about a thousand feet north (The
"Manhattan Chief") say that they have evidence of a ledge fifty feet wide. They
have rock assaying high values the same as ours.

The first sample of our rock assayed $97 to the ton.

2—All preliminary expenses paid, all preliminary work done. The property
owned by us without flaw of title, lack of accord, or with lien or encumbrance
of any kind.

3
—The company organized, and stock paid for by men who own the claims just

at the same price that you are asked to pay. No promotion stock.

WHAT WE orrER
I—No salaries paid to any officers. No expenses incurred save for development

work, and that to be paid from sale of treasury stock.

2—Management by men who are practical mining men, and who will vouch
for the honest and judicious expenditure of every penny paid out to make a mine.

3
—Capitalization moderate— 1,000,000 shares of par value of $1.00 each. Every

share full-paid and non-assessable. No personal liability to stockholders.

Only treasury stock is offered for subscription. Buy at the organization price,

and you share equally with every other owner in all the profits which may accrue.

We feel certain that -we have a -winner in "Manhattan Rye Patch." ">Vill

Price, 3c a share until June 30th.you join

PACIFIC COAST MINES BUREAU,
422 Chamber of Commerce, Los Angeles, California

REFERENCE— Merchants Trust Co.. Los Angeles
Plrase mention " Out West ' when writing



H\intington BeacK

T F THERE is any reason why Huntington Beach

should not develop into a city of commercial and

social importance, we have failed to discover it.

n^ HE PROGRESS enjoyed by this town since its in-

ception a couple of years ago, is little short of

phenomenal.

PVERYTHING within the power of dollars and in-

dustry is being utilized to bring Huntington Beach

to the front row of Southwestern Coast cities. The

time to "get in" is right now, during the important form-

ative period.

"LT UNTINGTON Beach has every advantage neces-

sary for the upbuilding of a beautiful city. Advan-

tageously situated as it is, in the heart of a great agricul-

tural district, it is sure to become an important commer-

cial center. Judging from its growth during the past

year, it seems probable that the population of Huntington

Beach will exceed that of Long Beach in a comparatively

short time.

Huntington BeacK Company
332 BYRNE BUILDING, LOS ANGELES

Hearn & Clippinger, Real Estate; Geo E. Phelps, N. Gibbs & Co., Grocers;

H. & H. House Furnishing Co., Ed. Manning, Plumber;
B D. Southard, Livery.

Huntington BeacK, California



SAN FERNANDO

Ihe

Ideal SpoL
for a

Home

The Finest Citrus Fruits

in the World
Are Grown in the San
Fernando Valley

Balmy air, laden with the perfume of orange blossoms, fields carpeted with

myriads of wild flowers, and the majestic mountains raising their peaks over all.

The long-sought haven for sufferers from asthma.

250,000 acrcj of the most fertile soil in Southern California, on which is grown
every product of the soil.

For information address

Secretary, Board
of Trade

San
Fernando

California



Earlimont Colony
Tulare

County

California

A Land of Opportunity
A Land of Promise

Earliest Section
Of California's

Early Belt

i:arlie:st
That's What Counts

Earliest Oranges
Earliest Grapes
Earliest Figs
Earliest Olives

Quickest Returns

Extraordinary Prices

Gathering the Earliest Oranges in the
State near Portersville.

EARLIEST VEGETABLES

EARLIEST DECIDUOUS FRUITS EARLIEST SMALL FRUITS

South of Portersville, earliest part of Tulare County. Rolling upland. At base
of Sierra foothills. No killing frosts. No scale. No smut. No diseases. No
heavy winds. A beautiful landscape. Responds to landscape gardener's art. Pure
air. Unsurpassed climate. Remarkably healthful. Well located. . Abundant cheap
Water. Virgin soil, extremely rich. Close to railroad. Near to mountain camps
and resorts. Splendid hunting and fishing grounds in easy reach.

FIRST SUBDIVISION—TO THOSE WHO WILL IMPROVE:
Earlimont Colony Co. will care for property of absent owners. Land with water only
$50.00 per acre. Purchasers given benefit of land at about one third usual price in

preference to other modes of advertising first subdivision. Large tracts for sale for

subdivision. A crop of early vegetables will pay for land first season. Orange
groves begin to bear second season and increase rapidly each succeeding year till they
net from $300 to $600 or more per acre. Good grammar school already on property.
Store, postoffice, telephone, etc., will soon be established. A flourishing town soon.
Electric roads in near future. Get in early and avoid the rush.

Address all communications to WM. A. SEARS, Portersville, Tulare County, Cal.



Walnut Culture in Whitticr

Is very profitable. Last season the crop paid the growers $361,587,48 in

net returns. There has been about 100,000 young trees set out this spring,

which insures good results later on and will assist largely in making our

present prosperity permanent. We have a clean city, with every modern

improvement ; gas and electric lights, paved streets, fine schools, and ele-

gant churches—No Saloons—a fine college, up-to-date in every way, backed

up by a valley of rare fertility.

Prospective settlers should look over this section before locating per-

manently.

For information, etc, address Secretary Board of Trade, Whittier, Cali-

fornia, or the following:

Locke & Rendleman, Real Estate. Whittier National Bank. M. Horton, Pioneer Stables

First National Bank of Whittier. Whittier Home Telephone Co. H. E. Humphrey, Hardware.
S. W. Barton & Co., Real Estate. The Edison Electric Co. F K. Weeks, Grocer.

GrEEn'leaf Hotel. Whittier Hardware Co. Fred L. Baldwin, Pacific Cafe.

C. W. Clayton, Real Estate & Insurance The Whittier Milling Co. E. J. Vestal, Grocer.
Whittier College. Landrum Smith, Druggist Geo. L. Hazzard, Insurance.
A. H. DuNLAP. Eevi D. Johnson, M. D. C. G. Warner. E. A. Bryan, Furniture & Pictures.
A. Jacobs & Co., Groceries. E. H. White, Furniture and Undertaking. Truman Berry, Rancher.
Metropolitan Music Co., S. A. Brown, Brest. F. A. Jackson, City Market. Alva Starbuck.

TAKE PACIFIC ELECTRIC CARS FROM 6TH AND MAIN STREETS, LOS ANGELES
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WOULD YOU
BE INTERESTED
TO KNOW ?

You can have a home either

part or all the year, in the most

glorious climate of all the

world, in a city that has every
natural and many artificial ad-

vantages ; where you can live

the out-door-life either in. sum-

mer or winter
; where you can

live where every plant, shrub

and flower known to the tem-

perate and semi-tropic climes

grows and blooms
;
where you can enjoy a morning dip in the grand Pacific

Ocean every day in the year, or hunt, row and fish at will, and at the same time

know that your ORIGINAL INVESTMENT IS INCREASING IN VALUE,
and WILL CONTINUE TO INCREASE ! Need we say more to interest you?
Are you not convinced you should own your own home in SANTA MONICA?

fiRST National Bank, Santa Monica
Five Blocks from Towner Terrace

TOWNER TERRACE
Is in the very heart of Santa Monica. In addi-

tion to all these natural advantages, you have

your purchase insured
; you cannot lose at any

time after first payment is made, through death

from any cause.

Let us mail to you
TOWNER TERRACE — An
illustrated booklet, giving full

particulars—It's very readable.

Southern California Real Estate

Investment Company
608 PACIFIC ELECTRIC BLDG.
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA Paim Walk

Six Blocks from Towner Terrace



View of

San Joaquin

River

The Fresno Irrrigfated

Farms extend eight

miles alongf the

river at this

point

Ihe Fresno Irrigated Farms Co.

CLIMATE
Mild winters, Warm dry
summers, Cool nights.

SOIL
A Rich sandy loam that

grows anything.

PRODUCTS
Greatest variety of crops
known in any country of
the world.

IRRIGATION SYSTEM
Finest irrigation system in

California—low rate of 62^/2

cents per acre, per year—•

80 miles of ditches now on
tract.

26,000
ACRES
of Land

$35 per Acre and Upwards

NEW TOWN of

KER.MAN
JUST STARTED

ALFALFA RANCHES
Dairy herds on credit—ask
us about them.

RAISIN LANDS
Suitable land for raisin

culture in the only raisin

secton in the U. S.

VINEYARDS
Table grape or wine grape
lands.

MODERN
CONVENIENCES

Rural free delivery—Tele-

phones, Electric power.
Lights, etc.

ORCHARDS
All fruits known ito Cali-

fornia grow here.

Fresno Irrigated Farms Coinpany, Inc.
Main Office, 405-408 Kohl Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

Los Angeles Office, 125 Pacific Electric Bldg, Fresno Office, 2154 I St.

J^J^

The Flaming

Tokay Grape

The most productive

grape raised in

California



Earliest

A[avel Oranges
Earliest Valenclas PORTERVILLE

The CEMTER of the
EMRLY ORMMGE

Industry

Porterville, a thriving city of about 2,000
population, is the most beautifully located
of any place in Central California.

It lies adjacent to the foothills of the
Sierra Nevada Mountains on a branch line
of the Southern Pacific railroad, and about
half way between Los Angeles and San
Francisco.
Surrounded by beautiful orange groves,

with the majestic Sierras above and to the
east and the broad plains of the San^ Joa-
quin valley below and to the west, we have
ideal conditions for natural beauty and
good health. The weather is almost per-
fect the year around, and a prostration or
sun stroke is never known
A day's trip takes us back to our moun-

tains, where one may enjoy the most pleas-
ant vacations at nominal cost.

In the vicinity of Porterville we have at

least two distinct classes of soil that yield
magnificent returns when properly hus-
banded. One of these is the adobe and
decomposed granite that skirts the hills

and is so well adapted to orange culture.
The other is the sandy loam and sedi-

ment soil on the river bottom that grows fine alfalfa. The immense profit derived from the hardiness
and ready response of the orange tree to good care; its perpetual rich green foliage; the exquisite fra-
grance of Its bloom and the aromatic flavor of its fruit, all lend an unfailing charm.
Our water is supplied by both ditch rights and pumping the underground water from wells, electric

power and crude oil being both available for power. Our ditch rights are the best on the river,
having been thoroughly tested by the highest courts.
As yet in its infancy, Porterville presents opportunities for investment unsurpassed. For further

information address any of the following well known firms, who will gladly go into details:

Pioneer Land Co., Real Estate.
W. E. Premo, Real Estate.
Porterville Lumber Co. First National Bank.
A. J. DeLaney Co., Hardware, etc.
Will<o Mentz, General Merchandise.

Pioneer Banking Co. H. E. Ford, Real Estate.
W. A. Sears, Real Estate.
Geo. D. Avery, Real Estate.
Hall & Boiler, Real Estate.
Williams & Young Co., Cattle and Dairying.

Brawley
the

Garden City
of the Great

Imperial Valley
OFl-iCI-; l!K.\\\ l,!,^ I M I'K(i\1':MENT COMPANY

Brawley is noted for its early cantaloupes, early grapes and all kinds of early vegetables. The re-

turns from these crops have exceeded $100 per acre. In addition to this intense farming Brawley is

the center of, and has tributary to it over 100,000 acres of the finest agricultural land in the valley,

where hogs, dairying, sheep and general farming has proven very profitable. These lands are all

irrigated with an unlimited supply of water taken from the Colorado River. For full information

about town and acreage property, address any of the following:

Imperial Investiiient Co.
Hooley «& Cady, Real ECxtate
Stanley & KelloKK', Real Kstate
C. M. I.. & C. Co., Store
E^dith Meador, Poftt Office and Store
C. Darnell, Merchant

Nellie Pellet, Merchant
T. D. McKeehan, Merchant
Imperial Valley Bank
Hntchingrs & Co., Hardvcare
"Varney Brothers Co., General Merchandise
Eldear Brothers, Implements



COLTON
Ihe Hub City of Southern California

Ihe Center of the Orange Belt*

Colton High School.

COLTON
Schools serve as an index to the prosperity of the city. The rapidly in-

creasing population has made more schools a necessity and two handsome new
grammar schools are now under construction at a cost of $18,000. This will

make four grammar schools and one fully accredited High School in the city
of Colton.

Colton is unexcelled as a shipping and manufacturing center. It is 56 miles east of

Los Angeles on the main line of three transcontinental railroads. Population 4,000.

Growing! Growing! Come and grow with us.

For up-to-date literature describing Colton, or for any further information address
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, or any of the following firms:

Colton Grain and Milling Co.
William Anderson.
The First National Bank of Colton.
Earl F. Van Uuven.
Colton Fruit Exchange.
Wilcox-Rose IVIercantile Co.
O. L. Emery, Hardware.
M. A. Hebberd Co.
California Portland Cement Co.
Colton iVIarble Company.
H. E. Fouch & Co., Real Estate.
J. B. Hanna, Real Estate and Insurance.
M. O. Hert, Real Estate.

H. G. Vogel, City Meat Market.
California Citrus Union.
Colton People's Store.
C. B. Hamilton & Co., Grocers.
G. B. Caster, Contractor and Builder.
P. H. Reed, Lumber and Mill Work.
Dr. J. A. Champion.
M. A. Fox.
H. G. French & Co., General Merchandise.
W. H. Ham.
N. J. Davenport & Co., Electrical Supplies.
Colton Pharmacy.
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HOW $10.00
Will Lay the Foundation iot a

Home in California

Not only a home, but a TEN-ACRE RANCH under

full cultivation, which will support a family with every

comfort and luxury. Located in the famous

SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY
the most fertile section of the entire State of California.

AN ABUNDANT SUPPLY OF WATER
Produces large crops of Alfalfa, Grain, Fruits and Vege-
tables. Unlimited markets close at hand. Climate unsur-

passed. Always summer. No waste of time on account of

ice and snow.

Our easy montHly payment plan places the secxir-

ing' of svich a Home WITHIN tKe REACH of all

no such liberal offer elver beifore
made: to the public

$10 DOWN and $10 PER MONTH on lO ACRES

GOLDEN STATE REALTY COMPANY
Oolden State Realty Bldg.

608-10 S. Spring St.. Los Angeles. Cal.

Gentlemen: Please send me full particulars
about your proposition whereby I can secure a
home in California on your jiew plan. Also
send me a copy of your magazine Free.

Name t

Street and No

Town and State

SovitHern Pacific and
Santa Fe R. R. furnisK
vinexcelled transporta-
tion facilities

Cut out coupon and write today for

full particulars and a copy of our

beautifully illustrated magazine, telling

all about California, which will be sent

you

ABSOLUTELY FREIE



A rasadena Home

PASADENA
HAS BEEN CHOSEN AS THE SITE OF A GREAT WOMAN'S COLLEGE

Pasadena has close to 24,000 people, the best of public and private schools, churches,
and thousands of happy homes and no saloons.

Over 1300 building permits were issued last year, and the indications are that a much
larger number will be called for the present year.

Pasadena climate and environment are ideal. For detailed information write to

D. W. COOLIDGE. SECRETARY PASADENA BOARD OF TRADE
RELIABLE REAL ESTATE DEALERS OF PASADENA.

ALTADENA
The "Highlands" of Pasadena, elevation 1200 to

1800. The most desirable, accessible section in

Southern California. Free from fogs. Fine moun-
tain water in abundance. A perfect health resort.

Ranches, lots, and houses for sale.

McJVally ^ Son
Pasadena Office, 26 So. Raymond Ave.
Altadena Office, Cor. Mariposa St. and Marengo Ave.

f^tALESTATE:
X INSURANCE LOANS

^ INVESTMENTS

16 5Raymond Ave. Pasadena Cal.

FINE CALIFORNIA RANCH
3150 Acres Fruit, Alfalfa, Grain and Pasture; private water supply. Only
2C miles from Pasadena. $60 per acre. A splendid stock farm.

SYKES-BOADWAYCO. 30 S. Raymond Ave.

PASADENA

R. S. McDOV. ELL CgL CO.
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Ranches bought, sold and exchanged for city prop-
erty. Insurance written in old reliable

companies. Houses rented. Rents
Collected'.

100 EAST COLORADO STREET
PAS.ADENA

Established 1887 Incorporated 1902

ISAAC SPRINER & COMPANY
Investments

Real Estate, Insurance, Mortgages
and High-Grade Bonds

LOS ANGELES PASADENA
320 Trust Building 20 S. Raymond Ave.



SALT LAKE CITY
is the

center

of an empire

i,ooo miles

in diameter

Is the

largest

smelting center

in the

world

Its smelters will soon be treating 600,000 tons per month, which is more every month in tons than all

the mines in Colorado produce every month. There are five mines in Utah that have now blocked out
and in sight EIGHT HUNDRED AND FORTY MILLIONS OF DOLLARS, viz:

The Cactus $ 80,000,000
The Silver King 25,000,000
The Centennial Eureka 60,000,000
The Utah Copper Co 625,000.000
The Honorine -. 50,000,000

Total $840,000,000
"and then some."

All of it—all of the money from the ore—comes to Salt Lake, and besides millions more from the
farms and ranges of the Inter-mountain Country.

The new Clark Road from Salt Lake to Los Angeles shrinks the continent 500 miles, and puts
the two cities 24 hours apart. The WESTERN PACIFIC, Gould's Coast Line, is about to be built.

It will parallel the Southern Pacific and open to Salt Lake some more of the "NEW NEVADA."
The Moffat Line is building from Denver, and in connection with the Clark Road will cut the time
between Denver and Los Angeles to 38 hours

These and other reasons, man and God given, mark Salt Lake as one of the great coming interior
cities of the West. It is easily reached.

YOU CAN BE HAPPY AND GET RJCH THERE
The climate is the best in the world. You will be welcome. Don't wait. Go now. The nowist

beats the early worm. Write any of the following for further information:

Wilson-Sherman Co., Real Estate, Hubbard Investment Co., M. L. Cummings, Real
Estate, Homer & Robertson, Real Estate, J. L. Perkes, Real Estate, Young & Young,
Real Estate, Tuttle Bros., Real Estate, Salt Lake City Real Estate Association,
Ranck Real Estate and Investment Co., A. Richter, Real Estate, Meeks & Ljm.ch,
Real Estate, W. J. Halloran, Real Estate, Westerfield & Crismon, Real Estate,
Walker Bros., Bankers, CuUen Hotel, McCormick's Bank, Brown, Terry & Woodruff
Co., Real Estate.

"See other agents if you will"

^ M. L. Cummings
IF YOU WANT TO BUY OR SELL

Salt Lake City f,tJ,

153 S. MAIN ST.

The best and most profitable investments to be had
in Salt Lake are listed on our books. All correspondence
cheerfully answered. Write for booklet about Great
Salt Lake City.



Escondido
San Diego
County

California

Has all of the advantages offered

by any locality in Southern

California

Escondido High School

It has exceptionally fine schools, owns its own water supply, built at a cost of

$350,000, and the only cost now to the people is that of maintaining and running the

system. It has no outstanding indebtedness of any description, neither water, school

or city bonds. Its ideal location gives it the finest climate in the world. It is the

natural home of the orange, lemon and grape. It has cheaper unimproved lands

than any place in the State. Escondido is a live and progressive city, the geographi-
cal center of a large and tributary territory, and the home and trading center of

several thousand people. For further information and descriptive literature address

Chamber of Commerce, Escondido, Cal.

FLAGSTArr, ARIZONA
" The SKYLIGHT CITY " A Great. Place for Health, Pleasure and Sport.

Nestling at the base of snow-capped San Francisco Mt., always protected from biting
blasts by the vast pine forest, you'll find this bustling little city, not only a pleasant
place to visit, but a fine place to locate and engage in business. 7,000 feet above sea
level. A paradise for the hunter and fisherman. Finest public building in the ter-

ritory. "The Gateway of the Grand Canyon." The home of the North Arizona State
Normal. Two splendid hotels which make special rates to summer guests. Indian
curios and blankets are found here in abundance. Water works supplied with moun-
tain-spring water, the best on earth. For particulars address any of the following:

Arizona Lumber and Timber Co.. Hotel Weatherford The Citizens Bank
Babbitt Bros., leading Merchants Commercial Hotel



RELIABLE REAL ESTATE DEALERS OF CALIFORNIA
Who will furnish Reliable Information regarding California Real Estate, Climate, E tc.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Join Our
New Colony

We can locate 40 families on good
California Valley Land, each d^O per
family 160 acres for *P^ acre

Colonization Department

Golden State Realty Co.
608-610 S. Spring St., Los Angeles, Cal.

SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA

Louis Spader
Notary Public

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
All correspondence cheerfully answered

724 State St. SANTA BARBARA, CAL.

R. H. FULWIDER
Real Estate Fire Insurance

Houses to Rent

Ranch Property a Specialty

637 State St. SANTA BARBARA, CAL.

REAL ESTATE
In Supremely Beautiful Santa Barbara

Offers opportunity for substantial and profitable in-

vestment. Information cheerfully furnished.
Furnished Houses for Rent. Write

H. G. CHASE,
72* State Street

Member California State Realty Federation

REAL ESTATE
ARTHUR ALEXANDER

If you want information about an investment or
a home in the prettiest and best city in Southern
California, write me.

717 State St., Santa Barbara, California.

SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA

Beautiful

Santa Cruz

NOW
Is the time to secure a home
in this favored spot.

Send for free sample copy of Santa Cruz Times

MERCED, CALIFORNIA

If You Want a Small or Large Tra€t of CALIFORNIA LAND
that will produce anything. The center of California's greatest Fruit and Alfalfa and Dairy-
ing District, with Canneries and Creameries to care for same. Best irrigation system in

State. Moderate climate. Land from $20 an acre up in tracts from 5 acres up. Terms un-

equalled. For further information write

WALTER CASAD, MERCED, CAL.

BEKINS VAN & STORAGE COJSiSa goods

Reduced Rates to and from All Points

243 South Broadway, Los Angeles
1015 Broadway, Oakland

ArJT' p_ Room 500, 95 Washington St., Chicago
UlllvCOtg Montgomery St., San Francisco

127 WSIXTff^-"SPJiM



It takes soil, water and sunshine to make a tree

like that. This grizzley giant stands near Chico,

in the great Sacramento Valley of California. The
soil that grew that tree will raise five crops of

alfalfa in one season, without irrigation.

CHICO, BUTTE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

B. Cussick.
Sears & Buckley.
Home Real Estate Co.
C. C. Royce.
Bank of Butte County.

Write to the Chieo Board of Tiade, or
the following tirms

J. A. E. Shuster.
Brown & Williams.
Diamond Match Co.
W. J. Costar.
Taber & Perry.

Baker, Jones & Smith.
Warren & Vadney.
James H. Jones & Co.



'^TiTe City by the Mountains*'

Monrovia
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Located at the base of the
Sierra Madre Range, under the

protection of "the
everlasting hills."

This charming city of 3,000 people is reached
by a double-track electric line from
IvOS Angeles. It is the dwelling place
of the contented. The people have learned
to almost worship the mountains, and
all praise the curative properties of the
air and water. Those who love beauty in

nature and would combine city and suburban
life will find

An Ideal Spot here

Frank J. Comes, Groceries, Crockery, Etc.
Board of Trade
First National Bank of Monrovia.
The American National Bank
C. E. Slosson, Real Estate and Insurance.
Edison Electric Co.
Farman &. Rives, Real Estate and Insurance
Monrovia Telephone Co.
Monrovia Realty Co.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ADDRESS

W. H. Evans, Real Estate and Notary.
Tlie L. W. Blinn Lumber Co.
The Boyd Lumber Co.
C. F. Moore, Real Estate and Building

Loans.
J. A. Baxter, Livery and Feed.
Monrovia Steam Laundry Co.
Allen H. Nye, Hardware and Plumbing.
J. H. McClymonds, Jr., Civil Engineer.

IMPERIAL c
San Die^o Coxinty

a 1 i f o r ni a
THE METROPOLIS OF THE IMPERIAL VALLEY



SANhSISyJOSE
"THe Garden City of tHe "World" and the Famous

Santa Clara Valley, California

50 miles south of San Francisco. Most equable climate along the Pacific Coast.

Richest Valley in Productiveness. Growing! Growing !! Growing ! ! !

"Write for Facts to any of the following;

T. S. Montgomery & Son.
Christmas & Orvis Co.
Jos. Rucker & Co.
James A. Clayton & Co., Inc.
W. M. Smith & Co.
Blakemore & Atkinson.
J. E. Fisher.
Johnson & Temple.
St. James Realty Co.
Crawford & Chalien.
W. M. Cooper.
E. J. Crandall.
Garrison, Crowe & Wilson.
W. J. Lean & Co.
Foss & Hicks Co.
Jas. W. Rea & Co.
Harrenstein & Landess.

Eureka Investment Co.
W. S. Kaufman.
Garden City Bank & Trust Co.
Chas. W. Coe.
T. C. Barnett.
Porter, Conkiin Realty Co.
First National Bank of San Jose.
Case Bros.
Doerr's New York Bakery.
G. A. Adams.
Albert Harris, Santa Clara, Cal.
Walter A. Clark Realty Co., Mountain View,

Cal.
F. A. Poland, Mountain View, Cal.
Parkinson Bros., Mountain View. Cal.
William P. Wright, Mountain View, Cal.
San Jose Chamber of Commerce.



MENDOCINO COUNTY COURT HOUSE

DON'T OVERLOOK

UKIAH
CAPITAL OF MENDOCINO COUNTY

CALI TORN I A
The Best and Fastest Grow-
ing City in Northern Cali-

fornia, With a Territory
Surrounding it that is Un-
equalled.

OPS can be raised for nine cents,
which pays the producer for his

labor. Anything over this price is
H

profit. An acre of hop land produces about one ton, which at a price of thirty cents leaves a clear

profit per acre of $420.00. Wool is a staple of the hill pastures of Mendocino County. About twelye
cents per pound is a living price for wool. On a flock of one thousand head of sheep, producing
fleeces of eight pounds, with wool at thirty cents, would give a clear profit on wool alone of $1,440,
saying nothing of the increase in the flock, or the sale for lambs and mutton.

Redwood timber lands have been selling at a price equal to from, fifty cents to one dollar per
thousand stumpage, while stumpage in such states as Minnesota and Michigan sells as high as fifteen
dollars per thousand.

Address Secretary, Board of Trade or any of the following names

Poage & Woodward, Real Estate.
Jamison Bros., General Merchandise.
L. B. Frasier, Real Estate.
Mendocino County Abstract Bureau.
C. P. Smith.

Frank Sandelln, Palace Hotel.
C. Hofman, General Merchandise.
J. M. Owen, Real Estate.
Geo. W. Geacy, Fashion Stables.

ORANGE
Geographical Center of

ORANGE COUNTY
CALIFORNIA

has 2,000 population and is rapidly increasing. Has six denominations,
each with its own church. Has High and Grammar schools, all grades
and fine buildings. Has Lutheran Parochial school, good house, large
attendance.

The City of Orange is the center of a productive and densely populated region

and has every facility for communicating -with the rest of the world. Has nice parks

and fine drives, mountain views and orange groves; everything to supply the necessi-

ties and gratify the taste and make life worth living.

Come and see for yourself or write any of the following for further information:

Wm. H. Burnham. The Bank of Orange. K. E. Watson, Druggist.
Hallman & Field, General Merchandise. Ira Chandler, Furniture.
S. M, Craddick, Real Estate. Adolph DIttmer, Druggist.
Edwards & Meehan, Butchers. Thompson Nurseries.
Alnsworth Lumber Co. J. A. Huhn Co., Real Estate.
Ehleen & Grote, General Merchandise. W. B. Park. Shoe Store.
D. C. Pixley, Hardware. '

C. B. Bradshaw, Architect.



Climate
Perfect Ocean ParK

THE BEACH BEAUTIFUL

Location
Ideal

Environment Delightful

If yovi are seeKing
Business, Pleasure, Health, "WeallK or Happiness

TKis is tKe place to find tHem all

TT-TP "RP^'T BEACH BOATING HOTELS
* -ni-i JDIjO 1 BATHING FISHING

IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Reached in 35 minutes from Los Angeles, via Los Angeles.Pacific Double-track

Electric Railroad; 15-minute service.

J
Venice Perfect all the year climate

and a perfect beach Ocean Park t

Fortunes for
Investors

Instruction and Amuse-
ment for everybody

38 Windward Ave.

Venice, Cal.

BEVERLY-STROUD CO.

BeacK Realty

oci:an parh bank
Established 1902

Cor. Pier Avenue and TroUeyway
T. H. Dudley, President Carl F. Schader, Vice. Pres

P. J. Dudley, Cashier
Directors: Wm. Mead, Carl F. Schader, W. A. Penny

OCEAN PARK, CALIFORNIA

Sunset 2641 Home 4020

HOTEL DECATUR
T. O. EVANS, Proprietor

On the Beach, Ocean Park, California

Overlooking the Old Pacific : :

RATES: European, $1 day and up.
American, $2.50 and up

We find the Bargains

SovitKern California
Realty Co.

Incorporated under the Laws of California

Capital Stock $75,000.00
Branch - - - Hollister Ave. and Ocean Front
Venice Office - - - - No. 10 Windward Ave
Playa Del Key Office - - - - Opposite Depot

138 Pier Ave., Ocean Park, Cal

Tliere is good Reason for our Listings of Beach
Properties Being the Largest in Southern California

Gaaranty Realty Company
Mrs. Geo. Sibley, President

140 Pier Avenue
("lUaratity Really P.klg.

Ocean Park, California
Venice of America

Ocean Patk

Bath House



Santa Rosa, California

STREET SCENE IN SANTA ROSA

Santa Rosa has 5 Banks 2 -Excellent Hotels i Flour Mill i Brewery
4 Fruit Canneries i Woolen Mill Fruit Drying Factories

= 2 Tanneries 2 Lumber Yards Street Cars

Municipal water works, with free water, free rural delivery and is situated in the
heart of Stock Growing, Grain Farming, Hop Raising, Fruit Growing, of Sonoma
County

Excellent Public and Private Schools, Churches and Lodges. Excellent
climate year round. Population 10,000. 52 miles from San Francisco; 5 trains

daily to and from city. Gas and electric light. Telephones. Plenty of good
land for sale cheap. For further information address any of the following:

The Sonoma County Abstract Bureau.
Santa Rosa Bank.
Ocidental Hotel Co.
Santa Rosa National Bank.
Sonoma Valley Lumber Co.

Houts, Jewell & Peterson, Real Estate.
Eardley & Barnett, Real Estate.
W. D. Reynolds, Real Estate.
F. Berka, Lumber.
Lee Bros. & Co., Draymen.

COME TO COLUSA AND FIND
Some of California's real wealth, rich soil.

Easy and cheap irrigation. Price from $35 to $75
an acre.

Citrus and deciduous fruits on same acre.

A climate of Italian softness. Railroad and river

transportation.
A great Ranch newly subdivided. Easy access to the

markets. Fine schools. Good churches.

A healthful home. Beautiful surroundings.
For further information address any of the following

well known firms:

J. B. DeJarnatt & Son, Real Estate.
John C. Mogk, Real Estate.
Colusa Milling Co.
Farmers & Merchants Bank.
Colusa & Lake R. R. Co.

Geo. G. Brooks, Stationery.
Colusa County Bank.
Grenfell Lumber Co.
G. W. Allgaier, Groceries and Provisions.



Santa CtuZf S^i^
TSe Ideal Homesite of the Coast

Rose Tree in the Garden of a Santa Cruz Home

ROSES,
Callas, Geraniums and Heliotrope thrive the year round

in the open air. The thermometer averages 50 degrees in winter,

and rarely reaches 90 degrees in summer. Enjoy fishing the

streams and bay; drive around the cliffs and to the big trees; visit the

splendid beach of fine white sand; swim in the surf; take a dip in

the plunge.

Make Your Home Amidst Natural Attractions

Write for information to:

Robinson & Co., Real Estate.
Field & Cole, Curio Store.
Col. A. G. Abbott, Livery.
F. H. Parker, Real Estate.
Union Traction Co.
Samuel Leask, Dry Goods.
E. Jeffreys & Sons, Furniture.
Williamson & Garrett, Grocers.
H. B. Towne, Real Estate.
Dutcher & Walker, Real Estate.

Martin & Gardner, Abstracts and Attorneys.
Seidlinger Transfer Co. Baggage and Express.
Santa Cruz Beach Cottage and Tent City.
Pacific Realty Co., Real Estate.
People's Bank.
Daniels' Santa Cruz Transfer Co.
City Bank.
J. O. Home, 88 Front St.

The Bank of Santa Cruz County.
Whitney Bros., Hardware.



Los GatostCalifoi^nia

Ihe Gem City of

of the Foothills

Santa Cruz
Mountains

SANTA CLARA
COUNTY

Library Building

A most progressive community, having good schools, churches and business houses. An unequaled
summer and winter resort for health and pleasure. Good hotels and boarding houses. Foothill fruit
excels any other in quality. For further information address any of the following well known firms:

Johns & McMurtry, Real Estate.
E. E. Place, Furniture and Undertaking.
Hotel Lyndon. Bank of Los Gatos.

Crosby & Leask, Dry Goods.
O. Lewis & Son, Hardware.
A. C. Covert, Real Estate, east end of bridge.

Do you
know

That

Madera County, California
OfFers to the HUSBANDMAN some of the BEST, and positively the

CHEAPEST farm land in the State? CALIFORNIA shareswith

this COUNTY its GLORIOUS CLIMATE and its

lands of MILK and HONEY

THIS IS THE LAND that will TAKE good care of YOU
if you will care for it

Write the BOARD of TRADE for information



AND THE
PARADISE
OF THE
SCHOOL
CHILDREN

Grammar School Building

Just remember that our school

properties are worth over

$200,000
and we can keep them up, too, for

our property owners will receive

this year over $3,000,000 for their

orange crop alone.

W. 1

Public Library

High School Building

Write any of the following
and see what they say

Newport Lumber Co.

Riverside Land Co., Real Estate.

The Gienwood Hotel Co.

First National Bank.
Riverside Savings Bank & Trust Co.

Russ Lumber & iVIill Co.

E. J. Oatman, Orange Grovs^er.

J. B. Oatman, Orange Grower.
Robert Lee Bettner, Real Estate.

W. W. Wilson, Real Estate.
Riverside Trust Co.

W. T. Thompson, Real Estate.

Jarvis & Dinsmore, Real Estate.

California Iron Works.



SUNNYVALE
Santa Clara County

ON
main line of the Southern Pacific Railroad. Midway

between San Jose and Palo Alto, situate on the old Murphy
Ranch. Richest lands in the world in 5 and lo-acre tracts.

Sunnyvale is growing faster than any town on the Coast Division.

It is the home of the Jubilee Incubator Co., the Goldy Machine

Works, Sunnyvale Green Fruit Co., Sunnyvale Fruit Butter Co.

Beautiful live oak trees. 93 feet elevation. Residence lots from

$50 up. Write for maps and catalogues.

Sunnyvale Land Company
Sunnyvale, Santa Clara County - - California

Turlock
Is located 127 miles south
of San Francisco, in the

San Joaquin Valley.

Stanislaus

County

California
Exhibit gathered by J. K. Mills in the Turlock District.

I have some splendid farms (improved) that I could sell for from $100 to $175
per acre, and I have lands to sell in small tracts at from $35 to $100 per acre. This
is good land free from alkali or hard pan—splendid for afalfa. and will produce all

kinds of vegetables (sweet potatoes, beans, peas, tomatoes, Irish potatoes, pumpkins,
melons, etc.), all kinds of grapes and fruits, including oranges, pomelos, lemons, etc.
Our climate is excellent. Abundance of water goes with the land.

You cannot make
a mistake by
investing with

Call on Him at XurlocK, or -write

J. n. MILLS For a Pioce of TKis
Land



Now Is The Time
40,000 Acres of a Fine Old Spanish Land Grant, now being

subdivided and offered for sale to those who wish a home

amid the most attractive surroundings.

::ene on the molinos kivkr

If you are t>ired of a cold climate, if waving palms, golden oranges and green
grass look better to you than ice and snow, if you want a climate where you can
work every day in the year, you had better take advantage of the subdivision of this

great Spanish Grant that is for the first time being offered for sale. Fertility of soil,
river and rail transportation, electric car line under construction, telephone, electric

lights, and abundance of water for irrigation, are some of the advantages of this

great Estate. As a productive investment or for speculation this tract of land is

unequaled, its rapid advance in value being absolutely certain.

People buying from us in the early subdivision of this vast Estate will probably
never have another opportunity so advantageous.

This is the time. Come now or write immediately for booklet and full in-

formation.

SMITH CROWDER

Manager Los Molinos Land Co., Lcs Molinos, Tehama County, California

v».



THE CITY OF FULLERTON
2,000

Inhabitants

On the Santa Fe R. R., 23 miles S. E. of L,os Angeles. Largest shipping point between Los An-
geles and San Diego. THE ONLY PLACE where the celebrated Valencia orange is successfully grown.
Has received the highest price ever paid for a box of oranges.
EXPORTS:—Oranges, 750 car loads; Walnuts, 100 car loads; Cabbage, 250 car loads; Miscellaneous

vegetables, 100 carloads; Hay and Grain, 25,000 tons; Crude Oil, 1,500,000 barrels. For further informa-
tion write to W. W. Kerr, President of the FULLERTON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, or John R.

Gardiner, Secretary, Fullerton, Cal.

Benchley Fruit Co., Packers and Shippers.
Gardiner & Fora, Real Estate.
Fullerton Chamber of Commerce.
Stern & Goodman, General Merchants.
Wm. Freeman.
E. S. RIchman, Orange County Nurseries.

Wicl<ershelm & Oswald, Implements and Ve-
J. Chilton, D. D. S,
Fullerton Hospital Association.
Wm. Starbuck & Co., Drugs and Stationery.
Thos. A. Chains, Butcher.
Chas. C. Chapman.

CAPITAL OF PLACER COUNTY

CAL FORNIA

A beautiful, healthful city, lo-

cated in the mountains, where the

climate is unexcelled, and where

you can grow peaches, pears,

plums, oranges and olives. . Dairy-

ing, stock raising and creameries.
CUUKT HOUSE AUBUKN

Special Inducements for

Tourist Winter or Summer Hotel
J. H. Wills. Real Estate.
Auburn Lumber Co.
W. W. Rodehaver, Real Estate
William G. Lee Co.

Freeman & Walsh
J. W. iVIorgan, Dry Goods
E. S. Birdsall, Olive Oil.



MANFORD
Capital of-

Kings County, California.
THE FARMERS' PARADISE

WITH A GOOD EVEN CLIMATE

A KINGS COUNTY SCENE

The chief city of Kings County is Hanford, a population of 4500.
Hanford is reached by the main line of the Santa Fe Railroad system, and by the west

side through lines to San Francisco of the Southern Pacific system. Its railroad facilities are
therefore excellent.

Hanford is fully equipped in an educational, religious and social way, having school advantages
from the kindergarten to the high school course, and the various religious denominations, with well-
built churches, represented; contains upwards of twenty-five fraternal and benefic"iary organizations,
several public halls, elegant opera house, fine hotels, two daily and weekly newspapers, four banks,
a free public library, a well-organized fire department, with excellent Holly water system; a sewer
system built and owned by the city, some of the finest and best equipped mercantile establishments,
electric light and power plant, a large and latest improved gas manufacturing plant which makes
fuel and illuminating gas from crude petroleum; a modern ice plant that supplies the local demand
and ships much to other cities and towns, a condensed milk manufacturing company, cheese factory,
packing houses and canning establishment employing many hundreds of people; a large winery, flour

mill, lumber mill, machine shop and all the necessary adjuncts to a lively and progressive interior city.

KIMn^ rnillMTY ^^^^ the best irrigation facilities
IMi'MUJ V>V-fUi'^ll

jj^ ^j^g STATE OF CALIFORNIA, and
raises a diversified line of produce and fruits, namely: Alfalfa, Wheat,
Corn, Potatoes, Barley, Apricots, Plums, Peaches, Nectarines, Grapes,
Prunes, Raisins, and all Cattle.

Kings County is, as its name implies, king of counties in California.

For further information address any of the following well known
firms in Hanford, who will gladly go into details :

Chas. King Land Bureau.
E. E. Bush, Land Bureau.
Farmers & Merchants' National Bank.
Barney & Kelly, Groceries.
The Old Bank.
Tom S. Esrey, Wholesale ani Retail Liquor.
Central Lumber Co.
First National Bank.
McCourt & Newport, Clothing.

L. S. Chittenden & Co., Real Estate.
Freeman Richardson, Laundry.
S. C. Kimball, Dry Goods.
Artesia Hotel.
The Hanford National Bank.
Cousins & Howland, Druggists.
Joe D. Biddle, Real Estate.
W. C. Gallaher, Butcher.
H. G. Lacy Co., Electric Light Works.



Municipal
Bath House,

being erected

at a cost of $25,000

by the city of

Paso Robles

to popularize
the famous

mineral waters

of that place.

The only one

of its kind in the

United States.

Paso Robles
Famous

Notable

for its mineral wa-
ters ana their mir-
aculous cures.

for its genial cli-

mate, rivaling any
place in the world.

RenxarKable for its cheap lands and its productive po>ver

D f» <? t ? n f» (4
to be the most important trade center between San Francisco and Los Angeles.i^C.;^Llil&U Paso Robles is the trade center of the northern end of San JUuis Obispo County,

and is backed up by a most prosperous and healthy farming community. The town site is acknowledged
to be the most beautiful of any place on the Pacific Coast. To settlers and to residents it offers the best
there is to be had in California. For further particulars address

SECRETARY BOARD OF TRADE
or any of the following reliable firms:

M. R. Van Wormer, Real Estate.
Paso Robles Bath House Co.
Geo. J. Bell, General Merchandise.
Sperry Flour Co.
Bank of Paso Robles.

Paso Robles Light &. Water Co.
A. Pfister, Banker.
R. C. Heaton, Furniture.
W. C. Bennett, Druggist.
Lundbeck & l-lanson, Blacksmith.

Pre-Columbian

Relics

Genuine Prehistoric

Pottery, Ornaments and
Implements. DIRECT
FROM THE RUINS in
Arizona and New Mexico.
Collectors supplied. Se-
lect what you wish from
my collection, examina-
tion by photgraph or as
desired. Prices reason-
able.

Write for descriptions
of specimens found in ex-

plorations of the ruins;
personally conducted ex-
cavations. Address

Reamer Ling
St. Johns, Arizona

Member Southwest So-

ciety, Archaelogical In-

stitute of America, etc.

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coating- ; it re-

moves them. ANYVO CO., 427 North Main St., Los Angeles



SUNNY

Stanislaus County

IVIodcsto ^^^ Cotinty Seat

The Gateway County of the Great San Joaquin Valley, California, where
the land owns inalienably the greatest irrigation system—water and
canals alike—in America, owned by the people. The mecca of home-
seekers. The home of alfalfa, king of forage plants. Our dairying;
interests lead the State. No better soil and climate. Great fruit and
grape growing center. MODESTO the leading city of Stanislaus County
and the center of the irrigation district, is a modern city, with municipal
water works, electric light and power, a large and well-ordered hotel, four

banks, two daily and weekly newspapers, many stores of all kinds, and
other qualities and attributes of a city. It has about 3,500 population.
The streets are wide and the business part of the city is built of brick,

many of the buildings being ornate as well as substantial
Address for literature and further information

The Stanislaus Board of Trade^ Modesto, CaL
or any of the following well known firms :

First National Bank.
J. W. Bell, Real Estate.
rviaze & Wren, Real Estate.
Stanislaus Land and Abstract Co.
Stanislaus Lumber Co.
W. B. Wood &Son, Hardware.
The Modesto Bank,
P. Latz, Dry Goods.

The G. P. Schafer Co., General Merchandise.
Donkin & Bacon, Plumbing.
Elmdale Land Co.
Farmers & Merchants' Bank.
Modesto Gas Co.
Turner Hardware Co.
E. S. Brown, Retail Liquors.



SJIM LUIS OBISPO

Main Building

California

Polytechnic School

If you visit California—whether for pleasure, health, or home-seeking—a few days
spent in that picturesque portion of the central coast section surrounding San Luis
Obispo will prove a profitable investment of time; not alone in compelling a realiza-
tion of the amazing productivity and the marvelous variety of resources displayed
by California within a limited area, but because this region conveys to the imagina-
tion a vivid expression of the true California atmosphere, the out of door life and
the perennial enjoyment of conditions so conducive to happiness and contentment
as to invite a careless dependence upon Nature's bounty that seems wanton in its

waste of time and material.
Fine Public Buildings. Excellent Graded and Paved Streets. Sewers, triumph

of modern science. Pure Mountain Water. Excellent Public Schools. Churches of
all denominatioos. The home of the California Polytechnic School.

For any further information address:

The San Luis Obispo Chamber of Commerce
or any of the following

Dawson Drug Co.
Union National Bank of San Luis Obispo.
Sperry Flour Co.
Andrews Banking Co.
San Luis Gas and Electric Co.
San Luis Implement Co.

Commercial Bank of San Luis Obispo.
Tobriner & Weisbrod, The Arcade.
San Luis Jewelry Co.
L. IVI. Fitzhugh, Photographer.
J. Crocker & Co.

NAVAJO BLANKETS
JiNI^ INDIAN CURIOS ^t Wnolesale

I have more than 250 weavers in my employ, including the most skilfvil now-
living, and have taken the greatest pains to preserve the old colors, patterns,
and weaves. Every blanket sold by me carries my personal guarantee of its

quality. In dealing with me, you will get the very finest blankets at wholesale prices.
I also handle the products of the Hopi (Moqui) Indians, buying them under

contract with the trading posts at Keam's Canyon and Oraibi and selling them
at wholesale.

I have constantly a very fine selection of Navajo silverware and jewelry.
Navajo "rubies" ('lit and uncut, peridots and native turquois. Also the choicest
modern Moqui pottery, and a rare collection of prehistoric pottery.

Write for my Catalogue
and Price List

J. L HUBBELL, "<'''" Trader

Ganado, Apache Co., Arizona



The
CITY OF San Diegoy California

lay be had by writing any of these well-known firms:

Turner & Barr, Real Estate.
Folsom Bros. Co., Real Estate.
Columbian Realty Co., Real Estate.
Geo. W. Marston, Department Store.
Bartlett Estate Co., Real Estate.
Russ Lumber & Mill Co., Lumber.
"Chadbourne Furniture Co., Furniture.

Becker & Vogt, Dry Goods.
Dodge Bros., Real Estate.
San Diego Land Co., Real Estate.
San Diego Realty &, Trust Co., Real
San Diego Electric Railway Co.
Frye, Garrett & Smith, Printers.
Sargent's Grill, Grill and Restaurant.

Estate.



SCENE OF liEAN FIELD NEAK GRIDLEY

FOR DIVERSIFIED FARMING
Come to

GRIDLEY
California's Greatest Garden

Gridley, Butte County, California, is

one of California's best towns of 2000

population. Has excellent stores, bank,
newspaper, cannery, packing house,
machine shops, grain warehouse, best
of public schools, churches. On main
line of the S. P. Railroad, 160 miles
from San Francisco.

CROP FAILURES ARE NEVER KNOWN.

Fine irrigation system has just been completed. Resources and opportunities
are abundant. Good land can be had reasonable. Several farms have recently been
subdivided and can be had in whatever acreage wanted, at reasonable terms. If j'ou
are coming to California, write for booklet of Gridley, Butte County, California.

Address Secretary Chamber of Commerce, or any of the well known firms:

J. H. Jones, Real Estate.
W. H. Gilstrap, Real Estate.
Wm. Brown & Co., Stock Dealers.
The RIdeout Bank.

W. H. Hall, General Merchandise.
D. J. Parker, General Merchandise.
Miller Bros., Retail and Wholesale Liquors.
J. C. Adams, Retail Liquors.

Ventura, California ventur^ Mission

The

Bard

Hosp

A healthy coast town, supported by a very large productive farming and fruit growing valley. It

has a smooth, compact sand beach with no sudden drops into deep places, with a low range of mountains
at its back. Long drives over well made roads. It has excellent drainage and sewerage, electric lights,
natural gas, an abundance of good water. Ideal climatic conditions, never hot, never cold. The most
sheltered spot on the coast, where the business man finds rest, comfort, pleasure and recreation. There
is a strong Board of Trade and Merchants Association.

First National Bank of Ventura.
Ventura Water, Light & Power Co.
J. K. Armsby & Co., Commission Merchants.
People's Lumber Co.
A. L. Chaffee, Dry Goods & Clothing.
John H. Reppy, Real Estate & Insurance.
Hobson Bros., Stock Dealers & Butchers.

Duval & De Troy, Hardware and Plumbing.
Jones & Son, Druggists.
Wm. H. Cannon & Co., Real Estate and In-

surance.
L. Cerf & Co., Wholesale Liquor Dealers.
F. T. Stiles, Retail Liquor Dealer.



M E R C E D
CALIFORNIA

Merced, county seat of Merced County, is located in great fruit and

alfalfa section; population about 3000; modern improvements; High and

Grammar Schools ; Churches of all denominations
; strong Banks

; good busi-

ness houses: four railroads; the terminus of the Yosemite Valley Railroad.

Merced Falls—Head of Irrigation System

Water for irrigation plentiful and cheap.

Prices of land reasonable. Terms

easy. Climate dry and healthy
It is to the interest of Homeseekers to investigate the advantages and

opportunities offered at Merced.

Address Merced Chamber of Commerce, or any of the following well

knowm firms :

R. Bancroft & Sons Co.. Hardware.
Oliver & Worden, Dry Goods.
Garibaldi Bros., General Merchandise.
T. O. Anderson, Real Estate.
Tlie Commercial Bank.
C. E. Kocher, Hardware.
Crocker- Huffman Land and Water Co.
Merced Lumber Co.

Heitman & Heitman, Dentists.
Hudiburg Bros., Druggists.
S. K. Brantley, Bakery.
G. E. Nordgren, Furniture.
S. C. Cornell, Real Estate and Insurance.
E. L. Moor, Real Estate.
Hayes Company, Butchers.



^



Albaqtierqt^e
NEW MEXICO
A City of Realities

FIRST NATIONAI^ BANK. BUILDING, Al^UUgUURy UK.

You who are looking for a new location in the Southwest give a few moments' time to

the following facts and realities about NEW MEXICO'S greatest city:ALBUQUERQ UE
Largest and most progressive city in New Mexico and Arizona. Population estimated at 20,00. Best

climate in the United States. Located on main line Santa Fe Pacific Ry. S25 miles south of Denver. 254
miles north of El Paso. 880 miles east of Los Angeles. County seat of Bernalillo County. Headquar-
ters U. S. District Court. U. S. Marshal's offic^e located here. Monthly payroll exceeds $200,000.. Pay
roll and revenues approximate $2,500,000. Santa Fe Ry. has machine shops here. Albuquerque is an im-

portant distributing point. Agricultural possibilities of Bernalillo county are great. Alfalfa, hay, corn,
wheat, oats, sugar beets, etc. The culture of tobacco is being demonstrated with satisfaction. Acreage
in apples, peaclies and other fruits is being extended each year. Wholesale trade covers a territory of 150
miles or more in all directions. Many elegant homes with attractive environments. Territorial fair held
here for the past twenty-four years, at an annual expense of $15,000. Wool Scouring Mills, handling over
4,500,000 pounds annually. Rio Grande Woolen Mills Co., manufacturers, annual output $180,000. Al-

buquerque Foundry and Machine Works, largest in the Southwest. Southwestern Brewery and Ice Co.,
annual capacity 30,000 barrels. The Crystal Ice Co , ice plant capacity 30 tons daily. The American
Lumber Co.'s new saw mill and box factory. 5 public schools and High school. University of New Mex-
ico, the Hadley Climatological Labratory, St. Vincent Academy for girls. Immaculate Conception School
for boys. United States Indian school, Presbyterian Mission school, city park, 12 churches, 6 newspapers
(2 dailies), 3 National banks ($4,000,000 deposits); Montezuma Trust Co., capital and surplus $100,000;
32 secret and fraternal organizations. Commercial Club with 200 members; the Alvarado Hotel, the pride
of the city, cost more than $200,000; water works, 2 telephone systems, electric and gas plants, 3 miles
electric street car line, 3 planing mills; opera house recently built by the Elks' lodge at a cost of $75,000;
sanitarium, run by Sisters of Charity; hospital; 2 building and loan associations; public library and free

reading room, costing $20,000; flour mill, 3 lumber yards, 4 cigar factories. Further information of
great value to those seeking homes in the Southwest furnished free on application by addressing

Commetcial Clob, Albaqtierqtfc, New Mexico
First National Bank
Bank of Commerce
State National Bank
Montezuma Trust Co.
Morulni; Journal
Rio Grande Woolen Mills (Co-operative)
Albuauerque AVool Scouring Mill
J. Korberly Carriages and Harness
Metcalf & Strauss, Real Instate
Whitney Co., Wholesale and Retail Hard-
Wootton & Myer, Real instate Tvare
Albert Faber, Furniture

J. C. Baldrldge, Lumber and Paints
Albuquerque Gas, Blectrle Liight & Power
American Lumber Co. Co.
Albuquerque Foundry & Machine Works
Albuquerque Traction Co.
G. L. Brooks
Fmest Meyers & Co., Retail Liquors
University Heights Improvement Co.
O. W. Strong's Sons, Furniture and Under-
Crystal Ice Co. taking
John S. Beaven, Coal and Wood
A. E. Walker, Real Estate



ORANGES

WE CLAIM MOST PERFECT CONDITIONS for the culture

of this famous fruit. Most profitable orchards in the State. We can

show you, come and see for yourselves. Progressiveness with sub-

stantiality our motto. Six miles from Redlands. Write

Secretary Chamber of Commerce, Highlands, California

SACRAMENTO VALLEY BANK

BIGGS
BUTTE COUNTY

CALIFORNIA
The home of the orange, the

peach, the pear and the nuts.

Butte county oranges are mar-

keted in the East six weeks
Here are located the celebrated Rio Bonitobefore the Southern California oranges

orchards.
Five crops of alfalfa are grown on the river bottoms each year without irrigation

and there are 15,000 acres of upland now under irrigation by the Butte County Canal.
The new Northern California Electric Railway, with. 24 miles now completed, is pur-
chasing rights of way east of Biggs, and will run through this section.

The school facilities are the best, and the hotel accommodations are unsurpassed
in the State.

Land can be purchased for from $45 to $125 per acre.

For further particulars address

Board of Trade^ Biggs, California, or

C. N. Brown, Ruggles & Flarper, G. K. Smith, Sacramento Valley Bank, E. Steadman.
J. M. Hastings & Co., Chatfield & Smith, T. H. Fitch. W. A. Walker.



OROVILLE
CALIFORNIA

The Queen City of Butte County

FKUir SCENE NEAR OROVILLB, CALIFORNIA

Oroville is the county seat of Butte County, California. It is at the end

of S. P. from Marysville. on direct line of the Western Pacific. Is the terminus

of the northern electrical line from Chico.

More than $7,000 in gold is taken daily from the soil by dredging in the

Oroville vicinity—over 35 dredgers in operation.
A moderate and even climate.

Oranges, olives, lemons and other fruit grows in abundance here.

Land can be had from $15.00 to $100.00 per acre.

The home of the Ehmann Olive Oil.

Has two excellent banks.

The Union Hotel, one of the best hotels in Northern California.

Water and light in abundance, and hay, grain and live stock are staple

products.

Further information can be had by addressing Secretary Chamber of Com-

merce, or any of the following well known firms:

L. H. Alexander, Merchant,
Ehmann Olive Co.
Union Hotel and Annex.
R. S. Kitrick, Lumber.
Oroville Light & Power Co.
Ophir Hardv^are Co.
John C. Gray, Fruit Grower.
Bank of Rideout, Smith & Co.

E. C. Tucker & Son, Real Estate.
First National Bank.
T. W. Green & Co., Real Estate.
Z. D. Brown, Real Estate,
W. P. Hammon, Dredoe Mining.
Perkins & Wise Co., Merchants.
E. Meyer & Co., Merchants.
Lausen & Fetherston, Searchers of Records.



Mai^ysville
CAPITAL OF YUBA COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

THE GARDEN SPOT AND CITY

OF THE SACRAMENTO VALLEY

Orange, Lemon, Lime, Olive, Peach, Apricot, Pear, Berry and Alfalfa

Lands in tracts to suit. Abundance of water for irrigation where needed.

FINE CLIMATE

Prices $25 to $ 100 per Acre.

For particulars write MARYSVILLE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, or any of the

following well known firms:

Marysville Woolen Mill.
J. R. Garrett Co., Wholesale Grocers.
Yuba Consolidated Gold Fields, Dredging.
Valley IVIeat Co.
Decker, Jewett & Co., Bank
Hampton Hardware Co.

Sperry Flour Co.
C. T. Aaron, Real Estate.
E. A. Forbes, Attorney.
The RIdeout Bank.
M. J. Newkon;, Real Estate.

DO YOU
Want a home

in a land of

Sunshine

Fruit

Grain?

I have land in both

Yuba and Sutter Counties

Oranges, Lemons, Limes, Peaches,

Apricots, Pears, Berries—all grow here.

Alfalfa grows many crops each year.

Land in tracts to suit from

$25 TO $J00 PER ACRE
Write me at once, stating what you want. I will take great interest in finding property to suit you

Descriptive matter free. Address

M. J. NEWKOM, MARYSVILLE, CALIFORNIA

^triPVaioma Toii.et5?ap AT AUL
DRUG STORES,

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coating- ; it re-

moves them. ANYVO CO., 427 North Main St., Los Ansreles

Help—All kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



^

H. L. Ricks.
G. R. Georgeson, Real Estate.
Belcher & Crane Co., Abstracts.
Humboldt County Bank.
Daly Bros., Dry Goods.
Delaney & Young, Wholesale Liquors.

A. A. Newcomb, Real Estate.
I. M. Long, Real Estate.
Cooper & Rager, Real Estate.
S. I. Allard, Real Estate.
Thos. H. Perry, Real Estate.
Eureka Lighting Co.

EUREKA, CALIFORNIA,
Has regular and quick water communication with San Francisco, with freight

rates ranging from $i.oo to $4.00 per ton, the cost of living and prices of merchandise,
clothing, manufactures, and general supplies are governed by those those of the
latter place, and vary but little therefrom.

Humboldt County Has:

Great extent, affording choice of location. Cheap lands in abundance. Its own
lumber, fuel, food, wool, leather. Equable temperature, insuring bodily comfort.

Healthfulness, especially absence of fevers and malaria. Diversity of products, giv-
ing variety in occupations. Abundant rainfall, guaranteeing crops and water. Great
natural resources in divers branches. Cheap lumber, making improvements inex-

pensive. Cheap fuel, costing little more than the labor of taking it. Good schools
within reach of every home. Good county government, honestly administered. Cheap
freight rates by sea to all Pacific points. The largest and best body of redwood on
earth. An honest, peaceful, law-abiding population

Humboldt Has Not:

Chinese, to compete with American labor. Irrigation, with its expense and liti-

gation. Spanish grants, to cloud titles and bar settlement. Railroad land grants,
to interfere with progress. Codling moths to destroy the apples. Colorado beetles

to destroy the potatoes. Summer thunderstorms to interfere with harvests. Long
winters when stock must be fed. Severe frosts to destroy vegetation. Crop failures

from any cause whatever. Cyclones, blizzards, tramps or strikes.

For further information address any of the following well known firms:



REDONDO BY THE SEA
Qvieen of tHe Pacific—E-igHteen Miles from Los Angeles

REDONDO HOTEL

COOL IN SUMMER—WARM IN WINTER
You can bathe in the surf where there is abso-

lutely no undertow. Take a swim or a Hot Salt
Tub Bath in one of the largest and best appointed
Natatoriums on the Southern Coast. Fish from
your choice of three wharves, in a locality that is

noted for its fishing, or troll from pleasure launches.

Visit the immense Carnation Fields for which
Redondo is famous. Collect Moonstones, Opals,
Aqua marines and other valuable^ and beautiful
stones from Pebble Beach. Dine "at one of the
finest and best appointed Hotels on the coast, or

enjoy a delicious fish dinner on the beach.

For further information address

REDONDO IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
REDONDO HOTEL, John S. Woolacott, Mgr.

C. W. GRASSEL, Leading Grocer O. C. HINMAN, Real Estate

WOODLAND
Ihe

Capital of

Yolo County
California

WOODLAND is only 86 miles from San Francisco and
22 miles from Sacramento, the State Capital. WOOD-
LAND has: twelve churches, three two-story grammar
school buildings, one commodious high school, one
Holy Rosary Academy, one well-equipped business col-

lege, the best talent obtainable for the schools, one
Carnegie library building, and fine free library, four

social and literary clubs, twen.ty fraternal and benefit lodges, one 200-barrel flour mill, one fruit can-
nery, two butter creameries, one fruit and packing establishment, one winery, one olive oil and pickling
plant, two large lumber yards, four solid banks_ four hotels, one large city hall, one well-equipped fire

department, four large grain and hay warehouses, a well-conducted telephone system, an average rainfall
of 17 inches, and many commodious business houses representing all lines of trade.

For further particulars address any of the following:
Bidwell & Reith, Real Estate. Bank of Yolo. Yolo County Savings Bank.

Woodland Gas and Electric Co. Woodland Grain and Milling Co.
Griggs & Bush, Dry Goods. West Valley Lumber Co. Bank of Woodland.



STOCKTON
CALIFORNIA

STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA, LOOKING TOWARD THE HARBOR

The metropolis of, and gateway to the great San Joaquin Valley, is rapidly

becoming the leading industrial center of the Pacific Coast.

Send us four cents in postage and we will mail you a beautifully illus-

trated 80 page magazine telling all about fruit growing, dairying and

farming in Central California.

Address, Board of Trade, Stockton, California, or any of the following
well-known firms :

Eaton & Buckley, Real Estate.
R. E. Wilhoit & Sons, Real Estate.
H. E. Williamson, Real Estate.
Gardner Lumber Co., Lumber.
J. M. McCarty, Real Estate.
George E. Crane, Real Estate.
Frankenhelmer Bros., Grain.

Boggs, Meyer & Spurr, Real Estate and In-
surance.

Rhoads & Dudley, Real Estate.
S. V. Ryland, Farm and Mining Lands.
Grunsky, Dietrich & Leistner, Real Estate.
The San Joaquin Valley Land Co., Real Es-

tate.

.Jitfto



OXNARD

Hotel
Oxnard
one

of
Cali=

fornia's

popular
Hotels

the: b i:aut i ful
'U/te Home of tHe American Beet
Svig'ar Company. (Fovinded in 1898)

Has now 3000 population. Located in Ventura county, 66 miles from Los Angeles, in the best

farming district in the state of California. Every business known to first class California towns is

represented here. No property bought and sold for speculative purposes, and property is today worth

par value. Water works, electric light, two telephone and telegraph companies, two banks, best of

schools, good churches.

For further information address SECRETARY BOARD OF TRADE, or any of the following

well known firms:

People's Lumber Co.

James F. Fulkerson.
Oxnard Hotel.

Myers & Coplanalp, Contractors and Builders.

Bank of Oxnard. H. "W. "Whitman

Hobson Bros., Stock Dealers and Butchers.

American Beet Sugar Co.

Oxnard Light &. Water Co.

Colonia Improvement Co.

Lehman & Waterman.

For the Indians
THE SE^QUOYA LEAGUE is aiding the Mission Indians not

^= only by remedying abuses and trying

to get them better lands, but also by extending the market for their BASKETS.
A representative collection is on sale, for the benefit of the Campo reservations,

at reasonable prices and fully authenticated. These baskets can be had of

Mrs. Chas. F. Loomis, 200 Avenue 42, Los Angeles
60 Additional Baskets, of Much Variety, Recently Received.

Prices, $2 to $10

THE MONEY GOES TO THE INDIANS

Ramona Toilet 3oA p FOR
EVERYWHEF?E



There's IMoney
to be IMade

Give the men who built the Rock Island, Mr. Investor, credit

for having built with a view to the future.

Give the present management credit for extending the lines ac-

cording to traffic needs, both now and of the future.

Come with us on an inspection trip

In Texas and
The SouthNvest

We will show you what looked good to us. It may be of in-

terest to you !

Rock Island lines penetrate every nook and corner of the Great Southwest

where there is a prospect of building up local enterprises and of populating

the territory. Every train carries in new
"
developers."

The Rock Island management has the needs of that community so closely at

heart that it maintains a corps of industrial investigators, in order to keep

fully advised as to the exact local conditions. We offer you this informa-

tion absolutely without cost because it's to our mutual advantage to do so.

We want to get you interested in the new country

Along ttie

Rock Island

w
Rock
Island

Low rate excursions first and third Send name and address for our folder

Tuesdays every month to all points of Business Openings and an illustrated

Southwest. Watch for them. book on any of the Southwestern states.

JOHN SEBASTIAN, Passenger Traffic Manager, Chicago



THE OLDEST CUSTOM HOUSE IN CALli-UKNIA

MONTEREYCapitalofCalifornia

Strictly in a Class by Itself.

Home of the Famous

DEL MONTE HOTEL

r'limaftratTv ^^^ most even temperature. A pic-

VilllUctllLa.Il)' turesque city by the sea, where
home life is made delightful by every reason of

good climate, good citizenship, fine sea bathing, fish-

ing, etc. For further information write any of fol-

loiving :

Geo. B. Underwood
First Nat'l Bank of Monterey.
H. K. O'Bryan.
Frank Hellam.
Frank L. Ordway.
C. L. Ingels.

OF FIVE ACRES
AND UPWARDS

in the Counties of

Fresno and Merced

California

MILLER AND LUX

Los Banos, Merced County

California

SAN JACINTO
Riverside County, California

CHEAP
LAND—$40 to $75 per acre

WATER Artesian

WOOD—Oak, Cottonwood and Pine

BUILDING STONE—For the hauling
/ LUMBER—Native Product

\
LIME—Native Product

BETTER LOOK INTO THESE ADVANTAGES BEFORE BUYING
Altitude 1500 ft.

« ,. , r , • J
Climate Unsurpassed As little fog and wind

Cool Nights, Dry Warm Days As any place

No Fleas, Mosquitoes Scarce

For any further information address

In Southern California

CHAMBER or COMMERCE OR
R. J. Carmichael & Co., Stationers.
S. J. Mead, Enterprise Cash Grocer.
Roy Malone, Real Estate.
State Bank of San Jacinto.
Tripp & Hopkins, Butchers.
A. W. Wright, Banker.
J. F. Hards, General Merchandise.
Ralph W. Buckley, The Quality Grocer.

C. E. Bunker, Rancher.
M. A. Agulrrie, Rancher.
F. B. Record, City Engineer.
A. DomenlgonI, Rancher.
Francisco Pico, Stockman.
C. L. Emerson, Cashier State Bank.
Martin Meier, Lumber Dealer.



The Country JHong the
Line of

The

Kansas City
Southern Railway

Which Traverses

Missouri, Arkansas, Indian Territory

Louisana and Texas

is the land of the big red apple, and the finest

peaches and berries, plums, pears, grapes and

cherries. Grown on the cheapest lands found any-

where in the United States. A good cotton, corn,

grain and live stock country, affording splendid

business opportunities in a hundred towns and

cities.

This railway, for its length, has more undevel-

oped resources than any other line in the world.

Write for printed information to

S. G. WARNER, Gen. Pass'r Agent

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

El Paso
Texas
Has a Population of
42,000

It is the commercial, mining, smelting, manu-
facturing, cattle-raising and railroad center of a

vast territory. It is the gateway to Mexico. The
U. S. Government will commence work this surn-

mer on a seven-million-dollar irrigating project on
the Rio Grande River, loo miles above the City of

El Paso, which will irrigate 225,000 acres in this

valley.

XKere is bi^ money to be made in

valley lands and city realty

We are sole agents for the most desirable

properties

Write us for information.

All railroads allow stop-overs in El Paso.

Avistin (El Marr
200 Texas Street, El Paso, Texas

Reference: ist National Bank, El Paso, Texas

FRISCO
SYSTEM

Trains
To
Texas

The "Meteor" through to Fort Worth,
leaves St. Louis 2:30 p. m. daily.

The "Texas Limited" through to Dallas,

Houston, Galveston and San Antonio,

leaves St. Louis 8:21 p. m. daily.

Observation cars.

Fred Harvey Meals.

A. HILTON, G. P. A.
St. Loxiis, Mo.

TKe Great

Central Railway System
of America, tHe

NEIWYORK

f(ENtRAU
^: LINES y

Operate more than 12,000 miles of rail-

ways east of Chicago, St. Louis and
Cincinnati.

Comprising the

New York Central & Hudson River
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
Big Four Route
Michigan Central
Boston & Albany
Pittsburg & Lake Erie
Lake Erie & Western
Indiana. Illinois & Iowa
Lake Erie, Alliance and Wheeling
New York and Ottawa, and
Rutland Railroads

C F. DALY
Passenger Traffic Mgr.

New York

W. J. LYNCH
Passenger Traffic Mgr.

Chicago



GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA
CHARMING IN ITS INFINITE VARIETY

For the Home Builder, ideal in location and environment.
Fifteen minutes distant by electric road from the city limits of Los Angeles.

City conveniences with country comfort.

Climate unsurpassed, free

from extremes of heat and
cold.

^.4M.^-



GOULD SYSTEM
THE DENVER AND RIO GRANDE RAILROAD

The Scenic Line of the IVorld

THE TEXAS AND PACIFIC RAILWAY
THE MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILWAY
THE IRON MOUNTAIN ROUTE
INTERNATIONAL AND GREAT NORTHERN R. R.

The Mo nteresting

Routes East
Grandest Scenery in the World.

Through Daily Standard and Tourist Sleeping Cars.

Courteous Attention. Excellent Dining Car Service

T. D. Connelly, General Agent, T. F. Fitzgerald

230 S. Spring St., Los Angeles Dist. Passenger Agent

ARIZONA
Is the Place for You

The land of plenty where there is room for every-

body.
Now is the opportune time to invest, as no place
in the world has a better future. If you desire to

know more about the Great Salt River Valley,
where water is plentiful, or the mineral resources

of this rich but yet undeveloped country, write me
for descriptive literature.

When you travel—

TRAVEL "SANTE FE"
F. A. JOMES,

G. P. A., S. F. P. dh P. Ry.,

Prescott, Arizona.



The ascent of Mount Lowe by trolley affords

the visitor to Los Angeles one of the most marvel-

ous and beautiful mountain railway journeys in the

world. And it is only one of the features of a

railway system covering 400 miles and reaching
all the points of interest in the garden spot of

America.

TKe Pacific E^lectric Railway
Depot at Corner of 6tK and Main

Los Angeles California





Will afford you a most pleasant and enjoyable route to all

Grand scenery and unexcelled service are the features which

have made the Northern Pacific justly famous the world over

Carries both Standard and Tourist Sleeping Cars. If you are

gfoingf East try the Northern Pacific. Rates to all Direct
Points as lo-vsr as by any line. Full information and

sleeping car accommodations furnished by

E. JOHNSON. Traveling' Pass. Ag't
125 "West Third Street
l^os Wngeles, California





THEONi:r WAV TO SE^B

Q^

Two hours and fifteen minutes at Riverside for drives on

far-famed Victoria and Magnolia Avenues. Two hours and

twenty minutes at Redlands for drives to Smiley Heights and
over the McKinley Drive, where a view of the surrounding

country is had not excelled in Southern California.

Returning via Covina reaches Los Angeles early in the

evening.

Do not fail to take this the most beautiful trip in South-

ern California. Full information with Illustrated Booklet at

261 S. Spring St., Los Angeles.

THOS. A. GRAHAM, Asst. Gen. Fr't & Pass. Agt.

N. R Martin, Dist. Pass. Agt.

^

Special TRAIN everymorning from losAngeles
(CONNECTING FROM PASADENA)FOR

IDtPHANDItEiii
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GRAND CANYON OF ARIZONA
Reached only via the SANTA FE
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23 FA5T EXPRE55 ,yTEAMER5 PLYINC-
ALONG 5000 MILE5 PACIFIC COA^T

vaaTE FOR BEAUTirucur illustrated de^'Criptive matter
CDDuntam, «Ve«. P^s Xgt. ^ .
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A MATTEROFHEALTH

^MK^
Absolutely Pure

/MS MO SUBSTITUTE

GET THE GENUINE

Baker's

BreakfastCocoa

Registered
U. S. I'at. Office

Made by a scien-

tific blending of the

best Cocoa beans

grown in different

parts of the world,—the result of 1 26

years of successful

endeavor.

A Perfect Food.

46 Highest Awards
in Europe and

America.

Watlter Batker (H Co. Ltd.

Establiihed 1760. Dorchvester, Ma.ss.

Preserves
THE ONLY FRUITS IN THE WORLD WITH $1,000

PURITY GUARANTEE ON EVERY JAR

BISHOP & COMPANY, LOS ANGELES
15 JAY STREET, NEW YORK

THE RELIABLE STORE

CALIFORNIASWEET WINES
Delivered FREE to Eastern Points

We ship, freight prepaid

to any railroad station

in the United States, two
cases fine old Peerless

XX Wines, assorted with

one bottle 1888 California

Brandy, for

$11.00

We ship, freight prepaid
to any railroad station
in th^ United Staves, two
cases finest old Peerless
Brand XXX assorted
Wines, with two bottles
1888 California Brandy
and one bottle California
Chaniiiagne for

$15.00

Southern California Wine Co.
218 West rourtHSt..L<
Home Exchange 16

Angeles, Cal.

Main 332

Di<A \rn<;
have be^n established over 50 years. By our system
of paymen ts every family la moderate circumsiances
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